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PREFACE 

It is with great pride and enthusiasm that I present this series of ten handbooks 
standardizing and documenting the inventory and monitoring program at Chan
nel Islands National Park. 

Channel Islands National Park is an excellent demonstration site for National 
Park Service inventory and monitoring activities because park resources include 
a diverse array of both terrestrial and marine ecosystems. Channel Islands is a 
world class conservation area ~ designated as a State Area of Special Biological 
Concern and Ecological Reserve, a National Marine Sanctuary, and an Interna
tional Biosphere Reserve in addition to its National Park status. This has focused 
attention and research on park resources, and resulted in development of an ex
tensive cooperative network of researchers and a large body of information on 
various aspects of the marine and island systems. 

Monitoring information is vital to the welfare of the natural resources of all park 
areas. It enables us to focus on real issues and increases our ability to distin
guish natural variability and phenomena from man-made resource threats that 
require management action. I encourage all park managers to establish their 
own inventory and monitoring program using our model or others that fit your 
needs. 

William H. Ehorn 
Superintendent, Channel Islands National Park 

October, 1988 
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The Channel Islands, 
an island chain lying just off California's southern coast, 

provide habitat for marine life 
ranging from microscopic plankton 

to the largest creature on earth 
-- the blue whale. 

These same islands shelter 
unique plant and animal life 

found nowhere else on earth. 

In 1980, Congress designated five of these islands 

CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

and mandated the inventory and protection 
of the islands and surrounding waters. 

A long-term monitoring system was therefore developed 
to achieve the objectives of resource inventory 

and increased ecological understanding 
upon which to base 

future resource management decisions. 

A series of ten handbooks has been prepared as the result of an ongoing effort 
to standardize the monitoring methods used and share these methods with 
others who may benefit from them. 

pinnipeds 
sea birds 

rocky intertidal communities 
kelp forest 

terrestrial vertebrates 
land birds 

terrestrial vegetation 
fishery harvest 

weather 
visitors 
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INTRODUCTION 

parks -ecological 
"miner's canaries" 

As large natural ecosystems, national parks have many values to society. They 
are pleasuring grounds for outdoor recreation and emotional retreats from the 
stresses of modern, urban life. National parks also protect the reservoirs of wild 
genetic material that are the basis of the nation's future in bioengineering, 
agriculture, aquaculture, and pharmaceuticals. Most importantly though, nation
al parks are vital ecosystem standards that warn us of impending disasters, like 
ecological "miner's canaries". However, if we do not watch the canaries, their 
warnings will be lost. 

Channel Islands National Park has designed and implemented this long-term 
monitoring program in response to Congressional concern -- as it were to "watch 
the canary". The park was established in 1980 'to protect the nationally sig
nificant natural, scenic, wildlife, marine, ecological... and scientific values of the 
Channel Islands in the State of California..." The park's enabling legislation 
specifically required development of "an inventory of all terrestrial and marine 
species, indicating their population dynamics, and probable trends as to future 
numbers and welfare", with biennial reports to Congress to include "recommen
dations as to what actions should be considered for adoption to better protect 
the natural resources of the park." 

Channel Islands National Park consists of five of the eight California Channel Is
lands. The eight islands are divided into two groups -- four northern islands, 
Anacapa, Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, and San Miguel islands, all of which are within 
the park boundaries; and four southern islands, of which only Santa Barbara Is
land is within the park. These islands lie 20 to 73 km off the coast of southern 
California and range in size from tiny 260-ha Santa Barbara Island to 25,000-ha 
Santa Cruz Island. The total area of the park is 100,000 ha, which is divided near
ly equally between submerged lands and islands. Anacapa Island, the closest to 
the mainland, lies 22 km from the mainland headquarters of the park in Ventura, 
while the western outpost, San Miguel Island, is 100 km from Ventura (Figure 1). 

The five park islands vary greatly in size and form. Anacapa Island, 283 ha in size 
and less than 1 km wide, is strung out in three narrow islets connected by shal
low reefs over a distance of 8 km. Sheer cliffs and steep rugged slopes soar over 
rocky shores pockmarked with sea caves. The cliffs extend directly into the sub
merged regions of the park to depths exceeding 200 m. 

Santa Cruz Island lies just over 6 km to the west of Anacapa Island across the 
shallow Anacapa Passage. The largest of the islands, Santa Cruz is 25,000 ha in 
size and towers over 657 m above a coastline of cliffs, sea caves, and protected 
anchorages. The island is characterized by rugged slopes, steep canyons, fresh 
water streams, pine forests, and oak groves. Two volcanic ridges run much of 
the length of the island separated by a protected central valley. The steep north 
shore plunges abruptly into the Santa Barbara Channel, whereas a narrow shelf 
of sandstone extends several kilometers along the southern shore before falling 
away into the 2,000-m deep Santa Cruz Basin. 

Santa Rosa Island, 8 km to the west of Santa Cruz Island, is 21,600 ha in size. 
Rolling coastal terraces, canyons deeply incised by perennial streams, and 
mountains to 550 m characterize the terrain. Wide sandy beaches and rocky 
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intertidal benches surround the island, with a unique coastal marsh on the east 
end. Offshore, broad shallow terraces support extensive giant kelp forests. 

San Miguel Island, westernmost of the northern islands, covers 4,050 ha. It is a 
gently sloping plateau with long sandy beaches along the coastline. Jumbled 
submerged rock piles give witness to the high energy of northern storms that 
strike this exposed coast, giving it the look of central California at Big Sur and 
Monterey. Strong, nearly constant winds from the northwest mold the land. The 
combination of sand and wind has exposed an unusual geologic feature -- a 
caliche forest composed of sand casts of prehistoric vegetation. 

Santa Barbara Island, only 263 ha in size, lies 65 km southeast of Anacapa Island 
and 73 km west of Palos Verdes. The island is a gently sloping plateau sur
rounded by towering sea cliffs. There are few sandy beaches and in many areas 
the rocky shores are virtually inaccessible from the land. Offshore, submerged 
rock arches and eroded reefs testify to dynamic sea levels and provide attach
ments for extensive kelp forests. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF RESOURCES 

a resource of 
superlatives 

Channel Islands National Park is one of the most biologically productive and 
diverse units in the National Park System. Isolation from the mainland has 
provided both protection from human disturbance and the opportunity for evolu
tion of distinct taxa. The park's natural resources are of national and internation
al significance in many respects. Many park resources can accurately be 
described in superlatives - "one of a kind", 'the only place where...", "exception
al scientific value", "exists here and nowhere else in the world", "unparalleled op
portunity", "wildlife spectacle". 

Equally accurate superlatives can be used to describe the region adjacent to the 
park - "worst air quality in the nation", "one of the world's largest cities", "far ex
ceeds allowable pollution standards", 'fastest growing urban complex". There is 
a seemingly unsatiable demand for sun-belt living, recreation, energy, and har
vest of marine products. The pressures of competing resource use further 
heighten the significance of park resources. Park islands support some of the 
last examples of natural Mediterranean-type ecosystems in North America and 
of coastal and marine ecosystems in southern California. 

RESOURCE VALUES 

Park waters harbor biota that are representative of nearly 1,600 km of the Califor
nia coast from Ensenada, Mexico to San Francisco. The park lies on the bound
ary of two major marine biogeographical provinces: the Oregonian province to 
the north and the Californian to the south. The western islands of the park, San 
Miguel and Santa Rosa, are bathed by cold northern waters carried south by the 
California current and therefore reflect the biological assemblages of the 
Oregonian province. Waters around the eastern islands of Anacapa and Santa 
Barbara come from the south along the mainland coast and support the warm 
temperate biota characteristic of the Californian province. Around Santa Cruz Is
land, at the boundary of these two provinces, there is a broad transition zone 
where plants and animals from both provinces mingle and create a unique as
semblage of species that are capable of adapting to the variable conditions of 
the transition zone. 

Prevailing winds and the topography of the ocean floor of adjacent basins also 
greatly influence biological communities within the park. Winter storms bring 
rain and winds that buffet the northern shores, whereas biota of the southern 
coasts reflect their more sheltered position. The confluence of major oceanic 
currents and the shape of the continental shelf create a rare phenomenon of per
sistent upwelling near the park. Nutrient-rich water from the deep sea wells up 
near Point Conception (on the mainland coast to the north), and produces ex
ceptionally productive food webs in the waters around San Miguel and Santa 
Rosa islands. 

The richness and diversity of the marine communities are reflected by an abun
dance and diversity of marine plants, invertebrates, fish, mammals, and seabirds. 
One of the more prominent marine communities surrounding the islands is the 
giant kelp forest which occurs in relatively shallow rocky bottom areas. One 
third of the kelp beds in southern California are found in the park. These marine 
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Channel Islands -an 
American Galapagos 

forests provide food and shelter for over 125 fishes, as well as habitat for scores 
of other animal and plant species, nearly 1,000 in all. 

The richness of the marine environment also extends to seabirds and mammals. 
As many as 26 species of whales and porpoises can be found in the park, as well 
as six species of pinnipeds (seals and sea lions). San Miguel Island's Point Ben
nett is certainly one of the world's most outstanding wildlife displays. It is the 
only known place in the world where six pinniped species coexist and where four 
consistently breed. Park islands provide protected rookeries for eleven species 
of sea birds and are the only places in the United States where the endangered 
California Brown Pelican breeds. 

Many of the park's values are a product of isolation from the mainland. The most 
commonly-held hypothesis is that the northern islands were never linked to the 
mainland by a land bridge, but rather were joined with each other some 17,000 
years ago when sea level was at its lowest. It is also thought that the southern 
islands were never linked to each other or to the mainland. The reputation of the 
Channel Islands as the "American Galapagos" is well deserved. Physical isola
tion from mainland ecosystems have allowed life forms on the islands to evolve 
independently from similar mainland forms. Difficulty of travel to and from the is
lands protects them from human disturbance even now. Benefits of isolation are 
particularly apparent with respect to sea birds and marine mammals that once 
bred in many areas of the mainland coast; today they find sufficient freedom from 
civilization and human disturbance only on the offshore islands. 

The evolution of unique life forms on the islands, often coupled with recent 
habitat destruction elsewhere, has resulted in designations of rare, threatened, 
or endangered status for a relatively large number of species. For example, the 
island fox, a State of California rare species, is found on the three largest park is
lands. Each island supports a distinct subspecies of island fox. The island night 
lizard, a species listed by the federal government as threatened, is found in the 
park on only Santa Barbara Island. An endangered endemic subspecies of song 
sparrow that was found on Santa Barbara Island is now thought to be extinct. 
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Of the 800 plant taxa found on park islands, many are found nowhere else. Ap
proximately 100 species and 30 subspecies of plants are endemic to the eight 
Channel Islands; in other words they do not occur naturally on the mainland and 
their entire distribution is confined to one or more of these islands. Many more 
island plant species have only very small or scattered mainland populations. 
Outstanding examples of these plant resources include the Torrey pine found in 
the wild only on Santa Rosa Island and in a small section of coast north of San 
Diego, and the giant coreopsis, a large tree-like sunflower found only on the is
lands and in small sections of the adjacent mainland coast. The succulent island 
live-for-ever (Dudleya traskiae) is listed as endangered by the federal govern
ment and is found only on Santa Barbara Island. 

The islands are also significant for their vertebrate fossils and cultural resources. 
Fossil remnants of an endemic dwarf mammoth, a giant mouse, and an extinct 
gannet have been discovered on Santa Rosa and San Miguel islands. Anacapa, 
Santa Barbara, and San Miguel islands have been listed on the National Register 
of Historic Places due to the richness of their archaeological resources. San 
Miguel Island is thought to be the burial place of Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo who 
discovered California in 1542. Additionally, many midden and village sites of the 
seafaring Chumash people have been found. Some are thought to date back as 
far as 10,000 years and may be the earliest known evidence of man in North 
America. Recent historical structures such as the Coast Guard settlement on 
East Anacapa Island, built during the early 1930's, and the Nidever Adobe on San 
Miguel Island, are on the National Register of Historic places. Other historical 
settlement structures are found at historic ranches on Santa Cruz and Santa 
Rosa islands. 
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EFFECT OF MAN - PAST AND PRESENT 

All of the park islands have been used for ranching and grazing to some extent 
in the past. These activities have significantly altered natural processes such as 
erosion and have affected native plants and animals through the introduction of 
alien plants and animals that out-compete, eat, and replace native species. 
Ranching activities have continued from 1843 to the present on Santa Rosa Is
land where a special use permit with the former owner (as provided for in the 
legislation that established the park) allows cattle ranching and commercial hunt
ing for introduced elk and deer. Over 100 years of sheep and cattle grazing as 
well as a vineyard and orchards have modified Santa Cruz Island. Cattle and 
sheep grazing have recently been discontinued on the 90% of Santa Cruz Island 
owned by the Nature Conservancy however the remaining 10% of the island still 
under private ownership supports an abundance of feral sheep which remain 
from former ranch activities. San Miguel Island is in the process of recovering 
from sheep grazing which continued until 1968, and from feral burros that were 
removed in 1976. Anacapa Island was grazed and Santa Barbara Island was 
farmed and grazed until 1938 when Channel Islands National Monument was es
tablished. Even with national monument status, introduced rabbits were not 
removed from Santa Barbara Island until 1981. Feral pigs are still found on both 
Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa islands. Monitoring programs provide information 
needed to formulate and evaluate management strategies and tactics to restore 
island ecosystems and document their recovery from past land-use practices. 

Channel Islands National Park exists on the edge of a human tide. Nearly 15 mil
lion people reside on the adjacent mainland coast. In the park, these neighbors 
seek solitude, recreation, and knowledge of their environment but bring with 
them threats of crowding, trampling, and disturbance of fragile and extremely 
limited island and marine habitats. Air quality in the nearby Los Angeles basin is 
among the worst on earth, exceeding federal ozone standards of 120 ppb more 
than 100 days a year. Strong seasonal easterly Santa Ana winds carry the pol
luted air offshore into the park (ozone levels on Anacapa Island have exceeded 
200 ppb during these events) threatening sensitive plant communities like the 
rare Torrey pine forest on Santa Rosa Island. Near shore currents carry urban 
runoff and waste water effluent northwesterly from the metropolitan centers of 
Los Angeles and Orange counties to park waters. Major offshore petroleum ex
ploration and development in the adjacent Santa Barbara Channel and up-cur
rent and upwind in the nearby Santa Maria Basin brings with it the potential of 
additional air and water pollution. According to the only data available, state 
managed fishery harvests in and near the park remove 4,500 to 6,800 mt (10-15 
million pounds) of giant kelp, rock fish, halibut, angel shark, sea urchin, lobster, 
abalone, and dozens of other fish and shellfish each year. This biomass con
stitutes about 15% of California's total near shore harvest even through the park 
contains only 3% of the state's coastal waters. This selective removal of fishery 
species threatens the stability and integrity of park ecosystems. 

In spite of these threats, Channel Islands National Park includes the best repre
sentatives of coastal southern California ecosystems that exist. Because park 
ecosystems are shrinking vestiges of coastal California, regular assessments of 
ecosystem health through ecological monitoring programs are vital. 
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ECOLOGICAL MONITORING DESIGN 

"How can you tell how it 

used to be when there's 

nothing left to see?" 

Refrain from 

"The Prince of Tides" 

Jimmy Buffett, 1988 

The process to restore and preserve southern California coastal ecosystems 
took a great leap forward with establishment of Channel Islands National Park 
and the overlapping and surrounding Channel Islands National Marine 
Sanctuary in 1980. The keystone of this restoration and protection effort is an 
ecological monitoring program designed to provide park and sanctuary 
managers with regular assessments of ecosystem health. The monitoring 
program is also designed to determine limits of natural variation, diagnose ab
normal conditions, identify potential agents of abnormal change, and prescribe 
potential remedial treatments. 

Natural ranges of variation are poorly known in ecosystems and need to be 
determined by monitoring. Only if normal limits of variation are known can ab
normal conditions be readily identified in time to take corrective action. Monitor
ing of resource conditions is analogous to physician conducted physical 
examinations and diagnostic investigations of patients which are the very basis 
of modern health maintenance practice. Long years of measuring blood pres
sure, pulse rate, blood chemistry, temperature, and other vital signs in a wide 
variety of people under many different conditions have given physicians accurate 
standards with which to judge a patient's condition and detect illness. The health 
of park ecosystems can be determined in the same way - by monitoring the 
systems' vital signs over a long period of time. 

For a long-term ecological monitoring program to provide useful information, 
managers and scientists must together make a commitment to a process for fu
ture continuity and select appropriate vital signs, species, locations, and 
methods for monitoring. Once selected, procedures must be established and in
stitutionalized to allow regular reliable sampling, data analysis, and reporting 
over the long term. Design of an ecological monitoring program for a national 
park area has five basic steps: 

Determine what, where, when, and how to monitor 

Establish data management procedures 

Establish reporting procedures 

Document monitoring protocols 

Implement and institutionalize monitoring 

Subject experts designed the ecological monitoring program for Channel Islands 
National Park by addressing each of these basis steps. Considerations for each 
step in this design process included the following. 
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DETERMINE WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, AND HOW TO MONITOR 

Selection of Vital Signs 

Population dynamics -
ecological vital signs 

Just as a physician monitors a patient's vital signs, natural resource managers 
need to monitor an ecosystem's vital signs. The long-term ecological monitor
ing program at Channel Islands National Park is based upon population 
dynamics of selected organisms - the ways in which populations change - as the 
ecological vital signs that indicate the health of the resources and/or measure 
ecological processes to be managed. Parameters of population dynamics that 
are amenable to monitoring include abundance, distribution, age structure, 
reproduction and recruitment, growth rates, mortality rates, and phenology. 

Although other ecological approaches to describe and monitor ecosystems 
such as biodiversity, energy flux, or nutrient budgets could have been used 
(Odum 1959, Conant et al. 1983, Orians 1986), population dynamics of selected 
organisms were chosen as the most useful basis for monitoring at Channel Is
lands National Park because they best meet the following management require
ments. 

. Population dynamics accurately reflect ecosystem conditions because or
ganisms integrate the effects of a vast array of ecological factors, including 
predation, competition, and environmental conditions that are expressed as 
changes in readily measured population parameters. 

. Population dynamics permit projections into the future, providing early warn
ing of adverse conditions through changes in parameters such as age struc
ture and recruitment. 

• Subtle, chronic stresses on the system are reflected in reduced growth rates 
and reproductive efforts long before mortality reduces abundance or dis
tribution. 

• Interpretation of these population changes is direct. 

. Techniques for measuring changes are simple and well known. 

. Population dynamics provide information at the species and population 
level, which is the level at which most management controls operate. There
fore the monitoring information is directly applicable to management con
cerns. 

Selection of Ecological Components 

Over 2,000 species from 34 phyla or divisions in all five kingdoms are known to 
occur in the park. Since it is not possible, or necessary, to monitor them all, in
dividual species or assemblages of species were selected for monitoring. 

Selection criteria were developed and applied to extant species lists to determine 
what organisms within classic taxonomic categories would be monitored. The 
criteria assured that monitored taxa would include: 
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• a broad array of ecological roles and examples of many different trophic 
levels and life forms (from primary producers to top carnivores, sessile inver
tebrates to wide ranging pinnipeds) 

• species with special legal status (endangered, specified in park enabling 
legislation, or otherwise protected) 

. endemic and alien species 

• harvested taxa (for marine resources) 

. taxa that dominate or characterize entire communities (giant kelp) 

. taxa that are exceptionally common (purple sea urchin) 

• popularly recognized or "heroic" species that have public support and un
derstanding (island fox) 

To determine what resources to monitor at Channel Islands National Park, all or
ganisms within the park were listed and then divided into mutually exclusive 
taxonomic categories. A classic taxonomic division of park ecosystems was 
used to identify 15 kinds of system components that scientists are trained to 
study at the population level, such as pinnipeds, sea birds, terrestrial plants, and 
marine invertebrates. Physical environmental factors such as weather greatly in
fluence biological components in ecosystems and are monitored in order to bet
ter understand system dynamics and behavior. In addition, human activities 
constitute a major source of impact on park ecosystems and therefore visitors 
and fishery harvest are also monitored. 

For some taxa (amphibians, reptiles, and terrestrial invertebrates) even rudimen
tary information about presence or distribution was lacking and initial selections 
of taxa could not be made with existing knowledge. In these cases, field inven
tories to determine presence and distribution were made prior to initiation of 
design studies. These field surveys yielded enough information for selection of 
amphibians and reptiles, but information on terrestrial invertebrates and the 
monitoring design study is still incomplete. A summary of taxa selected for 
monitoring with population parameters, number of locations, and sampling fre
quency for each is presented in Appendix A. 

Selection of Sites 

Site selection criteria varied substantially among the taxa. Pinniped and seabird 
sites were dictated by rookery and haulout locations. Rocky intertidal, kelp 
forest, and terrestrial vegetation sites were selected to represent an entire range 
of biogeographical and environmental conditions which influence these com
munities. Terrestrial vertebrate sites were selected by evaluating species habitat 
requirements of the monitored species. Complete censuses of all individuals in 
certain locations (such as pelicans at nesting sites or visitors to each island) were 
deemed appropriate in some instances. In all cases, field experts made the 
selections. 
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Selection of Sampling Frequency 

Sampling frequencies were selected as appropriate for each ecological com
ponent. Natural history of monitored taxa, management issues, and practical 
logistics dictate sampling frequencies which range from once a year or even less 
frequently to continual monitoring. Vegetation mapping once every five years is 
sufficient to monitor changes in the boundaries between vegetation com
munities. Annual reproductive cycles of marine mammals, sea birds, and flower
ing plants permit annual measures of their populations. The shorter generation 
times of insects and seasonal variations in intertidal algae require more frequent 
sampling. Visitors are censused daily in order to determine patterns of visitor use 
and total visitation. Weather conditions are monitored continually. 

Selection of Sampling Techniques 

The best sampling techniques are those that are accurate, precise, and robust 
to observer variability. Techniques can sometimes be selected from the litera
ture, but at other times must be modified or newly developed. Methods that are 
unambiguous can be carried out by trained park personnel, even when ob
servers change over time. At Channel Islands, selection of sampling techniques 
also considered historical approaches to monitoring for each ecological com
ponent and the historical data base whenever available. 

For efficiency, sampling techniques that measure more than one population 
parameter were favored. Population abundance or density was selected for vir
tually all taxa. In addition, a variety of sampling techniques were also selected 
to measure other population parameters, such as size or age structure and 
reproductive effort. Each method was field tested for at least one year in order 
to standardize the method and demonstrate its utility. 
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ESTABLISH DATA MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 

A data management system is an essential part of the monitoring design 
process. Once field sampling is complete, raw data are recorded, archived, 
entered into computer programs that assist in summarizing information, and 
analyzed through lists, charts, tables, graphs, and statistical calculations as ap
propriate. Descriptive measures of population dynamics parameters are the ul
timate result. Data analysis is accomplished using standard software (such as 
dBase III + , Lotus 1-2-3, and SPSS). 

ESTABLISH REPORTING PROCEDURES 

Resource monitoring is not complete when the field observations and data 
analysis have been made. The establishment of a reporting procedure that ar
chives data, diseminates information, and documents changes in monitoring 
protocols is therefore an important step in the monitoring design process. As 
part of reporting procedures, the format is defined, appropriate audience and 
distribution are determined, and review procedures and standards for review are 
established. A report series allows the monitoring program to adapt to changes 
in environmental conditions and take advantage of changing technology and 
knowledge without losing the continuity and integrity of the data record. 

A report series was established at Channel Islands National Park to address 
these needs. Standards and guidelines have been prepared to assist authors 
and reviewers in organizing their thoughts and comments and to assure some 
consistency in the series. The reports are edited by two National Park Service 
research scientists, an academic (or other agency) subject area scientist, and an 
editorial review board composed of the park superintendent and division chiefs 
for resource management, ranger activities, and interpretation. The reports 
serve as a repository for monitoring observations, a vehicle for disseminating in
formation locally, and a mechanism for documenting management recommen
dations, including changes in monitoring procedures. Reports are generally 
prepared each year at the end of the field season by the principle investigator of 
each monitoring component. 
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DOCUMENT MONITORING PROTOCOLS 

At the completion of each design study, the monitoring protocol was docu
mented in a standardized handbook. Handbooks allow others to continue the 
monitoring process over the long term by describing data collection and analysis 
techniques in detail. In this way, continuity and quality of future data collection 
by resource managers can be maintained. Handbooks will be reviewed and 
revised as field methods are further tested and experience allows for new in
sights. The monitoring report series provides a mechanism for documenting 
recommendations for revisions in the handbooks. 

The ten monitoring protocol handbooks in this set document monitoring ac
tivities for Channel Islands National Park as of 1988. A separate handbook is 
available for each of the following: 

Pinnipeds (seals and sea lions) 

Seabirds 

Rocky Intertidal Community 

Kelp Forest (includes three resource categories - marine invertebrates, 
marine vegetation, and fishes) 

Terrestrial Vertebrates (includes reptiles, amphibians, and mammals) 

Land Birds 

Terrestrial Vegetation 

Fishery Harvest 

Visitors 

Weather 

New handbooks for other ecological components (such as water and air quality 
and terrestrial invertebrates) may be added to the set as information is 
developed The recent acquisition of Santa Rosa Island and pending acquisition 
of the eastern portion of Santa Cruz Island have prompted initiation of design 
studies related to their terrestrial resources which will result in an additional hand
book and modifications of existing handbooks. 
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IMPLEMENT AND INSTITUTIONALIZE MONITORING 

the park monitoring 
team 

Park managers have a responsibility to base management decisions on a firm 
understanding of resource conditions and possible human impacts on the 
resources within their charge. Monitoring over time can provide that under
standing. However, even the best designed monitoring program will fall far short 
of expectations unless adequate staffing, support, and long-term funding is ob
tained to implement the program. 

The functional relationships among the monitoring team are important aspects 
of the ecological monitoring program at Channel Islands (Davis et al. 1988). The 
scientists, both resource managers and researchers who institutionalize and 
conduct the monitoring play discrete yet complementary roles. To again draw 
on a medical analogy, in many respects a natural ecosystem can be likened to 
a human body. Resource management agencies are analogous to health care 
organizations; both are designed to assure continued good health of their sub
jects. At Channel Islands National Park, resource managers act as family 
physicians for park ecosystems. They monitor ecosystem health with regular 
checkups. They recognize signs and symptoms and diagnose illnesses: some
times acute, sometimes chronic. They prescribe treatments and evaluate the 
results of those treatments. 

Park rangers serve as Emergency Medical Technicians for park ecosystems. 
They identify overt threats to the systems. They provide immediate, practical 
treatments to alleviate symptoms and stabilize vital signs. They protect ailing 
ecosystems until long-term treatments to cure or mitigate underlying causes can 
be instigated. Rangers are also like public health officials who prepare and dis
tribute information about epidemics and recommend preventative actions and 
treatments. They interpret scientific findings regarding park ecosystems and ex
plain their significance to the public. They also develop ways to explain park 
values, threats to those values, and ensure adequate understanding of resource 
issues by a wide cross section of the American public. 

Research scientists act as medical researchers. They develop new techniques 
for assessing health. They identify new diseases and determine causative 
agents. They develop and test new treatments to cure or mitigate illness. 

Natural resource management, like medicine, is an art practiced with a scientific 
basis. All of these professional specialists work toward the same goal, healthy 
park ecosystems, each contributing in their own way. Yet they all follow the 
scientific method, i.e. hypotheses are formulated, tested, and revised based on 
test results. Identifying and solving ecological problems in such extremely com
plex and poorly known systems as national parks is clearly an art. 

Resource monitoring and management of Channel Islands National Park benefit 
from and require a cooperative approach with several regulatory and land 
management agencies and organizations due to the fact that much of the park 
is owned or under the jurisdiction of others. A brief summary of these external 
organizations and their role is included in Appendix B. The National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (National Marine Fisheries Service and Marine 
Sanctuary Program) and California Department of Fish and Game have been 
especially instrumental in the design studies and initiation of monitoring. 
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A step-down diagram (after Phenicie and Lyons 1973) illustrates the monitoring 
program design and development strategy and provides a useful summary of the 
monitoring design for Channel Islands (Figure 2). The program's goal is indi
cated at the top of the diagram, with all of the actions required to achieve the goal 
shown on the next lower level. The same pattern is repeated down the diagram 
until individual research projects or management actions were identified. The 
projects were then placed in priority by the park staff for funding. 
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SUMMARY OF TEN MONITORING PROTOCOLS 

The following abstracts of each monitoring handbook provide brief summaries 
of sampling techniques and indicate the distributions of monitoring sites for each 
resource category. 

PINNIPEDS 

Six species of pinnipeds haul out on park beaches and use park waters. The four 
most abundant, California sea lion (Zalophus californianus), northern elephant 
seal (Mirounga angustirostris), harbor seal (Phoca vitulirra richardsi), and north
ern fur seal (Callorinus ursinus) were selected for long-term monitoring. Obser
vations are also recorded for Northern (Steller) sea lion {Eumetopias jubatus) 
and Guadalupe fur seal {Arctocephalus townsendi), but they occur so infre
quently that it is not feasible to routinely monitor their population dynamics. 

Three sampling techniques gather information on the abundance, age structure, 
recruitment (pup production), and reproductive phenology of pinnipeds. 
Ground counts, conducted in mid-winter, late spring, and mid-summer are used 
primarily to measure pup production, but also provide opportunities to collect in
formation on animal condition. Aerial counts, using oblique 35-mm photographs 
taken four times a year (February 14-28, April 14-28, May 25 - June 10, and July 
15-30), are used to determine the number of adult pinnipeds and distribution of 
rookeries and hauling sites. Aerial counts from vertical, 5-inch transparencies 
taken in mid-winter and mid-summer are used to enumerate and determine size 
distributions of pinnipeds on relatively flat, open beaches, such as Pt. Bennett on 
San Miguel Island. Geographical distribution is recorded using the 94 zones or 
beach segments in the park defined by Bureau of Land Management contractors 
from the University of California and summarized in DeMaster et al. (1984). 
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SEABIRDS 

Eleven seabird species breed in the park (Hunt et al. 1980). Six of these seabirds 
and one shorebird, the Snowy Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus) were selected 
for long-term monitoring. The selected seabirds are: Double-crested Cormorant 
(Phalacrocorax auritus), Pelagic cormorant (P. pelagicus), California Brown 
Pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis californicus), Western Gull (Larus occiden-
talis), Xantus' Murrelet (Synthliboramphus hypoleuca), and Cassin's Auklet 
(Ptychoramphus aleuticus). The remaining seabirds, three Storm-Petrels 
{Oceanodroma leucorhoa, 0. homochroa, and 0. melania), Brandt's Cormorant 
(P. penicillatus) and the Pigeon Guillemot (Cepphus columba) are nocturnal, 
secretive, poorly known in the park and/or difficult to observe and were therefore 
excepted from formal monitoring. 

Field observations of nesting birds are used to gather information on the num
ber of breeding birds (reproductive efforts), recruitment (fledging success), 
population age structure, growth rate, and reproductive phenology. Colony sur
veys of California Brown Pelicans are conducted on West Anacapa and Santa 
Barbara islands following the methods described by Anderson and Gress (1983). 
Double-crested Cormorant colonies on Santa Barbara, West Anacapa, and 
Prince islands are observed monthly from mid-April through August to determine 
abundance of breeding birds and chicks, brood sizes, and phenology. Similar
ly, Pelagic Cormorant nesting is observed on East and West Anacapa Island. 
Total nest counts of Western Gulls are made within ten days of peak egg laying 
on Santa Barbara Island and in mid-May on Gull Island (off Santa Cruz Island). 
Fixed plots (0.25-1.0 ha) are used to sample gull colonies on Santa Barbara, 
Anacapa, and Prince islands to determine reproductive effort, fledging success, 
chick growth rates, age structure, and phenology following the methods of Hunt 
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and Butler (1980). The abundance of nesting Xantus' Murrelets and their 
reproductive effort and phenology on Santa Barbara Island are determined from 
weekly examinations of marked nest burrows at two locations on the island from 
early March through mid-June. Burrow-dwelling sea birds are notoriously dif
ficult to monitor (Hunter et al. 1982), especially those like the Cassin's Auklets on 
Prince Island which utilize loose, easily collapsed soil in high concentrations. To 
prevent the collapse of burrows during censuses, two boardwalks, each 10 m in 
length, were installed in the Prince Island colonies before nesting began in 
January, 1986. Beneath the platforms, 50 nest boxes with removable lids were 
installed to determine levels of nesting activity, reproductive effort and success, 
and phenology. Nest boxes are examined three or four times during the nesting 
season from late February to July. Snowy Plover abundance and reproductive 
activity is assessed by walking fixed courses along approximately 10 km of 
sandy beach on San Miguel Island and counting the number of adults, nests, 
eggs and chicks observed on five surveys during the nesting season from April 
through July. 
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ROCKY INTERTIDAL COMMUNITIES 

Following baseline studies of Littler (1980), 15 stations representing the range of 
biogeographical and ecological conditions found in the park were established on 
four park islands (excluding Santa Cruz Island) to monitor seasonal and annual 
changes in populations of rocky intertidal organisms. Organisms selected for 
monitoring represent tidal zones common throughout the park. Acorn barnacle 
(Chthamalus fissus/dalli) generally dominates the highest zone where it is com
monly found with other barnacles, such as Balanus glandula and Tetraclita 
rubescens. A low turf-like red alga, Endocladia muricata, represents the next 
lowest zone. The rockweed zone is represented by brown algae, primarily Pel-
vetia fastigata and Hesperophycus harveyanus. At Santa Barbara Island, red 
algae Gigartina canaliculata and Gelidium are monitored in a zone below the 
rockweeds. The lowest zone monitored is represented by California mussel 
(Mytilus californianus). In addition to these index organisms, the abundance of 
tar and bare substratum are monitored. Black abalone (Haliotis cracherodii) 
support the largest portion of California's abalone fishery and are monitored in 
the park to evaluate fishery harvest as well as environmental conditions. 

Fixed photogrametric quadrats (50 x 75 cm) and plots (1 to 2 m2) for abalone 
(Richards 1987), owl limpet, and sea stars are used to determine abundance of 
intertidal organisms. At least five replicate photoquadrats were established to 
represent each of four zones at each site. The quadrats are photographed with 
color 35-mm slide film twice a year (each fall and spring) during the daylight low 
tides. Quadrat images are projected about life-size on a 100 point grid, and the 
number of points overlain by each of the monitored taxa is recorded to estimate 
abundance as percent cover. Five fixed replicate abalone plots of 30 to 100 
abalone were randomly selected at several sites for long term monitoring. The 
number and sizes of abalone within each plot are recorded twice a year when 
the photoquadrats are sampled. Selected abalone were also marked with stain
less steel wire and numbered tags to determine growth and movement. 
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KELP FORESTS 

Nearly 1,000 species are known to inhabit kelp forests in the park (Woodhouse 
1981, J. M. Engle pers. comm.). They are organized in assemblages repre
senting a boreal, Oregonian biogeographical province, a temperate, Californian 
province, and a transition zone, intermediate between these provinces (Murray 
et al. 1980, Seapy and Littler 1980). Sixty-eight taxa were selected to represent 
kelp forests in the park: 15 algae, 15 fishes, and 38 invertebrates (Davis 1985). 
To represent the range of biogeographical and environmental conditions in 
which kelp forests occur in the park, 16 fixed sites were established. Each site 
was marked by a 100 m-long transect permanently affixed to the seabed with 11 
stainless steel eyebolts and connected with 12-mm diameter lead-filled woven 
nylon line. Seven different sampling techniques are employed to gather informa
tion on population dynamics of kelp forest organisms at these stations annually 
from June through October. At each station, randomly placed 1 m x 2 m quad
rats and 3 m x 20 m band transects are used to determine densities and distribu
tions of discrete benthic organisms, 1,000 randomly selected points are used to 
estimate percent cover of colonial invertebrates and algae, 2 m x 3 m x 1 0 0 m 
fixed transects are used to estimate fish abundance and recorded on videotape 
to document site appearance, 20 m2 photogrametric plots document abundance 
and distributions of benthic organisms, and size measurements are collected to 
determine age structure, population recruitment, and growth and mortality rates. 
Hydrothermographs record benthic sea temperatures and depth (tidal stage) 
hourly at six locations. 
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TERRESTRIAL VERTEBRATES 

Seven species of native amphibians, reptiles, and terrestrial mammals on 
Anacapa, Santa Barbara, and San Miguel islands are monitored. The relative 
abundance of Pacific slender salamander (Batrachoseps pacificus), island night 
lizard (Xantusia riversiana), and the southern alligator lizard (Gerrhonotus multi-
carinatus) are monitored on all the islands where they occur using 15 transects 
of artificial cover (30 cm x 30 cm x 1 cm boards). Captured animals are counted, 
weighed, and measured. Data provide an uncalibrated index of population size 
for each transect to detect changes in population levels. The regression of 
weight on length provides an independent index of the condition of individuals 
within the population. The island night lizard is of particular interest because it is 
federally listed as a threatened species and is fully protected by the state. Both 
the island night lizard and the Pacific slender salamander are endemic to the 
Channel Islands. Observations are recorded for two other lizards, side-blotched 
lizards {Uta stansburiana) and western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis) 
but because of their limited distribution and low capture rates the information is 
not adequate to monitor their populations. Population size of deer mice 
(Peromyscus maniculatus) is monitored using 12 trap grids of Sherman live 
traps. The 10 x 10 trap grids are spaced 7 m apart. One additional grid remains 
to be established on East Anacapa Island. Data on sex, age, weight, and 
reproductive condition are collected in order to evaluate the general health of the 
population. 

Island fox (Urocyon littoralis), a state listed threatened species and island en
demic, is monitored at 5 locations on San Miguel Island with 25 live traps ar
ranged in a 5 x 5 grid. The traps are placed 0.3 km (0.2 miles) apart. In addition 
to population size, data on sex, age, weight, and reproductive condition are col
lected to evaluate the general health of the population. 
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LAND BIRDS 

Counts of species and numbers of breeding land birds are made on Anacapa, 
San Miguel, and Santa Barbara islands to provide information on absolute and 
relative abundances during breeding and nonbreeding periods. Birds are cen-
sused annually from already established trails and easily traveled canyons in 
order to reduce impact on other island resources at off-trail locations. Estimates 
of relative densities are obtained for 15 breeding birds by multiplying the count 
data by a correction factor determined through past censuses at stratified ran
dom stations. Every five years the station counts are undertaken simultaneous
ly with the trail counts to ensure that the correction factor is still applicable on 
each island. 

To determine information on reproductive success and age structure, three in
dicator species have been selected for detailed monitoring. During future 
monitoring, representatives from three major feeding guilds (a group of birds 
with similar nutritional requirements) will be observed throughout the breeding 
season. Species to be observed are American Kestrel (Falco sparverius) from 
the carnivorous guild, the Song sparrow (Melospiza melodia) from the 
granivorous guild, and the Orange-crowned Warbler (yermivora celata) from the 
insectivorous guild. Indicator species from each major foraging guild will 
provide relative information on reproductive phenology and operative environ
mental constraints on all land bird species of that guild. The selected indicator 
species occur on ail three islands with the exception of the Song Sparrow which 
only occurs on San Miguel Island. 
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TERRESTRIAL VEGETATION 

Vegetation monitoring has been initiated on San Miguel, Anacapa, and Santa 
Barbara islands. The vegetation monitoring program was specifically designed 
to monitor the changes which are taking place in representative plant com
munities. Communities monitored include sand dune, sea cliff scrub, caliche 
scrub, Coreopsis scrub, coastal sage scrub, maritime cactus scrub, sea-blite 
scrub, box thorn scrub, Haplopappus scrub, island chaparral, island woodland, 
perennial and annual iceplant, and grassland/herbland. 

The vegetation monitoring program uses two methods to monitor changes in 
plant communities - periodic vegetation mapping and monitoring of plant 
species height and presence along permanent transects. A total of 54 per
manent transects were established; 22 on Santa Barbara Island, 16 on Anacapa 
Island, and 16 on San Miguel Island. A point-intercept method (30 m, 100 point 
transects) is used to sample and quantify plant communities along each transect. 
This method records species and their height occurring at regular, predeter
mined intervals along the transect. Ecological attributes that can be quantified 
from this method include species composition, frequency of occurrence, height, 
and cover. 
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FISHERY HARVEST 

The shallow shelves adjacent to the islands provide the primary southern Califor
nia habitat for abalone, sea urchin, lobster, a variety of fin fish, and kelp, all of 
which have commercial and sport fishing value. General trends in fishery har
vest from Channel Islands National Park may be discerned by analyzing data on 
commercial harvest that are collected by the California Department of Fish and 
Game. Fisheries data obtained are broken into the following five catagories of 
commercial harvest: 

Commercial fishery harvest 
Commercial spiny lobster harvest 
Commercial kelp harvest - » 
Commercial passenger fishing vessels - sport fishing 
Commercial passenger fishing vessels - sport diving 

No data are available for recreational fishery harvest from private boats. Com
mercial fishermen report the source of their harvest in one of three ways: 1) by 
specific blocks (about 10 miles on a side) that identify where the harvest was 
taken, 2) by specific zones that include a series of specific blocks, or 3) by coun
ty-wide zones indicating where the harvest was landed. Information is collected 
for all California Fish and Game origin blocks for fish caught in areas that include 
some portion of Channel Islands National Park. Data are summarize by year, 
species group (23 groups), and location of harvest. Because most of the data 
are reported by general zones or by harvest landings in Santa Barbara, Ventura, 
or Los Angeles counties, harvest information underestimates landings for the 
park. Information reported by general zones is not included in data analysis of 
fishery harvest for the park. 
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VISITORS 

Patterns of visitor use and numbers of visitors have been selected for long-term 
monitoring. Information is recorded as numbers of visitors to the mainland 
visitor center and each island, counts of people participating in interpretive ac
tivities, and the amount of recreational and non-recreational boating activity. The 
counts are compiled as monthly public use reports, first in a detailed report for 
Channel Islands National Park, and then in a summary as part of a nationwide 
statistical report of park visitation. 

The islands have an established carrying capacity, but boating activity within 
park boundaries is not regulated and constitutes a potential source of distur
bance to marine life, as well as a way to enjoy the park. Actual daily observa
tions of selected anchorages and a regression model, based upon aerial survey 
data, are used to estimate boating activity in the park and around each of the five 
islands. 
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WEATHER 

Weather can dramatically affect biological components of marine and terrestrial 
ecosystems. A system of automated weather stations has been established on 
Anacapa, Santa Barbara, San Miguel, and Santa Rosa islands. The weather 
parameters that are measured and recorded are wind speed and direction, rain
fall, relative humidity, temperature, barometric pressure, and soil moisture. All 
weather data are transmitted to a computer data receiving station at park head
quarters and are accessible at the receiving station and via tele-communications. 
The handbook contains data access and data management information as well 
as maintenance requirements for sensing equipment. 
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SCHEDULING OF MONITORING 

A complex monitoring program like the one described above requires a strong 
commitment to acquiring knowledge of resource conditions and strict ad
herence to a rigid schedule. Breeding birds, seasonal haulout of sea lions, 
flowering of plants, and a variety of cyclic processes are among the factors that 
determine appropriate monitoring times; logistical and monetary considerations 
are others. A generalized annual schedule for resources currently monitored has 
been included in Table 1. See individual handbooks for detailed descriptions of 
activities during each time period. 

MONITORING SCHEDULE1 

Component 
Monitored OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 

PINNIPEDS 

SEABIRDS 

ROCKY INTERTIDAL 
COMMUNITIES 

KELP FOREST 
Temp/Depth 
Maintenance 

TERRESTRIAL 
VERTEBRATES 

LAND BIRDS 

TERRESTRIAL 
VEGETATION 

FISHERIES 

VISITORS 

WEATHER 
Maintenance 

**** ** 

* * *** **** **** **** **** 

**** **** ** **** **** **** 

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 
** ** ** 

* * * *** **** **** * 

* *** ** * *** 

** ** ** 

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 
* * * * * * * * 

JUN 

* 

**** 

* 
* *** 

* 

**** 

**** 
* 

JUL 

**** 

** 

**** 
**** 
** 

** 

* *** 

**** 
* 

AUG 

**** 

**** 
**** 

**** 

**** 

**** 
* 

SEP 

* 

**** 
**** 

**** 

**** 

**** 
* 

Schedule is for data collection and maintenance of field equipment only. Does not include time spent 
on preparation and data analysis. 
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INTEGRATION OF MONITORING INFORMATION 

The monitoring program was intended to assess the health of ecosystems. 
However, to design monitoring protocols, it was necessary to break park ecosys
tems into standard taxonomic components. Now the components must be 
recombined into ecological units to address management issues and facilitate 
understanding of ecosystem dynamics. For example, intertidal black abalone 
(Haliotis cracheroderii) support a large, valuable fishery, eat drift kelp produced 
in subtidal kelp forests, and are presently dying at an unprecedented rate, ap
parently unrelated to fishing mortality. Definition and investigation of this 
phenomenon will require linking information from at least the intertidal, kelp 
forest, and weather components of the monitoring program. El Nino, an infre
quent (12 of the past 64 years) but natural warming of equatorial Pacific waters 
has recently altered major physical and biological components of Channel Is
lands National Park. This large scale phenomena increases rainfall, elevates sea 
temperature, reduces sea water nutrient levels, increases recruitment of 
temperate life forms, and results in the retreat of boreal species to the north. 
These conditions can readjust abundance and distribution patterns that persist 
for many years. Monitoring these conditions and their ecological effects is 
necessary to distinguish between natural variation and human perpetrated dis
turbances. 

Integration of the monitoring program has been initiated by the preparation of 
these handbooks. The entire monitoring program as a sum of individual parts is 
now more readily visualized. More importantly, long-term monitoring will likely 
suggest cause and effect relationships through correlation, and indicate likely 
candidates for further controlled study and management treatment. 

A data administration system and a report series will be developed to assist in 
developing such correlations. In addition, integrated data analysis and storage 
needs are being addressed through the development of a centralized data 
management system which includes a geographic information system as 
another phase of this project. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A diagnostic program to assess the natural integrity (health) of ecosystems was 
designed and initiated in Channel Islands National Park, California in 1982. The 
program uses population dynamics of selected taxa as the vital signs of ecosys
tem health. This approach was chosen because populations are basic units of 
ecosystems that are readily measured, interpreted, and managed. Populations 
integrate environmental influences, both natural and anthropogenic, and ex
press their responses as changes in easily observed attributes, such as abun
dance, distribution, reproductive effort, recruitment, growth and mortality rates, 
age structure, and phenology. Population attributes such as age structure and 
recruitment permit projections of future conditions and provide early warnings of 
abnormalities. Changes in reproductive efforts and growth rates signal subtle, 
chronic environmental influences that may also provide early warnings of situa
tions requiring management action that may be overlooked by less sensitive 
ecosystem parameters such as diversity indices. 

The monitoring program is already providing park managers with useful 
products and providing the scientific community with an ecosystem-wide 
framework of population information with which to frameresearch questions and 
integrate experimental design. Terrestrial vegetation monitoring on Santa Bar
bara Island documented effectiveness of alien rabbit removal. Monitoring data 
were used to modify park visitor orientation prior to trips in rocky intertidal zones 
on Anacapa Island in an attempt to reduce impacts of trampling and rock turn
ing. Kelp forest and intertidal monitoring identified and characterized alarming 
declines in abalone populations and guided hypothesis formulation and ex
perimental design of specific research to resolve the cause of the observed 
decline. Successful management of ecosystems requires a more thorough un
derstanding of long-term ecosystem dynamics than presently exists. Design 
and implementation of long-term ecological monitoring programs such as the 
one described here are essential to developing that understanding. 
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APPENDIX A. Summary of population parameters monitored in Channel Islands National Park 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

MAMMALS 

Visitors daily 9 total visitation no no no no no no 

Island fox triannually 5 population size yes no yes yes no no 
Urocyon littoralis 

Deer mouse biannually 13 population size yes yes yes yes no yes 
Peromyscus maniculatus 

Harbor seal quarterly 56 haul-out yes no pups no no pupping 
Phoca vitulina richardsi 

Northern elephant seal quarterly 47 haul-out yes no pups no no pupping 
Mirounga angustirostris 

California sea lion quarterly 64 haul-out yes no pups no no pupping 
Zalophus californianus 

Northern fur seal quarterly 2 haul-out yes no pups no no pupping 
Callorinus ursinus 

BIRDS 

Red-tailed Hawk annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Buteo jamaicensis 

Peregrine Falcon annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Falco peregrinus 

American Kestrel annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Falco sparverius 

Short-eared Owl annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Asio flammeus 
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TAXON SAMPLING " SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

BIRDS (con't) 
Anna's Hummingbird annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Calypte anna 

Allen's Hummingbird annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Selasphorus sasin 

Black Phoebe annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Sayornis nigricans 

Horned Lark annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Eremophila alpestris 

Barn Swallow annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Hirundo rustica 

Rock Wren annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Salpinctes obsoletus 

Orange-crowned Warbler annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Vermivora celata 

Song Sparrow annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Melospiza melodia 

Western Meadowlark annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Sturnella neglecta 

Lesser Goldfinch annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Carduelis psaliria 

House Finch annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Carpodacus mexicanus 

European Starling annual 9 relative no no no no no no 
Sturnus vulgaris 

California Brown Pelican monthly 2 breeders yes yes fledglings no yes yes 
Pelecanus occidentalis californicus 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

BIRDS (con't) 

Double-crested Cormorant monthly 4 breeders no yes chicks no no yes 
Phalacrocorax auritus 

Pelagic Cormorant monthly 13 breeders no yes chicks no no yes 
Phalacrocorax pelagicus 

Western Gull weekly 12 breeders yes yes fledglings yes yes yes 
Larus occidentalis 

Xantus' Murrelet weekly 2 breeders no yes hatched no yes yes 
Synthliboramphus hypoleuca 

Cassin's Auklet monthly 2 breeders yes yes hatched yes yes yes 
Ptychoramphus aleuticus 

Snowy Plover monthly 3 adults no no hatched no no yes 
Charadrius alexandrinus 

REPTILES 

Southern alligator lizard triannually 10 relative yes no no no no no 
Gerrhonotus multicarinatus 

Western fence lizard triannually 5 relative yes no no no no no 
Sceloporus occidentalis 

Side-blotched lizard triannually 5 relative yes no no no no no 
Uta stansburiana 

Island night lizard triannually 5 relative yes no no no no no 
Xantusia riversiana 

AMPHIBIANS 

Pacific slender salamander triannually 5 relative yes no no no no no 
Batrachoseps pacificus 
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5> TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

FISHES 

Blue rockfish annual 16 relative no no YOY* no no no 
Sebastes mystinus 

Kelp rockfish annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Sebastes atrovirons 

Olive rockfish annual . 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Sebastes serranoides 

Black perch annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Embiotoca jacksoni 

Striped seaperch annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Embiotoca lateralis 

Pile surf perch annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Damalichthys vacca 

Opaleye annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Girella nigricans 

California sheephead annual 16 relative yes no YOY no no no 
Semicossyphus pulcher 

:-
Senorita annual 16 relative no no no no no no 
Oxyjulis californica 

Blackeye goby annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Coryphopterus nicholsi 

Bluebanded goby annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Lythrypnus dalli 

Island kelp fish annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Alloclinus holderi 

*YOY = Young of the year 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATION ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

FISHES 

Blacksmith annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Chromis punctipinnis 

Garibaldi annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Hypspops rubicundus 

Kelp bass annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Paralabrax clathratus 

INVERTEBRATES 

Orange puff ball sponge annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Tethya aurantia 

Aggregated vase sponge annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Polymastia pachymastia 

White calcareous sponge annual 16 density no no no no no no 

Leucetta losangelensis 

Misc. sponges annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

California hydrocoral annual 16 density size-freq no no no no no 
Allopora californica 
La Jolla cup coral annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Astrangia lajollensis 

Orange cup coral annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Balanophyllia elegans 

Red gorgonian annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Lophogorgia chilensis 

Brown gorgonian annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Muricea fruticosa 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

INVERTEBRATES (con't) 

Strawberry anemone annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Corynactis californica 

White-spotted rose anemone annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Tealia lofotensis 

Ornate worm tube annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Diopatra ornata 

Colonial sand-tube worm annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Phragmatopoma californica 

Acorn barnacle biannual 14 % cover no no no no no no 
Balanus glandula 

Acorn barnacle biannual 14 % cover no no no no no no 
Chthamalus fissus/dalli 

California spiny lobster annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Panulirus interruptus 

Giant keyhole limpet annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Megathura crenulata 

Red abalone annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Haliotis rufescens 

Pink abalone annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Haliotis corrugata 

Green abalone annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Haliotis fulgens 

Black abalone biannual 11 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Haliotis cracherodii 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

INVERTEBRATES (con't) 

Wavy top snail annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Astrea undosa 

Red top snail annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Astrea gibberosa 

Chestnut cowrie annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Cypraea spadicea 

Kellet's whelk annual 16 density size-freq no no no no no 
Kelletia kelletii 

Scaled tube shell annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Serpulorbis squamigerus 

California mussel biannual 13 % cover no no no no no no 
Mytilus californianus 

Rock scallop annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Hinnites giganteus 

California brown sea hare annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Aplysia californica 

Southern staghorn bryozoan annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Diaperoecia californica 

Misc. bryozoans annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Misc. tunicates annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Misc. marine invertebrates annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Giant red sea urchin annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Strongylocentrotus franciscanus 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

INVERTEBRATES (con't) 

Purple sea urchin annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus 

White sea urchin annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Lytechinus anamesus 

Sunflower star annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Pycnopodia helianthoides 

Sea bat annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Patiria miniata 

Giant-spined sea star annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Pisaster giganteus 

Warty sea cucumber annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Parastichopus parvimensis 

Aggregated red cucumber annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Pachythyone rubra 

Stalked tunicate annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Styela montereyensis 

VASCULAR PLANTS 

Abronia umbellata annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Achillea borealis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Achillea millefolium annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Allium praecox annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 



TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Amblyopappus pusillus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Ambrosia chamissonis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Amsinckia intermedia annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Anagalis arvensis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Arctostaphylos confertiflora annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Artemisia californica annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Astragalus curtipes annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Astragalus miguelensis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Astragalus traskiae annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Atriplex californica annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Atriplex semibaccata annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Avena barbata annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Avena fatua annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con t) 

Avena sp. annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Baccharis pilularis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Bromus arizonicus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Bromus carinatus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Bromus diandrus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Bromus mollis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Bromus rigidus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Bromus rubens annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Bromus sp. annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Bromus trinii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Calystegia macrostegia annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Camissonia cheiranthifolia annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Carpobrctus aequilateris annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Castilleja affinis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Castilleja hololeuca annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Chenopodium californicum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Chenopodium murale annual • 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Cirsium occidentale annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Claytonia perfoliata annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Convolvulus macrostegius annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Coreopsis gigantea annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Corethrogyne filaginifolia annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Cryptantha clevelandii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Daucus pusillus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Delphinium parry! annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Dichelostemma pulchella annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPP.OD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Diplacus parviflorus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Diplacus sp. (dark red) annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Distichlis spicata annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Dodecatheon clevelandii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Dudleya caespitosa annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Dudleya greenei annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Elymus condensatus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Encelia californica annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Erigeron glaucus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Eriogonum arborescens annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Eriogonum giganteum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Eriogonum grande annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Eriophyllum confertifiorum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 



TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Eriophyllum staechadifolium annual .54 % cover no no no no no no 

Erodium cicutarium annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Erodium moschatum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Eschscholtzia californica annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Frankenia grandifolia annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Galium angustifolium annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Galium aparine annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Galium sp. annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Gillia nevinii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Gnaphalium luteo-album annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Gnaphalium microcephalum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Grindelia latifolia annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Haplopappus detonsus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Haplopappus sp. annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Haplopappus venetus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Hemizonia Clementina annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Hordeum brachyantherum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Hordeum californicum annua! 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Hordeum murinum 

ssp. glaucum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Hordeum murinum 

ssp. leporinum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Hordeum pusillum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Hordeum sp. annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Juncus mexicanus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lamarckia aurea annua! 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lasthenia chrysostoma annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 



TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Lathyrus laetiflorus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Layia platyglossa annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lepidium nitidum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lorus dendroideus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lotus scoparius annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lupinus albifrons annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lupinus arboreus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lupinus bicolor annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lupinus succulentus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Lycium californicum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Malacothrix implicata annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Malacothrix incana annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Malacothrix philbrickii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Malacothrix saxatilis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Malacothrix succulentus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Malaphora crocea annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Malva parviflora annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Marah macrocarpa annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Marrubium vulgare annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Medicago hispida annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Medicago polymorpha annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Melica imperfecta annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Melilotus indicus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Mesembryanthemum 

crystallinum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Mesembryanthemum 
nodiflorum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Mirabilis californica annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Mirabilis laevis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Muhlenbergia microsperma annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Nemophila pedunculata annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Opuntia littoralis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Opuntia prolifera annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Parapholis incurva annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Parietaria hespera annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Pellaea andromedaefolia annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Pellaea sp. annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Pennisetum clandestinum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Perityle emoryi annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Phacelia distans annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPR0D. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Pholistoma auritum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Pholistoma racemosum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Pityrogramma triangularis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Platystemon californicus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Poa douglasii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Poa scabrella annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Polypodium californicum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Polypogon monspellensis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Pterostegia drymarioides annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Sanicula arguta annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Scleranthus annuus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Selagineila biglovii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Senecio vulgaris annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 



TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Silene gallica annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

S/7ene lacinata annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

S/7ene laciniata major annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Sisyrinchium bellum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Solarium douglasii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Sonchus oleraceus annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Spergularia macrotheca annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Stellaria media annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Stipa lepida annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Stipa pulchra annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Stipa sp. annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Suaeda californica annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Tillaea erecta annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

VASCULAR PLANTS (con't) 

Torilis nodosa annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Trifolium amplectens annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Trifolium tridentatum annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Vicia exigua annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Vulpia dertonensis annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Vulpia megalura annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Vulpia myuros annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Vulpia sp. annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Zauschneria californica annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

Zigadenas fremontii annual 54 % cover no no no no no no 

ALGAE 

Rockweed biannual 14 % cover no no no no no no 
Pelvetia fastigiata 

Rockweed biannual 14 % cover no no no no no no 
Hesperophycus han/eyanus 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

ALGAE (con't) 

Bladder chain kelp annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Cystoseira osmundacea 

Acid weed annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Desmarestia ligulata 

Southern sea palm annual 16 density & no no no no no no 
Eisenia arborea % cover 

Oar weed annual 16 density & no no no no no no 
Laminaria farlowii % cover 

Giant kelp annual 16 density & size-freq yes no no no no 
Macrocystis pyrifera % cover 

California sea palm annual 16 density & no no no no no no 
Pterygophora californica % cover 

Sargassum weed annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Sargassum muticum 

Turfweed biannual 14 % cover no no no no no no 
Endocladia muricata 

Sea tongue biannual 1 % cover no no no no no no 
Gigartina canaliculata 

Sea tongue annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Gigartina spp. 

Agar weed annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Gelidium robustum 

Crustose coralline algae annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Corallinaceae 



TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

ALGAE (con't) 

Articulated coralline algae annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Corallinaceae 

Misc. brown algae annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Misc. red algae annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Green algae (marine) annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Misc. marine plants annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
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APPENDIX B 

Management Jurisdiction 

Management of Channel Islands National Park requires a cooperative approach 
with several other regulatory, management agencies, and other organizations 
due to the fact that much of the park is owned or under the jurisdiction of others. 
These jurisdictions affect monitoring programs and overall management within 
the park. 

Not all of the land surface of the park is owned or managed by the federal govern
ment. At this date, Santa Cruz Island is privately owned and managed and most 
of the island (90%) is owned by the Nature Conservancy, the remaining 10% is 
to be purchased by the National Park Service in the near future. 

The U.S. Navy currently owns San Miguel and nearby Prince Island but through 
a memorandum of agreement, the National Park Service jointly manages these 
two islands. Although resource management and protection are under the pur
view of the park service, military activities continue to take precedence. 

Anacapa, Santa Barbara and Santa Rosa islands are owned and managed by the 
National Park Service. 

The living marine resources within the park are managed by the State of Califor
nia, Department of Fish and Game, and harvest offish, lobster, abalone and other 
marine organisms are allowed under state regulation. The one mile offshore park 
boundary enables the National Park Service to cooperate in research and law 
enforcement efforts, but not to make management decisions pertaining to 
marine resources. 

Submerged lands and tide lands (between the mean high tide line and seaward 
three miles) are the responsibility of the California State Lands Commission. The 
commission retains authority for mineral development and disturbance of the 
sea floor and has prohibited oil and gas development in state owned waters 
around the islands. 

Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary encompasses the water area for six 
nautical miles around all of the park islands. The National Oceanic and Atmos
pheric Administration, Marine Sanctuary Program (within the Department of 
Commerce) administers the sanctuary and cooperates with the California 
Department of Fish and Game and the National Park Service in management, re
search and interpretation of the area. Regulations provide additional resource 
protection by restricting new oil and gas development. 

The National Marine Fisheries Service is charged with enforcement of the Fur 
Seal Treaty Act of 1911 and the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972, both of 
which give it lead agency status for management of all seals, sea lions, sea ot
ters, dolphins, porpoise and whales. When on park islands, these animals are 
cooperatively managed by the National Park Service and National Marine 
Fisheries Service. 

Management Jurisdictions B- 1 
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INTRODUCTION 

This handbook documents what is currently con
sidered to be the best combination of techniques to 
monitor populations of pinnipeds (seals and sea lions) 
within Channel Islands National Park and National 
Marine Sanctuary. 

The California Channel Islands and surrounding 
waters support a larger and more varied population of 
seals and sea lions than any other area in the world 
that is immediately accessible from major centers of 
human population. These marine mammals repre
sent a major scientific resource and a significant 
recreational attraction. Species belonging to six 
genera of pinnipeds of two different families occur on 
these islands. Breeding here are the California sea 
lion (Zalophus californianus), the northern fur seal 
(Callorhinus ursinus), the harbor seal (Phoca 
vitulina), and the northern elephant seal (Mirounga 
angu'stirostris). The Guadalupe fur seal 
(flrctocephalus townwsendf), and the northern or 
Steller sea lion (Eumetopias jubatus) are known to use 
these islands as hauling sites but do not breed here. 

Pinnipeds are systematically monitored to document 
long term changes in the distribution and abundance 
of each species. These changes may be caused by 
changes in food supply, disease, disturbance to haul
ing sites by recreational users, entanglement of seals 
in fishing gear, or changes in hauling habitat due to 
weathering processes. In addition, oil pollution, pes
ticides, and heavy metals contamination are known to 
adversely affect pinnipeds. Ideally, it will be possible 
to correlate changes in distribution and abundance of 
pinnipeds with one of the factors mentioned above. 
However, this is only possible if the amount of natural 
variability in the system is known following several 
years of census. 

Management responsibility for pinnipeds within the 
Channel Islands is shared by several federal agencies: 
the National Marine Fisheries Service, the National 
Marine Sanctuary Program (both in the Department 
of Commerce), and the National Park Service (Depart
ment of Interior). The individual responsibilities of 
each agency are specified in the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act of 1972 (MMPA); the Magnusen 
Fisheries Conservation Management Act of 1978; 
Public Law 96-199 (the law that established Channel 
Islands National Park); and the Marine Protection, 
Research, and Sanctuaries Act of I972. In addition, 
the State of California is concerned about the 

management of pinnipeds in California and may re
quest management authority, as described in recent 
amendments to the MMPA. Pinniped management is 
complex and requires sound management of pin
niped prey species; regulation of access to areas criti
cal to feeding, breeding, and hauling; monitoring of 
marine mammal/fishery interactions; and coordina
tion with agencies responsible for mineral develop
ment. 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

While six species of pinnipeds haul out on park 
beaches and use park waters, only the four most 
abundant (California sea lion, northern elephant seal, 
harbor seal, and northern fur seal) were selected for 
detailed long-term monitoring. The other two species 
(northern or Steller sea lion and Guadalupe fur seal) 
occur so infrequently that it is not feasible to routine
ly monitor their population dynamics. However, areas 
historically used by these species will be surveyed and 
their presence recorded. 

All beaches on the five park islands have been 
selected for monitoring through ground and/or aerial 
census techniques. However, application of the tech
niques vary for each species and for certain rookery 
areas because of characteristics of the species 
monitored (such as sensitivity to disturbance and 
timing of pupping) and species distribution. 

Two basic types of indexes are used to monitor chan
ges in populations of wildlife. They are: 

• indexes that track the size of the population 

• indexes that track the "condition" of an average 
individual in the population (Hanks 1981). 

Population indexes characterize changes in popula
tion size independent of environmental or habitat con
ditions. Population indexes that are commonly used 
in pinniped management include counts of pups, 
counts of hauled animals, and mark/recapture es
timates of an entire population (Eberhardt I978). Con
dition indexes track how the average condition of an 
animal in a population changes over time. Therefore, 
these indexes may change when the population level 
is constant, but habitat conditions vary. Commonly 
used condition indexes in pinniped management in
clude the average age of sexual maturity, the average 
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age of the population, length to girth ratios, rates of 
agonistic encounters, food habits, and time spent 
feeding. Other condition indexes are described in 
Eberhardt and Sinrff (1977). 

Prudent management of wildlife resources requires 
that both types of indexes are used (DeMaster 1984). 
When these indexes are used in combination, it is pos
sible to discriminate between a population that is 
declining because of a reduction in habitat quality ver
sus a reduction caused by high levels of incidental 
take. It is also possible to predict whether a popula
tion is likely to decline, increase, or remain constant. 
Without this dual-index approach, it is neither possible 
to determine causes of changes observed in popula

tion levels, nor to tailor prudent management respon
ses. 

This handbook only describes techniques used to 
monitor changes in population size (population in
dexes) because this is the level of long-term monitor
ing likely to continue under present funding. A sound 
resource management program should include the 
monitoring techniques described in this handbook, as 
well as research designed to monitor the condition of 
animals in the population. Funds to initiate monitor
ing of pinniped condition will be requested in coopera
tion with National Marine Fisheries Service and 
California Fish and Game. 
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MONITORING PROTOCOL 

SAMPLING METHODS 

Three techniques are currently used to index the 
population levels of pinnipeds in the southern Califor
nia Bight: 

• ground counts at rookeries 

• aerial counts where counts of animals are made 
from 35-mm transparencies (photographs taken 
at oblique angle) 

• aerial counts where counts of animals are made 
from 5-inch transparencies (photographs are 
taken at a vertical angle) 

A comparison of these techniques is provided in Table 
1. 

1. Ground Counts 

Ground counts are generally considered to be the 
most accurate technique for counting pups in large 
rookeries in southern California. Other techniques 
usually underestimate the number of pups present. 
Ground counts also provide an opportunity to collect 
information on condition indexes, such as food habits, 
tag resights, and weight at weaning. If the rookery is 
easily accessible, ground counts are usually the least 
expensive of the three techniques. The major disad
vantage of ground counts is the amount of distur
bance which can, if frequent enough, lead to changes 
in the distribution of animals. Therefore, counts must 
be made with minimal disturbance. Ground counts 
are used to census pup production in California sea 
lion, northern elephant seal, and northern fur seal 
breeding colonies. Counts are made after all pups 
have been born and when most pups are congregated 
into large groups. Counts are made before pups 
begin to swim. It is also desirable to schedule counts 
after most breeding activity has been completed, be
cause most of the breeding females and males have 
returned to the sea to feed. 

2. Aerial Counts (35-mm Format 
Photographs) 

Aerial counts from 35-mm transparencies (oblique 
photographs) are ideal for monitoring the distribution 

of rookeries and hauling sites. This technique is used 
to enumerate pinnipeds when they are relatively dis
persed or to obtain a qualitative description of the dis
tribution of rookeries. For example, this procedure is 
effectively used to census sea lions outside of the 
breeding rookeries and harbor seals throughout the 
Channel Islands. Coverage is relatively inexpensive 
and photographs for an entire census can be con
tracted for about $3000. 

Surveys are made while flying at altitudes of 150-300 
m and 50-100 m offshore. Flights are made in twin en
gine, high-wing aircraft. Hauling sites are 
photographed with a high quality 35-mm camera with 
a 200-mm and a 43 to 80-mm zoom lens, and a motor 
drive. High speed film (200 to 400 ASA) is used. The 
survey team consists of a pilot, observer/photo
grapher, and an assistant who serves as an observer 
and data recorder. Pinniped hauling areas are 
recorded on standard maps for each island. Voice 
recordings of the flights are made using a portable 
cassette recorder. Use of experienced observers is 
critical to obtain precise estimates with this technique. 
Inexperienced observers should initially be used as 
recorders only. 

Counts of pinnipeds are obtained by projecting 
processed slides on a large viewing screen or by view
ing under a microscope. The total numbers of pin
nipeds and pups present are scored for each area. 

One major advantage of this technique is that all five 
islands can be photographed in about four hours, 
reducing the probability of double counting animals 
on consecutive days. However, a number of 
problems should be recognized. One, it is very dif
ficult to enumerate pups from photographs because 
pups can easily blend in with the background and are 
often confused with yearlings or two-year old animals. 
Pups will generally be missed, unless light conditions 
are ideal and animals are dry. Secondly, animals in 
dense concentrations are also very difficult to ac
curately enumerate. Finally, if a hauling site is dis
turbed just before the overflight, animals will not be 
available to photograph. Therefore, flights must be 
timed when vessel traffic and human use of beaches 
are at a minimum. In addition, peak hauling times of 
many species will vary by time of day and season, and 
this must be considered when planning surveys. For 
these reasons, it is often advisable to replicate aerial 
surveys to get more precise estimates. 

Actual counts of animals from the air (rather than 
photographing the area and then counting from 
transparencies) are made when only a few animals are 
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Table 1. Summary of Pinniped Census Techniques and Their Requirements. 

TECHNIQUES REQUIREMENTS/EQUIPMENT COMMENTS 

Ground Counts Minimum 2 people 

Clicker counters 

Binoculars 

Spotting scope 

Disturbance can be problem 

Information on tags, ages, food 
habits 

Least biased 

Demands most effort 

Aerial Counts 
(35-mm format 
photographs) 

Beach Travelair, Cessna skymaster, 
or similar aircraft 

Altitude: 150-300 m 

50-100 m offshore 

35-mm camera w/motor drive, 200-mm 
and 43 to 80-mm zoom lens 

High speed (400 ASA) color film 

Cassette recorder 

Dissecting scope or slide projector 

Usually underestimates pups 

Good for distribution 

Best done in replicate 

Permanent record made 

Fly during peak haulout 

Aerial Counts 
(5-inch format 
photographs) 

Contract with experienced photogrammetric 
firm necessary unless access to camera is 
possible 

Experienced person to interpret imagery 

Altitude: 150-300 m 

Directly over hauled pinnipeds 

Pre-survey determination of transects 

$20 per frame plus air time 
(15 frames for Point Bennett) 

Interpretation takes about 
about 40 hr/census 

Best with elephant seals 

Permanent record made 

Distribution on beach and length 
easily determined 

Fly during hauling periods 
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found on isolated beaches. Clicker counters and 
voice recordings using a portable cassette are used 
to count and record these visual aerial counts. 

3. Aerial Counts (5-inch Format 
Photographs) 

Aerial counts are made from photographs taken with 
vertically mounted, high resolution military reconnais
sance cameras. The photographs are taken from an 
aircraft flying at altitudes between 180 and 250 m 
above the rookeries. At these low altitudes, it is es
sential that the photographs are taken with cameras 
that have a forward image compensation system. By 
eliminating the image smear that is caused by the for
ward movement of the aircraft while the shutter is 
open, photographs of exceptionally high resolution 
can be taken. The advantage of this technique are: 
the photographs represent a permanent record of the 
distribution and numbers of animals present; the size 
and spatial relationships of the animals present can 
be determined from the photographs; there is no dis
turbance to the rookery associated with the survey; 
and a wide range of sites can be surveyed within a few 
hours and at relatively small expense ($1800 to col
lect and process vertical photographs for all northern 
elephant seal rookeries within Channel Islands Na
tional Park). Problems with this technique include the 
high cost of the photographic and image interpreta
tion equipment and the amount of time required to 
make accurate counts from the images. A complete 
count of northern elephant seal pup production at San 
Miguel Island from aerial photographs takes about 30 
hours to complete. 

Photographic missions should be scheduled for mid
day. Census flights should be made on relatively cool 
days, preferably with a high overcast. Under these 
conditions, fewer pups (California sea lions or north
ern fur seals) will be in crevasses or in tide pools where 
they are harder to count. 

As with aerial surveys involving 35-mm photography, 
daily and seasonal hauling patterns and effects of dis
turbance must be taken into account with timing over
flights. This technique allows an estimate of animal 
length to be taken directly from the image and allows 
for an analysis of spatial distribution, which oblique, 
35-mm imagery does not offer. This technique is best 
suited for monitoring sandy beaches, like Point Ben
nett, where the contrast between animals and sub
strate is great. 

Schedule and Location of Monitoring 

A schedule for monitoring each species is found in 
Table 2. The table also indicates appropriate techni
ques and which islands to monitor for selected 
species. 

Current distribution of pinnipeds by beach is sum
marized in Appendix A. The numbered locations in 
the appendix refer to a standardized numbering sys
tem of island beaches called BLM codes. This num
bering system was developed by researchers from the 
University of California, Santa Cruz as part of their 
work for the Bureau of Land Management to indicate 
marine mammal distribution in southern California. 
Through the use of these consistent location codes, 
an efficient reporting system can be maintained. 

Any changes in distribution or new trends in pup 
production from the existing distribution of pinnipeds 
must be monitored. For example, Santa Barbara Is
land has a small rookery for sea lion and elephant seal 
pupping. Changes in current distribution of these 
pupping beaches need to be monitored. Historically, 
northern sea lions (and possibly California sea lions) 
pupped at Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa islands. These 
beaches should be carefully examined during the 
breeding season for signs of recolonization. 

Scheduling of counts must take into account permit 
requirements. Permits are required prior to aerial and 
ground surveys under the Marine Mammal Protection 
Act. Application for permits should be made well in 
advance from the National Marine Fisheries Service 
which may take up to 120 days to process and grant 
the permit. 

Recording the Data 

All census data are recorded so that it can be easily 
transcribed on the pinniped census data form (Appen
dix B). Use of the data entry form will help ensure that 
data are collected consistently from year to year and 
will allow the data to be more easily managed. 

Any dead or beached cetaceans (whales or dolphins) 
should be reported to the Southwest Regional Office 
of the National Marine Fisheries Service. 
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Table 2. Schedule and Location of Counts for Pinniped Monitoring 

DATES TARGET SPECIES AND AGE LOCATION - TECHNIQUE 

February 14-28 Northern elephant seal 
(pup production) 

SMI - GO, A5 
SRI-A3 
SCI-A3 
ANI-A3 
SBf-A5 

April 14-28 Harbor seal 
(pup production) 

SMI - A3 
SRI - A3 
SCI - A3 
ANI-A3 
SBI - A3 

May 1 -15 

May 25 June 10 

California sea lion 
(premature births) 

Harbor seal SMI - A3 
(all hauled animals) 

SMI-GO 

SRI-A3 
SCI - A3 
ANI - A3 
SB! - A3 

July 15-30 California sea lion 
Northern fur seal 
Guadalupe fur seal 
Northern sea lion 

SMI-GO.A5 
SRI-A3 
SCI - A3 
ANI - A3 
SBI - A5 

Location 

SMI - San Miguel Island 
SRI - Santa Rosa Island 
SCI - Santa Cruz Island 
ANI - Anacapa Island 
SBI - Santa Barbara Island 

Technique 

GO - Ground counts at preselected haulouts 
A3 - Aerial Counts, 35-mm format photographs. 
A5 - Aerial Counts, 5-inch format photographs 
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Monitor ing Techniques by Target 
Species 

California Sea Lions 

Premature Births at San Miguel Island 

A ground survey of all hauling areas on Point Bennett 
is made in early May to document the number of 
premature births. Two to three biologists survey all 
hauling areas on foot and record the number of 
premature sea lion pup carcasses. The biologists 
work independently. Carcasses are marked with red 
surveyors tape and deposited in groups of 10 to 20 in 
single locations in each general area to avoid recount
ing in later surveys in May or to avoid counting as full 
term neonatal mortalities in late July. The numbers of 
premature pups counted by each biologist are 
summed for each general area and later for all of Point 
Bennett. A thorough survey requires seven to eight 
hours to complete. 

Pup Production 

Sea lion hauling and breeding areas in the Point Ben
nett area are surveyed in late July and early August to 
document peak pup abundance. Most pups are born 
by June 20 and the majority of these remain on the 
rookery through early August. Breeding occurs from 
about June 20 to July 20. By late July, female abun
dance declines as an increasing number of parous 
females lengthen their feeding trips at sea. Following 
the breeding season, many adult males return to sea. 
Therefore, all live pups are present on the rookery in 
late July and many of the lactating females and the 
males are at sea. 

Ground censuses are conducted on sunny days with 
little or no wind to minimize the effects of disturbance. 
Censuses are begun late in the morning when most 
animals have moved from the interior hauling grounds 
to, or just above, the splash zone. A team of two to 
four biologists, experienced in censusing pups, walks 
slowly well above the beach crest to "ease" the adults 
into the water but yet far enough from the pups so that 
they neither panic nor move about very much. Sub
sections are then selected by the team and pups in 
that subsection are enumerated by each biologist. 
The counts for each subsection are compared and 
accepted only if they are within 10 percent of the mean 

count. If not, counts for the subsection are repeated. 
Each biologist's counts are summed for the subsec
tions. Pup production is estimated as the average of 
all of the total counts for the team. 

At Castle Rock, a team of two biologists are used to 
enumerate pups. Adult and sub-adult animals are 
"eased" into the water. A great deal of care is needed 
to avoid injury to animals as they are pushed toward 
the water. Once the adults and sub-adults are 
cleared, pups are counted as described for Point Ben
nett. This survey is ideally done between 1000 and 
1400 hours and generally takes two hours to com
plete. 

Sea lion pups at Santa Barbara Island are counted by 
ground surveys conducted in late July as described 
above for Point Bennett. Ground counts are difficult 
at Santa Barbara Island and should be conducted 
carefully to minimize disturbance. A single, ex
perienced observer can move slowly above the 
rookeries to make counts with a minimum of distur
bance. Gulls also disturb the sea lions, so observers 
must also minimize disturbance to gulls as well. 

Aerial surveys using 5-inch format photographs are 
made in the last two weeks of July at San Miguel and 
Santa Barbara islands. Rights should be made at 
mid-day with a relatively low tide. Ideally, 
photographs will be taken on a cool day with some 
cloud cover to reduce the number of pups that will 
seek shady areas or go into the water to escape the 
heat. Photographs should cover Point Bennett, 
Castle Rock, Richardson Rock, Judith Rock, and all 
of Santa Barbara Island. 

Hauled Animals Outside Breeding Rookeries 

Surveys of hauled sea lions outside of breeding 
rookeries are conducted by aircraft, and counts are 
made from 35-mm color photographs. Surveys are 
flown during selected times (as indicated in schedule 
in Table 2). Special attention should be given to his
torically used hauling sites and rookeries. Counts 
made during the breeding season are used to docu
ment changes in the distribution of rookeries. Counts 
made outside of the breeding season are used to 
monitor any changes in the distribution of hauling that 
may be associated with seasonal hauling patterns, 
vessel traffic, and beach disturbance. 
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Northern Fur Seals Harbor Seals 

Northern fur seals occur only at Adams Cove on San 
Miguel Island and on nearby Castle Rock. Pupping 
generally begins in late May and is completed by late 
July. The mean date of birth is June 26. Pup produc
tion and mortality can be monitored daily from obser
vation blinds along the bluffs overlooking Adams 
Cove with binoculars or 15-60x telescopes 
throughout the breeding season. This is becoming 
more and more difficult as pups are now distributed 
ail the way to the spit leading to Cormorant Rock. 
Counts of pups at Castle Rock and Adams Cove are 
conducted during the California sea lion ground or 
aerial counts for pups. 

Northern Elephant Seals 

A ground count of elephant seal pups is made during 
the last two weeks of February on San Miguel and 
Santa Barbara islands. Most of the cows have left by 
this date. At San Miguel Island, pups will be in large 
concentrations inland of the beach crest, as well as in 
isolated groups in the arroyos of Adams Cove. In ad
dition, cows and pups will be scattered along the en
tire south side of San Miguel Island and in Otter 
Harbor. At Point Bennett, counts are made by two ob
servers. Discrete areas of the beach are marked in 
the sand, and counts of all elephant seal pups are 
made within a subsection by both observers. Subsec
tions are about 20 m to 40 m wide and no more than 
100 m long. If counts are not within 10 percent of each 
other, additional counts are made until agreement is 
reached. The entire point can be counted in about 6 
hours by experienced observers. Counts at each 
beach are tallied separately. 

An aerial survey (5-inch format) is made at the same 
time as the ground count at San Miguel Island. All 
breeding sites are photographed. Pups, adult 
females, and adult males are enumerated from the im
agery. 

At Santa Barbara Island, pups can be counted by 
ground observers from the cliffs above the rookeries 
with 7-1 Ox binoculars. This survey takes about 3 
hours. Aerial surveys of elephant seal pups are also 
made. The overhanging cliffs of the north side of the 
island make vertical photography impractical. In this 
area the aircraft should be banked so that shallow 
angle oblique photographs can be collected. 

For Pacific harbor seals, the entire cohort of pups is 
never hauled out simultaneously. The period of pup
ping extends over a two-month period, while the 
weaning period is less than one month after parturi
tion. Pup production is measured through aerial 
counts made in mid- to late April. These counts are 
considered minimum estimates of pup production 
and are used to establish temporal trends in pup 
production from island to island. 

The proportion of the total population that is hauled 
out will vary by time of day, area, tides, weather, and 
season. The most consistent and highest proportion 
of the total population will haul out in early afternoon 
during the molt period. Therefore, counts of harbor 
seals (hauled animals) should be made at mid-day 
during the molt period of late May to early June. Ideal
ly, a series of two to five daily counts are made in order 
to estimate the daily variation in hauled animals. 

Neither pup counts nor counts of hauled animals 
provide a good estimate of the total population. 
However, if counts are made annually at a consistent 
time of year using the same techniques, the data can 
be used to monitor changes in distribution and rela
tive abundance of harbor seals. 

Harbor seal surveys are made using an oblique aerial 
survey with 35-mm transparencies as described 
under aerial counts (35-mm photographs). Total 
numbers of harbor seals and numbers of pups present 
are counted from the projected slides. 

Guadalupe Fur Seals and Northern Sea 
Lions 

These two species have been seen hauled out only in 
the Point Bennett area and at Castle Rock on San 
Miguel Island in recent years (1980 to present). Fewer 
than three Guadalupe fur seals and six northern sea 
lions have been counted at any one time since 1981. 
Although two northern sea lion pups at San Miguel Is
land (Castle Rock) were reported in 1981, there have 
been no pups reported for either species since 1982. 
Castle Rock is difficult to census and only experienced 
research personnel should survey Castle Rock for 
either species. To document the presence of adults 
and pups of both species, check Point Bennett and 
Castle Rock where they have been previously 
reported from early June to late July. 
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DATA MANAGEMENT 

Analysis 

Total counts of all seals and pups are analyzed in two 
ways. First, a qualitative comparison of beach use for 
both pupping and hauling for all six species is made 
from year to year. Changes in haul out patterns can 
reflect changes in population levels or changes in the 
level of disturbance around areas critical to breeding 
and feeding. A second analysis involves a quantita
tive comparison of the population index of choice for 
each species. Counts are presented by year and by 
island. A regression of log-transformed counts 
against time can be fitted to a straight line to deter
mine the rate of growth of the population. A sig
nificantly positive slope implies the population is 
increasing. A negative slope implies the population is 
decreasing. A nonsignificant slope infers that there is 
no consistent change in population size. Additional 

information can be gained by looking at the pattern in 
the residuals or fitting a second degree polynomial to 
the data set (DeMaster et al. 1982, Boveng et al. 1988). 

Reporting 

A report generating system has been developed at the 
Southwest Fisheries Center to facilitate rapid presen
tation of survey data collected in a specified form 
based on the pinniped census form (Berkson 1984). 
The system involves an interactive, user friendly 
program to manipulate information from specified sur
veys. The computer prompts the user to specify types 
of information desired and then requests the user to 
designate an output format. Plots or tables can be 
generated for counts by age/sex class, species, is
land, year, and month. In addition, plots or tables of 
the percentage of a particular age/sex class of a 
species relative to the total number of counted 
animals can be generated. 
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A P P E N D I X A. Distribution of Pinnipeds and Maps of BLM Location Codes 

Table A-1. Distribution of Pinnipeds by Beach. Data are from 1975-1982 (Bonnel et al. I980 and Stewart 
1981, 1982). 

Distribution and BLM Location Codes A- 1 

SPECIES SAN SANTA SANTA ANACAPA SANTA 
MIGUEL ROSA CRUZ ISLAND BARBARA 
ISLAND ISLAND ISLAND ISLAND 

Northern fur seal 102* 
111* 

Northern elephant seal 110* 302-304 
119* 308 
120* 310* 
146* 311 
147* 317 
151*-159* 322 
161 
171 
172 

California sea lion 102* 615 641 660 302* 
103* 621 643 670 303* 
110*-119* 645 680 304-307 
120 646 308*-312* 
151-156 648 313 
161 649 314 
171* 317* 
172 318* 

322-324 
325* 

Harbor seal 121 611 641* 660* 306 
122* 612*-615* 643 670* 316* 
123 617*-619* 645* 680 
130*-132* 621* 647* 
134* 622 649* 
142*-144* 624*-626* €51* 
145 653 
146* 654* 
147* 656* 
157* 658* 
159* 

Northern sea lion 110 
111 

Guadalupe fur seal 110 
111 

* indicates pupping occurs on that beach 
Numbers refer to BLM location codes in Figures A-1 to A-5. 



SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Figure A - 1 . Pinniped BLM Location Codes 

A-2 Distribution and BLM Location Codes 



SANTA ROSA ISLAND 

Figure A - 2. Pinniped BLM Location Codes 

Distribution and BLM Location Codes A-3 



SANTA CRUZ ISLAND 

Figure A - 3. Pinniped BLM Location Codes 

A-4 Distribution and BLM Location Codes 



ANACAPA ISLAND 

Figure A - 4. Pinniped BLM Location Codes 

Distribution and BLM Location Codes A-5 



SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

Figure A - 5. Pinniped BLM Location Codes 

A -6 Distribution and BLM Location Codes 



Beach Time Time Zalophus Callorhinus Mirounga j Phoca Other 
Island (BLM Code) Date Start End pups total pups total pups total pups total Comments 
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Data Requirements for Pinniped Census Data Form 

FIELD 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

12 
13 
14 

DATA 

Date 
Time: start 
Time: end 
Island 

Beach 
Survey platform 

Field party leader 
Counts 

Zalophus 

Callorhinus 

Mirounga 

Phoca 

Arctocephalus 
Eumetopias 

Wind speed 
Wind direction 
Cloud cover 

Temperature 
Tide height 
Disturbance 

CODES 

yr/mo/day 
military 
military 
SMI ANI 
SRI SBI 
SCI 
BLM code 
GO - ground count 
A3 - aerial count, 35-mm format 
AV - aerial count, visual 
A5 - aerial count, 5-in format 
W - vessel, visual count 
initials 

total counts 
pup counts 
total counts 
pup counts 
total counts 
pup counts 
total counts 
pup counts 
total counts 
total counts 
mph 
8pts 
c - clear (0% clouds) 
s - scattered (1-50% clouds) 
b - broken (50-98% clouds) 
o - overcast (100% clouds) 
centigrade 
F3.1 meters 
P - people on beach 
V - vessel near beach 
D - dog on beach 

FIELD 
LENGTH 

6 
4 
4 
3 

3 
2 

3 

4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
3 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

2 
3 
2 

COLUMNS 

1-6 
7-10 
11-14 
15-17 

18-20 
21-22 

23-25 

26-29 
30-32 
33-36 
37-39 
40-43 
44-46 
47-50 
51-53 
54-55 
56-57 
58-59 
60-61 
62 

63-64 
65-67 
68-69 

B-2 Data Form and Data Requirements 
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PREFACE TO REVISED EDITION 

This revision of the original seabird monitoring handbook, published in 1983, resulted from four years' field ex
perience (1985-1988) conducting the monitoring program. Many of the techniques described in the original 
handbook had not been extensively field tested prior to our efforts, and many techniques used in long-term in
vestigations had to be scaled down from research-approach levels to monitoring levels. It was therefore not 
surprising to encounter unanticipated problems in carrying out some of the prescribed tasks set forth in the first 
edition. This revision identifies the problem-areas and incorporates newer techniques and revised methodology 
to refine and streamline the seabird monitoring program. Updating a manual such as this is, of course, an on
going process and is subject to the bounds of our perceptions and the constraints and inconvenience of limited 
resources. No doubt techniques for seabird monitoring at Channel Islands National Park will continue to evolve 
as new methods are incorporated and solutions to new problems are found. 

DBL and FG 
August 1988 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this handbook is to outline a 
methodology for monitoring selected seabird 
species in Channel Islands National Park. The 
methods have been derived from both long-standing 
studies of certain species and recent work with 
other birds not monitored in the past. Consistent 
with Channel Islands monitoring goals, the data will 
be used to detect changes in populations over a 
period of time rather than to determine the cause of 
such changes. To detect these changes, important 
parameters included in the seabird monitoring 
program are: 

• abundance of breeding birds 

• reproductive success 

• phenology, and 

ly, of the eleven seabird species that nest in Channel 
Islands National Park, only six can reasonably be 
monitored; difficulties such as inaccessible nests, 
nocturnal behavior, and variable breeding sites 
preclude using the others. This handbook, then 
reflects a compromise between an ideal monitoring 
program and a practical one. 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

In designing effective techniques to monitor 
seabirds on the Channel Islands, decisions were 
made as to which species would be monitored, the 
islands on which they would be monitored, 
parameters to be measured, and reasons for these 
choices. 

• population age structure. 

All of these reflect important trends in population 
dynamics. The number of breeding birds may rep
resent either reproductive effort or adult population 
size; changes in either category affect the total num
ber of young recruited to the population. Reproduc
tive success is measured by the number of fledged 
young, and is the most direct measure of the addi
tion of young to the population. Chick survival can 
be affected by changes in phenology (timing of egg-
laying, hatching and fledging). Age structure repre
sents relative numbers of non-breeding juveniles 
and breeding-age adults in the population; changes 
in this parameter affect the number of breeding at
tempts and recruitment of young. When available, 
other parameters such as food use and chick 
growth rates are valuable to measure because they 
provide data for interpreting observed changes in a 
biologically meaningful way. 

Despite the benefits of a program containing the 
parameters outlined above, experience has shown 
that practical considerations often limit the number 
of parameters that can be effectively measured as 
well as the number of species monitored. For in
stance, the particular measurements taken for a 
given species may be limited by nesting habits, 
response to human intervention, experience of per
sonnel, and time and monetary constraints. Similar-

CHOICE OF SPECIES 

Table 1 shows the spatial distribution of the eleven 
seabird species that nest in Channel Islands Nation
al Park. Several species were eliminated as 
monitoring targets primarily because certain aspects 
of their biology preclude obtaining reliable data. 
The three species of storm-petrel (Leach's Storm-
Petrel (Oceanodroma leucorhoa), Ashy Storm-
Petrel (O. homochroa), and Black Storm-Petrel (0. 
melania)) are nocturnal and secretive, and their 
breeding phenology and biology on the Channel Is
lands are poorly documented. It is therefore 
probably too costly to collect quality information for 
these species. Of the three cormorant species, 
Brandt's Cormorant (Phalacrocorax penicillatus) is 
probably unsuitable for monitoring. Although abun
dant and widespread throughout the islands, this 
species frequently shifts nest sites, making data col
lected from samples difficult to interpret. 

Of the three alcid species that nest here, Pigeon 
Guillemot (Cepphus columba), Xantus' Murrelet 
(Synthliboramphus hypoleuca), and Cassin's Auklet 
(Ptychoramphus aleuticus), the guillemot is the 
most difficult to monitor. This species nests in 
caves, making it very awkward to determine the size 
of the nesting population or measure other impor
tant parameters. The following species have, there-
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fore, been chosen for the monitoring program: 

• California Brown Pelican (Pelecanus 
occidentalis californicus) 

• Double-crested Cormorant (Phalacrocorax 
auritus) 

• Pelagic Cormorant (Phalacrocorax pelagicus) 

• Western Gull (Larus occidentalis) 

• Xantus' Murrelet (Synthliboramphus hypoleuca) 

• Cassin's Auklet (Ptychoramphus aleuticus) 

The selected species are diverse and provide broad 
geographic coverage of the park islands. Some are 
sensitive to oil or chemical pollution, changes in 
food availability and abundance, and human distur
bance; changes in these populations may suggest a 
more widespread problem affecting other species as 
well. Most of these species also have existing 
baseline data for certain parameters with which 
comparisons of future data can be made. 

California Brown Pelicans breed predictably on the 
north slopes of West Anacapa Island each year and 
build large nests that are observable from a dis
tance. Double-crested Cormorants rarely change is
land colony sites and their nests are also 
conspicuous. Although both species are highly vul
nerable to the effects of disturbance, accurate and 
reliable data can be collected at a distance for each. 
Pelagic Cormorants, at the southern extreme of their 
range, breed in small numbers on the Channel Is
lands and hence were not initially included in the 
Seabird Monitoring Program in 1982. Since 1984, 
however, they have consistently nested on Anacapa 
Island where sub-colonies have been accessible 
and easily censused. Although this is a small breed
ing population, it has expanded since its inception, 
and data on abundance of breeding adults, 
reproductive success, and phenology can be easily 
obtained for monitoring purposes. Western Gulls 
are highly visible surface nesters and, compared to 
cormorants and pelicans, are much less sensitive to 
human disturbance and thus are readily studied. 
Xantus' Murrelets nest in crevices and small caves 
that are usually accessible with minimal disturbance. 
Cassin's Auklet, a burrowing species, is locally the 
least known of the targeted species. Monitoring this 

species, although somewhat difficult, is worthwhile 
because the site of its largest colony, Prince Island, 
supports the greatest number of seabirds in the 
park, they are primarily plankton-feeders (unlike 
most other monitored park seabirds), and they are 
likely to be sensitive to oil pollution (and may there
fore be a good indicator species). 

In addition to these six seabird species, monitoring 
the Snowy Plover (Charadrius alexandrinus), a 
shorebird which nests on San Miguel, Santa Rosa, 
and Santa Cruz islands will begin during the 1989 
breeding season. The Snowy Plover is listed by the 
State of California as a "Species of Special Con
cern" (Remsen 1978) and information about its 
breeding biology and abundance in Channel Islands 
National Park is currently very limited. 

Ancillary observations of breeding season activities 
of Brandt's Cormorants, Pigeon Guillemot and 
Xantus' Murrelets should be made when the oppor
tunity arises as follows: 

Brandt's Cormorant nesting should be documented 
each year on Santa Barbara, Sutil, and Prince is
lands This species nests consistently at Prince Is
land, in small caves and on the cliff ledges of 
Webster Point on Santa Barbara island, on the north 
iedges of Sutil Island, and on Gull Island. These 
areas can be surveyed by boat once or twice each 
breeding season for the presence of nests, although 
accurate nest counts or observations of nest con
tents are often difficult. Brandt's Cormorants also 
nest rarely on West Anacapa Island (at Sea Lion 
Cove in 1970 and Rat Rock in 1982), and should be 
looked for in the course of monitoring activities If 
consistent breeding occurs, routine monitoring of 
this species should be incorporated into the 
program. 

Pigeon Guillemot numbers in the nearshore vicinity 
of Anacapa, Prince, and Santa Barbara islands 
should be noted in the course of other monitoring 
activities as a relative index of breeding effort. 
Counts are best done during June and July when 
adult birds are tending young which no longer re
quire the constant presence of an adult at the nest. 
Adults at this time are easily observed flying in and 
out of the nesting caves and in pairs on the water as 
they forage. Data on number of pairs breeding have 
been collected annually on East and West Anacapa 
islands since 1982; annual breeding records should 
be maintained. 
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FAMILY SPECIES ISLAN 

Storm-Petrels 
Hydrobatidae 

Cormorants 
Phalacrocoracidae 

Pelicans 
Pelecanidae 

Gulls 
Laridae 

Alcids 
Alcidae 

Key: ANI = Anacapa Is. 

SMI = San Miguel Is. 
including Prince Is. 

Distribution: 
A = Active Colony 
0 = Occasional Colom 

Ashy Storm-Petrel 
{Oceanodroma homochroa) 

Black Storm-Petrel 
(0. melania) 

Leach's Storm-Petrel 
(0. leucorhoa) 

Brandt's Cormorant 
(Phalacrocorax penicillatus) 

• Double-crested Cormorant 
(P. auritus) 

• Pelagic Cormorant 
(P. pelagicus) 

• California Brown Pelican 
(Pelecanus occidentalis californicus] 

• Western Gull 
(Larus occidentalis) 

• Cassin's Auklet 
(Ptychoramphus aleuticus) 

Pigeon Guillemot 
(Cepphus columba) 

• Xantus' Murrelet 
(Synthliboramphus hypoleuca) 

SBI = Santa Barbara Is. SCI = 
including Sutil Is. indue 

SRI = Santa Rosa Is. 

L = Largest Colony • 
/ ? = Probably Present 

ANI 

0 

A 

A 

L 

L 

A 

A 

SBI SCI 

D 

SMI 
(see key below) 

A 

L 

? 

A 

A 

0 

A 

A 

A 

A 

L 

A 

? 

7 

A 

A 

0 

A 

A 

A 

A 

= Santa Cruz Is. 
Jing Gull Is. and Sec 

= Mo nitore< d Specie 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

0 

A 

L 

L 

A 

)rpion 

;s 

SRI 

? 

? 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Rock 
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Xantus' Murrelets almost certainly nest in the Arch 
Rock/Landing Cove area of East Anacapa Island. 
Adult birds are consistently heard calling from the 
water beneath the cliffs in April, May, and June; 
adult pairs are seen in the vicinity prior to breeding 
season; and a newly fledged chick was observed at 
Arch Rock in June 1985. Surveillance for the 
presence of this species on East Anacapa, including 
estimates of numbers of calling birds from the cliff 
tops between the Landing Cove and the southward 
bend in the service road should be maintained. 

CHOICE OF ISLANDS 

The recommended island monitoring sites for the 
selected species are shown on Table 2. While it 
may be desirable to monitor the birds on all the is
lands where they occur, small population sizes or 
difficult access make this inadvisable if not physical
ly impossible. The following selected colonies are 
relatively accessible and provide broad coverage: 

CHOICE OF PARAMETERS 

For practical reasons, the recommended pa
rameters (breeding bird abundance, reproductive 
success1, phenology, and population age structure) 
can not be measured for all the selected species. Of 
major concern in choosing the parameters is the 
potential disturbance and consequential breeding 
failures for both target species and other birds nest
ing in the same area. Pelicans and cormorants are 
particularly sensitive to human disturbance and for 
other species, such as murrelets and auklets, exist
ing population sizes may be too small on some is
lands to risk regular monitoring. Due to variable 
disturbance potentials at different sites the number 
of parameters measured changes with species nest
ing locations. For example, whereas three of the 
suggested parameters may be possible to measure 
for Double-crested Cormorants on Anacapa Island, 
only one can likely be measured for this species on 
Prince Island (see Table 3 ). 

Table 2. Island Monitoring Sites for Selected Seabirds/Shorebird in Channel Islands National Park. 

Double-crested Cormorant 

Pelagic Cormorant 

California Brown Pelican 

Western Gull 

Xantus' Murrelet 

Cassin's Auklet 

Snowy Plover 

ANACAPA 
ISLAND 

X 

X* 

X* 

X* 

Too few 

Not present 

Not present 

GULL 
ISLAND 

Not present 

Not present 

Not present 

X 

Too tew 

Too difficult 

Not present 

* Largest colony in Channel Islands National Park. 

PRINCE 
ISLAND 

X* 

Too difficult 

Not present 

X 

Too difficult 

X* 

Not present 

SANTA 
BARBARA 
ISLAND 

X 

Not present 

X 

X 

X* 

Too few 

Not present 

SAN 
MIGUEL 
ISLAND 

Not present 

Not present 

Not present 

Not present 

Not present 

Not present 

X 

' Variously defined, but usually one of the following: a) percent fledging of hatched chicks (fledging success); b) percent fledging of 
eggs laid (reproductive success), c) number of chicks fledged per nest (productivity); or, d) the number of chicks fledged per colony 
(total productivity). 
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SOURCES OF VARIABILITY 

As highly mobile animals, seabirds fluctuate in num
bers with respect to time of year, activities within 
seasons, and time of day. An effective monitoring 
effort must attempt to account for the variation 
caused by these natural fluctuations, as well as that 

introduced by observer error, and then distinguish 
between these sources of variability and those 
owing to changes in the environment. The following 
guidelines are recommended to minimize the ob
server sources of variability: 

SANTA SAN 
ANACAPA GULL PRINCE BARBARA MIGUEL 
ISLAND ISLAND ISLAND ISLAND ISLAND 

California Brown 
Pelican 

Double-crested 
Cormorant 

Pelagic Cormorant 

Western Gull 

Xantus' Murrelet 

Cassin's Auklet 

Snowy Plover 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 
Age Structure 
Food use 
Growth rates 

Breeding 
birds 

Breeding 
birds 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 
Age Structure 
Food use 
Growth rates 

Breeding 
birds 

Reproduction 
Phenology 

Birds on 
beach 
Females 
on beach 

Seabirds 

Table 3. Recommended Parameters to Measure for Selected Species in Channel Islands National Park. 
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MEASUREMENTS 

Defining measurements carefully is one of the most 
important ways to control variability. Ambiguous 
counting units or ones for which a subjective 
decision must be made are a common source of 
error even among experienced counters. We have 
attempted to be precise in defining the measure
ments for each parameter, but even these may be 
subject to change if more specificity is required. 

inexperienced observers may introduce greater 
potential for misleading results than single counts by 
someone experienced in censusing from a vessel. 
Counts obtained from close-range work (e.g., in es
tablished grids or transects, or from areas of low 
population density), do not require repeating. 

TIMING OF COUNTS 

OBSERVERS 

Even with well-defined counting units, observer error 
is inherent in seabird censusing. Continuity of ex
perienced observers is required for accurate cen
susing (Richardson et al. 1981; Harris and Murray 
1981) This is especially true when counts must be 
obtained from a long distance (e.g., Brown Pelican 
observations, and Western Gull total nest count on 
Santa Barbara Island). If observers change, then 
the departing observer should train the incoming 
observer to maintain a minimal level of continuity. 
Incoming observers should have prior experience 
censusing seabirds, or. at the least, censusing of 
animal populations in the field. 

COUNTING 

Proper monitoring requires careful observations to 
minimize sampling error. Methods used for long
distance censusing must be consistent from year to 
year for all species and measurements. When cen
susing a particular area or sample of the population, 
it is recommended that when multiple observers are 
available, they count independently, record results, 
and recount the same area. Results should not be 
discussed among observers prior to the second 
count, as doing this will prejudice the recount. All 
counts may then be averaged for an estimate of the 
sample mean. This counting method allows calcula
tion of observer variability. When a single observer 
is present, recounts should routinely be made and 
averages taken. Counts obtained from close-range 
work (e.g., in established grids or transects, or from 
areas of low population density), do not require 
repeating. 

One approach recommended throughout this 
manual and also used by others attempting to deal 
with natural fluctuations in seabird numbers (Uoyd 
1975; Richardson et al. 1981; Harris and Murray 
1981), is to census during a particular stage of the 
breeding season. The distribution of seabirds 
during the non-breeding season is highly variable 
and difficult to interpret. Monitoring efforts are thus 
focused on breeding birds, which predictably gather 
in colonies at certain sites each year to mate and 
raise young. Also, the diurnal patterns of colony at
tendance fluctuate depending on the stage of breed
ing and time of day. Knowledge of breeding 
behavior is therefore necessary for determining the 
optimum census times, (i.e. when attendance is 
most stable). Uoyd (1975) found that daily atten
dance of razorbills and guillemots became less vari
able as incubation progressed and was most stable 
during the nestling period (from hatching to fledg
ing). Similarly, for Western Gulls, the most stable 
period is after peak egg-laying; during this 7 to 10 
day period, most gulls have laid eggs and the first 
young are hatching, so counts of birds on nests (to 
estimate pairs) will be most accurate. The pattern of 
colony attendance also varies for some species 
within a single day, and censuses should be timed 
accordingly. Consistency is of key importance -
once a time for counts is chosen, adhere to it as 
much as possible. 

Counts made from boats can be especially difficult. 
Observers must be experienced to maintain count 
continuity and reasonable accuracy in a moving 
vessel in unstable conditions. Multiple counts using 
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DISTURBANCE 

Disturbance during a critical time in the breeding 
cycle can have severe detrimental effects by caus
ing injury, direct mortality of young, and nest aban
donment. Predation by gulls or ravens on 
unattended eggs and chicks is often a serious con
sequence of human disturbance. Monitoring per
sonnel must be extremely cautious and follow 
outlined procedures for approaching observation 
points and working in or near seabird colonies. 

WEATHER 

The influence of weather conditions on monitoring is 
discussed in the species accounts, but note that 
good weather is required for good counts no matter 
how precise one's timing or how experienced the 
observers. Weather also influences colony atten
dance by seabirds; thus, when possible, make 
counts under similar conditions each time, but avoid 
censusing in adverse weather conditions (e.g., high 
winds or heavy fog) which will obviously hamper ob
servations and compromise data. 

This methods section is organized first by species, 
then by island. The following is an outline of the 
basic format for each species shown in actual type 
styles used within the text. (To avoid unnecessary 
repetition, certain categories have been omitted 
when not applicable.) 

SPECIES 

BREEDING BIOLOGY AND PLUMAGE 

FIELD METHODS BY ISLAND 

(Table showing...) 

Parameters and Measurements 

Areas to be censused 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

MONITORING PROTOCOL 

SAMPLING METHODS 

The methods suggested in this section were derived 
from long-term research on specific populations 
(Brown Pelicans and Double-crested Cormorants on 
Anacapa Island; Western Gull and Xantus' Murrelet 
on Santa Barbara Island) and from work during the 
1982 field season which developed methods for pre
viously unstudied populations. These methods have 
since been tested during subsequent field seasons. 
Cassin's Auklet monitoring methods were developed 
in 1986, as modified from ongoing studies of this 
species on the Farallon Islands by Point Reyes Bird 
Observatory and University of California at Davis re
searchers. Snowy-Plover monitoring methods have 
evolved over several seasons (1985-1988). Since 
some methods, such as those for Snowy Plovers, 
still require more testing, they should not be con
sidered inflexible or as the final word on monitoring 
techniques. Year-to-year variability may dictate im
provisation or revision of methodology, and any 
method is subject to modification with respect to 
practical problems encountered in the field. 

Recommended Methods 

Boat Surveys 
Land Surveys 
Locating Colonies 
Abundance of Breeding Birds 

- total nest count 
Reproductive Success 

- sample chick count 
Chick Mortality 

- post season nest count 
Phenology 
Age Structure 
Band Sightings 
Monitoring Schedule 

Monitoring Schedule 

Time Required 

Recording Data 

Safety 

Special Equipment 
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CALIFORNIA BROWN PELICAN 

BREEDING BIOLOGY AND PLUMAGE 

West Anacapa Island is the site of the largest and 
most consistent Brown Pelican nesting colony in 
southern Califomia (Figure 1). The historical 
records suggest that pelicans nested here nearly 
every year, while at other colony sites (Santa Bar
bara Island, Scorpion Rock, and Prince Island), 
nesting is ephemeral or irregular (see Gress and 
Anderson 1983; Hunt and Ingram 1982). Nesting on 
Santa Barbara Island, however, may have occurred 
much more frequently than the scant historic 
records indicate. No pelican nesting was reported 
on Santa Barbara Island for at least 25 years prior to 
1980 (Gress and Anderson 1983); however, nesting 
occurred in 1980, 1983, and 1985-88 (Figure 4) 
(Anderson and Gress 1983; Lewis and Gress MS; 
Sowlsetal. 1980). 

Brown Pelicans are colonial nesters, building large 
bulky nests on the ground or in shrubs. Nests from 
previous years generally remain unused or a new 
nest may be built on top of an old one, but most 
often an entire new nest platform is built each year. 
Colony sites may be used in consecutive years or 
new areas may be colonized. Nesting may be a 
synchronous effort or may consist of several 
asynchronous units (sub-colonies) established over 
a period of several months in one or several loca
tions on island colony sites. 

Since 1969, when continuous observations began, 
the earliest breeding on Anacapa and Santa Barbara 
islands was initiated in mid-December; the latest 
date for initiation of nesting during the same period 
was mid-May (Anderson and Gress 1983; Gress and 
Anderson 1984; 1985; Lewis and Gress MS). 

Brown Pelicans generally begin breeding when 3-5 
years old (occasionally a sub-adult will nest, but 
their breeding success is usually lower). Pair bonds 
are formed at the nest site and eggs are usually laid 
about one week after commencement of courtship 
and nest-building. The clutch nearly always consists 
of 3 eggs; both parents participate in incubation 
during which they never leave the nest unattended 
unless the nest is abandoned. The incubation 
period is about 30 days. 

Newly-hatched chicks are altricial; they are unable 
to hold their heads upright and are helpless for 5-7 
days after hatching. They require constant protec
tion from temperature extremes and predation until 
about 3 weeks of age. Both parents participate in 
feeding the young. Nest abandonment and starva
tion of young occur when food resources are 
scarce, resulting in reduced breeding success and 
lower mean brood size. Chicks up to about 5 weeks 
old generally stay on or near the nest site; older 
chicks tend to wander farther from the nest and will 
often gather in small groups (creches). Chicks from 
the same brood, however, tend to stay together and 
will remain loosely attached to the nest site. Hedg
ing occurs at 11-14 weeks of age (13 is typical). 
Once young birds leave the colony they rarely 
return, although fledglings often beg from adults 
while roosting in the colony area and gather in loaf
ing groups during the period immediately following 
fledging. These groups occupy the shoreline or 
waters close to the colony site, remaining from 
several days to several weeks. 

There is little evidence (based on plumage charac
teristics, color of soft parts, and behavior) that 
California Brown Pelicans regularly lay a replace
ment clutch if the first clutch is destroyed or aban
doned; renesting rates, therefore, are probably 
negligible. The 1978 breeding effort on Anacapa Is
land appears to be the only year since studies 
began in 1969 in which significant renesting oc
curred (Anderson and Gress 1983). 

Brown Pelicans have highly complex plumage se
quences and molt somewhere on their bodies 
throughout most of the year. There are three molts 
and three feather generations per year as shown in 
Appendices A-2 and A-3. Breeding plumage is at
tained prior to onset of courtship behavior with a 
molt of head and neck feathers and is characterized 
by a dark neck stripe and chest. They begin a full 
body molt while raising their young with "winter" 
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plumage characterized by a white head and neck. 
Additionally, coloration of the pouch, bill, feet, legs, 
bare skin, etc., also varies with season. One of the 
most striking color changes is the bright red pouch 
attained by adults of both sexes at the onset of 
breeding; the pouch color begins fading soon after 
eggs are laid and incubation begins. Subadults will 
occasionally show red on their pouches as well. 

Complete descriptions of both adult and chick-
plumage characteristics can be found in Appendices 
A-1, A-2, and A-3. 

through 1988. Colony sites are unpredictable from 
year to year; pelicans may breed in the same ap
proximate area for several consecutive years, or 
they may completely shift to another part of the is
land. Several disjoined sites can also occur. Usual
ly there is some overlap with the previous years' site. 
All known sites, therefore, should be checked at the 
beginning of the breeding season. 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

FIELD METHODS FOR 
ANACAPA ISLAND 

Parameters 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Reproductive 
success 

Phenology 

Population 
age structure 

Measurement 

1) Incubating birds 
2) Pairs at nest site 
3) Young at nest site 
4) Nest count 

(post breeding survey) 

1) Chicks 9-14 weeks old 
2) Brood size and 

age of young 
3) Mortality of young 

(post breeding survey) 

1) Direct observation or 
dates based on age 
of young 

1) Plumage 
a) Juvenile (brown head) 
b) Sub-adult (white on 

head, white belly) 
c) Adult (white head, 

dark belly) 
2) Band sightings 

Areas to be censused 

At Anacapa, Brown Pelicans nest only on West Is
land. Nesting areas are almost always on the north 
slopes but they also occur on rare occasions on the 
southwest slopes, on the flat plateau/interior bluff 
areas and also in the canyons on the north side. 
Figure 1 shows pelican nesting sites used from 1969 

A major problem in censusing Brown Pelicans on 
Anacapa Island is to have a clear view of the breed
ing birds, their nests and nest contents. Obstruction 
by vegetation or terrain, distance, fog, and sea con
ditions all limit the quality of observations. Using a 
boat is essential for finding colony locations, observ
ing breeding progress, and censusing portions of 
the colony that can only be seen from the water. 
However, with the incumbent problems of motion 
and drift due to sea conditions, boat observations 
are often difficult and a good deal of practice is 
necessary before an observer gains confidence. 
Sea sickness can also be a problem for those who 
are susceptible. 

Another major potential problem is colony distur
bance when surveys are conducted on land. Distur
bance at critical times in the breeding cycle can 
have severe detrimental effects on breeding success 
with the greatest impact occurring during the early 
stages of nesting. Brown Pelicans will easily aban
don nests when disturbed, leaving unattended eggs 
and young chicks vulnerable to predation by gulls 
and ravens. Hyper- or hypothermia in young can 
also occur when nesting adults are away from the 
disturbed nest site for prolonged periods. Older, 
more mobile young may suffer injury or starvation if 
they are incapable of returning to the nest site. 
Chronic loss of food from regurgitation occurring as 
a fright response can also have an affect on the 
growth of young birds. Young pelicans of nearly 
fledging age but not yet fully developed may be 
forced to fly prematurely and can die from broken 
limbs or starvation. Even a one-time disturbance, if 
severe enough and at a critical time, can cause 
abandonment of a colony or sub-colony. In light of 
the potential consequences of disturbance, it is es
sential that monitoring personnel be extremely 
cautious and follow the outlined procedures for ap
proaching observation points. 
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Figure 1. California Brown Pelican Nesting Sites - West Anacapa Island, 1969 -1988. 

Recommended Methods 

Boar Surveys 
Rather than working from a large vessel, it is recom
mended that observers work independently from a 
small boat, (e.g., 4 meter inflatable Avon with 15 hp 
outboard motor). This recommendation is made for 
the following reasons: 

• rocking due to swells is greatly reduced, 

• maneuverability and access to the shore are 
improved, and 

• pressures of tight schedules and hurried surveys 
sometimes associated with crews on larger boats 
are avoided. 

Also, when operating independently, monitoring per
sonnel have greater flexibility in arranging censusing 
activities to take advantage of favorable weather and 
sea conditions. Observations/censuses are best 
made with 10x binoculars while drifting 25-150 m off
shore of specific colony areas. Morning is generally 
the best time for observations by boat. At this time 
the water is usually calmest; also, as the day 
progresses, light refraction and glare intensify (espe
cially along the north shore of West Anacapa) so 
that by mid-afternoon, long-distance viewing be
comes impossible. 

Land Surveys 
Only a portion of the nesting colonies are visible 
from the water. Therefore, in addition to boat sur
veys, observations from points on land are neces
sary. During land censuses extreme caution must 
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be taken to avoid disturbing nesting birds. Ob
servers should never get closer than 50 meters from 
the nearest nest; they should stay low and move 
slowly and quietly to minimize the effect of their 
presence. Sudden movement or noise can flush the 
birds from their nests, resulting in abandonment, 
egg and chick predation, or other consequences. 
Particular care should be taken to avoid sudden ap
pearances over low ridges; when surprised, chicks 
may panic and jump off cliffs or be injured while flee
ing. Young chicks driven long distances (or out of 
view) from their nests may not find their way back. 

Access to observation points on West Anacapa 
Island is either from Rat Rock at the island's west 
end, or from Climb Spine (the ridge between Cherry 

Canyon and Canada Por Nada; see Figure 3). From 
Rat Rock observers must go ashore (at a narrow 
surge channel at the west end of Sea Lion Cove) in 
an inflatable boat, then climb a steep rocky slope to 
reach the western terraces. If the colony site is in 
the Amphitheater area, one must climb Summit 
Peak (elevation 293 meters), which takes about 45 
minutes, and proceed to Camel Peak (elevation 253 
meters), which takes another 30 minutes. A small 
trail to Camel Peak from Rat Rock has been in use 
since 1978, but in early spring may be grown over 
with grasses in some places. After crossing the 
western terraces, the route continues along the 
southern ridge (Summit Ridge) over Summit Peak 
and along Saddle Ridge to Camel Peak. 

Figure 2. California Brown Pelican Observation Points - West Anacapa Island. 
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Figure 3. California Brown Pelican Research Place Names - West Anacapa Island 

For quick access to the Interior Bluffs or the Am
phitheater observation points, the Climb Spine route 
may be used. This access requires no pelicans to 
be nesting on East Interior Bluff nor in the lower part 
of Cherry Canyon. Observers must go ashore at the 

base of Climb Spine in a small inflatable boat. The 
approach is a steep, somewhat difficult ascent/de
scent plus traverse of a steep slope with loose ter
rain; it should not be attempted by inexperienced 
climbers. Travel time to top is about 15 minutes. 
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Specific observation points used to census pelicans 
on West Anacapa Island are shown in Figure 2. To 
view nesting on West Interior Bluff and Summit 
Canyon Bluff, observations should be made from 
East Summit Ridge and Saddle Ridge observation 
points. Observations of North Bluff and Oak 
Canyon Bluff nesting are best made from the West 
Summit Ridge site just below Summit Peak. Surveil
lance of Cherry Canyon and parts of East and Mid
dle Interior Bluffs are made from Cherry Canyon 
Overlook and Upper Cherry Canyon observation 
point. Observations of the remaining portions of the 
Interior Bluff area are made from the Middle Bluff ob
servation point. Colony sites in the Amphitheater 
area are best viewed from the four points on Camel 
Peak and its ridges. Use of a spotting scope, aug
mented by 10x binoculars, is essential from any of 
these observation points. If nesting sites are located 
at any other areas in Figure 3 (e.g., the north slopes 
not visible from land observation points, especially 
those close to the water), observations will probably 
have to be by boat in order to avoid unacceptable 
disturbance. 

Locating Colonies 
Since pelican nesting areas are impossible to 
predict each year, beginning in January and con
tinuing until nesting has been ascertained, the north 
slope areas of West Anacapa Island should be sur
veyed at least monthly by boat. Areas used for nest
ing in prior years should be especially closely 
examined. Initially, pelican nesting activity can be 
difficult to discern because of thick vegetation, 
rough terrain, and lack of tell-tale signs, such as 
trampled vegetation and obviously well used nest 
sites. As the colony size increases, nesting areas 
become more conspicuous, with vegetation becom
ing less of a visual barrier as it is trampled and dries 
up in late spring. Also, the amount of "whitewash" 
increases at nest sites and roosts in the colony area, 
particularly once hatching has begun. 

Abundance of Breeding Birds 
- total nest count 

A total nest count usually requires censusing from 
the water as well as from land points on the island 
since not all nests are visible from either water or 
land. The number of active nests is obtained by 
counting incubating or brooding birds on nests and 
pairs of birds with larger, visible chicks on nest sites. 
When only chicks are visible at the nest, the parents 
may be away foraging; these nests are censused by 
the presence of chicks alone. Nests within the 
colony that have been completed, but for some 

reason deserted, are counted as ABANDONED. 
Averages of active + abandoned nests are summed 
to obtain the total nest count for each census. 

To aid censusing, natural boundaries such as 
ravines, vegetative patterns, rocks and other 
geological markings, and nest groupings can be 
used to define nesting sub-units within each colony. 
Each sub-unit should be identified by name or num
ber and mapped for comparison with future or past 
counts of the same area. Censusing by sub-units 
greatly simplifies counting of large numbers of nests 
and aids comparisons of breeding events over time. 

Reproductive Success 
- sample chick count and brood size 
Productivity is determined by estimating the number 
of young fledged per nesting attempt. Determining 
fledging success in a synchronous breeding effort is 
relatively easy; however, for an asynchronous 
breeding effort it is much more difficult. In a relative
ly synchronous effort the eventual number that 
fledge can be reasonably estimated by counting the 
number of chicks that reach at least 9 weeks of age 
(once a chick is about 9 weeks old, the probability of 
its fledging is high). Pelican nesting, however, is 
usually highly asynchronous and can extend over a 
nine month period (Gress and Anderson 1983). 

If all or most nests are visible from a boat or island 
observation points, relatively accurate total chick 
counts are possible. However, it usually is not pos
sible to see all nests and chicks without causing un
acceptable disturbances. The colony should 
therefore be sampled by locating and mapping 
areas where a sub-colony or group of nests can be 
seen clearly and where data can be obtained 
without creating disturbance. Whenever possible, 
make a total chick count for each sub-colony area, 
but in areas where some nests and chicks are 
obscured, use sample counts of at least 30 nests 
representing the entire spectrum of colony growth. 
Survey each sample area monthly to determine 
brood size and age of chicks per active nest and 
note the number of abandoned nests. It is best to 
determine the specific weekly age of all chicks in the 
sample; Appendix A-1 gives the characteristics of 
chick ages by week. 

The determination of chick ages requires field ex
perience with pelicans. If one finds it impossible to 
resolve chick ages to within one week (using the 
criteria in Appendix A-1), then the broader 
catagories in Table 4 (page 14) may be substituted. 
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By following the chicks in each sample through the 
breeding season, an observer can estimate the 
number of young that fledge from each nesting 
group, as well as the number in each brood. Brood 
sizes are best determined at ages 3-6 weeks. After 
six weeks of age, chick often gather in mixed-brood 
groups (creches), making brood-size estimates dif
ficult or impossible. 

More than two counts per census will be required 
because not all young will be visible in any one 
count; chicks are very mobile and may be momen
tarily hidden by vegetation, nest structures or ter
rain. After several counts, the minimum number of 
young associated with each nest or area becomes 
more clearly defined, and a sample variance can be 
estimated. Productivity computations include in
completely-built and abandoned nests, as well as 
those nests which produce fledged young. 

Chick Mortality 
- post-season nest count 

A complete colony census should be conducted at 
the end of the breeding season (after all or most of 
the young have fledged) to count chick carcasses 
and examine nests. This should be done by mid-
September before the first winter rains. Nests of the 
year in each sub-colony or area are counted and 
marked with lead-free spray paint (red or blue is 
best) to avoid recounts. Prior years' nests are 
usually readily distinguished from nests of the cur
rent year: material from old nests will appear 
weatherworn and gray; bowl linings (grasses, 

seaweed and other plant material) of abandoned 
nests will appear fresh in the present year and will 
generally not be present in old nests; old nests will 
often be overgrown by vegetation (especially by 
wild cucumber and morning glory vines). Often, by 
close examination, traces of paint from previous 
years' surveys can be found on sticks in old nests. 
Although the current year's nests which produced 
young will be heavily trampled, they are generally 
recognizable by being filled and "cemented" over by 
fresh white guano. Guano in old nests will appear 
weathered, deteriorated and much grayer; much of 
the previous year's guano will have been washed 
away by winter rains. For mortality data, carcasses 
of chicks are located, counted, and marked with 
lead-free spray paint (to avoid double-counting); the 
approximate age at death and brood size (if it can 
be determined) are recorded. In most years, the 
majority of chick carcasses found are 2-4 weeks of 
age. Carcasses are usually desiccated and found 
intact in the colony, often in the nests from which 
they were hatched. However, many carcasses are 
also found scattered or buried; therefore, be sure to 
search under vegetation close to nests, and to sift 
through nest contents for the remains of small dead 
chicks which can be buried under debris, dirt or 
covered by the guano of surviving chicks of the 
brood. The number of carcasses counted obviously 
represents a minimum mortality figure. Several at
tempts to determine a "missing chick carcass factor" 
have given an average of about 10% carcasses 
missed. 

Table 4. Pelican Chick Age Catagories. 

Chicks will appear as small downy white to large grey/brown, according to the following broad categories: 

CATEGORY 

I. 1 -4 weeks 

II. 5-8 weeks 

III. 9-14 weeks 

PELICAN CHICK AGING CHARACTERISTICS 

Most of the 1 -2 week olds will be closely brooded and usually not visible; 
the 3-4 week olds will be downy white with no dark feathers showing. 

These are intermediate size chicks still characterized by white down but with 
varying degrees of dark feathers beginning to emerge on the back and wings 
Heads and necks of 7-8 week old chicks are light dusky brown 

Chicks have obvious wing feathers and their heads, necks, backs, and wings 
are mostly dusky brown, becoming darker with increasing age. 
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Phenology 
The date when nesting begins is not predictable. 
Since 1969 onset of breeding has varied from mid-
December to mid-May (Anderson and Gress 1983; 
Gress and Anderson 1983; Lewis and Gress, MS). 
Phendogical dates (within a week or so) can be es
timated from chick ages and the known incubation 
and fledging periods. 

Age Structure 
- plumage 

When censusing breeding birds, the number of nest-
associated (but not incubating) birds and those loaf
ing on the periphery of the nesting area should also 
be counted. Although four age classes can be 
identified at this time of year, distinguishing between 
juveniles, sub-adults and adults is sufficient for 
monitoring purposes, and it is relatively easy to 
record age-ratios at the same time by using the fol
lowing classifications (see Appendix A): 

• Juveniles - brown heads/white bellies 

• Sub-adults - adult-like white heads/white bellies 

• Adults - white heads/dark bellies 

When possible all of Anacapa Island should be cir
cumnavigated by boat for a complete census of 
roosting pelicans. In the event that time considera
tions, weather or sea conditions prevent surveying 
all three islands, at the very minimum the north 
shore of West Anacapa should be surveyed. 

flange that sticks out) and "butt-end" (two ends of 
the band meet flush). These are usually very difficult 
to discern at a distance, but with careful observation 
this can be done with a spotting scope up to about 
30 m away. Whenever possible the type of small 
band should be identified. If the type of band can
not be readily identified, state as such in field notes, 
but do not guess. Record the size of the band on 
each leg for double-banded birds, or the sequence 
of bands if all are on one leg. In some years, 
colored plastic bands and streamers have also been 
placed on pelican legs in addition to the metal 
USFWS bands. Record accurately whether it is a 
band or streamer, its color, the leg or legs to which 
attached, and position relative to metal band (for ex
ample, "white band over lock-on metal on left leg 
and blue band on right leg"). Try to describe colors 
as accurately as possible (i.e., "grass" green, yellow-
green, aquamarine, lavender, dark blue, etc.), and 
even provide a sample of that color if possible. 
Plastic streamers are usually attached to the USFWS 
band with a "jess knot" and were originally about six 
inches in length. However, many of these become 
worn down or torn and may be considerably shor
tened when sighted. All marked birds will have at 
least one metal USFWS band on one leg. At the end 
of the breeding season, band sighting data should 
be forwarded to: 

Daniel W. Anderson 
Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
University of California 
Davis, CA 95616. 

Band Sightings 
During censuses, examine exposed legs of pelicans 
for the presence of bands and color-markers. U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service metal bands have been 
placed on the legs of California Brown Pelican 
chicks in the Channel Islands and Mexico since 
1971. Data from these bands have yielded valuable 
information on population age structure, move
ments, and recruitment. 

Monitoring Schedule 
Begin looking for pelican nesting activity between 
early January and early February. Monthly visits 
should be made thereafter until the last group of 
young are ready to fledge; the last regular trip for 
monitoring purposes is usually in late August. 
Another visit to examine nests and determine chick 
mortality may be done in September after the last 
young have fledged. 

When a band is sighted, record the leg which has 
the band; sometimes both legs have bands or one 
leg will have two bands. (All double-banded 
pelicans are from Anacapa Island.) Some of the 
double-banded birds will have two sizes of bands at
tached: a small band which is about 1/2 inch wide 
and a larger band which is about 1 inch wide. There 
are two kinds of small bands: "lock-on" (which has a 

Time Required 

The time required to measure each parameter is 
highly variable and depends on such factors as ex
perience of observers, locations of sub-colonies, 
and weather and sea conditions. Assuming good 
weather, the surveys can be done in one day in the 
earliest stages of colony building, but can take at 
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least three to four days per month after the chicks 
begin hatching. The in-colony nest survey and car
cass count at the end of the season will take two to 
three days. 

Recording Data 

A convenient way to record census data is to have 
an observer verbally give census data to another 
person who acts as the recorder. Binocular or spot
ting scope observations can thus proceed without 
interruption for note taking, and the risk of double-
counting or omissions is minimized. Field forms are 
not useful for most of these surveys; such forms 
would necessarily be too complex to be of practical 
use if they included all possible situations en
countered. If an observer must work alone, a small 
hand-held tape recorder is the best means of taking 
data; however, caution must be taken that the bat
teries are fresh and the recorder is functioning 
properly. Check the recorder often, otherwise data 
can be easily lost. 

Nests are recorded as "occupied" (a nest covered 
by a bird incubating eggs or brooding small chicks 
so that contents can not be seen) or "abandoned1 (a 
nest built but no adults or young present). At a dis
tance an abandoned nest may be differentiated from 
a previous year's nest in that the bowl of an aban
doned nest contains fresh grasses and other vegeta
tion, whereas old nests appear gray and have no 
bowl-lining material. Often a bird may be roosting 
on an abandoned nest giving the appearance of an 
occupied nest; if the bird is a sub-adult, then it is 
probably roosting and should be counted as such 
unless chicks are observed. When recording data, 
setting up columns in a field notebook works well, 
where occupied nests, abandoned nests, and 
pelicans by age classes (adult, sub-adult and 
juvenile birds) may simply be recorded by hash 
marks in respective columns. 

Once a sub-colony has reached its peak and no 
more nests are being built within the sub-unit, nest 
counts per se are no longer necessary; emphasis 
then shifts to the determination of fledging success. 
In sample areas, brood sizes and ages can be 
recorded as follows: 

For brood sizes: 
B/1, B/2, or B/3 = broods of 1, 2 or 3 chicks 

With specific ages of chicks: (see Appendix A-1) 
B/2-6 = brood of 2 chicks, 6 weeks old; 
B/1-2 = brood of 1 chick, 2 weeks old, etc. 

If age categories are used: (see Table 4, page 14) 
B1-I = brood of one chick, 1-4 weeks old; 
B3-II = brood of 3 chicks, 5-8 weeks old, etc. 

The above abbreviations can be called out by the 
observer to the recorder. 

When shoreline surveys of roosting pelicans are 
conducted, a convenient way of recording the infor
mation is by writing the data on maps coinciding 
with location of observation. Photocopies of topog
raphy maps of Anacapa Island (one for West Island 
and another for East and Middle islands), placed in a 
covered clipboard work well for this purpose. 
Pelican age-ratio data, including band sightings, can 
also be recorded on the maps and transferred to 
field notes later. * 

When censusing, always record basic environmental 
data (cloud cover, wind, temperature, visibility) and 
note observation points. Weather conditions should 
be updated throughout the day, especially taking 
note of sudden changes from earlier conditions. 
Field notes should also include overview comments 
on vegetation type and density within sub-colony 
areas, as well as ancillary observations of pelican 
nesting biology, courtship displays, numbers of red-
pouched adults present, numbers of sub-adults 
breeding, and numbers of juveniles present. 

Safety 

If operating a boat independently, basic skills in boat 
operation, safety, knowledge of sea conditions, and 
local weather patterns are essential. Always have a 
Park Service radio which includes marine band fre
quencies, basic tools, emergency food, water, com
pass, warm clothing, essential spare engine parts, 
boat repair kit, anchor, oars, sufficient gasoline, and 
life preservers. Be particularly cognizant of sudden 
changes in weather and sea conditions. Also, have 
some type of sun screen (SF-15 or better) and hat. 

Ocean swells are often large at Rat Rock, and going 
ashore can be hazardous. Deck or tennis shoes 
should be worn on boats and when disembarking 
from boat to island. Since such landings are likely 
to be wet, carry hiking boots and an extra pair of 
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socks in packs and change from boat shoes once 
on dry land. Gear that may be damaged by 
seawater should be placed in heavy-duty plastic 
bags or watertight vinyl bags which have been 
securely tied off. 

If climbing on West Anacapa from Rat Rock to the 
observation points, the first slope ascended (West 
End) is steep and consists of loose rock and soil; do 
not trust any rock to be solid. Most people find this 
to be a difficult climb; because of loose rock and 
fatigue, the descent can be particularly treacherous. 
Also, Western Gulls nest on this slope and will 
harass intruders from mid-April through June (see 
Western Gull section); wearing a hat in gull breeding 
areas is recommended. If ascending Climb Spine, 
extreme caution must be used; the very steep, 
precipitous slope and loose terrain make this ap
proach potentially dangerous. Wearing boots while 
hiking on West Anacapa is highly recommended. 
Cactus does not present a problem en route to the 
observation points and is only likely to be en
countered on the south-facing canyon walls; never
theless caution should be taken. 

The trail over Summit Peak is steep in places and 
traverses areas of loose rock and soil, but in general 
should present no problem to someone in 
reasonably good physical condition. To minimize 
trampling of vegetation and possible erosion, use 
the existing trail and avoid making new ones. Be
cause of heavy brush in places, wearing shorts is 
not recommended. Always bring adequate water 
and a lunch or trail food for a full day's hike. 

Special Equipment 

1. Inflatable boat with floorboards (e.g. 4 m Avon) 
with outboard engine (at least 15 hp), and 
necessary accessories: 

repair kit 
toolkit 
extra prop 
anchor 
extra line 
oars and safety equipment. 

Plastic sacks and vinyl watertight bag should be 
kept on board to protect gear from getting wet. 

2. Inflatable dingy (3 m) with oars. 

3. Spotting scope with zoom lens or one with 
variable eye pieces (recommendation: 20x wide 
angle, 25x and 40x) and tripod. Good quality 
10x binoculars. 

4. Rucksack for carrying supplies and equipment 
on land and on boat; an extra day pack is 
needed for items used only on the boat. 

5. Ensolite foam pad is useful to sit on while 
observing colony. 

6. Boat shoes; hiking boots. 

7. Small, hand-held field tape recorder with extra 
batteries and tapes. 
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Figure 4. California Brown Pelican Nesting and Observation Sites - Santa Barbara Island. 
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FIELD METHODS FOR 
SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 
including Sutil Island 

Parameters 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Reproductive 
success 

Phenology 

Population 
age structure 

Measurement 

1) Incubating birds 
2) Pairs at nest site 
3) Young at nest site 
4) Nest count 

(post breeding survey) 

1) Chicks 9-14 weeks old 
2) Brood size and 

age of young 
3) Mortality of young 

(post breeding survey) 

1) Direct observation or 
dates based on age 
of young 

1) Plumage 
a) Juvenile (brown head) 
b) Sub-adult (white on 

head, white belly) 
c) Adult (white head, 

dark belly) 
2) Band sightings 

Areas to be censused 

Brown Pelicans occasionally nest on Santa Barbara 
and Sutil islands, but until recently nesting there has 
probably been rare. Since 1980, pelican nesting on 
Santa Barbara Island has occurred each year except 
1981, 1982 and 1984. The nesting effort has ranged 
from 21 pairs (1983) to 1441 pairs (1986). Nesting 
sites include the north slopes and west cliffs (includ
ing lower terraces) of Signal Peak, Webster Point, 
Graveyard Canyon (including adjacent slopes and 
terraces) and the sea slopes between Cat Canyon 
and the south end of Southeast Rookery, in addition 
to the upper terrace of Sutil Island (Figure 4). 

using the island trail system. Nesting on the 
southeast sea slopes and Signal Peak west cliffs will 
have to be observed from off-trail and/or by boat. 
Maintain a safe distance (100 m) from nesting ac
tivity, especially during early stages. Because por
tions of the trail may be near nesting sites, remain as 
inconspicuous as possible to avoid disturbance. 

Methods 

Follow the relevant procedures outlined for monitor
ing Brown Pelicans on Anacapa Island as they per
tain to Santa Barbara Island. 

Potential Problems 

In addition to the problems of obscured viewing, 
boat motion, and disturbance as outlined for 
Anacapa Island, observers should be particularly 
mindful of off-trail dangers at Santa Barbara Island. 
Workers must always beware of steep, unstable 
slopes and encounters with cholla cactus. The west 
cliffs of Signal Peak are especially difficult to census 
because of these factors. (See "Safety" below.) 

Recommended Methods 

Boat Surveys 
Most pelican nesting sites on Santa Barbara Island 
should be visible from land-based observation 
points. However, some portions of Sutil Island, and 
parts of Santa Barbara's deeper ravines (e.g. 
Graveyard Canyon) may only be viewed from 
seaward. If possible, make boat observations from 
a small inflatable craft dedicated to the task as 
described for Anacapa Island. 

Land Surveys 
The majority of pelican observations on Santa Bar
bara Island will usually be land-based. Specific ob
servation points will depend on colony or 
sub-colony locations and their areal extent, which 
may change within a breeding season. Whenever 
possible make censuses from designated trails to 
avoid unnecessary off-trail damage. 

These areas (and other sites on the island 
perimeter) should be checked periodically begin
ning in late December for the presence of nesting 
pelicans. Make observations of the entire island, 
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Suggested observation points are shown in Figure 4 
as described below: 

For nesting on the broad north-facing slope of Sig
nal Peak, observations usually can be made from 
Elephant Sea! Cove Trail 50-100 m below (west of) 
the saddle (#1), or from further down the trail, 
above the north bend across West Terrace (#2). 

Nesting on the west cliffs and terraces of Signal 
Peak can be viewed from several points above or 
partially down the cliff face (#3). Nesting on 
Webster Point may be seen either from Elephant 
Seal Cove Trail (#4, south side of point) or from 
Elephant Seal Point (#5, north side of point). 

Graveyard Canyon poses visibility problems, but 
most nesting there can usually be censused from 
either of the canyon rims (#6, north or south), taking 
care to avoid disturbance of birds nesting on the ad
jacent terraces, Nesting on the southeast slopes of 
the island should be viewed from the bluff edge 
above (#7), or by boat. 

Locating Colonies 
Since pelican nesting sites are impossible to predict 
each year, beginning in January, all areas of Santa 
Barbara and Sutil islands must be checked for nest
ing activity. Monitoring efforts must in part depend 
upon input from resident rangers and other park 
personnel who are often the first to see early nesting 
activity and all such personnel should be instructed 
as to what nesting signs to look for, It is important 
that this information be channeled back to the 
monitoring staff and if such reports are vague or un
certain, an on-site visit should be scheduled for no 
later than mid-February each year. 

Unlike West Anacapa Island, concealment of early 
nesting activities in thick vegetation is generally not 
a problem on Santa Barbara Island. However, nest
ing activity on the lower terraces of Signal Peak's 
west cliffs can be difficult to see; careful observa
tions (perhaps by boat) may be necessary there, as 
well as in the lower reaches of Graveyard Canyon. 
Early-stage nesting on Sutil Island must also be in
dependently assessed; this is most easily done by a 
pass-by of a NPS vessel making personnel changes 
on Santa Barbara Island. 

Abundance of Breeding Birds 
- total nest count 
Determination of the number of pelicans nesting on 
Santa Barbara Island may require censusing from 
both land-based and on-water locations. As on 
Anacapa Island, a total nest count is made, consist
ing of the sum of averages of replicate counts of all 
active + abandoned nests within sub-colony areas. 
For details, see Anacapa Island. 

Reproductive Success 

- sample chick count and brood size 

See Anacapa Island 

Chick Mortality 

- post season nest count 

See Anacapa Island 

Age Structure 

- plumage 

See Anacapa Island 

Band Sightings 

See Anacapa Island 

Monitoring Schedule 

See Anacapa Island 

Time Required 
The time required to measure each parameter is 
highly variable, depending on observer experience, 
locations of sub-colonies, and weather and sea con
ditions. Usually surveys of Santa Barbara Island 
pelican nesting can be accomplished in a few hours. 
In years of large nesting effort, allow a day or two for 
the post-season in-colony nest survey and carcass 
count. 
Recording Data 

See Anacapa Island 
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Safety 

Boats-
In addition to the pertinent boating safety comments 
contained in the Anacapa Island section, the follow
ing considerations specific to Santa Barbara Island 
should be kept in mind. Boat observations may be 
from either the 6 m hard-bottom, 60 hp "attack" 
Avon or from the smaller 4 m, 15 hp inflatable. 
Either boat may be launched from the landing cove 
dock using the crane and appropriate harnesses. 
Workers must be trained and certified for crane and 
boat use. If the crane is not functioning, the smaller 
Avon can be launched with some difficulty from the 
adjacent rocky shoreline. This procedure requires 
two persons. During periods of south swells, the 
launch area can become quite treacherous. Always 
use caution and prudent judgement when making 
launch decisions. Winds and associated surface 
chop at Santa Barbara Island typically emanate from 
the west, increasing in intensity during the after
noon. Boat observations on the west side of Santa 
Barbara, (including Sutil Island) are thus often pos
sible only during morning hours. When circum
navigating Santa Barbara and Sutil islands, exercise 
ordinary seamanship skills, maintain safe distances 
from exposed shorelines, offshore rocks and 
"boilers", and beware of entanglement in thick kelp. 
Southwest swells curling around the southeast 
corner of Santa Barbara and the southwest corner 
of Sutil islands can be particularly deceptive and 
dangerous. Avoid the foul area around Webster 
Point, except on the finest days. Always carry ap
propriate clothing and floatation gear (cushions or 
vests), tools and spare parts kit and a National Park 
Service/Channel Islands Park radio with marine 
band frequencies (in waterproof case). 

On Land-
Land-based observations of pelicans on Santa Bar
bara Island often require dangerous off-trail hiking 
and rock-climbing which should be attempted only 
by competent climbers. Nesting and (especially) 
post-nesting censuses of pelicans on the west cliffs 
and terraces of Signal Peak must be done with ex
treme caution. Unstable rocks, gravel-covered 
rocky slopes and coastal cholla characterize this 
treacherous area. The steep cliffs of west and north 
Santa Barbara Islands are generally unstable. Do 
not venture close to cliff edges or overhangs. Chol
la attacks are common during off-trail activities on 
Santa Barbara Island. Carry a comb or pocket-knife 
to remove offending joints without further injury. 

In addition to the above, always take appropriate 
precautions against sunburn (SF-15 or better 
sunscreen, plus protective clothing) and carry suffi
cient water to prevent dehydration. 

Special Equipment 

Special equipment needed for pelican monitoring on 
Santa Barbara Island is identical to gear require
ments for Anacapa Island, except Item Number 2, 
(inflatable dinghy) is not necessary here. 
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DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORANT 

BREEDING BIOLOGY AND PLUMAGE 

Double-crested Cormorants breed colonially in rela
tively small sub-colonies on West Anacapa, Santa 
Barbara, and Prince islands. They breed more or 
less synchronously usually beginning between late 
March and late April. Nests are large and built of 
sticks on bare rocks or ground; they resemble 
California Brown Pelican nests but are smaller. Like 
pelicans, Double-crested Cormorants may nest in 
the same areas utilized in the previous year or they 
may switch to a new area. Usually there is an over
lap of nesting locations from one year to the next. 
Nest sites are generally located on exposed, inac
cessible slopes or cliff ledges. On West Anacapa, 
Double-crested Cormorants may also nest within the 
Brown Pelican colony (F Gress, unpub. data). 

During the breeding season, Double-crested Cor
morants are easily distinguished from other cor
morant species. They have bright orange gular 
pouches and (for a brief period during courtship) 
white plumes above the eyes; the plumes are lost 
soon after incubation begins. They frequently roost 
with Brandt's Cormorants and because of 
similarities, the two species can be confused. 
Brandt's Cormorants have an extensive buffy brown 
band of feathers posterior to the gular pouch. The 
lower mandible and gular pouch of the Double-
crested Cormorants are bright orange or yellow-
orange, whereas Brandt's Cormorants' pouches are 
vivid cobalt blue during the breeding season. Also, 
Double-crested Cormorants' plumage appears 
shinier and much more iridescent than the dull black 
plumage of Brandt's, particularly while breeding. 
The much smaller Pelagic Cormorant has a slim 
neck, smaller head and noticeably thinner bill than 
the other two species; during the breeding season, 
Pelagic Cormorants have a prominent white patch 
on each flank which is conspicuous in flight. 

Newly-hatched Double-crested Cormorant chicks 
are purplish-black and naked. Black down appears 
in about five to six days and the chick is covered by 
down at two weeks. Juvenile plumage is complete 
after about eight weeks and is worn for ap
proximately 12 to 13 months; their coloration is vari
able, ranging from light brown to brown-black 
during the first winter. Most are dull brown with 
paler brown necks and upper breasts and orange-
yellow lower mandibles and gular pouches. 

FIELD METHODS FOR 
ANACAPA ISLAND 

From two to seven eggs can be laid but three to four 
is the usual clutch size. The incubation period is 25-
30 days; both parents participate. Newly-hatched 
young are altricial and are closely brooded for the 
first two weeks. The chicks begin wandering from 
the nest after about three to four weeks and oc
casionally form small groups (creches) at about four 
to five weeks. Young cormorants have flight 
capabilities at about five to six weeks, at which time 
chicks may fly a short distance but return to the nest 
site for feeding. Fledging occurs at about ten 
weeks, at which time chicks no longer return to the 
nest site to be fed and are fully independent. 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Reproductive 
success 

Phenology 

Measurement 

1) Nest structures 

1) Chicks on nest site 
2) Brood Size 

1) Approximate dates 
based on age of chicks 
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Figure 5. Double-crested Cormorant Nesting Sites - West Anacapa Island. 

Areas to be censused 

Since 1969 Double-crested Cormorants have nested 
only on Anacapa's West Island where several sub-
colonies are usually established on the north slopes 
and bluff edges during each breeding season. Like 
Brown Pelicans, they may nest consistently year 
after year in the same general areas, but may also 
shift sites between years. Areas on West Anacapa 
where Double-crested Cormorants have nested from 
1975 to 1988 are shown in Figure 5. Most nests can 
be viewed only by boat; counts of chicks in nests 
are obtained only for these closest to the water 
which can be seen clearly or for those few which 
can be seen from island observations points, as 
follows: (see Figure 5) 

• "Big Cliff can be viewed with a spotting scope 
from the bluff edge on the west side of the cove 
formed by Big Cliff. 

• 'Three Sisters Bluff can be viewed from the same 
point as the Big Cliff group and also with 
binoculars from bluffs above the colony area if 
extreme caution is taken to remain 
inconspicuous. 

• West End" can be seen with binoculars when 
climbing from Rat Rock, being careful to stay on 
the south side of the ridge to remain out of view. 
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Methods Recommended Methods 

Potential Problems 

Double-crested Cormorants on Anacapa Island are 
often difficult to observe. Like pelicans, a major 
problem with surveying cormorant nests and chicks 
is to obtain a clear view of the sub-colonies. The 
small size of the sub-colonies and the proximity of 
some sub-colonies to the water on exposed cliffs, 
however, in some ways eases Double-crested Cor
morant censusing. But, while some nests are built 
on bare rock and ledges and are therefore quite 
visible, many are built among Coreopsis and other 
vegetation or are high up on bluffs and are therefore 
difficult to see. A cormorant's dark color makes 
them very difficult to see on nests, and a cormorant 
neck and head can be easily be taken for a dried-up 
Coreopsis from a distance. These problems are fur
ther compounded by the need to conduct surveys 
from a boat. Sea and weather conditions are the 
major limiting factors in obtaining data for this 
species. 

Although three species of cormorants are known to 
nest on West Anacapa, identifying each (and their 
nests) is relatively easy. Brandt's Cormorants very 
rarely nest on Anacapa. Since 1969 they have 
nested in Sea Lion Cove on West Anacapa only in 
1970, and on the north side of Rat Rock in 1982, (F. 
Gress, unpub. data). Pelagic Cormorants (q.v) nest 
in small groups or singly on ledges or cliffs, or in 
caves, but not on bluffs or in vegetation on slopes 
as do Double-crested Cormorants. Both Brandt's 
and Pelagic Cormorants build small, rudimentary 
nests constructed largely of marine algae, in con
trast to the much larger, bulkier stick nests that 
Double-crested Cormorants build; confusing a 
Double-crested Cormorant breeding effort with 
those of Brandt's or Pelagic Cormorants is therefore 
unlikely Always look for nesting of all three cor
morant species and be able to identify and separate 
them. 

Cormorants are quite vulnerable to disturbance. 
They are extremely wary and take flight from their 
nests at the slightest provocation, whether ap
proached too closely or startled by sudden noises. 
Like pelicans, their eggs and small young are very 
susceptible to gull-predation if the nest is left un
protected. 

Boat Surveys - Locating Colonies 
The north bluffs of West Anacapa must be carefully 
scrutinized for nesting activity. Look especially at 
those areas that have been colony sites in past 
years (see Figure 5). Since nest sites at the begin
ning of the breeding season are difficult to discern 
and because sub-colonies may only consist of a few 
nests, nesting areas can be easily overlooked. Look 
for cormorants in breeding plumage carrying nest
ing material in their bills flying to or from a bluff or 
circling and watch where these birds land; upon ex
amining that particular area with binoculars, the 
colony can usually be found. 

Abundance of Breeding Birds 
- total nest count 
Cormorant nests become more evident with the pas
sage of time. Conducting surveys on relatively calm 
water is essential; the boat should be as close as 
possible to the shore while still being able to clearly 
see all the nests on the slopes above. If the sub-
colony is large enough, separate it into segments; 
counting will be much easier this way. In time, the 
observer will be able to memorize the locality of in
dividual nest sites. Take several counts until satis
fied that all nests have been accounted for. 

Reproductive Success 
- sample chick count and brood size 

The number of chicks and brood sizes can be es
timated only in those sub-colonies closest to the 
water and those that can be viewed by a spotting 
scope from any available island observation points. 
The black color and small size of cormorant chicks 
make them very difficult to see; larger chicks are 
especially hard to differentiate from adults. Brood 
counts can only be made in the closest nests and 
requires considerable experience working with cor
morants. Carefully examine nests for movements 
and look for yellow pouches. The best time to see 
the young is when they are being fed. Inex
perienced workers will find brood counts to be a dif
ficult if not impossible task; it is better to not attempt 
this than to press. 

Monitoring Schedule 
Begin surveying the north bluffs of West Anacapa 
for nesting activity by mid-April. Continue monthly 
surveys through August; these can be done at the 
same time pelicans are being censused by boat. 
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Time Required 

The time required to census Double-crested Cor
morants on West Anacapa Island is highly variable 
and depends on the number, size, and location of 
sub-colonies, as well as weather conditions. In op
timal weather at the peak of breeding season, 75-
100 nests spread among several sub-colonies will 
take at least four to five hours to survey, but this 
time can easily double in less favorable conditions. 
When determining age and size of broods, addition
al time will be required. Surveys should be done in 
the morning when sea conditions are usually best 
and sunlight refraction is minimal. Allow at least two 
mornings for each monthly survey. 

Recording Data 

Location of sub-colonies should be noted on a map 
of West Anacapa. In each sub-colony determine the 
number of nests built. Early in the season, all oc
cupied nests will be covered by the adult bird. Look 
carefully for abandoned nests in the same area; this 
year's abandoned nest can be easily confused with 
a nest from a previous year. Recently abandoned 
nests still appear fresh, with fresh-looking nesting 
material and fresh guano around it; older nests look 
grayer and beaten down, with no fresh nesting 
material (see discussion of pelican nests on pages 
8,13-14). Record the number of nests in each sub-
colony by distinguishing between occupied nests 
and abandoned nests. When chicks are 2-3 weeks 
of age, they can be seen in the nest from below; 
record the brood sizes and the number of chicks in 
the sample areas where counts can be obtained. 

Special Equipment 

See Brown Pelican section for equipment needed 
for boat and land-based surveys. 
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FIELD METHODS FOR 
SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Reproductive 
success 

Measurements 

1) Nest structures 
2) Birds on nest 
3) Chicks at nest site 

1) Large chicks in or near 
nest site 

Areas to be Censused 

In recent years (1985 1988) Double-crested Cor
morants have occupied three distinct sub-colony 
areas on Santa Barbara and Sutil islands: 

e Spire Point/Elephant Seal Cove 

* Summit Peak West/A 1 Cliffs; and 

• Sutil Island north bluffs and cliffs. 

As Double-crested Cormorant chicks grow they be
come more difficult to distinguish from adult birds. 
Adults are darker with somewhat glossy plumage 
but can be easily confused with larger chicks whose 
softer, velvety appearance is conspicuous only in 
certain light. The orange throat pouches of adults 
are darker in color than the yellowish pouches of 
chicks. At too great a distance, in poor light, or from 
a boat on rough seas, large chicks and adult birds 
are nearly indistinguishable. 

On Sutil Island, Double-crested and Brandt's Cor
morants may easily be confused by inexperienced 
observers. However, Double-crested typically nest 
higher on the filoplumes above the eyes also readily 
distinguishes them from Brandt's. 

Most of the designated observation points are at 
some distance from the subcolonies and require 
censusing through a spotting scope. Brood sizes 
may be difficult to determine, especially when chicks 
become old enough to wander form nest sites and 
form aggregations (creches). Brood sizes should 
be determined from a sample of clearly visible nests 
prior to creching. 

These areas and their respective observation points 
are illustrated in Figure 6. 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

On Santa Barbara Island, as on Anacapa, observers 
need to be very careful not to disturb nesting cor
morants because of the susceptibility of eggs and 
small chicks to gull predation. 

Double-crested Cormorants on Santa Barbara Is
land often shift nesting sites between the three sub-
colony areas each year Observers should search 
the subcolonies for new nesting areas and, if neces
sary, locate new observation points to best view 
nesting activities. This is particularly important in 
the West Cliffs area of Signal Peak where all nesting 
is not usually visible from the designated observa
tion point on Figure 6. In this area some observa
tions may have to be made from the Summit Peak 
bluffs which overlook areas of the subcolony south 
of the A1 cliff. 

Recommended Methods 

The three subcolonies are best viewed from the ob
servation points designated on Figure 6. At the 
Spire Point/Elephant Seal Cove cliff sites, set up ob
servations on Elephant Seal Point a few meters 
below the crest. Observations of the Summit Peak 
A1 cliff site can be made from both the Elephant 
Seal Point trail where it skirts the west terrace cliffs 
(you must go off trail a few meters to near the cliff 
edge for a proper look - - be careful!) and from any 
convenient site atop Summit Peak's west perimeter, 
depending on where nesting occurs each year. 
Counts of the Sutil subcolony are conveniently 
made from the Summit Peak trail's northwest 
corner. 

A few nests are usually accessible for close viewing 
of nest contents from above the Spire Point and 
Summit Peak Cliff sites. At Spire Point these nests 
are located in the ravine adjacent to the Elephant 
Seal Cove overlook and can be clearly seen from 
the ravine edge nest to the overlook. The Summit 
Peak Cliff nests are more variable in location and 
observers must therefore find new vantage points 
each year. 
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Figure 6. Double-crested Cormorant Nesting Sites - Santa Barbara Island. 
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Make preliminary assessments of nesting activities 
through 10x binoculars, noting rock and vegetation 
patterns to help subdivide and relocate areas to be 
censused. Make a sketch of each subcolony to fur
ther aid your censusing and to compare subsequent 
counts. For final counts use a spotting scope with a 
20x eyepiece (occasionally a 40x eyepiece may help 
resolve difficult nests). 

Make counts of active and abandoned nests (see 
Anacapa Island section for characteristics), incubat
ing, brooding, and roosting adults, and of visible 
chicks. Whenever possible assign brood sizes to 
nests, but take data only on those that you are 
reasonably certain of. Make replicate counts to es
tablish sample variance. 

At the end of the season, it is useful to inspect close
ly any accessible nests for mortality and abandon
ment. Usually the only area where this is possible is 
on the lower ledges of the Summit Peak west cliffs. 
Be careful to avoid confusing Double-crested Cor
morant nests with nests of Brown Pelicans which 
also may use this area for nesting (see Anacapa Is
land Brown Pelican section for nest descriptions). 
Mark each nest with lead-free spray paint (to avoid 
double-counting) as described for pelican nests on 
Anacapa Island and note any dead chicks. Use ex
treme caution when climbing here as the footing can 
be treacherous and the area is filled with cholia. 

chicks (B2, B3, etc.); older chicks can be designated 
if desired. Sketch subcolony areas and note num
bers of nests within sections of each subcolony. 

Safety 

Always use caution when working in the vicinity of 
cliff edges, and use extreme caution when making 
the post-season nest/mortality count of the Summit 
Peak west cliff lower ledges (this count should never 
be attempted solo). If you are not an experienced 
climber and comfortably familiar with the terrain and 
conditions on Santa Barbara Island, DO NOT AT
TEMPT THE POST-SEASON NEST/MORTALITY 
COUNT OF THIS AREA. 

Special Equipment 

Santa Barbara and Prince Islands -

1. Spotting scope with 20x and 40x eyepieces; 
light-weight tripod. (Santa Barbara Is. only.) 

2. Lead-free spray paint (red or blue is best) to 
mark nests and carcasses. 

3. Hand-held clicker-counter for total nest count. 

Monitoring Schedule 
One or two counts per month of each subcolony 
should be made beginning in April and ending in 
July or August. The mortality count can be made 
anytime after all chicks have fledged and prior to the 
first winter rains. 

Time Required 

Counts of each subcolony will require up to an hour, 
depending on numbers and locations of nests, 
adults, and chicks. In addition, allow an hour com
mute (round-trip) to the Summit Peak area and an 
hour and a half for the Elephant Seal Point hike. 

Recording Data 

Use the sample nest-count abbreviations as 
described for pelicans on Anacapa Island. Since the 
ages of cormorant chicks are difficult to determine, 
simply list brood sizes for each nest with visible 
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FIELD METHODS FOR 
PRINCE ISLAND 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Measurement 

1) Nest structures 

Productivity 2) Sample brood counts 

Areas to be Censused 

Double-crested Cormorants traditionally nest on the 
rocky upper slopes of Prince Island, in and around 
the prickly pear cactus Opuntia littoralis on the 
southeast and southwest sides (Figure 7). 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

To obtain nest and brood counts for Double-crested 
Cormorants from boat surveys can be extremely dif
ficult and requires good light, calm seas, and ex
perienced observers. Weather and sea conditions 
will often be problematic at Prince Island; conduct 
counts as early in the day as possible to take best 
advantage of the calmest winds and seas. 

Brandt's Cormorants often co-mingle with Double-
crested here, making it difficult to distinguish be
tween the two species and to differentiate between 
adults and large chicks. Refer to the Anacapa Island 
and Santa Barbara Island sections for distinguishing 
characteristics of each. 

Recommended Methods 

Boat Surveys 
Making counts from a boat is recommended as 
weather and sea conditions permit, during visits to 
Prince Island for Cassin's Auklet monitoring. Al
though these counts will often lack precision, by 
making several counts during the season, an index 
of nesting effort can be obtained. Scan the upper 
slopes of the traditional nesting areas (see Figure 7) 
with 10x binoculars and count visible adults, nests, 
and chicks. Use vegetation and rock patterns to 
subdivide the areas into distinguishable units. If 
broods are visible obtain a sample of brood sizes, 
but be careful to differentiate Brandt's from Double-

crested Cormorants (see above). This census is 
usually quite difficult; get replicate counts from ex
perienced observers if possible, with one person 
recording data. The waters here can be rough; 
using a sea-sick remedy is recommended for those 
prone to motion sickness. 

Land Survey 
Make a post-season nest/mortality count of acces
sible nests on the island. Distinguishing between 
old nests and nests of the current year requires ex
perience (see Brown Pelican section for nest 
descriptions). As on the other islands, mark nests 
with lead-free spray paint to avoid double-counting 
and record any dead chicks found. 

Monitoring Schedule -

Conduct boat censuses from March or April through 
July; this will be determined by Cassin's Auklet 
monitoring visits. The post-season nest/mortality 
count can be done in the fall (prior to the first winter 
rains) coincident with auklet nest box maintenance. 

Time Required 

The boat census work is usually done as part of a 
larger around-island census of all seabirds which 
takes about an hour. Allow three to four hours for 
the post-season nest/mortality count. 

Recording Data 

Record occupied and abandoned nests, adults, and 
chicks during the boat censuses as per pelican and 
cormorant observations on the other islands. For 
the post-season nest/mortality count, record total 
nests, old nests, and nests of the year (used and 
abandoned), and any chick carcasses found. 

Safety 

During boat censuses obtain a secure position on 
the deck or flying bridge to avoid slipping or falling 
overboard in the event of rough seas. On the post
season nest/mortality count use caution around cliff 
edges and beware of dislodging rocks on co
workers below. Perform this work only if you are ex
perienced and comfortable with climbing conditions 
on Prince Island. You should be accompanied by 
one or more persons with climbing experience. 
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PELAGIC CORMORANT 

BREEDING BIOLOGY AND PLUMAGE 

Along the California coast, Pelagic Cormorants nest 
on steep rocky slopes and islets generally in small, 
scattered groups at relatively remote, precipitous 
sites. The Channel Islands are at the southern ter
minus of its range; about 85% of the California 
breeding population occurs north of Monterey Bay 
(Sowls et al. 1980). In the Channel Islands, San 
Miguel Island (including Prince Island and Castle 
Rock) harbors the most breeding pairs (ap
proximately 300 pairs in 1977); lower numbers (less 
than 100 pairs) nest on Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz 
islands (Hunt et al. 1980). On Santa Barbara and 
Anacapa islands, nesting has been considerably 
more ephemeral and only a few nests have been 
reported. 

Most of the breeding sites on the Channel Islands 
are impractical to monitor because of inaccessibility, 
low breeding numbers, or sporadic occupancy. 
However, in 1984 Pelagic Cormorants nested on 
East Anacapa Island in small (14 nests), but larger 
than usual numbers, and in 1985 nesting occurred 
on both east and west islands (27 nests total). In 

each succeeding year the number of nesting pairs 
has increased to the present (1988) total of 49 pairs. 
Because the breeding population has been consis
tent and increasing and since data on nesting effort, 
phenology, and productivity have been easy to ob
tain, Pelagic Cormorant nesting on Anacapa Island 
is being monitored. 

Pelagic Cormorant nesting usually begins in mid- to 
late March and appears to be somewhat earlier than 
that of Double-crested Cormorants; the breeding ef
fort appears to be fairly synchronous. Nests are in
conspicuous mounds composed primarily of 
seaweed (although grasses and other plant material 
are often included) built on narrow white ledges of 
sea cliffs and caves. Three to seven pale blue, 
chalky eggs are laid (usually 3-5). The incubation 
period has been variously reported to be from 26 to 
33 days (Palmer 1962); both parents incubate and 
care for the young. Although much less is known 
about the breeding biology of Pelagic Cormorants, 
the chronology of events leading to fledging is 
probably similar to that of Double-crested Cor
morants as described previously. 

Newly-hatched Pelagic Cormorant chicks are naked 
with blackish-gray skin and later acquire sooty down 
with distinctly pale thighs. Juvenile plumage is dark 
brown with paler brown underparts, but not as con
trasting as in Brandt's and Double-crested Cor
morant juveniles, both of which appear lighter in 
color (Palmer 1962). The neck and throat of juvenile 
Pelagic Cormorants show some violet gloss while 
greenish shows elsewhere; they are duller than the 
adults. Facial skin is ashy; bill and legs are brown. 

Pelagic Cormorants are perhaps the most easily dis
tinguished of the three cormorant species found in 
the Channel Islands, being noticeable smaller than 
the others. They have very slender necks ("pencil 
necks"), small heads, and thin bills. Breeding adults 
are glossy greenish black; they are much more 
iridescent than the other two species. Breeding 
adults have a conspicuous white oval patch on their 
flanks and scattered white filoplumes on the sides of 
the neck and shoulders. Adults also possess two 
short tufts on the crown and nape. The gular pouch 
and lower face of adults is an inconspicuous dull 
red. In flight Pelagic Cormorants appear more 
graceful than the other cormorant species and can 
be distinguished from the by their straighter profile 
with slender neck and smaller head outstretched. 
They also tend to be more shy and less gregarious. 
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Figure 8. Pelagic Cormorant Nesting Sites - Anacapa Island 
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FIELD METHODS FOR 
ANACAPA ISLAND 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Reproductive 
success 

Phenology 

Measurement 

1) Nest structures 

1) Chicks on nest sites 
2) Brood sizes 

1) Approximate dates 
based on age of chicks 

On West Ancapa Island, Pelagic Cormorant nests 
are scattered along the north shore in caves, grot
tos, and cliffs similar to those on East Anacapa, with 
only a few nests found in any one location (see 
Figure 8). Caves seem to be the preferred nesting 
sites on West Island; all potential sites must there
fore be surveyed by boat. Although Pelagic Cor
morants have not been discovered nesting on 
Middle Anacapa since the monitoring program 
began, a few nests have been reported historically 
(Hunt et al. 1980) and suitable nesting sites appear 
plentiful. Similarly, the few suitable nest sites on the 
south sides of the islands should be examined for 
nesting although none have been reported to date. 

Methods 

Areas to be censused Potential Problems 

Pelagic Cormorants have nested each year from 
1984 to 1988 on the steep cliffs of Twin Coves on 
East Anacapa (see Figure 8). This area has the ad
vantage of having land observation points (atop the 
cliffs overlooking the subcolony from each side of 
the cove), where most nests are clearly visible. Twin 
Coves should also be censused from a boat since 
all nests may not be seen from land. Recently, 
Pelagic Cormorants have also nested in West Land
ing Cove, Garbage Cove, Cave Cove, and Cathedral 
Cove on East Anacapa; each of these sites must be 
censused by boat. Since Pelagic Cormorant nesting 
seems to be expanding to new locations on 
Anacapa, and nesting sites may vary between years, 
all potential sites should be examined for nesting 
each year. Often, nest sites are on ledges inside sea 
caves and are not readily visible. Only one or two 
nests may be present at a particular site and can be 
easily overlooked. It is necessary, therefore, to ex
amine each cave and grotto along the north side of 
the island, as most are probably suitable for nesting. 
The caves usually have large openings with nesting 
ledges at least 5 to 15 m above the water surface. 
However, some nests are found inside relatively low 
"tunnel" caves which have multiple entrances and 
can be censused only in the calmest weather and 
sea conditions. Appropriate caves for nesting are 
limited in number but with experience become 
recognizable. Also, only certain cliff areas are 
suitable for nests; these have inaccessible sheer 
walls with rocky ledges or small holes used as nest 
sites. These too become recognizable with ex
perience. As nests are built and eggs laid, nest sites 
become "whitewashed" and more readily apparent. 

As with Double-crested Cormorants, Pelagics are 
also susceptible to disturbance-related gull preda-
tion. However, since Pelagic Cormorants nest in 
smaller groups or solitarily and often in caves, they 
are somewhat less vulnerable. In particular, when 
viewing any nest or group of nests from land, ob
servers must be cautions, keep low profiles, move 
slowly, and remain as inconspicuous as possible 
when moving to and from observation points and 
while observing. Because Pelagics tend to be close 
to the water surface (especially in caves), one must 
also use caution during boat observations to avoid 
close or rapid approaches. The sudden appearance 
of a boat accompanied by engine noise may cause 
a bird to flee its nest in a panic; in so doing it may 
accidentally kick eggs out of the nest or cause injury 
to small chicks. At cave entrances, boat observers 
should cut the engine and use oars if possible, ap
proach slowly and noiselessly, and keep an ap
propriate distance from nest sites. 

Viewing nest contents in cave sites is often difficult 
because of poor light or vantage points. Poor light in 
shadows of grottos and caves and rough sea con
ditions are the greatest deterrents to obtaining good 
chick counts. 

Large chicks may be difficult to distinguish from 
adults, but are usually easier to tell apart than 
Double-crested because nests are more accessible 
for observation and the plumages are easier to dif
ferentiate; adults are quite dark and glossy, while the 
young are grayer and duller. 
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Recommended Methods 

Locating Colonies 
(See "Areas to be censused" above.) 

Abundance of Breeding Birds 
- total nest count 
Pelagic Cormorant nests, although considerable 
smaller than Double-cresteds', are usually easier to 
see and therefore easier to census since they are 
relatively close to the water and are unobscured by 
vegetation. Furthermore, Pelagic Cormorants nests 
are solitary or in small groups, thus making census-
ing much more manageable. Locations of Pelagic 
Cormorant nests should be accurately described on 
a map with the corresponding number of nests at 
each locality 

Reproductive Success 
- sample chick count and brood size 

The total number of chicks and brood sizes can be 
estimated in nests which are closest to the water 
and easiest to see. In calm sea conditions most 
chicks can be seen in these nests However, the 
best place to obtain brood size data is from land-
based observation sites, such as of Twin Coves on 
East Anacapa, where observers can look down into 
nests, but these are rare. Often the older chicks will 
creche on intertidal rocks below the nesting area; 
these must be looked for as the season progresses. 

Monitoring Schedule 
Begin the censuses of known and potential nesting 
sites on the north shores of the islands in early to 
mid-April. Continue monthly surveys through 
August or until Pelagics have ended the breeding 
season. These surveys may be done while census-
ing roosting pelicans on all three islands and nesting 
Double-crested Cormorants or pelicans on West 
Anacapa. All potential nesting sites should be 
checked at least through mid-July. In this way, late 
nesters, possible re-nesters, and those missed on 
previous surveys can be found. 

Time Required 

Census times depend on the extent of the breeding 
effort, location of nests, and weather and sea condi
tions. In good weather with relatively smooth seas, 
censuses of known and potential sites will require at 
least three to four hours. If possible, two surveys 
should be taken on two different days during each 

survey period. The second survey will usually re
quire less time since most nests will have been 
found in the prior survey. Make counts in the morn
ing to take advantage of calm sea conditions and 
the best light; however, because of better access 
and visibility of Pelagic Cormorant nests, this is not 
as critical as it is with pelican and Double-crested 
Cormorant surveys. 

Recording Data 

Locations of nesting sites should be accurately 
described and noted on a map along with the num
ber of nests and their status. During each census 
period, record the number of nests occupied by in
cubating or brooding birds (when contents are not 
visible), the number of empty or abandoned nests -
they will be hard to sport, especially if there are no 
adjacent occupied nests. When chicks are visible, 
record the brood size in sample nests where con
tents can be seen. Also note any incidental informa
tion (e.g., nest-building, courtship, feeding behavior, 
etc.) that may be of interest. 

Safety 

When making land-based observations (at Twin 
Coves) be careful around the cliff edge; it is a verti
cal drop of about 25 meters. Western Gulls will 
often dive-bomb anyone in this area, especially 
when their chicks are present. During boat surveys, 
always be aware of developing weather and sea 
conditions, and practice safe boat handling techni
ques. Be especially careful in tight caves where un
expected swells (such as wakes from passing 
freighters or tankers) can be amplified and potential
ly dangerous. See the Brown Pelican section for fur
ther boating safety considerations. 

Special Equipment 

1. 4-meter inflatable boat (Avon or equivalent) with 
15 hp outboard. 

2. 10x binoculars. 

3. Spotting scope and tripod (for land-based 
observations). 
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WESTERN GULL pelagic red crab (Pleuroncodes), shrimp, or human 
refuse. Adults are cautious during feedings and will 
sometimes delay feeding their young because low-
flying gulls will often attempt to steal food as It is of
fered. Chicks fledge at the age of 7-8 weeks. 

Western Gulls usually do not breed until their fourth 
or fifth year. Fledglings are adult size but are a dark 
brown color and have a black bill. Year-old birds 
are a deep brown, mottled with grayish-white and 
have dark bills. During the second and third years, 
there is an increase toward lighter plumage with 
large individual variation. Birds begin to acquire the 
characteristic adult white plumage with brown 
remaining in the wings and black at the end of the 
tail; the bill remains black at the tip. Full adult 
plumage is characterized by a completely grey 
mantle, white head, body and tail, and a yellow bill 
with a red spot on the lower mandible. 

BREEDING BIOLOGY AND PLUMAGE 

Gulls are easily observed surface nesters. The nests 
are usually associated with vegetation: iceplant and 
sea blight (Suaeda) on Santa Barbara Island, 
iceplant and shrubby annuals on Anacapa Island, 
and iceplant on Prince Island. Nests are simple and 
are made of stems, foliage and other plant parts 
when available; nest bowls are often grass-lined. 
Gulls may also occasionally lay eggs in scrapes on 
bare ground or sand or in crevices where no vegeta
tion is present (Gull and Anacapa Islands). 

Both parents incubate the eggs and seldom leave 
the nest unattended. The female usually lays three 
eggs - one egg every other day until a clutch is com
plete. Smaller clutches (one to two eggs) are not 
uncommon, but larger ("supernormal") clutches 
(four to six eggs) are rare - supernormal clutches 
are of particular interest, and should be reported 
whenever encountered. The average incubation 
time is 29 days with a range of 26-31 days on Santa 
Barbara Island. Chicks fledge between 41 and 43 
days of age. 

Gulls are territorial in the breeding colony and 
defend territory boundaries vigorously. Egg-laying 
begins from mid-to-late April and peaks the second 
week in May. Parents feed their chicks at the nest 
site by regurgitating partially-digested fish, squid, 

FIELD METHODS FOR 
SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Reproductive 
success 

Chick growth 
rate 

Phenology 

Foods 

Age Structure 

Measurement 

1) Nest structures 
2) Incubating birds 

1) Large chicks (over 
500 grams) 

1) Minimum of 3 weights 
per chick 

1) Clutch initiation; hatch 
initiation 

1) Regurgitated samples 
and pellets 

1) Band sightings 
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Figure 9. Western Gull Nesting - Santa Barbara Island 
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Areas to be censused 

Five, 100 meter square grids have been used since 
1975 to sample breeding pairs, fledglings, growth 
rate, phenology and foods (Figure 9). However, due 
to manpower considerations, banding, growth rates, 
mortality and reproductive success can probably 
only be accomplished in three (A, C, and D) of the 
five grids each year. Nesting effort (number of 
nests) and egg production should be measured 
each year in all grids. A total island nest count has 
been obtained annually since 1982 from vantage 
points around the island (Figure 9). Age structure 
has not been rigorously studied in the past, but age-
ratio data can be developed at least on a limited 
basis. 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

Monitoring Western Gull nesting on Santa Barbara 
Island presents problems of disturbance and 
vegetation damage. Although Western Gulls are far 
more resilient to human intrusion than are pelicans 
and cormorants, inopportune visits to gull study 
areas may cause serious impacts to them. While 
working in the gull study grids, be careful not to step 
on eggs or young chicks. Chicks sometimes do not 
hide in well-protected places, but are well-
camouflaged and thus hard to see on the ground. 
In addition, it is safest to census during the early 
morning or late afternoon to avoid heat-stressing of 
eggs and chicks. Be cognizant of chick heat stress 
symptoms (continuous panting, drooping ap
pearance, and torpor) and vacate grids accordingly. 
Young chicks (less than 2 weeks old) are especially 
at risk. Limit your time in each grid to two hours or 
less, except on cool foggy days. When working, 
move slowly and deliberately through the grids. 
This helps to maximize your awareness and mini
mize panic runs by older chicks. If a larger chick 
bolts beyond your immediate reach, crouch quietly 
until it settles; do not attempt a wild chase after it. 

While in the grids (or whenever off-trail) avoid tram
pling native plant species. Step on grassy patches 
or ice plant if possible, and avoid sea blight since it 
is an important native plant providing cover for 
chicks. When searching individual bushes, take 
care to avoid breaking the brittle Suaeda branches. 
Although rare in the gull study grids, coastal cholla 

(Opuntia prolifera) can cause painful punctures, and 
should be avoided. Always carry a comb or pocket 
knife to extract embedded cholla joints. 

Recommended Methods 

Abundance of Breeding Birds 
- total nest count 

The purpose of the total nest count is to determine, 
as accurately as possible, the number of Western 
Gull pairs nesting on Santa Barbara Island each 
year. 

For the most accurate data, counts of actual nests 
or incubating birds are best made from vantage 
points where observers are able to look straight 
down on a nesting area. Of the twelve designated 
census areas in Figure 9, eight allow sufficient 
visibility for obtaining accurate nest counts from 
single viewpoints. The remaining areas, where 
visibility is limited, require viewing from two or more 
sites. Table 5 shows viewpoint numbers to be used 
for censusing each area. 

I. 
I I . 

III. 
IV. 
V. 

VI. 
VII. 

VIII. 
IX. 
X. 

XI. 
XII. 

AREA 

Landing Cove 
Arch Point 
Shag Rock 
Elephant Seal Cove 
North Cliff 
Webster Point 
A1 Cliff 
A1 Area 
West Colony 
Badlands 
Cat Canyon 
SE Sea Lion Rookery 

VIEWPOINTS 

1,2B, raft 
2A 
3,4 
4,5B I 
5A 
6 
7 
8 
9A, B 
10 
11 
12A, B, C, D 

Table 5. Reference numbers for Figure 9. 

Counts should be obtained during the ten-day 
period following peak egg-laying, when chicks begin 
to hatch. Peak egg-laying occurs approximately 
two and one-half weeks after egg-laying begins. 
Counts should be done at the same time of day, 
either early morning or early evening when most 
gulls are in the colony, and should be spread over 2-
3 days. Make separate counts of nests (as indicated 
by territorial or sitting birds) and individual birds, as 
both numbers are used to evaluate nesting effort. In 
large areas such as area IX (West Colony), it is easy 
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to lose track of sections previously counted; it is 
therefore useful to mentally partition the area using 
dark grassy sections, gullies, man-made trails, etc, 
being sure that all observers use the same boundary 
criteria. 

Abundance of breeding birds 
- sample nest count 

The sample grid nests have been shown to be a reli
able indicator of reproductive efforts for breeding 
pairs on the island as a whole (J. R. Sayce, unpub. 
data). To determine nesting effort and establish 
phenology, the grids must be systematically sear
ched (2-3 times over a span of 1-2 weeks) in late 
April. Initially, observers need to be shown the 100 
meter x 100 meter grid locations; even though the 
corners are marked with steel posts, these can be 
difficult to find in the dense vegetation. Comer 
stakes should be flagged with surveyor's tape each 
year. After a grid has been located, and observers 
are properly oriented, the nest search can be ac
complished by one or more workers (three to four is 
best). Each grid is searched by 5-meter by 100-
meter transects walked (remember, slowly and 
deliberately) parallel to a chosen grid boundary. 
When more than one observer is available, in
dividuals should space themselves about 5 meters 
apart for optimum coverage. Thus observers work 
their way through each grid in a series of 5-meter by 
100-meter increments, (think about it!). Use tent 
poles (two are kept on Santa Barbara for this pur
pose) to mark your incremental progress through 
the grid. Poles are placed at the ends of each tran
sect and then moved alternately and sequentially, 
(think again!). The preferred start points and tran
sect directions for each grid are as follows: 

When a nest is located, hammer a prenumbered, 
wooden stake (kept on Santa Barbara Island) into 

the ground next to it; record the stake number and 
any nest contents (number of eggs and/or chicks) 
on your data sheet. Then map the approximate nest 
locations for each grid so they can be located more 
quickly on subsequent visits. Do not record nests 
which are empty (unless they previously contained 
eggs or chicks). 

Once this routine becomes familiar and most nests 
have been staked, workers can be less rigidly sys
tematic, and can use the map to locate staked nests 
while remaining alert for new or previously missed 
nests. 

Phenology 

The time required for an egg to hatch and a chick to 
fledge are well-documented for Western Gulls on 
Santa Barbara Island. By observing the timing of 
one event (e.g., egg-laying), hatching and fledging 
dates can be accurately predicted and censuses 
timed accordingly. 

Reproductive success, chick growth rates, and 
food use 

As gull chicks grow, they may wander from their 
nests, making looking for chicks a time-consuming 
effort. The procedures outlined below attempt to 
minimize the search effort and number of visits while 
still permitting collection of good data. A minimum 
of four grid visits per year is required to measure the 
above parameters. 

Visit #1 . Workers should find as many chicks as 
possible (at least 40 in all the grids combined), 
weigh them, band them, and collect any food 
samples. If chicks are not in the nest, check the 
vegetation and gullies in the nest vicinity, moving 
more or less in a circle away from the nest. Bushes 
are favorite hiding places for chicks, but any plant 
encountered on the run may be used for cover. 
When a chick is found, pick it up gently by its back 
and folded wings. When handled, chicks will often 
regurgitate food; if this occurs, identify the food item 
to the best of your ability, and weigh it. The chick 
should then be weighed to the nearest gram. Attach 
a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service band to one of its 
legs and record the band number. For chicks 
weighing less than 100 g, use velcro bands or web
bing tags (Alliston 1975, Willsteed and Fetterolf 
1986). If age data are to be collected, also band the 
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chicks with appropriate plastic color bands and 
record the banding configuration. Replace chicks in 
a hiding place so that they do not run a long dis
tance from the nest. 

Any person banding must either have a banding per
mit or must cooperate with a licensed bander; any 
banding activities should be coordinated with Dr. 
George L Hunt, Jr. 

Visit #2. Ideally, in five days repeat the above proce
dure. Find as many of the previously banded chicks 
as possible and take weights and foods for those 
whose initial weight was 100 g or less. For others, 
simply note their presence with a minimum of han
dling to determine band numbers. Often, bands can 
be read without moving the bird itself by gently pull
ing its banded leg out from beneath it. If new chicks 
are encountered (not previously banded), band and 
weigh these. 

Visits #3 and #4. Repeat the chick census twice 
more at five day intervals. Follow the same proce
dure as for Visit #2. 

For useful growth data at least 3 weights per chick 
are required between hatching and 600 grams. For 
mortality calculations, all chicks reaching 500 grams 
in weight are counted as "fledged" because few 
chicks die once they attain this weight unless there 
is a serious heat wave (Salzman 1982). When dead 
banded chicks are found, record their band num
bers and make total mortality calculations at 
season's end. A final census should be done at the 
end of the season to count carcasses and to pull 
nest stakes. 

Age structure - band sightings 

Useful information on the age structure of this 
population would require a long-term banding 
program in which fledged birds are banded with an 
incloy (non-aluminum) band as well as color bands 
coding for island and year class. In recent years, 
some birds have been individually color banded or 
banded for year class. By recording all color com
binations seen while working in the colony and 
recovering dead birds, data on age structure can 
gradually be developed. At the end of each season 
send a record of all color-band sightings to: 

Dr. George L Hunt, Jr. 
Depart, of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
University of California, Irvine, CA 92717 

Attempting to determine age-ratios from surveys of 
plumage characteristics is not practical because im
mature (non-breeding) birds seldom return to the 
colony. 

Monitoring Schedule 

Personnel should begin working in the grids no later 
than April 20 to record commencement of egg-
laying. All grid nests will need to be checked every 
5 days to determine time of peak egg-laying and/or 
when the first chicks appear. Enlist the cooperation 
of the island ranger to spot pipping eggs or newly-
hatched chicks if you are unable to be present on 
the island during this time. It is important to time 
your visits to coincide with peak hatching to maxi
mize the number of hatching weights (and sub
sequent weight of known-aged chicks) obtained. 
On Santa Barbara Island this usually occurs during 
late May or early June, about a week after the peak 
on Anacapa Island. The total nest count should be 
obtained during the ten-day period after peak laying 
or when chicks begin to hatch. The sample nest 
count may be obtained as a matter of course when 
chick counts are taken. Chick counts (including 
weights and food samples) should begin in mid-
June and continue through early July, with four 
counts spaced five days to one week apart. 

Time Required 

The total nest count might be obtained in one day, 
but with foggy weather this may extend to 2 or 3 
days. Be sure to count at the same time of day for 
each day censused. 

For the sample grids, we recommend checking one 
to two grids per day as can be integrated with other 
monitoring. Grids D and E contain the largest num
ber of nests, and since they are adjacent to each 
other and travel time to these grids is longest (about 
one hour round-trip from the campsite), these 
should be censused on the same day. Grids B and 
C are also adjacent to one another and can be cen
sused together. Grid A (on the southeast side) can 
be checked after grids B and C since these last 
three grids typically have fewer nests and can be 
censused more quickly. Allow about two hours for 
each grid for each day censused. When banding 
chicks, visits may take up to 50% longer. 
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Recording Data 4. Nylon-mesh "Ditty bags" to weigh chicks. 

For data entry of nest contents use Appendix B-1, 
using the following abbreviations: 

A = Addled egg D = Dead chick 
B = Broken egg P = Pipped egg 
C = Ciutch 

5. Small sealing (Zip Lock) plastic bags for food 
samples. 

6. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service metal bands. 

7. Pliers to attach metal bands. 

Data from work in the grids (nest count, chick count, 
phenology, foods, and growth rates), can be 
recorded on two data sheets Append. B-2 and B-3. 

8. Plastic color bands and information sheet with 
pre-arranged color combinations. 

When weighing chicks, first record "chick + bag" 
weight then subtract the bag weight (tare) to obtain 
chick weight. For band sightings, be certain to 
specify left (L) or right (R) leg when recording color 
combinations. As described in the Brown Pelican 
section, only record bands that can be identified 
with certainty. 

Safety 

Parent gulls will vigorously defend their eggs and 
young by "dive-bombing" intruders, so it is advisable 
to wear something to protect your head when work
ing in the grids (e.g., a hard hat). While gull aggres
sion usually poses no real danger to workers, it can 
be unnerving and sometimes bloody painful. Hard 
hats enable workers to concentrate on what is hap
pening on the ground rather than worrying about ac
tivity overhead. The tent poles (see Special 
Equipment, below) can also be effective protection 
from attacking gulls; carry it so that the pole top is 
above your head height. 

FIELD METHODS FOR 
ANACAPA ISLAND 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Reproductive 
success 

Chick growth 
rates 

Foods 

Phenology 

Measurement 

Nest structures 

Chicks - 500 grams 

Minimum of 3 weights 
per chick 

Regurgitated samples 

Clutch initiation, 
hatch initiation 

Special Equipment 

1. You will need about 200 small numbered 
wooden stakes to mark nests. Hammering 
stakes into the ground can be done with a 
hammer, a rock or by using another stake. 

2. Two tent poles, sharp at one end for use as 
direction guides for initial nest location, and 
for protection from aggressive gulls. 

3. Three Pesola scales (300g, 500g, and 1000g) 
for weighing chicks. 

Areas to be censused 

Three 50 square meter grids were established in 
1987 on East Anacapa Island (Figure 10). These 
grids replaced the originals which were established 
below the lighthouse in 1982. Grids A and B are ad
joining, and located approximately 100 m west of 
the lighthouse. The boundary line between the two 
extends northward from the lighthouse "Warning" 
sign at the end of the public access trail. Grid C is 
on the north terrace, approximately 100 m west of 
Garbage Cove. Grid corners are marked with 1/2" 
reinforcing rods. 
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Figure 10. Western Gull Study Grids - East Anacapa Island 

A total nest count of Anacapa Island is not con
ducted due to high variation in counts. Most of the 
gulls on Middle and West Anacapa can only be cen-
sused from the water and it is thus more difficult to 
identify and accurately census breeding pairs and 
incubating birds. 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

The problems and methods outlined for monitoring 
Western Gull reproduction on Santa Barbara Island 
are applicable for censusing gulls on East Anacapa 
Island with the following changes: Western Gulls 
usually begin breeding about a week earlier on 
Anacapa compared to Santa Barbara Island (G. 
Hunt, unpub. data); therefore, observers should 
begin checking for the presence of nests in early 
April to obtain phenology (beginning of egg-laying). 
Once nests have been staked, check the grids 
weekly for additional nesting until the chick phase. 
Since the Anacapa grids are only one-quarter the 
size of the Santa Barbara grids, marking your 
progress with tent poles is probably not necessary 

as it is relatively easy to locate nests by walking 
straight lines through the grids at about 5 m intervals 
and drawing a map. 

Begin weighing, banding and recovering food 
samples from chicks when they begin to hatch 
(usually mid- to late May). Continue until four chick 
censuses, spaced five days apart, are complete. Ini
tial marking of the nests may take two or three days 
working only in early morning or late afternoon. 
Censusing each grid usually takes about two hours. 

Western Gulls nest in higher densities in the 
Anacapa grids than on Santa Barbara Island. The 
Anacapa nesting areas are more open with fewer 
hiding spots for chicks, and the grids (especially 
grid C) are located near steep cliffs. Therefore, 
workers should use extreme caution to avoid flush
ing chicks over the cliff edges. Census the grids by 
working up from below (grids A and B) or from the 
cliff edge eastward (grid C). Be particularly cautious 
when working the western edge of grid C to avoid 
falling off the cliff. 
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FIELD METHODS FOR 
GULL ISLAND 

Parameter Measurement 

Recording Data 

Record nests and adults according to their location 
on the island (I.e., southeast cliff, north cliffs, etc.). 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Nest structures 
Incubating/territorial birds 
Adults present 

Safety 

Beware of shallow rocks (boils) near the island, 
especially along the north side. 

Area to be censused 

Most of the gulls on this small islet build nests on the 
southeast side. All areas of the island visible from a 
boat are included in the sample. 

FIELD METHODS FOR 
PRINCE ISLAND 

Parameter Measurement 

Methods 

Potential Problem 

Since Brandt's Cormorants occupy nesting sites on 
much of the island, censuses must be conducted 
from a boat. 

Recommended Methods 

Counts should be made through binoculars, as the 
survey vessel slowly circumnavigates the island at a 
distance of 100 m or so offshore. Census visible 
nests (identifiable by the presence of sitting or ter
ritorial adults) and total adults present. The nest 
count will serve only as an index to nesting effort, as 
many nests are located atop the island, out of view. 
It is recommended that two to three people count 
nests, or that an individual take multiple counts. 

Monitoring Schedule 

One or two censuses per year are recommended, 
as weather and boat scheduling allow. These 
should be done between mid-May and mid-June 
when virtually all nests have been constructed and 
most eggs have been laid. Counts usually can be 
accomplished en route to or from Prince Island. 

Time Required 

The count takes about an hour. 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Phenology 

Incubating birds 

Approximate clutch initiation 
and hatch initiation. 

Figure 11. Western Gull Grid Sites - Prince Island 
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Areas to be censused 

Two, 25 meter square grids are located on the 
northeast side of the island (Figure 11). These are 
adjoining, one above the other, and are marked by 
six white PVC flags each approximately .3 m high. 
The grids are positioned directly above the north 
Cassin's Auklet nest box installation. 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

To avoid disturbing sensitive species such as 
Double-crested and Brandt's Cormorants, the grids 
may need to be censused from a boat. The major 
problem with boat surveys is decreased visibility. 

Recommended Method 

For the nest count it is recommended counting the 
number of incubating birds during the period just 
after peak egg-laying as described for Western Gulls 
on Santa Barbara Island (mid- to late May). The 
best vantage point on the island for censusing the 
grids is located about three-quarters of the way up 
the east spine of the island (Figure 11). The grids 
are best viewed through 10x binoculars from the 
rocky outcrop. If cormorant nesting precludes land-
based observations, counts should be made from a 
boat below the grids. 

Monitoring Schedule 

Make counts of incubating birds in mid-to-late May. 

Time Required • 

Counts of each grid will take about ten minutes. 

Special Equipment 

No special equipment other than 10x binoculars is 
required for this survey. 
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XANTUS' MURRELET FIELD METHODS FOR 
SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

Breeding Biology 

Xantus' Murrelets nest mainly in natural rock 
crevices and small caves on cliff slopes as well as 
under bushes (Eriophyllum) spp. on Santa Barbara, 
Anacapa, Santa Cruz, and Prince islands. Typically, 
there is a small, round depression in the soil at the 
back of a burrow, where the female lays one or two 
eggs. Many of the burrows are angled so the eggs 
are not usually visible from the entrance. 

Egg-laying usually begins between early and mid-
March, although it may commence as late as mid-
April. Both parents incubate the eggs, and often 
one adult will be present in the burrow during a cen
sus. An incubating bird will sometimes leave the 
burrow when disturbed, thereby exposing the egg(s) 
to increased probability of predation by mice. In
cubation begins only after the second egg is laid 
(usually 8 or 9 days after the first), and lasts 24-39 
days (on Santa Barbara Island), averaging about 34 
days (Murray et al. 1983). Murrelet chicks go to sea 
2-3 days after hatching, presumably accompanied 
by one or both parents. 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Phenology 

Reproductive 
success 

Measurement 

Number of burrows that 
receive eggs 

Clutch initiation 
Hatch initiation 

Number of 
chicks/hatched eggs 

Areas to be censused 

A sample of burrows where murrelets have nested 
since at least 1975 have been identified with num
bered aluminum tags at both the Tent Slopes and 
Cat Canyon sites. There are 51 and 71 burrows, 
respectively, in these samples (see Appendices C-1 
and C-2 for burrow locations). Attempting to 
precisely measure reproductive success may cause 
adults to desert the nest or generate inaccurate data 
since chicks remain on the island for only a few days 
after hatching. However, a reasonable index of 
productivity can be obtained if careful observations 
are made and care taken to avoid undue distur
bance to the birds. 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

Reaching the end of a burrow can be difficult. If the 
end is out of reach or cannot be seen, do not in
clude it in the census. 

Another potential problem is nest abandonment 
from monitoring interference. Workers should be as 
unobtrusive as possible; although touching birds is 
sometimes unavoidable during censuses, birds 
should never be removed from burrows or displaced 
in order to count eggs or chicks. 
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Figure 12. Xantus' Murrelet Sample Nest Sites - Santa Barbara Island 
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Recommended Methods Time Required 

1. Look inside the entrance using a flashlight or 
reflected sunlight from an aluminum clipboard or 
mirror to illuminate the nest. This method is effec
tive with short burrows or some rock crevices. 

2. If the nest is not visible using method 1., then 
carefully insert a hand and follow the burrow con
tours until reaching the end of the burrow. This re
quires lying on the ground and can be difficult 
because burrows are often convoluted. Carefully 
feel around for eggs, incubating adults, or chicks. 

3. If the nest is in a bush, check the entire bush, 
parting the branches carefully, while looking for in
cubating adults and/or eggs in the soil. Eggs, if 
present, are usually on relatively flat ground. In
cubating birds can be remarkably difficult to see, 
even in relatively easily-checked bushes. 

Eggs should not be removed from the nest unless 
they are broken, in which case they may be 
removed to identify the cause of death. Many mur
relet eggs are preyed upon by mice; predation is 
evident by teeth marks on the edge of a broken 
eggshell. Old eggshell fragments from previous 
years are also likely to be found in burrows. These 
are dry, brittle and dirty, whereas new shells (from 
just-hatched or broken eggs) are often moist or 
have venation on internal membranes (see below). 
Workers are not likely to encounter other animals in 
murrelet burrows; mice are rarely found during a 
census because of their nocturnal habits. 

Xantus' Murrelet monitoring is simple to learn, and 
requires relatively small investments of time and 
energy per each sampling. However the sampling 
frequency (weekly) requires nearly constant 
presence on the island, given the logistics of inter-
island transportation. Therefore, it is very helpful to 
enlist the assistance of the island ranger to make 
nest checks during times when monitoring person
nel are unable to be there Also, efficiency is evident 
with teamwork; while one person checks a burrow, 
a second can find the next nest or record data. 

Monitoring Schedule 

For egg-laying dates, begin checking burrows in 
early March. Continue weekly census until all nests 
are inactive (normally by mid- to late June). 

Initially, it takes longer to check burrows, especially 
if workers are not accustomed to working on cliffs. 
The Tent Slopes site can be monitored relatively 
quickly; allow about 1-1/2 hours at first; this will 
decrease to about an hour with experience. For the 
Cat Canyon site allow 4-5 hours total, (it takes about 
one and a half hours to walk there and back). If time 
permits, it is recommended censusing these two 
sites on separate days, especially until the monitors 
become confident with the work. However, check
ing one site in the morning and the other in the after
noon of the same day is not too difficult. 

Recording Data 

When eggs, egg fragments, chicks, or adults are 
found, record the information next to the ap
propriate burrow number on the data sheet before 
going to the next burrow (see Appendix B-1, Seabird 
Nest Contents data sheet). The following abbrevia
tions have been used: 

E = egg 
BE = broken egg (if egg is cracked open or if fresh 

eggshell fragments are present) 
HE = hatched egg 
B = brooding adult 
C = chicks(s) 

If an adult is present it is difficult to tell how many 
eggs or chicks it is incubating or brooding without 
removing the bird. Do not remove the bird; simply 
note "B"" on the data sheet. 

Hatched eggs can be difficult for inexperienced ob
servers to distinguish from broken (mouse-eaten) 
eggs. Broken eggs have a shiny, adherent 
membrane on the inner shell surface and are often 
tarnished with yolk blotches or clumps of dirt. 
Hatched egg remains lack the shiny adherent 
membrane (the membrane will be loosely attached, 
and dull) and do not have incipient yolk remains or 
tooth marks. Always carefully examine egg shell 
fragments for color-matching. Mismatched base-
colors and flecking suggest the presence of more 
than one original egg. Identification of these is 
critical to any estimates of productivity. 
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Safety 

The cliffs where murrelets nest are quite steep, 
gravelly, and dotted with cholla {Opuntia) "jumping 
cactus". The way to avoid accidents is to be very 
careful and use common sense. The following is 
recommended: 

1. Avoid working alone until familiar and comfort
able with climbing on the steep terrain in the study 
plot areas. 

2. Wear boots with good traction and leather up
pers to prevent slipping and to minimize cholla ef
fects (see below). 

3. Avoid cholla. A small pocket comb can remove 
cholla spines from boots. Be careful when lying 
down to check burrows; it is difficult and painful to 
remove cholla from skin. 

4. Use a zig-zag path when censusing, this is safer 
than a straight up or down route. 

5. Always take weather conditions into account 
before going to cliffs. To minimize sun glare, over
cast days are best; otherwise censuses should be 
done in the morning or afternoon. Try to avoid 
working in strong winds. 

6. Be careful: keep eyes on the ground when walk
ing and take plenty of time. 

Special Equipment 

1. Flashlight 

2. Small pocket mirror 

3. Small pocket comb 

4. Aluminum clipboard 
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CASSIN'S AUKLET FIELD METHODS FOR 
PRINCE ISLAND 

Breeding Biology 

This diving species excavates burrows in loose top-
soil or nests in rock crevices on Santa Barbara and 
Prince islands. In many areas on Prince island bur
rows are closely packed and honeycomb the avail
able topsoil; this high-density nesting typically 
undermines the soil structure and increases the 
likelihood of burrow collapse and soil erosion. Auk-
lefs excavate new burrows or renovate old one each 
year. On Prince Island the birds excavate their bur
rows as early as January, but egg-laying usually 
does not begin until early March. Laying may ex
tend well into May, thus extending fledging times to 
late August. 

Cassin's Auklet is an asynchronous breeder; while 
some early breeders have raised a chick by late 
May, others will have just laid eggs at this time. 
Typically, one egg is laid but the same pair may lay 
a second egg when the first chick is near fledging. 
Incubation, lasting about 38 days, is shared by both 
parents. Adults feed their chicks at the nest until the 
young fledge, between 41 and 45 day after hatching. 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Phenology 

Reproductive 
success 

Measurement 

Nest boxes that receive eggs 

Clutch or hatch initiation 

Surviving chicks 

Areas to be censused 

In January 1986, two artificial nest box complexes 
were established on Prince Island (see Figure 13). 
One is on the lower northeast side of the island just 
below the gull grids, the other is on the lower 
southeast side. These nest sites are to be examined 
at approximately monthly intervals throughout the 
breeding season. 

Potential Problems 

Monitoring of Cassin's Auklets on Prince Island 
poses problems of auklet burrow collapse and dis
turbance to other nesting seabirds. 

In addition to access and logistical problems in
herent to working the San Miguel Island area, Prince 
Island can often be difficult to work because boat 
captains are reluctant to subject their vessels, their 
crews, and themselves to the pounding usually 
necessary to reach this area during the early to mid 
nesting season from March through May. Therefore, 
monitoring leaders must remain flexible when 
scheduling operations at Prince Island and be 
prepared to charter a private vessel if scheduling 
conflicts arise. In the past charter vessels 'Solera" 
and "Spirit', owned and operated by Peter Howorth 
(Santa Barbara, CA., telephone 805-687-2368) have 
been used. 

Once at the island, landing may be treacherous at 
the north site but is usually easy at the south site 
(see Figure 13). When such conditions prevail, use 
of a small inflatable raft (Avon or equivalent) is 
recommended to land at the south site, then cross 
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Figure 13. Casein's Auklet Nest Box Locations - Prince Island 
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the island to the north site. The preferred route (see 
Figure 13) goes east form below the south site along 
the shoreline boulders and rubble, then up and 
across the southeast talus slope to the east spine 
which must be climbed to reach the top of the island 
(be aware of Double-crested Cormorants nesting 
here.) Once on top proceed north across the flat 
summit to the northwest comer, then follow the 
rocky north spine down (east) toward Kidd Rock. 
Near the bottom traverse south across the area of 
loose soil below the nest box complex, being careful 
to stay below the auklet colony (burrows). Use the 
stepping stones below the south end of the 
boardwalk to reach the nest boxes. Be aware of 
nesting Brandt's Cormorants below this area and in 
the areas below the southeast talus slope (see 
below). 

Auklet burrows are readily collapsed by foot traffic, 
with subsequent nest abandonment or mortality of 
resident birds. Although some burrow collapse is in
evitable during the monitoring season, damage can 
be minimized by using exactly the same route on 
each visit and by using the boardwalks (Figure 14) 
during nest box inspections. For best access, ap
proach each site from below and left of the 
boardwalk. At the north site a series of stepping 
stones leads up slope to the south end of the 
walkway from about 10 m below. These stones may 
have to be repositioned each year because of slope 
movement. At the south site, stay within the 
iceplant-covered area of the slope until you reach 
the large boulder at the west end of the boardwalk. 
When hiking over the top of the island (see route 
description above) choose vegetated rocky areas 
for walking; avoid areas of high burrow density in 
soft soil. 

If burrows are accidentally collapsed, quickly ex
cavate any debris blocking the burrow chamber to 
allow nesting birds to escape. If possible, partially 
reconstruct the burrow by covering the collapse with 
a flat rock, making certain to maintain access for the 
occupants. 

Disturbance to nesting cormorants and gulls can be 
minimized by prudent strategy and cautious move
ments while on the island. Brandt's Cormorants 
regularly nest on the rocky lower perimeter of Prince 
Island but often shift colony sites between years. 
They will readily abandon nests if disturbed during 
the egg or chick phase of nesting. Always choose 
boat landing points and hiking tracks away from the 

cormorant sites, move slowly and deliberately within 
sight of nesting cormorants, and be prepared to 
abandon your activities if significant bailouts occur. 
Conceivably, in some years the potential, for cor
morant disturbance could prevent access to the 
auklet nest box sites. 

Double-crested Cormorants nest higher on the cliffs 
than Brandt's Cormorants and are thus less prone to 
disturbance from auklet monitoring activities. 
However, care must be taken to avoid their nesting 
areas while crossing the island. Be especially aware 
of appearing suddenly at the bluff edge on the west 
side of the island where the majority of the Double-
crested Cormorants traditionally nest. 

Although Western Gulls will not abandon nests in 
the face of incidental human intrusion, worker must 
take care not to step on eggs or small chicks in 
nests. As chicks grow, they may bolt from their 
nests, especially on the top of the island where 
cover is scarce./ In these circumstances it is usually 
best to keep moving deliberately through the 
colony, pausing to crouch occasionally to allow 
chicks to settle. A compromise must be maintained 
between minimizing the broad impacts of total dis
turbance time and the acute impacts of chick disper
sal, keeping in mind such factors as cumulative 
disturbance and heat stress. 

Recommended Methods 

The difficulties in monitoring burrow-dwelling 
species are well-recognized (Hunter et al. 1982; Har
ris and Murray 1981; Savard and Smith 1985). 
Various sampling methods have been developed to 
estimate the abundance of some accessible burrow
ing species, but on Prince Island the destruction of 
Cassin's Auklet burrows is an added problem. 
Therefore, rather than attempt a massive sampling 
effort there has been established two nest box com
plexes each consisting of 25 plywood nest boxes 
and a 10 m boardwalk (figures 12 and 13). These 
nest boxes planted into the soil are readily used by 
auklets for nesting. 

Two or three persons should be present for nest box 
checks. After carefully approaching the nest box 
site (see Potential Problems, above) walk along the 
boardwalk to sample nest boxes for contents on the 
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downhill side. Some boxes may be inaccessible 
from above so will have to be checked from below 
the boardwalk. Take care to avoid collapsing ad
jacent burrows. Use a small shovel and wide (4 to 6 
inch) putty knife to remove accumulated soil debris 
from boardwalk and nest box tops. 

and width of eggs to within 0.1 mm. Check eggs for 
addling by gently shaking them next to your ear and 
listen for sloshing liquid. If eggshell fragments are 
found, determine whether they are from hatched or 
broken eggs, using the criteria described for Xantus' 
Murrelets (q.v.). 

Each nest box should be checked as follows: 

1. Block the entrance with a small board to prevent 
birds from escaping. 

2, Remove the rock weight from the box lid, then lift 
the lid slightly and peek in to locate any occupants, 
(usually found at the far end of the box). 

7. After processing, replace the egg or chick in the 
nest box, reset lid and rock weight, and remove 
entrance block. Adult birds should be released into 
the entrance hole to re-enter the box themselves. 
Since adults switch incubation shifts overnight, 
repeat these operations (adult birds only) the next 
day, and check unoccupied boxes for new nesting. 

3. If an adult or large chick is present quickly reach 
in and grab it (gently but firmly) and remove it for 
banding, measuring, and weighing. Adults are 
remarkable strong with sharp claws and can easily 
break any eggs present as they struggle to escape 
your grasp. To prevent egg damage be prepared 
for a sometimes painful struggle. Do not use gloves; 
they will decrease handling precision. If both an 
adult and small chick are present, process the adult 
first. Smali chicks will stay quietly in the nest box 
and can be handled less forcefully. 

4. All nest box occupants should be banded with 
USFWS Size #3 Stainless steel bands to document 
renesting, mate switching, chick growth and sur
vival, and nest site fidelity. Chicks can be success
fully banded at about 5 days old; prior to this use a 
temporary Velcro band or web tag. Banding re
quires a permit or must be done in cooperation with 
a USFWS licensed bander. You cannot band birds 
under any other circumstance. 

5 After banding, measure the culmen depth (to 0.1 
mm - adults only) exactly at the anterior edge of the 
nares, using precision calipers. This is a tricky 
measurement, especially with uncooperative birds, 
and should always be performed by the same per
son to encourage consistency. Within paired adults, 
this measurement is larger in males than females 
and thus enables determination of sex. 

6. Chicks, adults and eggs are weighed in a small 
nylon bag using 100 g or 300 g Pesola spring 
scales. Note the iris color of adult birds. Adults 
have white irises, whereas those of immature birds 
are brown or flecked. Carefully measure the length 

Monitoring Schedule 

Monitoring on a monthly basis should begin in late 
February and continue at least through the chick 
phase in June and July. The frequency of counts 
may need to be increased if these data are unsatis
factory. 

Boardwalk and nest box maintenance should be 
done during the non-breeding season (September -
December) so when auklets excavate new burrows 
as early as January, nesting activities will not be in
terrupted. 

Time Required 

Nest box inspections take one to two hours per site, 
depending on number of birds present, and amount 
of excavation and banding required; the trans-island 
hike takes about a half hour each way. Therefore 
allow four to five hours on the island for each trip. 
Annual maintenance of the nest boxes and 
boardwalk can probably be completed in one day. 

Recording Data 

See Appendix B-4 for a sample data form used to 
record Cassin's Auklet monitoring information. Nest 
boxes are numbered from the left at the south com
plex, but from the right at the north complex, (i.e., at 
the south complex nest box number 1 is 
westernmost; at the north complex, box number 1 is 
northermost.) Record nest box activity status and 
contents, weights, measurements, sex of adult birds, 
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iris color, banding information, and remarks in the 
appropriate columns. The following abbreviations 
are used: 

Nest Status: 
A = Active; box contains adult, egg, or chick. 

Safety 

Figure 13 shows landing sites that have been used 
with success in the past. Landings should be at
tempted only in relatively small swells and with an 
experienced boat navigator. 

P = Prospected; fresh tracks, feathers, or 
excavation. 

When climbing on the island, be prudent and 
cautious; beware of unstable foot and hand holds. 

U = Used; knowledge or evidence of nesting 
during current season (shell fragments, 
addled egg or dead chick). 

0 = Empty; no sign of current activity. 

Nest Contents: 

A = Adult C = Chick 

E = Egg DC = Dead Chick 

AE = Addled Egg F = Feathers 

BE = Broken Egg 0 = Empty 

HE = Hatched Egg 

Special Equipment 

1. Pesola scales (100 g and 300 g) and two nylon 
bags for weighing birds. 

2. Small shovel and wide (4" - 6") putty knife for nest 
box and boardwalk excavation. 

3. USFWS (#3SS) and Velcro bands, and banding 
pliers. 

4. Precision calipers for culmen and egg 
measurements. 

5. Two small (30 cm x 30 cm) boards, (plywood or 
masonite) to block nest box entrances. 
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SNOWY PLOVER FIELD METHODS FOR 
SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Breeding Biology and Plumage 

Snowy Plovers are small, pale, sand-colored 
shorebirds that inhabit sparsely-vegetated sandy 
areas (shores and dunes) on San Miguel, Santa 
Rosa and Santa Cruz islands (Spear 1981). Their 
nests, which are inconspicuous and extremely dif
ficult to locate, appear as slight depressions in the 
sand often near shells, vegetation, rocks or 
driftwood. 

The breeding season lasts from April to July. Usual
ly three eggs are laid, but often there are only two; 
both parents incubate and care for the young. 
Snowy Plover will often feign injury to distract in
truders from the nest site, a tactic that may be effec
tive in evading the numerous island foxes (Urocyon 
littoralis) on the Channel Islands. Adults forage 
along the water's edge, and when going to or from 
the surf line they do so with distinctive rapid move
ments; like other plover species, they start, run 
several feet, then abruptly stop. 

Adults can be differentiated from juveniles by having 
distinctly dark shoulder, facial, and forehead mark
ings, whereas the juvenile markings are indistinct 
and appear washed out. Adult male marking are 
noticeably darker than those of females. 

Parameter 

Abundance of 
individual birds 

Abundance of 
breeding birds 

Measurement 

Birds on beach 
or in flight 

Numbers of females 
on beach 

Areas to be censused 

The bold lines on the map in Figure 15 show the 
areas of beach accessible for censusing Snowy 
Plovers on San Miguel Island. The remaining 
beaches on the island are narrow and covered with 
water at high tide, support Piaul-out or breeding 
areas for pinnipeds, or are not accessible by foot for 
censusing. 

In recent years (since 1985) increasing numbers of 
molting northern elephant seals (Mirounga angus-
tirostris) and breeding harbor seals (Phoca vitulina) 
on the south beach areas (Crook Point to Cardwell 
Point; see Figure 15) have probably reduced Snowy 
Plover nesting in that area. If pinniped occupation 
of the south beach area increases plover nesting 
could be eliminated. Monitoring, however, should 
continue, but observations in areas of pinniped oc
cupation (especially where harbor seals are breed
ing) should be conducted with considerable caution 
to minimize disturbance. 

For each survey period, begin the plover censuses 
at Simonton Cove, reached by trail from the ranger 
station. The trail is usually overgrown in the spring. 
Begin the survey at "Hidden Cove", a small beach 
northeast of the main beach area of Simonton Cove. 
"Hidden Cove" is reached by climbing the rocky out
crop at the northeast end of Simonton Cove and 
dropping down into an amphitheater where the 
Snowy Plovers nest. After surveying "Hidden Cove" 
climb back over to Simonton Cove and continue to 
survey southwest along the beach to the southern 
terminus ("Demarcation Beach") where the beach is 
interrupted by a rocky headland. Snowy Plovers 
may be found anywhere on this long strand. Look 
for nesting pairs on the upper part of the beach in 
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this area by walking along the lower edge of the 
sandy hillocks above the beach. 

standing still and they are readily visible only when 
moving (i.e., walking or running) or when in flight. 

The Cuyler Harbor survey area is reached from the 
ranger station via the Nidever Canyon trail to the 
beach. As you reach the beach, proceed eastward 
and begin the plover census. About halfway to the 
end of the beach you must skirt a rock outcropping; 
it is possible to cross this area only at low tide. Most 
of the plovers are located at the easternmost end of 
the beach. 

The South Beaches area are best reached via a trail 
from the ranger station to the top of San Miguel Hill, 
then cross-country southward down the steep 
slopes to Crook Point. Start the census from the 
western point of a small bay to the west of Crook 
Point; plovers are nearly always seen here along a 
100 m stretch of beach just east of the rocky coast 
comprising the eastern end of Tyler Bight. 

Cardwell Point is a good Snowy Plover breeding 
area but it is difficult to survey due to its width thus 
increasing the possibility of double counting of 
birds. Once you know where the plovers are ag
gregating, you can concentrate censusing efforts 
there in subsequent surveys. Although there is no 
nesting on the outer point (most nests are located 
toward the bluff at the west end of the beach) many 
birds are often seen feeding there. 

Methods 

Potential Problems 

Locating Snowy Plover nests is very difficult be
cause they are very small and cryptic. In addition to 
sandy beaches, nesting also occurs above the lit
toral zone and in dunes, sometimes to an elevation 
of 15-30 meters. Looking for nests, therefore, to 
serve as an index of nesting effort is not realistic; 
most nests can not be found without prohibitive time 
investment, if at all. Moreover, island foxes may in
advertently be led to nest sites by human scent. 

The birds themselves are also quite difficult to see, 
especially on a bright day when the sun reflects 
from the sand. Their uniform sand colored upper 
surface effectively camouflages them when they are 

The potential of disturbance to pinnipeds that also 
use the beaches is also a problem, especially on the 
South Beaches. At this time of year elephant seals 
are sometimes densely packed on the beach while 
molting (not breeding), while harbor seals are breed
ing or caring for small pups in smaller groups. On 
the South Beaches even the most cursory plover 
census from a distance will cause some distur
bance; it cannot be entirely avoided. One can, 
however, minimize disturbance by moving cautious
ly. When elephant seals are on the beach work 
around and through them slowly without forcing 
them to move; they will be relatively unaffected if 
you are move slowly and deliberately. Harbor seals, 
however, are nearly impossible to not disturb. If 
possible, allow them see you at a distance so they 
won't be as startled. Walk slowly and give them 
time to slip into the water without panic; they will al
ways move into the water when they sight you. Ob
servers should then pass by the pups as quickly and 
inconspicuously as possible to allow the adult to 
return to them. 

Walking along the top of the bluffs overlooking the 
South Beaches to avoid pinnipeds is not necessary; 
disturbance to harbor seals is probably not sig
nificantly lessened by taking this route. The only 
way to minimize the impact of your presence on 
these extremely skittish animals is to minimize the 
number and duration of surveys. 

Strong winds, fog, glaring sun, and reflection from 
white sand can make censusing extremely difficult. 
Censuses should be postponed if fog is too thick to 
see plovers (less than 200 m visibility) or if winds ex
ceed about 15 knots. 

On the upper (northeast) area of Simonton Cove 
beach, move particularly slowly and be very careful 
where you walk, as it is easy to step on a nest ac
cidentally. Nests in this area seem to be more vul
nerable to the effects of human presence 
(disturbance, destruction of nests, and attraction of 
foxes) than in the other survey areas. If nests are 
sighted, it is important to stay away from them. 
Never pick up and handle eggs. 
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Recommended Methods 

Most of the census work can be done by one per
son, although with two people, surveys are easier 
and more efficient. Surveys on Cardweil Point and 
Glass Ball Beach almost always require more than 
one person to do an adequate census. 

Since Snowy Plover nests cannot easily be found, 
and because of the probability of attracting foxes to 
nests, it is recommended a count of females be 
taken as a measure of the number of nests. Males 
and females are sufficiently dimorphic that with a lit
tle experience, they can be readily differentiated in 
good viewing conditions. 

It has been found that the best method for obtaining 
data is to walk slowly along each survey beach as 
high up on the beach as possible; this will usually 
flush plovers down to the lower part of the beach. 
Stop every 50-75 m and scan the area in front and to 
the side of you with binoculars, but not behind (to 
avoid double-counting) except to sex or age birds 
which fly past. Pay particular attention to pebbly 
areas and to areas where piles of seaweed are lying 
on the beach; these are favorite hiding places for 
plovers. Look carefully - plovers are hard to see. 

A minimum of two full days are needed to census all 
four areas. But because of unpredictable weather 
conditions, several days on San Miguel may be re
quired to complete the surveys. It is important, 
however, to census all survey areas within a two to 
three day period, if possible, to minimize move
ments of birds between areas and thus avoid 
double-counting. 

The best time for censusing plovers is between 1000 
and 1400 hours for the most favorable weather con
ditions and when plovers are active. Don't start too 
early in the morning. 

Time Required 

Approximate times required for each survey area are 
summarized as follows: 

• Simonton Cove: 2 hour travel + 2 hours survey 

• Cuyler Harbor: 1 hour travel + 1 hour survey 

• South Beaches/Cardwell 3 hours travel + 4 
Point/Glass Ball Beach hours survey 

The above method works well on relatively narrow 
beaches. However, Cardweil Point and Glass Ball 
Beach are wider beaches than a single observer can 
effectively census. At Cardweil Point, two observers 
should walk side by side, moving simultaneously 
and stopping each 50-75 m while slowly progressing 
eastward more or less through the middle of the 
beach area. After crossing the point, turn northward 
and continue as before through Glass Ball Beach. 
Wind and glare are particular problems in this area. 

Monitoring Schedule 

Begin censusing plovers in April and continue 
through July as follows: 

• one survey in April, 

• two each in May and June (when nesting activity 
is greatest), and 

• one in July. 

Recording Data 

Record the number of males, females and juveniles 
by survey area. When nests are found, make note 
of contents (number of chicks or eggs). A sample 
field data form for Snowy Plover surveys is shown in 
Appendix B-1. 

Safety 

Unless monitors are familiar with San Miguel Island, 
it is easy to get lost, especially in foggy weather. Al
ways carry a compass and a contour map of the is
land showing trail locations. Weather conditions on 
San Miguel Island can change suddenly and 
dramatically. Dress in layers and bring clothing to 
protect against wind and cold. Carry sun screen 
and wear a hat for protection against the sun. Bring 
sufficient water and food for the long South 
Beaches/Cardwell Point/Glass Ball Beach surveys. 
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DATA MANAGEMENT 

The data generated by most of the field methods 
outlined in this handbook are conducive to statistical 
analyses for determination of interannual changes in 
nesting parameters. Normally, one might use the 
famiiiar Student's t-test to detect significant differen
ces in annual population and productivity means. 
However, seabird breeding distributions are distinct
ly clumped, our sampling methods are systematic 
(not srictly random), and sample variances have not 
proven to be equal. We have therefore chosen to 
use non-parametric statistical tests. In particular, we 
recommend use of the Mann-Whitney U test for 
comparisons of individual years or the Kruskal-Wal-
lis one-way ANOVA for comparing multiple years 
(Siegel 1956). These or similar statistical tests are 
available in packaged statistical programs com
patible with MS-DOS (IBM-compatible) personal 
computers (e.g., SAS 1987; SPSS 1983). The 
reader should refer to Wanless et al. 1982, and 
Hatch and Hatch, 1988, for insights into detection 
and analysis of annual changes in seabird popula
tions. 
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APPENDIX A . California Brown Pelican Plumage Characteristics 

Appendix A-1: Plumage Changes in Young California Brown Pelicans 

Plumage characteristics of Brown Pelican chicks as they change weekly (from hatchling to fledgling) are 
described below. At hatching and for the first week, chicks are naked with dark purple/black skin. Down ap
pears on the back and rump in 10 to 12 days and chicks appear grayish. They are completely covered by white 
down by the third week. The first dark feathers to emerge are the scapulars and primary wing feathers which 
begin showing about 30 days after hatching. As feathers begin emerging and growing, young pelicans increas
ingly appear more brownish as down disappears. Most of the down is gone by week 10, and by the time of 
fledging, the head, neck, and back are brown, while the breast remains white. Newly-fledged birds may be con
fused with sub-adults hatched in the previous year, especially by inexperienced observers at a distance. Distin
guishing characteristics between these two groups are given at the bottom of the table. 

AGE 
CATAGORY WEEK CHARACTERISTICS 

I. 1. Purple-black, naked; uncoordinated, closely brooded. 
2. Gray, down emerging; head and neck naked; closely brooded. 
3. White, downy. 
4. White, downy, but larger. 

I I . 5. White, downy, but with first feathers emerging on wings and back 
(primaries and scapulars); gray-brown beginning to show on back. 

6. Wings totally with emerging feathers; back appearing gray-brown. 
7. Wing feathers 1/4 grown in; belly downy; head and neck mostly downy, 

but duskiness beginning to show. 
8. Wing feathers 1/2 grown in; belly with emerging feathers; head and 

neck 2/3s down, rest dusky. 

I I I . 9. Wing feathers 3/4 grown in; upper belly 1/2 feathered; head and neck 
1/2 downy, rest dusky. 

10. Wing feathers complete; some down on lower belly and under wings; head 
and neck mostly gray-gray, but still lighter than that of fledged young. 

11. Last of down (under legs and wings); head and neck a more uniform brown. 
12 Full feathering; has ability to fly. 

Young-of-the-year characteristics: 
Light brown head and neck; overall appearance of clean, new feathers; clean white belly; back and wing 
feathers a rich, light brown with slight scaly appearance; line between dark and light on sides appears indefinite; 
yellowish feet; soft parts of head gray without color. 

Second-year juvenile characteristics: 
Darker, dull brown head and neck; overall appearance of scruffiness and worn feathers; white belly, but often 
soiled; back and wing feathers uniform dark, dull brown; line between dark and light sides distinct; pouch and 
feet gray; bill with orange or red tip. 
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APPENDIX A. California Brown Pelican Plumage Characteristic* 

Appendix A-2: Seasonal Changes in Adult California Brown Pelicans 

Intensity of colors, especially in the fleshy parts, is greatest in adult and older-adult pelicans; once acquired, the 
greater intensities tend to remain. There is much age-related variation in the younger birds tending toward more 
brown feathers and less intense colors. The complex changes in appearance of the adult California Brown 
Pelican through one annual cycle, as related to molt, feather wear, and physiological condition are described 
below. Various zones in the head region are coded to the accompanying illustration shown on page A-3 and 
changes in these zones are outlined below. 

Winter 

(pre-breeding) 

Area—Description 

1 — Nail 

2 — Upper mandible (distal) 

3 — Upper mandible (proximal) 

4 • Lower mandible 

5 — Gular pouch (proximal) 

6 — Gular pouch (distal) 

7 •- Forehead 

8 — Lower crown 

9 — Upper crown 

10 — Crest 

11 — Occiput & nape 

12 — Upper back 

13 — Mid-back 

14 — Wing coverts 

15 — Upper breast 

16 — Jugulum 

17 — Eye-ring 

18 — Iris 

19 — Lore 

Appearance 

yellow 

ye Si cw/some 

orange 

light blue 

1ight blue 

reddish orange 

grey-green 

yellow 

yellow 

white 

white 

white 

white 

silver-grey 

si lvei—grey 

grey-brown 

ye How 

grey 

light blue 

grey 

Sprir 

(breedi 

Appearance 

bright yellow 

yellow/orange 

pink/red 

light blue/ 

pinkish 

1ight blue 

bright red 

deep green 

yellow 

white 

white 

dark brown 

dark brown 

to dark brown 

silver-grey 

silver-grey 

dark brown 

yellow 

pink 

1ight blue 

grey pink 

g Late-Summer 

ng) (post-breeding) 

Change 

hormonal 

hormonal 

hormonal 

hormonal 

hormonal 

hormonal 

molting 

molt 
non© 

molt 

molt 

molt 

none 

none 

wear 

wear 

hormonal 

none 

hormonal 

Appearance 

yellow 

yellow/some 

orange 

grey-blue 

grey-blue 

yellow-grey 

grey 

salt & pepper 

salt & pepper 

salt & pepper 

reddish brown 

(if present) 

medium brown 

medium brown 

dull brown 

dull brown 

scruffy, flecked, 

dull brown 

very faded 

grey 

brownish 

derk grey 

Change 

hormonal 

hormonal 

hormonal, 

shedding 

same 

hormonal 

hormonal 

molt 

molt 

molt 
wear 

wear 

wear 

wear, molt 

wear, molt 

wear, molt 

molt, wear 

hormonal 

hormonal 

hormonal, 

shedding 
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Colors of soft parts during seasonal changes in appearance of adult California Brown Pelican. 
Taken from Anderson and England (1987) and D. W. Anderson (unpublished field notes). 
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Appendix A-2: continued 
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APPENDIX A. California Brown Pelican Plumage Characteristics 

Appendix A-3: Five Age Classes of California Brown Pelicans 

Five age classes of the California Brown Pelican can be distinguished by external characteristics. The following 
table describes yearly molt patterns and plumage/soft part changes for each age class. Adult (breeding) 
plumage is usually attained in the fourth year. As shown in the figure, age classes are designated by abbrevia
tions which are also used in field notes. 

Molt pattern and plumage changes in the California Brown Pelican. 
Taken from Anderson and England (1987) and D. W. Anderson (unpublished field notes.) 

A-4 Appendix A - California Brown Pelican 

Abbreviations are as follows: 
YY = Young-of-the-year Brown head, white belly; all soft parts on head grey without color; feet 

yellowish; line between dark and light on sides appears hazy. 
DW = Second-year bird Dark head, white belly; feet greyish; yellow bill tip; line between dark and 

light on sides more distinct. 
WW1 = Early-stage third-year bird or late-stage second-year bird; White head, white belly; head has 

appearance of faded adult; this is an intermediate stage plumage that is 
quite variable, and may last longer in males than in females. 

WW2 = Third or fourth-year bird White head, white belly; distinctly adult type head with patch of white 
remaining on belly. 

WD = Full adult White head, completely dark belly, typical adult head. 
(B) = Breeding May begin in third year, particularly with females. 

B = Breeding Usually begins in fourth year. 
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Appendix B-1: Seabird Nest Contents 
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Appendix B-2: Western Gull Nest Data - Santa Barbara Island 

Observer 

I. 

i i . 

i l l . 

IV. 

V. 

VI 

VII. 

VIII. 

IX. 

X. 

XI. 

XII. 

Census Area 

Landing Cove 

Arch Point 

Shag Rock 

Elephant Seai Cove 

North Cliff 

Webster Point 

A i Cliff 

A1 Area 

West Colony 

Badlands 

Cat Canyon 

SE Sea Lion Rookery 

WESTERN GULL NEST DATA 
SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 
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Appendix B-3: Western Gull Chick Growth and Food Data 
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Appendix B-4: Cassin's Auklet Nest Box Survey 

CASSIN'S AUKLET 
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Appendix B-5: Snowy Plover Field Data - San Miguel Island 

SNOWY PLOVER SURVEY - FIELD DATA SHEET 
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APPENDIX C. Xantus Murrelet Burrow Locations 

Appendix C-1 ° Burrow Locations - Tent Slopes, Santa Barbara Island 
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APPENDIX D. 

Appendix D: Data Analysis and Reporting Guidelines 

Analysis and reporting of seabird monitoring data collected 

each year takes the form of siri annual report to the Park. The 

kinds and duality of data collection varies each year, depending 

on tne extent of seabird breeding efforts, and on manpower, 

budget, and logistical limitations. For example, large 

protracted nesting efforts by pelicans on both Anacapa and Santa 

Barbara islands, together with cutbacks in seasonal specialist 

hiring could preclude the attainment of complete data sets from, 

say, the gull grids. Conversely, minimal pelican nesting 

activities might allow extra visits to the auklet study complexes 

on Prince Island. Thus data analysis as reflected in annual 

reports is influenced by both the whims of nature and by 

managerial decisions. 

The annual report should be written from the standardized 

outline shown in Table D1. The contents of each major heading is 

briefly described below. 

ABSTRACT. The abstract is a brief, concise synopsis of the 

salient contents of the report, including pertinent 

recommendations. It should be less than one page. 

INTRODUCTION. The introduction provides background information 

on the seabird monitoring program and its goal and function 

within the Channel Islands National Park. 

METHODS. This section refers the reader to the seabird 

monitoring handbook and to the Species Accounts for descriptions 

of methodology. 

D-1 Appendix D - Data Management Guidelines 



Table Dl. Outline for annual report of seabird monitoring to CINP. 

Title Page 

I. Abstract 

II. Introduction 

III. Methods 

IV. Results and Discussion 

A. Species Accounts 

1. California Brown Pelican 

a. Anacapa Island 
b. Santa Barbara Island 

2. Double—crested Cormorant 
a. Anacapa Island 
b. Santa Barbara Island 
c. Prince Island 

3. Pelagic Cormorant 
a. Anacapa Island 

A. Western Gull 
a. Anacapa Island 
b. Santa Barbara Island 
c. Prince Island 
d. Gull Island 

5. Xantus' Murrelet 
a. Santa Barbara Island 

6. Casein's Auklet 
a. Prince Island 

7. Snowy Plover 

a* San Miguel Island 

B. General Discussion 

V. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Acknowledgement s 
Literature Cited 
Fi gures 
Tables 
Append ices 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. This combined section includes a series 

of detailed Species Accounts in which the year's seabird 

reproductive data are summarized by species and island, and a 

more broadly synoptic General Discussion section. Each Species 

Account presents brief methodology and sampling effort summaries 

and also discusses the data obtained for that species. The 

General Discussion integrates inter-specific and inter-island 

topics such as food availability, pollutants, and oceanography 

with the reported data, as well as making comparisons with prior 

years, other species or other ecosystems. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. This section draws conclusions 

about inter-annual fluctuations and long-term trends and makes 

recommendations for management plans or for more detailed 

investigations of perceived problems. It also recommends changes 

in the monitoring program or its protocols. 
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Since the annual reports Are primarily archival documents, 

data analysis is usually minimal and consists mainly of sirnDle 

data reduction processes and descriptive statistics. Following 

is a summary of expected analyses for each species: 

BROWN PELICON 

Nesting effort and productivity summaries: 

ft. Number of: 1) nest attempts 
£) young fledged 
3) successful nests 

(=nest attempts minus abandoned nests) 
4) dead chicks (mortality) 

B. (from ft above) Calculate: 

1) Productivity 
(=young fledged per nest attempt) 

£) "/- successful nests 

(=successful nests per nest attempts) 

3) Young fledged per successful nest 

4) "/. chick mortality 

DOUBLE-CRESTED CORMORftNT 

Nesting effort and productivity summaries: 

ft. Number of: 1) Nest attempts 

2) Young fledged 

(from max i mum samo1e ch ick count) 

3) Successful nests 
(-Nest attempts minus aPandoned nests) 

B. (from ft above) calculate: 

1) % successful nests 

3) Productivity 
(=younn fledged per nest attempt) 

Appendix D - Data Management Guidelines D-4 



PELAGIC CORMORftNT 

Nesting effort and productivity summaries: 

A. Number of: 1) Nest attempts 

£) Young fledged 
(from maximum sample chick counts) 

3) Successful nests 
(=Nest attempts minus abandoned nests) 

B„ (from ft above) calculate: 

1) "/. successful nests 

S) Productivity 
(•young fledged per nest attempt) 

WESTERN GULL 

Nesting effort and productivity summaries: 

A, Number of: 1) Nesting pairs (SBI, GI) 
£) Sample nest attempts—grids (SBI, AI, PI) 
3) Sample eggs laid-grids (SBI, AI, PI) 
4) Sample eggs hatched-grids (SBI, ftl, PI) 
5) Sample chicks fledge—grids (SBI,ftl,PI) 

B„ (from ft above) calculate (SBI and AI grids only): 

1) Mean clutch size 
£) Hatch success 

(=eggs hatched per eggs laid) 
3) Fledging success 

(=chicks fledged per eggs hatched) 
4) Reproductive success 

(=chicks fledged per eggs laid) 
5) Product ivity 

(=chicks fledged per nest attempt) 
6) % successful nests 

Chick growth calculations: 

ft- From sample grids on SBI and ftl, calculate growth 
rates (grams per day) for chicks with initial 
weights of ylOOg and at least three weights to 
>_ 600g. 
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XANTUS' MURRELET 

Nesting effort and productivity summaries: 

A. From SBI sample nest areas (Cat Canyon and Tent Slopes): 

1) Sample nest attempts 

(=nests with eggs laid plus renesting) 
2) Sample nest sites checked 
3) Number of successful nests 

(=nests with hatched eggs) 

Be (from A above) calculate: 
1) Nest occupancy rates 

(=nest attempts per nest sites checked) 
2) 'A successful nests 

(=successful nests per nest attempts) 

CASS IN'S AUKLET 

Nesting effort and productivity summaries: 

A. From PI sample nest boxes: 

1) Sample nest attempts 
(=number of nest boxes with eggs laid 

plus renesting) 
2) Number of sample nest boxes checked 

(=50) 
3) Sample number of successful nests 

(=number of nests with fledged chicks) 
4) Sample number of eggs laid 
5) Sample number of eggs hatched 
£•) Sample number of chicks fledged 

(=chicks >_100g) 
7) Sample mortality 

a) broken + addled eggs 
b) dead chicks 

B. (from A above) calculate: 

1) sample •/. nest occupancy 
2) sample "/• successful nests 

(nests w/fledged chicks per nests checked) 
3) sample hatch rate 

(eggs hatched per eggs laid) 
4) sample fledge rate 

(=chicks fledged per eons hatched) 
5) sample reproductive success 

(=fledqed chicks per eggs laid) 
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6) sample mortality rates 
a) egg sample mortality rate 

<=broken/addled eggs per eggs laid) 
b) chick sample mortality rate 

(=dead chicks per eggs hatched) 
c) total sample mortality rate 

(=egg+chick mortality per eggs laid) 

Sample chick growth calculations: 

H. Calculate sample chick growth from chick weights as 
available. 

SNOWY PLOVER 

Nesting effort summaries: 

1) Total numbers of adult birds in 
survey areas 

£) Total numbers of females in 
survey areas 

3) Total number of paired adults 
in survey areas 

4) Total number of nests found in 
survey areas. 

The data summarised for the parameters listed above should 

provide sufficient information to detect gross inter—annual 

changes in nesting populations of these species in the Channel 

Islands. Over time a sufficient body of data will hopefully be 

accumulated for more rigorous non—parametric statistical analyses 

of less obvious trends (see Data Management, above). 
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INTRODUCTION • Good access from the island or a protected safe 
landing nearby rf boat access is necessary 

Long-term monitoring of the rocky intertidal com
munity is accomplished at Channel Islands National 
Park by biannual sampling of permanent photo-
quadrats and black abalone plots. The first rocky in
tertidal monitoring sites were established on 
Anacapa Island in 1982 by a consultant to the Na
tional Park Service, VTN Oregon, Inc. In 1985, the 
monitoring program was expanded with the addition 
of permanent sites on San Miguel and Santa Bar
bara islands. The purchase of Santa Rosa Island in 
December of 1986 added a rich and varied intertidal 
resource to the program. New sites have been 
added each year bringing the total number of sites 
monitored in 1988 to 15. Because of the addition of 
new sites and improved sampling equipment, field 
techniques, and data management capabilities, this 
handbook has been completely rewritten since 1984 
when VTN Oregon, Inc. developed the original ver
sion. 

The monitoring program is expected to expand fur
ther with the addition of owl limpet and sea star 
monitoring, the development of a comprehensive 
species list, and additional black abalone studies. 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

To monitor seasonal and annual changes in popula
tions of rocky intertidal organisms, 15 monitoring 
sites representing the range of biogeographical and 
ecological conditions found in the park have been 
established on Anacapa, Santa Barbara, San Miguel, 
and Santa Rosa islands. Site selections were made 
based upon the following criteria: 

• Representative of different aspects of geology, 
currents, and wave action 

• Representative of various levels of visitor use 
and popularity 

• Protected from large waves at low tide 

• Relatively level for ease in monitoring the site 

• Representative of intertidal resources for that 
particular island 

• Representative coverage of the five tidal zones 
to be monitored 

• Close proximity to kelp forest monitoring sites 

Sites were also chosen to coincide with sites used in 
the Southern California Bight baseline studies con
ducted by the Bureau of Land Management in the 
1970's. 

The organisms selected for monitoring represent five 
tidal zones common throughout the park. These five 
zones are generally the dominate high and mid-inter-
tidal zones on the islands, although all zones may 
not be present at each site. The acorn barnacle, 
Chthamalus fissus/dalli, generally dominates the 
highest zone, where it is commonly found with other 
barnacles, such as Balanus glandula and Tetraclita 
rubescens. A low turf-like red alga Endocladia 
muricata represents the next lowest zone. The rock-
weed zone is represented by brown algae, primarily 
Pelvetia fastigata and Hesperophycus harveyanus. 
At Santa Barbara Island, the red algae Gigartina 
canaliculata and Gelidium sp. are monitored in a 
zone below the rockweeds. The lowest zone 
monitored is represented by the California mussel, 
Mytilus californianus. Black abalone, Haliotis 
cracherodii, which support the largest portion of 
California's abalone fishery, are monitored to 
evaluate both fishery harvest and environmental 
conditions. In addition to these index organisms, 
the abundance of tar (a common occurrence in the 
Santa Barbara Channel) and bare substratum are 
monitored at all sites. 
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MONITORING PROTOCOL 

SAMPLING METHODS 

Several methods are used to monitor rocky intertidal 
areas. A random point contact method using 
photographs (slides) taken of permanent photo-
quadrats is used to determine percent cover of the 
dominant organisms in five intertidal zones 
(described under Photoquadrat Sites). Another 
method measures movement and abundance of 
black abalone in permanently established plots 
(described under Black Abalone Plots). Counts of 
owl limpets and sea stars have also been initiated 
(described under Owl Limpet Plots and Sea Star 
Monitoring). 

This section first provides general information that 
applies to all sampling methods, then describes 
specific sampling methods and their requirements. 
Monitoring sites (including how to get to sites and 
what to monitor) are discussed in the general sam
pling information section under island site locations. 

and Game biologists have assisted at black abalone 
tagging sites on San Miguel and Santa Rosa islands 
which are checked once each year. These 
biologists can be called upon to assist with monitor
ing of these tagging sites and potentially sampling of 
nearby monitoring plots. 

Logistics 

Transportation. Low tides do not provide much 
flexibility in scheduling. Therefore, plan trips well in 
advance and make arrangements for appropriate 
transportation at the scheduling meeting each 
month. 

Food. The general procedure on overnight trips to 
the islands is to buy food for the entire crew, using a 
purchase order in lieu of per diem. A food order is 
made from a menu and sent to Kathy or Lee at Ven 
Oak Market in Oak View, 649-1241. They will accept 
purchase orders and deliver food when needed. As 
an alternative, participants can all contribute for the 
food purchase and be reimbursed through per diem 
or the volunteer account (see the Volunteer Coor
dinator.) A travel authorization is needed if using per 
diem. 

General Sampling Information Island Site Locations 

Scheduling 

Scheduling for both the establishment of quadrats 
and monitoring activities is done in January (or as 
soon as a tide table can be obtained). Check the 
tide tables for appropriate tides. Low tides of zero or 
lower are essential for enough working time. Low 
tides that fall mid-day are the best. Allow enough 
daylight to work two hours before and after low tide. 
Plan on sampling one site per day; however, it is 
possible to sample two sites per day if they have 
only one set of black abalone plots. 

Personnel 

A network of volunteers has been established which 
assists in data collection for both the kelp forest and 
intertidal monitoring programs. Island staff can also 
be used when they are available, but it is best not to 
count on their availability because of other duties. 
Once the schedule has been established, arrange 
for volunteers. Teams of four or more (in multiples 
of two) provide the most flexibility. California Fish 

The 15 monitoring sites and a summary of what to 
do at the sites on each island is described below. 
Figure 1 indicates the general locations of the sites. 
More specific maps locating the sites as well as 
detailed drawings of the photoquadrats and plots 
are found in Appendix A. 

San Miguel Island 

The four sites on San Miguel Island are best serviced 
by land, although on very calm days Harris Point 
and Cuyler Harbor can be reached by boat. Crook 
Point can also be reached by boat if there is no 
south swell; however, there are usually elephant 
seals on the beach that may be disturbed by a land
ing craft. Reserve bunk space in advance as limited 
overnight space is available. For this reason, it is 
also best to keep the monitoring crew small. For 
lodging arrangements, Harris Point, Crook Point, 
and Cuyler Harbor are closest to the ranger station. 
Otter Harbor is closest to the Point Bennett research 
station but can also be monitored by personnel stay
ing at the ranger station. Allow approximately two 
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hours to hike to Otter Harbor from the ranger sta
tion. Crook Point is approximately one to one and 
one half hours hiking time from the ranger station 
and involves a fairly steep hike. Be aware that Crook 
Point is the most exposed site when seas are rough. 
Plan on one day per site plus two days travel to 
complete San Miguel Island monitoring. 

Depending on condition of crew and weather, it is 
possible to complete photoquadrats at Cuyler Har
bor and Harris Point using two people to 
photograph while the other two people count 
abalone at Harris Point. It is best to start at Harris 
Point as sampling Cuyler Harbor on a travel day is 
possible if flights can be scheduled to allow working 
time that also coincides with favorable tides. Ad
verse weather conditions can prevent completing 
some stations in one day. 

Santa Rosa Island 

There are currently five sites on Santa Rosa Island. 
Check with the island rangers about housing at 
Johnson's Lee or Arlington Camp and available 
transportation. Johnson's Lee is more convenient 
when working sites on the south side of the island. 
Vehicles are needed to traverse the island so check 
on current policies about off road driving and road 
conditions which may add time to get to the site. 
Travel times are slow and two hours or more may be 
required to drive to a site. Talcott and Fossil Reef 
sites will require the longest and most arduous 
hiking. Because of a steep bluff, the Talcott site is 
accessed via a point of land, approximately 1/4 mile 
east of the monitoring sites. Fossil Reef requires 
hiking down the south slope of the island from an 
accessible bluff. Five days plus travel are required 
to complete the Santa Rosa Island monitoring. 

Anacapa Island 

Five different areas are sampled on Anacapa Island. 
On West Island, photoquadrats at South Frenchy's 
Cove can be reached at the gap at the east end. 
Landing is best on the north side on the sand beach. 
This is where Island Packers Company lands. The 
photoquadrats and abalone plots at Cat Rock can 
be reached by hiking from Frenchy's Cove, (a fairly 
long walk with equipment), or by raft landing on the 

sand and cobble beach just west of the monitoring 
site (between Cat Rock and the monitoring site). 

Middle Island has three sites that must be reached 
by small boat. The first photoquadrat site at Middle 
Anacapa Island West, (formerly MAI Test) is at the 
landing where the National Park Service sign is lo
cated. The second photoquadrat site at Middle 
Anacapa Island East, (formerly MAI Control) is just 
to the east of the first site but is inaccessible from 
the island because of a deep surge channel. An 
abalone plot site at Harbor Seal Arch is further east 
and has an easy landing next to the arch onto a 
sandy-cobble beach between rocky reefs. Beware 
of occasional waves washing onto this beach. 

Because of the proximity of sites, the suggested pro
cedure is to use half the team to shoot both photo
quadrat sites on Middle Island one day while the 
other half counts abalone at Harbor Seal Arch, then 
work West Island the next day with the same proce
dure. 

Three, one day trips to Anacapa Island are usually 
required to complete the monitoring. Because 
Anacapa can be monitored on day trips, it offers a 
good opportunity for using volunteers from the staff 
or others who cannot afford much time away. 

Santa Barbara Island 

Both sites are easily reached by land or by boat. 
The monitoring can be accomplished by flying to the 
island and hiking to each site. Or, if lodging on the 
island is a problem, the work party can utilize one of 
the NPS boats as transportation to the island and 
then as a bunkhouse once there. If using a raft, both 
sites can be photographed in one day, but landing a 
raft can be dangerous because of the steep reef and 
occasional large swells. Walking to the sea lion 
rookery site is not difficult. It is best to follow the trail 
to the lookout above the sea lion rookery before 
going down the hill to the intertidal site. The landing 
cove site is divided, with half the photoquadrats on 
each side of the dock. 

Two work days plus two days travel should be 
scheduled whether by helicopter or boat. 
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Table 1. Summary of Monitoring Activities at Each Rocky Intertidal Monitoring Site. 

What to do at each Rocky Intertidal Monitoring Site 

At all sites- make a species list; repair epoxy and bolts; record weather and general observations 
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Island Site Photo- Abalone Lottia Photo Other 
quadrat Plot Plot Point 

San Miguel Crook Point 20 5 3 observe sea birds, elephant seals 
Cuyler Harbor 20 observe abalone, Phragmatopoma 
Harris Point 20 5 observe tar. tagged abalone 
Otter Harbor 20 5 2 count harbor seals, observe 

elephant seals, tagged abalone 
Santa Rosa East Point 20 1 transect 3 observe seabirds, harbor seals 

Ford Point 15 5 5 observe Phragmatopoma 
Fossil Reef 20 abalone and area photos, observe 

harbor seals, abalone 
Johnson's Lee 15 5 5 observe tidepool, Phragmatopoma 
Northwest Taicott 20 5 3 observe shorebirds, harbor seals 

West Anacapa Cat Rock 36 5 monitor shells on beach 
Frenchy's Cove 20 observe trampling, visitor impact 

Mid. Anacapa East and West 12(E)20(W) observe harbor seals, 
Harbor Seal Arch 5 Phragmatopoma 

Santa Barbara Landing Cove 20 observe sea lions, urchins, seastars, 
algae, damaged areas, recovery 

Sea Lion Rookery 20 5 observe sea birds, sea lions 



Data Sheets 

The following data sheets are used to record infor
mation. Blank data sheets can be copied from the 
forms in this handbook (Appendix B). 

Data Sheet # Title 

1 Study Site Map 
2A Abalone Plot Location Data 
2B Photoquadrat Location Data 
3 Photoquadrat Description Log 
4A Photodata Log (# 1 -#20) 
4B Photodata Log (#21 -#40) 
5 Black Abalone Density 
6 Field Log 
7 Photoquadrat Data 
8 Black Abalone Size and Condition 

Sheets 4A and 4B can be copied onto each side of 
one sheet of paper. Sheet 5 should be copied onto 
both sides of the paper. 

area, a space approximately 5 cm x 5 cm is cleared 
using wire brushes, chisels, hammers, or scrapers. 
Helor Hi-Water Epoxy is made according to 
manufacturer's directions. A small dollop is placed 
at each corner, pressed onto the rock, and 
smoothed to form an epoxy comer approximately 2-
3 cm square. A pre-numbered brass tag is pressed 
into the upper left comer of the quadrat (when 
viewed from the seaward side) and smooth, hard 
plastic disks approximately 15 mm in diameter are 
pressed into the other three corners. (After a period 
of two or three years it is often very difficult to dif
ferentiate epoxy from natural surroundings while the 
hard plastic disks maintain their identity.) These 
epoxy corners should be installed on the outgoing 

In mussel quadrats it is desirable to place as many 
corners as possible on raised ridges to prevent them 
from being overgrown. A bronze bolt in the upper or 
lower right corner (when viewed from the seaward 
side) is helpful in relocating quadrats in mussel or 
other plots prone to overgrowth. 

Personal Gear Needed 

Boots 
Day pack 
Foul-weather gear 
Wetsuit 
Booties/ tennis shoes 
Sunglasses 
Hat or visor 
Watch cap 
First aid kit 
Food and drink 
Flashlight 

Notebook 
Field guides 
Cloth gardening gloves 
Swim trunks 
Old towels 
Knee pads 
Camera 
Binoculars 
Waterproof protective bag 

(for camera and 
binoculars) 

NOTE: Careful descriptions, maps, and photographs 
should be taken to help relocate quadrats during 
subsequent surveys. Distances and compass bear
ings between quadrats will help relocate quadrats 
should all four corners be missing. Record informa
tion on quadrat locations on Data Sheet #2. 

Equipment and Materials 

Before each sampling period begins, check the 
status of equipment and materials. Replace epoxy, 
bronze bolts, film, and batteries as needed. Also 
check that the drill, camera, and strobes are in good 
working order, and that the drill batteries are 
charged. 

Photoquadrat Sites For Site Establishment and Repairs 

Establishing Intertidal Photoquadrats 

Each area chosen for monitoring must have a high 
percentage of coverage of the target species and 
needs to be relatively flat but not necessarily 
horizontal. Photoquadrats are originally laid out in 
the intertidal area using a flat, rectangular rebar 
frame the size of the base of the quadrapod (50 cm 
x 75 cm) as a guide. At each corner of the chosen 

LOCATION 
2 5-gallon plastic buckets/ lids Closet 
2 Paint scrapers Bucket 
2 Wire brushes Bucket 
2 Rock hammers Bucket 
1 Chisel Bucket 

Two-part epoxy, 1 set for each site Closet 
1 Mixing bowl Bucket 
1 Mixing knife Bucket 

Pre-numbered brass tags Closet 
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1-5 Rebar quadrat frames 
(used as guides) Closet 

Plastic disks for quadrat corners 
3/quadrat Bucket 

Data Sheets, #1 , #2, #3 Handbook 

For Monitoring Photoquadrats 

LOCATION 
1 Pelican case Closet 
1 Nikonos V camera Pelican Case 
1 28-mm land lens (LW28) Pelican Case 
2 Nikon SB 15 strobes Pelican Case 
2 Nikon SC 15 power cords-strobes Pelican Case 
1 Adapter for E-0 plug Pelican Case 
1 3-way connector from E-0 plug 

to power cords Pelican Case 
2 Strobe holders which screw 

into quadrapod Pelican Case 
1 Quadrapod frame & camera mount Closet 
2 Clipboards with rubber bands Workroom 
4 Pencils Workroom 
4 AA batteries for each strobe + extras Cabinet 
1 Roll/site, 36 exposure, Ektachrome 

100 Slide Film Cabinet 
1 Each/site, data sheets 4A, 4B, 

and 6 (Field Log) Workroom 
Area maps and quadrat location 

information Workroom 
1 Compass Cabinet 
1 Tape measure Closet 

Plastic bags 
2 Waterproof bags for gear 

and papers Closet 
Collecting vials, formalin, labels Bucket 

1 Thermometer 
Towel Optional 

Monitoring Photoquadrats 

Percent cover of the dominant organisms is deter
mined in five intertidal zones using the random point 
contact method on slides taken of permanent photo
quadrats in each zone. Generally five replicate 
photoquadrats are established in each zone; four 
zones are usually represented at a site, so twenty 
quadrats are photographed. The quadrats are 
photographed with 35-mm slide film twice a year 
during daylight low tides, fall and spring. Quadrat 
images are later projected nearly life-size onto a 100 
point grid, and the number of points overlain by 
each of the monitored taxa is recorded to estimate 
abundance as percentage of area covered. 

Personnel Required 

Two people are necessary to shoot the photo
quadrats; one to do the actual camera work and one 
to record data. A third person can work ahead find
ing the next quadrat and cleaning the corners. A 
fourth person can clean and repair photoquadrat 
corners. 

Photographing Quadrats 

Quadrat corners are located (using Data Sheet #2, 
quadrat location data in Appendix C), cleaned of 
growth, and repaired. Cleaning all corners with a 
wire brush or paint scraper is important during every 
sampling period as one year's growth can complete
ly obscure the epoxy, making it impossible to find. 

Pictures are taken using the quadrapod which 
places the camera and strobes directly over each 
quadrat (see Figure 2 for details for constructing a 
quadrapod). The corner with the numbered tag is 
generally placed in the upper left corner of the quad
rapod frame and the remaining three epoxy/disk 
corners are lined up with the corners of the frame. 
There are three groups of numbers on the base of 
the quadrapod which are used as numbering 
reference guides (these will appear in the top of the 
photo). To change the counter number, slide the in
dicator rings to where they rest just to the left of the 
desired number digit, i.e. #s 4 7 3 in quadrapod 
drawing, Figure 2. 

Using Ektachrome 100 slide film, the camera set
tings should be: 

Shutter speed 1/60 
f-stop f-16 
Focus .9 m (just below the 1 m 

setting) 

Strobe settings should be: 
A1 and TTL 

The LW 28-mm lens is water resistant, but will not 
stand submergence. The strobes are not water 
resistant and should be protected. Plastic bags over 
the strobes will protect them from spray; however, 
when plastic bags are over the strobes this will 
modify the light source and require all pictures to be 
"bracketed", i.e., three pictures are taken, one at f-8, 
one at f-11, and one at f-16. 
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Figure 2. Quadrapod Construction Details 
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Notes are kept on picture order, settings used, 
problems, and organisms present on the photo-
quadrat. Use Data Sheets #4A and #4B for this pur
pose. Extra film at the end of the roll can be used to 
shoot area photos and abalone plots. At some sites, 
photo points have been set up to document the in-
tertidal area or feature from the same vantage point 
each monitoring season. Consult the area maps for 
directions. Use the daily field log (Data Sheet #6) to 
record weather information and pertinent data such 
as personnel, species lists, general description of 
site, work done, and repairs needed. Any pertinent 
observations are worth noting as they may prove im
portant at a later date. Photoquadrat Logs, Abalone 
Plot Logs, and Daily Field Logs are stored in the ap
propriate island binder for use in labeling slides. 

Photoquadrat Lab Procedure 

Process film and label slides as soon as possible. 
Taking good notes during photography sessions will 
now help in properly labeling slides. Labeling 
should include station, quadrat number, and sam
pling date. 

Slides are scored by projecting onto a 100 point 40 
cm x 50 cm grid. Percent cover of the different taxa 
are determined by a random point contact method. 
By determining the cover at 100 random points an 
estimate of percent cover is derived. This size al
lows projection to nearly life size with room on the 
margins to allow some projection latitude. The use 
of a tally meter facilitates the counting of species 
under each point. 

In addition to the five zone taxa catagories of other 
objects such as miscellaneous algae, miscellaneous 
animals, bare rock, tar, unidentifiable points, or the 
name of an abundant species are recorded. When 
layering is apparent as with barnacles or algae on 
mussels, but where mussels are the primary con
cern, the surrounding layers should be noted as a 
different category. This will preserve the accuracy of 
the primary data (100 points) and provide additional 
general information concerning the quadrat for fu
ture reference. 

Time required to score one station of 20 slides is 
usually less than two hours. 

Photo Interpretation Equipment 

LOCATION 
1 Slide projector with stack loader Interp. Room 
1 100 point grid on white paper Workroom 
1 Intertidai photoquadrat Data Sheet 

#7 for each site Workroom 
1 Tally meter Workroom 
1 Darkened room for projection Training 

Room 

Black Abalone Plots 

Establishing Plots 

Fixed, permanently established plots approximately 
one to two square meters each are used for monitor
ing the size, movement, and abundance of black 
abalone. 

Five such black abalone plots have been randomly 
selected at nine of the fifteen monitoring sites. 
These plots were chosen using the following 
guidelines: 

• Each plot contained 30 to 100 black abalone 

• Black abalone present are countable and 
measurable, i.e., no deep crevices 

• Plot is high enough in the intertidai zone to allow 
sufficient time to work 

Silicon bronze, hex head, 3/8 in. x 3 in. bolts are 
fused permanently in place with epoxy at corners 
such that a string around them will define the plot, 
and choosing high corner points for these bolts will 
make them easier to find in the future. Use a rechar
geable hammer drill with a masonry bit to create a 
hole deep enough to bury at least one inch of the 
three inch bolt. Epoxy is pushed into the hole with 
the bolt and mounded up around the bolt and a pre-
numbered brass tag is sealed in epoxy next to the 
upper left bolt (when viewed from the seaward side). 
The rechargeable hammer drill will make two to six 
holes per battery, depending on the rock. 
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NOTE: Careful descriptions, maps, and photographs 
should be taken to relocate plots during subsequent 
surveys. Distances and compass bearings between 
plots will help relocate plots should all four corners 
be missing. Distances and angles between bolts will 
help in determining plot area and reestablishing 
corners. 

Equipment and Materials 

For Plot Establishment and Repair 

measure abalone or even identify an abalone from a 
limpet! 

The time requirements discussed in reference to the 
individual island sites are based upon a minimum 
crew of four people where abalone measurements 
and photoquadrats are performed simultaneously. 

Physical ability is important because of the amount 
of hiking and difficulty of the terrain, particularly on 
San Miguel Island. 

LOCATION 
1 5-gallon plastic bucket with lid Closet 

Two-part epoxy Closet 
1 Mixing bowl Bucket 
1 Mixing knife Bucket 
2 Paint scrapers Bucket 
2 Wire brushes Bucket 
1 Power drill w/extra batteries 

& drill bits Closet 
Silicon bronze, hex head 

3/8" x 3" bolts, 4/plot Closet 
Brass pre-numbered tags Closet 

2 Star drills Bucket 
1 Hammer Bucket 

Tubing to blow drill dust from holes Bucket 

For Monitoring 

1 5-gallon plastic bucket with lid Closet 
2 10-m lengths nylon or 

polypropylene line Bucket 
2 Caliper gauges Bucket 
1 Tape measure Closet 
2 Waterproof lumber crayon Bucket 
2 Clipboards and pencils Workroom 

Data sheets #5 and #6 for each site Workroom 
Maps and quadrat location data Workroom 
Pre-numbered brass tags Closet 
Stainless steel wire Closet 

Monitoring Black Abalone Plots 

Personnel Required 

Volunteers can be utilized to help with data record
ing and also help with measuring if shown the 
proper methods. Two people are essential; one to 
measure abalone and the other to record data. Do 
not assume that everyone knows the proper way to 

Plot Monitoring Methods 

The number and sizes of black abalone are 
monitored twice a year when the photoquadrats are 
photographed. Black abalone have been tagged at 
sites on Anacapa, San Miguel, and Santa Rosa is
lands in cooperative studies with California Fish and 
Game. Tag numbers of these tagged abalone in the 
plots should be noted. 

Monitoring plots are defined by string or nylon line 
around the four corner bolts. Using a caliper gauge, 
all black abalone inside or under the string are 
measured across the longest part of the shell. (The 
abalone are measured without removal from the 
rocks.) The sizes are noted by the recorder on Data 
Sheet #5. After measuring, the shell is marked with 
a waterproof crayon to avoid duplicating measure
ments. Because of irregularities in the rock, some 
abalone cannot be measured and are noted as such 
or a best estimate is given and noted on the data 
sheets with an approximate sign. 

At sites with previously tagged abalone (Anacapa), a 
search is made for these individuals, including out
side the plots, and their length and distance from the 
upper left bolt of the nearest plot is noted. 

At Santa Rosa Island, East Point, a transect running 
between two mussel quadrats is used for abalone 
sampling. The transect runs from the bolt in upper 
right corner of photoquadrat #590, south 18 meters 
to the bolt in upper right corner of photoquadrat 
#593. Abalone within 1.5 meters of each side of the 
transect line are measured and recorded as noted 
above. (Note - The entire length of the transect is 
not used because of the difficulty measuring the 
abalone in the surge channel.) 
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Data collection on abalone condition began in 1987 
because of observations of abalone decline and die-
off. Shell measurements and total weights are taken 
from collected abalone. Empty shell data can be 
useful also. At present four conditions categories 
are used to measure abalone condition. 

• Shell only 

• Dead 

• Healthy 

• Unhealthy 

The health of abalone are determined by their ability 
to attach to rock (unhealthy abalone are easily 
pulled off by hand). Activity and muscle size are 
also considered in the determination of health. 

Owl Limpet Plots 

In 1987 owl limpet (Lottia gigantea) plots were es
tablished at several sites. At Johnson's Lee and 
Ford Point (Santa Rosa Island), bolts and numbered 
brass tags were set into the rock. Monitoring is ac
complished by counting and measuring the owl lim
pets within a 0.5 m circle around the bolt. At Otter 
Harbor (San Miguel Island) owl limpets are counted 
in a abalone plot (#369) and in a 2-m wide transect 
between bolts 367 (upper left comer of abalone plot 
367) and bolt 496 (installed for the transect) ap
proximately 8 m to the west. At Crook Point (San 
Miguel Island) owl limpets are monitored in plots 
391, 392, and 393. Owl limpet data are recorded on 
Data Sheet #5 (abalone density). The abalone data 
computer programs can be modified to accom
modate the owl limpet data, but as of 1988 no data 
management program has been developed. 

Fouling of the shell is observed and recorded using 
the following four subjective categories. 

• Clean - no growth on the shell 

• Light - only a small amount of barnacles or algae 
(<5%cover) 

• Moderate - 5 to 30% cover 

• Heavy - 30% of more cover or a large barnacle 
or growth that definitely affects the weight of the 
abalone 

All pertinent abalone information should be recorded 
on Data Sheet #8. 

Sea Star Monitoring 

Sea stars (Pisaster ochraceous and P. giganteus) 
should be counted in each abalone plot at all sites. 
Crook Point (San Miguel Island) is the only site that 
consistently has sea stars in the plots. A transect 20 
m long and 2 m wide running along the outer reef 
near abalone plot 515 at Johnson's Lee on Santa 
Rosa Island is used to count sea stars, but a per
manent transect has not been established. Any sun 
stars {Pycnopodia heliathoides) should be noted at 
sites. General observations on sea stars are also 
helpful. Sea star counts are recorded on Data Sheet 
#5 (abalone density). 
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Field # & Name Width 
1 Station 
2 Year 
3 Month 
4 Quadrat 
5 Bare Rock 
6 Acorn Barnacle 
7 Turf Weed 
8 Rock Weed 
9 Mussel 
10 Red Algal Turf 
11 Misc. Algae 
12 Misc. Animals 
13 Sand 

2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Comments 
Location code number 
Last two digits of the year 
Month number (1-12) 
Quadrat number 
Percent cover* 
Percent cover* 
Percent cover* 
Percent cover* 
Percent cover* 
Percent cover* 
Percent cover* 
Percent cover* 
Percent cover* 

One dBase III file contains all the intertidal photo-
quadrat data for all years, and is stored on the hard 
disk under C: PHOTO.DBF 

Entering Data and Updating Existing Files 

The programs discussed in this section 
(PHOTO.TRN, PHOTO.RPT, PHOTO.TAB, ABS.RPT, 
and ABSHELLRPT) are included in Appendix D. 

Enter dBase III, once at the dot, type the com
mands: • 

. use c:PHOTO.DBF 
[accesses file] 

. append from c:TIDEBLK.DBF 
[adds 60 blank records to the file] 

. locate for station = 0 
[locates the first record of the 
station (blank files)] 

. replace next 20 station with 
[ enter location code for the 
station you are entering] 

. go [ enter record number of the first 
record for that station given with 
the third command] 

. replace next 20 month with 
[ enter month for data you are 
entering] 

. go [same as fifth command] 

. replace next 20 year with 
[ enter year for data you are 
entering] 

. go [same as fifth command] 

. browse [puts you in the data base file at 
the first record for that station] 

You can now move over to the quadrat column and 
start entering data. Use the photoquadrat score 
sheets for data entry. If a species is not used in 
scoring, enter 999 (Use the replace command). 

Make sure that you close the file when you are done 
editing. To do this enter the following commands 

*as determined from random point contact 
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DATA MANAGEMENT 

Photoquadrat Data 

Introduction 

All programs and data files are on hard disk on the 
resource management Sperry computer. Backups 
of both programs and data files should be on floppy 
diskettes in that area. After data is entered and 
checked for accuracy new backup copies should be 
made. The programs are written to be as user 
friendly as possible, however basic computer 
knowledge is a must as is some general familiarity 
with dBase III and SPSS/PC + programs since 
detailed steps require constant changes with new 
program editions. 

dBase III Plus is used for data management of the 
photoquadrat data. For summarizing the data and 
generating reports, the statistical software package 
SPSS/PC + is used. Once the data is entered into 
dBase III files, the SPSS/PC + translate program is 
used to translate the dBase III data file into an SPSS 
file. SPSS programs are then used to summarize 
the data and create a report. 

dBase III Plus file structure for photoquadrat data: 
(all fields are numeric) 



Because of the experimental quadrats at Cat Rock, 
West Anacapa Island, a separate program has been 
written. WAICR.RPT will print a report for Cat Rock, 
no changes are needed for the printout. 

Press Ctrl End 
[Exits and saves file] 

. Close all 
[Closes all data bases] 

Data Analysis and Report Making with 
SPSS/PC + 

Enter SPSS and the \TIDEPOOL subdirectory. 

Run PHOTO.TRN, by typing INCLUDE PHOTO.TRN 
at the SPSS command, which translates the dBase 
file into an SPSS file labeled PHOTO.SYS. This 
program also calculates the percent cover from the 
total number of points scored, creates visible labels 
and sorts the data by station, then by year, before 
saving to PHOTO.SYS. This program only needs to 
be run after changes are made to the dBase file. All 
records are stored in this file so all reports can be 
printed using PHOTO.SYS. 

To print a report, call up PHOTO.RPT. This program 
uses PHOTO.SYS and creates a report broken into 
zones by year and month with summaries of the 
mean abundance of the replicate quadrats for each 
taxa, the standard deviation and total number of 
points scored. The reports will have titles with the 
station names but changes will have to be made for 
each report. Changes to the program will not be 
saved unless you write the program to a file. 

Changes that must be made for each report are: 

(1) Replace *** with appropriate quadrat numbers at 
each SELECT IF statement in the second half of the 
program. Quadrat numbers are given in the com
ments immediately below the select statement. 

(2) Replace station name and table number in title. 
Table numbers are given in the comments below 
quadrat numbers. 

(3) If reporting Landing Cove, Santa Barbara Island, 
additional changes need to be made to the turfweed 
report. Replace PENDO with PTURF, and replace 
PMISCALT with PMISCAL in VARIABLES statement, 
SUM = MEAN statement, and SUM = STDEV state
ment. Replace TURFWEED ZONE in the title with 
RED-ALGAL TURF ZONE. 

Review the output in the upper window of SPSS 
review. Block and write the table to a temporary file 
to print out. 

Tables can also be created using PHOTO.TAB. This 
program also uses PHOTO.SYS created by translat
ing the dBase file. Call up the file to make the chan
ges listed in the first comments statement. The 
output will be saved to a diskette in the B: drive and 
no further editing should be necessary. As of 
August 1988, this program still has a minor bug or 
two and will not separate experimental treatments at 
WAICR. 

Abalone Data 

The raw intertidal abalone data is all stored and 
processed using SPSS/PC+ . At present all data 
and programs are in the TIDEPOOL directory on the 
hard disk of the resource management Sperry com
puter with backup files on floppy diskettes. All data 
is entered using the REVIEW editor in SPSS. Data 
entry and reporting are straight forward, however the 
operator should be familiar with SPSS first, as it is 
impossible to give all the details in the instructions 
here. 

From the main menu enter SPSS and then the 
tidepool subdirectory. Once in SPSS call the file you 
need in order to enter data or print reports. 

Entering Data 

SPSS file structure for abalone data 

Field Name Columns 

Station 1-2 
Month 4-5 
Year 6-7 
Plot 1 9-11 
Plot 2 13-15 
Plot 3 17-19 
Plot 4 21-23 
Plot 5 25-27 

These changes are temporary and are not saved. 
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See the report program for the station code num
bers. The following are the black abalone data files 
in the TIDEPOOL directory: 

SBIABS.DAT = SBI SEA UON ROOKERY 
SRIABS.DAT = SRI FORD POINT 
SRIJABS.DAT = SRI JOHNSONS LEE 
SRIEPABS.DAT = SRI EAST POINT 
SRINWABS.DAT = SRI TALCOT 
SMIHABS.DAT = SMI HARRIS POINT 
SMICPABS.DAT = SMI CROOK POINT 
SMIOHABS.DAT = SMI OTTER HARBOR 
WAIABS.DAT = WAI CAT ROCK 
MAIABS.DAT = MAI HARBOR SEAL ARCH 

Enter the station number in the first two columns, 
the date in columns 4-8, followed by the data in mil
limeters for each of the five plots. The plots are set 
up in the file with lowest to highest plot number, left 
to right. Since some plots have been renumbered 
because of tag replacement, refer to the original plot 
number for entry sequence (the actual plot number 
is not entered into the data file). The station and 
date can be entered once and copied for efficient 
data entry. After entering station and date, block the 
line (F7) and copy it (F8) for as many new entries as 
you wish to make. Enter one plot at a time, moving 
about with the arrow keys. Save the file, after check
ing the numbers, by writing it to the disk (F9). At this 
point you will still be in the same file and can con
tinue to edit or append data or you can exit SPSS or 
go to another file. If you do not save the file the 
program will ask if is OK to discard when you try to 
leave the file. Save it or you will be reentering the 
data. At this point continue to edit or append the 
same data file, or press F10 to leave SPSS, or press 
F3 to go to another program. 

Report Program 

Calling up \TIDEPOOL\ABS.RPT brings up the file 
defining variables in the data files and creating the 
report. The report gives summary information on to
tals for each plot and for the station as well as the 
percentage breakdown of size classes, mean, maxi
mum, and minimum sizes. Comments in the report 
give the information needed for plot numbers and 
station codes. When printing a final report, a few 
changes need to be made in the program. On the 
first line the data file name should be changed to the 
appropriate name. The plot numbers must also be 
changed. (For Santa Rosa Island, East Point, label 
Quad 1 as Transect, delete the other plots from the 
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variable list in the report command, and make the 
label 8 spaces long-do not forget to move the 
period!). The only other change is the station title. 
Change Table # for output file and title. 

Run the file (F10). Changes should not normally be 
saved. There is an additional section in this program 
which will produce a histogram of size frequencies. 
This histogram can be produced at the same time as 
the other data, or left off and run at a later date. 

The report OUTFILE will be saved to a file on the B 
drive with the name of the table (e.g. Table 20.RSL) 
so be certain to have a diskette in the B drive. Fur
ther editing of the report can be done in a word 
processing program. To examine the report without 
saving it to a diskette, just delete the SAVE OUTFILE 
line, and run the report. 

Weight Measurement Data 

Data on black abalone size and condition are 
entered into a dBase III file called ABSHELLDBF. 
Regression analysis of the data is run from an 
SPSS/PC + program named ABSHELLRPT. 

dBase III Plus file structure for plot data 
(all fields are character fields) 

Field # & Name Width Comments 
1 Station 2 Station code 
2 Condition 1 Condition code1 

3 Weight 3 Weight (g) 
4 Length 3 Length (mm) 
5 Width 3 Width (mm) 
6 Volume 3 Volume (ml) 
7 Fouling 1 Fouling code2 

1 [condition code: 1 = empty shell, 2 = healthy 
animal, 3 = moribund, 4 = dead] 

2 [fouling code: 0 = clean, 1 = light, 2 = moderate, 
3 = heavy] 

Enter dBase III; once at the dot, type the com
mands: 

. use c:ABSHELL.DBF 
[accesses file] 

file:///TIDEPOOL/ABS.RPT


. append from c:SHELBLK.DBF 
[this adds 60 blank records to 
the file] 

. locate for station = 0 
[this locates this first record of 
the station (blank files)] 

. replace next station with 
[enter station location code] 

• g o _ 
[enter record number of the first 
record for that station given with 
the third command] 

. replace next month with 
[enter month of data being 
entered] 

g o _ 
[same as fifth command] 

. replace next year with 
[enter year of data] 

• g o _ 
[same as fifth command] 

. browse 
[to obtain the data base file that 
is the first record for that station] 

Now move over to the weight column and start 
entering data. Use the black abalone size and con
dition sheets for data entry. 

Make certain the file is closed when editing is com
plete. To do this enter the following commands: 

Press Ctrl End [Exits and saves file] 
. Close all [Closes all data bases] 

To run a regression curve with this data, enter SPSS, 
call up ABSHELL.RPT. If new data was entered into 
the dBase file since the last translation, run the entire 
program by blocking and running it. If no changes 
have been made to the dBase file, just run the file 
from GET FILE = 'ABSHELLSYS' statement to the 
end. Adjust SELECT IF statements as necessary. 
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APPENDIX A. Location of Rocky Intertidal Monitoring Sites. 

The following maps indicate the general locations of monitoring sites on each island. The island maps are fol
lowed by a series of specific drawings that indicate locations of photoquadrats and plots within each site. Data 
locating thephotoquadrats and plots (bearings and distances between quadrats) are found in Appendix C. 

Figure A-1. SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Intert idal Monitoring Sites 

Monitoring Locations A- 1 



A-2 Monitoring Locations 



Monitoring Locations A-3 



A-4 Monitoring Locations 



Monitoring Locations A-5 



A-6 Monitoring Locations 



QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacle 
Endocladia 
Mussel 
Rockweed 

137- 150,479 
386 - 390 
381 - 385 
396 - 400 

Abalone Plots 391 - 395 

FigureA-7. SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Crook Point 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 

Established March 1985 

Monitoring Locations A-7 



QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacle 416-420 
Endocladia 411 - 415 
Mussel 401 - 405 
Rockweed 406-410 

FigureA-8. SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Cuyer Harbor 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 
Established April 1985 

A-a Monitoring Locations 



QUADRAT NUMBERS FigureA-9. SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Harris Point 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 

Established April 1985 

Monitoring Locations A-9 

Barnacle 436 - 440 
Endocladia 431 - 435 
Mussel 426 - 430 
Rockweed 421 - 425 
Abalone Plots 441 - 445 



QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacle 370 - 374, 497 
Endocladia 360 - 364 
Mussel 375 - 380 
Rockweed 355 - 359 

Abalone Plots 365 - 369 

Lottia 496 Bolt For 
Transect 

Figure A-10. SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 
Otter Harbor 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 

Established March 1985 

A- 10 Monitoring Locations 



QUADRAT NUMBERS Figure A - 1 1 . 

Barnacle 575 - 579 
Endocladia 580 - 584 
Mussel 590 - 594 

Bolt in upper right corner 
of mussel quadrats 

Rockweed 585 - 589 

SANTA ROSA ISLAND 
East Point 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 
Established December 1986 

Monitoring Locations A- 11 



QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacle 520 - 524 
Endocladia 525 - 529 
Mussel 530 - 534 

Abalone Plots 535 - 539 

Figure A-12. SANTA ROSA ISLAND 

Ford Point 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 
Established December 1985 

A- 12 Monitoring Locations 



QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacle 605 - 609 
Endocladia 610-614 
Mussel 620 - 624 
Rockweed 615-619 

FigureA-13. SANTA ROSA ISLAND 

Fossil Reef 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 

Established March 1988 

Monitoring Locations A- 13 



Figure A-14. SANTA ROSA ISLAND 

Johnson's Lee 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 
Established December 1985 

A- u Monitoring Locations 

QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacles 500 - 504 
Endocladia 505 - 509 
Mussel 510-514 

Abalone Plots 515-519 

Lottia 595 - 599 
One Bolt Only 



QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacle 560 - 564 
Endocladia 555 - 559 
Mytilus 550 - 554 
Rockweed 565 - 569 

Abalone Plots 570 - 574 

FigureA-15. SANTA ROSA ISLAND 
Northwest Talcott 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 

Established November 1986 

Monitoring Locations A- 75 



Abalone Plots 300 - 304 

Figure A - i s . A N A C A P A I S L A N D 

Harbor Seal Arch 
Intertidal Monitoring Site 

Established March 1985 

A- 16 Monitoring Locations 



QUADRAT NUMBERS FigureA-17. MIDDLE ANACAPA ISLAND 

West and East 
Intertidal Monitoring Sites 

Barnacle 243 - 245, 447 - 451 
Endocladia 240 - 242, 457 - 461 
Mussel 476 - 478, 462 - 466 
Rockweed 53, 237, 469, 452 - 456, 

Established 1982 

Monitoring Locations A- 17 



Intertidal Monitoring Site 
Established 1982 

A- 18 Monitoring Locations 

QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacle 31-33,35-39,135 
Endocladia 13, 14, 19 

51 -54,212,467 
Mussel 56,164,203,204, 

468, 470 - 473 
Rockweed 2 -6 ,8 -10 ,55 

Abalone Plots 305 - 309 

Figure A - i s . W E S T A N A C A P A I S L A N D 

Cat Rock 



QUADRAT NUMBERS Figure A-19. WEST ANACAPA ISLAND 

Frenchy's Cove Barnacle 249 - 253 
Endocladia 254 - 258 
Mussel 201 - 202, 264 - 266 
Rockweed 259 - 263 

Monitoring Locations A- 19 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 

Established 1982 



QUADRAT NUMBERS SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 
East and West Landing Cove 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 
Established March 1985 

A- 20 Monitoring Locations 

Figure A - 20. 

Barnacle 315-319 
Mussel 325 - 329 
Red Algal Turf 320 - 322, 324, 474 
Rockweed 310-314 

Bolts in upper 
right corner 



QUADRAT NUMBERS 

Barnacle 345 - 349 
Endocladia 335 - 339 
Mussel 350 - 354 
Rockweed 330 - 334 

Abalone Plots 340 - 344 

FigureA-21. SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

Sea Lion Rookery 

Intertidal Monitoring Site 

Established March 1985 

Monitoring Locations A-21 



SUMMARY OF MONITORING LOCATIONS 

Island 

San Miguel 

Santa Rosa 

West Anacapa 

Mid. Anacapa 

Santa Barbara 

Site Name 

Crook Point 
Cuyler Harbor 
Harris Point 
Otter Harbor 
East Point 
Ford Point 
Fossil Reef 
Johnson's Lee 
Northwest Talcott 
Cat Rock 
Frenchy's Cove 
East 
West 
Harbor Seal Arch 
Landing Cove 
Sea Lion Rookery 

Site Abreviation 

SMICP 
SMICH 
SMIHP 
SMIOH 
SRIEP 
SRIFP 
SRIFR 
SRIJL 
SRINW 
WAICR 
WAIFC 
MAI East 
MAI West 
MAIHSA 
SBILC 
SBISLR 

Quadrat Data' 
Location Code 

7 
15 
6 
8 
9 
2 

16 
3 

10 
4 

12 
13 
14 
5 

11 
1 

Abalone Data1 

Location Code 

7 

6 
8 
9 
2 

3 
10 
4 

5 

1 

1 Codes for computer data analysis (see Appendix D) 

A-22 Monitoring Locations 



APPENDIX B. Datasheets 

ROCKY INTERTIDAL STUDY SITE MAP 

DATA SHEET #1 Date Page #_ 

Island Study Site 

Recorder 

MAP* 

# # 

* Sketch of study site, including quadrat locations and natural landmarks 

Data Sheets 3- 1 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A Date. Page* . 

Island Study Site 

Recorder. 

From 
Plot 
# 

To 
Plot 

# 
Distance 

(meters] 

4 
\ . 

Inner 
Corner 
Angles 

(degrees) 

c-f^1 

toW1 

KJS^ r 

From 
Plot 
# 

& w 

To 
Plot 

# 
Distance 

(meters) 

Inner 
Corner 
Angles 
(degrees) 

B-2 Data Sheets 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date. Page#_ 

Island Study Site 

Recorder. 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

To 
Quadrat 

# 
Distance 
(meters) 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

rSA 
<?5r^: 

W ^ 
V** 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

<t 
*m& W^ p 

To 
Quadrat 

# 
Distance 
(meters) 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

Data Sheets B-3 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL QUADRAT DESCRIPTION LOG 

DATA SHEET #3 Date Page #. 

Island Study Site 

Recorder 

Quadrat 
# Key Species 

< f f 
>s> 

Quadrat Description* 

<\X? .csm» 
n «W ' W^ 
û  

* Relative abundance of major species, field notes, observations, etc. 

B-4 Data Sheets 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTODATA LOG 

DATA SHEET #4A Date Page #. 

Island Film Roll # 

Photographer Recorder 

Photo 
9 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Study 
Site 

Quadrat 
# 

sg 
^ 

Shutter 
F-Stop 

v C ^ 

{# $V* 

Film 
Speed 

C<L 

W V> 

Comments 

• 

Data Sheets B-5 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTODATA LOG 

DATA SHEET #4B Date Page #. 

Island Film Roll # 

Photographer Recorder 

Photo 
# 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Study 
Site 

Quadrat 

<:< 
^ 

Shutter 
F-Stop 

-ifiS^S 

# 
bu 

Film 
Speed 

<«&& 

$ * P> 

Comments 

\ 

B-6 Data Sheets 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL BLACK ABALONE DENSITY 

DATA SHEET #5 Date Page#. 

Island Study Site 

Recorder 

Quadrat 
# 

Abalone 
# 

Length 
(mm) 

Quadrat 
# 

<gfi \ i^ 

Abalone 

<\ 

^ 
^ 

Length 
(mm) 

$ 
> 

Quadrat 
# 

Abalone 
ff 

Length 
(mm) 

Data Sheets B-7 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL FIELD LOG 

DATA SHEET #6 Date Time Page #. 

Island 
Weather Description 
Temp ( C) Air _ 
Wind: Speed (kt.) 
Wave Height (ft.) 

Study Site 

Water _ 
Direction 

. Recorder 
Tide Level (ft.) 

Cloud Cover (. %) 
Surge (light, moderate, heavy) 

Field Log (Genera"! account of intertidal work, including observations and sketches): 

« * * * 

B-8 Data Sheets 



DATA SHEET #7 ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT DATA 

Raw Data - Station Date 
Date Scored 

Quadrat Number 
Total Ponits 
Bare Rock 
Acom Barnacle 
Endocladia 
Pelvetia 
Mytilus 
Red Algal Turf 
Misc. Algae 
Misc. Animals 
Tar 
Other 

BARNACLE ZONE 

Quadrat Number 
Total Ponits 
Bare Rock 
Acorn Barnacle 
Endocladia 
Pelvetia 
Mytilus 
Red Algal Turf 
Misc. Algae 
Misc. Animals 
Tar 
Other 

Ef JDOCLADIA 2 

^5 
\ < 

N 

:ONE 

, < 
^ \ \ 

rt vV^sV < \̂v\\v 
? \ *^ yx 

• 

r- \c. 
« 

$)y** 
> " 

Quadrat Number 
Total Ponits 
Bare Rock 
Acom Barnacle 
Endocladia 
Pelvetia 
Mytilus 
Red Algal Turf 
Misc. Algae 
Misc. Animals 
Tar 
Other 

PE ELVETIA ZON E 

Quadrat Number 
Total Ponits 
Bare Rock 
Acorn Barnacle 
Endocladia 
Pelvetia 
Mytilus 
Red Algal Turf 
Misc. Algae 
Misc. Animals 
Tar 
Other 

M-rriLus ZONE 

Dafa Sheets B-9 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL MONITORING 
DATA SHEET #8 BLACK ABALONE SIZE AND CONDITION 

Island Date Page # 

Study Site Recorders 

Volume 
(ml) 

Weight 
(grams) 

Length 
(mm) 

\ 

Width 
(mm) 

p 
nfi^Yv 

?,w^ syb* 

Fouling 
(L.M.H) 

r <^ m& 
^ 
i v 

Comments 

8- 10 Data Sheets 



APPENDIX C. Quadrat and Plot Location Data 

ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date. 

Island San Miguel Island 

4/1/85 Page# L 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

392 A 

393 A 

394 A 

384 M 
384 M 

385 M 

386 E 

386 E 

386 E 

395 A 

400 P 

400 P 

386 E 

399 P 

399 P 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

393 A 

387 E 

387 F. 

387 E 
394 A 

384 M 

385 M 

388 E 

395 A 

388 E 

385 M 

386 E 

399 P 

388 E 

395 A 

Distance 
(meters) 

2.69 

2.87 

5.77 

6.84 
4.34 

2.37 

4.76 

19.40 

11.43 

13.00 

6.45 

5.30 

13.25 

6.44 

9.94 

True 
C o m p a s s 

Heading 
(degrees) 

356 

14 

74 

116 
176 

164 

186 

338 

294 

12 

234 

280 

344 

326 

222 

Study Site 

Recorder. 

Crook Pt . 

C. Vandenberg 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

382 M 

389 E 

389 E 

381 M 

390 E 

389 E 

148 B 

148 B 

148 3 

148 B 

148 B 

148 B 

136 B 

136 B 

147 B 
lower 
eve b o l t 

147 B 

150 B 

147 B 

396 P 

396 P 

396 P 

382 M 

382 M 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

383 M 

382 M 

390 E 

390 F 
upper , 
sy» -jolt 

381 M 
upper 

lower 

137 B 

147 R 

150 B 

149 B 

150 B 

149 B 

149 R 

149 B 

390 E 

396 P 

396 P 

389 E 

397 P 

383 P 

383 P 

397 P 

Distance 
(meters) 

1.4? 

3.16 

3.24 

?.51 

8.88 

3.59 

1.09 

5.10 

5.32 

5.63 

6.30 

7.40 

1.80 

2.70 

3.20 

4.88 

3.94 

3.88 

4.95 

2.37 

5.08 

5.92 

1.42 

. 1.69 

True 
C o m p a s s 

Heading 
(degrees) 

330 

288 

344 

60 

152 

317 

65 

114 

140 

130 

153 

153 

192 

188 

202 

198 

164 

136 

166 

184 

120 

146 

152 

56 
1 
i 

I 
i 

! 

A = Abalone: B = Barnac le : E = Endocladia; M = Mvt i lus : P = Pe lve t i a 

Quadrat and Plot Location Data C- 1 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A Date, 4/1/84 Page€_ 

Island San Miguel Island Study Site Crook Point 

Recorder C. Vandenberg 

From 
Plot 

# 

39/ 
392 

392 

392 
391 
391 

391 

391 

393 
393 

393 

393 

394 

394 
394 

394 

395 
395 

395 
395 

(IT, 

UR 

LL 

UL 
LL 
UL 

UL 

UR 

UL 
LL 

UL 

UR 

UL 

UL 
LL 

UR 

LR 
UR 

UL 
UL 

To 
Plot 
# 

39? 
392 

392 

392 
391 
391 

391 

391 

393 
393 

393 

393 

394 

394 
394 

394 

395 
395 

395 
395 

UR 
LR 

LR 

LL 
LR 
LL 

UR 

LR 

UR 
LR 

LL 

LR 

UR 

LL 
LR 

LR 

LL 
LR 

UR 
LL 

Distance 
(meters) 

1.95 

2.00 

2.04 

2.20 

0.57 

0.97 

1.74 

2.20 

1.67 

1.48 

0.95 

1.28 

1.79 

1.12 

1.87 

1.53 

1.44 

1.10 

2.12 

2.03 

Inner 
Corner 
Angle 
(degrees) 

I IT. 

UR 

LR 

LL 
LR 
LL 

UL 

UR 

UL 
LR 

LL 

UR 

UL 

LL 
LR 

UR 

LR 
UR 

LL 
UL 

107 
69 

120 

73 
97 
97 

122 

32 

74 
70 

133 

90 

100 
94 
84 

82 

82 
125 

110 
43 

From 
Plot 

# 

To 
Plot 

# 

Distance 

(meters) 

True 
Compass 
Heading 
(degrees) 

UL = Upper Left; UR = Upper Right; LL = Lower Left; LR = Lower Right 

C-2 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 
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ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date 4/12/85 Page #_J 

Island San Miguel Island Study Site Cuyler Harbor - East 

Rernrrier J- Engle 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

Kevhole 
Hn1 P * 
415 

415 

420 

414 

413 

419 

419 

410 

410 

409 

405 

405 

408 

408 

408 

418 

418 

412 

411 

411 

411 

404 

403 

417 

417 

407 

P06 

416 • 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

415 

420 

414 

414 

413 

419 

410 

418 

4i8 

408 

408 

408 

404 

404 

412 

418 

412 

417 

411 

404 

P02 

403 

401 

401 

403 

401 

401 

407 

407 

Distance 
(meters) 

13.10 

3.84 

1.90 

2.05 

3.60 

9.31 

3.64 

6.69 

5.79 

4.00 

1.74 

2.75 

3.10 

4.05 

2.29 

3.09 

1.54 

2.68 

3.03 

3.86 

4.52 

3.94 

4.39 

2.33 

7.18 

7.98 

7.25 

4.12 

4.51 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

280 

278 

238 

144 

160 

214 

257 

192 

160 

190 

164 

126 

214 

256 

150 

118 

252 

194 

236 

314 

286 

276 

208 

202 

276 

260 

276 

356 

308 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

416 

416 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

417 

406 

Distance 
(meters) 

6.13 

3.24 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

334 

250 

1 

Quadrat and Plot Location Data C-3 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date 4/14/85 Page#_ 

Island San Miguel Island Study Site Harris Point 

Recorder JLC. 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

426 

426 

426 

436 

436 

437 

437 

421 

421 

423 

431 

422 

438 

438 

438 

424 

424 

435 

439 

427 

427 

428 

428 

440 

440 

440 

432 

432 

432 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

436 

431 

422 

422 

437 

431 

423 

423 

422 

422 

423 

438 

424 

444 

441 

435 

439 

438 

427 

428 

425 

425 

440 

425 

432 

433 

433 

429 

434 

Distance 
(meters] 

2.23 

5.10 

7.01 

4.95 

2.03 

5.06 

3.24 

0.38 

1.04 

0.97 

4.55 

11.66 

13.68 

9.22 

_ L L 2 1 _ 

3.91 

9.39 

5.97 

1.81 

0.96 

2.09 

1.16 

2.78 

2.69 

6.76 

7.51 

1.91 

2.92 

5.27 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

98 

55 

108 

112 

156 

12 

75 

45 

116 

147 

160 

104 

54 

128 

107 

28 

48 

62 

36 

48 

54 

64 

138 

340 

116 

94 

30 

90 

124 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

429 

430 

429 

433 
441 

441 

444 

441 

442 

444 

444 

444 

442 

445 

445 

445 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

434 

4.34 

430 

430 
432 

424 

424 

443 

443 

443 

441 

442 

441 

441 

444 

438 

Distance 
(meters] 

3.19 

2.80 

2.51 

4.57 
23.11 

10.72 

13.75 

4.30 

3.29 

5.62 

4.45 

3.02 

2.04 

17.39 

14.40 

21.44 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

146 

198 

90 

109 
48 

0 

17 

314 

340 

6 

50 

30 

86 

10 

357 

340 

C-4 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 

1^ 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A Date 4/15/85 Page # ? 

Island San Miguel Is land Study Site Harr is Point - Abalone Plots 

Rernrder T - Stebbins 

From 
Plot 

# 

445 UL 

445 UL 

445 LL 

445 LR 

441 UL 

441 UL 

441 LL 

441 UR 

442 UL 

442 UL 

447 UR 

442 LR 

443 UR 

443 UL 

443 LL 

443 LL 

444 UL 

444 UL 

444 LL 

444 UR 

To 
Plot 

# 

445 UR 

445 LL 

445 LR 

445 UR 

441 UR 

441 LL 

441 LR 

441 LR 

442 LL 

442 UR 

447 I.R 

442 LL 

443 LR 

443 UR 

443 LR 

443 UL 

444 UR 

444 LL 

444 LR 

444 LR 

Distance 
(meters) 

4.16 

2.71 

3.82 

4.41 

2.05 

1.36 

1.65 

1.95 

1.95 

1.45 

2.14 

1.88 

1.33 

0.87 

1.89 

2.74 

3.93 

3.42 

1.90 

2.68 

Inner 
Corner 
Angle 

(degrees) 

UL 80 

LL 125 

LR 65 

UR 85 

UL 90 

LL 95 

UR 68 

LR 100 

UL 120 

LL 73 

I.R 95 

UR 70 

UL 95 

UR 98 

LR 132 

LL 50 

UL 55 

LL 127 

UR 90 

LR 93 

From 
Plot 

# 

To 
Plot 

# 
Distance 
(meterŝ  

True 
Compass 
Heading 
(degrees) 

UL = upper l e f t ; UR = upper r i g h t ; LL = lower l e f t ; LR = lower r i g h t 

Quadrat and Plot Location Data C-5 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date 3/30/85 Page# L 

Island San Miguel Is land Study Site Otter Harhnr 

Fternrrter C. Vandenberg 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

365 A 

364 A 

373 B 

373 B 

355 P 

373 B 

356 P 

356 P 

357 P 

357 P 

372 B 

372 B 

364 E 

363 E 

367 A 

368 A 

368 E 

368 A 

371 B 

370 B 

370 B 

358 P 

370 B 

358 P 

361 E 

361 E 

360 E 

359 P 

360 P 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

374 

365 

364 

355 

356 

356 

357 

372 

372 

364 

364 

363 

367 

367 

368 

362 

371 

370 

370 

362 

358 

368 

368 

361 

360 

359 
359 

375 

375 

B 

A 

A 

P 

P 

P 

P 

B 

B 

E 

E 

E 

A 

A 

A 

E 

B 

B 

B 
E 

P 

A 

A 

E 

F, 
D 

P 

M 

M 

Distance 
(meters) 

2.77 

6.75 

9.64 

3.78 

9.92 

12.88 

4.12 

9.55 

8.32 

11.77 

9.32 

12.24 

4.06 

0.96 

5.29 

2.39 

5.65 

8.06 

8.02 

6.40 

13.85 

4.98 

16.33 

7.55 

3.22 

6.00 

3.54 

6.31 

4.30 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

278 

262 

288 

50 

100 

84 

75 

138 

160 

106 

64 

84 

110 

176 

88 

100 

210 

142 

98 

330 

70 

8 

58 

65 

80 

112 

138 

350 

14 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

375 M 
361 E 

369 A 

369 A 

370 B 

379 M 

370 B 

380 M 

371 B 

368 A 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

376 M 

376 M 

376 M 

378 M 

378 M 

378 M 

379 M 

379 M 

380 M 

380 M 

Distance 
(meters) 

1 .50 

5.45 

9.59 

3.40 

14.22 

9.57 

8.19 

9.96 

10.06 
6.02 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

774 

30 

74 

286 

54 

84 

10 

110 

358 
326 

A = Abalone; B = Barnacle; E = Endocladia; M = Mvtilus: P = Pelvetia 

C~6 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A Data 3/30/85 P a g e # 2_ 

Island San Miguel Is land Study Site Otter Harbor 

Rarnrdar C. Vandenberg 

From 

Plot 

# 

365 
365 

365 

365 
367 

367 

367 

367 

366 

366 

366 

366 

368 

368 
368 

368 

369 

369 

369 

369 

.UL 
LL 

LR 

UR 
UL 

UR 

LL 

LL 

UL 

UR 

LL 

UL 

UL 

LL 
LR 

UL 

UL 

LL 

LR 

UL 

To 
Plot 

# 

365 
365 

365 

365 
367 

367 

367 

367 

366 

366 

366 

366 

368 

368 
368 

368 

369 

369 

369 

369 

.UL 
LR 

UR 

UL 
UR 

LR 

LR 

UL 

UR 

LR 

LR 

LL 

LL 

LR 
UR 

UR 

LL 

LR 

UR 

UR 

Distance 

(meters) 

1.15 

2.38 

1.09 

2.25 

3.76 

1.98 

2.85 

1.65 

2.14 

0.90 

2.07 

0.97 

1.50 

1.78 

1.96 

3.68 

2.16 

2.90 

2.35 

3.40 

Inner 
Corner 
Angle 

(degrees) 

UL 96 

LL 82 

LR 96 

UR 88 

UL 77 

UR 74 

LR 101 

LL 100 

UL 89 

UR 90 

LR 90 

LL 93 

UL 86 

LL 98 

LR 106 

UR 60 

UL 85 

LL 93 

LR 95 

UR 75 

From 

Plot 

# 

To 
Plot 

# 
Distance 

(meters) 

True 

Compass 

Heading 

(degrees) 

UL = upper l e f t ; UR = upper r ight ; LL = lower l e f t ; LR = lower r ight 

Quadrat and Plot Location Data C-7 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date 12/15/86 Page # L 

Island Santa Rosa Is land Study Site East Point 

Rennrrler Davis/Stol tz 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

575 

575 

576 

578 
578 

579 

578 

587 

580 

588 

588 

592 

591 

590 

583 

582 

581 

581 

580 

585 

586 

587 

577 

589 

594 

593 

590 (eb) 

532 

585-

To 
Quadrat 

# 

576 

577 

577 

576 
579 

584 

584 

579 

587 

587 

592 

591 

590 

583 

582 

581 

585 

580 

586 

586 

587 

579 

589 

594 

593 

588 

593 (eb) 

585 

580 

Distance 
(meters) 

3.5 

5.0 

2.7 

5.7 
3.6 

3.4 

5.7 

3.9 

4.9 

7.7 

9.6 

9.7 

2.7 

13.0 

1.5 

2.9 

1.1 

1.6 

1.2 

1.7 

4.8 

4.0 

4.9 

11.0 

5.6 

8.8 

24.0 

3.2 

2.0 

Magnetic 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

68 (mag) 

100 

140 

180 
80 

154 

116 

164 

134 

296 

10 

320 

310 

221 

122 

129 

34 

135 

42 

144 

142 

160 

106 

58 

24 

262 

135 

100 

170 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

581 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

586 

Distance 
(meters) 

7.0 

Magnetic 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

q« (mag.) 

eb = eye bolt 

C-8 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A Date 12/11/85 Page#_X 

Island Santa Rosa Island Study Site Ford Point 

Recorder __J3GA_ 

From 
Plot 

# 

535 

535 

535 

535 
536 

536 
536 

536 

537 
537 

537 

537 
538 

538 

538 
538 

539 
539 

539 

539 

UL 

LL 
LR 

UR 
UL 

LL 
LR 

UR 

UL 
LL 

LR 

UR 
UL 

LL 

LR 

UR 

UL 
LL 

LR 

UR 

To 
Plot 

# 

535 

535 

535 

535 
536 

536 
536 

536 

537 
537 

537 

537 
538 

538 

538 
538 

539 
539 

539 

539 

UR 

UL 

LL 

LR 
UR 

UL 
LL 

LR 

UR 
UL 

LL 

LR 
UR 

UL 

LL 

LR 

UR 
UL 

LL 

LR 

Distance 
(meters) 

1.40 

1.15 

1.59 

1.36 
1.21 

0.90 
1.61 

0.93 

4.00 
1.80 

2.90 

1.47 
1.76 

1.45 

2.10 
1.90 

1.60 
1.84 

1.29 

1.45 

.Inner 
Corrier 
Angle 

(degrees) 

124 

83 

80 

67 
114 

94 
74 

106 

69 
111 

115 

75 
90 

106 

70 

100 

85 
80 

115 

75 

From 
Plot 
# 

To 
Plot 

# 
Distance 

(meters) 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

1 i 
1 1 i 

UL = upper l e f t ; UR = upper r ight ; LL = lower l e f t ; LR = lower right 

Quadrat and Plot Location Data C-9 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date 12/11/85 Page#_^_ 

Island Santa Rosa Island Study Site FnrH Pn-inf 

Recorder. UGA 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

529 

533 

527 

527 

524 

523 

523 

533 

527 

527 

532 

532 
531 

530 
522 

522 

521 

526 

525 

520 

536 

534 

534. 

534 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

528 

529 

528 

524 

523 

524 

531 

538 

532 

533 

538 

531 
530 

522 
537 

521 

526 

525 

520 

536 

535 

529 

533 

539 

Distance 
(meters) 

1.40 

2.34 

4.79 

4.46 

3.23, 

3.38 

8.59 

5.98 

4.86 

2.48 

4.92 

5.78 
17.34 

20.65 
8.01 

17.14 

12.54 

2.03 

6.27 

8.37 

5.59 

5.87 

6.39 

5.21 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

324 

28 

35 

314 

260 

8 

181 

145 

163 

77 

90 

212 
270 

280 
177 

290 

245 

280 

285 

240 

265 

286 

275 

198 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

To 
Quadrat 

# 
Distance 
(meters) 

| 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

C- 10 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A Date 12/10/5- Page # _ i 

Island Santa Rosa Island Study Site jjoLoosoaLa i ^ 

Recorder Patten 

From 

Plot 

# 

519 
519 

519 

519 
518 

518 
518 

518 

517 
517 

517 

517 
516 

516 

516 

516 
515 

515 

515 

515 

UL 
LL 

LR 

UR 
UL 

LL 
LR 

UR 

UL 
LL 

LR 

UR 
UL 

LL 

LR 

LR 

UL 

LL 

LR 

UR 

To 
Plot 

# 

519 
519 

519 

519 
519 

518 
518 

518 

517 
517 

517 

517 
516 

516 

516 

516 

515 

515 

515 

515 

UR 
UL 

LL 

LR 
UR 

UL 
LL 

LR 

UR 
UL 

LL 

LR 
UR 

UL 

LL 

LR 
UR 

UL 

LL 

LR 

Distance 

(meters) 

2.25 

0.97 

1.95 

0.78 

2.05 

0.61 

1.82 

0.45 

2.05 

0.45 

3.04 

0.71 

1.81 

0.71 

1.79 

0.54 

3.09 

1.10 

3.38 

0.99 

i 

Inner 
Corner 
Angle 
(degrees) 

63 
107 

105 

71 
64 

96 
120 

70 

85 
100 

90 

120 
120 

90 

85 

90 
90 

80 

88 

98 

From 

Plot 

# 

To 
Plot 

# 
Distance 
(meters) 

True 
Compass 
Heading 
(degrees) 

LL ='upper Left; UR = upper r igh t ; LL = lower le f t ; LR = Lower r ight 

Quadrat and Plot Location Data C- 11 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date_^/1/Si6_ P a g e # 2_ 

Island Santa Rosa Island Study Site .Tnhnsnn'g T ^ P 

Recorder Richards /Henderson /Parker 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

510 
510 

511 

511 
500 

501 

502 

502 

505 

505 

503 

506 

503 

503 

503 

507 
508 

504 

506 
503 

512 

512 

512 

501 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

500 
511 

500 

501 
501 

512 

512 

513 

513 

514 

514 

514 
506 

507 

508 

508 
504 

509 

519 
519 

516 
518 

515 

515 

Distance 
(meters) 

6.5 
4.23 

7.17 

6.01 
6.98 

14.85 

6.19 

14.32 

3.12 

12.57 

6.70 

4.09 

3.39 

3.54 

4.12 

1.60 
16.49 

4.98 

2.66 
5.44 

6.81 

9.19 

3.33 

14.59 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

12 
98 

332 

30 
108 

98 

164 

94 

194 

114 

230 

254 

198 

160 

133 

80 
80 

66 

145 
175 

122 
118 

200 

110 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

To 
Quadrat 

# 
Distance 
(meters) 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

C- 72 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date 6/1/37 Page# L 

Island Santa Rosa Is land Study Site NW Talcot t 

Recorder. 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

552 

552 

553 

554 

551 
551 

550 

559 

558 
570 A 

570 A 

571 A 

572 A 

557 

556 

556 

555 
555 

568 

562 

562 

562 

562 

563 

573 A 

573 A 

566 
561 

561 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

553 

554 

554 

551 

550 

559 

559 

558 

570 A 

571 A 

572 A 

572 A 

556 

556 

569 

555 

569 

568 

562 

567 

563 

573 A 

564 

564 

564 

574 A 

574 A 
567 

566 

Distance 
(meters) 

1.50 

2.37 

1.62 

4.15 

9.65 

16.99 

18.33 

2.62 

3.07 

4.15 

5.45 

2.15 

11.70 

5.66 

10.30 

9.14 

7.35 
7.50 

8.68 

4.56 

6.31 

16.02 

17.28 

11.09 

1.85 

28.50 

40.33 
9.32 

0.78 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

274 

232 

194 

260 

224 

144 

114 

132 

150 

126 

146 

194 

232 

158 
236 

196 

306 
204 

148 

160 

82 

86 

94 

100 

136 

130 

100 
18 

350 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

561 
565 

561 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

565 

560 

560 

Distance 
(meters) 

5 55 

12.99 

15.56 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

224 
302 

278 

Quadrat and Plot Location Data C- 13 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date 3/15/88 Page # 1 

Island Santa Rosa Island Study Site Southwest 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

634 

623 
623 

624 

622 

622 

621 

620 

613 
614 

609 

609 

608 

608 

616 

616 

610 

610 

615 

611 

615 

615 

607 

607 

606 

617 

605 

605 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

623 

622 
621 

621 
621 

620 

620 

613 

614 
612 

612 

608 

616 

611 

611 

606 

606 

619 
618 

618 

619 

610 

610 

606 

617 

618 

617 

606 

Distance 
(meters) 

7.5 

3.8 

4.2 

11.2 

1.3 

4.1 

4.0 

27.7 

2.4 
13.6 

4.0 

6.3 

5.3 

7.4 

2.3 

13.0 

8.1 
5.1 
6.7 

6.2 

3.4 

2.4 

4.3 

6.2 

3.9 

9.4 

10.3 

10.6 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

82 

72 
54 

73 
340 

60 

78 

70 

166 
29 

332 

46 

6 

4 

355 

60 

35 
317 

340 

16 

354 

124 

170 

64 

353 

250 

271 

245 

Recorder Richards / Forcucci 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

To 
Quadrat 

# 
Distance 
(meters) 

i 
| 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

C- 14 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A 

Island Anacapa 

Date. 3/4/$5 Page # 1 

Study Site Near Cat Rock 

Recorder T. Fngig 

From 
Plot 
# 

38 C 
9 P 
9 P 

307 A 
15 E 

To 
Plot 

# 

306 A 
307 A 
308 A 

308 A 
309 A 

Distance 
(meters) 

8.20 
4.98 
5.45 

1.20 
25.05 

Magnetic 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

75 (mac 
75-80 

100 
__ 
260 

From 
Plot 
# 

> 

To 
Plot 

# 
Distance 

(meters) 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

A = Abalone; C = Chthamalus; E = Endocladia; P = Pelvetia 

Quadrat and Plot Location Data C- 15 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A 

| s | a n c j Anacapa 

Date 3/4/85 Page #_ 

From 
Plot 
# 

300 

300 
300 

300 

301 
301 
301 

301 

302 
302 

302 

302 

303 

303 

303 

303 
304 

304 

304 

304 

305 

305 

305 
305 

306 

306 
306 

306 

UL 

UR 
LL 

UL 

UL 
UR 
LL 

UL 

UL 
UR 

LL 

UL 

UL 

UR 

LL 

UL 
UL 

UR 

LL 

UL 

UL 

UR 

LL 
UL 

UL 

UR 
LL 

UL 

To 
Plot 
# 

300 

300 
300 

300 

301 
301 
301 

301 

302 
302 

302 

302 

303 

303 

303 

303 
304 

304 

304 

304 

305 

305 

305 
305 

306 

306 
306 

306 

UR 

LP 
LR 

LL 

UR 
LR 
LR 

LL 

UR 
LR 

LR 

LL 

UR 

LR 

LR 

LL 
UR 

LR 

LR 

LL 

UR 

LR 

LR 
LL 

UR 

LR 
LR 

LL 

Distance 
(meters) 

1.02 

0.97 

1.19 

1.00 

1.75 

0.62 

1.39 

0.77 

2.14 

0.77 

1.96 

1.31 

1.31 

1.36 

1.48 

0.98 

1.55 

0.98 

1.68 

0.70 

1.47 

1.49 

2.25 

1.30 

1.75 

1.66 

1.87 

1.49 

Inner 
Corner 
Angle 
(degrees) 

UL 90 

UR 60 

LR 138 

LL 100 

UL 60 

UR 96 

LR 88 

LL 112 

UL 115 

UR 75 

LR 87 

LL 90 

UL 85 

UR 90 

LR 90 

LL 105 

UL 130 

UR 140 

LR 103 

LL 84 

UL 87 

UR 106 

LR 74 

LL 122 

Study Site Harbor Seal Arch and Cat Rock 

Remrrler J . Engle 

From 
Plot 

# 

307 UL 

307 UR 

307 LL 

307 UL 

308 UL 

308 UR 

308 LL 

308 UL 

309 UL 

309 UR 

309 LL 

309 UL 

To 
Plot 

# 

307 UR 

307 LR 

307 LR 

307 LL 

308 UR 

308 LR 

308 LR 

308 LL 

309 UR 

309 LR 

309 LR 

309 LL 

Distance 
(meters) 

1.70 

1.10 

1.10 

1.69 

1.05 

1.15 

1.30 

1.49 

1.14 

1.52 

1.10 

1.23 

Inner 
Corner 
Angle 

(degrees) 

UL 48 

UR 97 

LR 100 

LL 104 

UL 63 

UR 115 

LR 96 

LL 52 

UL 112 

UR 105 

LR 85 

LL 95 

with tag # in upper le f t corner, UL = upper l e f t ; UR = upper r ight ; 
LL = lower l e f t ; LR = lower r ight 

C- 76 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 

2 



ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date_iZ12ZS5_ Page #_^L 

Island Santa Barbara Study Site Landing Cove 

Rpnnrdpr Doyle/McCluskey 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

320 
321 

314 

313 
312 

311 

310 

310 

322 

323 

310 

315 -

316 

317 

313 

328 

319 

315 

318 

318 

327 

331 

331 

331 

331 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

321 
314 

313 

312 
311 

310 

322 

323 

323 

324 

324 

316 

317 

318 

328 

319 

329 

325 

326 

327 

326 

330 

332 

334 

333 

Distance 
(meters) 

4.87 

8.28 

1.84 

1.06 
1.18 

1.29 

6.44 

6.18 

4.83 

2.68 

6.49 

2.47 

1.66 

3.97 

16.89 

2.87 

3.25 

3.33 

5.90 

4.67 

2.03 

6.69 

1.72 

3.77 

3.63 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

130 

142 

135 

135 
128 

120 

12 

60 

132 

162 

90 

114 

142 

140 

172 

144 

88 

62 

120 

135 

86 

56 

128 

158 

_ i l 8 

. 

•'- Note: tag 316 in upper r ight corner ot quadrat 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

To 
Quadrat 

# 
Distance 
(meters) 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 
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ROCKY INTERTIDAL PHOTOQUADRAT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2B Date 3/2Q/85 Page#_L 

Island Santa Barbara Study Site Sea Lion Rookery 

Recorder Doyle/McCluskey 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

•'-rock 
r h a n n p l 
345 

345 

346 

347 

348 

335 

336 

337 

338 
-•'•-rock 

channel 

345 

345 

342 

342 

342 

342 
342 

350 

•351 

352 

353 

To 
Quadrat 

# 

345 

335 

346 

347 

348 

349 

336 

337 

338 

339 

335 

343 

344 

350 

351 

352 

353 
354 

351 

352 

353 

354 

Distance 
(meters' 

8.90 

3.19 

6.47 

0.63 

9.25 

1.12 

3.70 

1.70 

13.28 

1.37 

11.90 

3.10 

14.18 

22.98 

23.76 

23.02 

24.20 
24.42 

2.43 

1.07 

1.39 

1.25 

Magnetic 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

68 (mâ j 

75 

180 

240 

155 

220 

210 

180 

158 

130 

85 

30 

15 

82 

85 

90 

92 
100 

157 

212 

120 

170 

) 

From 
Quadrat 

# 

To 
Quadrat 

# 
Distance 
(meters) 

True 
Compass 

Heading 
(degrees) 

•'••measurements taken from center of south end of rock channel 
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ROCKY INTERTIDAL ABALONE PLOT LOCATION DATA 

DATA SHEET #2A Data 3/20/85 Page #_2 

Island Santa "Barbara Study Site - . Sea T.inn Rnnkpry 

Recorder R. Mr.Cliiskpy 

From 

Plot 

# 

341 

341 

341 

341 

340 

340 

340 

340 

343 

343 

343 

343 

342 

342 

342 

342 

344 

344 

344 

344 

UL 

LL 

LR 

UR 

UL 

LL 

LR 

UR 

LL 

LL 

LR 

UR 

UL 

UL 

UR 

LR 

UL 

UL 

LL 

LR 

To 

Plot 

# 

341 

341 

341 

341 

340 

340 

340 

340 

343 

343 

343 

343 

342 

342 

342 

342 

344 

344 

344 

344 

LL 

LR 

UR 

UL 

LL 

LR 

UR 

UL 

UL 

LR 

UR 

UL 

LL 

UR 

LR 

LL 

UR 

LL 

LR 

UR 

Distance 

(meters) 

3.66 

2.67 

4.32 

2.37 

2.59 

2.43 

0.75 

0.81 

2.30 

3.08 

2.69 

2.72 

3.21 

3.07 

2.43 

3.25 

1.87 

1.50 

1.18 

2.29 

1 
! 

Inner 

Corner 

Angles 

(degrees) 

UL 79 

LL 119 

LR 64 

UR 95 

UL 94 

LL 23 

LR 132 

UR 80 

UL 65 

LL 105 

LR 65 

UR 105 

UL 80 

LL 90 

LR 90 

UR 105 

UL 96 

LL 110 

LR 88 

UR 65 

I | i 

1 i 

From 

Plot 

# 

To 

Plot 

# 

Distance 

(meters) 

i 

! 
i 

Inner 

Corner 

Angles 

(degrees) 

| 
i 

I 1 
| | 1 

i | 
i 

• l 

UL = upper Left; UR = upper r i g h t ; LL = lower Left; LR = Lower r i g h t 
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KEY TO TAG NUMBER CHANGES 

Island Old Quadrat New Quadrat Key Species 
Number Number 

Quadrat Description 

C-20 Quadrat and Plot Location Data 

San Miguel 148 479 Chthamalus Crook Point 
394 498 Abalone Crook Point 
431 446 Endocladia Harris Point 

Santa Rosa 534 blank tag Mytilus Ford Point 
536 499 Abalone Ford Point 
538 540 Abalone Ford Point 
513 541 Mytilus Johnson's Lee 
518 542 Abalone Johnson's Lee 

West Anacapa 7 55 Pelvetia Scrape, Cat Rock 
11 54 Endocladia Trample, Cat Rock 
12 212 Endocladia Scrape, Cat Rock 
15 52 Endocladia Control, Cat Rock 
16 53 Endocladia Control, Cat Rock 
18 51 Endocladia Scrape, Cat Rock 
21 203 Mytilus Control, Cat Rock 
26 56 Mytilus Scrape, Cat Rock 
28 204 Mytilus Trample, Cat Rock 
34 135 Chthamalus Scrape, Cat Rock 
40 201 Mytilus South Frenchy's Cove 
41 202 Mytilus South Frenchy's Cove 
254 154 Endocladia South Frenchy's Cove 
255 155 Endocladia South Frenchy's Cove 

Middle Anacapa 238 53 Pelvetia East (Control) 
239 469 Pelvetia East (Control) 
248 476 Mytilus East (Control) 
247 477 Mytilus East (Control) 
246 478 Mytilus East (Control) 
217 447 Chthanalus West (Test) 
218 449 Chthamalus West (Test) 
219 448 Chthamalus West (Test) 
220 450 Chthamalus West (Test) 
221 451 Chthamalus West (Test) 
222 452 Pelvetia West (Test) 
223 453 Pelvetia West (Test) 
224 455 Pelvetia West (Test) 
225 454 Pelvetia West (Test) 
225 456 Pelvetia West (Test) 
226 456 Pelvetia West (Test) 



Key to tag number changes, continued 

Island Old Quadrat New Quadrat Key Species Quadrat Description 
Number Number 

Middle Anacapa 227 458 Endocladia West (Test) 
(con't) 228 457 Endocladia West (Test) 

229 460 Endocladia West (Test) 
230 459 Endocladia West (Test) 
231 461 Endocladia West (Test) 
232 462 Mytilus West (Test) 
233 463 Mytilus West (Test) 
234 464 Mytilus West (Test) 
235 465 Mytilus West (Test) 
236 466 Mytilus West (Test) 

Santa Barbara 323 474 Gigartina Landing Cove 
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APPENDIX P. Computer Programs for Data Analysis 

PHOTO.TRN 

*This program t r a n s l a t e s a dBase ITI f i l e , c a l c u l a t e s p e r c e n t c o v e r f o r a l l 
v a r i a b l e s , s o r t s b y s t a t i o n t h e n b y y e a r , and s a v e s t h e o u t f i l e t o a 
sy s t em f i l e . 

SET BEEP^CFF/MtKE=OFF. 
TRANSLATE FROM = 'C:\DBASE3\H10TO.DBF'. 

*FILE STRUCTURE IS AS FOIICWS 
STATION 2 YEAR 2 MONTH 2 ZONE 1 QUAD 3 ROCK 3 BARN 3 ENDO 3 
WEED 3 MUSS 3 TURF 3 MTSCAL 3 MISCAN 3 TAR 3 . 

VARIABLE TABETS QUAD 'QUADRAT NUMBER' /ROCK 'BARE ROCK' /BARN 'ACORN BARNACLE* 
/ENDO 'TURFWEED' /WEED 'ROCKWEED' /MOSS 'MUSSEL' /TURF 'RED ALGAL TURF' 
/MISCAL 'MISC. ALGAE' /MISCAN 'MISC. ANTMAL'/ZONE 'ZONE'/sand 'SAND'. 

VALUE LABEL STATION 1 'SBI SEA LION ROOKERY' 2 'SRI FORD POINT' 
3 'SRI JOHNSONS LEE' 4 'WAI CAT ROCK' 5 'MAI HARBOR SEAL ARCH' 
6 'SMI HARRIS POINT' 7 'SMI CROOK POINT' 8 'SMI OTTER HARBOR' 
9 'SRI EAST POINT' 10 'SRI NORTHWEST' 11 'SBI LANDING COVE' 
12 'WAI SO. FRENCRYS COVE' 13 'MAI EAST' 14 'MAI WEST' 
15 'SMI CUYLER HARBOR' 16 'SRI FOSSIL REEF' 

/ZONE 1 'BARNACLE ZONE' 2 'TURFWEED ZONE' 3 'ROCKWEED ZONE' 4 'MUSSEL ZONE' 
5 'RED ALGAL TURF ZONE' 

/YEAR 82 ' 1 9 8 2 ' 83 ' 1 9 8 3 ' 84 '1984 ' 85 ' 1985 ' 86 '1986 ' 87 '1987 ' 
88 '1988 ' 89 ' 1989 ' 90 ' 1990 ' 

/MCNTH 01 'JAN' 02 'FEB' 03 'MAR' 04 'APR' 05 'MAY' 06 'JUN' 
07 'JUL' 08 'AUG' 09 'SEP' 10 'OCT' 11 'NOV' 12 'DEC', 

i n i s s i n g v a l u e a l l ( 9 9 9 ) . 
COMPUTE CTOT= ROCK+EARN+EtTD044<EE 
COMPUTE MISCALT= MISCALfTURF. 
COMFUTE PROCK=(RCCK/QTOT)*100. 
COMPUTE FBARN^(BARN/QTOT)*100. 
COMFUTE PENrX>(ENTO/QIOT)^ 
COMPUTE PWFEL^(WEED/CjTOT)*100. 
COMPUTE I^«JSS=(MUSS/CrrOT)*100. 
ODMFUTE L^SCAIirHMTSCATJ^ 
ODMJOTE FMISCAN=(MISCAN/QIOT)^^ 
COMFUTE PIAR=(TAR/QTOT)*100. 
OOMFUTE rSANT>=(SAND/CjTOT)*100. 
COMFUTE PIURr^(TURF/CTOT)*100. 
COMFUTE PMJSCAL=(MISCAVCiTOT)*100. 
VARIABLE IABELS FROCK 'BARE ROCK' /FBARN 'ACORN BARNACLE' 

/FFNDO 'TURFWEED' /PWEED 'ROCKWEED' /FMUSS 'MUSSEL' /PMISCALT 'MISC. ALGAE' 
/FMISCAN 'MISC. ANTMAL'/PTAR 'TAR'/PSAND 'SAND'/PIURF 'RED ALGAL TURF' 
/MISCALT 'MISC. ALGAE' /PMISCAL 'MISC. AIGAE'/QIOT 'TOTAL POINTS'. 

SORT BY STATION. 
SORT BY YEAR. 
SAVE OnTTIE^FHDTO.SYS'. 

Computer Programs D - 1 
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EH3T0.RFT 

•This program creates reports for photoquadrat means, standard deviations and 
tota l points in each zone for a l l years a t stations selected by their quadrat 
nunbers; the results must be edited and saved. 

SET lElfGni==66/VninS^100/lf3PS><)W/BEI^<>FF. 
GET FIIE='EH3rO.SYS'. 
•Replace quadra t numbers a t each s e l e c t s t a tement and r e p l a c e t a b l e # and 

s t a t i o n name i n t h e t i t l e . 
SELECT IF (QUAD GE *** AND QUAD IE * * * ) . 
*SBII£>315-319 SBISIE=345-349 
WAISF=249-253 MAIWEST=447-451 MAIEAST=243-245 
SMIOH=370-374 SMTHP=436-440 SMICH=416-420 SMICP=137-150 
SRINW=560-564 SPJEP=575-579 SRIJL=500-504 SRIFP==520-524 SRIFR=605-609. 

REEORT F0Ea4AT=BRKSPACE(-l) 
/VAPJAFJ13S=ERCeK (5) PBARN(8)(0FFSET(2)) PENDO (5) EWEED (5) EMUSS (6) 

EMTEGSUJT (5) EJ4ISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) ETAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) (0FFSET(2)) 
/BREAK YEAR MONTH (IABEL) (OFFSET (4)) 

/SUM=41EAN(ERCCK(2)PBARN(2)EENro^ 
/SUM=STLEV(ER0CK(2) PBARN(2) FEND0(2) EWFJ33(2)EMUSS(2)EW7E{aIT(^^ 

/SUMFSUM (QTOT (0)) 'TOTAL POINTS' 
/LITTLE 'Table 1 . Aburdance of index s p e c i e s , t a r and b a r e rock expressed a s ' 

' p e r cen t cover a t South Frenchys Cove, Anacapa I s l a n d ' 
'BARNACLE ZONE'. 

GET FIIE='EH7TOoSYS'. 
•See riandbook t e x t f o r changes when running SBILC. 
SEIECT IF (QUAD GE • • • AND QUAD IE • • • ) . 
•SBILC=320-324(red-algal t u r f ) SBISLR=335-339 
WAISF=254-258 MAIEAST=240-242 MAIWEST=457-461 
SMIOH=360-364 S M I C M = 4 1 1 - 4 1 5 SMIHP=431-435, SMICP=386-390 
STorn>505-509, SRIFP=525-529 SRTNW=555-559 SRIEP=580-584 SRIFR==610-614. 

RFJ^RT FOEMAT=BRKSPACE(-l) 
/VARIAPJES=ERCCK (5) PEARN (0FFSET(2)) EENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMOSS (6) 

E^GSCALT (5) EMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PIAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 
/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4)) 

/SUM=44EAN(ERCXX(2)E'BARN(2)EE^ 
/SUM=STDF^(EROCK(2) PBARN(2) ETNTX)(2)E^EED(2)EMToS(2)EMISCAIT(2)R 

/SUM==SUM (QTOT (0)) 'TOTAL EOINTS' 
/TTTLE 'TURFWEED ZONE'. 
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GET FIIZ='PHOTO. SYS' . 
SELECT IF (QUAD GE *** AND QUAD LE * * * ) . 
*SEUC=310-314 SBISLR=330-334 

WAISF=259-263 MAIWEST=452-456 MAIEAST=237-239 
SMTCH=355-359 SM3ECH=406-410 SMIHP=421-425 SMICP-396-400 
SRINW=565-569 SRIEP=585-589 SRIFR=615-619. 

REPORT FCRMAT=ERRSPACE(-1) 
/VARIABIES=FRCCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) EMDSS (6) 

PMISCALT (5) EMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(1)) PTAR (5) QTOT ,TOTAL, 'NO.' (5) 
/BREAK YEAR MONTH (I/ABEL) (OFFSET (4) ) 

/SUM=4!EAN(FROCK(2)PBARN(2)PEND0(2)PWEED(2)FMU£E(2)PMIS<3UT:(2)PMIS<aN(2)PrAR(2)) 
/SUMr=STDEV(PROCK(2) PBARN(2) PENDO(2) PWEED(2) PMUSE(2)PMISCAIT(2)PMISa^(2)PrAR(2)) 

/SUM=SUM (QIOT (0 ) ) 'TOTAL FOINTS, 

/TITLE 'ROCKWEED ZONE'. 

GET FILE='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD GE *** AND QUAD LE * * * ) . 
*SBILO=325-329 SBISLR=350-354 
WAISF=264-268 MAIEAST=476-478 MAIWEST=462-466 
SMICH=401-405 SMLHP=426-430 SMIOH=375-380 SMICP=381-385 
SRLNW==550-554 SRLEP=590-594 SRITL=510-514 SRIFP=530-534 SRIFR=620-624. 

REPORT FCRMAT=BRKSPACE(--1) 
/^ARIABLES=FRCCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 

PMISCALT (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QIOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 
/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4) ) 

/SUM=41EAN(PROCK(2) PBAEN(2) PEND0(2)PWEED(2)FMUSS(2)PMISCAI^(2)PMJ^CAN(2)PIAR(2)) 
/SUM==STDFA7(FROCK(2) PBARN(2) FFJNDO(2) PWE^ 

/SUM=SUM (QIOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'MUSSEL ZONE'. 
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WAICR.RPT 

*This file creates a report of photoquadrat means, standard deviations and total 
points in each zone for each treatment for all years at WAICR. 
GET FIIE='PHOT0.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 33 OR QUAD EQ 135 CR QUAD EQ 37). 
REPORT FTJRMAT=DENGTH(1,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 
/VARIABLES=FPCCK (5) PBARN (0FFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMISCALT (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4)) 
/SUM=^lEAN(PROCK(2) PBAPH(2) PENTO(2) PWEED(2 
/SUM=STDEtf(FPCXK(2)PEARN(2) 
/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/LTTTLE 'Table 4. Abundance of index species, tar and bare rock at' 

'Cat Rock, West Anacapa Island ' ' (Scrape Treatment)' 
'BARNACLE ZONE' 

GET FILE='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 12 OR QUAD EQ 14 OR QUAD EQ 18) . 
REPORT FOFJMAT=UNGTH(l,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 
/VARIABLES=PROCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMISCALT (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4)) 
/SUM=41EAN(PRC<^(2)FBA^ 
/SUM=^STDEV(PPOCK(2) PBARN(2) PENTO 
/SUM=SUM; (QTOT (0)) 'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'TURFWEED ZONE' 'SCRAPE TREATMENT'. 

GET FIIJ5='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SFJECT IF (QUAD EQ 2 OR QUAD EQ 7 OR QUAD EQ 9) . 
REPORT FORMAT=UNGTH(l,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 
/VARIABLES=FROCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMISCALT (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 

/F4REAK YEAR MONTH (IABEL) (OFFSET (4)) 
/SUM=^FAN(PROCK(2) PBARN(2) PENCO(2) PWEED(2) PMUSS (2) PMISCALT (2 )P^ 
/SUM=STDEV(FRCCK(2)PBARN(2) PENDO(2) PWEED(2)PMUSS(2)PMSCAIT(2)FMISCAN(2)PrAR(2)) 
/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'RCCKWEED ZONE''SCRAPE TREATMENT'. 

GET FII£='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 164 OR QUAD EQ 26 OR QUAD EQ 29). 
REPORT FORMAT=IENGTH(l,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 

/VARlARTFS=PROCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMISCALT (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QK7T 'TOTAL' ' N O . ' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (IABEL) (OFFSET (4 ) ) 
/SUM=44EAN(FRCCK(2) PBARN(2) PE 
/SUM=STDEV(PFOCK(2) PBARN(2) PENTO 
/su7M=suM (error (o)) 'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'MUSSEL ZONE''SCRAPE TREATMENT'. 

GET FILE='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 31 OR QUAD EQ 35 OR QUAD EQ 38) . 
PEPORT FORMAT=LENGTH(l,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 
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/VARIABLES=PROCK (5) PBARN (0FFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMISCALr (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PEAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4 ) ) 
/SUMr41EAN(PROCK(2)PBARN(2)PENDO(2)F«EED(2)PML^S(2)PMISCAIT(2)FMIBCAN(2)PTAR(2)) 
/SUM==STDEV(PROCK(2) PBARN(2) PENDO(2) PWEED(2) PMUSS(2)PMIB<aiT(2)PMISCM(2)PTAR(2)) 

/SUM=SUM (OTOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/LITTLE ' T a b l e 3 . Abundance o f i n d e x s p e c i e s , t a r , and b a r e rock a t ' 

' Cat Rock, West Anacapa I s l a n d ' ' (Trample Trea tment ) ' 
'BARNACLE ZONE'. 

GET FTLE='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 11 OR QUAD EQ 13 OR QUAD EQ 1 7 ) . 
PEPORT FQRMAT=IENGTH(1,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 

/Wrou3LES=PROCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMDSS (6) 
PMXSCALT (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PEAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4 ) ) 
/SUM=4ffiAN (EROCK(2) PBARN (2) PENDO (2) PWEED (2)FMUSS(2)FMISCAIT(2)P^ 
/SUM=STOEV(FRC<^^ 

/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'TURFWEED ZONE' 'TRAMPLE TPEATMENT'. 

GET FIIF^'PHCTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 3 OR QUAD EQ 5 OR QUAD EQ 6 ) . 
REPORT FORMAT=ITllGTH(l,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 

/VARIABTFS=PROCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMXSCALT (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(1)) PEAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (IABEL) (OFFSET (4 ) ) 
/SUMFMFAN(PRCCK(2) P B A E N ( 2 ) PFM»(2)PWEED(2)FMUSS(2)FMIS^ 
/SUM==STDEV(FPOCK(2) PEARN(2) PE 

/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0) ) 'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'POCKWEED ZONE''TRAMPLE TPEATMENT'. 

GET FILE='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 166 OR QUAD EQ 25 OR QUAD EQ 28). 
REPORT FORMAT=IENGTH(l,66) ERKSPACE(-l) 

/VAPJABTFS=PROCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMISCALr (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (IABEL) (OFFSET (4 ) ) 
/SUM=^EAN(FRCCK(2) PEARN(2) PE 
/SUM=STDF^(PFCCK(2) PBARN(2) PENDO(2) PWEED(2)PMUSS(2)FMISCALT(2)FMISC^ 

/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'MUSSEL ZONE''TRAMPLE TREATMENT'. 

GET FILE='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SFJXCT IF (QUAD EQ 32 OR QUAD EQ 36 OR QUAD EQ 39) . 
REPORT FORMAT=IENGTH(l,66) ERKSPACE(-l) 

/VARIABLES^PRCCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMISCALT (5) PMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO.' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4 ) ) 
/SUM?41FAN(PRCCK(2) PPARN(2) PE 
/SUM==STDF^(PRCCK(2) PEARN(2) PE 

/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0) ) 'TOTAL POINTS' 
/irfTTLE 'Table 2 . Abundance o f index s p e c i e s , t a r , and b a r e rock a t ' 

' Cat Rock, West Anacapa I s l a n d ' ' ( C o n t r o l ) ' 
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'BARNACLE ZONE'. 

GET FTLE='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 15 OR QUAD EQ 16 OR QUAD EQ 19). 
REPORT FCRMAT=LENGTH(1,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 

/VARIABLES^PRDCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
FMISCALT (5) EMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO. ' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4)) 
/SUM=*1EAN(PRCCK(2)PBARN(2)P 
/SUM=STDEV(PRCCK(2) PBARN(2) PENDO(2) PWEFO(2)PMU5S(2)FMISCA^ 

/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'TURFWEED ZONE' 'CONTROL'. 

GET FTI£='PHCTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 4 OR QUAD EQ 8 OR QUAD EQ 10). 
REPORT FORMAT=I£NGTH(l,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 

/VARJABI£S=PPOCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMXSCALT (5) EMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO. ' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (IABEL) (OFFSET (4)) 
/SUM=41EAN(PRCCK(2)PBARN(2)PF2^ 
/SUM==STDEV(PRC<IK(2) PBARN(2) PFNDO(2) 

/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TITLE 'RCCKWEED ZONE' 'CONTROL'. 

GET FTLE='PHOTO.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (QUAD EQ 21 OR QUAD EQ 22 OR QUAD EQ 30) 
REPORT FORMAT=I£NGTH(l,66) BRKSPACE(-l) 

/VARIABI£S=PRCCK (5) PBARN (OFFSET(2)) PENDO (5) PWEED (5) PMUSS (6) 
PMISCALT (5) EMISCAN (6) (OFFSET(l)) PTAR (5) QTOT 'TOTAL' 'NO. ' (5) 

/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABEL) (OFFSET (4)) 
/SUM=MEAN(FRCCK(2)PEARN(2) 
/SIJM==STDEV(PRCCK(2) PBARN(2) PE 

/SUM=SUM (QTOT (0))'TOTAL POINTS' 
/TTTLE 'MUSSEL ZONE' 'CONTROL'. 
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PHOTO.TAB 

•This program c r e a t e s a t a b l e of pe r cen t cover , means, and s t anda rd d e v i a t i o n s -
f o r s e l e c t e d s t a t i o n and d a t e s , t h e n saves t h e r e s u l t s f i l e t o t h e b : d r i v e . 

SET UNGTH^6/Wirmf=100 
GET FTI£='PHCQ?O.SYS'. 
VARIABLE LABELS ZONE " YEAR •• MONTH • 'MISCALT 'MISC. ALGAE'. 
SELECT IF (year eq 86 o r (year eq 87 and month l e 6 ) ) . 
PROCESS IF (STATION EQ 1 2 ) . 
•Replace s t a t i o n number and d a t e s i n s e l e c t and p roces s i f s t a t e m e n t s ; 

r e p l a c e t a b l e number, t i t l e , p r i n t t a b l e number i n t a b l e s and p r i n t s t a t emen t s . 
•STATION 1 'SBI SEA LION RCOKERY' 2 'SRI FORD POINT' 

3 'SRI JOHNSONS LEE1 4 'WAI CAT ROCK' 5 'MAI HARBOR SEAL ARCH' 
6 'SMI HARRIS POINT' 7 'SMI CROOK POINT' 8 'SMT OTTER HARBOR' 
9 'SRI EAST POINT' 10 'SRI NOPJHWEST' 11 'SBI LANDING COVE' 
12 'WAI SO. FRENCHYS GOVE' 13 'MAI EAST' 14 'MAI WEST' 
15 'SMI CUYLER HARBOR1 16 'SRI FOSSIL REEF'. 

•TABLE 1=WAISFC 2-4=WAICR 5=MAIEA 6=41AIWE 7=SMICH 8=SMTHP 9=SMIQH 10=SMICP 
11=SBILC 12=SBISLR 13=SRLXL 14==SRIFP 15=SRTNW 16==SRIEP 17=SRISW. 

TABLES 
/PITTLE = LEFT 'Table 1. Aburrlance of index s p e c i e s , t a r and ba re rock ' 

' expressed a s p e r c e n t cover a t South Frenchys Cove, West Anacapa I s l and 1 

/OP£CTVATION = ROCK BARN ENDO WEED MUSS MISCALT MLSCAN TAR 
/FORMAT = PrSPACE(O) IFNGTH(1,66) DBOX CWIDTH(14,4,10) ZERO 
/TABLE = (RCCK+BARN+FNDDH 

BY ZCNE>YEAR>MCNTH 
/STATISTICS = MEAN ((F2.0)) STDDEV ( 'S tdDev ' (F2 .0 ) ) . 
PRINT TABLES DEVICFaHPIASER/COTPU^ 
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ABS.RPT 

•This program c a l l s a d a t a f i l e , l a b l e s t h e p l o t numbers, t hen c r e a t e s a r epor t . 
w i th mean s i z e , minimum s i z e , maximum s i z e and pe rcen tages of t h e popu la t ion 
i n t h e t h r e e s i z e c l a s s e s ? t h e n saves t h e r e p o r t t o a f i l e on t h e B: d r i v e . 

SET UENGTH^6/mDIH=79/7MDRE=^ 
DATA LIST FIIE=/\Tirff3?COL\SMICiv\BS.DAT/ 

/STATION 1-2 MONTH 4-5 YEAR 6-7 FICOT 9-11 PL0T2 13-15 PD0T3 17-19 PL0T4 21-23 
PTJ3T5 25-27. 

•Change f i lename and p l o t numbers. 
VARIABLE LABELS PLOT! 'PLOT 365 ' 
/FD0T2 'PLOT 366 ' 
/FL0T3 'PLOT 367 ' 
/PLOT4 'PLOT 368 ' 
/PLCT5 'PLOT 3 6 9 ' . 

•QUADRAT NUMBERS= SBISLR=340-344 SRIFP=535-539 SRIJL=515-519 WAICR=305-309 
MAIHSA=300-304 SMLHP=441-445 SMLCP=391-395 SMTOHK365-369 SRXNW=570-574 
SRILT*=TPANSECT. 

VALUE LABEL STATION 1 'SBI SEA LION ROOKERY' 2 'SRI FORD POINT' 
3 'SRI JOHNSONS LEE' 4 'WAI CAT ROCK' 5 'MAI HARBOR SEAL ARCH' 
6 'SMT HARRIS POINT' 7 'SMT CROOK POINT' 8 'SMT UTTER HARBOR' 
9 'SRI EAST POINT' 10 'SRI NCRTHWEST' 

/YEAR 82 ' 1982 ' 83 ' 1 9 8 3 ' 84 ' 1984 ' 85 ' 1 9 8 5 ' 86 ' 1986 ' 87 ' 1987 ' 
88 ' 1 9 8 8 ' 89 ' 1989 ' 90 ' 1990 ' 

/MONTH 01 'JAN' 02 'FEB' 03 'MAR' 04 'APR' 05 'MAY' 06 'JUN' 
07 'JUL' 08 'AUG' 09 'SEP' 10 'OCT' 11 'NOV' 12 'DEC'. 

MISSING VALUE ALL (999). 
SORT BY YEAR MONTH. 
SAVE OUTFILE='FLOT.SYS'. 

GET FILE='PLOT.SYS'. 
•Change d a t e s i n s e l e c t s t a t emen t , t a b l e # i n o u t f i l e , and t a b l e # and s i t e name 

i n t i t l e . 
SFJECT IF (YEAR EQ 87 AND MONTH GT 6 OR (YEAR EQ 88)) . 
REPORT FORMAT=AUTCMATTC BRKSFSACE(-l) 

/CJUTFTLE='B:TARTE?0.RSL' 
/VARIABLES^ FTOT1 FLOT2 FTOT3 PLOT4 PLOTS (IABEL) (7) 

STM(rXJMMY) 'STATTON' 'SUMMARY'(7) 
/BREAK YEAR MONTH (LABLE)(OFFSET (0))(17) 
/SUM=VALIDN 

ADD (VALITN (PIXT1) VTALIT^ 
(SUM (0)) 

/SUM?=FOLT(44) (0) '% J u v e n i l e s ' 
/SUM=FCLN(44,126) (0) '% Non-legal a d u l t ' 
/SUM=POGT(126) (0) '% Legal a d u l t ' 
/SUM=MEAN (0) 'MEAN SIZE (mm)' 
/SUMMON 'MLN SIZE (mm)' 
/SUM=MAX 'MAX SIZE (mm)' 
/ T I T L E 'Tab le 20 Abundance and s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n (percent) of b l ack aba lone ' 

' ( H a l i o t i s caacheroa i i ) i n f ixed p l o t s a t O t t e r Harbor, San Miguel I s l a n d ' . 

JA0A@A@A@A0A@ i * r h i s p o r t i o n of t h e program c r e a t e s a rdstogram of s i z e 
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frequencies for all 
p l o t s i n s e l e c t e d y e a r s . 

GET FII£= /PIDT.SYS / . 
SEIECT IF (YEAR EQ 88) . 
FRFrjuENCTES VARIARTJ^PICTl TO PIOT5 
/FOPJ1AT=*JOTABLE 
/STATISTTCS=rALL 
/BTT^OGRAM MTN (10) INCREMENr (10) . 
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ABSHELL.RPT 

*Ihis program translates a dbase file contairring information on 
abalone health and condition, saves the translation to a system file, 
computes some new variables and creates a regression plot. 

TRANSIATE FROM = 'C:\d73ASE3\ABSHEIL.DBF'. 

VALUE LABEL STATION 1 'SBI SEA LION ROOKERY' 2 'SRI FORD POINT' 
3 'SRI JOHNSONS LEE' 4 'WAI CAT ROCK' 5 'MAI HARBOR SEAL ARCH' 
6 'SMT HARRIS POINT' 7 'SMT CROOK POINT' 8 'SMI OTTER HARBOR' 
9 'SRI EAST POINT' 10 'SRI NORTHWEST' 

/CONDITION 1 'SHELL' 2 'HEALTHY' 3 'MORIBUND' 4 'DEAD' 
/FOUIJNG 0 'CLEAN' 1 'LIGHT' 2 'MODERATE' 3 'HEAVY'. 
COMPUTE HEALTH= weight/length. 
COMPUTE IOWEIGHT = lglO (weight). 
CDMP17TE IGUNGTH = lglO (length). 
SAVE OuTFILE= 'AESHELL.SYS'. 

GET FILE= 'ABSHELL.SYS'. 
SELECT IF (CONDITIO NE 1 AND CONDITIO NE 4) . 
SELECT IF (WEIGHT NE 0 ) . 
SELECT IF (FOUIING EQ 0 OR FOUTING EQ 1) . 
SELECT IF (STATION EQ 10 ) . 
PLOT FORMAT = REGRESSION 
/TITLE^'SRINW Black Abalone/Clean s h e l l s ' 
/PLOT =lgweight wi th l g l e n g t h . 
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@HEAD-LEVEL 1 = INTRODUCTION 
Sand beaches are a major component of the intertidal region of 
Santa Rosa Island, making up approximately 30 kilometers of the 
island's shoreline. A wide variety of exposures and types of 
beaches occur on the island, including northwest facing beaches, 
sheltered beaches with eastern exposures and beaches with south and 
southwest exposures. Many of the beach exposures found on Santa 
Rosa Island do not occur on the California mainland. 
Sandy beaches are characterized by the absence of attached plants 
and a mobile fauna. Many sand beach species migrate with tidal 
cycles, and are adapted to burrow rapidly to maintain position in 
the constantly shifting sands. The zonation and distribution of 
sand beach macrofauna species and the physical features of the 
beach (Figure 1) change dramatically with tide and swell regimes. 
In contrast, the majority of the inhabitants of rocky intertidal 
habitats maintain position by strong attachments to rocks, 
resulting in distinct zonation patterns associated with intertidal 
height. 
The sand beach is an important interface between land and sea and 
is utilized by a variety of nonresident species for feeding, 
resting, and breeding. Many bird species, including shorebirds, 
gulls, and terrestrial birds, feed upon the drift feeding, filter 
feeding and secondary consumer macrofauna of the sand beach 
community. Snowy Plovers breed in numbers on the beaches of both 
Santa Rosa and San Miguel Islands and are very sensitive to 
disturbance by man and predators during the spring and summer 
breeding season. Beaches provide important haulout and rookery 
areas for pinnipeds. On Santa Rosa Island, both endemic island 
foxes and feral pigs forage on the beaches. 
Beach macrofauna communities are well adapted to natural 
disturbances such as changes in beach morphology. The sand beach 
community is sensitive to large scale changes, such as El Nino 
events, which affect many of the marine resources of Channel Island 
National Park. Chronic and acute pollution from shipping, oil 
production and mainland sources have the potential to cause major 
disturbance to the balance of the sand beach community and the 
organisms which utilize it. 
Overgrazing by large numbers of cattle, pigs, deer, horses and elk 
has led to severe erosion and enhanced sediment delivery to island 
beaches. The beaches of Santa Rosa Island may shrink as a 
consequence of decreases in erosion and sediment supply, once large 
herbivores are removed and revegetation occurs on the island. Long 
term monitoring will describe changes in the beach community 
associated with sediment dynamics. 
Coastal wetlands in California are generally small, discrete and 
relatively recent in origin (Zedler 1982). The wetlands of eastern 
Santa Rosa Island should be considered coastal lagoons due to the 
lack of regular tidal flushing and free exchange with the ocean. 
The coastal lagoon system found on the eastern end of Santa Rosa 
Island currently consists of three separate lagoons with different 
physical characteristics and is the sole example of that habitat in 
the Northern Channel Islands. The lagoons are generally isolated 
from ocean by a sand beach berm and water levels are typically 
maintained above sea level by occasional ocean overwash events. 



The lagoons harbor unique fauna and flora including salt tolerant 
invertebrates and fish, seagrass and algae. The majority of lagoon 
macrofauna and flora occur transiently but in high abundances at 
times, providing a vital food source for avifauna. Shorebirds, 
waterfowl, raptors and terrestrial bird species utilize the lagoons 
in many ways: as feeding grounds during migration, overwintering 
areas, hunting areas and resident habitat. Numbers of snowy plovers 
nest in the lagoon area and adjacent beaches during breeding season 
and utilize the area during migration. A variety of mammals 
including island foxes, skunks and feral pigs utilize the lagoon 
area. In addition, the lagoon sediments contain valuable 
presettlement paleoecological information in the form of fossil 
pollen and plant macrofossils and may hold a record of 
unprecedented length for a Southern California wetland. 
Rainstorm and swell events can potentially cause extreme 
disturbance, and bring rapid and lasting changes to the lagoons. If 
the berm barrier is broken by flooding or large waves, the lagoons 
may drain completely, washing the fauna out to sea or leaving them 
exposed. In the course of a single tidal cycle, ocean overwash into 
a lagoon may increase the volume of water by orders of magnitude, 
change the salinity and temperature of the water, and introduce 
marine fish and other organisms. 
Erosion due to overgrazing has probably significantly increased the 
sedimentation rate in the lagoons of Santa Rosa Island and may lead 
to premature filling of the lagoon basin and loss of the lagoons. 
Catastrophic sedimentation is of particular concern in wet or 
unusual flood years until revegetation occurs in the lagoon 
watershed area. 

@HEAD-LEVEL 1 = MONITORING DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
@HEAD-LEVEL 2 = SPECIES SELECTION 
Sand beach macrofauna depend almost entirely upon exogenous sources 
of carbon as relatively little primary production occurs on the 
beach itself. The two main sources of primary production available 
to the sand beach communities of Channel Islands National Park are: 
@N0. = 1) 
@N0. PARA = the drift algae from nearshore kelp forests and algal 
beds 
@N0. = 2) 
@N0. PARA = the production of inshore and offshore phytoplankton. 
The metabolism of the beach community is closely linked with kelp 
forest and macroalgal communities, and with oceanographic 
conditions including upwelling events and currents which control 
planktonic productivity. The dichotomy of resource inputs available 
to the sand beach results in two distinct groups of primary 
consumers. First, the drift macrophyte consumers, e.g. amphipods 
and flies, which inhabit the upper beach and come down to the mid 
and lower beach to feed; and second, the filter feeders, e.g. sand 
crabs and clams, which feed on phytoplankton, zooplankton and 
suspended particulates. Scavengers and other secondary consumers, 
such as beetles and isopods, feed upon carrion, and other wrack 
that is deposited on beaches and prey upon the primary consumers. 
The selection of taxa for sand beach monitoring was designed to 
provide representation of the two types of primary consumers and 



the other ecological roles found in the sand beach communities of 
Santa Rosa Island. Species were selected to represent the trophic 
levels, feeding types and various reproductive strategies in the 
beach macrofauna community. Specific beach macrofauna were selected 
after macrofauna inventories were completed at a variety of beach 
types. The design study of lagoon macrofauna and dynamics resulted 
in a qualitative approach to lagoon monitoring which involves both 
avifauna and lagoon infauna. 
The organisms selected for monitoring sand beach communities 
occurred commonly on the beaches of Santa Rosa Island. The sand 
crab, <MI>Emerita analoga<D>, the isopod <MI>Excirolana chiltoni<D> 
and the beachhoppers, <MI>Meglaorchestia<D> were selected as 
indicator species. Macrophyte debris, primarily algal wrack, was 
selected for monitoring on sand beaches. In addition, on more 
protected sand beaches, the spiny sand crab, <MI>Blepharipoda 
occidentalis<D>, the Pismo clam, <MI>Tivela stultorum<D> and the 
purple olive snail, <MI>01ivella biplicata<D> were selected as 
indicator organisms. Shorebird occurrence and abundances will be 
monitored at selected sites. Snowy plover breeding surveys will be 
conducted on Santa Rosa Island as part of the existing seabird 
monitoring program. 
At the lagoons, the distribution and numbers of avifauna including: 
waterfowl, shorebirds and raptors will be monitored. The ephemeral 
nature of the lagoon macrofauna, the physical dynamics of the 
habitat and the difficulty of interpreting the results of sampling 
a highly variable volume of water indicated the use of a 
qualitative approach. A species checklist will be used to monitor 
nonavian lagoon macrofauna. A list of macrofauna species that have 
been found in the lagoons include: the arrow goby, <MI>Clevelandia 
ios<D>, top smelt <MI>Atherinops affinis, <D>spionid worms<MI> 
Polydora<D>, shore crabs, <MI>Pachygrapsus crassipes<D> and 
<MI>Hemigrapsus<D> <MI>oregonensis<D>, waterboatmen, 
<MI>Trichocorixa reticulata<D>, brine flies, <MI>Ephydra 
millbrae<D>. Tiger beetles <MI>(Cincindela)<D> and shore bugs 
(Saldidae) may be seasonally abundant on the mud and sand flats. 
Measurement of the physical conditions of the three lagoons 
including the water temperature, salinity, secchi depth, and 
relative water levels will compose the remainder of the long term 
monitoring program in the lagoon habitat. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 2 = SITE SELECTION 
Sand beaches are found on every exposure of Santa Rosa Island and 
range from high to low wave energy. The physical properties of 
beaches including slope, grain size, permeability, cusping, and 
stability vary dramatically with both temporal and geographic 
differences in exposure and wave energy. Nine beach sites were 
selected to represent the extensive range of exposures and types of 
beaches found on Santa Rosa Island (Table 1, Figure 2). Appendix A 
contains maps giving more detailed locations of each site. 
Three lagoons occur on the east end of the island (Figure 2, Table 
1, Appendix A). Each of the lagoons has distinct hydrology. At the 
Old Ranch House Canyon lagoon, five permanant stations will be 
monitored using physical measurements and faunal diversity surveys. 
Two stations will be monitored similarly at Old Ranch Canyon and 
Oak Point lagoons. See Appendix A for locations of the sampling 



stations. 
eHEAD-LEVEL 2 = SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
A variety of sampling techniques are needed to monitor the 
population dynamics of beach and lagoon organisms (Table 1, 2) . The 
mobility and burrowing habits of most sand beach macrofauna 
requires that the organisms be physically captured and separated 
from the sand for measurement of abundance and population 
characteristics. Unlike the rocky intertidal or other more stable 
habitats, returning to a permanent sampling plot on a sand beach 
will not yield comparable results over time. The ability of many 
sand beach macrofauna to avoid sampling devices, particularly in 
the wash zone, requires quick reproducible techniques and the 
inclusion of buffer areas in sampling protocols. 
Vertical format transects (Figure 3) of various types were selected 
for sampling the beaches in order to accommodate the daily and 
seasonally shifting intertidal zonation of mobile macrofauna 
species. To allow comparisons between different beaches of various 
widths and samples taken on single beaches in different swell and 
tidal conditions all faunal abundance measures will be converted to 
the abundance of vertical meter wide strips (Brown and McLachlan 
19 90). The width of the intertidal zone and the length of the beach 
will be measured to allow density estimates if needed. Subtidal 
band transects will be used sample rare and clumped organisms at 
some protected sites. For selected macrofauna, measurements of size 
frequency distributions will be used to monitor population age and 
size structure and reproductive characteristics. That procedure 
will provide estimates of growth and mortality rates and allow the 
identification and monitoring of recruitment cohorts. Supplemental 
sampling of selected indicator species will be used to provide 
additional information on reproductive characteristics of the 
populations. 
The accuracy and precision of sampling techniques selected for long 
term monitoring programs need to be transmitted through many 
generations of observers without degradation (Davis 1988). Sampling 
techniques should provide values that are relatively free of 
variation between observers and minimally impact populations of 
indicator organisms and their habitats. 

@HEAD-LEVEL 1 • MONITORING PROTOCOL 
A summary of the techniques to be employed at each monitoring 
location is given in Table 1. A summary of monitoring techniques, 
sample sizes and target species is given in Table 2. A summary of 
population parameters measured by the monitoring program is shown 
by species or taxon in Appendix B. 
The majority of beach monitoring activities will be conducted once 
annually in early August during a period of daylight falling tides. 
Shallow subtidal monitoring requires very calm conditions and 
should be conducted in the late summer or early fall. The lagoon 
monitoring should be conducted quarterly. Low intertidal beach 
monitoring will be conducted during low tides in the spring and 
fall coincident with rocky intertidal monitoring on Santa Rosa 
Island. Mark and recapture sampling will be conducted four times in 
the summer months. 
When scheduling trips, allow one day per site to conduct the 



monitoring. Transportation time to sites on Santa Rosa Island 
should be accounted for in planning the monitoring schedule. It may 
be possible to collect data and animals from two adjacent sites and 
hold the animals for processing at the second site or at Becher's 
Pier or Jolla Vieja beach that same day. 
Blank data forms for recording data obtained from each sampling 
method are provided in Appendix E. Photocopies of data forms from 
this handbook may be produced on regular or waterproof paper for 
use in the field. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personal gear for investigators conducting sand 
beach monitoring should include the following: 
©LIST 2 COL = Hiking boots or shoes Notebook 
©LIST 2 COL = Day pack Field guides 
©LIST 2 COL = Radio Sunscreen 
§LIST 2 COL = Booties or old sneakers Camera 
©LIST 2 COL = Swim trunks or shorts Binoculars 
©LIST 2 COL = Hat or visor Old towels 
©LIST 2 COL = Sunglasses Food and drink 
©LIST 2 COL = Watch cap First aid kit 
©LIST 2 COL = Wetsuit Flashlight 
©LIST 2 COL = Windbreaker Vest 
©LIST 2 COL = 
Immediately after arriving at a beach, the investigators should 
conduct a bird census. The sequence of sampling procedures then 
depends on the tide conditions and number of available personnel. 
A working sequence could be: macrophyte wrack transects, wash zone 
transects, supplemental sampling, physical measurements and upper 
beach transects when the tide will be falling for 2-3 hours after 
your arrival. If you must wait for the tide start falling, conduct 
the upper beach transects first. If the tide will be coming in 
soon, conduct the wash zone and supplemental sampling first. When 
two teams of investigators are available, the upper beach and 
macrophyte wrack procedures may be conducted by one team while the 
wash zone transects and supplemental sampling are conducted by the 
second team. Processing of quantitative upper beach and wash zone 
samples may then occur simultaneously. Size frequency distribution 
measurement of <MI>Emerita analoga<D> should be conducted after the 
quantitative sample is processed. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 2 - TRANSECT SAMPLING 
Four types of vertical transect sampling will be conducted for the 
sand beach monitoring program including clam gun transects, 
subtidal band transects, trench transects and point contact 
transects. Each technique is described in detail in the following 
sections. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Clam Gun Transects 
Sampling with clam gun transects will be conducted in two areas of 
the beach, the wash zone, and the upper beach at most locations. At 
some sites, low intertidal transects and shallow subtidal transects 
will be used to sample slow moving organisms such as 
<MI>01ivella<D> and <MI>Tivela<D>. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Upper Beach Transects 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
©LIST INDENT = To estimate the abundance of beachhoppers 
(<MI>Megalorchestia<D>) and associated species on the upper beach. 



©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Equipment: 
©LIST INDENT = <MI>Megalorchestia<D> data sheet<R>Aluminum clam 
gun<R>Pencil<R>Mesh bags (fine mesh 2mm)<R>Plastic bucket<R>MgCl 
solution (10 %)<R>50m tape<R>Random number list 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
©LIST INDENT = Two persons 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 - Conditions: 
§LTST INDENT = Sampling must be conducted during the daytime 
preferably in the full sun on a medium height tide as the target 
species are most active in the evening. 
©LIST INDENT = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
©LIST INDENT = Soledad North, Sandy Point, Bee Rock West, China 
Camp, Ford Point, Abalone Rocks, Water Canyon, Becher•s Pier, 
Southeast Anchorage. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time Required: 
©LIST INDENT = 1 hour 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
©LIST INDENT = Data sheets are numbered with 5 random numbers from 
1-50 with at least 5 meters between numbers to avoid overlap and 
disturbance of active animals. The numbers indicate starting points 
for each transect. Random numbers are generated with a Pascal 
program and should be included in the sampling equipment. 
©LIST INDENT = Locate the middle of the main beach section at the 
site. Conduct a quick visual reconnaissance and locate the nearest 
area of amphipod burrows and measure the vertical distance between 
the highest and lowest extent of hopper burrows and the distance to 
the reference point. Stretch a 50m tape parallel to the water above 
the highest visible burrows and then use the random numbers on the 
data sheet to locate the starting point of each transect. The 
transect should start above the highest visible burrows and extend 
down the beach to below the lower edge of the hopper beds. Measure 
the distance to be covered by the transect. To sample, take a 10cm 
deep core every 0.25, 0.5 or 1.0 meter (see Figure 3) along the 
transect and place the core in the numbered mesh bag for that 
transect. If you hit drift kelp, try to cut through it with the 
clam gun to sample the sand below. This may not always be possible, 
you may also sample the nearest adjacent area of clear sand or move 
the kelp aside, if it is a small clump. When the transect is 
complete, record the spacing and the number of cores taken in each 
transect. The same spacing and number of cores should be used in 
each transect at any one site. Tightly close the drawstring top of 
the mesh bag and then fold it over onto itself and tie it. Repeat 
for the next 4 transects. When all transects are completed rinse 
the sand through the mesh of the closed bags in the surf zone, 
retaining the animals. Submerge the portion of the bag containing 
animals into MgCl solution for 10 or more minutes to subdue the 
animals. Count the number of amphipods and associated species found 
in each transect and record. Identify the associated species to 
taxon (Order: family), if possible. Rinse the animals in sea water 
to clear anesthetic and return them to upper beach under damp kelp 
wrack. 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
©LIST INDENT = If the schedule requires holding the animals for 



several hours or overnight prior to processing, the animals should 
be preserved or chilled into a quiescent state. This procedure will 
eliminate the loss of animals from predation during the holding 
period. 
§LIST INDENT = Best results will be obtained when relatively high 
numbers (50 individuals) of beachhoppers are collected in each 
transect. Spacing for cores should reflect that goal, although some 
beaches have low abundances of upper beach macrofauna. It may be 
helpful to run a preliminary transect and count at those sites. 
Sites with relatively narrow beaches such as Water Canyon, Becher's 
Pier, Southeast Anchorage, Ford Point and Abalone Rocks should be 
sampled with 0.25 to 0.5 meter spacing. Sites with wide beaches and 
high wrack deposition such as Soledad North, and Sandy Point may be 
adequately sampled with core spacing of 1.0 meter or more. China 
Camp and Bee Rock West are relatively wide beaches but may require 
spacing of 0.5 meters or less as upper beach macrofauna are 
relatively sparse. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Wash Zone Transects 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 - Purpose: 
©LIST INDENT = To estimate the abundance of sand crab and isopod 
species populations on a beach including: <MI>Emerita<D>, 
<MI>Excirolana<D> and associated species. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Materials: 
©LIST INDENT = 1 clam gun<R>l 50 meter tape<R>l 100 meter tape<R>l 
random number list<R>5 fine mesh bags (mesh 2mm)<R>l meter 
stick<R>l Emerita abundance data sheet<R>5 calibrated sieve buckets 
(#4, 8, 18, 28, 38)<R>2 buckets (3-5 gallon) 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
©LIST INDENT = 2 observers in shorts and booties. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Conditions: 
©LIST INDENT = A falling tide is best. Low swell and wind 
conditions are ideal. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
©LIST INDENT = Soledad North, Sandy Point, China Camp, Bee Rock 
West, Ford Point, Abalone Rocks, Water Canyon, Becher's Pier, S.E. 
Anchorage. 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time required: 
©LIST INDENT = With 2 observers, two hours should be allowed to 
collect and process samples. Samples from beaches with coarser 
sediments, such as Water Canyon, will take 0.5 hour longer to 
process. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 - Methods: 
©LIST INDENT = Data sheets are numbered with 5 random numbers from 
1-100 with at least 5 meters between numbers to avoid overlap and 
disturbance of active animals. The numbers indicate starting points 
for each transect. Random numbers are generated with a Pascal 
program and should be included in the sampling equipment. 
©LIST INDENT = Locate the approximate middle of the beach section 
for the site and then locate aggregations of crabs in and above the 
wash zone. It may be necessary to dig and toss a vertical series of 
shovelfulls of sand to determine the upper extent of sand crab 
aggregations. In the wash zone area where crabs are visible, 
stretch the 100m tape parallel to the shore just above the highest 



extent of crab occurrence. Use the random numbers on the data sheet 
to establish the locations of the starting marks for each of five 
vertical transects along your 100 meter tape. To obtain the best 
results choose the core spacing such that 100 or more crabs are 
collected in each transect. It may be helpful to run a practice 
transect and count before collecting the samples. Core spacing of 
0.5 meter will be adequate for most of the sites under most 
conditions. At very high crab densities and wide bands of 
aggregated crabs, a spacing of 1.0 meter may be more practical. 
@LIST INDENT = Starting at the tape and continuing into the water 
(0.5 meter depth) one observer should quickly take cores to a depth 
of 10cm at the appropriate intervals (Figure 3). Each core will be 
placed in the labeled mesh bag held by the second observer who 
follows closely down the beach and keeps track of the number of 
cores taken in the transect. Sampling should occur quickly to avoid 
disturbance and loss of active animals from the sampling area 
hence, it is best to calibrate the required spacing of the cores 
with the observer's foot size or a meter stick. Place all of the 
cores in the mesh bag labeled for the particular transect. Record 
the number of cores you took in each of the transects and the 
spacing of your cores. It is best to take the same number of cores 
and use the same spacing in each transect. Measure and record the 
vertical intertidal distance sampled by the transects using the 50 
meter tape. Rinse as much of the sand as possible from each of the 
mesh bags in the surf zone once all of the transects are complete. 
If coarse sediments remain in the bag, separate the animals from 
the sediments by stirring and quickly decanting the animals off 
with seawater between two buckets and into the marked mesh bag. 
@LTST INDENT = To process the quantitative sample, stack the five 
sieve buckets in descending order so that the largest number is the 
top bucket. Put the sediment free contents of a single mesh bag 
(one transect sample) into the top bucket and rinse it down with 
seawater gently rotating the stack of buckets. The crabs will crawl 
down through the stack until they can not fit through the holes. 
Once the crabs appear to be sorted to a uniform size check the 
sizes of the smaller animals by placing them in a hole until the 
smallest crab you can find does not fall through a hole. Once each 
bucket is sorted to size you should count the number of ovigerous 
and non-ovigerous sand crabs and megalopa and record those numbers 
for each bucket. In addition, count the numbers of 
<MI>Excirolana<D>, <MI>Exosphaeroma<D>, <MI>Nephtys<D>, 
<MI>Euzonus<D>, <MI>Olivella<D>, <MI>Blepharipoda<D> and 
<MI>Tivela<D> you find in each transect sample. Process all five 
transect samples in the same manner. Retain the <MI>Emerita<D>, 
<MI>Blepharipoda<D> and <MI>Tivela<D> for population size frequency 
distributions and return the rest of the organisms to the beach. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Lower Beach and Subtidal Transects 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
§LIST INDENT = To estimate the abundance of <MI>01ivella<D> and 
associated species populations in the low sandy intertidal zone. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Materials: 
@LIST INDENT = 1 aluminum clam gun<R>2 50 meter tapes<R>l random 
number list<R>5 fine mesh bags, labeled 1-5<R>1 meter stick<R>l 
Olivella abundance data sheet<R>2 buckets 



@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
§LIST INDENT = 2 observers in shorts and booties. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Conditions: 
§LIST INDENT = The sampling may be easily conducted on a low tide 
(«0.0 ft) in low swell conditions if possible. If conducted on a 
higher tide the observers may wish to wear masks and wetsuits. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
@LIST INDENT = S.E. Anchorage. 
@BREAK COLUMN = 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time Required: 
@LIST INDENT =1.5 hours 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
§LIST INDENT = Data sheets are numbered with 5 random numbers from 
1-50 with at least 5 meters between numbers to avoid overlap. The 
numbers indicate starting points for each transect. Random numbers 
are generated with a Pascal program and should be included in the 
sampling equipment. 
§LIST INDENT = A quick reconnaissance of the area should be 
conducted to locate the zone where <MI>01ivella<D> occur. Once the 
general area is located, measure the distance between the highest 
and lowest extent of <MI>Olivella<D>. A 50m tape should be 
stretched parallel to water above the highest extent of the 
animals. Five starting points for transects should be selected 
along the tape using the random numbers on the data sheet. The 
locations of the transect starting points may be marked with the 
labeled mesh bags or with marks in the sand. Cores should be taken 
with the clam gun to a depth of 10cm and placed in a labeled mesh 
bag. Uniform core spacing should be planned to obtain 30 or more 
animals per transect. A practice transect and count may be useful 
in deciding on the spacing of cores for the sampling. Take cores 
(Figure 3) every 0.25m to 0.5m from just above the highest area of 
occurrence to just below the lowest zone of occurrence. Place all 
of the cores in the mesh bag marked for the particular transect. 
Record the number of cores you took in each and the length of the 
transects and the spacing of the cores. It is best to take the same 
number of cores and use the same spacing in each transect. Rinse as 
much of the sand as possible from each of the mesh bags in the surf 
zone once all of the transects are complete. 
@LIST INDENT = Ennumerate the organisms in each bag by species and 
record on the data sheet. Retain the <MI>Olivella<D>, 
<MI>Blepharipoda<D> and <MI>Tivela<D> for measurement of size 
frequency distributions. Make a sketch indicating the area sampled. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Band Transects 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
@LIST INDENT = To determine the distribution and abundance of 
subtidal <MI>Tivela<D> populations and associated species. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Site: 
@LIST INDENT = SE Anchorage 
§BREAK COLUMN = 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Materials: 
§LIST INDENT = Dive compass<R>Data slate<R>Pencils<R>l meter pvc 
pipe rods (2-4)<R>Random number table<R>Vertical stakes (5)<R>2 100 
meter tapes 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 



§LIST INDENT = 3 people equipped for free diving or SCUBA 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Conditions: 
@LIST INDENT = Medium tide needed. This procedure should not be 
attempted unless the swell is small (.5m) and the visibility is 
good (5m). 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Site: 
@LIST INDENT = S.E. Anchorage 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time required: 
@LIST INDENT = 2 hours 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
§LIST INDENT = Data sheets are numbered with 3-5 random numbers 
from 1-100 with at least 15 meters between numbers to avoid 
overlap. The numbers indicate starting points for each transect set 
of four. Random numbers are generated with a Pascal program and 
should be included in the sampling equipment. 
§LIST INDENT = Locate the permanent reference marker on the cliff 
backing the beach. From that point, stretch a 100 meter tape 
parallel to shore above the highest wash. Select a starting point 
along the tape for the first transect using the random numbers. 
Mark the top of the first transect with a vertical pipe or stake 
driven into the sand. Repeat the procedure for the next two four 
transects. 
§LIST INDENT = Two observers should suit up and take the slate and 
pencil, 100m tape and meter pipe sections down the beach to the 
water from the first transect starting point. One person will act 
as the beach anchor for the meter tape. The divers should line up 
to the first mark, take a compass heading on a line of site 
perpendicular to the shore and proceed into "0.75 meter of water 
and swim out 100 meters in a straight line perpendicular to the 
beach face. One diver should carry the tape letting it unwind 
behind him, the second diver should swim 2 meters away on a 
parallel course. Using the one meter pipe as a reference, the 
divers count all of the siphons, exposed clams and associated 
species observed in the 1 x 100 meter area swum. On reaching the 
100 meter mark, clams and observations should be recorded for each 
divers' transect. The divers should swim parallel to the beach in 
opposite directions for ~2m away from their last transect and swim 
to the beach on the opposite compass course. All clam siphons, 
exposed clams, and associated species should be counted and 
recorded for the 1 x 100 meter area of the return swim. 
@LIST INDENT = Repeat the above procedure for two to four 
additional sets of four 100 meter swims starting at each the 
randomly chosen beach locations. An additional pair of divers may 
be employed to sample simultaneously, they should be started on a 
different transect start point and have their own meter tape and 
compasses. Upon completion of all sets of transects, transcribe the 
data from the slates onto a <MI>Tivela<D> subtidal siphon count 
data sheet. 
§LIST INDENT = In the preceding technique, each diver samples two 
1 x 100 meter band areas at each randomly selected location. The 
pair of divers sample a total of four 1 x 100 meter bands or 400 
square meters at each starting location. When three transect 
starting points are sampled in the preceding manner, a total of 
twelve 1 x 100 meter areas are sampled. Depending upon available 



time and manpower, additional transects may be conducted. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Point Contact Transects 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
@LTST INDENT = To determine the percent cover, composition and 
average depth of macrophyte wrack on selected beaches. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Equipment: 
§LIST INDENT = 2 100 meter tapes w/stakes<R>l meter stick<R>Random 
number list<R>l macrophyte wrack data sheet<R>l pencil 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
§LIST INDENT = Two observers 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Conditions: 
§LIST INDENT = A falling tide ("3.0 feet) during a neap tide series 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
@LIST INDENT = Sandy Point, China Camp, Ford Point, Abalone Rocks, 
Water Canyon, Bee Rock West, Soledad North and Southeast Anchorage. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time Required: 
@LIST INDENT =1.0 hours 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
@LIST INDENT = Data sheets are numbered with 3 random numbers from 
1-100 with at least 5 meters between numbers to avoid overlap. The 
numbers indicate starting points for each transect. Random numbers 
are generated with a Pascal program and should be included in the 
sampling equipment. 
@LIST INDENT = Locate the approximate midpoint of the beach 
section. Describe landward boundary on data sheet. Measure the 
distance from the landward boundary to the highest wrack, the berm 
crest, the zone of maximum wrack deposition, the saturation line, 
and the lowest recently deposited wrack. Using the random numbers 
on the data sheet select three starting points for your transects 
along a tape stretched parallel to the water in the upper most zone 
of the beach below the lowest vegetation. 
§LIST INDENT = At the starting point for your first transect, 
stretch the second meter tape perpendicular to the shore from the 
landward boundary towards the water. Each transect should consist 
of 100 points. The spacing of sampling points is a function of the 
width of the beach to be sampled. Recommendations for approximate 
spacing of sampling points follow: Soledad (0.5m) Sandy Point 
(0.5m), Water Cyn (0.25m), Becher•s Pier (0.25m), Bee Rock West 
(0.5m) China Camp (1.0m), Ford Point (0.25m), Abalone Rocks 
(0.25m), and Southeast Anchorage (0.25m). 
@LIST INDENT = Starting at the top of the tape examine the beach 
under the first point. The sampling points should be dimensionless 
(use the size of the tape mark "2mm). Record the presence of each 
type of wrack up to three species and the order of dominance, the 
overall depth of wrack (2cm minimum), and the presence of tar at 
each point on the transect. If no wrack or tar is present at a 
point, record the substrate as sand or rock. Continue down the 
transect recording data from each point until you reach 100 points. 
All three transects should be the same length and contain the same 
number of sampled points. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Trench Transects 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
@LIST INDENT = To determine the distribution, abundance and size 
frequency distribution of certain low intertidal beach macrofauna 



including: <MI>Tivela stultorum<D> and <MI>Blepharipoda 
occidentalis<D>. 
@BREAK COLUMN = 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Equipment: 
@LIST INDENT = Data sheets or slate<R>100 meter tape<R>50 meter 
tape<R>Pencil<R>2 square shovels (0. 25m wide) <R>Calipers<R>Meshbags 
(10, numbered 1-10)<R>Random number list 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
§LIST INDENT =2-3 people in booties and shorts 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Conditions: 
§LIST INDENT = A minus tide of -0.5 or lower and low swell 
conditions. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
@LIST INDENT = S.E. Anchorage, Becher's, Ab Rocks 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time Required: 
@LIST INDENT = 3 hours 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
§LIST INDENT = Data sheets are numbered with 10 random numbers from 
1-100 with at least 5 meters between numbers to avoid overlap. The 
numbers indicate starting points for each transect. Random numbers 
are generated with a Pascal program and should be included in the 
sampling equipment. 
@LIST INDENT = At Southeast Anchorage, proceed southeast from the 
small pocket beach at the foot of the gully until you reach the 
third beach section from the gully. Locate the permanent reference 
point on the cliff backing the beach. From that point, stretch the 
100 meter tape parallel to the shoreline on the lower beach just 
above the highest sand crab aggregations. Using the random numbers 
on the data sheet, locate the starting point for the first transect 
on the 100 meter tape. Mark that point with the labeled mesh bag or 
with a mark in the sand. Repeat for the next four to nine 
transects. You should start your trenches approximately at the 
bottom of the upper band of sand crabs and trench from there down 
to the lowest intertidal area that you can reasonably work. Record 
the vertical distance to covered by each trench. When possible, all 
transects should be equal in length. Start the trench at the 
selected intertidal height directly down the beach from the 
randomly selected starting mark. With the square shovel, dig a 
uniform, continuous trench that is one shovel width (0.25m) wide 
and ~<223>0.25 m deep from the starting point to the low 
intertidal. Toss the sand from the trench out and to the side of 
the trench. The second person sorts through the sand collecting 
macrofauna, placing all organisms in a mesh bag labeled with the 
trench #. Repeat the above procedure for each of the additional 4-9 
trenches as time and the tide allow. 
@LIST INDENT = When the trenches are completed, the contents of 
each mesh bag should be identified, enumerated, and recorded on the 
data sheets. All <MI>Tivela<D> should be checked for marks. Record 
the number of marked and unmarked clams. All <MI>Blepharipoda<D> 
should be sexed and the reproductive condition of females recorded. 
All animals should be retained for determination of size frequency 
distributions. When measurements are completed, all animals should 
be returned to the sandy intertidal habitat. Individual 
<MI>Tivela<D> should be placed in the sand to a depth which covers 



most of the shell and with the hinge ligament facing up and the 
hinge facing the ocean. Collect and remove empty clam shells on the 
beach from the gulley to the end of the last beach section. Record 
the number of marked empty shells. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 2 = MARK AND RECAPTURE SAMPLING 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
©LIST INDENT = To obtain estimates of the population size of Pismo 
clams, <MI>Tivela stultorum<D>, at selected sites on Santa Rosa 
Island using a multiple mark recapture technique. Population size 
estimates may be made from subtidal or intertidal samples of clams. 
Methods for collection of subtidal clams are described below. 
Intertidal estimates may be made using clams collected and marked 
in trench transect sampling described in an earlier section of this 
handbook. Marking protocols are the same for both subtidal and 
intertidal procedures. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Equipment needed: 
©LIST INDENT = goody bags<R>hacksaw blade<R>abalone iron 
(optional)<R>data sheets<R>copy of marking code information 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel needed: 
©LIST INDENT = 2-3 people equipped for skin or scuba diving 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Conditions: 
©LIST INDENT = A medium to high tide is best. The swell should be 
small (0.5m) and the visibility good (5m). 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Site: 
©LIST INDENT = Southeast Anchorage 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
©LIST INDENT = To avoid problems with mortality associated with 
long term mark-recapture studies, each year will be treated 
separately. A unique mark code will be used for each year such that 
the number of marked clams will not cummulate across years, only 
across samples in a single year. Collections of clams will be made 
4 times each year. The first sample of the year should be collected 
in June, subsequent samples should be collected in July, August and 
September if possible. No estimates of population size will be 
possible for the first sample of each year, although a rough 
estimate of overwintering success may be made from the number of 
recaptured clams that were marked in the previous year. 
©LIST INDENT = The multiple mark recapture technique requires that 
the entire area be searched systematically with uniform effort. The 
assumptions of the multiple mark recapture procedure include: 
marked animals are randomly redistributed throughout the 
population, no marks or tags are lost or become unrecognizable, 
marked and unmarked animals have the same suspectability to 
capture, no immigration of animals to population, and mortalitiy or 
emmigration of animals occurs similarly for both marked and 
unmarked individuals (see Krebs 1989 for further details). 
©LIST INDENT = The divers should arrange to each search specific 
areas of the site for clams and collect all clams and empty shells 
in their area. The abalone iron may be useful in removing the clams 
from the sand. After the area has been searched and clams 
collected, the clams should be taken to the beach. 
©LIST INDENT = Each clam should be checked for marks on the shell. 
Prior to 1991, two types of marks were used on native clams: 



§N0. LIST = 1) 
@N0. PARA LIST = a unique mark code of hacksaw grooves cut at a 
right angle to the apex of the umbo and 
@N0. LIST = 2) 
@N0. PARA LIST = a single horizontal hacksaw groove cut across the 
apex of the umbo (see Figure 4). 
@N0. PARA LIST = Small clams transplanted to the site in October of 
1989 were marked with a notch on the valve edges. Subtidal 
transplants were notched on the edges of the valve adjacent to the 
hinge ligament and intertidal transplants were notched on the 
opposite edges of the valve. The notch marks on transplanted clams 
have been overgrown by normal shell growth and occur some distance 
from the valve edges. 
§N0. PARA = Record the number of clams with: 1) current year marks 
(r), 2) previous year marks (u), 3) transplant marks (u) and, 4) no 
marks in the sample (u). 
@N0. PARA = Retain all clams for measurement of shell length to 
determine a size frequency distribution for the sample (see 
following section). Note the mark status of each clam during the 
size frequency measurements. Record the numbers of marked and 
unmarked empty shells collected in the sample. 
§LIST INDENT = All unmarked clams greater than 70mm should be 
marked in the area of the umbo using the hacksaw blade. The 
suggested marks to use in each year of sampling and a diagram 
showing the correct orientation for division of the clam into 4 
distinct areas for marking are given in Appendix F and Figure 4. 
The grooves cut in the shell with the hacksaw blade should be 
approximately 2mm deep and 10mm long. All clams with marks from 
previous years should be remarked so they are marked with the 
current year's mark. Record the number of newly marked and remarked 
clams which will be returned to the site (x). Once all clams are 
counted, measured and marked, the divers should return to the area 
of collection and redistribute the clams. Each clam should be dug 
into the sand with the hinge up and the umbo facing away from 
shore. 
§BREAK PAGE = 
@HEAD-LEVEL 2 = SUPPLEMENTAL SAMPLING 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
@LIST INDENT = To collect a sample of reproductive sand crabs to 
supplement the crabs already collected with the quantitative clam 
gun sampling for determination of size frequency distribution and 
reproductive condition of sand crab populations. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Materials: 
@LIST INDENT = Shovel<R>Bucket<R>Mesh bags (large and fine mesh) 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
§LIST INDENT = Two persons wearing shorts 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Conditions: 
@LIST INDENT = A falling tide and moderate surf are best. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
§LIST INDENT = Sandy Point, China Camp, Ford Point, Abalone Rocks, 
Water Canyon, S.E. Anchorage, Becher's Pier, Bee Rock West, and 
Soledad North. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time required: 
@LIST INDENT =0.5 hour 



©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
©LIST INDENT = Locate aggregations of sand crabs in the wash zone 
of the beach. Walk the beach at the wetline or higher and examine 
the aggregations of sand crabs for patches of larger crabs. It is 
important to avoid disturbing the aggregations in the wash zone. 
Once a patch of larger animals has been located, wait until the 
last wave has receded and one investigator should quickly dig 
shovelfuls of sand from the area placing them in the coarse mesh 
bag held by the second person. The sand should be rinsed through 
the bag retaining the crabs. This process should be repeated until 
200 or more larger crabs have been collected. If aggregations of 
small animals are present scoop a few shovelfuls of sand from those 
aggregations into a fine mesh bag and rinse the sand out retaining 
the crabs. All of the crabs should be combined in labeled fine mesh 
bag, rinsed again in seawater and retained in a plastic bucket with 
an empty mesh bag in the bottom to provide a space from the water 
which is shed from the bag of crabs. To avoid mortality, do not 
submerge sand crabs in seawater in a bucket for any length of time. 
A second seawater rinsed mesh bag should be placed over the sample. 
Crabs may be kept alive in this manner for several hours or 
overnight in cool conditions until the sample can be conveniently 
processed and measured. The preceding treatment may be particularly 
useful at sites with steep or difficult access or late in the day, 
when it may be expedient to carry the sample of crabs out and 
process them later at a site with easier access or in better light 
conditions. Quantitative sand crab samples may be packed similarly 
and held for later processing when access or the schedule requires. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 2 = SIZE FREQUENCY DATA 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
©LIST INDENT = To determine size frequency distributions for 
several species of beach macrofauna. Size frequency distributions 
are measured for several sand beach species after the animals have 
been collected for abundance estimates. Size frequency 
distributions for <MI>Emerita<D> and <MI>01ivella<D> will be 
measured using an sieve sorter (Wenner et al. 1974). Individual 
measurements with vernier calipers will be used to measure size 
frequency distributions of <MI>Tivela<D> and <MI>Blepharipoda<D>. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Materials: 
©LIST INDENT = 2 vernier calipers, stainless steel, 220mm<R>5 
colanders, plastic<R>Mesh bags, small and large mesh 
sizes<R>Waterproof data sheets, one per species<R>Pencils<R>24 
calibrated sieve buckets (#4-#50)<R>3 buckets, plastic<R>l 
towel<R>Data sheet<R>Pencil 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
©LIST INDENT =2-3 persons 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
©LIST INDENT = All stations 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time Required: 
©LIST INDENT = Varies depending on sample size and measurement 
technique. Allow 1 to 1.5 hour for sorter measurement, and 0.5 to 
0.75 hour for caliper measurement of other species. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
©LIST INDENT = Measurements of the maximum shell length of 
<MI>Tivela stultorum<D> and the maximum carapace length of 



<MI>Blepharipoda occidentalis<D> will be taken with calipers to the 
nearest millimeter and recorded on appropriate data sheets. The 
carapace length of large <MI>Emerita<D> (Sieve # 50 or greater) 
will also be measured with calipers to the nearest mm (Figure 5). 
Sex and reproductive condition (ovigerous/nonovigerous female 
crabs) will be noted for the two crab species (Figure 6) . All 
<MI>Tivela<D> should be checked for identifying marks at the umbo 
or on the valve and growth measurements taken where possible. All 
animals should be returned to the point of collection. 
§LIST INDENT = Size frequency distributions of samples of 
<MI>Emerita<D> and <MI>01ivella<D> will be measured with a graded 
series of bucket sieves. A calibration for the sorter allows the 
conversion of sieve numbers to carapace length or shell length in 
mm for each species (see Appendix D) . Place the sieve set up 
securely in a sheltered area above the wave wash. The numbers 
should be descending from top to bottom of the series with the 
smallest number (4) at the bottom of the stack. 
§LIST INDENT = For <MI>Emerita<D>, the sample to be measured from 
any one site will consist of a combination of the five bags of 
crabs collected and counted during the quantitative sampling and a 
single bag of larger opportunistically collected crabs. If the 
sample is relatively free of gravel and coarse sediment, it may be 
emptied into the top bucket of the stack. If there is a lot of 
gravel and sediments present, the sample should be decanted with 
seawater to separate the animals from the gravel. Once the sample 
is in the sorter, a couple of buckets of seawater should be poured 
into the top of the sorter and the sorter gently agitated by 
rotating several of the top sieves. Examine the top sieve for 
crabs, any crabs which do not fall through the holes in the largest 
of the sieves must be measured with calipers, checked for the 
presence of eggs and recorded on the data sheet. The crabs should 
just sit in the holes, anterior end up. Do not push crabs through 
the holes just set them gently, posterior end first, in the hole to 
see if they fall through to the next sieve. Frequent pouring of 
fresh seawater into the stack will assist the sorting of the crabs 
by size. On the next sieve down the stack, check to see if the 
crabs are all setting in holes and appear of similar size. Check 
the 5-10 smallest crabs in each sorter bucket for fit. Count, sex, 
and check reproductive condition on all crabs in that bucket. 
Record the data from each sieve bucket on the space provided on the 
data sheet. When large numbers of crabs are present in a sieve 
bucket, you may determine the sex for a subsample of crabs and 
count the rest, recording the size of the subsample and the total 
number of crabs on the appropriate spaces on the data sheet. The 
numbers of male and female crabs can be calculated later from the 
subsample results. Do not determine sex on crabs smaller than sieve 
bucket #14, just count the animals and record their number in the 
total crabs column. 
§LIST INDENT = For <MI>Olivella<D> samples, the mechanics of the 
procedure are very similar to that described above for 
<MI>Emerita<D>. The sample to be sorted consists of the contents of 
the mesh bags from the three to five quadrats sampled for 
estimating abundance of <MI>Olivell<D>a. The snails are much less 
active and will require more manipulation to determine sizes with 



the sorter sieves. No reproductive information will be collected 
for <MI>01ivella<D>, only counts of size frequency in the sieves. 
Animals should be returned to the low intertidal when the sample is 
processed and the data recorded. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Organisms sampled: 
§LIST 3 COL = Sample 
©LIST 3 COL = Genus Sizes Measurement 
©LIST 3 COL = <MI>Tivela<D> 5-100 <P8M>Max. shell length 
(mm)<P255D> 
©LIST 3 COL = <MI>01ivel la<D> 100 <P8M>Max. s h e l l l e n g t h 
(mm)<P255D> 
©LIST 3 COL = <MI>Blepharipoda<D> 5-100 <P8M>Max. carapace 
length (mm)<P255D> 
©LIST 3 COL = <P8M> (sex, reproductive condition)<P255D> 
©LIST 3 COL = <MI>Emerita<D> 500-2000 <P8M>Max. carapace length 
(mm<P255D>) 
©LIST 3 COL = <P8M> (sex, reproductive condition<P2 55D>) 
©BREAK PAGE = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 2 = SPECIES CHECKLIST 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
§LIST INDENT = To compile species presence/absence and relative 
abundance data for the three lagoons. A variety of sampling 
techniques may be employed. Sampling methods may include aquatic 
dip nets, beach seine, clam gun cores and visual inspection by 
trained observers. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
©LIST INDENT =2-3 observers, waders or wetsuits may be needed for 
seines 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Materials: 
©LIST INDENT = Long-handled aquatic dip net<R>Beach seine<R>Clam 
gun<R>Insect net<R>l mm mesh sieve<R>l white enamel 
pan<R>Buckets<R>Hand lens<R>Vials with ethanol<R>Whirlpak 
bags<R>Labels and pencil<R>Data sheets 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
©LIST INDENT = All stations at the three lagoons (see Appendix A). 
All Stations are marked with metal survey stakes except Station 1 
at Old Ranch House Canyon Lagoon. It is located 50m from the Rocky 
Bank on the Eastern edge. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time Required: 
©LIST INDENT = ~1 hour per lagoon, small lagoons may take less time 
and the large lagoon at Abalone Rocks may take more time 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
©LIST INDENT = The relative abundance of all species present at the 
lagoons is estimated. A species list is compiled from sampling with 
clam gun cores, dip nets, insect nets and visual observation at 
each of the stations where physical measurements are taken. For 
each location observed and for each type of sampling employed, 
record relative abundance per square meter of each species on a 
scale of 0-6 as follows: 
©LIST INDENT = 0 = absent<R>l = one individual present<R>2 = 2-10 
individuals present<R>3 = 11-100 individuals present<R>4 = 101-1000 
individuals present<R>5 = 1001-10000 individuals present<R>6 = 
10001-100000 individuals 
©LIST INDENT = Prior to disturbing the area around each station, 



visual estimates of the percent cover, condition, attachment and 
average plant size (length in cm) of <MI>Ruppia<D> and other 
aquatic plants and algae (<MI>Enteromorpha<D>) should be made. The 
presence and relative abundance of <MI>Macrocystis<D> and 
<MI>Phyllospadix<D> wrack should be noted for each station. Other 
debris and probable origin should be noted e.g. carcasses of marine 
mammals, seabirds or terrestrial livestock. Visual observations of 
water and sediment surfaces should be made around each station 
prior to sampling. The presence and estimated abundance per square 
meter of insects including brine files and tiger beetles should be 
recorded. 
§LIST INDENT = Three standard samples should be collected with a 
long-handled aquatic net at each station. The water column should 
be sampled by using standard 1 meter sweeps of the net at 1-2 
meters from shore. This process should be repeated 2 more times 
over different areas of water which were not disturbed by the 
previous sweeps. After each sweep, the contents of the net bag 
should then be concentrated in the bottom of the net and dumped 
into a shallow white enamel pan for identification and abundance 
estimates of lagoon species. Small fish and a variety of aquatic 
insects and invertebrates may be captured with this method. 
§LIST INDENT = Identify all specimens to species (see Table 1), 
preserve a few of any unidentifiable organisms in carefully labeled 
vials for later identification. 
@LIST INDENT = The bottom surface of the lagoons may be sampled in 
a similar manner using three standard 1 meter sweep samples along 
the bottom of the lagoon at each station then observing each sample 
in a shallow white enamel pan. Identify and estimate the abundance 
of all organisms. A few specimens of each unidentifiable organism 
may be preserved in labeled vials for later identification. 
@LIST INDENT = Three standard core samples should be taken with the 
clam gun at Station 1 at the Old Ranch House Canyon Lagoon. Core 
samples are sieved through a 1 mm size sieve to retain macrofauna. 
To obtain a core sample, insert the clam gun to a depth of 20 cm, 
place your thumb over the hole in the top and carefully pull the 
clam gun and enclosed core from the sediments. Hold the clam gun 
and core over the 1 mm sieve and remove your thumb from the hole in 
the top to extrude the core onto the sieve. Gently wash the fine 
sediments out of the sieve, retaining coarse sediments and 
macrofauna. 
8N0TE = NOTE: If the core drops out of the clam gun prematurely 
during removal, you should put your hand under the gun as soon as 
possible to support the core. It may be helpful to practice taking 
a few cores before conducting the sampling. 
@LIST INDENT = All organisms should be identified to species and 
their relative abundances should be estimated. A few specimens of 
any unidentifiable organisms should be preserved in labeled vials 
for future identification. 
@LIST INDENT = Seine sampling is an optional technique to be used 
when fish are apparently present and conditions allow. It should be 
noted that this type of sampling is fairly disruptive and can 
result in fish mortality and sediment disturbance. Seine sampling 
is best conducted in the creeks and in the main basin of the 
Abalone Rocks lagoon, and in the Old Ranch Canyon lagoon. Two to 



three observers are needed in shorts, wetsuits, or waders. The net 
should be unrolled and straightened out away from the sampling 
locations to minimize disturbance. The net should be oriented with 
the bag section following, the floats at the surface of the water 
and the weights at the bottom of the lagoon. A sampling area is 
chosen ahead of time e.g. a distance along a creek or across a 
basin. Each observer should take a pole end and one of the 
observers should carry the bulk of the net until the water is 
entered. Upon entering the water the net should be extended across 
the sampling area with one observer holding a pole one each end and 
the weights at the bottom of the lagoon. The observers should then 
start walking in parallel along the sampling area, dragging the net 
with them, keeping the net as extended as possible. At the end of 
the sampling area, one observer should stop and climb up the bank 
while the other swings rapidly around in an arc towards the same 
bank to catch escaping fish. The net should be dragged carefully 
onto the bank or sand. Fish and crabs should be identified to 
species and relative abundance estimates should be made for each 
species. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 2 = AVIFAUNA CENSUS 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
©LIST INDENT = To census the birds utilizing selected sand beaches 
and the coastal lagoons of Santa Rosa Island. 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Equipment: 
§LIST INDENT = Bird data sheets and Bird field guide<R>Field 
notebook and Pencil<R>Binoculars 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
©LIST INDENT = One to two observers trained in the identification 
of birds. Observers should be dressed in drab colors. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Conditions: 
©LIST INDENT = Strong winds, rain and heavy fog may make bird 
counts very difficult. Conducting the census early in the day is 
probably ideal for both wind and lighting on Santa Rosa Island. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 - Sites: 
©LIST INDENT = All beach and lagoon sites. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time Required: 
©LIST INDENT = 0.5 hour per location 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
©HEAD-LEVEL 5 = Beaches 
©LIST INDENT = The observer(s) should approach the census site 
carefully to minimize disturbance. Observations should commence at 
one end of the beach if possible and observer should walk slowly 
down the beach recording the species and numbers sighted. Keep 
track of birds to avoid double counts. Record behavioral notes 
particularly feeding behavior of birds. On wide beaches two 
observers will be better able to cover the area and should walk at 
the same pace on the upper and mid beach. Record the time of the 
census and the sky and wind conditions. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 5 = Lagoons 
©LIST INDENT = The lagoons should each be approached slowly and 
carefully to avoid flushing the birds early (particularly ducks). 
The observers should walk around each of the lagoons recording the 
number and species of birds present in the census area which is 



defined as the water, mudpans and banks of the lagoons. Be aware 
that birds may flush from one lagoon to another during the census. 
It is important to keep track of group size and the direction of 
flight. Each of the three lagoons should be treated as a separate 
site and a separate data sheet should be used to record census 
data. Record observations on behavior and feeding. Record the time 
of the census and the sky and wind conditions. 
§NOTE = NOTE: If data were recorded in a field notebook, record all 
data on bird data sheets for each site at the end of the day. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 2 = PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 
@HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Purpose: 
©LIST INDENT = To monitor physical factors which could be related 
to habitat conditions and suitability and to population dynamics of 
indicator species. Most measurements will be taken in conjunction 
with biological samples. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Equipment: 
§LIST INDENT = 1 thermometer (celsius)<R>1 refractometer<R>l 
pipette with bulb<R>Lens tissue<R>l secchi disc and line<R>2 meter 
sticks<R>l level (24 inch)<R>l 2 meter wood pole (net handle)<R>1 
50 meter tape<R>l line with fishing weight<R>Lagoon or beach 
physical data sheets<R>Pencil 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Personnel: 
©LIST INDENT = Two observers 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Sites: 
©LIST INDENT = All beach sites and lagoon stations. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Time Required: 
©LIST INDENT = At the beach sites, "10 minutes is needed. At the 
lagoon stations, "15 minutes is needed for each station. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 4 = Methods: 
§LIST INDENT = The following measurements will be taken and 
recorded upon the appropriate data sheets: 
©HEAD-LEVEL 5 = Water temperature 
©LIST INDENT = A plastic shielded thermometer with a Celsius scale 
should be used. The thermometer should be held in the water to be 
measured for 4 0 seconds and then read quickly upon removal from the 
water. Shield the thermometer from the wind while reading the 
scale. 
§LIST INDENT = At sand beach sites, one measurement should be made 
in the surf zone at a depth of 0.5m. 
©LIST INDENT = At lagoon stations, one measurement should be made 
at each of two depths (surface and 5 or 10cm) at each of the 
stations. 
©BREAK PAGE = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 5 = Salinity 
©LIST INDENT = The Reichert temperature compensated refractometer 
should be used. A clean eye dropper should be used to collect water 
from the appropriate location and depth. Avoid collecting sediments 
or debris with the water which will cause error in the reading. The 
drop of water should be placed on the clean glass surface of the 
refractometer, then the plastic scale should be lowered onto the 
drop. The observer should then look through the eyepiece while 
holding the instrument level and read the right hand scale at the 
boundary between the dark and light fields. The reading will be in 



parts per thousand (0/00). 
©LIST INDENT = At the beach sites including the beach adjacent to 
the lagoons, one determination should be made in the surf zone 
(0.5m). Do not take the refractometer into the surf. 
©LIST INDENT = At the lagoon stations, one measurement should be 
made at each of two depths (surface and 5cm) . If the stream is 
present at the Old Ranch Canyon lagoon, additional surface 
measurements should be taken upstream at 10 meter intervals until 
fresh water is reached or the streambed is dry. Once fresh water is 
reached, the observer should take measurements downstream at 
shorter intervals to determine the point of transition between 
fresh and saline water. The distance in meters from station 2 to 
the point where fresh water is reached should be recorded. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 5 = Secchi depth 
©LIST INDENT = The secchi disk should be attached to the end of the 
long aquatic net and extended out ~1 meter over the water lying 
directly out from the station. The disk should be lowered until it 
is no longer visible or hits the bottom of the lagoon. The depth at 
which the disk disappears from view or touches the bottom should be 
recorded to the nearest cm. Check the secchi depth by raising and 
lowering the disk three times. A meter stick may be used to 
determine the amount of line left out of the water and then 
subtracted from the total line length to obtain secchi depth. The 
depth of the water should also be determined with a meter stick and 
recorded. At the lagoon stations, one determination of secchi depth 
should be made at each of the permanent stations. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 5 = Beach slope 
©LIST INDENT = The slope of the beach face is determined by using 
a level and two meter sticks. The determination should be made at 
the wet line (Figure 1). One meter stick should be laid 
perpendicular to the shoreline and the level placed upon it. The 
seaward end level should be raised until the bubble centers between 
the crosshairs. The second meter stick should be used to measure 
the distance that the level was raised to center the bubble (Figure 
7) . That distance and the length of the level will be used to 
calculate the slope of the beach (arc tan rise/run = slope in 
degrees). 
©LIST INDENT = At beach sites, three determinations of slope should 
be made along the wet line. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 5 = Water levels 
©LIST INDENT • Stage gages have been installed for the 
determination of relative water levels at the three lagoons (see 
Appendix A). 
©LIST INDENT = One reading should be made at each stage gage. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 5 = Photos 
©LIST INDENT = Photographs of each beach site should be taken at 
the time of monitoring to aid in description of long term changes 
in beach morphology and sediment dynamics. Aerial photos of the 
lagoons and beaches should be taken at five year intervals in 
conjunction with the vegetation mapping photo series and more often 
if financially feasible particularly for the lagoons. 

©HEAD-LEVEL 1 = DATA MANAGEMENT 
Data input, analysis, and reporting is different for each of the 



sampling protocols described in the previous section. Therefore, 
data management is discussed by sampling method used to collect the 
data. Detailed instructions on data entry and use of computer 
programs for data analysis follow. 
Data management files will be in dBase III Plus and Lotus 123. For 
summarizing the data and generating reports, the statistical 
software package, SPSS/PC is used to translate the data files 
created by dBase III to SPSS files. SPSS programs are then used to 
summarize data. Lotus 123 files are used to store certain size 
frequency distribution files and generate histograms and to store 
mark and recapture data. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 2 = TRANSECT SAMPLING 
Separate files will be created for each year and transect type as 
named in Table 3. Once all data are entered and verified, backup 
copies should be made, and no more editing done to the file. The 
following example is for clam gun transects (TCGXX.DBF). A blank 
file called F:\BEACH\ TCGLK.DBF is used to facilitate data entry. 
Another file called BTALL.DBF is created by appending appropriate 
years to it. This file is then used by BTCALC.PRO to create a 
summary table of means and standard deviations by species and 
location and saves the results to a file called BTALL.RSL. 
@HEAD-LEVEL 3 = dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 
dBase III Plus file structure for transect files is as follows: 
§LIST A = FIELD FIELD NAME TYPE WIDTH 
§LIST A = 1 Location Numeric 2 
@LIST A = 2 Year Numeric 2 
§LIST A = 3 Species Numeric 5 
§LIST A = 4 Type Numeric 2 
@LIST A = 5 Transect Numeric 2 
@LIST A = 6 Spacing Numeric 4 
§LIST A = 7 Length Numeric 4 
§LIST A = 8 Count Numeric 4 
§LIST A = 9 Ovigerous Numeric 4 
@LIST A = 10 Box 38 Numeric 4 
@LIST A = 11 Box 28 Numeric 4 
§LIST A = 12 Box 18 Numeric 4 
@LIST A = 13 Box 8 Numeric 4 
@LIST A = 14 Box 4 Numeric 4 
@LIST A = 15 Megalopa Numeric 4 
@BREAK COLUMN = 
@LIST INDENT = Field 1 is the location or site code number (see 
Table 1) 
§LIST INDENT = Field 2 is the last two digits of the year sampled 
§LIST INDENT = Field 3 is the species code number (see Appendix C) 
@LIST INDENT = Field 4 is the type of transect (l=clam gun, 
2=trench, 3=band) 
@LIST INDENT = Field 5 is the number of the transect sampled 
§LIST INDENT = Field 6 is the number of cores per meter (0.5, 1, 2, 
4, use 0 for trench and band transects data) 
@LIST INDENT = Field 7 is the length of the transect in meters 
@LIST INDENT = Field 8 is the total number of individuals found on 
the transect 
§LIST INDENT = Field 9 is the total number of ovigerous individuals 
found on the transect (decapod Crustacea only) 



©LIST INDENT = Fields 10-14 are the number of individuals found in 
the respective size fractions in each transect (<MI>Emerita<D> 
transects only) 
©LIST INDENT = Field 15 is the total number of megalopa found in 
each transect (<MI>Emerita<D> transects only) 
The dBase III files are stored on the file server under the 
F:\BEACH directory and on floppy disks. Each year of data is 
entered in a file. Data files are named as follows: for 1990 
BT90.DBF and so forth. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Creating A New Data File 
Use the following procedure to create a new transect file once you 
are in dBase III: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\btblk.dbf (to access blank file) 
©PROGRAM = .copy to F:\beach\btxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (copies the blank file to the new year file you are 
creating, supply year at xx) 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Entering Data and Updating Files 
After the new file is established, begin entering data. The order 
of the species on the data sheets is the same as that in the file, 
so data entry should go smoothly. To enter information and data, 
proceed in the following manner after entering dBase III: 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\btxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .replace all loc with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (you enter location code here) 
©PROGRAM = .replace all year with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter two digits for year here 
©PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM LIST = (takes you to first record for data entry go to any 
record number by typing the number at the dot prompt) 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (most efficient command for data entry) 
©PROGRAM LIST = 
Now move to the other columns and begin entering data. 
To modify the file for the second and subsequent stations, use the 
following commands: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\btxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\btblk.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (appends blank records for one station to the file) 
©PROGRAM LIST = 
Once the blank records have been appended, fill in the information 
for the year and location in the following way: 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (type in the record number where you wish to start) 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y_ loc with __ 
©PROGRAM LIST = (replaces blank station with the number of the 
station you are working on) 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (returns to record # where you started) 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y_ year with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (adds year designation to year field) 
©PROGRAM = .x 
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©PROGRAM LIST - (back to where you started) 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (into edit mode to begin data entry) 
©PROGRAM LIST = 
Do not worry initially if the locations are not in seguence. After 
entering data for all the locations, the file may be sorted in 
several ways. For example, to sort by location: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\btxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .sort to F:beach\(file name.ext) by loc 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
©PROGRAM = 
You may then delete the old file 
©PROGRAM = .erase F:\beach\btgxx.dbf 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
and rename the sorted file to the old filename: 
©PROGRAM = .rename F:\beach\(file name.ext) to F:\beach\btxx.dbf 
Two important final points: remember to press Control-End to save 
changes you make in browse and to type in <169>Close all<170> 
before proceeding to work on another file or exiting dBase III 
plus. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Preparation for Data Analysis 
Transect files for each transect type from several years may be 
appended together prior to analysis with SPSS. For any one type of 
transect, select the years to be included in the analysis, copy the 
first year file to a new filename and append the other files to the 
new file. For example, to summarize information on clam gun 
transects for years 1990-1995, files TCG90.DBF, TCG91.DBF, 
TCG92.DBF, TCG93.DBF, TCG94.DBF, and TCG95.DBF would be compiled 
into the large file called TCGALL.DBF in the following manner: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\btall.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses dBase III file) 
©PROGRAM = .zap 
©PROGRAM LIST = (deletes and packs all records in that file) 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\bt90.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (appends 1990 data to tcgall.dbf) 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\bt91.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (appends 1991 data to btall.dbf) 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\bt92.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (appends 1992 data to tcgall.dbf) 
and so on .... to bt95.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
©PROGRAM LIST = (closes btgall.dbf) 
©PROGRAM LIST = 
Use these commands to modify TCGALL.DBF any way you wish. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = SPSS Data Analysis and Reports 
SPSS is used to analyze data catalogued in dBase III. In order to 
do this, the dBase file must be converted to a form that SPSS can 
understand using the SPSS translate utility. For example, to 
translate the large file tcgall.dbf to SPSS, do the following at 
the SPSS prompt: 
SPSSPC:translate from='F:\beach\btall.dbf• 
For large files, this may take some time, so be patient. Once this 
has finished, proceed with commands for analysis. The program 
{BTCALC.PRO} is used to translate and calculate mean counts for 
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clam gun transect species by size and reproductive type and is 
listed in Appendix H. When {BTCALC.PRO} is run it saves the results 
to the file F:\BEACH\BT.RSL. This is a text file and is best edited 
using a word processor. To convert it to WordPerfect, use the Text 
In/Text Out feature, Control-F3 and select option 3. Edit and add 
titles, page numbers, and a cover page if desired. 
If {BTCALC.PRO} already contains a translate statement (as it does 
in the example in Appendix H) , execute the program by doing the 
following at the SPSSPC prompt: 
SPSSPC:include F:\beach\btcalc.pro 
This step translates and performs the calculations indicated by the 
program without having to enter the review feature of SPSS, 
blocking and running. 
In order to avoid repeating the time consuming translation step, 
you can save translated files to SPSS system files, directly 
accessible by SPSS with the GET command. Do the following at the 
SPSS prompt to save the translated dBase file to an SPSS system 
file: 
SPSSPC:save outfile='F:\beach\btallyr.sys• 
If analysis is required for only one station, species or year, one 
may selectively analyze these categories using the <169>Process 
if<170> or <169>Select if<170> commands. For example, to compute 
means for Location 4 only, insert the following command before the 
<169>means tables<170> command: 
process if (loc=4) 
@HEAD-LEVEL 2 = POINT CONTACT TRANSECTS 
Separate data files are created for each year called BPCXX.DBF 
(XX=year). Once all data are entered and checked, backup copies 
should be made and no more editing should be executed on the file. 
BPCBLANK.DBF is a blank structure file used to facilitate data 
entry. BPCALL is created by appending appropriate years to it. This 
file is then used by BPCCALC.PRO which creates a summary table of 
means and standard deviations by species, location and date. 
@BREAK COLUMN = 
§HEAD-LEVEL 3 = dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 
The dBase III Plus structure for Point Contact Transects is as 
follows: 
eLIST A = Field Field Name Type Width 
@LIST A = 1 Location Numeric 2 
@LIST A = 2 Year Numeric 2 
@LIST A = 3 Species Numeric 6 
@LIST A = 4 Transect Numeric 2 
@LIST A = 5 Spacing Numeric 2 
§LIST A = 6 Length Numeric 4 
§LIST A = 7 Count Numeric 4 
@LIST A = 
@LIST INDENT = Field 1 is the location code number (Table 1) 
§LIST INDENT = Field 2 is the last two digits of the year sampled 
§LIST INDENT = Field 3 is the species or substrate code number (see 
Appendix C) 
§LIST INDENT = Field 4 is the point spacing 
§LIST INDENT = Field 5 is the length of the transect in meters 
@LIST INDENT = Field 6 is the transect number 
@LIST INDENT = Field 7 is the number of points containing the 
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species in the transect 
The dBase files are stored on the file server in the F:\BEACH 
directory and are backed up on floppy disks. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Creating A New Data File 
Use the following procedure to create a new BPC file after entering 
dBase III Plus: 
§PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bpcblank.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (opens the blank structure file) 
©PROGRAM = .copy to F:\beach\bpcxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (copies the structure to the file for the current 
year, supply year at xx) 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Entering Data and Updating Files 
Once the new file is created, begin entering data. To enter data 
proceed in the following manner after entering dBase III Plus: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bpcxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .replace all loc with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter location code here) 
©PROGRAM = .replace all year with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter last two digits of year here) 
©PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM LIST = (takes you to record 1) 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (most efficient command for data entry) 
©PROGRAM LIST = 
Now, move to the species, transect and count columns and begin 
entering data. 
To modify the file for second and subsequent locations, issue the 
following commands: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bpc.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\bpcblank.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (appends blank records to the file) 
©PROGRAM LIST = 
Once the blank records are appended, fill in the informantion for 
the year and location in the following way: 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (at x type in the record number where you wish to 
begin) 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y loc with __ 
©PROGRAM LIST = (replaces blank locations with the number of the 
station that you wish to enter data for) 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (returns to record number where you started) 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y year with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (replaces blank years with the current year) 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (back to starting point) 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (into edit mode for data entry) 
©PROGRAM LIST • 
Do not be concerned initially if the locations are not in sequence. 
After entering data for all locations, the file may be sorted in 
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several ways. For example, to sort by station: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bpcxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .sort to F:\beach\{filename.ext} by loc 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
<R>You may then delete the old file: 
©PROGRAM = .erase F:\beach\bpcxx.dbf 
<R>and rename the sorted file to the old filename: 
©PROGRAM = .rename F:\beach\{filename.ext} to F:\beach\bpcxx.dbf 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
Finally, remember to press Control-End to save changes made in 
browse and to type in close all before starting to work on another 
file or exiting dBase III Plus. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Preparation for Data Analysis 
BPC files from several years may be appended together prior to 
analysis with SPSS. Select the years to be included in you 
analysis, copy the first year file to a new file name of your 
choosing and appendy the other files to the new file. For example, 
to summarize information for years 1990 through 1992, you would 
compile files BPC90.DBF, BPC91.DBF and BPC92.DBF into a large file 
called BPCALL.DBF in the following manner: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bpc90.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .copy to F:\beach\bpcall.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bpcall.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\bpc91.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\bpc92.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = SPSS Data Analysis and Reports 
SPSS is used to analyze data catalogued in dBase III. In order to 
do this, the dBase file must be converted to a form that SPSS can 
understand using the SPSS translate utility. For example, to 
translate the large file bpcall.dbf to SPSS, do the following at 
the SPSS prompt: 
SPSSPC:translate from='F:\beach\bpcall.dbf' 
For large files, this may take some time, so be patient. Once this 
has finished, proceed with commands for analysis. The program 
{BPCCALC.PRO} is used to translate and calculate mean counts for 
point contact transect species and is listed in Appendix H. When 
{BPCCALC.PRO} is run it saves the results to the file 
F:\BEACH\BPC.RSL. This is a text file and is best edited using a 
word processor. To convert it to WordPerfect, use the Text In/Text 
Out feature, Control-F3 and select option 3. Edit and add titles, 
page numbers, and a cover page if desired. 
If BPCCALC.PRO already contains a translate statement (as it does 
in the example in Appendix H) , execute the program by doing the 
following at the SPSSPC prompt: 
SPSSPC:include F:\beach\bpccalc.pro 
This step translates and performs the calculations indicated by the 
program without having to enter the review feature of SPSS, 
blocking and running. 
In order to avoid the time consuming translation step, you can save 
translated files to SPSS system files, directly accessible by SPSS 
with the GET command. Do the following at the SPSS prompt to save 
the translated dBase file to an SPSS system file: 
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SPSSPC:save outfile='F:\beach\bpcallyr.sys' 
If analysis is required for only one station, species or year, one 
may selectively analyze these categories using the <169>Process 
if<170> or <169>Select if<170> commands. For example, to compute 
means for Location 4 only, insert the following command before the 
<169>means tables<170> command: 
gPROGRAM = process if (loc=4) 
gHEAD-LEVEL 2 = MARK AND RECAPTURE DATA 
Enter the data from each sample in a Lotus 123 spreadsheet. The 
blank file MRTIVBLK.WKS can be copied and renamed for each year. 
The file name should be MRTIVXX.WKS, replace xx with the last two 
digits of the year of the sample. The format for the worksheet is 
given in Appendix F. For each sample, enter the location, date and 
the following data: 
gNO. = u 
gNO. PARA = = the number of unmarked clams and clams with previous 
year or transplant marks caught in sample 
gNO. = x 
gNO. PARA = =the number of clams newly marked or remarked and 
returned in current sample 
gNO. = r 
gNO. PARA = = the number of recaptured clams marked with the 
current year•s mark 
gNO. = m 
gNO. PARA = = the total number of clams marked with the current 
year's mark in the population at time of sampling 
gNO. PARA = (sum of x's from preceding samples) 
gNO. = u+r <|> 
gNO. PARA = = number of c l ams caught<R>(marked + unmarked) 
The s p r e a d s h e e t w i l l t h e n be u s e d t o c a l c u l a t e sums of r , m, m(u+r) 
and make e s t i m a t e s of p o p u l a t i o n s i z e u s i n g t h e f o l l o w i n g f o r m u l a s . 
gBREAK COLUMN = 
P e t e r s e n formula: m ( u + r ) / r 

P o p u l a t i o n s i z e = 
gFORMULA = # marked c l ams (marked + unmarked caught)<R>number of 
r e c a p t u r e d marked c l ams i n sample 
S c h n a b e l f o r m u l a : 
<F128M><197xF255D>[m(u+r)]/<F128M><197><F255>r<F128> 

P o p u l a t i o n s i z e = 
gFORMULA = <F128MUxl97><F255> [# marked c l ams (marked + unmarked 
c a u g h t ) ]<RXF128MX197XF255D> number of r e c a p t u r e d marked c lams i n 
sample 
C o n f i d e n c e l i m i t s may be c a l c u l a t e d f o r t h e p o p u l a t i o n s i z e 
e s t i m a t e s from t h e f o l l o w i n g f o r m u l a s . See Appendix F f o r t a b l e of 
c o n f i d e n c e l i m i t v a l u e s f o r numbers of r e c a p t u r e s b a s e d on t h e 
P o i s s o n d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
P e t e r s e n : 

Upper C o n f i d e n c e L i m i t = 
gFORMULA = <F128Mx_><201> <F255MU>m(u+r) <F128M> 
B < F 2 5 5 D x R > < F 1 2 8 M x _ x 2 0 3 x F 2 5 5 D > lower c o n f i d e n c e l i m i t v a l u e f o r 
r + 1 <F128M><219> <F255D> - 1 

Lower C o n f i d e n c e L i m i t = 
gFORMULA = <F128Mx_><201> <F255MU>m(u+r) <F128M> 
B<F255D><RxF128M>< ><203> <F255D>upper c o n f i d e n c e l i m i t v a l u e 
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for r + 1<F128M> <219> <F255D>- 1 
Schnabel: 

Upper Confidence Limit = 
§ FORMULA = <F128MUX197XF255> [m(u+r)]<R> lower confidence 
limit value for <F128M><197xF255D>r<R> 

Lower Confidence Limit = 
©FORMULA • <F128MUX197><F255> [m(u+r)]<R> upper confidence 
limit value for <F128M><197><F255D>r<R> 
©HEAD-LEVEL 2 = SIZE FREQUENCY DATA 
Size frequency data from <MI>Tivela<D> and <MI>Blepharipoda<D> 
samples will be entered into dBase III files for analysis in SPSS. 
Size frequency data from <MI>Emerita<D> and <MI>01ivella<D> 
populations will be entered into Lotus 12 3 files for analysis. 
§BREAK COLUMN = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 
dBase III Plus file structure for size frequency data is as 
follows: 
©LIST A = Field Field Name Type Width 
©LIST A = 1 Location Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 2 Year Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 3 Date Numeric 4 
©LIST A = 4 Species Numeric 5 
©LIST A = 5 Size Numeric 2 
§LIST A = 6 Sex Numeric 2 
§LIST A = 7 Reprod Numeric 2 
©LIST INDENT = <R>Field 1 is the location or site code number (see 
Table 1) 
©LIST INDENT = Field 2 is the year sampled 
©LIST INDENT = Field 3 is the date sampled 
§LIST INDENT = Field 4 is the species code number (see Appendix C) 
©LIST INDENT = Field 5 is the size measurement in mm 
©LIST INDENT = Field 6 is the sex of the 
individual<R>(0=undetermined, l=male, 2=female) 
©LIST INDENT = Field 7 is the reproductive state of the individual 
(0=undetermined, l=ovigerous, 2=nonovigerous) 
Fields 6 and 7 apply to crabs only, for all clam data enter zeros. 
The dBase III files are stored on the file server under the 
F:\BEACH directory and on floppy disks. Each year of data is 
entered in a file. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Creating a New Data File 
Enter dBase III, at the dot prompt type the following commands: 
§PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bsizeblk.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses blank file) 
©PROGRAM = .copy to F:\beach\bsizexx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST - (copies the blank file to the new year file 
you are creating, supply year at xx) 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Entering Data and Updating Files 
After the new file is established, begin entering data. Use the 
following commands: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bsizexx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .set carry on 
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©PROGRAM LIST = (turns on carry mode. Data is copied from the prior 
record to a new record when using browse) 
©PROGRAM = .go bottom 
©PROGRAM LIST = (positions at bottom of file) 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (allows data entry and edit) 
<R>Enter the first measurement, sex and reproductive condition and 
the species code, location code and year. Position the cursor at 
the size mm column and press the down arrow. When asked whether you 
want to enter new records, answer yes. Each time the down arrow is 
pressed, all the data in the prior record is copied. Re-enter the 
size mm, sex and reproductive condition data even though it might 
be the same when entering crab data. For clams, just reenter the 
size mm data. Repeat this for the data for each species, 
remembering to change the species code for each new species you 
enter data for. For any species for which there is no data (n=0), 
you must enter a zero for the size mm for every station where the 
species did not occur. Otherwise, the histogram program (SPSS) will 
stop at the first species for which there is no data. Repeat for 
each site, changing the location code for each new site. 
When finished entering data, leave the last record in the file with 
all zeros, so that the starting place is clearly indicated for the 
next session of data entry. Remove that record from the file when 
all data for the year is entered. 
When editing of a particular data file is complete, close the file 
with the following commands: 
©PROGRAM = Press Ctrl End 
©PROGRAM LIST = (exits and saves file) 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
©PROGRAM LIST = (closes all data bases) 
©BREAK COLUMN -
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Other dBase III Commands 
The above commands are used to enter new data into the data base 
files. To find and edit a specific record, use the locate command. 
For example, to edit the records for <MI>Blepharipoda<D> at Abalone 
Rocks Beach, type the following commands: 
.locate for location = xx .and. species = xxxxxx 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = SPSS Data Analysis and Reports 
With the size frequency data, one year of data will be analyzed at 
a time. Using SPSS, select the location for histogram results. To 
generate a report using the size frequency data, run SPSS\PC+ from 
the menu and select size frequencies. 
To create an SPSS system file, enter the following commands at the 
SPSSPC prompt: 
©PROGRAM = SPSSPC:translate from='F:\beach\bsize90.dbf• 
©PROGRAM LIST = (converts dBase III file to SPSS active file) 
©PROGRAM = SPSSPC:save outfile = •F:\beach\bsizeyr.sys' 
©PROGRAM LIST = (saves active file to an SPSS system file) 
<R>Once the system file has been created there is no need to issue 
the above commands again. 
Using one year of data at a time, select one location (site) and 
run the BSFCALC.PRO (size frequency histogram program) to generate 
a report of histograms for all the size frequency species at that 
site. For example: 
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©PROGRAM = SPSSPC:get file = 'F:\beach\bsizeyr.sys' 
©PROGRAM LIST = (retrieves system file) 
©PROGRAM = SPSSPC:select if (location = xx) 
©PROGRAM LIST = (selects cases for location xx) 
©PROGRAM = SPSSPC:include bsfcalc.pro 
©PROGRAM LIST = (generates a frequency table with all statistics 
for the location xx for all species) 
<R>See Appendix H for program. 
Press the space bar once each time the <169>MORE<170> query appears 
in the upper right hand corner of the screen. 
To generate another histogram report for a different location, 
enter the commands starting with the <169>get file<170> statement 
as above. 
Each time the BFSCALC.PRO is run, the results in SREPORT.RSL will 
be erased. Print the results before running bfscale.pro again. 
When the program run is complete, the SPSSPC: prompt will appear. 
Type finish to exit out of SPSS. Print the report using DOS while 
in the F:\BEACH directory. Use the DOS print command as follows: 
F:\beach\print sreport.rsl 
To edit with a word processer, copy the file to the WordPerfect 
directory. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = LOTUS FILE STRUCTURE 
Size frequency data for <MI>Emerita<D> and <MI>01ivella<D> is 
already in the form of a frequency distribution due to the use of 
a sorter to process samples. Data should be entered into a 
spreadsheet format. Blank files called EASIZEBLK.WKS and 
OBSIZEBLK.WKS will be used to copy structure to a file for data 
entry. Open the blank file of the appropriate type and rename it 
for the year of data you wish to enter e.g. EASIZE90.LOT. For each 
location, copy the location name and year down for rows. Then begin 
entering data in the appropriate columns from smallest to largest 
crab or snail sizes. Save the file when finished entering data. A 
size frequency histogram may be then be generated using the graph 
function of Lotus 123. The file for <MI>01ivella biplicata<D> will 
contain only size data. The file for <MI>Emerita analoga<D> will 
contain size, sex and reproductive condition data. Example 
spreadsheets for <MI>Emerita<D> are provided in Appendix G. 
Calibrations to be used to convert sieve bucket size to shell 
length or carapace length in mm are provided in Appendix D. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Summary Statistics 
For the <MI>Emerita<D> data, the following summary statistics 
should be obtained from the data or spreadsheet: 
©LIST INDENT = female size at maturity - smallest size at which 50% 
of the crabs are ovigerous 
©LIST INDENT = 5th and 95th percentile sizes of ovigerous crabs -
multiply the total number of ovigerous crabs by 0.05 to find the 
nth crab, then count ovigerous crabs up from the bottom (5th 
percentile) or down from the top (95th percentile) of the size 
distribution to the size where the nth crab occurs 
©LIST INDENT = largest male size - the size of the largest male 
crab 
©LIST INDENT = %ovigerous - #ovigerous crabs divided by the total 
number of female crabs at or above the size of the smallest 
ovigerous crab *100). 
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Example data and resultant summary statistics are given in Appendix 
G. A summary table should be constructed for each year containing 
the summary statistics for all locations using the form in Appendix 
G. Convert the sieve bucket number values to carapace length in mm 
by using the calibration for <MI>Emerit<D>a <MI>analoga<D> in 
Appendix D. 
Those summary data should be entered in to a database file called 
EASUMXX.DBF. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 
©LIST A = Field Field Name Type Width 
©LIST A = 1 Location Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 2 Year Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 3 MMS Numeric 4 
©LIST A = 4 5th%ile Numeric 4 
©LIST A = 5 95%ile Numeric 4 
§LIST A = 6 %ovig Numeric 4 
©LIST A = 7 Male Numeric 4 
§LIST INDENT = <R>Field 1 is the location or site code number (see 
Table 1) 
§LIST INDENT = Field 2 is the year sampled 
©LIST INDENT = Field 3 is the minimum size at maturity of female 
crabs in mm. 
©LIST INDENT = Field 4 is the 5th percentile size of ovigerous 
crabs in mm. 
§LIST INDENT = Field 5 is the 95th percentile size of ovigerous 
crabs in mm. 
§LIST INDENT = Field 6 is the percentage of ovigerous crabs 
§LIST INDENT = Field 7 is the size of the largest male crab in mm. 
The dBase III files are stored on the file server under the 
F:\BEACH directory and on floppy disks. Each year of data is 
entered in a file. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Creating A New Data File 
To create a new data file, you can copy the structure of a blank 
data file to the new one and then start appending data. Use the 
following procedure to create a new file after entering dBase III 
Plus: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\eablank.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (opens the blank structure file) 
©PROGRAM = .copy to F:\beach\easumxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (copies the structure to the file for the current 
year, supply year at xx) 
©PROGRAM = .close all 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Entering Data and Updating Files 
Once the new file is created, begin entering data. To enter data 
proceed in the following manner after entering dBase III Plus: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\easumxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM LIST = (takes you to record 1) 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (most efficient command for data entry) 
<R>Enter the location and year in the appropriate columns. Now, 
move to the crab summary statistic columns and begin entering data 
for that location. Move to the next record to enter data for the 
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next location. Continue until data from all locations are entered. 
Finally, remember to press Control-End to save changes made in 
browse and to type in close all before starting to work on another 
file or exiting dBase III Plus. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Data Analysis and Reports 
No protocols have been developed for data analysis. 
§HEAD-LEVEL 2 = SPECIES LISTS 
§HEAD-LEVEL 3 = dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 
dBase III Plus file structure for species list data is as follows: 
§LIST A = Field Field Name Type Width 
©LIST A = 1 Location Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 2 Year Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 3 Date Numeric 6 
©LIST A = 4 Station Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 5 Species Numeric 5 
©LIST A = 6 Replicate Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 7 Relative Numeric 4 
©LIST A = Abundance 
§LIST INDENT - <R>Field 1 is the location or site code number (see 
Table 1) 
©LIST INDENT = Field 2 is the year sampled 
©LIST INDENT = Field 3 is the date sampled 
©LIST INDENT = Field 4 is the station number 
©LIST INDENT = Field 5 is the species code number (see Appendix C) 
©LIST INDENT = Field 6 is the replicate number 
©LIST INDENT = Field 7 is the code for estimated abundance in the 
sample (see methods) 
The dBase III files are stored on the file server under the 
F:\BEACH directory and on floppy disks. Each year of data is 
entered in a file. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Creating A New Data File 
To create a new data file, you can copy the structure of a blank 
data file to the new one and then start appending data. Use the 
following procedure to create a new file after entering dBase III 
Plus: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\lslblank.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (opens the blank structure file) 
©PROGRAM = .copy to F:\beach\lslxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (copies the structure to the file for the current 
year, supply year at xx) 
.close all 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Entering Data and Updating Files 
Once the new file is created, begin entering data. To enter data 
proceed in the following manner after entering dBase III Plus: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\lslxx.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .replace all loc with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter location code here) 
©PROGRAM = .replace all year with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter last two digits of year here) 
©PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM LIST = (takes you to record 1) 
©PROGRAM = .replace all date with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter the Julian day code here) 
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§PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM = .replace all station with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter the station code here) 
©PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (most efficient command for data entry) 
<R>Now, move to the species, replicate and estimated abundance 
columns and begin entering data. 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
To modify the file for second and subsequent locations, issue the 
following commands: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\lsl.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\lslblank.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (appends blank records to the file) 
<R>Once the blank records are appended, fill in the information for 
the year and location in the following way: 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (at x type in the record number where you wish to 
begin) 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y loc with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (replaces blank locations with the number of the 
location that you wish to enter data for) 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (returns to record number where you started) 
©PROGRAM = . replace next y year with __ 
©PROGRAM LIST = (replaces blank years with the current year) 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM = . replace next y date with 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y station with 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (back to starting point) 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (into edit mode for data entry) 
<R>Finally, remember to press Control-End to save changes made in 
browse and to type in close all before starting to work on another 
file or exiting dBase III Plus. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Data Analysis and Reports 
No protocols have been developed for data analysis. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 2 - AVIFAUNA CENSUS DATA 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 
dBase III Plus file structure for avifauna data is as follows: 
©LIST A = Field Field Name Type Width 
©LIST A = 1 Location Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 2 Year Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 3 Date Numeric 4 
©LIST A = 4 Habitat Numeric 2 
©LIST A = 5 Species Numeric 5 
©LIST A = 6 Count Numeric 4 
©LIST INDENT = Field 1 is the location or site code number 
©LIST INDENT = Field 2 is the year sampled 
©LIST INDENT = Field 3 is the date sampled 
©LIST INDENT = Field 4 is the type of habitat censused, l=beach, 
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2=lagoon 
©LIST INDENT = Field 5 is the species code number (see Appendix C) 
©LIST INDENT = Field 6 is the number of individuals found in the 
census 
The dBase III files are stored on the file server under the 
F:\BEACH directory and on floppy disks. Each year of data is 
entered in a file. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Creating A New Data File 
To enter dBase III, at the dot prompt type the following commands: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bbirdblk.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses blank file) 
©PROGRAM = .copy to F:\beach\bbird90.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (copies the blank file to the new year file you are 
creating, supply year at 90) 
.close all 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Entering Data and Updating Files 
After the new file is established, begin entering data. Use the 
following commands: 
©PROGRAM - .use F:\beach\bbird90.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .replace all loc with 
©PROGRAM = .replace all year with 
©PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM = .replace all date with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter Julian day code) 
©PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM = .replace all habitat with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (enter habitat code) 
©PROGRAM = .1 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (allows data entry and editing) 
<R>Now move to the species and count columns and begin entering 
census data. 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
To modify the file for second and subsequent locations, issue the 
following commands: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bbird9 0.dbf 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\bbirdblk.dbf 
<R>0nce the blank records have been appended, fill in the 
information for the year and location in the following way: 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (type in beginning record number) 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y_ loc with 
©PROGRAM - .x 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y_ year with 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y date with 
©PROGRAM - .x 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y habitat with 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
<R>Go to the species and count columns and start entering data for 
numbers and species. 
Two important final points: remember to press Control-End to save 
changes you make in browse and to type in <169>Close all<170> 

file://F:/BEACH
file://F:/beach/bbirdblk.dbf
file://F:/beach/bbird90.dbf
file://F:/beach/bbird90.dbf
file://F:/beach/bbird9
file://F:/beach/bbirdblk.dbf


before proceeding to work on another file or exiting dBase III 
plus. 
gHEAD-LEVEL 3 = Data Analysis and Reports 
No protocols for analysis of bird data have been developed. 
gHEAD-LEVEL 2 = PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 
gHEAD-LEVEL 3 = dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 
dBase III Plus file structure for physical data is as follows: 
©LIST A = Field Field Name Type Width 
gLIST A = 1 Location Numeric 2 
gLIST A = 2 Year Numeric 2 
§LIST A = 3 Date Numeric 4 
§LIST A = 4 Station Numeric 2 
gLIST A = 5 Habitat Numeric 2 
§LIST A = 6 Type Numeric 2 
gLIST A = 7 Measurement Numeric 4 
gLIST INDENT = <R>Field 1 is the location or site code number 
§LIST INDENT = Field 2 is the year sampled 
gLIST INDENT = Field 3 is the date sampled 
§LIST INDENT = Field 4 is the station sampled (for lagoon sites 
only, for all beach sites station=0) 
§LIST INDENT = Field 5 is the type of habitat measured (l=beach, 
2=lagoon) 
gLIST INDENT = Field 6 is a code number denoting the measurement 
type (l=water temperature, 2=salinity, 3=relative water level, 
4=secchi depth, 5=beach slope) 
gLIST INDENT = Field 7 is the measurement result 
The dBase III files are stored on the file server under the 
F:\BEACH directory and on floppy disks. Each year of data is 
entered in a file. 
gHEAD-LEVEL 3 = Creating A New Data File 
To create a new data file, you can copy the structure of a blank 
data file to the new one and then start appending data. Use the 
following procedure to create a new file after entering dBase III 
Plus: 
gPROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bphblank.dbf 
gPROGRAM LIST = (opens the blank structure file) 
gPROGRAM = .copy to F:\beach\bphxx.dbf 
gPROGRAM LIST = (copies the structure to the file for the current 
year, supply year at xx) 
.close all 
gHEAD-LEVEL 3 = Entering Data and Updating Files 
Once the new file is created, begin entering data. To enter data 
proceed in the following manner after entering dBase III Plus: 
gPROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bphxx.dbf 
gPROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
gPROGRAM = .replace all loc with 
gPROGRAM LIST = (enter location code here) 
gPROGRAM = .replace all year with 
gPROGRAM LIST = (enter last two digits of year here) 
gPROGRAM = .1 
gPROGRAM LIST = (takes you to record 1) 
gPROGRAM = .replace all date with 
gPROGRAM LIST = (enter Julian day code) 
gPROGRAM = .1 

file://F:/BEACH
file://F:/beach/bphblank.dbf
file://F:/beach/bphxx.dbf
file://F:/beach/bphxx.dbf


©PROGRAM = .browse 
§PROGRAM LIST = (most efficient command for data entry) 
<R>Now, move to the station, type, habitat, and measurement columns 
and begin entering data. 
©BREAK COLUMN = 
To modify the file for second and subsequent locations, issue the 
following commands: 
©PROGRAM = .use F:\beach\bph.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (accesses file) 
©PROGRAM = .append from F:\beach\bphblank.dbf 
©PROGRAM LIST = (appends blank records to the file) 
<R>Once the blank records are appended, fill in the information for 
the year and location in the following way: 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (at x type in the record number where you wish to 
begin) 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y loc with 
©PROGRAM LIST = (replaces blank locations with the number of the 
station that you wish to enter data for) 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (returns to record number where you started) 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y year with __ 
©PROGRAM LIST = (replaces blank years with the current year) 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM = .replace next y date with __ 
©PROGRAM = .x 
©PROGRAM LIST = (back to starting point) 
©PROGRAM = .browse 
©PROGRAM LIST = (into edit mode for data entry)<R> 
Finally, remember to press Control-End to save changes made in 
browse and to type in close all before starting to work on another 
file or exiting dBase III Plus. 
©HEAD-LEVEL 3 = Data Analysis and Reports 
No protocols have been developed for data analysis. 
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Krebs, C.J. 1989. Ecological Methodology. Harper and Row, 
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maturity and growth rate in crustacean populations. Can. J. Zool. 
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©BREAK PAGE = 
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INTRODUCTION 

Kelp forests constitute one of the largest, most com
plex, and most threatened ecosystems in Channel Is
lands National Park. All five park islands are 
surrounded by extensive kelp forests. Lying across 
the boundary of two major biogeographical provinces 
and near unusually persistent upwelling features, the 
park is endowed with marine ecosystems of excep
tional diversity and productivity that support large 
diverse seabird and pinniped rookeries on the islands. 
As a result of these conditions and the relative isola
tion from mainland activities, kelp forests in the park 
are among the best examples of the last vestige of this 
important ecosystem in southern California. 

The park boundary extends one nautical mile around 
each of the five islands, including the waters and sub
merged lands. The living marine resources in the park 
are managed by the State of California. The National 
Park Service, in cooperation with the State of Califor
nia and the U. S. Department of Commerce, are 
charged with the responsibility of monitoring the 
health of park ecosystems and recommending ac
tions to better protect those systems (16 USC 41 Off 
Sec. 203). Park waters constitute less than 3% of 
California's coastal zone, yet produce about 15% of 
the State's coastal fishery harvests. In spite of closed 
seasons, individual size and bag limits, and restricted 
uses in some areas, there are virtually no limits on total 
harvest of fish, lobster, abalone, and other marine or
ganisms from park waters. With this direct harvest im
pact and the threat of chronic and acute pollution from 
mainland waste disposal and from adjacent offshore 
petroleum development, the potential for major 
anthropogenic disturbance of these ecosystems is 
great. Natural disturbance also appears to play an im
portant role in this ecosystem, yet very little informa
tion on the long-term dynamics of the system are 
available. The cost of providing the information re
quired to make wise decision regarding these resour
ces is high, but the cost of losing them through 
ignorance is higher. Managing and conserving kelp 
forests requires innovative approaches and more 
ecological knowledge about them than currently ex
ists. 

This handbook describes design considerations for a 
long-term population dynamics approach to monitor
ing kelp forest ecosystems and documents the 
protocol for monitoring kelp forests in the park. Selec
tion of index species and monitoring sites is dis
cussed. Detailed instructions for data collection and 

management are presented. Specific logistical con
siderations are addressed in appendices that will be 
revised as experience and conditions dictate. 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Species Selection 

Specific kelp forest plants and animals were selected 
for monitoring from a list of nearly 1,000 species com
plied by Dr. John M. Engle of the Tatman Foundation 
from the scientific literature and during a series of 
Foundation supported cruises around the California 
Channel Islands while he was located at the Univer
sity of Southern California, Catalina Marine Science 
Center on Santa Catalina Island. The primary objec
tive in selecting taxa for monitoring was to provide a 
representative cross section of the ecological roles 
found in park kelp forests so that they could serve as 
ecological vital signs of system health. To fulfill this 
objective, selected species needed to include repre
sentatives of all trophic levels, a variety of reproduc
tive strategies, both sessile and mobile organisms, 
and a variety of feeding techniques. 

Six criteria were used to select species from the list. 
Species were selected that were: 

• specifically mentioned in the park's enabling 
legislation or protected by law (e.g. endangered) 

• legally harvested 

• exceptionally common or characteristic of entire 
communities 

• alien to the park 

• endemic to the park, or extremely limited in dis
tribution 

• well known or "charismatic" 

Using these criteria, 15 plant, 38 invertebrate, and 15 
fish taxa were selected for long-term monitoring. A 
list of the species selected and the population 
parameters monitored is found in Appendix A. These 
species are characteristic of kelp forests throughout 
the park, representing both boreal and temperate 
biogeographical provinces and species whose 
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centers of abundance fall within the transition zone. 
Some species, such as giant kelp, Macrocystis 
pyrifera, and red sea urchins, Strongylocentrotus fran-
ciscanus, are ubiquitous in the park and others, such 
as the California hydrocoral, Allopora californica, are 
found only at a few isolated sites. Some are extreme
ly abundant like the purple sea urchin, S. purpuratus, 
whereas others like the giant-spined sea star, Pisaster 
giganteus, are just as wide spread in distribution but 
occur in low densities. Many of the selected species 
are long-lived, with life spans of 10 to more than 50 
years, thus their abundance provides a stable 
measure of conditions in kelp forests that is relatively 
insulated from annual fluctuations. At the same time, 
reproductive efforts of these populations and annual 
recruitment to them provide measures of year-to-year 
fluctuations in conditions which augment observa
tions of short-lived species, like the blue-banded 
goby, Lythrypnus dalli, whose very existence 
depends on local environmental conditions each 
year This combination of organisms provides 
mechanisms for detecting both short and long-term 
variations in kelp forests. These species also repre
sent a wide array of trophic levels, from primary 
producers and obligate herbivores to high level 
predators and detritivores; feeding techniques rang
ing from sessile filter feeders and sedentary grazers 
to highly mobile planktivorous fishes and wide rang
ing benthic foragers. Reproductive strategies of these 
species run the gamut from live births of surf perches 
to precarious releases of gametes into the sea by 
abalone, Haliotis sp., and urchins and long-lived 
pelagic larvae of spiny lobsters, Panulirus interruptus. 
The selected array of species provides many oppor
tunities to monitor the health of kelp forests and detect 
many facets of human impact, ranging from pollution 
to habitat disturbance and direct removal. 

Site Selection 

The waters of Channel Islands National Park harbor 
an ecologically diverse array of species assemblages. 
The park is located at the boundary of two major 
biogeographical provinces: the Oregonian province 
to the north and the Californian to the south. The 
western park islands, San Miguel and Santa Rosa is
lands, are bathed by northern waters carried south by 
the California current and therefore reflect the biologi
cal assemblages of the Oregonian province. Waters 
around the eastern park islands of Anacapa and Santa 
Barbara come from the south along the mainland 
coast and support the warm temperate biota charac
teristic of the Californian province. Around Santa Cruz 
Island, at the boundary of these two provinces, there 
is a broad transition zone where plants and animals 

from both provinces mingle and create a special as
semblage of species that are capable of adapting to 
the unique and variable conditions of the transition 
zone. 

Prevailing winds and the bathymetry of adjacent 
basins also greatly influence marine communities in 
the park. Strong north winds buffet the north sides of 
the islands, while the biota of the southern coasts 
reflect their more sheltered position. Upwelling 
nutrients from 2,000 meter-deep basins to the south 
and west of the park produce exceptionally produc
tive food webs and temperature regimes that differ 
significantly from the shallow northern sides of the is
lands. 

The sampling sites selected for long-term population 
monitoring reflect the broad range of conditions and 
biological assemblages in the park. Sixteen locations 
representing the north and south sides of each of the 
islands and the east-west transition from Californian 
to Oregonian provinces, were selected (see Figure 1). 
Description of each of the 16 sites and their specific 
locations are found in Table 1. 

Sampling Technique Selection 

The diverse array of organisms and physical settings 
associated with kelp forests in the park required 
equally diverse sampling approaches to monitor their 
population dynamics. A workshop to review potential 
sampling techniques was held at the Marine Science 
Institute, University of California at Santa Barbara. 
Thirty-seven scientists participated in the two-day 
workshop in late January, 1982. Sampling techniques 
for kelp forest organisms were evaluated using the fol
lowing criteria: 

• ability to sample target species accurately and 
precisely 

• impacts on target and other species 

• efficiency (cost effectiveness) 

• ability to create permanent records of samples for 
confirmation and future analysis 

• requirements for highly trained observers or ex
tremely complex procedures or equipment. 

Accuracy (the closeness of a measure value to its true 
value) is the paramount attribute of a sampling tech
nique, but precision (the closeness of repeated 
measurements of the same quantity) and ability to 
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sample several target species at once must also be 
great to make a technique efficient for use underwater 
in a kelp forest. Accuracy and precision of sampling 
techniques used in long-term monitoring programs 
must also be transmitted through many generations 
of observers without degradation. Finally, sampling 
techniques for this monitoring program must provide 
values relatively free of variation among observers 
and must not significantly reduce populations of or
ganisms being monitored or alter their environment. 

At this time, the technology for remote sensing or 
sampling of kelp forest organisms from the sea sur
face is neither accurate nor precise enough to monitor 
population dynamics of key species. Development of 
diving equipment during the past 30 years has 
spawned an array of in situ sampling techniques that 
have potential for providing accurate and precise 
measures of population abundance, distribution, age 
structure, reproduction, recruitment, growth rate, 
mortality rate, sex composition, and phenology of 
kelp forest organisms. This program utilizes a variety 
of techniques that employ photographic systems 
yielding "permanent" records of non-destructive 

samples, that require minimal sampling time on site, 
and may be operated effectively by non-scientifically 
trained divers, as well as the more traditional scientific 
methods. 

Permanent 100-meter transects were established at 
the 16 locations to reduce within site variability and 
provide precise measurements population dynamics 
for which the major variable is time. Each transect of 
12-mm diameter lead-filled woven nylon line was per
manently affixed to the seabed with 11 stainless steel 
eyebolts. Transects are relocated with Loran-C. The 
transects provide a reference for diver and sample 
plot orientation which facilitates collection of informa
tion about widely different species during the limited 
bottom time available to diver/observers. Detailed in
formation on procedures and materials used to install 
the transects is included in Appendix B. 

A variety of sampling techniques including 
photogrammetric plots, bait stations, line intercept 
transects, cinetranseets, and experimental marine 
electroshockers were tested in the field prior to selec
tion of monitoring protocol described here. 
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Table 1. Description of Kelp Forest Monitoring Sites 

ISLAND 

San Miguel 

San Miguel 

Santa Rosa 

Santa Rosa 

Santa Rosa 

Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz 

Anacapa 

Anacapa 

Anacapa 

Santa Barbara 

Santa Barbara 

Santa Barbara 

LOCATION 

Wyckoff Ledge 

Hare Rock 

Johnson's Lee 
North 

Johnson's Lee 
South 

Rode's Reef 

Gull Island 

Fry's Harbor 

Pelican Bay 

Scorpion 
Anchorage 

Yellow Banks 

Admiral's Reef 

Cathedral Cove 

Landing Cove 

Cat Canyon 

SE Sea Lion 
Rookery 

Arch Point 

DATE 
ESTAB. 

1981 

1981 

1981 

1981 

1983 

1981 

1981 

1981 

1981 

1986 

1981 

1981 

1981 

1986 

1981 

1981 

CODE 
NAME 

SMIWL 

SMIHR 

SRIJLNO 

SRIJLSO 

SRIRR 

SCIGI 

SCIFH 

SCIPB 

SCISA 

SCIYB 

ANIAR 

ANICC 

ANILC 

SBICC 

SBISESL 

SBIAP 

LATITUDE/ 
LONGITUDE 

34°00.9' N 
120°23.31'W 

34°02.84' N 
120°21.45'W 

33°53.61'N 
120°06.36'W 

33°53.35' N 
120°06.22'W 

34°01.38'N 
120°06.66'W 

33°56.66' N 
119°49.57'W 

34°03.09' N 
119°45.14'W 

34°01.67'N 
119°42.24'W 

34°02.77' N 
119°32.81'W 

33°59.00' N 
119°33.81'W 

34°00.33' N 
119°25.86'W 

34°00.71" N 
119°22.29'W 

34°00.70' N 
119°21.71" W 

33°27.24' N 
119°02.47'W 

33°27.45' N 
119°01.52'W 

33°28.65'N 
119°01.73'W 

LORAN C 
(TD1/TD2) 

27866.10 
41640.01 

27871.98 
41643.56 

27911.47 
41543.92 

27911.77 
41542.28 

27913.32 
41576.91 

27957.60 
41488.58 

27972.94 
41496.55 

27980.94 
41477.83 

28006.78 
41442.33 

28002.80 
41431.00 

28024.35 
41402.16 

28035.00 
41387.50 

28036.80 
41383.90 

28064.40 
41180.20 

28066.13 
41177.19 

28067.22 
41181.36 

D E P T H 

( m ) 

14-16 

7 - 1 0 

8 - 1 2 

15-18 

15-18 

15-18 

13-14 

6 - 9 

4 - 8 

15-16 

14-16 

6 -11 

5 -13 

7 - 9 

13- 15 

7 - 9 
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TRANSECT 
BEARING 

PHOTO-PLOT LOCATION HYDROTHERMOGRAPH 
LOCATION 

(SMIWL) 090-270° 40 m from west end, 2 m south none 

(SMIHR) 090-270° 20 m from east end, 6.4 m 30° 10 m from east end, 8.4 m 315°; 20 m from 
east end, 7.8 m 445°; depth 10 m 

(SRIJLNO) 030-210° 36 m from east end on transect line 10 m from north end, 0.2 m 290°; depth 10 m 

(SRIJLSO) 020-200° 61 m from north end, 1 m west none 

(SRIRR) 090-270° 60 m from east end, 2 m north none 

(SCIGI) 000-180° 24 m from north end, 2 m west 
(PVC stakes) 

20 m from north end, 8 m 300 ; depth 16 m 

(SCIFH) 020-200° 45 m from south end, 1 m west 45 m from south end, 4 m 55°; depth 16 m 

(SCIPB) 020 - 200° 7 m from south end, 2 m west none 

(SCISA)O 90 - 270° 3 m from east end on south side none 

(SCIYB) 090-270° 55 m from east end, 3 m north none 

(ANIAR) 150-330° 10 m from west end, 5 m northeast none 

(ANICC) 120-300° 36 m from north end, 2 m west none 

(ANILC) 040-220° 2 m from northwest end on reef crest 1 m west from north end; depth 7 m 

(SBICC) 090-270° 40 m from west end, 7.9 m 150° 
30 m from west end, 9.3 m 220° 

none 

(SBISESL) 000 -180° 30 m from south end on west side none 

(SBIAP) 010-190° 10 m from south end, 1 m east 10 m from south end, 1 m east of transect; 
depth 7 m 
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MONITORING PROTOCOL 

SAMPLING METHODS 

Nine sampling techniques are used to gather informa
tion on population dynamics of the selected kelp 
forest organisms. Information is gathered annually 
during the summer, between June and October, at the 
16 fixed transects described in the previous section. 
Species codes and species checklists useful for all 
techniques are found in Appendix C. Logistic con
siderations for monitoring cruises, as well as sugges
tions for scheduling and acquisition of necessary 
supplies and materials are discussed in Appendix D. 

Table 2. Summary of Sampling Techniques Used 
to Monitor Population Dynamics of Selected Kelp 
Forest Organisms 

TECHNIQUE 

Quadrat count 

Band transect 
count 

Random point 
count 

Visual fish 
transect 

Video transects 

Size frequency 

Photogram-
metric plots 

Oceanographic 
conditions 

Species 
checklist 

SAMPLE 
SIZE 

1 x2 m 

3x20 m 

40 points 
(0.5 x 3 m) 

2(w)x 3(h) x 100(1) 
5 minutes 

2(w)x 3(h) x 100(1) 
5 minutes 

30 to 100/species 

20 m2 

(80-0.5 x 0.5 m) 

Hourly 

30 - 90 minutes 

NUMBER OF 
REPLICATES 

20 / site 

12/site 

25 / site 

m 8 / site 

m 4 / site 

1 / site 

1 / site 

6 sites 

1 / site 

Quadrats 

Purpose 

To determine the abundance of selected sedentary in
dicator species. 

Materials 

2 underwater clipboards 
2 underwater quadrat data sheets (see Appendix E) 
4 3-sided PVC meter square quadrats 
1 summary quadrat data sheet (see Appendix E) 

Personnel 

2 SCUBA equipped observers 

Methods 

Data sheets are set up for each diver with twenty non-
consecutive random numbers between 0 and 100. 
The numbers indicate the position along the transect 
line where observations are made. Each diver is 
equipped with two three sided meter square quadrats. 
Each diver performs 201 m2 quadrat counts along the 
transect lead line. When the two data sheets are com
bined it results in 20 1 x 2 m quadrat samples. The 
divers work on opposite sides of the lead line using 
the lead line as the fourth side to their three sided 
quadrat. The quadrat is positioned so that one leg is 
on the designated meter mark of lead line using the 
meter tape as a reference and the other leg is on the 
next greater meter number (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2 . Placement of Quadrats on Lead Line at 
Meter Mark 5. 
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To begin the sampling procedure, each diver places 
a quadrat down on the first meter mark listed on their 
data sheet and then proceeds down the lead line to 
the next meter number on the data sheet and posi
tions the other quadrat. They then return to the first 
pair of quadrats along the bottom away from transect 
line and approach them slowly to minimize distur
bance which might cause the island kelp fish and 
gobies to retreat into crevices. These fish are the first 
organisms to be counted within the quadrat. Once 
they are counted, no additional fish that swim into the 
quadrat are counted. 

The divers must search under ledges and in cracks for 
organisms. Urchins can be moved slightly to look un
derneath them. Sometimes it is necessary to clean off 
the pebbles and shell that hide organisms in order to 
identify them. Juveniles and adults are counted for all 
species, except giant kelp for which juveniles and 
adults are recorded separately. 

After the first set of quadrat counts are completed, the 
divers then move the PVC quadrats to the third meter 
number listed on the data sheet. They should careful
ly swim around the other set of quadrats, keeping at 
least one meter to the outside of these quadrats. After 
positioning the third set of quadrats, they return to the 
second set and begin by counting the fishes. This 
cycle is repeated until all 20 1 x 2 m quadrats are 
sampled. 

After the divers return to the surface, the two quadrat 
sheets are combined onto summary quadrat sheets 
and are stored in the completed data sheet notebook 
along with the raw data sheets. The summary sheets 
are used for data entry. 

Time Required 

Approximately 200 minutes of bottom time are 
needed. Experienced biologists in an area of low 
species diversity and/or abundance will take less time. 

Kelp Forest 

Organisms Sampled 

Fish 
Lythrypnus dalli blue banded goby 
Coryphopterus nicholsii blackeye goby 
Alloclinus holderi island kelp fish 

Algae 
Macrocystis pyrifera giant kelp (juveniles) 
Macrocystis pyrifera giant kelp (adults > 1 m) 
Laminaria farlowii oar weed 
Eisenia arborea southern sea palm 
Pterygophora californica California sea palm 

Invertebrates 
Astraea gibberosa red top snail 
Astraea undosa wavy top snail 
Cypraea spadicea chestnut cowrie 
Strongylocentrotus 

franciscanus red sea urchin 
Strongylocentrotus 

purpuratus purple sea urchin 
Patiria miniata bat star 
Pisaster giganteus giant spined sea star 
Parastichopus parvimensis warty sea cucumber 
Styela montereyensis stalked tunicate 
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Band Transects 

Purpose 

To determine abundance and distribution of rare and 
clumped organisms not adequately sampled by quad
rats. 

Materials 

2 underwater clipboards 
2 1.5-mPVCrods 
2 small meter tapes (30 m) 
2 underwater band transect data sheets 

(see Appendix E) 
1 band transect summary data sheet 

Personnel 

2 SCUBA equipped observers 

Methods 

Data sheets are marked with twelve randomly 
selected numbers between 0 and 100, ordered for ef
ficiency, with at least 2 m between numbers to avoid 
overlap. Number sets are generated by a Pascal 
program and are kept in a folder in the data sheet box. 
At each sampling point along the transect line, divers 
attach a meter tape to the lead line and swim out per
pendicular to the line in opposite directions to a dis
tance of 10 m. The divers then secure their tape reels 
and work their way back to the lead line along one side 
of the tape, counting the organisms listed on the data 
sheet that occur within 1.5 m of the tape. A1.5-m PVC 
rod is used as to measure the distance from the line. 
Once the lead line is reached, the divers then work 
their way back to the reel along the opposite side of 
the tape, again counting target organisms within 1.5 
m of the tape (see Figure 3). Once the reel is reached, 
the tape is wound up and the divers move on to the 
next randomly selected meter number along the lead
line. 

Swimming in this manner, each diver covers an area 
of 3 m x 10 m. Adjacent segments from both divers 
are added together on the summary data sheet to 
produce a sampled area of 3 m x 20 m at each of the 
12 randomly selected points. Divers must search the 
habitat thoroughly, including cracks, crevices, and 
under rocks for elusive animals. 

Figure 3. Band Transect Sampling Procedure 

Time Required 

A minimum of 100 minutes for experienced biologists, 
or more typically 120 to 150 minutes is required. Sam
pling time is decreased for flat, low relief habitats. A 
larger number of d'rves will be required at deep sta
tions. Sampling time will increase at high relief, high 
cover areas. In addition, areas with large densities of 
the white urchin, Lytechinus anamesus, will sig
nificantly slow sampling, and may be best sampled 
using quadrats at the discretion of chief scientist of 
the cruise. 

Organisms Sampled 

Tethya aurantia orange puffball sponge 
Polymastia pachymastia aggregated vase sponge 
Leucetta losangelensis white calcareous sponge 
Allopora californica California hydrocoral 
Tealia lofotensis white-spotted rose 

anemone 
Lophogorgia chilensis red gorgonian 
Muricea fruticosa brown gorgonian 
Megathura crenulata giant keyhole limpet 
Haliotis rufescens red abalone 
Haliotis corrugata pink abalone 
Haliotis fulgens green abalone 
Kelletia kelletii Kellet's whelk 
Hinnites giganteus rock scallop 
Lytechinus anamesus white sea urchin 
Pycnopodia helianthoides sunflower star 
Aplysia californica California brown sea hare 
Panulirus interruptus California spiny lobster 
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Random Point Contact Quadrats 

Purpose 

To estimate substrate composition and percent cover 
of selected algal and invertebrate taxa. 

Materials 

2 random point contact (RPC) bars--a PVC bar with 
two strings, each string with 5 knots. The bar 
is 1.5 m long. One string is 1,8 m long, the 
other 1.2 m long. The long string is attached 
to the end of the bar, the short string is attach
ed 25 cm in from each end. Knots are at least 
20 cm apart. 

2 RPC data sheets (see Appendix E) 
2 summary sheets (see Appendix E) 
2 clipboards 
1 laminated species list 
1 surface supplied diving equipment-dive control 

system (DCS), band mask, and umbilicals 

Personnel 

1 console operator/data recorder 
1 line tender 
1 umbilical equipped observer 

Methods 

Data sheets are numbered with 25 randomly selected 
numbers from 0 to 100. Numbers indicate the position 
along the transect line at which observations are 
made. The numbers are generated by a Pascal 
program, and a printed copy of sets of numbers is kept 
in a labelled folder near the blank data sheets. 

The diver carries the RPC bar and laminated species 
list (if necessary) underwater. The diver locates the 
transect line, and proceeds to one end of the line to 
begin sampling. The console operator provides the 
diver with the random spots along the line at which to 
stop and make observations. Once the diver has ar
rived at the designated random meter mark, the con
sole operator will measure the depth with the 
pneumofathometer of the DCS and record this on the 
data sheet. 

To collect data, the diver places the RPC bar perpen
dicular to the transect line, holds it in place, and 
stretches the string taut at each knot. An imaginary 
line is visualized running vertically through the knot up 
to one meter above the substratum. The diver next re
lates to the console operator/ recorder the organisms 

that intersect this line, usually starting at the top with 
the canopy organisms and finishing with the sub
strate. This parallels the way the data sheet is or
ganized and facilitates data recording. The diver 
proceeds in this manner, doing both strings on one 
side of the bar, then doing the same on the opposite 
side of the bar. Next, the diver places the RPC bar on 
the opposite side of the transect line and repeats the 
process. Fora pictorial representation of the sampling 
technique, see Figure 4. 

The organisms to be scored are listed on the 
laminated data sheet which the diver carries under
water. Other attached or sessile animals providing 
cover are recorded as "miscellaneous invertebrates." 
Motile invertebrates are not counted, but should be 
moved to determine what is underneath. 

The substrate type is always recorded. The number of 
substrate tallies can be used to double check for 
missed points. Each column on the data sheet cor
responds to the observations taken for two strings on 
one side of the RPC bar. Therefore, each column 
should list ten substrate tallies, and each quadrat, 
forty. The three types of substrate are defined as: 
"sand" sediment that one can push a finger into 
without hitting rock, "cobble" rock easily moved by a 
diver, and "rock" is immovable. "Bare" is used when 
the substrate is devoid of any living organisms and 
can be used in combination with any substrate type. 

Figure 4. Orientation of Randon Point Contact Bar 
and String During Sampling 
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When monitoring deep sites, it is important that both 
the console operator and the diver be aware of depth 
and bottom times because of the unlimited air supp
ly. The diver and console operator can assist one 
another in retaining proper sampling orientation and 
ensuring the proper number of points are scored by 
indicating "other string," "other side of the bar," "other 
side of the transect line" and "next quadrat" when ap
propriate. 

Additional information on this technique can be found 
in Carter et al. (1978), Goodall (1952), Johnston 
(1957), Kemp (1956), and Winkworth (1955). 

Time Required 

Five to fifteen minutes are required at each quadrat. 
Familiarity with the organism list, a console 
operator/recorder who is adept at scoring data 
sheets, and areas with few canopy species will 
decrease bottom time. Heavy surge, dense canopy, 
and deep sites increase bottom time and/or the num
ber of dives necessary to complete a site. 

Animals 
Astrangia lajollaensis La Jolla cup coral 
Balanophyllia elegans orange cup coral 
Diopatra ornata ornate tube worm 
Phragmatopoma californica colonial sand-tube 

worm 
Serpulorbis squamigerus scaled tube shell 
Corynactis californica strawberry anemone 
Diaporecia californica southern staghom 

bryozoan 
other bryozoans 
tunicates 
sponges 
miscellaneous invertebrates 

Bare (no cover) 

Substrates 
rock 
cobble 
sand 

Organisms Sampled 
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Plants 
Macrocystis pyrifera giant kelp 
Eisenia arborea southern sea palm 
Pterygophora californica California sea palm 
Laminaria farlowii oar weed 
Desmarestia sp. acid weed 
Cystoseira sp. bladder chain kelp 
other brown algae 
articulated coralline algae 
encrusting coralline algae 
Gelidium sp. agar weed 
Gigartina sp. sea tongue 
other red algae 
green algae 
miscellaneous plants (e.g. diatoms, 

Phyllospadix) 



Visual Fish Transects 

Purpose 

To determine the abundance of selected fish species 
along the 100 m transect line. 

Materials 

2 underwater clipboards with watches 
2 underwater visual fish survey data sheets (see 

Appendix E) 
1 30-m tape and secchi disk 
1 surge meter 

Personnel 

2 SCUBA equipped observers 

Methods 

Each diver swims at a uniform speed of 20 m per 
minute on one side of the 100-m transect line count
ing and recording all the indicator fish species 3 m 
above the meter tape/lead line and 1 m on each side 
of the line (see Figure 5) to sample an area of 200 m2, 
within 3 m of the bottom, in five minutes. 

Figure 5. Area Covered for 100 m Visual Fish 
Counts (100 m long x 2 m wide x 3 m high). 

If using the video, one diver will count and one diver 
will operate the video. (NOTE: Use of video requires 
preparation as described on next section, Preparation 
of VCR for Video Transects.) In either case the rate of 
swimming is 20 m/min so the swim will take 5 minutes. 
Four replicate counts are taken. Counts are differen

tiated by species and by age class (adults or juveniles, 
with juveniles usually defined as less than 10 cm in 
length). After each 100 m count, the divers should 
swim about 5 m past the end of the line and then turn 
around to begin the next count. There are four 
columns on the data sheets for each transect swim. 
If the numbers are not legible, once at the surface be 
sure to enter the totals for each species for each tran
sect count. 

After the four fish counts have been completed, 
visibility and surge are measured. Visibility is 
measured horizontally near the bottom with a 20 cm 
secchi disk. One diver holds the secchi disk, attached 
to a meter tape, facing the other diver and swims away 
from the diver holding the meter tape reel. When the 
secchi disk disappears, the diver with the reel stops 
the tape, records the distance, and winds in the tape. 
When the secchi disk reappears, the distance is 
recorded. Visibility is recorded as the mean of the two 
distances. The secchi disk is always oriented to face 
the sun, i.e. to the east in the morning and to the west 
in the afternoon. Surge is recorded as the maximum 
degrees from vertical a small fishing float on a 30 cm-
long string is displaced. 

Organisms Sampled 
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Species Name Common Juvenile 
Name Characteristics 

Chromis punctipinnus blacksmith yellow tail 
coloration 

Oxyjulis californica senorita < 10 cm length 
Sebastes mystinus blue rockfish < 10 cm length 

red color 
S. serranoides olive rockfish < 10 cm length 
S. atrovirens kelp rockfish < 10 cm length 
Paralabrax clathratus kelp bass < 10 cm length 
Semicossyphus 

pulcher sheephead <10 cm length 
black fin 

Embiotoca jacksoni black surf perch < 10 cm length 
£. lateralis striped surfperch < 10 cm length 
Damalichthys vacca pile perch < 10 cm length 
Hypsypops rubicundus garibaldi < 10 cm length 

blue spots 
Girella nigricans opaleye < 10 cm length 



Video-taped Transects 

Purpose 

General appearance of the kelp forest is recorded 
along the fixed leadline transect following the same 
procedures employed for the visual fish transects. A 
video camera is used to record conditions along the 
100-m transect line, about 1 m off the bottom, during 
a five minute period. Four replicate transect swims 
are recorded simultaneously with the first four fish 
transects. 

Materials 

1 underwater video camera and recorder 

1 60 min video tape, high quality VHS format 

Personnel 

2 SCUBA equipped divers 

Methods 
Follow these steps to prepare, set-up, and operate the 
underwater video recorderto video tape the transects. 

Camera/recorder preparation 

1) Check battery status. Three solid bricks should 
be displayed on the recorder when the battery is in
serted and the power turned on. If there are not 
three solid bricks, change batteries. 

2) Fill out label with station and date and stick on 
tape. 

3) Insert tape in recorder. 

4) Hook camera cable up to recorder. 

5) Attach viewfinder to camera. 

6) Set recorder to the following: 
a. VCR on 
b. Camera remote on 
c. Speed at 'SP' 

7) To label tape: 
a. Reverse/ normal switch to normal 
b. Front camera switches to 'character', 'title' 

and camera 
c. Use character location switches to label 

tape with site code on line one and date 
below 

i. Open eyepiece and look in viewfinder 
ii. Change characters by using forward/ 

reverse buttons 
iii. Do not turn off VCR or change camera 

settings until after step 8 (below) 

CAUTION: DO NOT POINT CAMERA DIRECTLY 
INTO THE SUN. 

8) To shoot title: 
a. Set white balance by pointing camera at a 

white surface, pushing 'AWB' button on front 
of camera until light in viewfinder turns solid 
green 

b. Set lens to desired setting (not "Macro") 
c. Take panoramic view of the area for 

approximately 30 seconds, make sure U/ W 
lens is off 

9) Housing - Prell and wipe front port inside and 
out. 

10) Visually inspect housing, 0- ring, and operat
ing levers for cracks and other problems. 

Camera set-up for underwater use 

11) Title/ VCR switch to middle setting, 'fade' off, 
camera/VCR switch to 'camera'. 

12) Light setting sunlight. 

13) Attach U/ W lens; clean before attaching if 
necessary. 

14) Set telephoto to arrow in middle of macro and 
focus to infinity. 

Camera installation 

15) Remove view finder. 

16) Put camera onto right hand attachment and 
secure with bolt into base. 

17) Slide VCR in sideways with eject button facing 
out and on the bottom. 

18) Attach view finder and slide in on top of VCR 
and camera. 

19) Replace housing back, check back knob ad
justment, and remove back. 

20) Realign and re-tighten bolt to camera if neces
sary. 
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21) Switch VCR power to "ON." 'Play, "record'.and 
'pause' lights will be on. 

22) Change camera operation buttons to "display" 
from "standby". 

23) Check image in viewfinder-if upside down, 
change switch to left of eyepiece. 

24) If there are no numbers in the display, switch 
the title" switch to the center location. 

25) Turn OFF after checking if not using immediate
ly. 

Final preparation 

26) Put weights in bottom of housing. 

27) Install alarm and test. 

28) Tuck camera/ VCR cord away. 

29) Switch power on VCR to ON, and replace hous
ing back. 

30) Test operation of standby switch on the sur
face. 

In the water, at the surface 

31) Turn camera operation switch to ON. 

32) Press forward switch to the front and 
whitebalance against a white slate. Hold until 
white balance light in viewfinder is solid green. 

On the transect 

33) Move operate switch to display for counter 
operation. 

34) Press rear housing switch forward which will 
release the pause switch and begin recording. This 
will also cause the red indicator light to the left of 
the eyepiece to blink on and off and the red in
dicator light in the eyepiece to go on. 

35) Swim the transect (100 meters) with the camera 
as level as possible approximately 1 m off the bot
tom, with a slight downward angle. This should 
take five minutes. 

36) Once at the end of the transect, press rear 
housing switch forward once again to place the 

VCR in pause mode. 

37) Move the display switch to the middle position 
to reset the clock, arid then move back to display. 

38) Repeat steps 34-37 three more times for a total 
of four 100 meter transects. 

Back on the boat 

39) Place housing in the shade. 

40) Hose down the housing with fresh water and 
allow to dry. 

41) Disassemble unit and put away. 

42) Put battery on to charge. 

Time Required 

Approximately 30 minutes of bottom time. 

Organisms Sampled 

Kelp forest community 
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Size Frequency Organisms Sampled 

Purpose 

Size frequency distributions are used to estimate 
population age structure, and thence growth and mor
tality rates, and to identify and monitor recruitment 
cohorts. 

Materials 

6 vernier calipers, stainless steel, 220 mm 
2 meter sticks, non-floating 
2 1 x 1 m quadrats 
4 large canvass sided collection bags 
2 small pry bars 
4 underwater slates with 17 sheets of vellum 

20 size frequency data sheets 

Personnel 

6 SCUBA equipped divers 

Methods 

Genus 

Macrocystis 

Tethya 
Allopora 
Lophogorgia 
Muricea 
Megathura 
Haliotis 
Astraea 
Cypraea 
Kelletia 
Hinnites 

Sample 
Size 

100 

30 
50 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

Strongylocentrotus 100 
Lytechinus 
Pycnopodia 
Patiria 
Pisaster 
Parastichopus 

100 
30 
30 
30 
30 

Measurement 

Stipe count, 1 m above 
bottom 

Max. diameter, mm 
Max. height and width, mm 
Max. height and width, mm 
Max. height and width, mm 
Max. shell length, mm 
Max. shell length, mm 
Max. shell diameter, mm 
Max. shell length, mm 
Max. shell length, mm 
Max. shell width, mm 
Max. test diameter, mm 
Max. test diameter, mm 
Length of longest ray, mm 
Length of longest ray, mm 
Length of longest ray, mm 
Length when contracted, cm 

It is very important in sampling for size frequency dis
tributions that all individuals in the target population 
are represented in proportion to their abundance in 
the population. To reduce bias every member of the 
target species in the study plot must be found and 
measured. Carefully noted areas along the fixed lead
line transect are searched until the number of in
dividuals indicated in the table below are found and 
measured. Pairs of divers are assigned three to six 
species that are found in close proximity to maximize 
diver efficiency. 

All measurements are made to the nearest millimeter, 
except for warty sea cucumbers, Parastichopus par-
vimensis, which are measured in centimeters. 
Measurements are made in situ with minimal distur
bance to the organisms, except for sea urchins and 
sea cucumbers which are collected, measured on 
board the research vessel, and returned to the point 
of collection. The minimum sample sizes and types 
of measurements for each species are indicated in the 
section on organisms sampled. Data are transferred 
to summary sheets from underwater vellum. 

Time Required 

Sea urchin and cucumber collection and return re
quires about 100 minutes, the kelp stipe counts re
quire 60-80 minutes, and the remaining 
measurements take 210-320 minutes of bottom time. 
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Photogrammetric Plots Methods 

Purpose 

To determine abundance (density) of selected inver
tebrates and algae. Photogrammetry is also an excel
lent source of visual documentation for algae, 
invertebrates, and substratum in order to determine 
any temporal changes on a long-term basis. 

Materials 

1 PVC grid frame, 2 m x 2 m 
1 PVC photostand, camera mount, 

0.5 m x0.5 mx0.7 m 
3 Nikonos V cameras 
3 Nikkor 15-mm lenses 
1 Nikkor 28-mm lens 
3 angle iron or mounting brackets with screws 
2 pelican boxes (camera and accessory storage) 
3 rolls Ektachrome color slide film, 36 exposure, 

100 ASA per photoplot 
lens paper 
O-ring grease (silicone) 
blower brush 

1 O-ring set (extra) for camera, lens, and e/o 
connector 

1 black case (film and accessory storage) 
3 Oceanic 2001 strobes 
3 Oceanic strobe chargers (full charge = 3-5 hours) 
4 e/o connectors 
2 Oceanic strobe arms 
2 Oceanic metal knobs (secures strobes to arms) 
2 Oceanic plastic knobs (secures arms to photo-

stand) 
2 Q-lites 
2 Q-lite holders (secured between strobe and arm) 
2 Q-lite chargers (full charge = 8 hours) 
1 large white case (strobe, Q-lite and accessory 

storage) 
Brass stakes (to replace photoplot stakes as 

needed) 
Epoxy cartridges (to secure brass stakes to 

substrata) 
Hammer drill with bits (for stake replacement) 

Personnel 

2 SCUBA equipped observers. (Under conditions 
of heavy surge or current or high relief rocky 
areas, a third diver may be required to carry out 
sampling.) 

Photogrammetry is the process of surveying an area 
by means of photography. Sampling methods are or
ganized under four headings, care and maintenance 
of equipment, equipment set-up, technique, and 
processing and labeling film. 

Care and Maintenance of Equipment 

It is essential that photographic and accessory equip
ment receive proper care. High initial and replace
ment costs, along with lost sampling time due to 
equipment failure or repair, reinforces the importance 
of proper maintenance. Equipment inspection and 
care is extremely important before sampling is done, 
therefore this section proceeds the actual methodol
ogy involved. 

Cameras. Each camera should be cleaned and in
spected before each photoplot is done using the fol
lowing procedure: 

1) Wash hands and dry thoroughly (especially after 
contact with seawater) 

2) Open camera body and remove lens 

3) Remove O-ring from camera body, 15-mm lens, 
and e/o connector by applying pressure to O-ring 
with fingers and pinching together so that it can be 
easily lifted out of the groove; never pry O-ring off 
with a sharp object as this will damage the O-ring 

4) Clean the groove with a cotton swab or lens 
paper 

5) Clean the O-ring with lens paper to remove 
grease and dirt 

6) Inspect the O-ring for nicks and cuts; replace if 
any are found 

7) Apply a thin coat of silicone grease to the O-ring 
so it appears "wet looking"; excess grease is as bad 
as not enough - both will prevent a watertight seal 

8) Secure O-ring in groove 

9) Inspect camera for dirt or other foreign material 
and remove; it is especially important that nothing 
comes in contact with the O-ring surface as this will 
prevent a watertight seal 

10) Carefully load the camera with film 
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After sampling is completed, rinse the camera 
thoroughly in fresh water and dry completely, 
preferably by air drying. However, if the film needs to 
be changed in orderto continue sampling, a towel can 
be used after rinsing. Extreme care should be taken 
to prevent moisture from entering the camera. Even 
small droplets can cause damage. After sampling is 
completed and the camera is dry, remove the e/o con
nector from the camera body and replace the screw-
in metal plug. Attach the 28-mm lens and store 
camera in pelican box. 

If the camera becomes flooded, immediately open up 
camera and remove the four small screws that hold 
the metal plate. Remove the plate and immerse 
camera in fresh water. As soon as possible, take the 
camera to an authorized dealer for repair (Authorized 
Camera Service in Sherman Oaks). Do not immerse 
in alcohol as this will damage the internal electronics. 

Lenses. There may be four or more different lenses. 
Each one needs the O-ring cleaning and inspection 
described above, as well as actual cleaning of the 
glass itself. Seawater tends to form crystals over the 
glass when not cleaned thus flawing the clarity of the 
picture. In order to clean the lenses follow these 
steps: 

1) Clean, inspect, and grease the O-ring 

2) Using the blower brush, clear away all loose dirt 
and debris 

3) Apply a couple of drops of lens cleaning solu
tion onto a piece of lens paper. Using small circles, 
start in the center and work your way out using 
larger and larger circles and wipe the lens free of all 
oils and dirt. 

4) Using a fresh piece of lens paper, dry the lens 
incorporating this circle technique 

5) Repeat on second glass surface 

6) Replace the O-ring 

REMEMBER to replace black cap after charging or 
you will flood the strobe. 

Additional topside care should include protection 
from direct sunlight by covering with a towel. Direct 
sunlight may burn out the built in light sensor. Also 
the strobe plug (for the e/o connector) should be 
protected by using a tight fitting cork. 

After sampling has been completed, rinse the strobes 
and accessories with fresh water, let dry and place in 
storage cases. 

Q-lites. Q-lites require a much longer charging time 
than do strobes (8 hours). Unscrew the large blue 
knob and remove the battery from its casing. Plug 
charging unit (different unit than the one used for 
strobes) into port at end of battery and into electrical 
wall outlet. Do not charge Q-lite longer than the 
recommended charging time. Clean and inspect the 
O-ring on the blue knob. After charging, put the bat
tery back into casing. Screw in the blue knob far 
enough so that the O-ring forms a seal or the Q-lite 
will flood. After sampling has been completed, rinse 
Q-lites and holders in fresh water, let dry and place in 
storage case. 

Accessory Equipment. Other equipment associated 
with photoquadrats (ie; photogrid, photostand, etc.) 
should be thoroughly rinsed with fresh water either 
after sampling, or upon return from a cruise. 

Equipment Set-up 

The following checklist should be used when assem
bling equipment for sampling: 

1) Write out an identification sheet for each roll of 
film used and include site location, date, and roll 
number 

2) Load cameras with film, set correct film speed 
(should be 100 ASA) 

3) Attach mounting brackets to camera using 
screws and washers 

Strobes. Strobes should be fully charged before sam
pling (3-5 hours charging time). Turn strobe "off", un
screw black cap which covers the charging port and 
plug charging unit into strobe and electrical wall out
let. Do not charge the strobe longer than the recom
mended charging time. The black cap covering the 
charging port possesses an O-ring which should be 
cleaned and inspected (as described above). 

4) Screw e/o connectors into camera (e/o connec
tor possesses an O-ring which should be cleaned 
and inspected) and tighten locking nut against 
mounting bracket 

5) Photograph roll identification sheets using 28-
mm lens 
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6) Remove 28-mm lens and replace with 15-mm 
lens. Make sure the lens is seated (sealed) proper
ly. Set F-stop and focus (f16 and 0.7 m) 

7) Attach strobes and Q-lite holders to strobe arms 
using Oceanic metal knobs 

8) Place Q-lites in holders 

9) Attach strobe arms to photostand using Oceanic 
plastic knobs 

10) Insert mounting bracket (with camera attached) 
into slots on photostand so that camera is centered 

11) Pull surgical tubing over bolts at end of mount
ing bracket so as to secure camera to photostand 

12) Place other cameras in a small goody bag to 
take down with you 

13) Grease the e/o plug (for e/o connector) at the 
end of the cord attached to the main strobe so a 
watertight seal can be made. Leakage will result in 
random firing of strobe 

14) Connect the e/o cord from main strobe to e/o 
connector. The slave e/o cord remains unattached 
and fires automatically when the main strobe fires 

Technique 

One diver holds the photogrid in place to ensure a 
minimal amount of grid movement and repositions the 
PVC counter on the photostand to record quadrat 
number. The other diver photographs the quadrat 
while helping to position and steady the photostand. 

First determine the photoplot location at the station 
being sampled using the site description binder. The 
two divers carry the photogrid, equipped photostand 
and extra cameras to the photoplot site and locate the 
four photopoints (brass, plastic or PVC stakes). 

Find the northeast corner of the photoplot and orient 
the photogrid so that it is set against the two north
ernmost stakes (see Figure 6). Quadrats are sampled 
from east to west and north to south. The first 16 
quadrats (photos) can be sampled with the grid in this 
initial position. The grid should then be moved south 
so that it is set against all four photopoints. The next 
16 quadrats can then be photographed (32 photos in 
all so far). Continue to move the photogrid south to 
set it against the two southernmost points, and then 

the two western-most points and finally the two east-
em-most points for a total of 80 quadrats. Divers 
should remember that minimal disturbance of the sub
stratum is needed to ensure water clarity and an ac
curate characterization of the area sampled. To this 
end, divers should remain over unsampled areas or 
areas already photographed. 

With three cameras, sampling can usually be ac
complished in one dive. Changing cameras on the 
photostand underwater merely requires that the e/o 
connector be disconnected and the camera with 
mounting bracket be removed from the photostand. 
The next camera with mounting bracket can then be 
inserted/centered onto the photostand, secured by 
the surgical tubing, and the e/o connector recon
nected. After sampling has been completed, all film 
should then be labelled and stored until return from 
the cruise. Wash and stow all gear (see section on 
care and maintenance). 

FIGURE 6. Diagram of Photoplot Showing the 
Array of 0.25 m2 (0.5 m x 0.5 m) Quadrats 
Photographed in Sequence from 1 to 80. 
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Processing and Labeling Film Species Checklist 

Film should be taken to a local photography store or 
business for processing (e.g., Hallas Color Lab or 
Jaffe's Camera). Ektachrome film can usually be 
processed in one or two days. All slides should be 
mounted and many stores will keep your slides num
bered. After processing, identify each box of slides 
by the slide which is a photograph of the slide iden
tification sheet. Label each slide as to location, date, 
and quadrat number. A changeable rubber stamp 
may be used to facilitate labelling. 

While numbering slides you will want to "score" each 
slide as to its quality (light, clarity, and focus or ability 
to see). The scale is as follows: 

4 = perfect slide, can see everything perfectly 
3 = slide clarity diminished but still discernable 

(ie: poor visibility, low light) 
2 = slide clarity severely impaired, some objects 

not discernable. 
1 = slide indiscernible 
0 = no slide 

Record the score for each slide in the photolog. 

When finished, store the slides in their respective 
boxes and identify each box by location, date, and 
quadrat numbers enclosed. Store boxes in files and 
away from sunlight. 

The relative abundance of all species observed at 
each site is estimated every year. During the quan
titative and size frequency sampling, notes are kept 
by all observers on the occurrence and abundance of 
all species encountered. Near the end of each site 
visit, one or more observer pairs search the entire 
monitoring site for rare or obscure species and make 
specific notes on the relative abundance of all species. 
Relative abundance for the species observed is 
recorded on a scale of X, 0,1, 2, 3, or 4, where: 

X = present, but with no reliable estimate of 
abundance 

0 = absent, expected but unfound upon directed 
search 

1 = rare 
2 = present 
3 = common 
4 = abundant 

The value recorded for each species is a concensus, 
determined by the cruise's chief scientist in con
ference with all observers using the check list of 
known species in Appendix C, and reflects the poten
tial abundance of each species. For example, sight
ings of four giant sea bass, Stereolepis gigas, at a site 
would be recorded as abundant (4), whereas 100 
purple sea urchins, would probably rate only present 
(2) or common (3). 
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Oceanographic Conditions 

Purpose 

Water temperature and depth recorders are used to 
monitor temperature and tidal fluctuations at six kelp 
forest monitoring sites. 

Materials 

Sea Data TDR-2A Microloggers are the sensing 
and recording devise used 

Equipment needed for trip to service recorders is 
included in CHECKLIST #1 (in Appendix F). 
Equipment isttept in the ranger cage in the shop 
in the right, red cupboard on the top two shelves. 

Methods 

Water temperature and depth are recorded at hourly 
intervals onto cassette tapes inside the Micrologger 
recorders. The recorders are serviced every three 
months, at which time the tapes with the recorded 
data are retrieved and the recorder is replaced with a 
newly serviced recorder. The tapes are brought back 
to headquarters and read by the tape reader. Data 
are transferred to the computer and then reduced and 
reports generated. More information on the opera
tion, interpretation of data, and maintenance of equip
ment is found in Sea Data Micrologger Manual. 

Recorder Locations 

Recorders are located at the following six kelp forest 
monitoring sites. 

Anacapa Island, Landing Cove (ANILC) 
Santa Barbara island, Arch Point (SBIAP) 
Santa Cruz Island, Fry's Harbor (SCIFH) 
Santa Cruz Island, Gull Island South (SCIGISO) 
Santa Rosa Island, Johnsons Lee North (SRIJLNO) 
San Miguel Island, Hare Rock (SMIHR) 

Sites were selected to represent areas of differing 
water conditions. Specific locations of recorders in 
relationship to transect lines can be found in the kelp 
forest monitoring sites location descriptions (Table 1). 

To Service the Recorder 

First become familiar with the equipment. 

Have a recorder in hand to familiarize yourself with the 

components. The recording instrumentation itself is 
housed in the PVC case. The temperature probe and 
pressure sensor are attached to the bottom of the 
case. The recorders are o-ring sealed and therefore 
difficult to open. Use a spoon to lift the top end cap 
off the case at latches. 

Top Panel 

Inspect the instrument controls on the top panel and 
locate the following: 

ON/OFF switch. Enabling this switch connects 
power to all components of the micrologger. In the 
OFF position, the instrument draws no power from the 
battery. Flipping the power switch to ON causes the 
instrument to set itself to all proper initial values and 
clears all data storage registers except the internal 
clock. 

MEASUREMENT INTERVAL rotary switch. This 
switch allows selection of any one of sixteen scaling 
intervals. The microprocessor examines the setting 
of this switch every five seconds. 

I/O output. This connector is used to check battery 
voltage. A connector cable is plugged into the port 
and connected to a voltmeter to determine voltage. 

S/N. The serial number of the instrument. 

SDBY/RUN toggle switch. The position of this 
switch determines whether the instrument is in 
STANDBY or RUN mode. When it is set to RUN, 
the recorder does the following: 

a) at the end of the current measurement interval, 
it takes readings from sensors and stores 
them in RAM 

b) writes data onto tape and clears the data 
memory if the RAM is filled 

c) increments the time counter. 
When the switch is set to SDBY, the recorder does 
the following: 

a) writes the contents of the RAM onto tapes 
b) looks to see if a CLOCK RESET request has 

been made 
c) continues to increment the time counter, 

but takes no sensor reading 

CLOCK RESET push button. This recessed button 
will set the recorder's time counter to zero. 

START push button. Pressing the start button with 
the power on causes the instrument to set itself to 
proper initial values and clears all data registers ex-
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cept the clock. When there is a tape in the recorder, 
pressing START causes the instrument to check 
whether the tape is on the foil beginning-of-tape 
(BOT)mark. 

Electronics package 

Inspect the electronics package by pulling on the top 
panel guard. 

DIP switch. This switch is located on the circuit 
board. The switch has six positions which control 
channel enabling. Position 1 through 4 control sen
sor channels. Channels are enabled by flipping them 
to the numbered side of the DIP switch, while chan
nels without sensors should be switched to OPEN to 
avoid unnecessary battery drain and waster tape 
space. In our recorders, position 1 enables the 
temperature sensor and position 2 enables the pres

sure (depth) sensor. Position 5 enables the TIDE 
mode. 

Battery Pack. The battery pack can be located on 
the opposite side of the electronics package from the 
DIP switch. Packs can be replaced by removing the 
nuts in the slot and disconnecting the white plastic 
plug above. 

To Install, Remove, and Maintain Recorders 

The recorders should be replaced every three 
months. The tapes will last for six months if weather 
does not permit three month servicing. Follow these 
steps in the order presented for installation, removal, 
and servicing of the recorders. 

1. Check the ANNUAL SCHEDULE to determine 
when and how much time is required for maintenance 

Table 3. Annual Schedule for Hydrothermograph Maintenance 

MONTH 

January 

February 
April 

July 

October 

WEEK 

1 

2 

3 
4 
1 
1 

2 

3 
4 
1 

2 

3 
4 
1 

2 

3 
4 

TASK 

Maintenance 
Trip 1 
Trip 2 
Maintenance 
Data Management-Process Tapes 
Date Management-Quarter Report 
Data Management-Annual Report 
Maintenance 
Trip 1 
Trip 2 
Maintenance 
Data Management-Process Tapes 
Date Management-Quarter Report 
Maintenance 
Trip 1 
Trip 2 
Maintenance 
Data Management-Process Tapes 
Date Management-Quarter Report 
Maintenance 
Trip 1 
Trip 2 
Maintenance 
Data Management-Process Tapes 
Data Management-Quarter Report 

TIME (DAYS) 

2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
5 

CHECKLIST 

#1, #2, #3 
#3, #4 
#3, #4 
#5 
#6 
#6 
#6 
#1, #2, #3 
#3, #4 
#3, #4 
#5 
#6 
#6 
#1 , #2, #3 
#3, #4 
#3, #4 
#5 
#6 
#6 
#1, #2, #3 
#3, #4 
#3, #4 
#5 
#6 
#6 

Checklists: 
#1 - Equipment for Trip 
#3 - Installation of Recorder 
#5 - Maintenance 

#2 - Tape Preparation 
#4 - Removal of Recorder 
#6 - Data Management 
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and data management and boat scheduling needs 
(see Table 3). 

2. Check the SERVICING SCHEDULE on Checklist 
#5 for each recorder to determine the placement and 
servicing of recorders. 

3. Follow through the checklists for instructions on in
stallation, removal, and maintenance of the recorders. 
The checklists are found in Appendix F. 

CHECKLIST #1 - Equipment for Trip 
CHECKLIST #2 - Tape Preparation 
CHECKLIST #3 - Installation of Recorder 
CHECKLIST #4 - Removal of Recorder 
CHECKLIST #5 - Servicing of Recorder 

Servicing Schedule 

The following is a schedule of installation, removal, 
and annual servicing of recorders. The recorders can 
be installed/recovered from all stations in two two-day 
trips, weather permitting. As examples: 

Trip 1 Day 1: Headquarters to SCIFH to SMIHR 
Day 2: San Miguel Island to SRIJLNO to 

SCISISO to Headquarters 
Trip 2 Day1: Headquarters to SBIAP 

Day 2: Santa Barbara Island to ANILC to 
Headquarters 

Proper rotation of recorders brings each recorder 
back to headquarters once a year for annual servic
ing. A blank form for recording maintenance and for 
rotating recorders is found in Appendix F. Copy and 
fill out the maintenance schedule each year. 
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DATA MANAGEMENT Field 3 is the species code number (Appendix C) 

Data input, analysis, and reporting is different for each 
of the sampling methods described in the previous 
section. Therefore, data management is discussed 
by sampling method used to collect the data. Specific 
information on data entry and use of the computer 
programs for data analysis is given in this section. 

dBase III Plus is used for data management. For sum
marizing the data and generating reports, the statisti
cal software package SPSS/PC + is used. Once the 
data are entered into dBase III files, an SPSS/PC+ 
translate program is used to translate the dBase III 
data file to an SPSS file. SPSS programs are then 
used to summarize the data. 

Quadrat Data 

Each year a new file is created that contains all the 
quadrat data for all stations for that year. This data file 
is called QUAD**.DBF (** = year). There will be a 
separate file for every year of monitoring. The file 
QBLANK.DBF is a blank structure file to facilitate data 
entry. Once all the data have been entered and 
verified, backup copies of the file should be made and 
no more editing done to the file. For analysis, data 
files are copied to another file called QUAD-
YEAR.DBF. This file (QUADYEAR.DBF) should be 
cleared of previous data and the data for the year(s) 
to be analyzed appended to it. QREPORT.PRO 
prepares a table of mean values for the data in QUAD
YEAR.DBF to produce a table of summary means and 
standard deviations by species and station, which is 
saved to a file named QREPORT.RSL 

dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 

dBase III Plus file structure for quadrat data is as fol
lows: 

Field 4 is the quadrat number (1-20) included for 
more efficient data entry 

Field 5 is the number of individuals of that species 
found in the quadrat 

The dBase III files are stored on the hard disk under 
the C:\QUADRATS directory and on floppy disks. 
Each year of data is entered in a file. The data file 
names are as follows: 

FILE NAME YEAR NUMBER OF QUADRAT 
QUADRATS DIMENSIONS 

The file QUADYEAR.DBF is used for SPSS data 
analysis and is discussed below. 

CREATING A NEW DATA FILE 

To create a new data file, you can copy the structure 
of an old data file to the new one and then start ap
pending data. For example, if you want to start enter
ing the quadrat data for 1987, do the following. 

Enter dBase III, once at the dot type these commands 

. use c:\quadrats\QUAD86.dbf 
(this opens old 
database file) 

. copy structure to c:\quadrats\QUAD87.dbf 
(this creates a new empty file 
using the same structure) 

. close all (closes all files) 

ENTERING DATA AND UPDATING FILES 

Field 1 is the location or site code number (see 
Appendix C) 

Field 2 is the last two digits of the year (1987 would 
be 87) 

Once you have created the new data file QUAD87.dbf, 
you can begin entering data or updating the file with 
a new station of data by typing the following com
mands. (If you are using a floppy disk, change the 
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QUAD82.dbf 1982 30 1x1 m 
QUAD83.dbf 1983 40 1x1 m 
QUAD84.dbf 1984 40 1x1 m 
QUAD85.dbf 1985 20 1x2 m 
QUAD86.dbf 1986 20 1x2 m 
QUAD87.dbf 1987 20 1x2 m 

FIELD FIELD NAME TYPE WIDTH 

1 Location Numeric 2 
2 Year Numeric 2 
3 Species Numeric 5 
4 Quadrat Numeric 2 
5 Count Numeric 4 

file://C:/QUADRATS
file://c:/quadrats/QUAD86.dbf
file://c:/quadrats/QUAD87.dbf


default disk drive. To do this, enter the command .set 
default to b:). Use quadrat summary data sheets for 
data entry. 

. use c:\quadrats\QUAD87 
(accesses file) 

. append from c:\quadrats\Qblank.DBF 
(this adds 360 blank records 
to the file) 

. locate for location = 0 
(this locates the first record 
of the station) 

. replace next 360 location with _ 
(_ enter location code for 
that station) 

. go _ (_ enter the record number 
of the first record for that 
station given with the third 
command) 

. browse (finds the data base file at the 
first record for that station) 

Now move over to the count column and start enter
ing data. The species are listed in the same order as 
the data sheet. The very last species in the data file is 
11004 which is for white urchins, however if these were 
sampled with band transects and not quadrats those 
20 records need to be deleted. To do this, while in 
browse go to quadrat 1 of species 11004 and do the 
following: 

Press Ctrl End 
. delete next 20 
. pack (to save time pack can be 

done once at the end of the 
session) 

Close the data file when you have finished editing. 
To do this enter the following command: 

Press Ctrl End 
. Close all 

QBLANK.DBF 

(exits and saves file) 
(closes all data bases) 

Qblank contains all the records needed for data 
from one site and has the current year already in 
the 360 records. Each year, change the year in 
Qblank to the current one. To do this edit 
Qblank.dbf as follows: 

. use c:\quadrats\Qblank.dbf 

. replace all year with 88 

. close all 

OTHER dBASEIII COMMANDS 

The commands listed above allow data entry into 
dBase files. To find a specific record that needs to be 
edited, use the locate command. For example to edit 
the records for Admiral's Reef for Macrocystis 
pyrifera, type the following command. Continue al
lows the search for this species at the specified site to 
proceed after a record is found. 

. locate for location = 11 .and. species = 2010 

. continue 

To find a specific record, the quadrat number can be 
added. 

. locate for location = 11 .and. species = 2010 

.and. quadrat = 12 

PREPARING FOR DATA ANALYSIS 

Once all the data for the most recent year have been 
entered, it can then be appended to the QUAD-
YEAR.dbf file by the following commands: 

. use c:\quadrats\QUADYEAR.db 

. append from c:\quadrats\QUAD87.dbf 

. close all 

The contents of QUADYEAR.DBF can be changed by 
erasing all the records in that file and appending the 
ones that are to be included in the report. For ex
ample, to analyze three years of data, enter the follow
ing from dBaselll: 

. use c:\quadrats\quadyear.dbf 
(accesses dBaselll file] 

. zap (deletes and packs all records in 
that file 

. append from quad85.dbf 
(appends 1985 data to quadyear.dbf) 

. append from quad86.dbf 
(appends 1986 data to quadyear.dbf) 

. append from quad87.dbf 
(appends 1987 data to quadyear.dbf) 

. close all (closes quadyear.dbf) 

You can use these commands to alter QUAD-
YEAR.dbf any way you like. 
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SPSS DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTS 

The QUADYEAR.DBF file is used for data analysis with 
SPSS. As the file could get quite large, be selective 
with the number of years of data entered. To change 
the contents of QUADYEAR.dbf, ZAP all the records 
and append ft with only the years to be analyzed. 

To generate a report using the data in QUAD
YEAR.DBF, run SPSS/PC +. Use the menu selection 
on the Resource Management computer. Select 
SPSS (1) from the main menu and then QUADRATS 
(A). Begin by moving to the SPSSPC prompt:, press 
F10, then E at the SPSSPC: prompt. Run 
QREPORT.PRO to generate a report for each station 
by species by year by entering the following com
mand: 

SPSSPC: include QREPORT.PRO. 

Press the space bar once each time when "MORE" ap
pears in the upper right hand corner of the screen. 

When the program has finished running (it might take 
quite a while so be patient), it will return to the 
SPSSPC: prompt. Type finish to exit SPSS. Print the 
report using DOS. In order to print, you must be in 
the c:\quadrats directory. Use the DOS print com
mand as follows-

c:\quadrats > print QREPORT.RSL 

As an alternative, the file can be copied to the word 
perfect directory and edited using the word proces
sor. 

See Appendix G for the documentation for the 
program QREPORT .PRO. 
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Band Transect Data CREATING A NEW DATA FILE 

Separate data files are created for each year called 
B**.DBF (** = year). Once all data are entered and 
verified, backup copies should be made, and no more 
editing done to the file. BTRBLANK.DBF is a blank 
structure file used to facil itate data entry. 
BTRANALLDBF is created by appending appropriate 
years to it. This file is used by BDTRCALC.PRO which 
creates a summary table of means and standard 
deviations by species and location and saves the 
results to BTRAN.RSL 

Use the following procedure to create a new band 
transect file once you are in dBase III: 

. use c:\bandtran\btrblank.dbf 
(accesses blank file) 

. copy to c:\bandtran\bxx.dbf 
(copies the blank file to the 
new year file you are creating. 
You supply year at x) 

. close all 

dBASE FILE STRUCTURE ENTERING DATA AND UPDATING FILES 

dBase III Plus structure for Band Transect files is as 
follows: 

FIELD 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

FIELD NAME 

Location 
Species 
Year 
Transect 
Count 

TYPE 

Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 

WIDTH 

2 
6 
2 
2 
4 

Field 1 is the location or site code number (see Ap
pendix C). 

Field 2 is the species code number (see Appendix 
C). 

Field 3 is the last two digits of the year sampled. 

Field 4 is number of transects sampled 

Field 5 is the number of individuals found on the 
transect. 

The dBase III files are stored on the hard disk in the 
BANDTRAN directory and are backed up on floppy 
disks. Sampling techniques have varied somewhat 
from the inception of the program. Below are the files 
to date along with information on sampling for the year 
specified: 

FILENAME 

B83.DBF 
B84.DBF 
B85.DBF 
B86.DBF 
B87.DBF 

YEAR 

1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

TRANSECTS 

10 
10 
12 
12 
12 

After the new file is established, begin entering data. 
The order of the species on the data sheets is the same 
as that in the file {btrblank.dbf}, so data entry should 
go smoothly. To enter information and data, proceed 
in the following manner after entering dBase III: 

. use c:\bandtran\bxx.dbf 
(accesses file) 

. replace all loc with 
(you enter location code herie 

. replace all year with 
(year enter two digits for year here) 

. 1 (takes you to the first record for data 
entry. You may go to any record 
number by simply typing the number 
at the dot prompt) 

. browse (most efficient command for data entry) 

Now move to the count column and begin entering 
data. 

To modify the file for the second and subsequent sta
tions, issue the following commands: 

. use c:\bandtran\bxx.dbf 
(accesses file) 

. append from c:\bandtran\btrblank.dbf 
(appends blank records for one 
station to the file) 

Once the blank records have been appended, fill in 
the information for the year and location in the follow
ing way: 

. x (type in the record number where 
you wish to begin) 

. replace next y loc with 
(replaces blank station with the 
number of thestation working on) 
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. x (returns to record number 
where you started) 

. replace next y* year with 
(adds year designation to 
year field) 

. x (back where you started) 

. browse (into edit mode to begin 
data entry) 

Do not worry initially if the locations are not in se
quence. After entering data for all the stations, the file 
can be sorted in several ways. For example, to sort 
by station: 

. use c:\bandtran\bxx.dbf 

. sort to c:\bandtran\{filename.extension} by loc 

. close all 

You may then delete the old file: 

. erase c:\bandtran\bxx.dbf 

and rename the sorted file to the old filename: 

. rename c:\bandtran\{file name.extension} to 
c:\bandtran\bxx.dbf 

Two final important points: remember to press Con
trol-End to save changes you make in browse and to 
type in "close all" before proceeding to work on 
another file or exiting dBase III plus. 

PREPARATION FOR DATA ANALYSIS 

Band transect files from several years may be ap
pended together prior to analysis with SPSS. Select 
the years to be include in the analysis, copy the first 
year file to a new filename and append the other files 
to the new file. For example, to summarize informa
tion for years 1983 through 1987, files b83.dbf, 
b84.dbf, b85.dbf, b86.dbf and b87.dbf would be com
piled into the large file btranall.dbf in the following 
manner: 

. use c:\bandtran\btranall.dbf 

. zap 

. append from c:\bandtran\b87.dbf 

. append from c:\bandtran\*data file* 

. close all 

Use these commands to modify btranall.dbf any way 
you like. 

SPSS DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTS 

SPSS is used to analyze data catalogued in dBase III. 
In order to do this, the dBase file must be converted 
to a form that SPSS can understand using the SPSS 
translate utility. For example, to translate the large file 
btranall.dbf to SPSS, do the following at the SPSS 
prompt: 

SPSSPC: translate from = 'c:\bandtran\btranall.dbf. 

For large files, this may take some time, so be patient. 
Once this has finished, proceed with commands for 
analysis. The program {bdtrcalc.pro} is used to 
translate and calculate mean count for 3 m x 20 m 
band transect species and is listed in Appendix G. 
When {bdtrcalc.pro} is run, it saves results to the file 
c:\bandtran\btran.rsl. This is a text file and is best 
edited by using a word processor. To convert it to 
WordPerfect, use the Text In/ Text Out feature, Con
trol- F5, and select option 3. Edit and add titles, page 
numbers, and a cover page as desired. A summary 
using this process has been completed for data from 
1983-1987 and is saved in the file {wpbtran.rsl}. 

If bdtrcalc.pro already contains a translate statement 
(as it does in the example in Appendix G), execute the 
program by doing the following at the SPSSPC 
prompt: 

SPSSPC: include c:\bandtran\bdtrcalc.pro. 

This step translates and performs the calculations in
dicated by the program without having to enter the 
"review" feature of SPSS, blocking and running. 

In order to avoid the time consuming translation step, 
you can save translated files to SPSS system files, 
directly accessible by SPSS with the GET command. 
Do the following at the SPSS prompt to save the trans
lated dBase file to an SPSS system file: 

SPSSPC: save out ='\bandtran\btrallyr.sys' 

If analysis is only required for one station, species or 
year, one may selectively analyze these categories 
using the "Process if" or "Select if" commands. For 
example, to compute means for station 10 only, insert 
the following command before the "means tables" 
command: 

process if (loc =10) 
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Random Point Contact Data 

Separate data files are created for each year called 
R**.DBF (** =year). Once all data are entered and 
verified, backup copies should be made, and no more 
editing done to the file. Only the current year will be 
opened. RPCBLANK.DBF is a blank structure file 
used to facilitate data entry. RPCALLDBF is created 
by appending appropriate years to it. This file is used 
by RPCCALC.PRO which creates a summary table of 
means and standard deviations by species and loca
tion. 

dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 

dBase III Plus structure for Random Point Contact 
(RPC) files is as follows: 

FIELD 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

FIELD NAM 

Location 
Species 
Year 
Quadrat 
Count 

E TYPE 

Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 

WIDTH 

2 
6 
2 
2 
4 

Field 1 is the location or station code number (see 
Appendix C). 
Field 2 is the species code number (see Appendix 
C). 
Field 3 is the last two digits of the year sampled. 
Field 4 is the number of quadrats sampled (see * in 
next table). 
Field 5 is the number of individuals found in the 
quadrat. 

The dBase III files are stored on the hard disk in the 
RPC directory and are backed up on floppy disks. 
Sampling techniques have varied somewhat from the 
inception of the program. Below are the files to date 
along with information on sampling for the year 
specified: 

Filename 

R82.DBF 
R83.DBF 
R84.DBF 
R85.DBF 
R86.DBF 
R87.DBF 

Year 

1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

Quadrats* 

25 
40 
10 
25 
25 
25 

Points/ 
Quad. 

20 
10 
50 
40 
40 
40 

# o f 
Organisms 

29 
29 
24 
27 
27 
27 

Years 1982 through 1984 were often sampled ir
regularly with many missing quadrats. Therefore, do 
not be surprised by odd numbers of quadrats. 

CREATING A NEW DATA FILE 

Use the following procedure to create a new RPC file 
after entering dBase III: 

. use c:\rpc\rpcblank.dbf 
(this gives complete path and 
filename) 

. copy to c:\rpc\rxx.dbf 
(this copies the blank file to the 
new file being created. Supply 
the year at x) 

. close all 

ENTERING DATA AND UPDATING FILES 

Once the new file is created, begin entering data. The 
order of the species on the data sheets is the same as 
that in the file {rpcblank.dbf}, so data entry should go 
smoothly. To enter information and data, proceed in 
the following manner after entering dBase III: 

. use c:\rpc\rxx.dbf 
(accesses file) 

. replace all loc with 
(enter location code here) 

. replace all year with 
(enter two digits for year here) 

. 1 (takes you to the first record for 
data entry. Go to any record 
number by simply typing the 
number at the dot prompt) 

. browse (most efficient command for 
data entry) 

Now move to the count column and begin entering 
data. 

To modify the file for the second and subsequent sta
tions, issue the following commands: 

. use c:\rpc\rxx.dbf 
(accesses file) 

. append from c:\rpc\rpcblank.dbf 
(appends blank records for one 
station to the file) 

Once the blank records are appended, fill in the infor
mation for the year and location in the following way: 
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._x (type in the record number where 
you wish to begin) 

. replace next y loc with 
(replaces blank station with the 
number of the station you want to 
work on) 

. x (returns to record number where 
you started) 

. replace next y year with 
(adds year designation to year field) 

. x (back to starting point) 

. browse (into edit mode to begin data entry) 

Do not worry initially if the locations are not in se
quence. After entering data for all the stations, the file 
can be sorted in several ways. For example, to sort 
by station: 

. use c:\rpc\rxx.dbf 

. sort to c:\rpc\{filename.extension} by loc 

. close all 

You may then delete the old file: 

. erase c:\rpc\rxx.dbf 

and rename the sorted file to the old filename: 

. rename c:\rpc\{f i lename.extension} to 
c:\rpc\rxx.dbf 

Two final important points: remember to press Con
trol-End to save changes made in browse and to type 
in "close all" before proceeding to work on another 
file or exiting dBase III plus. 

PREPARATION FOR DATA ANALYSIS 

RPC files from several years may be appended 
together prior to analysis with SPSS. Select the years 
to be included in your analysis, copy the first year file 
to a new' filename of your choosing and append the 
other files to the new file. For example, to summarize 
information for years 1982 through 1987, files r82.dbf, 
r83.dbf, r84.dbf, r85.dbf, r86.dbf are compiled into the 
large file rpcall.dbf in the following manner: 

. use c:\rpc\r82.dbf 

. copy to c:\rpc\rpcall.dbf 

. close all 

. use c:\rpc\rpcall.dbf 

. append from c:\rpc\r83.dbf 

. append from c:\rpc\r84.dbf 

. append from c:\rpc\r85.dbf 

. append from c:\rpc\r86.dbf 

. append from c:\rpc\r87.dbf 

. close all 

SPSS DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTS 

SPSS is used to analyze data catalogued in dBase III. 
In order to do this, the dBase file must be converted 
to a form that SPSS can understand using the SPSS 
translate utility. For example, to translate the large file 
rpcall.dbf to SPSS, do the following at the SPSS 
prompt: 

SPSSPC: translate from ='c:\rpc\rpcall.dbf. 

For large files, this may take some time, so be patient. 
Once this has finished, proceed with commands for 
analysis. The program {rpccalc.pro} is used to 
translate and calculate mean per cent cover for RPC 
species and is listed in Appendix G. When 
{rpccalc.pro} is run, it saves results to the file 
c:\rpc\rpc.rsl. This is a text file and is best edited by 
using a word processor. To convert it to Word Per
fect, use the Text In/ Text Out feature, Control- F5, and 
select option 3. Edit and add titles, page numbers, 
and a cover page as desired. This has been done with 
the summary from 1982-1987 and is saved in the file 
{wprpc.rsl}. 

If rpccalc.pro already contains a translate statement 
(as it does in the example in Appendix G), execute the 
program by doing the following at the SPSSPC 
prompt: 

SPSSPC: include c:\rpc\rpccalc.pro. 

This step translates and performs the calculations in
dicated by the program without having to enter the 
"review" feature of SPSS, blocking and running. 

In order to avoid the time consuming translation step, 
save translated files to SPSS system files, directly ac
cessible by SPSS with the GET command. Do the fol
lowing at the SPSS prompt to save the translated 
dBase file to an SPSS system file: 

SPSSPC: save out ='\rPc\ rPca"y r-sys ' 

If analysis is only required for one station, species or 
year, one may selectively analyze these categories 
using the "Process if" or "Select if" commands. For 
example, to compute means for station 10 only, insert 
the following command before the "means tables" 
command: 

process if (loc =10) 
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Visual Fish Transect Data CREATING A NEW DATA BASE FILE 

Separate data files are created for each year called 
FISH**.DBF (** = year). Once all data are entered 
and verified, backup copies should be made, and no 
more editing done to the file. FBLANK14.DBF Is a 
blank structure file used to facilitate data entry; 
FBLANK58.DBF works like FBLANK14.DBF for repli
cate transect counts. FISHYEAR.DBF is created by 
appending appropriate years (data files) to it. This file 
is used by the SPSS program FSPERPT.PRO which 
translates the DBase file an creates a report (Fish 
Species Report) containing mean values and stand
ard deviations for the numbers of fish per transect and 
saves the results to a file named FSPERPT.RSL. 

To create a new data file, copy the structure of an old 
data file to the new one and then start appending data. 
For example, to start entering the fish transect data 
for 1987, do the following. 

Enter dBase III, once at the dot type these commands: 

. use c:\fishtran\FISH86.dbf 
(this opens old database file) 

. copy structure to c:\fishtran\FISH87.dbf 
(this creates a new file using 
the same structure) 

. close all (closes all files) 

dBASE FILE STRUCTURE ENTERING DATA AND UPDATING FILES 

dBase III Plus file structure for Fish Transect data is as 
follows: 

FIELD FIELD NAME TYPE WIDTH 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Location 
Date 
Species 
Transect 
Count 

Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 
Numeric 

2 
6 
5 
2 
4 

Field 1 is the location or station code number (see 
Appendix C) 
Field 2 is the date of the sampling. August 13, 1987 
would be 870813 
Field 3 is the species code number(see Appendix 
C) 
Field 4 is the transect number (1-8 included for 
more efficient data entry) 
Field 5 is the number of fish of that species seen on 
the transect 

The dBase III files are stored on the hard disk under 
the c:\fishtran directory and on floppy disks. Each 
year of data is entered in a file. The data file names are 
as follows: 

FISH85.dbf 
FISH86.dbf 
FISH87.dbf 

The file FISHYEAR.DBF is used for SPSS data analysis 
and is discussed below. 

Once the new data file FISH87.dbf is established, 
begin entering data or updating the file by typing the 
following commands-(to use a floppy disk, change the 
default disk drive by entering the command: . set 
default to b:) 

. use c:\fishtran\FISH87.dbf 

. append from c:\fishtran\fblank14.dbf 
(this adds 96 blank records 
to the file) 

. locate for location = 0 
(this locates the first record 
of the station) 

. replace next 96 location with _ 
(_ enter location code for that 
station) 

. go _ (_ enter the record number of 
the first record for that station 
given with the third command) 

. replace next 96 date with _ 
(_ enter the date of sampling) 

. go _ (_ enter the record number of 
the first record for that station 
given with the third command) 

. browse (puts you in the data base file 
at the first record for that 
station) 

Now move to the count column and start entering 
data. The species are listed in the same order as the 
data sheet. If there were two observers and hence 
eight 100 m fish transects on one date of sampling, 
the second data sheet should be entered as transect 
5-8. To do this append from fblank58.dbf and follow 
the above. 
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When editing of a particular data file is completed, 
close that file. To do this, enter the following com
mands: 

Press Ctrl End 
. Close all 

(exits and saves file) 
(closes all data bases) 

OTHER dBASEIII COMMANDS 

The above commands allow data entry into the data 
base files. To find a specific record that needs for edit
ing, use the locate command. For example to edit the 
records for Cat Canyon for Sebastes mystinus adults, 
type the following command. 

. locate for location = 16 .and. species = 14005 

To obtain a specific record, specify the quadrat num
ber 

. locate for location = 16 .and. species = 14005 

. and. quadrat = 12 

PREPARATION FOR DATA ANALYSIS 

You can change the contents of FISHYEAR.DBF by 
erasing all the records in that file and appending the 
ones that you want to be included in the report. For 
example, to analyzed three years of data, enter the fol
lowing from dBaselll: 

. use c:\fishtran\FISHYEAR.dbf 
(accesses dBaselll file 

. zap (deletes and packs all 
records in that file) 

. append from fish85.dbf 
(appends 1985 data to 
fishyear.dbf) 

. append from fish86.dbf 
(appends 1986 data to 
fishyear.dbf) . 

. append from fish87.dbf 
(appends 1987 data to 
fishyear.dbf) 

. close all (closes fishyear.dbf) 

Once the data for the most recent year have been 
entered, it can then be appended to the 
FISHYEAR.dbf file in the following way: 

. use c:\fishtran\FISHYEAR.dbf 

. append from c:\fishtran\FISH87.dbf 

. close all 

You can use these commands to alter FISHYEAR.dbf 
any way you like. 

SPSS DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTS 

FISHYEAR.DBF will be used for data analysis with 
SPSS. The file could get quite large requiring selec
tivity in deciding the number of years of data to 
analyze. To change the contents of FISHYEAR.dbf, 
ZAP all the records and append it with only the years 
to be analyzed. (As above in data preparation for 
analysis) To generate a report using the data in 
FISHYEAR.DBF, run SPSS/PC +. To do this, use the 
menu selection on the Resource Management com
puter. Select SPSS (1) from the main menu and then 
FISH TRANSECT (E). When into SPSS at the 
SPSSPC: prompt, run FSPERPT.PRO. The fish 
species report program generates an annual report 
for each site by species (adult and juvenile fish are 
separated by year). To do this enter the following 
command: 

SPSSPC: include FSPERPT.PRO. 

Press the space bar once each time when "MORE" ap
pears in the upper right hand corner of the screen. 

Once the program is completed, it will return to the 
SPSSPC: prompt. Type finish to exit out of SPSS. 
Then print the report using DOS. Print while in the 
c:\fishtran directory. Use the DOS print command as 
follows: 

c:\fishtran print FSPERPT.RSL 

See Appendix G for the documentation for the 
program FSPERPT.PRO. 

To present the data as means for juvenile and adult 
fish, treat each year of data separately with SPSS. The 
fishyear.dbf is too large to use with the aggregate 
command "ALL".*check change* To do this enter the 
following commands at the SPSS prompt for the most 
recent year of data. 

SPSSPC: Translate from = 'fish87.dbf. 
(creates spss active file) 

Once at the prompt enter the following: 
SPSSPC: Include fishgrop.pro. 

(runs the aggregate program 
{Appendix G}) 

SPSSPC: Save file = 'fish87.sf. 
(saves the file as an SPSS 
system file) 
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Next, combine the current year of "grouped" data with 
the previous years of grouped data. Combine the sys
tem files created as above. The file which contains the 
grouped data for all the years is named FISHYEAR.SF. 
This is an SPSS system file. To combine the individual 
system files to one large file enter the following com
mands at the SPSS prompt. 

SPSSPC: join add file = 'fish85.sf 
/file = 'fish86.sf 
/file = 'fish87.sf. (combines fish85.sf, fish86.sf 

and fish87.sf into a spss 
active file) 

SPSSPC: save outfile = fishyear.sf. 
(saves the combined active 
files to the system file 
fishyear.sf) 

Now use SPSS to generate a report from the data 
stored in the file FISHYEAR.SF. Two different reports 
can be generated. One program will generate a report 
of means for each fish group (juveniles and adults 
combined) by site by sampling date and the other 
program will generate a report of means for each fish 
group by site by sampling year. 

FGRDATE.PRO- (FISH GROUP REPORT BY 
SAMPLING DATES) 

At the SPSSPC: prompt run FGRDATE.PRO. The fish 
group report program generates a report for each sta
tion by group (adult and juvenile fish combined) by 
sampling date. To do this, enter the following com
mand: 

SPSSPC: include FGRDATE.PRO. 

Press the space bar once each time when "MORE" ap
pears in the upper right hand corner of the screen. 

Once the program run is complete, it will return to the 
SPSSPC: prompt. Type finish to exit out of SPSS. 
Print the report using DOS while in the c:\fishtran 
directory. Use the DOS print command as follows: 

c:\fishtran print FGRDATE.RSL 

Copy the file to the WordPerfect directory and edit it 
using the word processor. See Appendix G for the 
documentation for the program 4FGRDATE.PRO. 

FGRYEAR.PRO- (FISH GROUP REPORT BY 
SAMPLING YEARS) 

Atthe SPSSPC: prompt, run FGRYEAR.PRO. The fish 
group report program generates a report for each sta
tion by group (adult and juvenile fish combined) by 
sampling year. To do this enter the following com
mand: 

SPSSPC: include FGRYEAR.PRO. 

Press the space bar once each time when "MORE" ap
pears in the upper right hand corner of the screen. 

Once the program run is complete, it will return you 
to the SPSSPC: prompt. Type finish to exit SPSS. 
Print the report using DOS while in the c:\fishtran 
directory. Use the DOS print command as follows-

c:\fishtran print FGRYEAR.RSL 

You could also copy the file to the WordPerfect direc
tory and edit it using the word processor. See Appen-
dix G for documentat ion for the program 
FGRYEAR.PRO. 
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Size Frequency Data ENTERING DATA AND UPDATING FILES 

Separate files are created for each year called 
SIZE**.DBF (** = year).FREQHIST.PRO is an SPSS 
program that creates histograms for selected species, 
stations, and years. 

dBASE FILE STRUCTURE 

dBase III Plus file structure for size frequency data is 
as follows: 

FIELD FIELDNAME TYPE WIDTH 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Size 
Species 
Location 
Year 

Numeric 4 
Numeric 5 
Numeric 2 
Numeric 2 

Field 1 is the measurement in millimeters 
Field 2 is the species code number (see Appen
dix C) 
Field 3 is the location or site code number (see 
Appendix C) 
Field 4 is the last two digits of the year, 1987 
would be 87 

The structure of this data base is not consistent with 
the other files in order to facilitate data entry. 

The dBase III files are stored on the hard disk under 
the c:\sizefreq directory and on floppy disks. Each 
year of data is entered in a file. The data file names are 
as follows: 

SIZE85.dbf 
SIZE86.dbf 
SIZE87.dbf 

CREATING A NEW DATA FILE 

To create a new data file, copy the structure of an old 
data file to the new one and then start appending data. 
For example to start entering the size frequency data 
for 1987, do the following: 

enter dBase III, once at the dot type these commands: 

. use C:\sizefreq\SIZE86.dbf 
(this opens old database file) 

. copy structure to C:\sizefreq\SIZE87.dbf 
(this creates a new file using 
the same structure) 

. close all (closes all files) 

When entering data, do not enter data for multiple 
measurement species such as Macrocystis and gor-
gonians. All size data are recorded in mm, except 
Parastichopus parvimensis which is in cm. Once the 
new data file SIZE87.dbf is created, you can begin 
entering data or updating the file with data from a new 
site by typing the following commands. (When using 
a floppy disk, change the default disk drive, by enter
ing the command:. set default to b:) 

. use C:\sizefreq\SIZE87.DBF 
(if the file is new and there is 
no data in it use the append 
comman and enter some 
erroneous data for one record 
and escape and continue 
as follows) 

. set carry on (turns on carry mode so data 
is copied from the prior record 
to a new record when using 
browse) 

. go bottom (positions at bottom of file) 

. browse (provides access to the data 
base file in browse mode) 

Now enter the first measurement and the species 
code, location code, and year. Position the cursor at 
the sizemm column and press the down arrow. When 
asked whether you want to add new records, answer 
yes. Each time the down arrow is pressed, all the data 
in the prior record is copied. Re-enter the sizemm 
even though it might be the same. Repeat this for 
each species remembering to change the species 
code. For any species on the size frequency list for 
which there are no data (because none were col
lected) , you must enter a zero for the sizemm for 
every station where the species was omitted, other
wise the SPSS histogram program will stop at the first 
species for which there is no entry. Repeat for each 
station remembering to change the location code. 
When finished entering data leave the last record in 
the file with all zeros, so that the starting place is clear
ly indicated for the next session. When all the data for 
that year is entered, remove that last dummy record 
from the file. 

When editing of a particular data file is complete, close 
that file. To do this enter the following command: 

Press Ctrl End (exits and saves file) 
. Close all (closes all data bases) 
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OTHER dBASEIII COMMANDS 

The above commands are used to enter new data into 
the data base files. To find a specific record that 
needs to be edited, use the locate command. For ex
ample to edit the records for Cat Canyon for Pisaster 
giganteus adults, type the following command to gain 
access to those records: 

. locate for location = 16 .and. species = 11002 

SPSS DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTS 

With the size frequency data, one year of data will be 
used at a time. Using SPSS select the location for his
togram results. To generate a report using the size 
frequency data, run SPSS/PC +. Use the menu selec
tion on the Resource Management computer. Select 
SPSS (1) from the main menu and then SIZE FRE
QUENCIES (D). The following is an example using 
1987 data. 

Once the complete year of size frequency data has 
been entered, an SPSS system file is created. Once 
you are into SPSS at the SPSSPC: prompt you can 
enter the following command. 

SPSSPC: translate from = 'size87.dbf. 
(converts d Basel 11 file to 
SPSS active file) 

SPSSPC: save outfile = 'size87.sys'. 
(saves active file to an SPSS 
system file) 

Once the system file has been created there is no need 
to issue the above commands again. 

Using one year of data at a time, select one location 
(site) and run the freqhist.pro (size frequency his
togram program) to generate a report of histograms 
for all the size frequency species at that site. For ex-
ample-

SPSSPC: get file = 'size87.sys'. 
(retrieves system file) 

SPSSPC: select if (location = 1). 
(selects cases for location 1) 

SPSSPC: include freqhist.pro. 
(generates a frequency table with 
all statistics for the location 1 
for all species) 

(See Appendix G for program) 

Press the space bar once each time when "MORE" ap
pears in the upper right hand corner of the screen. 

To generate another histogram report for a different 
location, enter the commands starting with the "get 
file" statement as above. 

Each time freqhist.pro is run, the results in sreport.rsl 
from the previous run will be erased. To print the 
results, print before running freqhist.pro again. 

When the program run is complete, the SPSSPC: 
prompt will appear. Type finish to exit out of SPSS. 
Print the report using DOS while in the c:\sizefreq 
directory. Use the DOS print command as follows: 

c:\sizefreq print SREPORT.RSL 

To edit, copy the file to the WordPerfect directory and 
use the word processor. 

Photogrammetric Plot Data 

No protocols have been developed yet for 
photogrammetric data management. 

Oceanographic Conditions Data 

No protocols have been developed for management 
of the oceanographic data. 
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APPENDIX A. Summary of Kelp Forest Population Parameters Monitored in Channel Islands National Park 

TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE 

MORT. 
RATE PHENOLOGY 

FISHES 

Blue rockfish 
Sebastes mystinus 

annual 16 relative no no YOY* no no no 

Kelp rockfish 
Sebastes atrovirons 

annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 

Olive rockfish 
Sebastes serranoides 

annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 

Black perch 
Embiotoca jacksoni 

annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 

Striped seaperch 
Embiotoca lateralis 

annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 

Pile surfperch 
Damalichthys vacca 

annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 

Opaleye 
Girella nigricans 

annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 

California sheephead 
Semicossyphus pulcher 

annual 16 relative yes no YOY no no no 

Senorita 
Oxyjulis californica 

annual 16 relative no no no no no no 

Blackeye goby annual 
Coryphopterus nicholsi 

Bluebanded goby annual 
Lythrypnus dalli 

16 

16 

density 

density 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no no 

no no 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATION ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

FISHES (con't) 

Island kelp fish annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Alloclinus hoideri 

Blacksmith annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Chromis punctipinnis 

Garibaldi annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Hypspops rubicundus 

Kelp bass annual 16 relative no no YOY no no no 
Paralabrax clathratus 

*YOY = Young of the year 

INVERTEBRATES 

Orange puff ball sponge annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Tethya aurantia 

Aggregated vase sponge annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Polymastia pachymastia 

White calcareous sponge annual 16 density no no no no no no 

Leucetta losangelensis 

Misc. sponges annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

California hydrocoral annual 16 density size-freq no no no no no 
Allopora californica 
La Jolla cup coral annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Astrangia lajollensis 

Orange cup coral annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Balanophyllia elegans 



TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

INVERTEBRATES (con't) 

Red gorgonian annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Lophogorgia chilensis 

Brown gorgonian annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Muricea fruticosa 

Strawberry anemone annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Corynactis californica 

White-spotted rose anemone annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Tealia lofotensis 

Ornate worm tube annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Diopatra ornata 

Colonial sand-tube worm annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Phragmatopoma californica 

California spiny lobster annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Panulirus interruptus 

Giant keyhole limpet annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Megathura crenulata 

Red abalone annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Haliotis rufescens 

Pink abalone annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Haliotis corrugata 

Green abalone annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Haliotis fulgens 

Wavy top snail annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Astrea undosa 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

INVERTEBRATES (con't) 

Red top snail annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Astrea gibberosa 

Chestnut cowrie annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Cypraea spadicea 

Kellet's whelk annual 16 density size-freq no no no no no 
Kelletia kelletii 

Scaled tube shell annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Serpulorbis squamigerus 

Rock scallop annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Hinnites giganteus 

California brown sea hare annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Aplysia californica 

Southern staghorn bryozoan annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Diaperoecia californica 

Misc. bryozoans annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Misc. tunicates annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Misc. marine invertebrates annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Giant red sea urchin annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 

Strongylocentrotus franciscanus 
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TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

INVERTEBRATES (con't) 

Purple sea urchin annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus 

White sea urchin annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Lytechinus anamesus 

Sunflower star annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Pycnopodia helianthoides 

Sea bat annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Patina miniata 

Giant-spined sea star annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Pisaster giganteus 

Warty sea cucumber annual 16 density size-freq no no yes yes no 
Parastichopus parvimensis 

Aggregated red cucumber annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Pachythyone rubra 

Stalked tunicate annual 16 density no no no no no no 
Styela montereyensis 

ALGAE 
Bladder chain kelp annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Cystoseira osmundacea 

Acid weed annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Desmarestia ligulata 

Southern sea palm annual 16 density & no no no no no no 
Eisenia arborea % cover 

Oar weed annual 16 density & no no no no no no 
Laminaria farlowii % cover 



TAXON SAMPLING SIZE/AGE REPROD. GROWTH MORT. 
FREQUENCY LOCATIONS ABUNDANCE STRUCTURE EFFORT RECRUIT RATE RATE PHENOLOGY 

ALGAE (con't.) 

Giant kelp annual 16 density & size-freq yes no no no no 
Macrocystis pyrifera % cover 

California sea palm annual 16 density & no no no no no no 
Pterygophora californica % cover 

Sargassum weed annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Sargassum muticum 

Sea tongue annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Gigartina spp. 

Agar weed annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Gelidium robustum 

Crustose coralline algae annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Corallinaceae 

Articulated coralline algae annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
Corallinaceae 

Misc. brown algae annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Misc. red algae annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Green algae (marine) annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 

Misc. marine plants annual 16 % cover no no no no no no 
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APPENDIX B. Procedure for Establishing Underwater Transect 

Using the National Park Service's 17 m-long vessel 
Pacific Ranger as a base of operation, a total of 45 
SCUBA divers conducted 643 dives to locate and es
tablish the 100-m transects in August and September, 
1981. Six week-long cruises were conducted, with 
eight to ten divers on each cruise. Five diving 
biologists from the California Department of Fish and 
Game assisted the National Park Service in selecting 
and marking the transects. During the remaining 
cruises, 33 divers from the National Park Service 
Western Region dive team and seven scientists from 
local universities and the National Marine Fisheries 
Service established the permanent transect lines on 
the sea floor. Establishment of each transect line con
sisted of a sequence of operations involving special
ized equipment and skills developed specifically for 
this project. 

Emplacement procedures were designed to be con
ducted in stages by a series of divers because the time 
an individual diver can spend underwater without risk 
of decompression sickness (the bends) is extremely 
limited. Even at the relatively shallow 18-m maximum 
depth of the transects, a diver can spend only two 
hours per day on the bottom. 

The first pair of divers laid out a 100-m fiberglass 
measuring tape on a section of relatively continuous 
rocky bottom with a conspicuous kelp canopy or 
cover. The tape was anchored at both ends by ce
ment filled automobile tires weighing about 60-100kg 
on the surface. Using the tape measure as a guide, 
the second pair of divers drilled 11 holes into the 
bedrock at 10 m intervals. Each hole was 2.5 cm in 
diameter and 20-25 cm deep. The holes were drilled 
with a hydraulic hammer drill (Stanley HD-45) 
modified for use underwater, and a carbide-tipped 
fluted drill (Skill #736). The holes were drilled in basalt 
and other volcanic rocks at the rate of 1-2 cm per 
minute, and 3-5 cm per minute in sandstone. The 
hammer drill, which requires a flow of 25-35 liters per 
minute at 105 bar, was driven with a hydraulic pump 
mounted ont he Pacific Ranger, and was connected 
to the boat by 150 m of 2.5 cm diameter synflex 
hydraulic hose. The drilling team also placed a 30 x 
1 cm stainless steel eyebolt in each hole. 

eyebolt. The leadcore line for each transect weighted 
30-40 kg depending on the amount of vertical relief 
traversed, and required considerable skill and in
genuity to deploy underwater in kelp forests and 
strong wave surge. 

The last dive team injected each hole with a two-part 
epoxy bonding adhesive (Celtite 42-45 hi bond) that 
was mixed underwater in cartridges designed for this 
use by Semco Inc., of Glendale, CA. The adhesive 
was applied with a pneumatic caulking gun (Semco 
Model 550) modified to operate with a SCUBA tank 
and modified regulator. The last dive team also 
retrieved the measuring tape and inspected the tran
sect line. The adhesive was reported to harden in 40-
60 minutes, but apparently cool (14-20 degree C) 
temperatures and extreme humidity slowed the curing 
process of an order of magnitude to 10-12 hours. 
Each finished transect line consists of 11 stainless 
steel eyebolts anchored in bedrock in ten meter inter
vals connected by ten lengths of leadcore nylon line. 
The advantages of this design are that the 11 eyebolts 
provide precise locations to which various biological 
sampling schemes may be referenced, loss of an en
tire transect line to storm or a boat anchor drug across 
the line is greatly reduced, and if an entire line were 
lost, relocation would be much easier and quicker with 
several eyebolts for which to search. 

The next team consisted of three divers who 
measured the precise distance between the eyebolts, 
cut 1.2 cm diameter leadcore nylon sampson line to 
appropriate lengths, draped the line over the sea floor 
between the eyebolts, and secured the line at both 
ends using opposing figure eight knots at each 

Establishing Underwater Transect B- 1 



Monitoring Sites and Species Codes C- 1 

APPENDIX C. Kelp Forest Species Codes and Species Checklist 

STATIONS 

1 SMIWL 
2 SMIHR 
3 SRIJLNO 
4 SRIJLSO 
5 SRIRR 
6 SCIGI 
7 SCIFH 
8 SCIPB 
9 SCISA 
10 SCIYB 
11 ANIAR 
12 ANICC 
13 ANILC 
14 SBISESL 
15 SBIAP 
16 SBICC 

SPECIES CODES 

CODE TECH- SPECIES 
NIQUE* 

1000 Green algae 
1001 R Miscellaneous green algae 

2000 Brown algae 
2001 R Miscellaneous brown algae 
2002 QS Macrocystis pyrifera ADULT 
2003 R Desmarestia 
2004 Q Eisenia 
2005 Q Pterygophora 
2006 RQ Laminaria farlowii 
2007 R Cystoseira sp. 
2008 R Mixed Macrocystis, Eisenia, 

Pterygophora 
2009 Q Macrocystis pyrifera JUVENILE 
2010 RQ Macrocystis pyrifera ALL 
2011 R Sargassum spp. 

3000 Red Algae 
3001 R Miscellaneous red algae 
3002 R Articulated coralline algae 
3003 R Encrusting coralline algae 
3004 R Gelidium sp. 
3005 R Gigartina sp. 

4000 Plants {e.g.Phyllospadix, diatoms) 
4001 R Miscellaneous 

CODE TECH- SPECIES 
NIQUE* 

5000 Porifera 
5001 R Miscellaneous sponges 
5002 QS Tethya 

6000 Cnidaria 
6001 B Allopora 
6002 B Tealia lofotensis 
6003 R Corynactis 
6004 R Balanophyllia 
6005 R Astrangia 
6006 BS Lophogorgia chilensis 
6007 BS Muricea fruticosa 
6008 S Muricea californica 

7000 Annelida, Polychaeta 
7001 R Diopatra ornata 
7002 R Phragmatopoma 
7003 R Spirobranchus 

8000 Arthropoda, Crustacea 
8001 B Panulirus 

9000 Mollusca 
9001 R Serpulorbis 
9002 BS Haliotis rufescens 
9003 BS H. corrugata 
9004 BS H. fulgens 
9005 QS Cypraea 
9006 BS Kelletia 
9007 QS Astraea undosa 
9008 S A. gibberosa 
9009 BS Megathura 
9010 BS Hinnites 
9011 B Aplysia 

10000 Bryozoa 
10001 R Miscellaneous bryozoans 
10002 R Diaperoecia 

11000 Echinodermata 
11001 QS Patiria 
11002 QS Pisaster giganteus 
11003 BS Pycnopodia 
11004 BS Lytechinus 
11005 QS Strongylocentrotus franciscanus 
11006 QS S. purpuratus 
11007 QS Parastichopus parvimensis 

* R = RPC Q = Quadrats; F = Fish Transects 
B = Band Transect S = Size Frequency 



CODE TECH- SPECIES 
NIQUE* 

12000 Tunicates 
12001 R Miscellaneous tunicates 
12002 Q Styela 

13000 R Miscellaneous invertebrates 

14000 Fishes 
14001 F Chromis adult 
14002 F Chromis juvenile 
14003 F Oxyjulis adult 
14004 F Oxyjulis juvenile 
14005 F Sebastes mystinus adult 
14006 F Sebastes mystinus juvenile 
14007 F S. serranoides adult 
14008 F S. serranoides juvenile 
14009 F S atrovirens adult 
14010 F S. atrovirens juvenile 
14011 F Paralabrax adult 
14012 F Paralabrax juvenile 
14013 F Semicossyphus male 
14014 F Semicossyphus female 
14015 F Embiotoca jacksoni adult 
14016 F Embiotoca jacksoni juvenile 
14017 F E. lateralis adult 
14018 F E. lateralis juvenile 
14019 F Damalichthys vacca adult 
14020 F Damalichthys vacca juvenile 
14021 F Hypsypops adult 
14022 F Hypsypops juvenile 
14023 F Girella nigricans adult 
14024 F Girella nigricans juvenile 
14025 Q Lythrypnus dalli 
14026 Q Coryphopterus nicholsh 
14027 Q Alloclinus holder! 

15000 Substrates 
15001 R Bare 
15002 R Rock 
15003 R Cobble 
15004 R Sand 

C-2 Monitoring Sites and Species Codes 

* R = RPC Q = Quadrats; F = Fish Transects 
B = Band Transect S = Size Frequency 



CHANNEL ISLANDS KELP FOREST SPECIES CHECKLIST 

PHYLUM CHLOROPHYTA 

Bryopsis corticulani 
Brvoosis turf 

Chaetomorpha linum 
Chaetomorpha spiralis 

Cladophora Columbiana 
Cladophora graminea 
Cladophora microcladioides 
CIadophora 

Codium cuneatum 
Codium fraqile 
Codium hubbsii/setchel1ii 
Codium johnstonei 
Codium r.etchellii 

Derbesia marina 

Enteromorpha 

Green mat on sand 

"Halicvstis oval is" 
"Halicystis" n.sp. 

Ulva californica 
Ulva 1obat a 
Ulva taeni at a 
Ulva 

Urospora penicilliformis 

PHYLUM PHAEDPHYTA 

Acinetospora nicholsoniae 

Aqarum fimbriatum 

Coi1odesme californica 
Coilodesme corruqata 
Coi1odesme riqida 

Colpomenia pereqrina 
Colpomenia sinuosa 
Col pomeni a/Hydroclathrus 

Costaria costata 

Cutlaria cylindrica 

Cvlindrocarpus ruqosus 
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Cystoseira neglecta 
Cystoseira osmundacea 
Cystoseira setchellii 
Cystosei ra 

Desmarestia latifrons 
Desmarestia ligulata 
Desmarestia ligulata y/ar firma 
Desmarestia viridis 
Desmarestia 

Dictyoneuropsis reticulata 

PIctyoneurum caiitornicum 

Dictyopteris undulata 
Dictyopteris n.sp. 

Dictyota binghamiae 
Dictyota flabel lata 
Di ctyota/Pachydi ctyon 

Ectocarpoid fuzz 

Egregia menziesii 

Eisenia arborea 

Endarachne binghamiae 

Giffordia mitchelliae 

Halidrys dioica 

Hesperophycus harveyanus 

Hydroclathrus clathratus 

Laminaria farlowii <bullate) 
L. farlowii (smooth,digitate) 
L. setchel 1 i i <«» L. dentigera) 

Leathesia difformis 

Macrocystis pyrifera 

Pachydictyon coriaceum 

Pelagophycus porra 

Pelvetia fastigiata 

Petalonia fascia 

Pterygophora californica 

Ralfsioid crusts 

Rosenvinoea floridana 

Sargassum agardhianum 

Species Checklist C-3 



Sargassunt muticum 
Sargassum palmeri 

Scytosiphon lomentaria 
Scytosiphon dotyi 

Sphacelaria cali-fornica 

Sporochnus pedunculatus 

Taonia lennebackeriae 

Tinocladia crassa 

Zonaria farlowii 

PHVLUH RHOBdPHYTA 

flcrochaetiurn desmarestiae 

Acrosorium uncinatum 

Amphiroa zonata 

Amplisiphonia pacifies 

Anisocladel1 a pacifies 

Asparagopsis taxiformis 

Asterocolax gardneri 

Bonnemaisonia hamifera 

Bossiella cali-fornica 
B. californica var schmittii 
Bossiella orbiqniana 
Bossiella plumosa 
Bossi el 1 a/Cal1i arthron 

Botryocladia neushulii 
Botryocladia pseudodichotoma 

Botryoglossum farlowianum 
Botryoglossum ruprechtianum 

Branchioglossum woodii 

Calliarthron chei1osporioides 
Calliarthron tuberculosum 

Cal1ithamnion pikeanum 

Callophyl1 
Cal1ophy11 
Cal1ophy11 
Cal1ophyl1j 
Cal1ophyl1] 
Cal1ophyl1 

is -f i rma 
is -f label lulata 
is heanophylla 
s obtusifolia 
s pinnata 
s violacea 

Cal1ophyllis 

Carpopeltis bushiae 

Cerami aceae 

Ceramium codicola 
Ceramium pacificum 
Cerami urn 

Chondria californica 
Chondria nidi-fica 
Chondrla 

Coeloseira compressa 

Corallina officinalis 
Corallina Vancouverlensis 

Corallines — encrusting 
Corallines — erect 

Cryptonemia obovata 

Cryptopleura corallinara 
Cryptopleura crispa 
Cryptopleura lobulifera 
Cryptopleura violacea 
Cryptopleura 

Cumagloia andersonii 

Oasya sinicola (fine) 
D.s. var californica (coarse) 

Endocladia muricata 

Erythrocystis saccata 

Farlowia compressa 
Farlowia conferta 

Fauchea laciniata (blue) 
Fauchea sp. (qreen) 

Fryeella qardneri (repent) 
Fryeella qardneri (rosette) 

Gastrocloniurn coulteri 

Gelidium coulteri 
Gelidium nudifrons 
Gelidium purpurascens 
Gelidium robustum 
Geli di um/Pterocladi a 

Gigartina canaliculate 
Giqartina corymbifera 
Gigartina exasperata 
Gigartina harveyana 
Gigartina 1eptorhynchos 
Giqartina spinosa 
Gigartina volans 1 

-
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Gi aarti na 

Gracilaria robusta 
Gracilaria sjoestedtii 
Gracilaria verrucosa 
Grac i1ari a 

Gracilariophila orvzoides 

Grateloupi a 

Griffithsia pacifica 

bymnoqonqrus leptophvllus 
Gymnoqonqrus platyphyllus 

Haliptylon qracile 

Halymenia californica 
Halymeni a 
Halymeni a/Schi zymenia 

Helminthocladia australis 

Herposiphoni a 

Heterosiphonia erecta 

Hi 1denbrandi a 

Hymenena f 1 abi 1 1 i qer a 

Hypnea cervicornis 
Hypnea variabilis 

Iridaea cordata 
Iridaea linearis 
Iri daea 

Jani a 

Jantinella verrucaef ormi s 

Kallymenia pacifica 

Laurencia crispa 
Laurencia masonii 
Laurencia pacifica 
Laurencia snyderiae 
Laurencia spectabilis 
L. spectabilis var dieqoensis 
Laurencia splendens 
Laurencia subopposita 
Laurenci a 

•-eptocladia binghamiae 

Liagora californica 

Lithothamnion australe 

Lithothrix aspergi11um 

Maripelta rotata 

Mastocarpus ("Gig.) papillatus 

Melobesia mediocris 

Mesophyllum lamellatum 

Microcladia coulteri 

Nemalion helminthoides 

Neoptilota densa 

Nienburgia andersoniana 

Opuntiella californica 

Ozophora latifolia 

Peyssonnel1i a 

Phycodrys isabel1iae 
Phycodrys setchel1ii 

Pikea robusta 

Platoma n.sp. 

Plocamium carti1agineum 
Plocamium violaceum 

Poqonophorel 1 a californica 

Polyneura latissima 

Polysi phonia 
P. pacifica var deliculata 

Porphyra perforata 

Predaea masonil 

Frionitis angusta 
Prionitis australis 
Prionitis cornea 
Prionitis lanceolata 
Pr i oni tis 

"Priopeltis" <?Carpopeltis di . 

Pseudoqloiophloea confusa 

Pterochondria woodii 

Pterocladia capillacea 

Pterosiphonia baileyii 
Pterosiphonia dendroidea 
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Ptilothamniopsis lejolisea 

Puqetia f ragi 1 i ssi ma 

Rhodogl ossum affine 
Rhodoglossum roseum 

Rhodoptilum plumosum 

Rhodymenia arbarescens 
Rhodymenia californica 
Rhodymenia cat 1ophyl1idoides 
Rhodymenia pacifica 
Rhodymenia 

Rhodymeniocolax botryoides 

Sarcodiotheca furcata 
S. gaudchaudii (» Neo. baileyi) 

Schizymenia epiphytica 
Schizymenia pacifica 

Sciadophycus stel1atus 

Scinaia articulata 
Scinaia johnstonii 
Sci nai a 

Smithora naiadum 

Sorella deliculata 

StenoQramme interrupta 

Tenare dispar 

Tiffaniella snyderiae 

Weeksia reticulata 

PHYLUM TRACHEOPHYTA 

Phyllospadix scouleri 
Phyllospadix torreyi 
Phyl 1ospadi x 

Zostera marina 

MISCELLANEOUS PLANT TYPES 

Cyanobacterial film 

Di atom film 

"Schizynema" colonial diatoms 

Hypsypops nest turf 

PHYLUM PROTOZOA 

Forami ni fera 

Homotrema rubrum (red "coral") 

Gromia oviformis 

PHYLUM PORIFERA 
CLASS CALCAREA 

Clathrina blanca 
Llathrina coriacea 

Leucandra heathi (dirty) 
Leucandra/Scypha 

Leucetta 1osangelensis 

Leucilla nuttinqi 

Leucosolenia eleanor 

Scypha ciliata (spicule crown) 

CLASS DEMOSPONGIAE 

Acarnus erithacus 

Adoci a 

Anaata spangigartina 

Antho lithophoenix 

Aplysilla glacialis 

Artemisina archeqona 

Astylinifer arndti 

Axinella mexicana 

Axocielita originalis 

CI athriopsamma pseudonapya 

Cliona celata var californiana 

Cyamon neon 

Dysidea amb1ia 

Eurypon asodes 

Geodia mesotriaena 

Hali chondri a 

Haliclona permollis (lavender) 

. 
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Hali clona 

Halisarca sacra 

Hemectyon hyale (orange finqer) 

Hiqqinsia hiqqinsima 

Hymedesmia brepha 

Hymenamphiastra cyanocrypta 

Hymeni aci don 

Iophon cheli-fer 

Lissodendoryx -firma 
Lissodendoryx topsenti 

Microciona parthena 
Microciona microjoanna 

Mycale macginitiei 

Myx ilia 

Ophl i t aspongi a pennata v.cali-f. 

Penares cortius 

Plocamia karykina 

Plocamissa igzo 

Polymastia pachymastia 

Red sponges — encrusting 

Sphec i ospongi a con-f oederata 

Steletta estrella 

Suberi tes 

Tethya aurantia 

Tetilla arb (purple) 
Tetilla flaminqo (1 osculum) 

Toxodocia zumi 

Verongia aurea 

Xestospongia vanilla 
X. trindanea (root beer) 

PHYLUM CN1DARIA 
CLASS HYDROZOA 

Abi et i nari a 

Aglaopheni a 

Allopora californica 
A. porphyra (» Stylantheca p.) 

Antenella aval onia 

Bouqai nvi11i a 

Campanularia 

Clytia 

Corymorpha pal ma 

Coryne/Syncoryne 

Eucopel1 a 

Eudendrium cal i form cum 

Garveia annulata 

Hydractinia 

Lytocarpus nuttingi 

Obeli a 

PIumulari a 

Sertularel1 a 

Sertulari a 

Tubul ar i a 

CLASS SCYPHOZOA 

Pelaqia colorata 

St auromedusae 

CLASS ANTHOZOA 
ORDER CERIANTHARIA 

Pachycerianthus fimbriatus 

ORDER STOLON1FERA 

Clavularia (octocoral) 

ORDER GORGOMACEA 

Euqorqia rubens 

Lophoqorqia chilensis 

Muricea californica 
Muricea fruticosa 

,-: — 
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ORDER PENNATULACEA 

Acanthopti 1 urn qracile 

Ptilosarcus qurneyi 

Reni 1 la kol1ikeri 

Stylatula elonqata 

Vi rgulari a 

ORDER 20ANTH1NIAR1A 

Epiioanthus induratum 
Lpizaanthus leptoderma 
E. induratuffl/1eptoderma 

Parazoanthus luclficum 

ORDER CORALLIMORPHARIA 

Corynactis cal i-fornica 

ORDER ACTINIARIA 

Anthopleura artemisia 
Anthopleura el eqantissima 
Anthopleura >: anthoqrammi ca 

Cactosoma arenaria 

Di adumene 

Epiactis prolifera 

Halcampa decemtentaculat a 

Harenactis attenuata 

Metridium exi1is 
Metridium senile 

Fhyl1actis 

Sagartia catalinensis 

Teal 
Teal 
Teal 
Teal 
Teal 
Teal 

a columb i ana 
a coriacea 
a ?cor i acea 
a crassicornis 
a 1 of otensi s 
I a piscivora 

Teali a 

Zaolutus actiui 

ORDER MADREP0RAR1A 

Astrangia lajollaensis 

Balanophyl 1 ia eleqans 

Coenocyathus bowersi 

Paracyathus stearnsi 

PHYLUM CTENOPHORA 

Beroe 

Leucothea 

PI eurobrachia 

PHYLUM PLATYHELMINTHES 

Enchiridium punctatum 

Eurylepta aurantiaca 
Eurylepta californica 

Leptoplana/Notopl ana 

Prostheceraeus bel1ostriatus 

Pseudoceros luteus 
Pseudoceros montereyensis 
Pseudoceros perviolaceus 

Stylochus insolitus 
Stylochus tripartitus 

Thysanozoon californicum 

PHYLUM NEMERTEA 

Baseodiscus punnetti 

Emp1ectonema qracile 

Lineus pictifrons 

Micrura pardalis 

Faranemertes pereqrina 

Tubulanus sexlineatus 

PHYLUM SIPUNCULA 

Phascolosoma aqassizii 

Sipunculus nudus 

Themiste pyroides 

-
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PHYLUM ECHIURA 

Urechis caupo 

PHYLUM ANNELIDA 
CLASS POLYCHAETA 

Arctonoe pulchra (cucumbers) 

Anai tides 

Bispira turneri 

Chaetopterus variopedatus 

Diopatra ornata 

Dodecaceria -fewt.-esi 

Eudistylia palymorpha 

Harmothoe lunulata 

Mesochaetopterus 

Myxicola infundibulurn 

Nerei d 

Uphiodromus puaettensis 

Phraqmatopoma cali-fornica 

Phyl1ochaetopterus prolifica 

Phyllodocid 

Fista elonqata 

Polydora alloporis 

Polynoid (scale worm) 

Sabel1 a crassicornis 

Sabellaria cementum 

Sabel1 id 
Sabellid with eyestalk 

Salmacina tribranchiat a 

Serpula vermicularis 

ierpul i d 

Spiochaetopterus costarum 

Spirobranchus spinosus 

Spi rorbi d 

Terebellid 

Thelepus crispus 

PHYLUM ARTHROPODA 
CLASS PYCNOGONIDA 

Pycnoqoni ds 

CLASS CRUSTACEA 
5UBL'LA55 C I R R I P E U I A 

Armatobalanus nefrens 

Balanus aqui1 a 
Balanus aqui1a/nubi1 us 
Balanus qlandula 
Balanus nubilus 
Balanus paci-ficus 
Balanus trigonus 
Balanus-type 

Chthamalus dalli/tissus 

Conopea galeata 

Megabalanus cal i -f orni cus 

Membranobalanus orcutti 

Follicipes polymerus 

Tetraclita elegans 
Tetraclita rubescens 

SUBCLASS MALACOSTRACA 
ORDER MYSIDA 

Mysi ds 

ORDER ISOPODA 

Cirolana harfordi 

Idotea 

Ligia occidentalis 

ORDER AMPHIPODA 

Amphipod tube masses 

Ampithoe humeral is (curler) 

Brown t* yellow pleustid 

Caprellid 

-— 
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Gammarid 

Pleustes platypa 

Tali tri d 

ORDER DECAPODA 
SUBORDER NATANTIA 

Alpheid 

Alpheus (pistol) 

betaeus hartordi (abalone) 
Betaeus 1ongidactyl us 
Betaeus macginitieae (urchin) 
Betaeus 

Heptacarpus 

Hippolyte californiensis 

Hi ppolyti d 

Lysmata cali-fornica 

Pandalus 

SUBORDER REPTANTIA 
SECTION PALINURA 

Panulirus interruptus 

SECTION ANOMURA 

Blepharipoda occidentalis 

Cryptolithodes sitchensis 

Emerita analoqa 

Hapaloqaster cavicauda 

Isocheles pilosus 

Pachycheles rudis 

Paguri stes 

Pagitrus samuelis 
Paqurus-type 

Petroli sthes 

Fleuroncodes planipes 

Polyonyx quadriunqulatus 

Py1opaqurus 

SECTION BRACHYURA 

Cancer antennarius 
Cancer anthonyi 
Cancer qracilis 
Cancer jordani 
Cancer productus 
Cancer 

Cycloxanthops novemdentatus 

Erileptus spinosus 

Herbstia parvifrons 

Heterocrypta occidentalis 

Lophopanopeus 

Loxorhynchus crispatus 
Lo>:orhynchus qrandis 

Mimulus -foil atus 

Oreqonia qracilis 

Pachyqrapsus crassipes 

Paraxanthias taylori 
ii 

Peli a tumi da 

Pilumnus spinohirsutus 

Pi nnother i d 

Podochela hemphilli (thin) 

Portunus xantusii 

Pugetti a dal1i 
Puqettia producta 
Puqettia richii 

Randallia ornata 

Scyra acutifrons 

Taliepus nuttalli 

ORDER 5T0MAT0P0DA 

Hemisquilla ensigera 

PHYLUM MOLLUSCA 
CLASS GASTROPODA 
SUBCLASS PROSOBRANCHIA 

Acanthina punctulata 
Acanthi na 

_ 
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Acmaea mi tra 

Alia carinata <« Mitrella c. ) 

Amphissa versicolor 

Astraea qibberosa 
Astraea undosa 

Balci s ruti1 a 

Bi 11 ium 

Bursa californica 

Calliostoma annulatum 
Calliostoma canaliculatum 
Calliostoma gemmulatum 
Calliostoma ligatum 
Calliostoma supragranosum 
Cal1i ostoma 

Cancellaria cooperi 

Ceratostoma foliatum 
Ceratostoma nuttalli 

Ceri thi opsis 

Collisella diqitalis 
•Collisella limatula 
Colli sell a scabra 
Col 1i sel1 a 

Conus californicus 

Crassispira semiinflata 

Crepidula dorsata (« Crepipat.) 
Crepidula norrisiarum 
Crepidula perforans 
Crepi dula 

Crucibulum spinosum 

Cypraea spadicea 

Dendropoma lituella 

Di odora 

Epi toni um 

Fissurella volcano 

rusinus kobelti 
F.lc. qoblet eqq capsules 
Fusinus luteopictus 

Haliotis corruqata 
Haliotis cracherodii 

Haliotis fulgens 
Haliotis rufescens 
Haliotis sorensoni 

Hi pponix 

Homalopoma luridum 

Kelletia kelletii 

Lamel1ari a 

Latiaxis oldroydi 

Littorina planaxis 
Littorina scutulata 

Macron lividus 

Maxwellia qemma 
Maxwellia santarosana 

Megasurcula carpenteriana 
Megasurcula stearnsiana 

Megathura crenulata 

Mi tra i dae 

Mi tromorpha carpenteri 

Nassarina penicillata 

Nassari us 

Norrisia norrisi 

Notoacmea insessa 
Notoacmea 

Oceanebra 

Olivella baetica 
Olivella biplicata 

Pedicularia californica 

Petaloconchus montereyensis 

Poli ni ces 

Pseudomelatoma 

Pteropurpura 

Sei1 a montereyensis 

Serpulorbis squamiqerus 

Si mni a vi dleri 

LI 
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Tegula aureotincta 
Tegul a brunnea 
Tegula eiseni 
Tegul a funebralis 
Tegula gal 1ina 
Tegula regi na 
Tegula 

Terebra pedroana 

Tricoli a 

Trivia caliTorniana 
irivia solandri 

Volvarina taeniolata 

SUBCLASS OPISTHOBRANCHIA 

Aplysia californica 
Aplysia vaccaria 

Berthella californica 

Berthellina engeli 

Bulla gouldiana 

Chelidonura inermis (Navanax) 

Haminoea virescens 

Iselica ovoidea 

PIeurobranchus 

Ricta>:is punctocael atus 
Ricta>:is "DNA" egg spirals 

Tylodina fungina 

ORDER NUDIBRANCHIA 

Acanthodoris brunnea 
Acanthodoris rhodoceras 

Aegires albopunctatus 

Aeolidia papulosa 

Aldisa sanguinea 

Ancula pacifica 

Anisodoris nobilis 

Anti opel1 a barbarensi s 

Archidoris montereyensis 
Archidoris odhneri 

Armina californica 

Atagema guadrimaculata 

Cadlina f1avomaculata 
Cadlina limbaughi 
Cadlina 1uteomarginata 

Cerberi11a 

Chromodoris macfarlandi 

Canualevia alba 

Corambe pacifica 

Coryphel1 a trilineata 
Coryphel1 a 

Cuthona 1agunae 

Dendrodoris n.sp. 

Dendronotus 

Diaulula sandiegensis 

Dirona albolineata 
Dirona picta 

-Doriopsilla albopunctata 

Facelina stearnsi 

Flabel1inopsis iodinea 

Hermissenda crassicornis 

Hopkinsia rosacea 

Hypselodoris californiensis 

Jorunna pardus 

Laila cockerelli 

Melibe leonina 

Mecichromis porterae 

Peltidoris n.sp. 

Phidiana pugnax 

Polycera atra 
Polycera tricolor 

Precuthona divae 

Rostanga pulchra 
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Spurilla chromosoma 
Spurilla oliviae 

Thordisa bimaculata 

Trinchesi a 

Triooha catalinae 
Triooha maculata 

Tritonia diomedea 
Tritonia {estiva 

CLASS PULYPLACOPHURA 

Cal1istochiton crassicostatus 
Cal1i stochi ton 

Chaetopleura gemma 

Cryptochiton stelleri 

Cyanoplax dentiens cryptica 
Cyanoplax hartweqii 
Cyanoplax 

Lepidozona pectinulata 
Lepidozona 

tapalia muscosa 
Mopali a 

Niittallina cali-fornica (»fluxa) 

PIaciohorella velata 

Stenoplax consoicua 
StenoDlax 

Tonicella lineata 

CLASS BIVALVIA 

Adula falcata 

Americardia biangulata 

Chaceia ovoidea 

Chama arcana 

Chione undatel 1 a 

Ch1amydoconcha orcutti 

Pi piodonta 

Donax 

Epilucina californica 

PIorimetis obesa 

Glans carpenteri 

Hiatella arctica 

Hinnites giganteus 

Irusella lamellifera 

Kellia laperousn 

Leptopecten latiauratus 

Lima hemphi11i 

Lithophaga plumula 

hacoma secta 

Mytilimeria nuttal1ii 

Mytilus californianus 
Mytilus edulis 

Panopea qenerosa 

Parapholus cali-fornica 

Pecten dieqensis 

Penitella conradi 
Penitella penita 

Pholad 

Pi tar newcombianus 

Pododesmus cepio 

Protothaca 

Saxidomus nuttalli 

Semele decisa 
Semele rupicola 

Septifer bifurcatus 

Tagelus 

Tel 1i na 

Tivela stultorum 

Trachycardium quadraqenarium 

Tresus nuttal1i i 

Ventricolaria fordii 

m 
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CLASS CEPHALOPODA 

Laiigo opalescens 

Octopus 
O. bimaculatus/bimaculoides 
Octopus micropyrsus 
Octopus rubescens 

PHYLUM ECTOPROCTA 

Aetea 

Antropora tincta 

Bicrisia edwardsjana 

Bugula neritina 
Bugula 

CalIopora 

Caul oramphus 

Cel1ari a 

Celleporaria brunnea 

Cel1eporel 1 a 

Coleopora gigantea 

Costazia robertsoniae 

Cri si a 

Diaperoecia cali-fornica 

Di sporelI a 

Eurystomel1 a 

Fenestulina malusii 

Fili cri si a 

Flustrella 

Heteropora magna 

Hippodip1osia insculpta 

Hippothoa distans 

Lageni pora 

Lichenopora novae—zelandiae 

Lyrula hippocrepis 

Membranipora membranacea 

Microporel 1 a 

Parasmi tti na cali-fornica 
Parasmittina/Rhynchozoon 

Pherusella brevituba 

Phidolopora labiata 

Rhynchozoon 

Schi zoporel1 a 

Scrupocel1ari a 

Thai amoporel 1 a cali-fornica 

Tri cel1ari a 

Tubuli pora 

PHYLUM ENTOPROC1A 

Barentsi a 

PHYLUM PHORONIDA 

Phoronis vancouverensis 

Phoronopsis californica 

PHYLUM ECHINODERMATA 
CLASS AS1EROIDEA 

Astrometis sertulifera 

Astropecten armatus 

Dermasterias imbricata 

Henricia 1evi uscula 

Leptasterias 

Lincliia columbiae 

Luidia foliolata 

Mediaster aequalis 

Orthasterias koehleri 

Patiria miniata 

Pisaster brevispinus 
Pisaster giganteus 
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Pisaster ochraceua 

Pycnopodia helianthoidea 

CLASS ECHINOIDEA 

Centrostephanus coronatua 

Dendraster excentricus 

Lovenia cordi-formi a 

Lvtechintia anameaus 
L. anamesua juveniles 

Stronqylocentrotua franciacanua 
S. -f ranci acanua juveniles 

Stronqylocentrotua purpuratus 
S. purpuratus juveniles 

CLASS OPHIUROIDEA 

Amphiodia occidental is 

Amphipholis squamata 

Ophiactis simplex 

Dphioderma panamense 

Ophi onerei s 

Ophiopholi s 

Ophioplocus esmarki 

Ophiopsila cali-fornica 

ODhioDteris Daoillosa 

Ophi othr i >: spiculata 

CLASS HOLOTHUROIDEA 

Cucumar 
Cucumari 
Cucumar 
Cucumar 
Cucumar 
Cucumar 

a curat a/pseudocurata 
a 1ubrica 
a mini at a 
a piperata 
a salma 
a 

Eupentacta quinquesemita 

Leptosynapta albicans 

Lissothuria nutriena 

Pachythyone rubra 

Parasti chopua cal i-f a m i cus 
Parastichopus parvimensis 

PHYLUM CHORDATA 
SUBPHYLUM UROCHORDATA 

Aplidium cal i -f orni cum 
Aplidium propinquum 
Aplidium solidum 
Apli dium 

Archidistoma diaphanes 
Archidistoma nolle 
Archidistoma psammion 
Archidistoma ritteri 
Archi di stoma 

Ascidia ceratodes 

Boltenia villosa 

Botrylloides diegensis 

Botryllus tuberatus 

Clavelina huntsmani 

Cnemidocarpa -f inmarki ensi a 

Cystodytes lobatus 

Di demni d 

Didemnum carnulentum 

Diplosoma macdonaldi 

Distaplia occidentalis 

Euherdmania clavi-formis 

Halocynthia hilgendor-fi igaboja 

Met'androcarpa dura 
Metandrocarpa taylori 

Molgula 

Perophora annectens 

Polyclinum planum 

Pycnoclavel1 a stanleyi 

Pyura haustor 

Ritterella 

Styela montereyensia 
Styela 

t ~1 
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Synoi cum parfustis 

irididemnum opacum 

SUBPHYLUM VERTEBRA!A 
CLASS CHDNURICHTHYES 

Cephaloscyl1iurn ventriosum 

Heterodontus francisci 

Mustelus 

Myliobatis californica 

PIatyrhinoidis triseriata 

Prionace glauca 

Rhinobatos productus 

Squatina californica 

Torpedo californica 

Triakis semifasciata 

Urolophus halleri 

CLASS DSTEICHTHYES 
ORDER ANGUILL I FORMES 

Gymnothorax mordax 

ORDER BATRACHOIDIFORMES 

Porichthys notatus 

ORDER GOBIESOCIFORMES 

Gobiesox eugrammus 
Gobiesox maeandricus 
Gobiesox rhessodon 

Rimicola muscarum 

ORDER GADIFORMES 

Chilara taylori 

ORDER ATHERINIFORMES 

Atherinops affinis 
At her i nops/Leuresthes 

Cypselurus californicus 

ORDER GASTEROStElFORHES 

fin 1 orhynchus flavidus 

Synqnathus arctus 
Synqnathus californiensis 
Synqnathus 1eptorhvnchus 

ORDER PERCIFORMES 
AGONIDAE (Poachers) 

Poacher 

ANARHICHADIDAE (Wolffishes) 

Anarrhi chthys ocellatus 

BATHYMASTERIDAE (Ronouils) 

Rathbunel1 a hypoDlecta 

BLENNIIDAE (Blennies) 

Hvpsoblennius qilberti 
Hypsoblennius ienkinsi 
Hypsoblenni us 

CARANGIDAE (Jacks) 

Seriola lalandei 

Trachurus symmetricus 

CHAETODONTIDAE (Butterflv) 

Chaetodon falcifer 

CLINIDAE (Clinids) 

Alloclinus holderi 

Chaenopsis alepidota 

Gibbonsia eleqans 
Gibbonsia metzi 
Gi bbonsi a 

Heterostichus rostratus 

Neoclinus blanchardi 
Neoclinus stephansae 
Neoclinus uninotatus 
Neoc1i nus 

Paraclinus inteqripinnis 

COTTIDAE (Sculpins) 

Artedius corallinus 
Artedius creaseri 

Clinocottus anal is 

Leiocottus hirundo 

m 
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LABRIDAE (Wrasses) 

Halichoeres semicinctus 
H. semicinctus -females 
H. semicinctus males 
H. semicinctus juveniles 

Oxvi Litis calif arnica 
0. californica juveniles 

Semicossyphus pulcher 
S. pulcher females 
S. ptilcher males 
S. pulcher juveniles 

MALACANTHIDAE (Tilefishes) 

Caulolatilus princeps 

FERCICHTHYIDAE (Temp. Bass) 

Sterealepis gigas 

PHOLIDAE (Gunnels) 

Pholis 

Ulvicola sanctaerosae 

POMACENTRIDAE (Damselfishes) 

Chramis punctipinnis 
C. punctipinnis juveniles 

Hvpsvpops rubicundus 
H. rubicundus juveniles 

SCIAENIDAE (Croakers) 

Atractoscion nobilis 

Cheilotrema saturnum 

Seriphus politus 

Umbrina roncador 

SCQMBRIDAE (Mackerels) 

Sarda chiliensis 

Scomber japonicus 

SCDRPAENIDAE (Rockfishes) 

Scorpaena quttata 

Sebastes atrovirens 
S. atrovirens juveniles 

Orthonopias triacis 

Scorpaenichthys marmoratus 

EMBI0T0CIDAE (Surfperches) 

Amphistichus arqenteus 

Brachyistius frenatus 

Cymatogaster aggregate 

Damalichthys vacca 

Embiotoca jacksoni 
Embiotoca lateralis 

Hyperprosopon argenteum 
Hyperprosopon 

Hypsurus caryi 

Micrometrus aurora 
Micrometrus minimus 

Phanerodon atripes 
Fhanerodon furcatus 
Phanerodon 

Rhacochilus tor.otes 

GDBIIDAE (Gobies) 

Coryphopterus nicholsi 

Lythrypnus dalli 
Lythrypnus zebra 

HAEMULIDAE (Grunts) 

Anisotremus davidsoni 

Xenistius californiensis 

HEXAGRAMMIDAE (Greenlings) 

He>:aqrammos decaqrammus 

Ophiodon elonqatus 

•Qxvlebius pictus 

KYPHDSIDAE (Sea Chubs) 

Girella niqricans 

Hermosilla azurea 

Medialuna californiensis 

! -. . . 
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Sebastes carnatus 
Sebastes caurinus 
S. carnatus/caurinus juveniles 

Sebastes chrysomelas 
S. chrysomelas juveniles 

Sebastes constellatus 
Sebastes da!1i 
Sebastes melanops 

Sebastes miniatus 
S. miniatus juveniles 

Sebastes mystinus 
S. mystinus juveniles 

Sebastes paucispinis 
Sebastes rastrelliger 
Sebastes rosaceus 

Sebastes serranoides 
S.s./S. flavidus Juveniles 

Sebastes serrlceps 
S. serriceps juveniles 

Sebastes 
Sebastes juveniles 

SERRANIDAE (Basses) 

Paraiabrax clathratus 
P. clathratus juveniles 

Paraiabrax maculatofasclatus 
Paraiabrax nebullfer 

SPHYRAENIDAE (Barracudas) 

Sphyraena argentea 

SIICHAEIUAE (Fricklebacks) 

Feb i di chthys violaceus 

Pr ickleback 

ORDER FLEURONECTIFORHES 
BOTHIDAE (Letteye Flounders) 

Citharichthys sordidus 
Ci tharichthys juveniles 

Paralichthys californicus 

Xystreurys 1lolepis 

CYNOGLOSSIDAE (Tonquefishes) 

Symphurus atriCauda 

Sebastes carnatus 
Sebastes caurinus 
S. carnatus/caurinus juveniles 

Sebastes chrysomelas 
S. chrysomelas juveniles 

Sebastes constellatus 
Sebastes dal11 
l"l L 1 1 

b. miniatus juveniles 

Sebastes mystinus 
S. mystinus juveniles 

Sebastes paucispinis 
Sebastes rastrelliger 
Sebastes rosaceus 

Sebastes serranoides 
S.s./S. -flavidus juveniles 

Sebastes serriceps 
S. serriceps juveniles 

Sebastes 
Sebastes juveniles 

SERRANIDAE (Basses) 

Paraiabrax clathratus 
P. clathratus juveniles 

Paraiabrax maculatofasciatus 
Paraiabrax nebulifer 

SPHYRAENIDAE (Barracudas) 

Sphyraena argentea 

S1ICHAE1DAE (Pricklebacks) 

Cebidichthys violaceus 

Pri ckleback 

ORDER PLEURONECTIFORMES 
BOTHIDAE (Lefteye Flounders) 

Citharichthys sordidus 
Citharichthys juveniles 

Paralichthys californicus 

Xystreurys liolepis 

CYNOGLQSSIDAE (Tonquefishes) 

** 
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PLEIJRONECTIDAE (Riqhteye) 

PIeuronichthys coenosus 
PIeuroni chthys 

ORDER TETRAODONTIFORMES 
MOLIDAE (Ocean Sunfishes) 

Mola mala 

CLASS AVES 

Phalacrocorax 

CLASS MAMMALIA 
ORDER CARNIVORA 

Mirounga angustirostris 

Phoca vitulina 

Zalophus cal i -f orni anus 
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APPENDIX D. Logistical Considerations and Equipment for Research Cruises 

CRUISE PREPARATION 

INTRODUCTION 

This is an organizational handbook designed to help 
prepare for the seven, five-day, kelp forest monitoring 
cruises. Its objective is to increase efficiency, mini
mize stress, and hopefully keep from forgetting any
thing. Included are some little tricks it took several 
field seasons to figure out, please add any new help
ful hints or clarify confusing instructions. In this way, 
the job will become easier. The cruises run in two 
week cycles. The starting point for this discussion is 
at the return to mainland point, just after the end of a 
cruise. 

PROCEDURE 

Friday, after the cruise: 

• Wash all sampling gear. If the weather is calm this 
can be done on the boat as you return to Ventura. 

• Store it in the locked storage cage to dry. Goodie 
bags can be hung on a RPC bar and strung across 
a corner. 

• Scrub the insides of the ice chests and trash cans 
then store them open to dry inside the cage. 

• Refreeze the ice savers and 2.5 gallon water bot
tles. 

• Freeze any saveable food. Remember to leave 
the skipper whatever he wants on the boat. 

• Wash all the dive gear, including dry suits inside 
and out. Hang to dry inside-out making sure the 
hoods drain. 

• Take home the dry suit underwear to wash over 
the weekend. Use very little soap, cool water, and 
gentle cycle. Hang dry. 

Monday, after the cruise: 

• Bring the dry suit underwear back, roll and stow 
in closet. 

• Put away dry gear in cage. 

• Scrub slates and U/W mylar with Ajax. Be sure 
the slates have two complete pencils. 

• Repair and rewind meter tapes and pelican 
bouys. 

• Lubricate carabiners, meter tape handles and 
calipers. 

• Turn dry suits right side in, powder seals and wax 
zippers, then roll and stow in closet. 

• Take photoplot film to be developed (usually Hal-
las color lab). 

• Clean and lubricate cameras, lenses, video, 
strobes, and edges (remember to remove bat
teries). 

Tuesday through Thursday, before the cruise: 

• Check your suggestion sheet from the cruise 
before and do necessary repairs, get replace
ments, and new helpful items. 

• Get the slides back from the processing lab and 
evaluate (see photoplot handbook). 

Friday, before the cruise: 

• Charge and lubricate strobes, Q-lites and video 
batteries. 

• Do food (see food handbook) 

• Load what gear you can, secure over the 
weekend, and get the rest ready to load for Mon
day morning. 

Monday of the cruise: 

• Load gear. Check and recheck list. Be sure 
everything is tied down on boat. 

During the cruise: 

• Keep track of where things are! Not only will this 
make more room on deck if it is kept neat, but 
keeping things in their place will prevent acciden
tal loss or breakage. Try to keep tapes and bouys 
wound neatly and keep up on repairs (on dry 
suits, meter tapes, etc.) 
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EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST 

LOCATION 

BOAT 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 

ITEM 

HYDRAULIC HOSES 
1 X 1 PVC QUADRATS 
1.5 M PVC BAND TRANSECT BARS 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUEICECHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
BLUEICECHEST 
BLUEICECHEST 
BLUE ICE CHEST 
DCS CONSOLE 
DCS HOSES 
DRILL ICE CHEST 
DRILL ICE CHEST 
BLACK REPAIR BOX 
BLACK REPAIR BOX 
BLACK REPAIR BOX 
BLACK REPAIR BOX 
BLACK REPAIR BOX 
BLACK REPAIR BOX 
BLACK REPAIR BOX 
BLACK REPAIR BOX 
FREEZER 
FREEZER 
ICE CHESTS 

CONTENTS 

BACK PACK 
KNEE PADS 
FINS 
EPOXY NOZZLE 
REGULATOR/PRESSURE GAUGE 
WEIGHT BELTS/WEIGHTS 
U/W EPOXY TUBES 
SURVEYOR STAKES 
GLOVES 
BOOTIES 
STAB JACKET 
MASK AND SNORKEL 
CHILL CHECK THERMOMETER 
STAB JACKET INFLATOR HOSE 
VIKING INFLATOR HOSE 

HAMMER DRILL 
DRILL BIT 
AQUASEAL /CATALYST/TUBE 
VIKING GLUE/SOLVENT/CATALYST 
VIKING NECK/WRIST SEALS 
VIKING REPAIR KIT 
POWDER BAG 
PARAFIN WAX 
WETSUIT GLUE 
NEOPRENE REPAIR TAPE 
2.5 GAL BOTTLED WATER (FOR ICE) 
ICE SAVERS 

METAL METER STICKS/LARGE CALIPERS 
MILK CRATE 1 
MILK CRATE 1 
MILK CRATE 1 
MILK CRATE 2 
MILK CRATE 2 
PHOTOGRID/BUNGIES 
PHOTOSTAND 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 

30 M TAPE WITH SECCHI DISK 
30 M TAPES 
100MTAPES 
CONSOLE CLIPBOARDS 
U7W SIATES WITH PENCILS 

REGULATOR MOUTHPIECE 
BLACK MARKING INK CAN 
10 GAUGE WIRE 
2 PART EPOXY 
ABALONE IRON 
TEFLON TAPE 
SUNSCREEN 
PARAFIN WAX 
KNIFE 
CORKS 

QUANTITY 

1 
6 
3 
1 
2 PR 
1 PR 
1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
2 PR 
2 PR 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 SET 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2/4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
12 
4 
2/2 
1 
3 
4 
2 
8 
1/2 

2 

6 
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Equipment List (continued) 

LOCATION 

CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 
CAGE 

ITEM 

RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RED ICE CHEST 
RPC BARS 
TRASH CAN 
TRASH CAN 
TRASH CAN 
TRASH CAN 
TRASH CAN 
TRASH CAN 
TRASH CAN 
TRASH CAN 

CONTENTS QU/ 

FLARE 
DSI COMM SET (2 EARPHONE, 1 MICROP) 
DSI ORAL NASAL RUBBER 
DSI BANANA PLUGS 
TANK O-RINGS 
REGULATOR PORT PLUG 
ELECTRICAL EYE CONNECTOR 
STAB JACKET INFLATOR PUSH BUTTON 
VIKING INFLATOR PUSH BUTTON 
REGULATOR EXHAUST TEE 
RUBBING ALCOHOL 
DPV HEADLAMPS 
DUCTTAPE 
DSI HOODS 
DEPTH GAUGE 
COMPASS 
THERMOMETER 
CARABINER 
REGULATOR DIAPHRAGM 
DSI BATTERY CHARGING CORD 
DSI HEADPHONES 
DSI WHISKER RUBBER EXHAUST 
DSI ONE WAY VALVE REPAIR KIT 
SUPERTECT (OR SILICONE SPRAY) 
EPOXY PUTTY 
MASK STRAPS 
FIN STRAPS 
LEG STRAPS 
WATCH PINS 
TIE WRAPS 
ELECTRICAL TAPE 
LEADER CLAMPS 
DPV O-RINGS 
SILICON GREASE 
VELCRO WRIST BAND 
WIRE LEADER ROLL 
EYEBOLTS/ALLTHREAD 
SLATE SCREWS 
SURGICAL TUBING 
SPLIT SHOT BAG 
WATCH 
STAB JACKET TANK STRAP 

CANVAS GOODIE BAGS(VARIOUS SIZES) 
MESH GOODIE BAGS(VARIOUS SIZES) 
LAUNDRY BAGS 
FLOATS 
PELICAN BOUYS 
PELICANETTE BOUYS 
POLYPRO LINE SPOOL 
WEIGHTS 

ENTITY 

1 
1 
1 
2 
5 
2 
4 
1 
2 

2 

2 

2 
4 
2 
2 
10 
1 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
8/4 
5 
3 FT. 
1 
1 
1 
4 
5 
8 
3 
5 
8 
2 
1 
20 LB 
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Equipment List (continued 

D-4 Logistical Considerations and Equipment for Cruises 

LOCATION ITEM CONTENTS QUANTITY 

CAGE WHITE DCS BOX PADDED BAGS 2 
CAGE WHITE DCS BOX BAND MASKS WITH RINGS 2 
CAGE WHITE DCS BOX SPIDERS 2 
CAGE WHITE DCS BOX PRESSURE GAUGES/QUICK DISCONNECT2 
CAGE WHITE DCS BOX PONY BOTTLES WITH BACKPACKS 2 
CAGE WHITE DCS BOX HOODS 2 
CAGE WHITE DCS BOX TOOLBOX 1 
CLOSET HANGERS 4 
CLOSET HYDROTHERMOGRAPH/HOUSING 1/1 
CLOSET SHRIMP BASKETS 10 
CLOSET VIKING DRY SUITS 4 
CLOSET VIKING DRY SUIT UNDERWEAR 4 
DIVE LOCKER DOUBLE TANKS 2 
DIVE LOCKER TANKS 12 
DIVE LOCKER PERSONAL DIVE GEAR 4 
WORKROOM 2 GALLON AQUARIUM 1 
WORKROOM BLACK CASE ASA 100,36 EXP COLOR SLIDE FILM 12 + 
WORKROOM BLACK CASE BLOWER BRUSH 1 
WORKROOM BLACK CASE LENS CLEANER FLUID 1 
WORKROOM BLACK CASE LENS PAPER 1PKG 
WORKROOM BLACK CASE PERMANENT INK MARKER 1 
WORKROOM BLACK CASE Q-TIPS 10 + 
WORKROOM BLACK CASE SILICONE GREASE 1 
WORKROOM BLACK PELICAN CASE VIDEO CAMERA AND VIEWFINDER 1 
WORKROOM BLACK PELICAN CASE NIKONOS V CAMERAS 3 
WORKROOM BLACK PELICAN CASE 28 MM LENSES 3 
WORKROOM BLACK PELICAN CASE 15 MM LENSES 3 
WORKROOM BLACK PELICAN CASE E/O CONNECTORS . 4 
WORKROOM BLACK PELICAN CASE O-RING SET WITH GREASE 2 
WORKROOM BLACK PELICAN CASE BATTERIES 3 + 
WORKROOM BUCK PELICAN CASE ANGLE IRON BRACKETS AND SCREWS 3 
WORKROOM BLUE PELICAN CASE VIDEO RECORDER AND PATCH CORDS 1 
WORKROOM BLUE PELICAN CASE FLOODING ALARM 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER PENCILS/ERASERS/LEADS 15/5/5 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER PERMANENT INK MARKER 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER SAMPLE BOTTLES 4 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER DECOMPRESSION 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER HAND LENS 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER SCALPEL/BLADES/TWEEZERS 1/2/1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER CARPENTERS CRAYONS 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER SURGE METER 2 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER HOLE PUNCH 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER 9 V BATTERIES (FOR EDGES) 8 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER 6 V BATTERIES (FOR DIVE LIGHTS) 2 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER FORMALDEHYDE BOTTLE 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER VERNIER CALIPERS 6 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER VIDEOTAPES 2 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER ELECTRICAL TAPE 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER DECOMPRESSIONTABLES 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER ABBOTT & HOLLENBERG, ALGAE 1 
WORKROOM BOOK COOLER BEHRENS, NUDIBRANCHS 1 



Equipment List (continued) 

LOCATION 

WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 
WORKROOM 

ITEM 

BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
BOOK COOLER 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
DATA SHEET BOX 
GREEN VIDEO CASE 
GREEN VIDEO CASE 
GREY PELICAN BOX 
GREY PELICAN BOX 
PUNT PRESS 
PLANT PRESS 
PLANT PRESS 
PLANT PRESS 
RECIPE BOX/MENU 
VIDEO MONITOR 
WHITE CASE 
WHITE CASE 
WHITE CASE 
WHITE CASE 
WHITE CASE 
WHITE CASE 
WHITE CASE 

CONTENTS QUANTITY 

DAWSON & FOSTER, PLANTS 
ESCHMEYER, FISHES 
GOTSHALL & LAURENT, FISHWATCHERS 
KEEN & KOAN, MOLLUSCS 
KFM PROJECT REPORT 
LIGHTS MANUAL 
MILLER & LEA, FISHES 
MORRIS, ALBERT & HADERLIE, INVERT 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

MCDONALD & NYBAKKEN, NUDIBRANCHSl 
PETERSON, BIRDS 
WATALAND, SEAWEED 
WILSON & WILSON, FISHES 
USC INVERTEBRATE LIST 
BOAT DIVE LOGS 
BAND TRANSECT U7W DATA FORMS 
BAND TRANSECT SUMMARY FORMS 
COMPLETED DATA SHEET BINDER 
DAILY LOG BINDER 
DAILY LOG FORMS 
FISH TRANSECT U/W DATA FORMS 
QUADRAT U/W DATA FORMS 
QUADRAT SUMMARY FORMS 
KFM HANDBOOK 
RPC DATA FORMS(5 PER STATION) 
RPC SUMMARY FORMS(2 PER STATION) 
RPC U/W CUE CARDS 
SIZE FREQUENCY DATA FORMS 
SITE DESCRIPTION BINDER 
SITE DESCRIPTION FORMS 
SPECIES LIST BINDER 
PAPER 
U/W MYLAR 
VIDEO HOUSING WITH WEIGHTS 
FULUSPLIT O-RINGS 
VIDEO BATTERY CHARGER 
VIDEO BATTERIRES 
BLOTTER 
CARDBOARD 
HERBARIUM PAPER 
WAX PAPER 

OCEANIC 2001 STROBES 
OCEANIC STROBE CHARGERS 
STROBE ARMS WITH KNOBS 
Q-LITES 
Q-LITE HOLDERS 
Q-LITE LAMPS 
Q-LITE O-RINGS 

1 
1 
1 
1 
5 + 
10 + 
5 + 
1 
1 
5 + 
5 + 
10 + 
5 + 
1 
5 + 
5 + 
1 
70 + 
1 
5 + 
1 
5 
20 + 
1 
1/1 
1 
5 
10 
10 
10 
10 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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FOOD HANDBOOK FOR THE KELP FOREST MONITORING PROJECT 

INTRODUCTION 

Menus for five days must be planned for the seven 
kelp forest monitoring cruises. Examples from pre
vious years can be used. However, there is no set for
mat nor obligation to use these and creativity is 
encouraged. The previous menus are on the floppy 
disk entitled KFM-FOOD, using Wordstar software. 
Software files are labelled MENU.1 through MENU.7. 
Hard copies are also available in the file labelled KFM-
FOOD which can be found in the workroom or in the 
back of the recipe box. 

There are also corresponding food order lists that will 
be sent to the vendor, Ven Oak Market, for delivery. 
Make sure that the vendor receives your order at least 
three days (preferably five days) before delivery date. 
Copies of these food lists can be found either in the 
KFM-FOOD file (workroom) or on the KFM-FOOD 
floppy disk. These Wordstar files are entitled FOOD-
LIST.1 through FOODLIST. 7. The food list for the first 
cruise will be exceptionally large because it will in
clude sundries that must always be kept in stock. If 
one of these items runs low before the next cruise, be 
sure to reorder more. The list of sundries can be 
found either in the front of the recipe box or in the KFM-
FOOD file in the workroom. 

Estimated costs for each food order are: 

Food list cruise one $650.00 

Food list cruises two through seven $570.00 

PROCEDURE 

Friday, one week prior to cruise: 

• Make two hard copies of appropriate food list. 
• Fill out DM, using estimated cost. Attach one 

copy and give to the Account Officer(A/0). 

• Mail the other copy to; 

Ven Oak Market 
690 Ventura Road 
Oakview, California 93022 
Attention: Lee or Karen 

• Include a cover letter detailing where and when 
you want it delivered (generally the Friday before 
the cruise), and your phone number in case there 
are any questions. Feel free to use the format 

from previous letters from the KFM-FOOD file or 
the VENOAK.LET Wordstar file on floppy disk. 

• Fill out a menu to post on the boat. 

Tuesday, the week before the cruise: 

• Call Ven Oak Market (649-1241) and confirm that 
they have received your order or have any ques
tions. 

• Refreeze the four 2.5 gallon water containers and 
ice savers in the cage freezer so you will have ice 
for the next cruise. 

Friday, the week before the cruise: 

• Clean four large ice chests (two for drinks, two for 
fruit and vegetables). 

• When the food order arrives; 

• Be sure to get a signed itemized receipt for the 
A/O. 

• Check the order against the receipt, note shorts 
and whether we were charged for them. 

• Store perishable items in the maintenance 
refrigerator and frozen items in the cage freezer: 

• All other nonperishable items can be stored in the 
main salon on the boat such as, canned goods 
under the rear port bench, dry goods under the 
forward port bench, paper products under the for
ward starboard bench, sundries in the galley and 
drinks in the forward bilge. 

Monday of the cruise: 

• Stop on way to work and purchase milk and any 
other perishable items that won't survive the 
weekend as well as any other shorted items from 
the food order. Be sure to fill out a DM prior to 
purchase and keep all receipts for A/O. 

• Load fruit and vegetables from the maintenance 
refrigerator into their respective ice chests lined 
with ice savers and covered with a piece of 
cardboard (to prevent food from freezing). Place 
on boat. 
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• Load the 2.5 gallon ice blocks with ice savers in 
the other two ice chests and fill with drinks. Place 
on boat. 

• Load dairy products from maintenance 
refrigerator and frozen foods from cage freezer 
into cold box on boat. Try to put the frozen food 
in the cold box in the opposite order in which 
you'll use them as to avoid too much digging later 
on. Make sure all packages are labelled. 

• Post menu and load recipe box on board boat. 

During the cruise: 

• Keep a bowl of trail mix, raisins or nuts and a bowl 
of fruit out for snacking. 

• Be sure to make extra pasta, rice, etc. for salads 
the next day when applicable. 

• Keep drinks in the ice chests stocked. 

• Make sure that you start defrosting that nights din
ner by noon. 

Monday, following the cruise: 

• If you were overcharged, call Ven Oak and 
straighten it out with them. 

• Make a copy of the itemized receipt with correct 
billing amount and give the original to the A/O. At
tach the copy to the Dl 1 in the Resource Manage
ment billing file. 

CONCLUSION 

• Don't worry about it. 
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CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK - KELP FOREST MONITORING PROJECT 

QUADRAT DATA SHEET 
Date Location 
Time In 

Quadrat Size 

Time Out 
Vis (bottom) 

Total 

_ Observer 
JTL Temp (bottom) 

Depth 

_ Partner 
Surge (ft.) 

Random meter number 

Quadrat number 

Lythrypnus dalli 
Blue Banded Goby 

Coryphopterus nicholsii 
Black Eye Goby 

Alloclinus holderi 
Island Kelp Fish 

Macrocystis pyrifera juvenile 
Giant Kelp 

Macrocystis pyrifera adult> 1 m 
Giant Kelp 

Laminaria farlowii 
Oar Weed 

Eisenia arborea 
Southern Sea Palm 

Pterygophora californica 
California Sea Palm 

Astraea undosa 
Wavy Turban Snail 

Cypraea Spadicea 
Chestnut Cowry 

Strongylocentrotus franciscanus 
Red Sea Urchin 

S. purpuatus 
Purple Sea Urchin 

Patiria miniata 
Bat Star 

Pisaster giganteus 
Giant Spined Sea Star 

Parastichopus parvimensis 
Warty Sea Cucumber 

Styela monlereyensis 
Stalked Tunicate 
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CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK - KELP FOREST MONITORING PROJECT 

'SUMMARY* QUADRAT DATA SHEET 
Date _ 
Time In 

Location 
_Time Out 

Quadrat Size 
Vis (bottom) 

Total 

Observer _ 
m Temp (bottom) 

Depth 

_ Partner 
Surge (ft.) 

Random meter number 

Quadrat number 

Lythrypnus dalli 
Blue Banded Goby 14025 

Coryphopterus nicholsii 
Black Eye Goby 14026 

Alloclinus holder! 
Island Kelp Fish 14027 

Macrocystis pyrifera juvenile 
Giant Kelp 2009 

Macrocystis pyrifera adult> 1 m 
Giant Kelp 2002 

Laminaria farlowii 
Oar Weed 2006 

Eisenia arborea 
Southern Sea Palm 2004 

Pterygophora califomica 
California Sea Palm 2005 

Astraea undosa 
Wavy Turban Snail 9007 

Cypraea Spadicea 
Chestnut Cowry 9005 

Strongylocentrotus franciscanus 
Red Sea Urchin 11005 

S. purpualus 
Purple Sea Urchin 11006 

Patiria miniata 
Bat Star 11001 

Pisaster giganteus 
Giant Spined Sea Star 11002 

Parastichopus parvimensis 
Warty Sea Cucumber 11007 

Styela montereyensis 
Stalked Tunicate 12002 
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CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK - KELP FOREST MONITORING PROJECT 

***SUMMARY*** 
Date 
Time In 

BAND-TRANSECT COUNTS Transect Dims Observer 
Location 

.Time Out 
Vis (bottom) 

Total 
_m Temp (bottom) 

Depth 
Surge (ft.) 

Transect # 

Intersect (m) 

Tethya aurantia 
Orange puffball sponge 

Leucetta losangelensis 
White calcareous sponge 

Polymastia pachymastia 
Aggregated vase sponge 

Allopora californica 
California hydrocoral 

Tealia lofotensis 
White-spotted rose anemone 

Lophogorgia chilensis 
Red gorgonian 

Muricea fructicosa 
Brown gorgonian 

Megathura crenulata 
Giant keyhole limpet 

Haliotis rufescens 
Red abalone 

H. corrugata 
Pink abalone 

H. fulgens 
Green abalone 

Kelletia kellettii 
Kellet's whelk 

Hinnites giganteus 
Rock scallop 

Lytechinus anamesus 
White sea urchin 

Pycnopodia helianthodes 
Sunflower star 

Aplysia californica 
California brown sea hare 

Panulirus interruptus 
California spiny lobster 
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CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

Kelp Forest Monitoring Project - Random Point Contact (RPC) 

***SUMMARY*** 

Date Location 

Time In Time Out 

Transect Dims 

Vis (bottom) 

Total 

Observer. 

_m_ Temp (bottom) 
Depth 

Surge (ft.) 

SPECIES 

Macrocystis, Eisenia, Pterygophora 

Laminaria (arlowii 
Desmarestia spp. 
Sargassum muticum 

Cystoseira spp. 

Other brown algae 

Articulated corallines 

Encrusting corallines 

Gelidium spp. 

Gigartina spp. 

Other Reds 

Green Algae 
Misc. plants (ex. Phyllospadix, diatoms; 

Astrangia lajollensis 

Balanophyllia elegans 
Corynactis califomica 

Diopatra ornata 
Phragmatopoma califomica 

Serpulorbis squamigerus 

Diaperoecia califomica 

Bryozoans, other 

Tunicates 
Sponges 

Misc. invertebrates 

Bare 

Rock 
Cobble \- = 10/column 
Sand 
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CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK - KELP FOREST MONITORING PROJECT 
Visual Fish Survey 

Observer 
Location 
Date Time In 

Partner 
Vis (bottom) 

Video Operator 
m Surge (bottom). JL 

Time Out Transect (1 OOLx2Wx 3H) 

Chromis punctipinnis 
BLACKSMITH 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Oxyjulis califomica 
SENORITA 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Sebastes mystinus 
BLUE ROCKFISH 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Sebastes serranoides 
OLIVE ROCKFISH 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Sebastes atrovirens 
KELP ROCKFISH 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Paralabrax clathratus 
KELP BASS 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Semicossyphus pulcher 
SHEEPHEAD 

Male 
Female 

Embiotoca jacksoni 
BLACK SURFPERCH 

Adult 
Juvenile 

Embiotoca lateralis 
STRIPED SURFPERCH 

Adult 

CODE 

14001 
14002 

14003 
14004 

14005 
14006 

14007 
14008 

14009 
14010 

14011 
14012 

14013 
14014 

14015 
14016 

14017 
Juvenile • 14018 

Damalichthys vacca 
PILE PERCH 

Adult 14019 

1 2 

-rfrv\\ 
Oi \\V \ 

V ^ 
v ^ 

Juvenile ; 14020 
Hypsypops rubicundus 

GARIBALDI 
Adult 14021 

Juvenile ! 14022 
Girella nigricans 

OPALEYE 
Adult 14023 
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APPENDIX F. Checklists, Supply Lists, Contacts, and Maintenance Schedule for Oceanic 
Conditions Recorder (Micrologger) 

CHECKLIST #1 - Equipment for Trip 

Recorder(s) 

Tape(s) 

Voltmeter 

I/O connector 

Wrenches (2-3/4 in.) 

Thermometer 

Oil 

Silicone 

Bolts 

Spare O-ring(s) 

Spare batteries 

Spare latches 

Spare case 

Epoxy (5 minute) 

Wire brush 

Checklists and folders for recorders 

Determine which recorders need to come in for servicing, and switch accordingly 

Manual (Micologger Oceanographic Instrumentation Manual) 
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CHECKLIST #2 - Tape Preparation 

Tapes must be checked before taking them into the field. Use the following steps: 

1) Have on hand 
a) recorder 
b) tapes to be checked 
c) microreader 

2) Hook microreader to printer with microreader's RS232 cable 
3) Switch dial on back of microreader to 1200 baud 
4) Insert tape in microreader 
5) Press FIND BOT 
6) Turn recorder on STANDBY, then ON 
7) Insert tape in recorder 
8) Press START button. Watch SCAN and RECORD lights flash as tape advances. If not, continue anyway. 

You may see "ERROR" at top of printout 
9) Press CLOCK RESET 
10) Write test records: 

a) Set at 5 second measurement interval 
b) Switch to RUN, SCAN will flash within 5 seconds 
c) Switch to STANDBY - RECORD will flash and tape will advance 
d) Repeat once 

11) Remove tape from recorder 
12) Insert in microreader and press FIND BOT 
13) Check that microreader switches are on SINGLE AND FORMATTED 
14) Turn printer on. In the following steps you should see blocks of data output on the printer. Note that the 

following is present in the header of the block "GOOD DATA", correct serial #, 'TIDE MODE", "000 DAYS", 
"00 MIN". 1st block = "30 SEC", 2nd block = "30 SEC", "INTERVAL: 5 SEC". 
a) Press READ on the microreader. The following block of data will print. 

GOOD DATA MOD* 006 S/N 00375 REC* 001 TIDE MODE 
LAST MEASUREMENT: 000 DAYS 00 HRS 00 MIN 15 SEC INTERVAL: 5 SEC 

#1 #2 #1 #2 *1 #2 *1 *2 *1 #2 #1 '2 
.7480 .0462 .7480 .0462 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

v ; . 

b) Press READ again. Another block of data will print. 

( > 
GOOD DATA MOD* 006 S/N 00375 REC* 002 TIDE MODE 

LAST MEASUREMENT: 000 DAYS 00 HRS 00 MIN 30 SEC INTERVAL: 5 SEC 
*1 *2 *l *2 *1 *2 *1 *2 *1 *2 *1 #2 

.7480 .0462 .7477 .0460 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
V J 

15) Press READ again. The green "DRIVE ON" light will remain on and nothing will output on the printer. Press 
RESET 

16) Press FIND BOT 
17) Switch dial on back on microreader to 4800 BAUD 
18) Erase the tape with magnetic tape eraser. Hold the eraser to the tape with button depressed and pull away 
19) Tape is now ready for the field 
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CHECKLIST #3 - Installation of Recorder 

DATES S/N of RECORDER EXACT TIME OF CLOCK_ 

LOCATION TAPE NUMBER RESET 

PLEASE DO THE FOLLOWING CHECKS 

Steps A, B, C, D, and E can be done before leaving headquarters: 

A - DIP SWITCH 

1) Open top end cap of recorder, slide out inside section to reach circuit board. 
2) Locate small box with 6 switches. Push switches 1, 2, and 5 down toward numbers. 
3) Slide section back in. 
4) Check above to indicate that this step is completed. 

B - BATTERY VOLTAGE 

1) Voltmeter: Plug in black and red cords, switch top knob to 20, switch bottom knob to DC, turn 
power on. 

2) On top panel, switch recorder to STANDBY, power ON. 
3) Locate I/O port on top panel of recorder, plug connector in. 
4) Clip brown wire to red probe, black wire to black probe. Connect to voltmeter. 
5) Reading should be 8.7 or greater. If not, change battery pack. 
6) Press START button, switch from STANDBY to RUN, watch for SCAN light to flash and at same 

time watch voltage reading. If voltage drops by 5 or more volts, change battery pack. Switch to 
STANDBY. 

7) Record voltage above. 

C - PRESSURE FITTINGS 

1) Place recorder bottom end up. 
2) Unscrew pressure fitting. 
3) Fill with oil to level with surface. 
4) Screw fitting back in, tighten half turn past snug. Wipe excess oil off. 
5) Check off this step. 

D - CASE INSPECTION 

1) Inspect case for cracks and gouges 
2) Check end cap latches for corroded or loose pins, screws, and latches. Light rust coating OK. 

Replace latches, if questionable. 

E - O-RINGS 

1) O-rings on top end cap need to be replaced every 6 months 
2) Indicated on RECORDER SCHEDULE in folder for recorder if o-rings have been changed. 

Continue other side 
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F - TAPE CHECK 

1) Check tested tape has foil showing through window 
2) Switch recorder to STANDBY. Turn power ON. 
3) Watch for flash of SCAN light. 
4) Load cassette into slot (label side toward interval setting). 
5) Press START button. SCAN light should flash, then record light as tape advances. If RECORD 

light does not flash, continue anyway. Check #5. 
6) Write test records: 

(a) Set 5 second scanning interval. 
(b) Switch to RUN, SCAN will flash and tape will advance. 
(c) Switch to STANDBY, RECORD will flash and tape will advance. 
(d) Repeat step 6. Check #6. 

_ 7) Set measurement interval to 60 Min. Check #7. 
_ 8) Press RESET CLOCK and record exact time of clock reset above. Check #8. 

9) Switch from STANDBY to RUN. Check #9. 
10) Check off this step. 

G - CLOSING-UP 

1) Make sure surface of top end cap o-ring is free of dirt. 
2) Apply small amount of silicone grease to o-ring surfaces. 
3) Line up latches, press end cap into place, fasten latches. 
4) Check off this step. 

PLEASE READ CHECKLIST #4 BEFORE GOING IN WATER 
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CHECKLIST # 4 - Removal of Recorder 

LOCATION SERIAL NUMBER OF RECORDER DATE 

TIME OF REMOVAL TEMPERATURE AT REMOVAL TIME POWER OFF 

CONDUCT THE FOLLOWING CHECKS 

1) Prepare recorder to be installed by filling out checklist #3. 

2) Bring in goody bag on dive: 
a) 2-3/4 in. box/open wrenches 
b) wire brush 
c) thermometer 
d) extra nuts 

Read next step before going in water 

3) Removal of recorder: 
a) loosen nuts with 2 wrenches and unscrew 
b) remove top PVC lid 
c) remove recorder 
d) check inside of case and holes for barnacles and algae (scrub off with wire brush if necessary) 
e) install new recorder and replace lid and nuts 
f) take temperature reading 

4) Back on boat: 
a) record time of removal and temperature at top of form 
b) open recorder lid 
c) switch to STANDBY - RECORD light should flash as tape advances 
d) remove tape and mark with location and date 
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CHECKLIST #5 - Maintenance 

DATE 

PLEASE DO THE FOLLOWING 

ANNUAL SERVICING 

1) Recorders brought in should be sent off for servicing 
2) Box up recorders in original boxes, then in a larger box and send via UPS to: 

Terminal Technicians 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 

3) Record date sent in folder for recorder. 

SCHEDULING 

1) Tentatively schedule trips for next quarter 

2) Attend boat meeting for proper month 

EQUIPMENT CHECK 

1) Check equipment inventory and annual supplies and order equipment and supplies as needed. 

2) If fall quarter, order annual supplies needed 

SERVICING SCHEDULE 

LOCATION 

QTR YEAR SCIFH SMIHR SRIJLNO SCIGISO SBIAR ANILC SERV. 

Win 

Spr Sum 

Fall 
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RECORDER MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE 

Please fill in information on each category for each recorder. This sheet should be in the front of each recorder 
folder. Please note any problems with recorders. 

Recorder S/N O-rings replaced 

LOCATION DATE INSTALLED DATE REMOVED TAPE # PROBLEMS 
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EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, AND CONTACTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC MONITORING. 

EQUIPMENT INVENTORY 

Item Serial Number Property Number 

Sea Data TDR-2A Recorder 334 45414 
Sea Data TDR-2A Recorder 336 45416 
Sea Data TDR-2A Recorder 337 45417 
Sea Data TDR-2A Recorder 338 45418 
Sea Data TDR-2A Recorder 339 45419 
Sea Data TDR-2A Recorder 375 45437 
Sea Data TDR-2A Recorder 378 45438 
Sea Data TDR-2A Recorder 410 45415 
Sea Data Microreader 036 45420 
Micronta Voltmeter 
Realistic Magnetic Eraser 
Pelican Box 
Thermometer (Forestry Suppliers) 
Wrenches (2-3/4 in. box/open) 
Dive Gear (yellow tape) 

Backpack 
Gauges/Regulator 

ANNUAL SUPPLIES 

ITEM COST (8-85) COMPANY* 

Recorder batteries $35 Sea Data 
Recorder fasteners (latches) $25/4 Sea Data 
Recorder tapes $10 Sea Data 
Anti-fouling paint 

(with tributyl tin flouride) $20/qt. Beacon Marine 
O-rings (pg 41 of Micrologger Manual) $15/50 McMaster-Carr 

endcap, small = Buna-N, Size 241 
endcap, large = Buna-N, Size 245 

Computer Diskettes $14/10 See Procurement 
Cases (materials needed) 

PVC pipe schedule 40, 6 in. diameter $4/ft. Aqua Flo 
Flanges schedule 80, for 6 in. pipe $20 each Aqua Flo 
PVC sheet 1/4 in. thick $45/sq. ft. McMaster-Carr 
Epoxy 2-part, 5 min. $3 LP Home Center 

Mooring materials 
Threaded rods 

18-8stainless steel, 1/2 in, course thread, 3 ft. length $7 each McMaster-Carr 
Finished, full nuts 

18-8 stainless steel, 1/2 in., course thread $12/100 McMaster-Carr 
Epoxy 

"Semkit" Cartridges with sikastix 370 sikdur 
hi-bod epoxy, 6 oz. $8 each Semko Division Products 

*see project contacts 

PROJECT CONTACTS 
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CONTACTS FOR MICROLOGGER SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT, AND SERVICE 
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Company Address Contact Service 

Sea Data Corp 1 Bridge Street Jeff Smith Technician 
Newton, MA 02158 Patty Acocunting 
(617)244-8191 

Terminal Technicians 843 Via Esteban Ken Slusser Recorder Service 
San Luis Obispo, CA93401 Lenore Sales 
(805)541-5941 

McMaster Carr Supply PO Box 54960 Various parts supplier 
Los Angeles, CA 90054 
(213)692-5911 

Aqua Flo Supply 1940 E. Ojai Ave. PVC pipe supplier 
Ojai, CA 93023 
(805)646-7244 

Semko Division Prod. 5454 San Fernando Rd. Underwater epoxy supplier 
Glendate, CA 91209 
(213)247-7140 

InfoMax Computer Sys. 2956-H Treat Blvd. Sally Schag Computer hardware 
Concord, CA 94518 
(415)689-2331 

Software Centre 4020 E. Main Street Paul Computer software 
Ventura, CA 93009 



APPENDIX G. Data Base Conversion Programs 

{ System name : QREPCKr.FRO 

Date : 18 August 1987 

Author : David Forcuoci 

Discussion : This program accesses the Dbase file quadyear.dbf and 
translates it to an SPSS system file. It assigns the 
species codes and station codes a name, and generates a 
report as 1 X 1 m quadrat means by station by species by 
year. } 

translate from = 'QUTAlOYEAR.dbf'. 
value labels / species 

2002 'M. PYRIFERA ADULT' 
2004 'FJ5ENIA ARBOREA' 
2005 'PTERYG0PH0RA' 
2006 'LAMINARIA FARLDWII' 
2009 'M. PYRIFERA JUVENILE' 
2010 'M. PYRIFERA ALL' 
9005 'CYPRAEA SPADICEA' 
9007 'ASTRAEA UNDOSA' 
11001 'PATLRIA MLNIATA' 
11002 'PISASTER GIGANTEUS' 
11004 'LYTECHTNUS ANAMESUS' 
11005 'S. FRANCTSCANUS' 
11006 'S. PUT4FURATUS' 
11007 'PARASTICHOPUS PARVTMENSIS' 
12002 'STYELA MrxTTERYENSIS' 
14025 'LYTHRYPNUS DALLI' 
14026 'CDRYHiOPIERUS NICHOLSII' 
14027 'AIL0C1JNUS HOLDERI'. 

VALUE TAHFT.q /ITXZATTON 
l ' S H I WYCKDFF LEDGE' 
2 ' S H I HARE ROCK' 
3 ' S R I JOHNSONS LEE NORTH' 
4 ' S R I JOHNSONS LEE SC1UTH' 
5 ' S R I RODES REEF' 
6 ' S C I GULL ISLAND SOUTH' 
7 ' S C I FRYS HARBOR' 
8 ' S C I PELICAN BAY' 
9 ' S C I SCORPION ANCHORAGE' 

10 ' S C I YET .TOW BANKS' 
11 'A N I AD^uT<ALS REEF' 
12 'A N I (1ATHFJJRAL COVE' 
13 'A N I LANDING COVE' 
14 ' S B I SOUTHEAST SEAUON' 
15 ' S B I ARCH POINT' 
16 ' S B I CAT CANYON'. 

co>iiLrTE KDUNT = C O U N T / 2 . 
I F (YEAR >= 82 AND YEAR <= 84 KOUNT = COUNT . 
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SET IJSTING = 'GJ*I^PCRT.RSL'/TENGTf^6/WIDTH=79. 
SET LISTING - 'SPSS.LIS ' . 
SET LISTING = 'Ci?EPCRT.PSL'/IZ^GTH^6/WIinH=79/ejec*=ai. 

MEANS TABLES = KDUNT BY SPECIES BY IDCATICN BY YEAR. 
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{Program name: bdtrcalc.pro 

Date: September 13, 1987 

Author: John Prone 

Notes: Use this program when rvmning SPSS to access and translate the 
band transect database file btranall.dbf. With slight 
modification, it can also convert any other band transect database 
from DBase III. This program assigns the location and species 
codes from the DBase III band transect file a name and initiates 
(̂ dculation of summary statistics for the SPSS report.} 

translate from̂ 'c: \bandtran\btranall .dbf'/map. 
set beep=off. 
value labels/ species 

06001 'AIJJJPORA CAITEFOPTLICA' 
09011 'AFLYSIA CAIJFORNICA' 
09003 'HAITOTTS CORFDGATA' 
09004 'HAITOTTS FULGENS' 
09002 'HAITOTTS EUFESCENS' 
09010 'HINNTTES GICANTEUS' 
09006 'KFTIFTTTA KEIIETII' 
06006 'LOPH0GORGIA CHILENSIS' 
11004 'LYTECHINUS ANAMESUS' 
09009 'MEGATHURA CRENULATA' 
06008 'MuRICEA <2ALIF0RNTCA' 
0 6 0 0 7 'MURICEA FRI7TTCXJ6A' 
08001 'PANULTRUS :TNTERRDPTUS' 
1 1 0 0 3 'PYCNOPCCTA HEITANTHOIDES' 
06002 'TEAITA IDFOTENSIS' 
05002 'TETHYA AURANTTA'. 

VALUE LABELS /LDC 
1 'SMI WYCKOFF LEDGE' 
2 'SMI HARE ROCK' 
3 'SRI JCHNSONS LEE NORTH' 
4 'SRI JCHNSONS LEE SOUTH' 
5 'SRI RODES REEF' 
6 'SOT GULL ISLAND SOUTH' 
7 'SCT FRYS HARBOR' 
8 'SCT PELICAN BAY' 
9 'SCT SCORPION ANCHORAGE' 
10 'SCT YEIJJ0WBANKS' 
11 'ANI ATMIRALS REEF' 
12 'ANI CATHEDRAL COVE' 
13 'ANI LANDING COVE' 
14 'SBI SCUTHEAST SEA LION' 
15 'SBI ARCH POINT' 
1 6 'SET CAT CANYON'. 

camxite tount=count/60. 
set l i s t ings 'btran.rsl'/length=59/width=79. 
set l i s t i j x p ' s p s s . l i s ' . 
set listincr^'btran.rsl'/length=59/wid 
means tables = kount by species by lcc by year. 
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{Program name: rpccalc.pro 

Date: September 13, 1987 

Author: John Trone 

Notes: Use this program when running SPSS to access and translate the 
random point contact database file rpcall.dbf from DBase III. 
With slight modification, it may also be used to translate other 
PPC files from DBase III. This program assigns location and 
species labels to the codes found in the DBase III program. It 
also performs a calculation for percent cover based on number of 
points sampled per cpadrat per year. Last, it performs 
calculation of mean percent cover for RPC species for the SPSS 
summary report.} 

translate from='c:\rpc\rrxoall.dbfymap. 

set beep=off. 
value labels/ species 

02008 'MACRO., EJJ5ENTA, PTERY.' 
02006 'IAMINARIA FARIOWII' 
02003 'DESMARESTIA S P P . ' 
02007 'CYSTOSETRA S P P . ' 
02001 'MISC. BROWN ALGAE' 
03002 'AFoTCDIATED 00RATT.TNE ALGAE' 
03003 '<2RUST0SE CDRAILINE ALGAE' 
03004 'GELIDIUM S P P . ' 
03005 'GIGAPJTNA S P P . ' 
03001 'MISC. RED ALGAE' 
01001 'GREEN ALGAE' 
04001 'MISC. PLANTS' 
06005 'ASTRANGIA IAJOUAENSIS' 
06004 'BAIANOPHYLLIA ELEGANS' 
06003 'CDRYNACTIS CALIFORNICA' 
07001 'DIOPATRA ORNATA' 
07002 'PHPAGMATOPOMA CALIFORNICA' 
09001 'SERPULORBIS SOUAMIGERUS' 
10002 'DIAPEROECIA CALIFORNICA' 
10001 'BRYC>ZOANS, OTHER' 
12001 'TONICATES' 
05001 'SPONGES' 
13001 'MISCIITANEOUS rNVERl'EHkATES' 
02011 'SAPGASSUM S P . ' 
07003 'SPIDROEJAANCHUS' 
06009 'HYDROIDS' 
08002 'BALANUS' 
05003 'LEJCETTA IXSANGEIZNSIS' 
05004 'POLYMASTIA PACJTiMASTIA' 
11008 'PACHYTHYONE RUBRA' 
15001 'BARE SUBSTRATE' 
15002 'ROCK' 
15003 'COBBLE' 
15004 'SAND'. 
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VALUE IABELS /IDC 
1 'SMI WYCKOFF IEDGE' 
2 'SMI HARE ROCK' 
3 'SRI JCHNSONS IEE NORM' 
4 'SRI JOHNSONS IEE SOUTH' 
5 'SRI RODES REEF' 
6 'SCI GULL ISLAND SOUTH' 
7 'SCI FRYS HARBOR' 
8 'SCI PELICAN BAY' 
9 'SCI SCORPION ANCHORAGE' 
10 'SCI YEIJJOWBANKS' 
11 'ANT ADMIRALS REEF' 
12 'ANT CAmEDRAL COVE' 
13 'ANT LANDING COVE' 
14 'SBI SOUTHEAST SEA LION' 
15 'SET ARCH POINT' 
16 'SET CAT CANYON'. 

compute pctaover = oount/40*100. 
if (year = 84) pctaover = count/50*100. 
if (year = 83) pctcover = count/10*100. 
if (year = 82) pctcover = count/20*100. 
set listings 'rpc.rsl'/lengtl^9/widxn=79. 
set listing='spss.lis'. 
se t lisrir«g^'rpc.rsl'/lengti^59/widtl^79/eject=an. 

means tables = pctcover by species by loc by year. 
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{ System name : FSPERPT.PRO 

Date : 18 August 1987 

Author : David Forcucci 

Discussion : This program accesses the Dbase file FISHYFAR.dbf and 
translates it to an SPSS system file. It assigns the 
species codes and station codes a name, and generates a 
report with means by species by station by year. } 

translate from = 'FISHYFAR.dbf'. 

value labels / species 
14001 'CHROMES ADULT' 
14002 'CHROMTS JUV.' 
14003 'OXYJULIS ADULT' 
14004 'OXYJULLS JUV.' 
14005 ' S . MYSTTNUS ADULT' 
14006 ' S . MYSTTNUS JUV.' 
14007 ' S . SERRANOIDES ADULT' 
14008 ' S . SIORRANOIDES JUV.' 
14009 ' S . ATTCVIRENS AT1JLT' 
14010 ' S . ATROVTHENS JUV.' 
14011 'PARAIABRAX CL. ADULT' 
14012 'PAPAIABRAX CL. JUV.' 
14013 'SEMICroSSYPHUS MALE' 
14014 'SEMICrrSSYFHUS FEMALE' 
14015 'EMBICTCCA JAOCSONI ADULT' 
14016 'EMBICTOCA JACKSONI JUV. ' 
14017 'F14BICTOCA IATERALIS ATXJLT' 
14018 'FMBIC7TCCA IATERALIS JUV.' 
14019 'DAMAITCHTHYS ATULT' 
14020 'DAMAITCHTHYS JUV.' 
14021 'HYPSYPOPS ATJULT' 
14022 'HYPSYPOPS JUV.' 
14023 'GIRELLA ADULT' 
14024 'GIRELLA J U V . ' . 

VALUE IABELS /LOCATION 
l ' S M I WYCKDFF I2TXJE' 
2 ' S H I HARE ROCK' 
3 ' S R I JOHNSONS LEE NORTH' 
4 ' S R I JCHNSONS LEE SOUTH' 
5 ' S R I RDDES REEF' 
6 ' S C I CULL ISLAND SCXTTH' 
7 ' S C I FRYS HARBOR' 
8 ' S C I PELICAN BAY' 
9 ' S C I SCORPICN ANCHORAGE' 

10 'S C I YEII/JW BANKS' 
11 'A N I ATJMLRALS REEF' 
12 'A N I CATHEDRAL COVE' 
13 'A N I LANDING COVE' 
14 ' S B I SOUTHEAST SEALION' 
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15 'S B I ARCH POINT' 
16 'S B I CAT CANYON'. 

SET ITSTTNG = 'rePETOT.r«L'/LE*GTH^6/TODTtt=79. 
SET LISTING = 'SPSS.LIS'. 
SET USTTNG = 'reFERra.RSL'/IJ3KTH^6/mDIH-79/ejec*^xi. 

MEANS TABLES = COUNT BY SPECIES BY IDCATTON BY DATE. 
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{ system name : FISHGROP.PRO 

Date : 14 OCTOBER 1987 

Author : David Forcucci 

Discussion : This program uses the translated fish data base file and 
groups the juvenile and adult fish counts for each species 
into one group. It computes the group from the species 
codes and aggregates the cases for juvenile and adult 
counts into one group "all". } 

COMPUTE GPDUP = 1. 
IF (SPECIES >=14003 AND SPECIES <= 14004 GROUP • 2. 
IF (SPECIES >=14005 AND SPFJCTES <= 14006 GROUP = 3. 
IF (SPECIES >=14007 AND SPFCIES <= 14008 GROUP = 4. 
IF (SPFCIES >=14009 AND SPECIES <= 14010 GROUP = 5. 
IF (SPECIES >=14011 AND SPFCIES <= 14012 GROUP = 6. 
IF (SPECIES >=14013 AND SPFCIES <= 14014 GROUP = 7. 
IF (SPECIES >=14015 AND SPECIES <= 14016 GROUP = 8. 
IF (SPECIES >=14017 AND SPECIES <= 14018 GROUP = 9. 
IF (SPECIES >=14019 AND SPECIES <= 14020 GROUP = 10. 
IF (SPECIES >=14021 AND SPFCIES <= 14022 GROUP = 11. 
IF (SPFCIES >=14023 AND SPECIES <= 14024 GROUP = 12. 

FORMATS GROUP (F2.0. 

SORT BY GROUP ICCATION DATE TRANSECT. 

AGGPFJGATE 0UTFILE= * 

/BREAK = GROUP ICCATION DATE TRANSECT 
/KOUNT = SUM (COUNT. 
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{ System name : FGPD7ATE.PP£> 

Date : 18 August 1987 

Author : David Forcucci 

Discussion : This program accesses the SPSS system file FISHYEAR.SF and 
generates a report of means by group by station by date.} 

GET FTIE = 'FISHYEAR.SF'. 

VALUE IAHFTS /lDCATTCN 
l ' S H I WYCKOFF IEDGE' 
2 ' S M I HARE ROCK' 
3 ' S R I JOHNSONS LEE NORTH' 
4 ' S R I JOHNSONS LEE SOUTH' 
5 ' S R I RODES REEF' 
6 ' S C I GULL ISIAND SOUTH' 
7 ' S C I FRYS HARBOR' 
8 ' S C I PELICAN BAY' 
9 ' S C I SCORPION ANCHORAGE' 

10 ' S C I YJfllOW BANKS' 
11 'A N I AIMRAIS REEF' 
12 'A N I CATHEDRAL COVE' 
13 'A N I LANDING COVE' 
14 ' S B I SOUTHEAST SEALTON' 
15 ' S B I ARCH POINT' 
16 ' S B I CAT CANYON'. 

VALUE LARFTS /GROUP 
1 'CHRCMTS ALL' 
2 'OXYJULTS ALL' 
3 ' S . MYSTTNUS ALL' 
4 ' S . SIJ^RANOIDES ALL' 
5 ' S . ATROVII«ENS ALL' 
6 'PARAIABRAX CL. ALL' 
7 'SI^ECOSSYPHUS ALL' 
8 ' E . JACKSON! ALL' 
9 ' E . LATERALIS ALL' 
10 'LAMALIC3HTHYS ALL' 
11 'HYPSYPOPS ALL' 
12 'GIRFLLA ALL' . 

SET LSTTNG = 'FGRI2^.ttLyU2XJm=56/Wnmt=79. 
SET ITSTTNG = ' S P S S . L I S ' . 
SET LISTING = ' r ^ D A T E . R S L ' / I J i l ^ ^ 

MEANS TAT3LES = KOUNT BY GROUP BY LDCATTON BY DATE. 
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{ System name : FGRYEAR.PRO 

Date : 18 August 1987 

Author : David Forcuoci 

Discussion : This program accesses the SFSS system file FISHYEAR.SF and 
generates a report of means by group by station by year.} 

GET FILE = 'FISHxEAR.SF'. 

VALUE LABELS /LDCATICN 
1 ' S H I WYCKOFF LEDGE' 
2 ' S H I HARE ROCK' 
3 ' S R I JOHNSONS LEE NORTH' 
4 ' S R I JOHNSONS LEE SCIQTH' 
5 ' S R I RODES REEF' 
6 ' S C I GULL ISLAND SCUTH' 
7 ' S C I FRYS HARBOR' 
8 ' S C I PELICAN BAY' 
9 ' S C I SCORPION ANCHORAGE' 

10 'S C I YFLLOW BANKS' 
11 'A N I ATJOTALS REEF' 
12 'A N I CATHEDRAL COVE' 
13 'A N I IANDING COVE' 
14 'S B I SOUTHEAST SEALION' 
15 'S B I ARCH POINT' 
16 ' S B I CAT CANYON'. 

VALUE IABELS /GROUP 
1 'CHROMIS ALL' 
2 'OXYJULIS ALL' 
3 ' S . MYSTTNUS ALL' 
4 ' S . SERRANOIDES ALL' 
5 ' S . ATFOVIRENS ALL' 
6 'PAPAIABRAX CL. ALL' 
7 'SEMTCC6SYFHUS ALL' 
8 ' E . JACKSONI ALL' 
9 ' E . IATEPALTS ALL' 
10 'LAMALICHTHYS ALL' 
11 'RYFSYFOPS ALL' 
12 'GIRELLA ALL'. 

SET IJSTTNG = 'FGRYEAR.FSL'/IENGTH^^ 
SET ITSTTNG = ' S P S S . L I S ' . 
SET IJSTING = 'FGRYEAR.RSL'/I2NGTH^56/^ 

CTJMFUTE YEAR = TRUNC (DATE/10000) . 
FORMATS YEAR (F2.0) . 
MEANS TABLES = KCUNT BY GROUP BY LOCATION BY YEAR. 
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{ System name : FREQJTJ35T.PRO 

Date : 20 OCTOBER 1987 

Author : David Forcuoci 

Discussion : This program c lea rs the f i l e sreport .pro and generates 
s i ze frequency histograms for a l l species a t the selected 
locat ion. } 

s e t l i s t i n g = ' s repor t .pro / / length^6/width=79. 
s e t l i s t i n g = ' spss . l i s ' / lengtxrf6/widrh=79. 
s e t l i s t i n g = 'sreport.pro'/length^6/wicltrF=79/eject=on. 

process i f (species= 5002). 
l i s t / cases = t o 1. 

process i f (species= 5002). 
frequencies var = size_mm 
/format = notable 
/ s t a t s = a l l 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 9002). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 9002). 
frequencies var = size_mm 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 9003). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 9003). 
frequencies var = size_mm 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 9004). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 9004). 
frequencies var = size_mm 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 9005). 
list /cases = to 1. 
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process if (species= 9005). 
frequencies var • sizejim 
/format • notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 9006). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 9006). 
frequencies var = sizejim 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 9007). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 9007). 
frequencies var = sizejim 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = ircrement (4). 

process if (species= 9008). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 9008). 
frequencies var = sizejim 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 9009). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 9009). 
frequencies var = sizejim 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 9010). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 9010). 
frequencies var = sizejim 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist = percent = increment (4). 
process if (species= 11001). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 11001). 
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frequencies var = sizejnm 
/format • notable 
/stats = all 
/hist • percent = iricrement (4). 

process if (species= 11002). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 11002). 
frequencies var = sizejnm 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/hist • percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 11003). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 11003). 
frequencies var = sizejnm 
/format = notable 
/stats • all 
/ h i s t = percent = iricrement (4). 

process i f (species= 11004). 
l i s t /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 11004). 
frequencies var = sizejnm 
/format = notable 
/ s t a t s = a l l 
/hist • percent = iricrement (4). 

process if (species= 11005). 
list /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 11005). 
frequencies var = size_mm 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/ h i s t = percent = iricrement (4). 

process if (species= 11006). 
l i s t /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 11006). 
frequencies var = sizejnm 
/format = notable 
/ s t a t s = a l l 
/ h i s t = percent = increment (4). 

process if (species= 11007). 
l i s t /cases = to 1. 

process if (species= 11007). 
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frequencies var = sizejnn 
/format = notable 
/stats = all 
/ h i s t = percent • increment (4). 
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INTRODUCTION 

This handbook outlines monitoring techniques for 
the seven species of native amphibians, reptiles, and 
terrestrial mammals on Anacapa, Santa Barbara, 
and San Miguel islands. 

The Pacific slender salamander (Batrachoseps 
pacificus pacificus), southern alligator lizard (Gerr-
honotus multicarinatus), western fence lizard 
(Sceloporus occidentalis becki), side-blotched 
lizard (Uta stansburiana), and island night lizard 
(Xantusia riversiana) are monitored on all the islands 
where they occur. 

Species Al SBI SMI 

Pacific Slender Salamander X - X 
(Batrachoseps pacificus) 

Western Fence Lizard - - X1 

(Sceloporus occidentalis) 

Side-blotched Lizard X1 

(Uta stansburiana) 

Southern Alligator Lizard X - X 
(Gerrhonotus multicarinatus) 

Island Night Lizard - X 
(Xantusia riversiana) 

Deer Mouse X X X 
(Peromyscus maniculatus) 

Island Fox - - X 
(Urocyon littoralis) 

'Western fence lizards and side-blotched lizards are not 
readily captured by the established monitoring methods 
and the amount of data collected will probably not allow 
for detailed analysis. 

Table 1. Native Terrestrial Vertebrates on 
Anacapa, Santa Barbara and 
San Miguel Islands. 

The island night lizard is of particular interest be
cause it is federally-listed as a threatened species 
and is fully protected by the state. The island night 

lizard and the subspecies of the Pacific slender 
salamander and western fence lizard are endemic to 
the Channel Islands. 

The amphibian and reptile monitoring program 
provides two measures of population status, an un-
calibrated index of population size and a weight-
length regression. The population index allows the 
park to track changes in population size and thus 
detect both long-term trends and sudden, short-
term changes. The weight-length regression 
provides a measure of the general health of the 
population. While not a primary goal of the monitor
ing, it is also possible to document significant chan
ges in distribution for any of the species. 

Deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus anacapae, P. 
m. elusus, and P. m. streatori) and island foxes 
(Urocyon littoralis littoralis) are sufficiently important 
in the Channel Islands ecosystems that they warrant 
close attention as part of the monitoring program. 
The deer mice are dominant components of island 
communities. As abundant generalist grani-
vores/predators, they undoubtedly have significant 
influence on the plants and terrestrial invertebrates 
on the islands. As prey species, they largely deter
mine the numbers of some of the resident hawks 
and owls. Similarly, the island foxes are relatively 
abundant generalist predators which probably affect 
a variety of other species on San Miguel Island. 
They are of particular interest to the park both be
cause they are an endemic species to the Channel 
Islands and because they are listed by the state as a 
threatened species. Also, both the foxes and deer 
mice have differentiated to the subspecific level on 
each island where they are found. For these 
reasons, the most accurate means of monitoring 
deer mice and island foxes has been implemented. 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Amphibians and reptiles are monitored by using ar
tificial cover (12 in. x 12 in. x 2 in. boards) that has 
been placed on all three islands. As part of the 
design portion of the study, 3/8 in. plywood and 
both 2 in. and 4 in. thick boards were tested for use 
as cover. The plywood worked fairly well, especially 
in the cooler parts of year. Two inch thick wood, 
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however, proved to be much superior in its ability to 
retain moisture and to provide a more stable 
temperature environment, especially during the 
spring and summer. The four inch wood was also 
superior to plywood, but was no better than 2 inch 
wood. Hence, all the plywood has been replaced 
with 2 inch pieces of fir and it is recommended that 
2 inch wood be used for all monitoring. 

Pitfall traps consisting of gallon plastic jars sunk 
level with the ground and covered with plywood lids, 
were also tested for use in the monitoring program. 
Pitfall traps worked well for capturing lizards, but 
they required much more time to maintain and 
operate than did the boards. Also, salamanders 
which fell into pitfall traps often died. 

Side-blotched lizards and western fence lizards will 
probably not be caught in sufficient numbers to 
allow for detailed data analysis. This low capture 
rate is due to the combination of their restricted dis
tribution, relatively low population size and low sus
ceptibility to the sampling techniques. While these 
two species can be caught fairly readily using pitfall 
traps, the benefits do not outweigh the amount of 
time required to maintain and operate traps nor the 
amount of salamander mortality that would occur. 
Though it is not anticipated that data on relative 
abundance will be obtained for these two lizards, it 
should be possible to document changes in their 
distribution if they occur. 

The monitoring program for mice and foxes involves 
the use of trap grids. Previous researchers have 
traditionally used transects (or trap lines) for captur
ing mice and foxes. Transects can provide a relative 
index of population size, but since the area trapped 
is not reliably known, the technique does not allow a 
reliable estimation of population size (White et al. 
1982). Other techniques for monitoring foxes (e.g. 
scat counts, hair snares, scent stations, dropping 
boards, runway counts) are useful mostly for deter
mining the presence of species in an area. These 
techniques are appropriate for baseline surveys 
where the occurrence or distribution of a particular 
species may not be known, but the techniques 
provide limited information on trends in population 
size. Hence grid trapping is the only appropriate 
procedure for monitoring these species on the 
Channel Islands. The spacing between traps has 
been selected based on 1) past research which has 
provided a standard for comparison (e.g. 0.2 mi 
spacing for fox traps) and 2) considerations of home 

range movements. In general, the spacing should 
be such that at least four traps are located in an area 
the size of the expected home range of the animal 
being studied (White et al. 1982). 

Deer mice are trapped for three consecutive nights 
using 10 x 10 grids of 100 Sherman live traps. 
Twelve such grids have been established on the 
three islands and an additional grid will be estab
lished on East Anacapa Island. Island foxes are 
trapped for eight consecutive nights using 25 live 
traps arranged in a 5 x 5 grid. Five such grids have 
been established on San Miguel Island. Trapping 
data are used to calculate population size and data 
on weight, age, sex, and reproductive condition are 
used to evaluate the general health of the popula
tion. 

The locations of board transects and trapping grids 
were selected to represent the range of both 
habitats and geographic diversity on each island. 
For an example, amphibians and reptiles are not 
sampled in the stabilized dune on San Miguel Island 
because no amphibians or reptiles were captured 
there during the design phase of the research. 

MONITORING PROTOCOL 

AMPHIBIANS and REPTILES 

Methods 

Table 1 shows the species present on each island. 
Of these, the side-blotched lizard on Anacapa and 
the western fence lizard on San Miguel Island are 
only marginally susceptible to capture by the 
methods described here. Data should be collected 
on these species as far as possible, but the monitor
ing program will only yield extensive data on Pacific 
slender salamanders, alligator lizards, and island 
night lizards. Table 2 on the following page sum
marizes the schedule of counts for each transect. 
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Transect 

East Anacapa Island 
Inspiration Point 
Lighthouse Point 

Middle Anacapa Island 
Grassland 
Sagebrush 

West Anacapa Island 
West Anacapa Island 

Santa Barbara Island 
Cave-Middle 
Middle Canyon 
Middle-Graveyard 
Terrace Grassland 
Webster Point 

San Miguel Island 
Air Strip 
Green Mountain 
Nidever 
San Miguel Hill 
Willow Canyon 

Habitat 

Coreops/s/lce Plant 
Grassland 

Grassland 
Sagebrush 

Grassland 

Boxthorn 
Prickly Pear 
Boxthorn 
Grassland 
Suaeda 

Haplopappus 
Grass 
Lupine 
Rock 
Grassland 

Table 2. Amphibian and Reptile Monitoring Schedule. 

Month 

Dec, Jan, Apr 
Dec, Jan, Apr 

Dec, Jan, Apr 
Dec, Jan, Apr 

Dec, Jan, Apr 

Apr, May, June 
Apr, May, June 
Apr, May, June 
Apr, May, June 
Apr, May, June 

Dec, Jan, Apr 
Dec, Jan, Apr 
Dec, Jan, Apr 
Dec, Jan, Apr 
Dec, Jan, Apr 

Frequency 

Yearly 
Yearly 

Yearly 
Yearly 

Yearly 

Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 

Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 

Figures 1- 6 in Appendix B show the location of 
each of the above transects. These transects 
generally consist of 60 boards arranged in two rows 
of 30. The rows are approximately 5 m apart and 
the spacing between boards in each row is ap
proximately 5 m. The end board in each row is 
marked with a metal tag with the board number (e.g. 
1, 30, 31 or 60). The other boards are not num
bered. The boards are 12 in. x 12 in. x 2 in. pieces 
of pine or fir. Deviations from the standard arrange
ment of boards are discussed for specific transects 
in Appendix B. 

in spite of the name, island night lizard, these lizards 
are decidedly diurnal and hence most likely to be 
cool and inactive early in the day. 

If an animal escapes, the body length (not including 
the tail) should be estimated to the nearest cen
timeter. Estimated lengths are recorded in the com
ment field, not in the usual space for length since 
estimated lengths cannot be used in any statistical 
calculations. On the other hand, it is important to 
record all salamanders and lizards found since they 
will be used in the population index calculations. 

Transects are checked by quickly lifting each board 
and capturing the amphibians and reptiles under
neath. For transects checked in the winter months, 
it should be relatively easy to capture both the 
lizards and salamanders. Transects which are 
checked in the warmer spring months will prove 
more difficult since the lizards are more likely to be 
warm and active. It is best to check transects in the 
early morning before the lizards warm up. Note that 

Record the board number, species, body length, 
weight, and comments on the data forms shown in 
Appendix D-1. Body length is measured from the tip 
of the snout to the opening of the vent. This is best 
viewed from the side as the lizard or salamander is 
held against a wooden or metal ruler with a "stop" at 
one end. The procedure is to hold the tip of the 
snout against the stop and gently align the body 
along the ruler. Try to get the animal's head, neck, 
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and body in a straight line without causing it to 
'tense up." You should aim to have the animal 
straight and relaxed. There is a bit of flexibility in the 
vertebral column so it is important that you do not 
straighten the animal by pulling hard on its body 
since this stretches the animal and, while this does 
not cause any harm, leads to an inaccurate 
measurement. 

Equipment Needed 

Pen with waterproof ink and clipboard 
Plastic sandwich bag for weighing 
Wooden or metal 30 cm ruler 
10 and 50 gram Pesola scale 
Water to moisten salamanders 
Data forms 

Salamanders and lizards are put in plastic sandwich 
bags for weighing. After the animal is in the bag, 
fold the bag over two or three times. This reduces 
the space in which the animal can move and also 
decreases the surface for the wind to blow against. 
The bag is then clipped to a spring scale and 
weighed. On windy days it is helpful to use a plastic 
one-gallon jar. The bag can be suspended in the jar 
which will greatly reduce the effect of the wind. 
Make sure that the bag does not touch the sides of 
the jar. 

Salamanders will dry out rapidly during handing, 
especially if they struggle during measurement. 
Carry a bit of water along to moisten animals during 
or after handling. When an animal seems to be 
drying out, hold the salamander in your hand and 
pour 5-10 ml of water over it. Cupping your hand 
will hold the water for a minute or so and give the 
salamander a better chance to absorb water. 

After checking under a board, it must be carefully 
replaced. The board should lie directly on the 
ground and not be held up by vegetation or small 
rocks. Once the board is in place, release 
salamanders and lizards at the edge of the board. 
This procedure is particularly important for 
salamanders that must have both the protection and 
moisture available under the boards. 

Upon completion of a trapping session, the Daily 
Trapping Summary form (Appendix D-4) is used to 
record the transects checked and the number of 
amphibians and reptiles captured each day. 

Optional: 
Walking stick or pole for locating boards 
One-gallon plastic jar -

used on windy days to help weigh animals 
Vials with 70% alcohol for parasites 
Compass 

Special Considerations 

The island night lizard is a federally-listed species. If 
the park intends to capture this lizard as part of the 
monitoring program, it will be necessary either to: 

• petition the Office of Endangered Species, Fish 
and Wildlife Service to request a permit or 

• develop a cooperative agreement with the 
California Department of Fish and Game to 
work under their umbrella agreement with the 
Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Experience has shown that the first alternative re
quires more administrative procedures, but is 
generally more satisfactory. 

When capturing lizards, especially night lizards, it is 
important to avoid grabbing the tail. With the excep
tion of the southern alligator lizard, all of the lizards 
lose their tails quite readily. Loss of a tail may have 
a significant effect on survivorship, reproduction, 
and dominance interactions with conspecifics. 

Salamanders can be censused only when the 
ground under the cover boards is sufficiently moist. 
While it is not possible to give exact guidelines, it 
would be best if one or two winter storms occur just 
prior to checking the boards. If there has been little 
or no rain and the ground is essentially dry, the sur
veys will not adequately sample salamanders. Data 
collected when conditions are not suitable for 
salamanders should not be used in analyzing trends 
in salamander population levels. 
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Since vegetation can grow over boards and obscure 
them, it is useful to carry a walking stick or pole to 
tap the ground in the vicinity of any board that is not 
obvious. This technique is much more efficient than 
searching through the vegetation by hand. 

Boards occasionally crack and break apart with age 
and it is strongly recommended that such boards be 
replaced immediately. A broken board does not 
provide nearly as good shelter and hence the data 
are not comparable. Therefore, two to three extra 
boards should be carried when checking transects. 
Also, in some areas such as the grasslands on San 
Miguel Island, the ground cracks and forms a 
depression under boards after a few years. When 
this happens, the boards should be moved a foot or 
two so that the ground underneath is more uniform. 

Abbreviations for the amphibians and reptiles are: 

BP = Batrachoseps pacificus 
GM = Gerrhonotus multicarinatus 
SO = Sceloporus occidentalis 
US = Uta stansburiana 
XR = Xantusia riversiana 

The HERP.PRG program will not allow a combina
tion of island and species that is not correct. 

After entering all of the data, it is essential to print 
and proofread these data prior to analysis. The 
HERP.DBF file can be edited using the dBase edit or 
browse commands. 

Species identification should not be a problem most 
of the time. On Anacapa and San Miguel Islands, 
young alligator lizards may be confused with the 
other lizards by an inexperienced observer. Alligator 
lizards have a distinctive fold of skin along the side 
of their body which separates the dorsal and ventral 
scales. This fold is not present in other lizards on 
the islands. Also, alligator lizards have large scales 
on both the dorsal and ventral sides unlike the other 
lizards on the islands. For additional identification 
information see Stebbins (1985). 

Data Input 

Data for each transect are entered into a computer 
data base using the HERP.PRG program that runs 
from within dBase III and uses the HERP.DBF file to 
store data. Begin the program at the dot prompt by 
typing: 

DO HERP 

The program prompts the user for information in the 
same order as on the data form. Estimated lengths 
should be noted in the comment field, but not be 
used in the weight- length regression. 

Island abbreviations are as follows: 

Data Analysis 

Population Index 

A population index is calculated for each species for 
each transect. At the end of the field season, calcu
late the index by combining the data for the three 
sampling periods and calculating the capture rate 
(animals/board) for each species along the transect. 

In order to visualize trends, graph the data as cap
ture rate (showing one standard error) versus year 
for each species. Plot each transect for each 
species separately. Graph and analyze the data for 
alligator lizards and slender salamanders separately 
for islands where they occur. This analysis will pro
vide information on annual changes in abundance. 

Short-term changes in population indices can be ex
amined by comparing the current with the previous 
year's population index using a Chi-square contin
gency analysis. For example, arrange the island 
night lizard data in a 2 x 5 table reflecting the two 
years to be tested and the five transects present on 
the island. 

Al = Anacapa Island 
SB = Santa Barbara Island 
SM = San Miguel Island 

Long-term trends are analyzed using autoregressive 
time series analysis (Edwards and Coull 1987). This 
technique is appropriate for detecting trends in 
autocorrelated time series data such as will be col
lected as part of the monitoring program. 
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Weight-Length Regression 

The relative mass of an animal can provide an in
dication of its health, e.g. healthier animals are likely 
to weigh more. Since weight has a curvilinear 
relationship with body length, it is necessary to cal
culate a regression as weight versus length3. Dif
ferences in slope can then be evaluated statistically 
(Zar 1974). The current year should be compared 
with the slope for the previous year. Significant dif
ferences in slope would indicate a change in the 
overall health of the population. 

Interpretation of Data 

Several patterns should be looked for in the data. 
The first is year to year fluctuation in the indices of 
abundance. Normal year-to-year changes may be 
relatively great for some species. It is anticipated 
that data will need to be collected for at least five 
years before the magnitude of these natural fluctua
tions can be documented. Until then, the sig
nificance of observed changes will not be certain. 
Data for Pacific slender salamanders may prove dif
ficult to interpret since their activity will be strongly 
moderated by rainfall. Hence changes in population 
indices must be interpreted in light of recent weather 
patterns. As noted earlier, data collected when con
ditions are not suitable for salamanders should not 
be used in analyzing trends in salamander popula
tion levels. 

The monitoring program will also detect changes in 
distribution. Distributional changes would be ex
pected on islands where there are shifts in the 
vegetation. Significant changes in the vegetation on 
Santa Barbara Island have been noted since the 
removal of rabbits in 1981. If these changes con
tinue, there should be concomitant shifts in the dis
tribution of night lizards. Fires could also initiate a 
similar process. Hence the transect data will 
provide a baseline for documenting changes in both 
the abundance and distribution of amphibians and 
reptiles on all three islands. 
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DEER MICE 

Methods 

Monitoring of deer mice employs mark-recapture 
grids. There are currently two grids on Anacapa, 
three on Santa Barbara and seven on San Miguel. 
The park will establish an additional mouse grid on 
East Anacapa Island to document the natural rees-
tablishment of deer mice as rats are removed. 
Figures 1- 6 in Appendix B show the location of 
each of these 13 grids. 

The mouse grids consist of 10 rows of 10 traps 
spaced 7 m apart. Hence the entire grid measures 
63 m on each side. Each trap site is marked with a 
wooden stake with the site number written on it. 
The corner stakes also have metal tags with the 
number in case the original numbers fade. Trap 
sites are recorded as a two number sequence repre
senting row and column. Hence the first row of the 
grid is marked as 1,1 through 1,10 and the last row 
is 10,1 through 10,10. This numbering system has 
been used to facilitate data analysis by the CAP
TURE program which calculates population size. 

Traps should be set in the late afternoon. In the 
more open habitats, it is easiest to make two passes 
through the grid, first to drop a trap at each station 
and second to bait the traps. Each trap must be 
placed as close as possible to the grid stake and 
situated firmly on the ground. The trap can be 
oriented in any direction, but it must open into a 
relatively clear area that a mouse could use as a 
runway. Be sure that the entrance is not blocked by 
dense grass or shrubs. The traps should not be 
oriented such that the wind might blow the bait or 
cause the trap to shut. 

Grid 

Anacapa Island 
East Anacapa Island1 

Anacapa Island 
West Anacapa Island 

Santa Barbara Island 
Terrace Grassland 
Terrace Coreopsis 
Webster Point 

San Miguel Island 
Air Strip 
Green Mountain 
Harris Point 
N id ever 
Point Bennett 
San Miguel Hill 
Willow Canyon 

Habitat 

Grassland 
Grassland 
Grassland 

Grassland 
Coreopsis 
Suaeda 

Haplopappus 
Grassland 
Stable Dune 
Lupine 
Stable Dune 
Rock 
Grassland 

Month 

August 
Mar & Aug 
Mar & Aug 

Mar & Aug 
Mar & Aug 
Mar & Aug 

Apr & Sept 
Apr & Sept 
Apr & Sept 
Apr & Sept 
Apr & Sept 
Apr & Sept 
Apr & Sept 

Frequency 

Even years 
Yearly 
Yearly 

Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 

Yearly 
Yearly 
Odd years 
Yearly 
Even years 
Even years 
Yearly 

Because of the success of the rat control program on East Anacapa Island, the park will establish a grid here and begin 

monitoring mice so that the natural reestablishment of deer mice can be documented. 

Table 3. Deer Mouse Monitoring Schedule. 
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Occasionally it may not be possible to locate a stake 
either because it is missing or because of dense 
vegetation. In such a case, pace off the distance 
from at least two of the adjacent stakes and place 
the trap in the appropriate position. A few extra 
stakes should be available to replace ones that are 
missing. 

Each trap must be checked every day to make sure 
the trigger is set correctly. This is done by setting 
the trap and then pushing in on the rear door until 
the treadle is depressed slightly. If the trigger is set 
properly, the trap door will snap closed. If the door 
will not stay open or if depressing the treadle does 
not set off the trap, the trigger must be adjusted by 
bending it slightly forward or backwards. Such ad
justments are usually very slight and can be ac
complished with only a light push on the trigger. 

Traps are baited with rolled oats. The "old fashion" 
variety is better than the "instant" since the latter 
tends to get wet and gummy with even a small 
amount of moisture. Each trap should be baited 
with about a teaspoon of oats. Use a bit more or 
less depending on how much bait is left in traps 
which catch mice. Most of the bait should be 
placed on the treadle in the back of the trap. Be 
careful not to get bait under the treadle such that the 
trap cannot be set off. A few oats scattered on the 
front door of the trap and at the entrance may be 
helpful in attracting mice. Do not, however, get too 
much bait outside the trap or the mice will eat their 
fill outside and not go in. 

Traps should be opened and baited in the late after
noon and left closed during the day, otherwise mice 
might enter the trap during the day and die from 
overheating. On the last day, any remaining oats 
should be shaken out of the trap and traps with sig
nificant fecal material or wet oats should be set 
aside for cleaning. 

When checking the traps in the morning, be exceed
ingly careful not to let any mice escape. Mice that 
escape without being marked or having their tag 
read can significantly bias the data analysis. The ini
tial handling of mice is partly a matter of personal 
preference, but the method outlined below works 
well. It helps to wear a cotton glove on the left hand 
(vice versa for left-handed people) to reduce the 
chance of getting bitten. With small Sherman traps, 
it is best to place the mouth of the trap over a plastic 
jar or bag, open the door with one finger and shake 
the mouse out. The mouse can then be caught with 

the gloved hand. With large Sherman traps, the 
gloved hand is used to cover the opening of the trap 
as you reach in with the other hand to grab the 
mouse by the tail. As soon as you have the mouse 
out, grab it at the base of the tail with the gloved 
hand and hold the mouse so it is sitting in the palm 
of your hand. 

Always read and record the tag number immediate
ly. If the mouse is not tagged, proceed with the tag
ging first. Place a tag in the pliers and insert the tag 
in the cartilaginous portion of the ear just behind the 
external ear opening. Avoid applying the tag out 
toward the edge of the pinna where it is more likely 
to tear out. Once the tag is in place, confirm the tag 
number and write it down. Use the forms shown in 
Appendix D-2 to record data. 

Finish processing the mouse by noting weight, sex, 
age, and (for females) whether or not the nipples are 
enlarged. 

A shorthand method of recording mouse data has 
proven to be quick, accurate and efficient. First the 
trap, then tag numbers are recorded. This is fol
lowed by the age of the mouse noted as J, S, or A 
which stands for juvenile, subadult, or adult. The 
sex is noted with either a lower case f or m (female 
or male). Brief notes can be indicated with a circled 
footnote number which is explained at the bottom of 
the page. For example, 1 = nipples enlarged; 
2 = ear torn, probably lost tag. 

The Daily Summary form (Appendix D-4) is used to 
record the grid being trapped, the number of trap 
nights and the number of mice captured each day. 

Age 

Most of the mice will be adult or subadult. Juvenile 
mice will be conspicuous because of their very small 
size (less than 12 g) and their uniform, dove-gray 
pelage which has no black hairs peppered with the 
gray. The underparts of a juvenile are also gray, in 
contrast to older mice which have dull white under
sides. 

Subadults have dull gray upperparts peppered with 
black hairs. There are no brown or reddish-brown 
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hairs mixed in with the gray. The underparts are 
white. 

Adults are characterized by brown or reddish-brown 
hairs mixed in with the gray upperparts. The under
parts are white. 

Mice are frequently caught when molting from sub-
adult to adult pelage. The subadult to adult molt 
can occur in mice as small as 14-16 g. In these 
mice, there will be: 

1. two conspicuous patches of reddish-brown 
fur on the flanks, 

2. a saddle of adult fur across the back, or 
3. extensive adult pelage except for the head. 

Record these mice as subadult and note that they 
are molting. 

Sex 

Even very young mice can be sexed relatively easily. 
The penis of the male is larger and placed farther 
forward than the clitoris of the female. This is the 
most conspicuous difference between sexes. Alter
natively, check for the vaginal opening located im
mediately posterior to the clitoris or the presence of 
an obvious scrotum. 

Weight 

Mice are weighed by clipping the scale to the base 
of the tail. On windy days, it helps to carry a plastic 
one-gallon jar. The mouse can be suspended in the 
jar to get a more accurate weight. Make sure that 
the mouse does not touch the sides of the jar. 

Reproductive Condition 

Check to see if the nipples of subadult or adult 
females are enlarged. Mice that have not had young 
have nipples which are barely noticeable bumps. 
Lactating females have nipples which are large and 
somewhat puffy. When lactation is completed, the 
nipples are somewhat constricted and dry, but 
noticeably larger than non-breeding females. 

Equipment Needed 

Pen with waterproof ink and clipboard 
Sherman live traps 
Rolled oats ("old fashion" variety) 
Data form 
Ear tags (#1) 
Ear tag pliers (1#) 
50 gram Pesola scale 
Grease pen to mark traps moved to shade 

Optional: 
Cotton gloves 
One-gallon plastic jar -

used on windy days to help weigh mice 
Vials with 70% alcohol for parasites 
Compass 

Lab Equipment: 
Spare trap doors 

Special Considerations 

Both the small and large Sherman traps have been 
used to trap mice. There have been no problems 
with either size trap on Anacapa and San Miguel Is
lands, but on Santa Barbara Island, island night 
lizards are sometimes caught in Sherman traps. The 
small Sherman traps often damage the tail of island 
night lizards and hence it is essential that only large 
Sherman traps be used on Santa Barbara Island. 

Sherman traps provide only moderate shelter from 
rain. Hence it is important to check traps early in 
the day and to consider the possibility of rain when 
setting traps. Trapping should not be conducted 
when more than a light rain is expected. If it does 
rain, check traps earlier in the day. Once a mouse 
gets wet, its fur loses most of its insulation value and 
the mouse is likely to die from exposure. If mice do 
get wet, it is appropriate to release all of the mice on 
the grid immediately rather than continuing with the 
normal processing. This is especially true for the 
first two days of trapping when the loss of animals is 
likely to invalidate the population estimate. 

On warm, clear days traps can easily overheat and 
act like small ovens in the sun. It is important to 
begin checking traps at sunrise - as soon as there is 
enough light to work. When trapping success is 
high, even an early start is not enough. As traps 
warm to the touch, you should stop processing 
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mice and go through the rest of the grid to locate 
traps with mice. The grid coordinates should be 
written on the trap with a grease pencil and the trap 
moved to nearby shade. If no other shade is avail
able, stand the trap on end and lean it on the shady 
side of the stake. Once all the traps are protected, 
you can finish processing mice. Remember to 
release each mouse at its original stake. Failure to 
take these kinds of precautions is not only in
humane, it is likely to invalidate the population es
timates for that trapping session. 

Mice tend to gnaw on the Sherman trap doors. After 
several trapping sessions, some doors have suffi
ciently large holes that mice can escape. Such 
traps should be replaced or repaired. It is also a 
good idea to carry a couple of spare traps during 
each trapping session to substitute for damaged 
traps. 

Data Input 

Data for each grid are entered into a computer data 
base using the MOUSE.PRG program which runs 
from within dBase III and uses the MOUSE.DBF for 
the file structure. Make sure that both the Mouse 
programs are in the default subdirectory. After start
ing dBase, begin the program by typing: 

DO MOUSE 

The appropriate abbreviations for the mouse grids 
are as follows: 

Anacapa Island 
EA = East Anacapa 
MA = Middle Anacapa 
WA = West Anacapa 

Santa Barbara Island 
TO = Terrace Coreopsis 
TG = Terrace Grassland 
WP = Webster Point 

San Miguel Island 
AS = Air Strip 
GM = Green Mountain 
Nl = Nidever 
HP = Harris Point 
PB = Point Bennett 
SM = San Miguel Hill 
WC = Willow Canyon 

Combinations of islands and grids that are not ap
propriate are not allowed by the MOUSE.PRG 
program. 

After entering ail of the data, it is essential to print 
and proofread these data prior to analysis. The data 
file can be edited using the dBase edit or browse 
commands. 

The program prompts the user for the name of the 
dBase data file to use. It is easiest to store and 
analyze data if they are stored in a separate file for 
each trapping session for each grid. Hence, if you 
are entering August, 1989 data for the Webster Point 
grid, you might name the file WPAUG89.DBF. If the 
file does not already exist, a new file is created 
based on the structure of the MOUSE.DBF file 
(which needs to be present in the same subdirec
tory). If the file already exists, it is opened and you 
can add more data. Once the file has been loaded, 
the program prompts the user for information as dis
played on the data form. Follow the menus to enter 
all of the data. 

The abbreviations for the islands are as follows: 

Al = Anacapa Island 
SB = Santa Barbara Island 
SM = San Miguel Island 

Data Analysis 

Population Size 

Population size is calculated using the CAP-
TURE.EXE program. There are two steps to running 
the CAPTURE program. 

1. Convert the dBase file to the proper format for 
analysis. 

2. Run the CAPTURE program. 

Two programs have been written to automate these 
steps. The input file for CAPTURE is created using 
the dBase program MOUSE_C.PRG. To run it, start 
dBase and type: 

DO MOUSE C 
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The MOUSEC.PRG program asks for the name of 
the data file and then proceeds with the data conver
sion. Messages on the screen keep you posted as 
to the status of the conversion. The file created by 
MOUSEC has the same name as the original file, 
but the extension is SDF. Thus if the data file is 
WPAUG89.DBF, the temporary file would be 
WP_AUG89.SDF. 

The second step is carried out at the DOS prompt. 
A batch file CALC.BAT has been provided to run 
CAPTURE. The data file must have the extension 
SDF and the output file will have the same name as 
the input file and an OUT extension. To run CALC, 
make sure that the data file and the CAPTURE 
program are in the same subdirectory of a hard disk 
and then type CALC and the filename with no exten
sion. Hence if the data file is WPAUG89.SDF, you 
would enter: 

CALC WP_AUG89 

After about a minute, the screen should return the 
message "Capture Successful Execution" and a note 
about the output file. The output file in this example 
would be called WPAUG89.0UT. This file must be 
printed on a wide-carriage (132 character) printer. A 
complete discussion on reading the output file and 
statistical interpretation is provided in Appendix I. 

1. Age data are tabulated as both the total number 
and the percent of each of the three age classes. 
The percentage of each age class may then be 
plotted for each trapping session. 

2. Sex data are tabulated as the number of males, 
number of females and the male:female ratio for 
each trapping session. These data are then plotted 
as proportion of males versus time. 

3. Reproductive condition is tabulated as both the 
number and percent of females lactating. Data are 
then plotted as percent lactating versus time. 

4. Calculate average weight for adult males, adult 
females, subadult males, and subadult females. Plot 
these data as average weight for each of the four 
groups (e.g. adult males) versus time. A separate 
graph is prepared for each grid. 

Statistical analysis of the above data would be useful 
if the population data indicate a significant trend. 
Otherwise, the importance of collecting these data is 
in establishing a baseline for future comparisons. 
Note that the statistical analysis of these data is 
complicated by the fact that the data are not inde
pendent. Many of the mice will be the same from 
one session to the next. 

Plot the data for each grid over time as a line graph. 
CAPTURE includes a standard error for the popula
tion estimate in its output file. This should be in
cluded on the graph. 

Short-term changes in population indices can be ex
amined by comparing the current with the previous 
year's population index using a t-test. Long-term 
trends are analyzed using autoregressive time series 
analysis (Edwards and Coull 1987). This technique 
is appropriate for detecting trends in autocorrelated 
time series data such as will be collected as part of 
the monitoring program. 

Age, Sex, 
Weight, and Reproductive Condition 

Data on sex, age, weight and reproductive condition 
can be useful in interpreting trends in population 
dynamics. These data do not need to be analyzed 
statistically, but they should be summarized and 
graphed for each trapping session as follows: 

Interpretation of Data 

Mouse trapping has been conducted on Santa Bar
bara Island for 7 years and additional data are avail
able spanning a 10-year period. One of the most 
significant findings is that there are large fluctuations 
in population levels that are related to annual rainfall, 
predation pressure, and season. Total captures 
have ranged from a low of 1 -2 mice/300 trap nights 
up to 150 mice/300 trap nights. Estimated densities 
have ranged from less than ten to over 450/ha. With 
such an extreme range in mouse density, both long 
term trends and abnormal conditions may be dif
ficult to detect. 

While there are many fewer data from San Miguel 
and Anacapa Islands, it is possible to make some 
predictions which might be useful in interpreting 
data from the first few years of monitoring. Popula
tion fluctuations on San Miguel should be rather 
modest, due to both the moderating influence of 
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island foxes and the more consistent amount of an
nual rain. Foxes are generalist predators, feeding 
on a wide variety of animals and plants including 
mice, lizards, crickets, and ice plant fruits and 
flowers. Since there are many alternative foods for 
foxes, they should be able to switch from mice to 
other prey as the mouse population declines. 

Deer mouse populations on Anacapa Island are like
ly to fluctuate in an intermediate range when com
pared with Santa Barbara and San Miguel islands. 
This is because both annual rainfall and perennial 
vegetation on Anacapa provide a more stable en
vironment. 

ISLAND FOX 

Methods 

The monitoring of island foxes employs five, mark-
recapture grids on San Miguel Island. Table 4 
shows the trapping schedule for each grid. The 
location of these grids is shown in Appendix B, 
Figures 4- 6. 

Fox grids consist of five rows of five traps spaced 
0.32 km (0.2 mi) apart. Hence each grid measures 
1.29 km (0.8 mi) on a side. Trapping stations are 
marked in the field with a one-meter-high piece of 
rebar. Each piece of rebar has a metal tag (marked 
with the trap site number) tied to the base of the 
stake. This is useful since transects for other re
search on the island have also been marked with 
rebar. Until one is familiar with the location of each 
trap site, it will be easiest to start at an obvious 
landmark and then locate the others from there. 
Specific suggestions are given for each transect in 
Appendix B. Use a high quality sighting compass to 
determine the direction of travel. It is handy to cany 
binoculars to look for the rebar stake once you have 
reached the expected location. Tying a short length 
of flagging tape on the top of the rebar is helpful 
when locating the site on successive days. 

Foxes are trapped using Tomahawk #205 collap
sible live traps that measure 26 x 9 x 9 in. Traps are 
left open for eight days and checked once a day. 
Each trap should be examined when it is put out to 
be sure it is operating properly. Adjustments to the 
treadle or associated bars are generally simple, but 
a sturdy pair of pliers may be needed. Once the 
traps have been adjusted they tend to remain func
tional for a long time, but they should be checked 
daily, especially after a fox has been caught. 

Since it will take more than one day to distribute all 
25 traps to the appropriate sites, do not open the 
traps until the last day when you can set all 25. The 
trap should be placed in the immediate vicinity of 
the stake and baited with fish-flavored, canned cat 
food. One 13 oz. can is sufficient for three to four 
traps. The bait is put on a 10 x 10 cm piece of 
brown paper cut from a standard grocery bag. The 
paper and bait are then placed in the far end of the 
trap. The bait tends to dry out, especially in warm 
weather so it helps to add a small amount of fresh 

Grid 

San Miguel Island 
Green Mountain 
Harris Point 
Point Bennett 
San Miguel Hill 
Willow Canyon 

Habitat 

Grassland 
Stable Dune 
Stable Dune 
Rock/Canyon 
Grassland 

Table 4. Island Fox Monitoring Schedule. 

Month 

April 
February 
February 
March 
Mar/Apr 

Frequency 

Yearly 
Odd years 
Even years 
Yearly 
Yearly 
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bait and mix it in on each successive day that the 
traps are open. Also, some traps may be robbed so 
it is important to carry replacement bait. 

it also reduces both your ability to get a grip on the 
animal and your feel for when the fox is likely to 
jump or struggle. 

Wrap each trap in a piece of burlap (approximately 
36 x 50 in.) so that only the door is exposed. If there 
is a strong wind, a rock may be placed on top of the 
trap to keep the burlap in place. Be sure the rock is 
not so heavy that the trap is distorted. If the trap 
opening is not square, the door may not be able to 
close completely and the fox will escape. The effect 
of wind on captured foxes can be reduced if the 
long dimension of the trap is placed perpendicular 
to the direction of the prevailing wind. Otherwise, 
the wind tends to blow through the trap door which 
is not covered with burlap. Since some foxes chew 
on the burlap, it is important to carry several re
placement pieces when traps are being checked. 

The first step in processing a fox is to weigh the trap 
(with the fox in it) using a Pesola spring scale. The 
burlap should remain around the trap if possible 
since this keeps the fox calmer. Pups can be taken 
out of the trap and wrapped up in a bandanna or 
placed in small bag to obtain a more exact weight, 
but it is best to get a preliminary weight while the 
animal is still in the trap. Once the fox has been 
processed and released, weigh the trap (with bur
lap) so you can determine the fox's weight by sub
traction. Data are recorded on the forms shown in 
Appendix D-3. 

If a fox is already collared, attempt to read the num
ber on the collar to determine whether it is neces
sary to handle the animal and to assure that the 
number is recorded in case of an escape. This is 
best done with a small dowel that can be used to 
poke into the trap and move the fox's fur away from 
the collar. It is generally not possible to read a num
ber without moving the fur. It is not possible to read 
numbers on the more active animals. 

To remove a fox from a trap, first stand the trap on 
end, preferably with the burlap still wrapped around 
it. Especially at first, it is helpful to carry a 3/8 in. 
dowel to use in cornering the fox. The dowel can be 
inserted through the side near the bottom of the trap 
(just above the fox) and used to gently press the 
fox's neck down and thus restrict its movement 
momentarily. The next step is simply to reach in 
and grab the fox right behind the head. You may or 
may not want to wear a glove for this step. A glove 
provides some protection if the fox tries to bite, but 

Once a fox has been removed from the trap, it is 
best to handle it without gloves. The most con
venient way to handle a fox is to sit cross-legged on 
the ground with the fox in your lap. Most foxes are 
fairly calm during processing. Excitable animals can 
be blindfolded with a bandanna loosely tied around 
the eyes and behind the head. It is important that 
loud, sudden noises be kept to a minimum since the 
fox is likely jump and may escape. Note that loud, 
low-flying military aircraft may appear unexpectedly. 

Unmarked animals should first be marked with either 
a collar or an ear tag. Pups less than eight months 
old (June through the following February) are 
tagged with #4 National ear tags. The tag is applied 
with pliers that are sold with the tags. The tag 
should be at the base of the ear and as far into the 
center as possible without folding the outer edge of 
the ear. Past researchers have used the convention 
of tagging females in the left ear and males in the 
right ear. This might facilitate the identification of 
pups seen at a later time. 

Apply Neosporin to the pierced part of the ear. If a 
fox with an ear tag is recaptured when it is large 
enough for a collar, a collar should be fitted. After 
the collar is put on, remove the ear tag with a pair of 
side-cutters. Do not remove the tag prior to apply
ing the collar. Be sure to make a clear notation on 
the data form that the fox number has been 
changed. Carefully examine the ear after removing 
a tag. Clean the ear with water and apply Neosporin 
as needed. 

Older pups and adult foxes are fitted with a num
bered collar made from a 12 mm wide cable tie.- The 
collars must be carefully prepared in advance. 
Stamp each collar with a consecutive number. The 
collar is then bent at least 90° at 2 cm intervals for 
the entire length so that it assumes a round shape 
when put on. Collars must be fairly tight, leaving 
just enough room barely to fit two fingers between 
the fox's neck and the collar. If the collar is too 
loose, the fox can pass a front foot through the col
lar and become permanently entangled. A piece of 
duct tape is wrapped around the collar adjacent to 
the holding mechanism to assure that the collar 
does not slip. Cut off the extra with a sturdy pair of 
side cutters. Then fill the holding mechanism with 
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Shoe Goo to hold the collar permanently. The glue 
dries to the touch in a few minutes and cures in 24 
hours. The duct tape will hold the collar in place 
until the glue dries. 

Once a fox is tagged, it should be aged by examin
ing the teeth. Aging foxes is more of an art than an 
exact science. It is best learned from someone with 
a lot of experience, but some guidelines are offered 
below. Open the fox's mouth with a small dowel or 
retractable pen. Pens work well because they are 
sturdy, cheap, and soft enough that the fox is not 
likely to damage its teeth or gums if it bites. Once 
the mouth is open, the pen can be held across the 
back of the mouth to prevent it from closing. Age is 
determined based on tooth wear and to a lesser ex
tent canine color. Appendix C summarizes the 
basic features to look for. Additional data on sex, 
parasites, injuries, and shedding should also be 
recorded. 

The Daily Summary form (Appendix D-4) is used to 
record the name of the grid being trapped, the num
ber of trap nights and the number of foxes captured. 

Equipment Needed 

Pen with waterproof ink and clipboard 
Data form 
Binoculars for locating grid stakes 
Tomahawk traps (#205) 
Burlap 
Canned cat food - fish flavored 
Can opener 
Fork or spoon 
10 x 10 cm squares of brown paper (grocery bag) 
Cable tie collars (with stamped numbers) 
Pliers 
Side cutters 
Shoe Goo (available at athletic shoe stores) 
Duct tape 
Bandanna 
Pen or dowel to open mouth 
Ear tags 
Ear tag pliers 
5 kg Pesola scale for adults in trap 
100 g Pesola scale for pups in bag 
Neosporin for ear tag injuries and fox bites 
Water to clean injuries 
Compass 

Optional: 
Leather gloves 
3/8 in. dowel 
Vials with 70% alcohol for parasites 
Plastic bag for weighing pups 

Lab equipment: 
1/4 in. steel die numbers to stamp fox collars 
Hammer 

Special Considerations 

Each grid should be trapped at the same time each 
year because population size varies seasonally. 
This variation can affect estimates of population 
size. For comparisons between years to be valid, 
the estimates must be at the same stage of the an
nual cycle. Trapping in the late winter and early 
spring avoids the summer pupping season and also 
the fall and early winter when males tend to wander 
more. Trapping should not be done in May or June 
since female foxes might either be in the late stages 
of pregnancy or nursing pups. 

Burlap is remarkably effective in absorbing rain and 
reducing the effects of wind, but trapping should not 
take place when inclement weather is expected. 
These conditions would include either extremely 
warm weather or more than a light rain. 

Rabies has not been reported from any of the Chan
nel Islands, but it could be present on an occasional 
basis due to transmission by bats or dogs. Preven
tative rabies vaccines consist of a series of shots in 
the arm given over a period of several weeks. It is 
strongly recommended that personnel involved in 
handling foxes should be vaccinated. The chance 
of contracting the disease is slight, but this must be 
balanced against the fact that, once rabies 
develops, it is almost invariably fatal. The current 
series of rabies shots is not particularly painful and 
hence no longer merits its bad reputation. 

Data Input 

Data for each grid are entered into a computer data 
base using the FOX.PRG program which runs from 
within dBase III and uses the FOX.DBF for the file 
structure. After starting dBase, begin the program 
by typing: 

DO FOX 
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The program prompts the user for information as 
displayed on the data form. It is easiest to store and 
analyze data if they are stored in a separate file for 
each trapping session for each grid. Hence, if you 
are entering February, 1989 data for the Harris Point 
grid, you might name the file HPFEB89.DBF. If the 
file does not exist, a new file is created based on the 
structure of the FOX. DBF file (which needs to be 
present in the same subdirectory). If the file already 
exists, it is opened and you can add more data. 
Once the file has been opened, the program 
prompts the user for information as displayed on the 
data form. 

The appropriate abbreviations for the fox grids are 
as follows: 

GM = Green Mountain 
HP = Harris Point 
PB = Point Bennett 
SM = San Miguel Hill 
WC = Willow Canyon 

Inappropriate grid abbreviations are not allowed by 
the FOX program. 

After entering all of the data, it is essential to print 
and proofread these data prior to analysis. Data can 
be edited using the dBase edit and browse com
mands. Also note that any fox numbers that have 
changed (because collars or tags were replaced) 
must be corrected in existing data bases. 

Data Analysis 

Population Size 

Population size is calculated using the CAP-
TURE.EXE program. There are two steps to running 
the CAPTURE program. 

1. Convert the dBase file to the proper 
format for analysis. 

2. Run the CAPTURE program. 

Two programs have been written to automate these 
steps. The input file for CAPTURE is created using 
the dBase program FOXC.PRG. To run it, start 
dBase and type: 

DO FOX_C 

The FOXC program asks for the name of the data 
file and then proceeds with the data conversion. 
Messages on the screen keep you posted as to the 
status of the conversion. The file created by the 
FOXC program has the same name as the original 
file, but the extension is SDF. Thus if the data file is 
HPFEB89.DBF, the temporary file would be 
HPFEB89.SDF. 

The second step is carried out at the DOS prompt. 
A batch file, CALC.BAT, has been provided to run 
CAPTURE. The data file must have the extension 
SDF and the output file will have the same name as 
the input file and an OUT extension. To run CALC, 
make sure that the data file and the CAPTURE 
program are in the same subdirectory of a hard disk 
and then type CALC and the filename with no exten
sion. Hence if the data file is HPFEB89.SDF, you 
would enter: 

CALC HP_FEB89 

After about a minute, the screen should return the 
message "Capture Successful Execution" and a note 
about the output file. The output file in this example 
would be called HPFEB89.0UT. This file must be 
printed on a wide-carriage (132 character) printer. A 
complete discussion on reading the output file and 
statistical interpretation is provided in Appendix I. 

The population size calculated by CAPTURE should 
be plotted on a graph. It would be best to use a line 
graph (population size versus time) with each line 
representing one grid. 

Short-term changes in population indices can be ex
amined by comparing the current with the previous 
year's population index using a t-test. Long-term 
trends are analyzed using autoregressive time series 
analysis (Edwards and Coull 1987). This technique 
is appropriate for detecting trends in autocorrelated 
time series data such as will be collected as part of 
the monitoring program. 

Weight, Sex, and Age 

Data on weight, sex, and age can be useful in inter
preting trends in population dynamics. These data 
do not need to be analyzed statistically, but they 
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should be summarized and graphed for each trap
ping session as follows: 

Weight data are tabulated as the average weights for 
both adult males and adult females. These data are 
plotted as average weight for each sex versus time. 
A separate graph is prepared for each grid. 

Sex data are tabulated as the number of males, 
number of females and the malerfemale ratio for 
each trapping session. These data are then plotted 
as proportion of males versus time. 

Age data are tabulated as both the total number and 
the percent of each age class. The percentage of 
each age class is then plotted for each grid versus 
time. 

Injuries are tabulated as the number and percent of 
individuals having eye, mouth, or body injuries. 
While these are fairly broad categories, the goal is to 
be able to detect any major change in injury rates. 
The tabulated data are then plotted as injury rate for 
each category versus time. 

population on San Miguel Island. As generalist 
predators with a very diverse diet, it is expected that 
the numbers of island foxes will be relatively stable. 
It will, however, require several years of data to 
determine the normal range of natural fluctuations. 
In the meantime, any marked change in population 
size or indicators of individual conditions (weight, 
parasites, or reproductive condition) warrants a 
careful examination of both the fox data and data 
from other parts of the monitoring program which 
might reasonably be expected to affect foxes (e.g. 
weather, invertebrate food, mouse population levels, 
and vegetation changes). 

As with other vertebrate populations, long-term 
changes in distribution and number may occur with 
significant shifts in the vegetation communities on 
the island. The monitoring program will allow the 
park to document such changes. 

Shedding data are tabulated as number and percent 
of individuals which are shedding. These data are 
plotted as percent of individuals shedding versus 
time. 

Statistical analysis of the above data would be useful 
primarily if the population data indicate a significant 
trend. Otherwise, the importance of collecting these 
data is in establishing a baseline for future com
parisons. Note that the statistical analysis of these 
data is complicated by the fact that the data are not 
independent. Many of the foxes will be the same 
from one session to the next. 

Interpretation of Data 

Fox trapping was conducted during the design 
studies from 1985-1987. The total captures ranged 
from a low of two foxes/100 trap nights to 26 
foxes/100 trap nights. 

The fox monitoring program will allow the park to 
document natural population fluctuations as well as 
to watch for unexpected changes in the island fox 
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APPENDIX A. Schedule of Species Monitoring by Island 

Island Species Month Frequency 

East Anacapa 

All Locations 
All Locations 

Amphib/Reptiles 
Deer Mice 

Dec, Jan, Apr 
August 

Yearly 
Even Years 

Middle Anacapa 

All Locations 
All Locations 

Amphib/Reptiles 
Deer Mice 

Dec, Jan, Apr 
Mar/Apr 

Yearly 
Yearly 

West Anacapa 

All Locations 
All Locations 

Amphib/Reptiles 
Deer Mice 

Dec, Jan, Apr 
Mar, Aug 

Yearly 
Yearly 

Santa Barbara 

All Locations 
All Locations 

San Miguel 

All Locations 
Air Strip 
Green Mountain 
Nidever 
Harris Point 
San Miguel Hill 
Point Bennett 
Green Mountain 
Harris Point 
Point Bennett 
San Miguel Hill 
Willow Canyon 

Amphib/Reptiles 
Deer Mice 

Amphib/Reptiles 
Deer Mice 
Deer Mice 
Deer Mice 
Deer Mice 
Deer Mice 
Deer Mice 
Foxes 
Foxes 
Foxes 
Foxes 
Foxes 

Monitoring Schedule A-1 

Apr, May, Jun 
Mar, Aug 

Yearly 
Yearly 

Dec, Jan, Apr 
Apr, Sep 
Apr, Sep 
Apr, Sep 
Apr, Sep 
Apr, Sep 
Apr, Sep 
Apr 
Feb 
Feb 
Mar 
Mar/Apr 

Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 
Yearly 
Odd Years 
Even Years 
Odd Years 
Yearly 
Odd Years 
Even Years 
Yearly 
Yearly 



APPENDIX B - 1 . Board Transects and Trapping Grid Locations 

ANACAPA ISLAND BOARD AND GRID LOCATIONS 

East Anacapa Island 

Amphibian and Reptile Board Transects 

Inspiration Point. This transect begins 8 m from na
ture trail marker #7 and is oriented 266° from this 
point (roughly west). The second row of boards lies 
to the north of the first row. 

Lighthouse. This transect runs at 72° (roughly east) 
from the flagpole near the ranger residence. The 
first board is 15 m from the flagpole. The second 
row of boards lies to the north of the first row. 

Middle Anacapa Island 

Amphibian and Reptile Board Transects 

Grassland. This transect runs along the trail from 
Sheep Camp on the main terrace with the first board 
just north of the Deer Mouse grid. While the spacing 
is approximately 5 m between boards, the transect 
is not straight. Note that the transect consists of 
only 30 boards. 

Sagebrush. This transect is located in an area of 
sagebrush on the bluff overlooking East Fish Camp. 
It is to the east of the Grassland transect. Note that 
the transect consists of only 30 boards. 

Mouse Grids 

Middle Anacapa Grid. The grid is near the center of 
Middle Anacapa, SE of the head of Sheep Camp. 
This is the canyon with a small grove of Eucalyptus 
where you will land on the island. The grid is 
oriented on a north-south axis with stake 1,1 in the 
NE corner and stake 1,10 in the NW corner. 

West Anacapa Island 

Amphibian and Reptile Board Transects 

West Anacapa. This transect runs to the east along 
the southern edge of the mouse grid. Board 1 is at 
mouse stake 1,3. The second row of boards lies to 
the south of the first. 

Mouse Grid 

West Anacapa Grid. The grid is located on the small 
terrace toward the west end of West Anacapa at the 
top of the rocky ridge leading up from Rat Rock. 
Stake 1,1 is in the NW corner of the grid and stake 
10,1 in the NE corner. The antenna for the seismic 
station is located along the western side of the grid, 
60 cm south of stake 1,4. The orientation of this grid 
is fairly obvious since the vegetation is low. 

B-1 Anacapa Island Monitoring Locations 



APPENDIX B - 1 Figure 1. Map of Monitoring Locations 
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APPENDIX B - 2. Board Transects and Trapping Grid Locations 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND BOARD AND GRID LOCATIONS 
Amphibian and Reptile Board Transects Mouse Grids 

Cave-Middle. Three parallel rows of 20 boards each 
are located on the terrace between Cave and Middle 
Canyons. The rows are spaced approximately 10 m 
apart and run toward the east. Spacing between 
boards is approximately 5 m. Board 1 is at the west 
end of the southern row, approximately 250 m east 
of the saddle trail, starting from the vicinity of the 
bridge. Board 60 is at the east end of the northern 
row. 

Terrace Coreopsis. This grid is located south of the 
grassland grid in the large Coreopsis stand north of 
the Badlands. The grid is SW of the head of 
Graveyard Canyon and west of the trail to the Bad
lands. From the "Y" in the saddle trail, walk south 
500 m toward the Badlands. Then go west from the 
trail about 30 m out into the grassland to the NE 
comer of the grid. Stake 1,1 is at the NE corner of 
the grid and stake 1,10 is at the NW comer. 

Middle Canyon. The transect consists of 40 boards 
in the upper part of Middle Canyon. It begins at the 
head of the canyon and extends toward the mouth. 
Board 1 is at a small stand of Artemisia californica 
on the south facing slope. The boards continue 
down the canyon along the base of the south-facing 
slope. Note that there is a parallel row of boards on 
the opposite slope. Those boards are part of the in
vertebrate monitoring program and should not be 
disturbed since rare snails aestivate under cover on 
the cooler north facing slopes. 

Middle-Graveyard. This transect is located between 
Middle and Graveyard Canyons. Board 1 is SW of 
the old trail that crosses lower Middle Canyon. 
From there, the transect continues toward 
Graveyard Canyon at 344°. The parallel transect lies 
to the west. 

Terrace Grassland. This transect is located in the 
grassland area between the upper saddle trail and 
the trail to the Badlands. The first board is reached 
from the "Y". Proceed 30 m to the south (toward the 
Badlands) and then about 80 m west into the 
grassland. The first board is at stake 10,5 along the 
south side of the mouse grid. The second row of 
board lies to the west of the 1-30 row. Spacing be
tween boards is 5 m. 

Webster Point. This transect is found by going to 
the north corner of the Webster Point deer mouse 
grid (station 10,10). Boards 10 and 11 are on either 
side of this stake. Boards 1 through 10 are located 
in a direction of 289° from station 10,10 and Boards 
11 through 30 are at 109°. The second, parallel row 
is to the north. 

Terrace Grassland. This grid is located WNW of the 
head of Graveyard Canyon, in the east terrace 
grassland. It is north of the large Coreopsis stand to 
the north of the Badlands. From the "Y" in the sad
dle trail, walk south 250 m toward the Badlands. 
Then go west from the trail about 50 m out into the 
grassland. Stake 1,1 is at the NE comer of the grid 
and stake 1,10 is at the NW corner. 

Webster Point. This grid is east of the Elephant Seal 
Cove trail where it runs along the top of the west-
facing cliffs on the west side of the island. After des
cending from the saddle onto the west terrace, 
proceed along the trail about 140 m beyond the 
north edge of the old cistern. At that point, turn to 
the east and proceed about 80 m toward North 
Peak. This will bring you to the south corner of the 
grid which is station 1,1. The sides of the grid are 
oriented 23° and 293° from the south corner. The 
east corner of the grid is station 1,10. 
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APPENDIX B - 3. Board Transects and Trapping Grid Locations 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND BOARD AND GRID LOCATIONS 
Amphibian and Reptile Board Transects Mouse Grids 

Air Strip. This transect is located within the Willow 
Canyon fox grid. Board 1 is adjacent to fox grid 
stake 36. The transect runs to the east from that 
point with a compass heading of 89° from true 
north. The parallel row of boards (31-60) lies to the 
south of the 1 -30 row. 

Air Strip. This grid is located within the Willow 
Canyon fox grid, just north of the trail going east 
from the end of the air strip. Mouse stake 10,1 is 
32m at 108° from fox grid stake 36. The mouse grid 
lies to the north of that point with grid stake 1,1 at 
the NW corner of the mouse grid. 

Green Mountain. This transect is located within the 
Green Mountain fox grid. Board 1 is adjacent to fox 
grid stake 88. The transect runs to the west with a 
compass heading of 270°. The parallel transect lies 
to the north. 

Nidever. This transect is located within the San 
Miguel Hill fox grid. Board 1 is 32 m at 89° from fox 
grid stake 3. The transect runs to the east toward 
the antenna of the seismic station. The parallel row 
of boards lies to the north. Many of the boards in 
this transect are inconspicuous because of the 
dense vegetation. 

San Miguel Hill. This transect is located within the 
San Miguel Hill fox grid. Board 1 is adjacent to fox 
grid stake 13. The transect runs to the west with a 
compass heading of 269°. The parallel row of 
boards lies to the north. The layout of this transect 
is conspicuous because of the low vegetation. 

Willow Grassland. This transect is located within the 
Willow Canyon fox grid. Board 1 is adjacent to fox 
grid stake 38. The transect runs to the west with a 
compass heading of 269° from true north. The 
parallel transect lies to the north. 

Green Mountain. This grid is located within the 
Green Mountain fox grid. Mouse stake 1,1 is in the 
NW corner of the grid and mouse stake 1,10 is ad
jacent to fox grid stake 88. 

Harris Point. This grid is located within the Harris 
Point fox grid. The mouse grid is centered around 
fox stake 63 such that mouse stake 6,5 is adjacent 
to fox grid stake 63. Mouse stake 1,1 is the northern 
corner of the grid. The layout of this mouse grid is 
conspicuous since there is only low vegetation in 
the vicinity. 

Nidever. This grid is located within the San Miguel 
Hill fox grid. Mouse stake 10,10 is 50 m at 31° from 
fox grid stake 3. The rest of the grid lies to the north 
with mouse grid stake 1,1 at the NW corner of the 
mouse grid. 

Point Bennett. This grid is located within the Point 
Bennett fox grid. Mouse stake 1,1 is in the NW 
corner of the grid, adjacent to fox grid stake 113. 
The layout of this grid is conspicuous since the 
vegetation is low. 

San Miguel Hill. This grid is located within the San 
Miguel Hill fox grid. Mouse stake 1,1 is in the NW 
corner of the grid adjacent to board 26. (Note that 
board 26 is numbered, unlike other board transects 
where only the end boards are numbered.) Mouse 
stake 1,10 is approximately 60 m west of fox stake 
13 at 90°. The layout of this grid is conspicuous 
since there is only low vegetation in the vicinity. 

Willow Canyon. This grid is located within the Wil
low Canyon fox grid. Mouse stake 1,1 is in the NW 
corner of the grid and stake 1,10 is adjacent to fox 
grid stake 38. 
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APPENDIX B - 3. Board Transects and Trapping Grid Locations 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND BOARD AND GRID LOCATIONS - continued 

Fox Grids 

Green Mountain. This grid is located on the broad 
western slope of Green Mountain. The stakes are 
numbered 76-100. The grid is oriented due north 
and south. The easiest stakes to locate are those 
near the trail such as 86 and 92. 

Harris Point. This grid is located on Harris Point. 
The grid stakes are numbered 51-75. The grid is 
oriented 60° to the west of true north (rotated 
counter clockwise). Hence, in traveling from stake 
51 to 52, one would follow a compass heading of 
300° (360° minus 60°). Stakes 74 and 75 are easiest 
to find since they are close to the route one would 
be following when hiking from the Nidever Ranger 
Station. Stake 65 is conspicuously located on the 
top of a slight hill and stake 63 is in a broad valley. 

Point Bennett. This grid lies to the east of the 
Research Station The stakes are numbers 101-125. 
The grid is oriented 48° west of true north (rotated 
counter clockwise). Hence, in traveling from stake 
101 to 102, one would follow a compass heading of 
312° (360° minus 48°). The western edge is ap
proximately 0.2 miles east of the station. Stakes 116 
and 117 are easy to locate since they are adjacent 
to the trail to the dry lake. 

San Miguel Hill. This grid is positioned on the east
ern slope of San Miguel Hill. It is marked with stakes 
1-25. The grid is oriented at 1° west of true north 
(rotated counter clockwise). The west edge of the 
grid crosses the summit of San Miguel Hill. Stake 11 
would have been placed at the surveyor's mark at 
the summit of the hill, but the presence of a brass 
survey marker superceded the need of an additional 
stake. Stake 1 is at the NW corner of the grid. 
Stakes 12 and 13 are just south of the trail to the 
east of the summit and are easily located. 

Willow Canyon. This grid lies adjacent and 0.2 miles 
to the east of the San Miguel Hill grid. The stakes 
are numbered 26-50. The Willow Canyon grid is 
also oriented at 1 degree west of true north (rotated 
counter clockwise). The easiest stake to locate is 36 
which is just south to the trail going east from the 
end of the air strip. 
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APPENDIX B - 3 Figure 4. Map of Monitoring Location* 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Vertebrate Board Transect 
and Trapping Grid Locations 
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APPENDIX B - 3 Figure 5. Map of Monitoring Locations 
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APPENDIX C. Fox Aging Criteria 

AGE DENTAL CHARACTERISTICS 

0-1 yr Adult dentition partially to mostly erupted (3P3 may not be in). If incisors in, serra
tions present along top edge. Sharp appearance to cones and conules 
(= small cones) on all molars, no significant wear apparent. 

1 -2 yr Adult dentition present. Incisors without serrations along top edge. Fairly sharp 
appearance to cones and conules on all molars, but slight wear beginning on M1 
protocone and metaconule. Normally a fair bit of discoloration at tip of canine. 

2-3 yr Teeth have for the most part lost "sharp" appearance. M1 enamel worn some on 
protocone and metaconule as well as other cusps, but little or no dentine showing. 
Normally a fair bit of discoloration at tip of canine. 

3-4 yr Moderate enamel wear on all cusps of molars. A narrow crescent-shaped band of 
exposed dentine begins to connect the metaconule and protocone on M1. 

4-5 yr All molar cusps showing significant enamel wear. M1 exposed dentine connecting 

the metaconule and protocone becoming wide band. 

5 yr M1 dentine is continuous across molar surface. 

5 + yr Dentine is continuous across molar surface. Cones and conules worn down to depth 
of inter-conule space. All teeth with very worn appearance, generally worn to gum. 

See Ingles (1965) for tooth terminology. 

C-1 Fox Dental Aging Characteristics 



APPENDIX D - 1 . Data Entry Forms 

AMPHIBIAN AND REPTILE DATA ENTRY FORM 

Amphibian and Reptile Data Form 

Date a-so-rr Island •s*-- ' ' -^6*^*-Transect uJ*ks-'*<- Observer £~P-~*' 

Board Species Length Weight Comment 

3* 

F 

S" 
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X £ 
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v/e 

9 / 

</(, 

CS-

5 ~ 3 

/<?.«• 

?.y 

/ J . A 

//•x 

SS-ri pg, At* &Tr n 

y-S-snsn -3<=*r r~ #»•» ~ra,/ 

XZ+- * / « - zJou.Au 

• 

Amphibian and Reptile Data Entry Form Example D-1 
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APPENDIX D-2 . Data Entry Forms 

DEER MOUSE DATA ENTRY FORM 

Deer Mouse Data Form 

Date /-^r-ff Island AnSSc* #' Transect G-a-*s Observer <n • 2>~»*/ 

Trap 

t t 

1-> 
S,-3 

^/o 

%<-

«ejV 

/ev*~" 

Tag 

3W 

/St 

•^r/ 

/9 7 

3ta 

sr/ 
/¥3 

Age 
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A 
A 

3~ 
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A 
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s~ 
/n 

A~ 

A1 

X= 

Wt 

/Ct 

/r.9 

^>s-r 

^/•£. 

/?.o 

•s'/.s 

I9--S 

Trap Tag Age Sex Wt Trap Tag Age Sex Wt 

D-2 Deer Mouse Data Entry Form Example 



Observer 

Fox# 

G fellers. 

Trap Date 

Island Fox Data Form 

Weight Sex Age Inj./Shed. Parasites Comments 

/O¥J-
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APPENDIX D - 4. Data Entry Forms 

TERRESTRIAL VERTEBRATE DAILY SUMMARY FORM 

Date 

Terrestrial Vertebrate Daily Summary 

6 j t / p f Observer < ^ . ^ ^ ^ 

Island Fox 

Grid S > 7 Traps open "^ S Number caught C 

Deer Mice 

Grid — Traps open — Number caught 

Amphibians and Reptiles 

Transect m(L Numbers of boards checked ^ ° 

Number caught: 

Batrachoseps ^ Gerrhonolus *^- Sc eloporus 

Uta ~ Xantusia 

Wildlife observations y^v-c^/-y>7<z, rTst/c.0n See^> a^- rVf-Rf/n^^ / V . 

Comments U^^S t>/e«J 2>o>rUp Q-Pf <ry,e. Jm-f 

D-4 Terrestrial Vertebrate Daily Summary Form Example 

Weather (e.g. rain, wind, temperature, sky condition) ^ 9 9 Y < ^ ^ e - snorntny^ 

clearing 6y xo+™, hx-^V) ^ 7 £ » 



APPENDIX E. Equipment Needed 

EQUIPMENT LIST FOR ALL SPECIES 

Amphibians and Reptiles Island Foxes 

Pen with waterproof ink 
Clipboard 
Plastic sandwich bag for weighing animals 
Wooden or metal 30 cm ruler 
10 and 50 g Pesola scale 
Water to moisten salamanders 
Data forms 

Optional: 
Walking stick or pole for locating boards 
One-gallon plastic jar -

used on windy days to help weigh animals 
Vials with 70% alcohol for parasites 
Compass 

Deer Mice 

Pen with waterproof ink 
Clipboard 
Sherman live traps 
Rolled oats ("old fashion" variety) 
Data forms 
Ear tags - Size #1 
Ear tag pliers - Size #1 
50 g Pesola scale 
Grease pen to mark traps moved to shade 

Optional: 
Cotton gloves 
One-gallon plastic jar -

used on windy days to help weigh mice 
Vials with 70% alcohol for parasites 
Compass 

Pen with waterproof ink 
Clipboard 
Data form 
Binoculars for locating grid stakes 
Tomahawk traps (#205) 
Burlap 
Canned cat food - fish flavored 
Can opener 
Fork or spoon 
10 x 10 cm squares of brown grocery bag 
Cable tie collars (with stamped numbers) 
Pliers 
Side cutters 
Shoe Goo (available at athletic shoe stores) 
Duct tape 
Bandanna 
Pen or dowel to open mouth 
Ear tags - Size #4 
Ear tag pliers - Size #4 
5 kg Pesola scale for adults in trap 
100 g Pesola scale for pups in bag 
Neosporin for ear tag injuries and fox bites 
Water to clean injuries 
Compass 

Optional: 
Leather gloves 
3/8 in. dowel 
Vials with 70% alcohol for parasites 
Plastic bag for weighing pups 

Lab Equipment: 
1/4 in. steel numbers set to stamp 
Hammer 

Lab Equipment: 
Spare trap doors 

Equipment List E-1 



APPENDIX F. Source of Supplies 

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES CATALOG # SUPPLIER 

Ear Tags - Fox Tags - Cat. #4-1005, Size #4 
Pliers - Cat. #4-1005S, Size #4 

National Band & Tag Co. 
Newport, KY 41072 

Ear Tags - Mice Tags - Cat. #4-1005, Size #1 
Pliers - Cat. #4-1005S, Size #1 

Fox Collars Cat. #PLT5EH-0 
Electrical Cable Ties 

Panduit Corp. 
17301 Ridgeland Avenue 
Tinley Park, IL 60477 

Pesola Scales, 
Steel Dies, 
Metai Clipboards 

Forestry Suppliers 
205 West Rankin Street 
P. O. Box 8397 
Jackson, MS 39204 

Traps - Fox #205, 26 x 9 x 9 in. Tomahawk Live Trap Co 
P. O. Box 323 
Tomahawk, Wl 54487 

Traps - Mice Large Folding H. B. Sherman Traps, Inc 
P. O. Box 20267 
Tallahassee, FL 32316 

F-1 Source of Equipment and Supplies 



Appendix G - 1 . Computer Programs. 

LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

List of Computer Programs G-1 

HERP.PRG (dBase III) 

HERP.DBF (dBase III) 

MOUSE.PRG (dBase III) 

MOUSEC.PRG (dBase III) 

MOUSE.DBF (dBase III) 

FOX.PRG (dBase III) 

FOXC.PRG (dBase III) 

FOX.DBF (dBase III) 

CAPTURE.EXE (DOS) 

CALC.BAT (DOS) 



APPENDIX G - 2. Computer Programs 

HERP.PRG 
************************************************************ 
* 
* HERP.prg 

* This is a data entry program for salamander and lizard 
* data for Anacapa, Santa Barbara and San Miguel 
* Islands. 

* Program was written by: Gary M. Fellers 
* Point Reyes National Seashore 

* 415-663-8522. 
* 
* 
* Program last updated: May 5, 1988 
* 
^.^^^.^iL^^.^^^ir^^^t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

clear 
clear all 
use herp 
set bell off 
set deleted on 
set carry off 
set talk off 
go bottom 
store date to mdate 
store board to mboard 
store species to mspecies 
store space(2) to misland, mtransect 
store 'Z' to choice 
do while choice < > 'X' 

@ 0, 0 say 'Last date' 
@ 1, 0 say 'Last board' 
@ 2, 0 say 'Last species' 

@ 2, 26 to 4, 50 double 
@ 6, 5 to 6, 75 double 
@ 3, 31 say 'Herp Data Entry' 

@ 9, 5 say'Date (mm/dd/yy)' 
@ 11, 5 say 'Island (AI, SB, SM)' 
@ 13, 5 say 'Transect' 
@ 15, 5 say'Board' 
@ 9, 43 say 'Species (BP, GM, SO, US, XR)' 
@ 11, 43 say 'Length cm' 
@ 13, 43 say 'Weight g' 
@ 18, 10 say 'Comment' 
do while choice < > 'X' 
@ 19, 0 clear 
store 'N' to error 

__ __ ...... Amphibian and Reptiles - HERP.PRG Program 



APPENDIX G. G-2 continued 

if choice < >'E' 
append blank 

endif 
@ 0, 14 say mdate 
@ 1, 14 say ltrim(str(mboard)) 
@ 2, 14 say trim(mspecies) 
clear gets 
set confirm on 
@ 23, 15 say 'Press PgDn to jump to menu' 
@ 9, 15 get mdate 
@ 11, 15 get misland picture '@!' 
@ 13, 15 get mtransect picture '@!' 
@ 15, 15 get board range 1, 60 
@ 9, 53 get species picture '@!' 
@ 11, 53 get length range 0, 30 
@ 13, 53 get weight range 0, 75 
@ 18, 20 get comment 
read 
if mtransect =' ' .or. species = ' ' 

delete 
set bell on 
? chr(7) 
set bell off 
@ 22, 15 say 'Either the transect or species'; 

+ ' name was blank.' 
@ 23, 5 say 'This record will not been added to'; 

+' the data base unless it is edited.' 
wait' Press any key to'; 

+ ' continue . . . ' 
store V to error 
@ 19, 0 clear 

endif 
do case 
case misland = 'SB' 

if species < >'XR' 
store V to error 

endif 
case misland= 'SM' 

if species < >'BP' .and. species < >'GM' .and.; 
species < > 'SO' 

store Y to error 
endif 

case misland = 'AT 
if species< >'BP' .and. specics< >'GM' .and.; 

species < >'US' 
store IT to error 

endif 
otherwise 

store 'Y to error 
endcase 
if error = 'Y 

set bell on 
? chr(7) 
set bell off 

Amphibian and Reptiles - HERP.PRG Program ~ Q-3 



APPENDIX G. G-2 continued 

@ 20, 15 say "The combination of island and'; 
+ ' species does not match.' 

@ 21, 15 say 'Press E to edit entry.' 
@ 22, 15 say ' D to delete this record'; 

+ ' and continue.' 
@ 23, 15 say ' X to delete this record'; 

+ ' and exit program.' 
store 'Z' to choice 
set confirm off 
do while .not. choice $ 'EDX' 

store ' ' to choice 
@ 24, 21 get choice picture '!' 
read 

enddo 
set confirm on 
if choice < >'E' 

loop 
else 

delete 
loop 

endif 
endif 
@ 21, 15 say 'Press RETURN to add more data.' 
@ 22, 15 say s E to edit entry.' 
@ 23, 15 say ' X to exit program and'; 

+ 'save current data.' 
store 'Z' to choice 
set confirm off 
do while .not. choice $ ' EX' 

store ' ' to choice 
@ 24, 22 get choice picture '!' 
read 
@ 19, 0 clear 

enddo 
replare date with mdate, island with island 
replace transect with mtransect 
store board to mboard 
store species to mspecies 

enddo 
enddo 
clear 
clear all 
set talk on 
cancel 

G-4 Amphibian and Reptiles - HERP.PRG Program 
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MOUSE.PRG 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* MOUSE.PRG 
* 
* This is a data entry program for mouse data for 
* Anacapa, Santa Barbara and San Miguel Islands. 
* 
* Program was written by: Gary M. Fellers 
* Point Reyes National Seashore 
* 
* 415-663-8522. 
* 
* 
* Program last updated: June 1, 1988 
* 
************************************************************ 

clear 
clear all 
set bell off 
set deleted on 
set carry off 
set talk off 
set confirm on 
store space(8) to mfile 
@ 4, 5 to 24, 74 
@ 4, 22 clear to 5, 56 
@ 1, 22 to 5, 56 double 
@ 3, 27 say "Mouse Data Entry Program" 
@ 11, 24 say "Enter name of file to be used." 
@ 13, 24 say " Do not enter an extension." 
@ 15, 35 ̂ et mfile 
read 
store trim(mfile) + ".dbf" to mfile 
if .not. fileC'&mfile") 

use mouse 
copy stru to &mfile 

endif 
use &mfile 
go bottom 
store date to mdate 
store tag to mtag 
store island to misland 
store grid to mgrid 
do case 

case xl < >0 
store xl to mx 
store yl to my 

case x2< >0 
store x2 to mx 

Deer Mice - MOUSE.PRG Program — — - - — 
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APPENDIX G. G-3 Continued 

store y3 to my 
case x3 < > 0 

store x3 to mx 
store y3 to my 

otherwise 
store 0 to mx 
store 0 to my 

endcase 
store 1 to mday 
store "Z" to choice 
clear 
do while choice < > "X" 

@ 0, 0 say "Last date" 
@ 1, 0 say "Last station , " 
@ 2, 0 say "Last tag" 

@ 2, 26 to 4, 51 double 
@ 6, 5 to 6, 75 double 
@ 3, 31 say "Mouse Data Entry" 

@ 8, 5 say "Date (mm/dd /yy)" 
@ 10, 5 say "Island (AI, SB, SM)" 
@ 12, 5 say "Grid" 
@ 14, 5 say "Tag" 
@ 16, 5 say "Station X Y" 
@ 18, 5 say "Trapping Day (1 , 2, or 3)" 
@ 8, 43 say "Age (J, S, A)" 
@ 10, 43 say "Sex (M, F)" 
@ 12, 43 say "Repro. (L, -)" 
@ 14, 43 say "Weight g" 
@ 16, 40 say "Comment" 
do while choice < > 'X" 

@ 20, 0 clear 
store "N" to er ror 
store"-" to mrep ro 
if choice <>"E" 

append blank 
endif 
@ 0, 14 say mdate 
@ 1, 14 say ltrim(str(mx, 2)) 
@ 1, 17 say ltrim(str(my, 2)) 
@ 2, 14 say mtag 
clear gets 
set confirm on 
@ 22, 15 say "Press PgDn to jump to menu" 
@ 8, 13 get mdate 
@ 10, 13 get misland picture "@!" 
@ 12, 13 get mgrid picture "@!" 
@ 14, 13 get tag picture " # # # # " 
@ 16, 16 get mx picture "99" range 1,10 
@ 16, 22 get my picture "99" range 1,10 
@ 18, 19 get mday picture "9" range 1, 3 
@ 8, 51 get age picture "@!" 
@ 10, 51 get sex picture "@!" 



APPENDIX G. G-3 Continued 

@ 12, 51 get mrepro picture "@!" 
@ 14, 51 get weight range 0, 75 
@ 17, 40 get comment 

read 
do case 
case misland = "SB" 

if mgrid< >"TC" .and. mgrid< >TG" .and. mgrid< >"WP" 
store "Y" to error 

endif 
case misland = "SM" 

if mgrid< >"PB" .and. mgrid< >"GM" .and. mgrid< >"SM"; 
.and. mgrid< >"HP".and. mgrid< >"HE" .and.; 
mgrid< >"AS" .and. mgrid< >"WC" 

store "Y" to error 
endif 

case misland = "AT 
ifmgrid< >"EA".and. mgrid< > "MA" .and. mgrid< >"WA" 

store "Y" to error 
endif 

otherwise 
store "Y" to error 

endcase 
if error = "Y" 

set bell on 
? chr(7) 
set bell off 
@ 20, 15 say "The island and grid do not match." 
@ 21, 15 say "Press E to edit entry." 
@ 22, 15 say " D to delete this record and"; 

+ " continue." 
@ 23, 15 say " X to delete this record and"; 

+" exit program." 
store "Z" to choice 
set confirm off 
do while .not. choice $ "EDX' 

store "" to choice 
@ 24, 21 get choice picture "!" 
read 

enddo 
set confirm on 
if choice = "E" 

loop 
else 

delete 
loop 

endif 
endif 
ifmgrid = " ".or. tag = " " 

set bell on 
? chr(7) 
set bell off 
@ 20, 15 say "Either the grid or tag number was"; 

+ " blank." 
@ 21, 15 say "Press E to edit entry." 

Deer Mice - MOUSE.PRG Program G-7 
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@ 22, 15 say " D to delete this record and"; 
+ " continue." 

@ 23, 15 say" X to delete this record and"; 
+" exit program." 

store "Z" to choice 
set confirm off 

do while .not. choice $ "EDX' 
store "" to choice 
@ 24, 21 get choice picture "!" 
read 

enddo 
set confirm on 
if choice = "E" 

loop 
else 

delete 
loop 

endif 
endif 
@ 21, 15 say "Press RETURN to add more data." 
@ 22, 15 say " E to edit entry. 
@ 23, 15 say " X to exit program and save"; 

+ " current data." 
store "Z" to choice 
set confirm off 
do while .not. choice $ " EX* 

store "" to choice 
@ 24, 22 get choice picture "!" 
read 
@ 20, 0 clear 

enddo 
set confirm on 
if error < >"Y" .and. choice < >"E" 

replace date with mdate, island with misland 
replace grid with mgrid, repro with mrepro 
do case 
case mday=l 

replace xl with mx 
replace yl with my 

case mday=2 
replace x2 with mx 
replace y2 with my 

case mday=3 
replace x3 with mx 
replace y3 with my 

endcase 
store grid to mgrid 
store tag to mtag 

else 
delete 

endif 
enddo 

enddo 
clear 
clear all 
set talk on 
cancel 

G-8 Deer Mice - MOUSE.PRG Program 
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MOUSE C.PRG 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 

* MOUSE C.prg 
* 
* This is a data conversion program for mouse data for 
* Anacapa, Santa Barbara and San Miguel Islands. 
* 
* Program was written by: Charles Drost and 
* Gary M. Fellers 

* Point Reyes National Seashore 
* 
* 415-663-8522. 

* 

* Program last updated: June 1, 1988 
* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

clear 
clear all 
set bell off 
set deleted on 
set carry off 
set talk off 
set confirm on 
@ 4,5 to 24, 74 
@ 4, 20 clear to 5, 57 
@ 1, 19 to 5, 58 double 
@ 3, 24 say "Mouse Data Conversion Program" 
erase temp_x.dbf 
erase temp_x.ndx 
erase temp_xt.dbf 
erase temp_xt.sdf 
erase temp xs.dbf 
store space(8) to mfile 
@ 10, 21 say 'Enter name of file to be converted.' 
@ 12, 21 say ' Do not enter an extension.' 
@ 14, 35 get mfile 
read 
@ 10, 10 clear to 14, 60 
@ 9, 10 say 'Creating temporary data file. . . ' 
store trim(mfile) to mfile 
store '&mfile' + '.dbf to cfile 
use &cfile 
store trim (grid) to mgrid 
store date to mdate 
copy fields tag, xl , yl, x2, y2, x3, y3 to temp_x 
use temp_x 
@ 11, 10 say 'Deleting records with no tag number. . . ' 
delete for val(tag) < 1 
Deer Mice - MOUSEC.PRG Program GV9 
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pack 
@ 13, 10 say 'Indexing file. . . ' 
index on tag to temp_x 
@ 15, 10 say Totalling data. . . ' 
total on tag to temp_xt 
use temp_xt 
@ 17, 10 say; 

'Creating ASCII data file for use with CAPTURE. . . ' 
@ 23, 0 say " 
copy to temp_xt.sdf sdf 
use mouse_t 
copy stru to temp xs 
store '&mfile' + '.s7Jf to mfile 
use temp xs 
append bTank 
replace field with "TITLE = " + "'"; 

+ "POPULATION ESTIMATE FOR " + mgrid; 
+ " GRID," + dtoc(mdate) + "'" 

append blank 
replace field with; 

'TASK READ CAPTURES OCCASIONS = 3 XY COMPLETE SUMMARY" 
append blank 
replace field with; 

"DATA = 'DATA FROM VERTEBRATE MONITORING PROGRAM'" 
append blank 
replace field with "FORMAT=*(A4,3(2F2.0))'" 
append blank 
replace field with "READ INPUT DATA" 
append from temp_xt.sdf sdf 
append blank 
replace field with "TASK MODEL SELECTION" 
append blank 
replace field with; 

"TASK POPULATION ESTIMATE APPROPRIATE JACKNIFE" 
delete for field = ' 
copy to &mfile sdf 
clear 
@ 4, 0 say " 
? ' File', mfile, 'successfully created.' 
@ 3, 14 to 7, 63 double 
@ 22, 0 say " 
clear all 
erase temp_x.dbf 
erase tempx.ndx 
erase temp_xt.dbf 
erase temp_xt.sdf 
erase temp_xs.dbf 
set talk on 

G-10 Deer Mice - MOUSEJD.PRG Program 
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FOX.PRG 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* 

* FOX.PRG 

* This is a data entry program for Island Fox data. 

* Program was written by: Gary M. Fellers 
* Point Reyes National Seashore 
* 
* 415-663-8522. 
* 
* 
* Program last updated: July 22, 1988 
************************************************************ 

clear 
clear all 
set bell off 
set deleted on 
set carry off 
set talk off 
set confirm on 
store space(8) to mfile 
@ 4, 5 to 24, 74 
@ 4, 22 clear to 5, 56 
@ 1, 22 to 5, 56 double 
@ 3, 28 say "Fox Data Entry Program" 
@ 11, 26 say "Enter name of file to be used." 
@ 13, 26 say" Do not enter an extension." 
@ 15, 35 get mfile 
read 
store trim(mfile) + ".dbf" to mfile 
if .not. file("&mfile") 

use fox 
copy stru to &mfile 

endif 
use &mfile 
go bottom 
store date to mdate 
store tag to mtag 
store grid to mgrid 
store trap to mtrap 
do case 

casexl< >0 
store xl to mx 
store yl to my 

case x2< >0 
store x2 to mx 
store y3 to my 

case x3< >0 
Island Fox - FOX.PRG CVn 
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store x3 to mx 
store y3 to my 

casex4<>0 
store x4 to mx 
store y4 to my 

casex5< >0 
store x5 to mx 
store v5 to my 

case xo < > 0 
store x6 to mx 
store y6 to my 

casex7< >0 
store x7 to mx 
store y7 to my 

case x8 < > 0 
store x8 to mx 
store y8 to my 

otherwise 
store 0 to mx 
store 0 to my 

endcase 
store 1 to mday 
store "Z" to choice 
clear 
do while choice < > "X" 

@ 0, 0 say "Last date" 
@ 1, 0 say "Last number" 
@ 2, 0 say "Last station" 

@ 2, 26 to 4, 52 double 
@ 6, 5 to 6, 75 double 
(5) 3, 32 say "Fox Data Entry" 

@ 8, 5 say "Date (mm/dd/yy)" 
@ 10, 5 say "Grid" 
@ 12, 5 say "Fox #" 
@ 14, 5 say"Trap" 
@ 16, 5 say "Trapping Day (1 - 8)" 
@ 18, 5 say "Weight Kg" 
@ 8, 43 say "Age Sex (M, F)" 
@ 10, 43 say "Injury" 
@ 12, 43 say "Parasite" 
@ 14, 43 say "Shedding" 
@ 16, 40 say "Comment" 
do while choice < > "X" 

@ 20, 0 clear 
store "N" to error 
if choice < >"E" 

append blank 
endif 
@ 0, 14 say mdate 
@ 1, 14 say mtag 
@ 2, 14 say ltrim(str(mtrap, 3))+ " " 
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clear gets 
set confirm on 
@ 22, 15 say "Press PgDn to jump to menu" 
@ 8, 13getmdate 
@ 10, 13 get mgrid picture "@!" 
@ 12, 13 get tag picture " # # # # " 
@ 14, 13 get trap picture "999" range 1, 125 
@ 16, 19 get mday picture "9" range 1, 8 
@ 18, 13 get weight . range 0, 3 
@ 8, 48 get age picture "@!" 
@ 8, 62 get sex picture "@!" 
@ 10, 52 get injury picture "@!" 
@ 12, 52 get shed picture "@!" 
@ 14, 52 get parasite picture "@!" 
@ 17, 40 get comment 
read 
if mgrid < >"GM" .and. mgrid < >"HP" .and. mgrid < >"PD"; 

.and. mgrid < >"SM" .and. mgrid < >"WC" 
store "Y" to error 

endif 
if error = "Y" 

set bell on 
? chr(7) 
set bell off 
@ 20, 15 say "Incorrect grid abbreviation." 
@ 21, 15 say "Press E to edit entry." 
@ 22, 15 say " D to delete this record and"; 

+ " continue." 
@ 23, 15 say " X to delete this record and"; 

+" exit program." 
store "Z" to choice 
set confirm off 
do while .not. choice $ "EDX" 

store "" to choice 
@ 24, 21 get choice picture "!" 
read 

enddo 
set confirm on 
if choice = "E" 

loop 
else 

delete 
loop 

endif 
endif 
if mgrid = " " .or. tag = " " 

set bell on 
? chr(7) 
set bell off 
@ 20, 15 say "Either the grid or tag number"; 

+ " was blank." 
@ 21, 15 say "Press E to edit entry." 
@ 22, 15 say " D to delete this record"; 

+ " and continue." 
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@ 23, 15 say " X to delete this record and"; 
+ " exit program." 

store "Z" to choice 
set confirm off 
do while .not. choice $ "EDX" 

store "" to choice 
@ 24, 21 get choice picture "!" 
read 

enddo 
set confirm on 
if choice = "E" 

loop 
else 

delete 
loop 

endif 
endif 
@ 21, 15 say "Press RETURN to add more data." 
@ 22, 15 say " E to edit entry. 
@ 23, 15 say " X to exit program and save"; 

+ " current data." 
store "Z" to choice 
set confirm off 
do while .not choice $ " EX' 

store "" to choice 
@ 24, 22 get choice picture "!" 
read 
@ 20, 0 clear 

enddo 
set confirm on 
if error < >"Y" .and. choice < >"E" 

replace date with mdate, grid with mgrid 
store trap to mtrap 
do while mtrap > 25 

mtrap = mtrap-25 
enddo 
do case 
case mtrap < =5 

store 1 to mx 
case mtrap > 5 .and. mtrap < = 10 

store 2 to mx 
case mtrap > 10 .and. mtrap < = 15 

store 3 to mx 
case mtrap > 15 .and. mtrap < =20 

store 4 to mx 
case mtrap > 20 .and. mtrap< =25 

store 5 to mx 
endcase 
store mod(mtrap, 10) to my 
if my> 5 

store my-5 to my 
endif 

do case 
case mday= 1 
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replace xl with mx 
replace yl with my 

casemday = 2 
replace x2 with mx 
replace y2 with my 

case mday=3 
replace x3 with mx 
replace y3 with my 

case mday=4 
replace x4 with mx 
replace y4 with my 

case mday=5 
replace x5 with mx 
replace y5 with my 

case mday = 6 
replace x6 with mx 
replace y6 with my 

case mday=7 
replace x7 with mx 
replace y7 with my 

case mday=8 
replace x8 with mx 
replace y8 with my 

endcase 
store grid to mgrid 
store tag to mtag 
store trap to mtrap 

else 
delete 

endif 
enddo 

enddo 
clear 
clear all 
set talk on 
cancel 
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FOX C.PRG 

* 

* FOX C.PRG 
* 
* This is a data conversion program for fox data for 
* San Miguel Island. 
* 
* Program was written by: Charles Drost and 
* Gary M. Fellers 
* 
* Point Reyes National Seashore 
* 
* 415-663-8522. 
* 

* Program last updated: July 22, 1988 
* 

clear 
clear all 
set bell off 
set deleted on 
set carry off 
set talk off 
set confirm on 
@ 4,5 to 24, 74 
@ 4, 20 clear to 5, 57 
@ 1, 19 to 5, 58 double 
@ 3, 25 say "Fox Data Conversion Program" 
erase temp_x.dbf 
erase temp_x.ndx 
erase temp_xt.dbf 
erase temp_xt.sdf 
erase temp xs.dbf 
store spaceTjl) to mfile 
@ 10, 21 say 'Enter name of file to be converted.' 
@ 12, 21 say ' Do not enter an extension.' 
@ 14, 35 get mfile 
read 
@ 10, 10 clear to 14, 60 
@ 9, 10 say 'Creating temporary data file. . . ' 
store trim(mfile) to mfile 
store '&mfile' + '.dbf to cfile 
use &cfile 
store trim(grid) to mgrid 
store date to mdate 
copy fields tag, xl , yl, x2, y2, x3, y3 to t e m p x 
use temp_x 
@ 11, 10 say 'Deleting records with no fox number. . . ' 
delete for val(tag) < 1 
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pack 
@ 13, 10 say 'Indexing file.. . ' 
index on tag to temp_x 
@ 15, 10 say 'Totalling data. . . ' 
total on tag to temp_xt 
use temp xt 
@ 17, 10~say 'Creating ASCII data file for use with'; 

+ ' CAPTURE. . . ' 
@ 23, 0 say " 
copy to temp_xt.sdf sdf 
use fox_t 
copy stru to temp xs 
store '&mfile' + '.sdf to mfile 
use temp xs 
append bTank 
replace field with TITLE = " + ; 

+ "POPULATION ESTIMATE FOR " + mgrid + " GRID, "; 
+ dtoc(mdate) + "'" 

append blank 
replace field with; 

TASK READ CAPTURES OCCASIONS = 8 XY COMPLETE SUMMARY' 
append blank 
replace field with; 

"DATA= 'DATA FROM VERTEBRATE MONITORING PROGRAM'" 
append blank 
replace field with "FORMAT='(A4,8(2F1.0))'" 
append blank 
replace field with "READ INPUT DATA" 
append from tempxt.sdf sdf 
append blank 
replace field with "TASK MODEL SELECTION" 
append blank 
replace field with; 

"TASK POPULATION ESTIMATE APPROPRIATE JACKNIFE" 
delete for field = ' 
copy to &mfile sdf 
clear 
@ 4,0 say " 
? ' File', mfile, 'successfully created.' 
@ 3, 14 to 7, 63 double 
@ 22, 0 say " 
clear all 
erase temp_x.dbf 
erase temp_x.ndx 
erase temp_xt.dbf 
erase temp_xt.sdf 
erase temp_xs.dbf 
set talk on 
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CALC.BAT 

copy %l.sdf captin 
assign b = c 
capture 
assign 
copy captlp %l.out 
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APPENDIX G - 8. Computer Programs 

CAPTURE Input Files 

Sample Mouse Input File 

TITLE ='Population Estimate for Green Mountain, 3/85' 
TASK READ CAPTURES OCCASIONS = 3 XY COMPLETE SUMMARY 
DATA='Mouse Data' 
FORMAT= '(A4,3(2F2.0))' 
READ INPUT DATA 
1017030200000000 
1018000005010000 
1021000010020000 
1020000003020402 
1022000003040000 
1019000005040000 
1023000000000102 
1024000000000502 
1025000000000104 
1027000001100000 
1026000004050000 
1028000000001010 
TASK CLOSURE TEST 
TASK MODEL SELECTION 

Sample Fox Input File 

TITLE = 'Population Estimate for San Miguel Hill, 5/85' 
TASK READ CAPTURES OCCASIONS = 8 XY COMPLETE SUMMARY 
DATA ='Fox Data' 
FORMAT = '(A4,8(2F1.0))' 
READ INPUT DATA 
00321200001300001200 
00220021000000210000 
11110022000023002200 
00200012120000000000 
00270014001400000014 
00190024002324000000 
10440000520000515200 
10450000220021000000 
10460000140000130000 
10480000000000100012 
10500000000000090000 
10550000001100000000 
TASK CLOSURE TEST 
TASK MODEL SELECTION 
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APPENDIX G-8 . Continued 

Format of the CAPTURE input file 
In case the input file needs to be customized, the following discussion 

explains each line of the file. Note that the input file must be pure ASCII 

(=unformatted). 

The TITLE statement should be edited to reflect the calculation being conducted. 

The TASK statement indicates that there were three days of trapping for mice and 

eight days for foxes. This line would need to be edited only if the trapping 

sequence did not last the standard number of days. Hence the number 3 

for mice or the number 8 for foxes would need to be changed to the 

appropriate number of days. 

The DATA statement should be edited to reflect the calculation being conducted. 

The FORMAT statement for the mouse data indicates that the animal number 

occupies the first four columns and that there are three days of data. The 

number 3 in the FORMAT line would need to be changed to another 

number if there were a different number of days. Similarly, the number 8 

in the FORMAT line of the fox sample would need to be changed if there 

were not eight days of trapping. The "2F2.0" indicates that there are two 

columns of two digit numbers (1-10) for each day. Note that the fox format 

"2F1.0" uses only one digit numbers (1-5). 

The data lines following the READ INPUT DATA statement consist entirely of 

numbers. For the mouse sample, each line represents the capture history 

of one mouse for that trapping session. The first four digits are the tag 

number of the mouse and the following digits are the x,y coordinates for 

the trap where the mouse was captured each day. Both the x and y 

numbers are two digit and thus a trap is represented by four digits ( = four 

columns of data). Days when a mouse was not caught are entered as four 
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APPENDIX G- 8. Continued 

zeros. The number of data lines equals the number of individuals caught. 

Hence, if only four mice were caught, there would be four lines of data. 

For example, the first data line indicates that mouse 1017 was captured in 

trap 3,2 on the first day and was not captured on any other day. The 

second data line indicates that mouse 1018 was caught in trap 5,1 on day 

two, but was not captured on the first or last day. The fox example differs 

in that x and y numbers are only single digits for a total of two digits for 

each trap site. 

The final TASK statements specify how the program should process data. These 

lines never change. 
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Data Anomalies 
Unfortunately, field work does not always go as planned. There are several 

real or apparent problems that might arise during the course of trapping. Several 

of the most likely are listed below with the recommended solution. 

1. More than one animal in a trap. This is not a problem. Simply record each 

animal in the usual fashion. None of the statistics depend on the number 

of animals in a trap. 

2. A released animal is immediately recaptured elsewhere on the grid. This is not 

a problem. The second capture should be ignored and the animal 

immediately released with a slight admonishment. 

3. An animal escapes before it is tagged or an existing tag is not read. Escapees 

reduce the number of animals available for data analysis and thus reduce 

the accuracy of the population estimate. Hence care should be taken to 

avoid letting animals escape. This is the reason that the tagging and 

recording of tag data must be done first. The solution to the problem is to 

not record the animal as a capture, e.g. animals without tag numbers are 

not entered in the data set, but should be recorded on the field form. 

4. An animal is dead in the trap on the last day of trapping. Statistically, this is not 

a problem. Record the tag number or assign a new number if it is not a 

recapture. The data analysis can proceed as usual. The reason for the 

death should be considered so that trap death can be reduced in future 

trapping. 

5. An animal dies in a trap prior to the last day of trapping. Treatment of the data 

depends on how many animals die. If more than 20% of the total captures 

were dead, CAPTURE cannot be used. There are other models based on 

removal techniques which might be appropriate, but discussion of these is 
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APPENDIX G-8 . Continued 
beyond the scope of this handbook. 

If there is less than 5% loss, delete all captures of those animals from the 

data set and run the analysis as usual. The resulting population estimate is 

for the animals remaining in the population. To calculate the number at 

the start of trapping add the number of dead animals to the final estimate of 

population size. If a population density is being calculated, multiply it by 

(1 +proportion of dead animals). 

If there is 5-20% loss, it would be best to use a removal model to calculate 

populations size, but CAPTURE can be used if the remaining data are 

sufficient to meet the statistical considerations discussed below. The 

generalized removal model can be specified by replacing the last line 'TASK 

POPULATION ESTIMATE APPROPRIATE JACKNIFE" with the line 'TASK 

POPULATION ESTIMATE REMOVAL." 
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Interpreting the CAPTURE printout 

The output file (*.OUT) will need to be printed on a wide-carriage printer. 

The first few lines summarize the input statements. These should be examined 

for accuracy. The maximum x and y grid coordinates refer to the maximum 

numbers encountered in the data set analyzed, not the true size of the grid. These 

numbers should never be greater than 10 for mice and 5 for foxes. 

The next section of the program describes the various models which might 

be selected as being most appropriate. There is also a discussion of notation 

which might be helpful in reading the rest of the printout. 

The first page of data summarizes the animals captured and the distance 

moved. As noted on the printout, distances are in units of "trap intervals." For the 

mice, actual distance can be calculated by multiplying the listed distance by 7 m. 

For fox data, this distance should be multiplied by 0.2 mi (or 0.32 km). This part 

of the printout should be examined mostly to see if there are any obvious errors 

in the data entry. Otherwise it provides additional data the park will not need to 

consider further. 

The section which lists each model can generally be ignored unless 

someone has a strong interest in statistics. The critical part is the last few lines 

where the population estimate, standard error and estimated probability of 

capture (p-hat) are given. 
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Statistical interpretation 

A good population estimate is characterized by a high estimated probability 

of capture (p-hat) and a low coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation is 

not shown on the printout, but is easily calculated as: 

(standard error/population estimate) x 100 

If the coefficient of variation is less than 20%, the estimate will have a small 

confidence interval. In general, population estimates with coefficients of variation 

greater than 20% will result in population estimates which are not sufficiently 

accurate to be of much use. 

The accuracy of the calculated population size increases as both population 

size and probability of capture increase. When the estimated population is < 100, 

capture probabilities (p-hat) should be at least 0.30. As the estimated population 

size reaches 200, capture probabilities can be as low as 0.20 and still result in an 

accurate estimate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This monitoring handbook has been compiled to as
sist the resource management staff of Channel Islands 
National Park in assessing changes in relative popula
tion levels of land birds. The primary objective of this 
monitoring program is to provide, on an annual basis, 
species and numbers of breeding land birds on 
Anacapa, San Miguel, and Santa Barbara islands. 
Counts are made to provide information on relative 
abundances of all breeding birds on each of the three 
islands during breeding and nonbreeding periods 
each year. With these data, the park resource 
management staff will be able to detect changes in 
abundance and/or distributions of land birds which 
may be influenced by, or are the result of, changes in 
island resources or management practices. 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The degree of resolution necessary to detect poten
tial changes at the population level was a major con
sideration in establishing a monitoring design for the 
land birds of the Channel Islands. Absolute densities 
were initially considered necessary to detect any sig
nificant changes in population structure on the is
lands. However, after working on the islands it 
became apparent that determination of relative num
bers would suffice. A number of factors led to this 
conclusion, one being the potential impact on sensi
tive island vegetation from censuses conducted at off-
trail locations. In order to determine absolute 
densities of land birds, a stratified randomized ex- • 
perimental design, with observation stations at off-
trail locations, would be required. This particular 
censusing technique was used during the first year of 
land bird survey. With the minimal rainfall that the is
lands receive, walking between the stations disturbs 
the plant species to the extent that the vegetation does 
not fully recover until the next growing season. 
Another factor that contributed to utilizing relative 
numbers was the very large sample size (number of 
sightings for each species) necessary to accurately 
determine species densities. For example, Verner 
and Ritter (1988) have recently shown that a minimum 
of 100 detections are necessary to accurately deter
mine bird densities from censusing. There are very 
few land bird species that occur on the Channel Is
lands in sufficient numbers to collect 100 detections 

within a reasonable time frame. It was, therefore, 
determined that counts would be conducted only 
from established trails or at locations that would result 
in minimal impact. A modified Emlen (1971) techni
que was selected, one previously utilized by van Riper 
(1982) in Hawaii. In this manner, birds could be cen-
sused from already established trails and thus reduce 
the impact on vegetation at off-trail locations and min
imize time necessary to gather useful census informa
tion. 

Absolute densities can be calculated from initial cen
suses that were conducted at stratified random sta
tions over each island, and these numbers can 
provide a correction factor for trail counts. Each year, 
trail count data can be multiplied by a correction fac
tor obtained from station counts to provide a relative 
estimate of densities on each island. It will be neces
sary to simultaneously conduct station counts with 
trail counts every five years to ensure that the correc
tion factor remains applicable on each island. Station 
counts should also be done if two consecutive years 
of trail counts show a continuing drastic reduction in 
numbers of any breeding land bird species. 

Another monitoring design consideration that must be 
taken into account is the timing of each census. 
During years of abnormal precipitation, timing of 
breeding and nonbreeding censuses may have to be 
modified. In normal precipitation years, counts 
should be made during recommended time periods 
(see schedule for census in Sampling Methods). 
However, in years of low precipitation, counts may 
have to be conducted at an earlier date (three to four 
weeks earlier) in order to ensure that land birds are 
breeding. Counts during the nonbreeding period 
should be undertaken no later than one month after 
the recommended time. Resource management staff 
conducting censuses should pay close attention to 
the censusing time tables outlined in this handbook. 

There are 56 species of land birds that breed on the 
Channel Islands; 31 of these species presently breed 
on the five islands within the park (Diamond and Jones 
1980). A few species can not be accurately surveyed 
with standard bird monitoring techniques. Nocturnal 
species (i.e. owls), or rare birds that primarily utilize 
cliff areas (i.e. Peregrine Falcon) would not likely be 
detected during trail counts. Therefore nocturnal 
species are not monitored and a special survey 
methodology will be developed for Peregrine Falcon 
(to be included in the next revision of the manual). The 
following 16 species breed on Santa Barbara, 
Anacapa, and San Miguel islands and have been 
selected for monitoring. 
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Table 1. Breeding Land Bird Species Monitored. It is not feasible to determine information on the 
reproductive success of all land bird species breed
ing on the three monitored islands. Therefore, one 
species has been selected from each of the major 
feeding guilds (a group of birds with similar food re
quirements) for more detailed study. By intensively 
monitoring one species from each guild, the relative 
population dynamics of other guild members can also 
be assessed. For example, if the granivorous Song 
Sparrow exhibited drastic breeding population reduc
tions, in all likelihood other members of this feeding 
guild would also be similarly affected. This would, 
however, depend upon the nature of the perturbation. 

As a future component of the land bird monitoring 
program, intensive observations will be made of selec
tive indicator species throughout the breeding 
season. The following species have been selected as 
representatives from the majorfeeding guilds for long-
term monitoring: 

• American Kestrel from the carnivorous guild 

• Song Sparrow from the granivorous guild 

• Orange-crowned Warbler f rom the insec
tivorous guild. 

Indicator species from each major foraging guild 
should provide relative information on reproductive 
phenology and operative environmental constraints 
on all land bird species of that guild. The species 
chosen to represent each guild were the most obvious 
and most easily observed, and should act as in
dicators for changes in major island resources affect
ing all members of that guild. In most cases indicator 
species were chosen from each guild that occur on 
all three islands, but in one case (the granivore) this 
was not possible. The Song Sparrow was chosen as 
the granivore indicator species but that species is now 
extinct on Santa Barbara Island and does not occur 
on Anacapa Island. If the park decided to reintroduce 
the Song Sparrow to Santa Barbara Island, the three 
indicator species would be present on each of the is
lands except Anacapa Island. 

Population dynamics parameters to be monitored and 
methods for sampling of indicator species are still 
being developed. This aspect of the monitoring 
program will be added to future revisions of this hand
book. 

'Guild codes: C = carnivorous; I = insectivorous; 

G = granivorous; N = nectarivorous 

SBI = Santa Barbara Is.; Al = Anacapa Is.; SMI = San Miguel Is. 
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SPECIES SBI Al SMI GUILD* 

Red-tailed Hawk x x C 
Buteo jamaicensis 

Peregrine Falcon x x C 
Falco peregrinus 

American Kestrel x x x C 
Falco sparverius 

Short-eared Owl x C 
Asio flammeus 

Anna's Hummingbird x N 
Calypte anna 

Allen's Hummingbird x x N 
Selasphorus sasin 

Black Phoebe x I 
Sayornis nigricans 

Horned Lark x x G 
Eremophila alpestris 

Barn Swallow x x I 
Hirundo rustica 

Rock Wren x x I 
Salpinctes obsoletus 

Orange-crowned Warbler x x x I 
Vermivora celata 

Song Sparrow x G 
Melospiza melodia 

Western Meadowlark x x x I 
Sturnella neglecta 

Lesser Goldfinch x G 
Carduelis psaltria 

House Finch x x G 
Carpodacus mexicanus 

European Starling x x x I 
Sturnus vulgaris 



MONITORING PROTOCOL 

SAMPLING METHODS 

The objective of the censusing program is to monitor 
the number and types of land birds in order to detect 
changes in abundance and distribution which may in
fluence, or be influenced by, changes in other island 
resources. 

Three different sampling techniques are used to 
gather information on land birds on Anacapa, San 
Miguel, and Santa Barbara islands; annual counts are 
made during breeding and nonbreeding periods from 
trails and canyons for all breeding birds, intensive ob
servations are made of three key indicator species, 
and variable circular plots and line transect counts are 
made every five years. 

Annual Census 

Materials 

Census data sheet (see Appendix A) 
Island map with trails 
Pencil 
Binoculars 
Bird field guide 

Personnel 

A single observer who is capable of identifying island 
birds by sight and song should be used. To assist the 
observer, a slide program of photographs and an 
audio tape cassette of songs have been prepared for 
island breeding birds and are on file at the park head
quarters. An observer unfamiliar with any of the birds 
should carefully review the slides and tape and con
duct practice sessions (i.e. walk through the count 
area and identify the birds encountered) before at
tempting actual surveys. 

Methods 

Censuses on all islands will utilize existing trails and 
select canyon areas. The observer will walk predesig-
nated routes and count all birds seen or heard (routes 
are identified for each island). Only species that breed 
on that island will be counted, although if other 
species are identified they should be noted. Birds will 

be counted when either an aural or visual detection is 
made, therefore, it is very important that the observer 
be familiar with the morphology, behavior, and 
vocalizations of each breeding land bird species. 
Descriptions of each breeding bird species are in
cluded with this handbook. Distribution maps will be 
prepared for each breeding species, and made avail
able as a separate document. 

General Rules for Conducting Census 

• Wear earth-tone colors (browns, greens, dark 
blues, grays). Do not wear bright colors (reds, 
yellows, whites, etc.). 

• Walk each trail at a moderately slow, steady pace. 
Consecutive counts of the same trail should all 
take about the same amount of time. Pause only 
to confirm identification of a bird. 

• Record all sightings of breeding species seen or 
heard within 100 m to either side of the trail. Tally 
the number of individuals seen for each species. 
Count only those birds detected in the area direct
ly to the sides of or in front of the observer. Do 
not count birds detected behind the observer. 

• Avoid counting the same bird more than once. 
For example, if you see a bird fly into a bush ahead 
of you, list it. As you approach the bush and pass 
by it, one bird of the same species flies out. It is 
reasonable to assume this is the same bird, so 
you would not count it as a sighting when it flew 
out of the bush. However, unless you can be 
reasonably certain that you have already counted 
a particular individual bird (as in this example), 
consider it a separate sighting. 

• Birds may be counted if they are on the ground, 
in vegetation, or in flight. Flying birds may be 
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counted at any height, as long as they are within 
the 100 m lateral counting band. 

• Birds may be detected aurally if call notes or song 
are clearly heard and recognized. Many songs 
can be heard from great distances (much more 
than 100 m), so try to visually locate the singing 
bird to accurately determine the distance. If the 
bird cannot be seen, try to estimate the distance 
and list it as a sighting if you are reasonably cer
tain it is within 100 m. If you are not, or do not 
think so, do not count it. 

• Use a separate tally form for each count area 
(trail). After completing each count, total the 
number of sightings for each species. 

• Nonbreeding species should be listed on the back 
of the tally sheet. Include species seen during the 
actual count (if quickly identifiable) or in transit 
back to the ranger station. Do not spend time tal
lying the number seen if it interferes with counting 
breeding species, but a rough estimate may be 
included at the end of the day. 

Remember: The goal is not the largest count pos
sible; but the most accurate count possible. Stick to 
the methodology outlined above. Do not bend the 
rules to include more birds because you think that you 
do not have enough. Do not list a bird unless you are 
sure of its identification. 

The accuracy and integrity of the count can only be 
maintained by minimizing variations in methodology. 
This is accomplished by rigorously following the es
tablished count procedures. 

Census Conditions 

Censuses can be conducted only if conditions meet 
the following criteria: 

• Visibility is greater than 400 m 

• Wind is 10 knots or less 

• It is not raining 

• No one has walked the trail within 30 minutes prior 
to the count 

• Only one observer conducts each census (no ad
ditional persons may accompany the observer) 

• The avian census must be the first priority of the 
count. If anything else is done in addition (e.g., 
transporting some materials), it must not in any 
way detract from the time and attention you are 
giving the census, nor should it affect the pace at 
which you cover the census route. 

Schedule for Census 

Counts should be made during the following recom
mended time periods. During unusually dry years, 
counts must be conducted at an earlier date (three to 
four weeks earlier) in order to ensure that land birds 
are breeding. Counts during the nonbreeding period 
should be undertaken no later than one month after 
the recommended time. 

ISLAND BREEDING 
CENSUS 

NONBREEDING 
CENSUS 

Breeding Birds and Census Locations for 
Each Island 

The following section describes trails and canyons 
used for annual census counts, as well as the breed
ing birds that are found on each island. A description 
of species morphology, behavior, habitat, similar 
species, and song are provided and are referenced to 
the slide program and audio tape cassette on file at 
park headquarters. 
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Santa Barbara Early March Early to mid 
October 

Anacapa Mid March Mid to late 
October 

San Miguel Late March Late October to 
early November 



SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

Censuses on Santa Barbara Island are conducted 
from four trails and canyons (see Figure 1). Orange-
crowned Warblers are primarily found in Cave, Mid
dle, and Graveyard Canyons and are counted in that 
area, while other breeding species are counted from 
the island trails. 

Trails Used 

Cave, Middle, and Graveyard Canyons: Cave, Mid
dle, and Graveyard Canyons are the three canyons 
south of the residence area. The primary objective of 
the counts along the canyons is to determine the num
ber of pairs of Orange-crowned Warblers, based on 
the singing males heard. Begin the count at official 
sunrise starting at the steps on the lower Landing 
Cove Trail. (Time of sunrise and sunset is announced 
periodically on Channel 1 - the weather station on the 
marine radio; it is also listed in tide tables.) Walk up 
from the Landing Cove, watching and listening for 
warblers, especially in the Coreopsis. At the top of 
the cove, proceed past the quonset hut and follow the 
east side of the Nature Trail, again listening for sing
ing warblers. At the southeast corner of the nature 
trail (i.e. above the mouth of Cave Canyon), walk slow
ly along the north rim of the canyon, listening and 
scanning the Coreopsis on the far side of the Canyon 
(be careful to avoid the nasty cholla which covers 
much of the north rim). When a warbler is heard, stop, 
note its location, and listen for other birds along the 
length of the canyon. Frequently you will be able to 
hear two males singing at once and hence be able to 
determine their relative locations; when you are along 
the middle stretch of the canyon, you will probably be 
able to locate all of the males along the entire length 
of the canyon. Be careful to avoid double-counting 
any of the singing males. 

Continue to the head of the canyon in this manner, 
then loop around the head of the canyon and walk 
down to the north side of the mouth of Middle Canyon 
(try to walk through grassy areas, avoiding the dense 
patches of boxthorn between the two canyons). From 
the mouth of Middle Canyon, slowly walk along the 
north rim toward the head of the canyon, listening for 
singing birds as described above. 

From the head of Middle Canyon, walk to the bluff on 
the north side of Graveyard Canyon which overlooks 
the fork in the canyon. Walk west along the north rim 
on the old trail, then cross the north fork of the canyon 
to the north side of the south fork. Look and listen for 

warblers in the Coreopsis in the south fork. Finally, 
proceed to the large Coreopsis stand on the terrace 
north of the Badlands. Make a slow circuit around the 
periphery of this stand, again watching and listening 
for singing warblers. The entire count, from Landing 
Cove to the Coreopsis stand on the Badlands, should 
take about two hours. 

Arch Point Loop: This trail begins at the residence 
area, goes up to the Saddle, turns north following the 
upper east slope of North Peak out to Arch Point, then 
returns to the residence area going through Cliff 
Canyon and around the head of the Landing Cove 
(note that this is the direction the trail should be 
walked - i.e. clockwise). Begin the census along this 
trail one hour after official sunrise. 

Elephant Seal Cove Trail: Begin this trail at sunrise. 
Start at the Saddle and follow the trail down onto the 
west terrace and across Webster Point. End the count 
at the Elephant Seal overlook. Return to the Saddle. 
Signal Peak loop may be done immediately following. 

Signal Peak Loop: Begin this trail at the Saddle, and 
proceed up to the top of Signal Peak (also walk out to 
the end of the overlook spur which branches off to the 
right just after you reach the top of the peak). From 
the top of the peak, follow the trail down the east slope, 
through Cat Canyon, along the top of the Southeast 
Rookery slope, and across the Badlands. End the 
count at the "Y" where the Signal Peak Trail runs into 
the Saddle Trail. Begin this count one hour after offi
cial sunrise. 

Time of Each Count 

Cave, Middle, and Graveyard Canyons 
Begin at sunrise 
Walk rim of canyons 1 3/4 hours 

to 2 hours 

Arch Point Loop 
Begin one hour after sunrise 
Walk loop 1 to 1 1/2 hours 

Elephant Seal Cove Trail 
Begin at sunrise 
Saddle to Elephant Seal Cove 

and back 45 minutes 

Signal Peak Loop 
Begin one hour after sunrise 
Walk trail 1 to 1 1/2 hours 
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Breeding Land Birds - Santa Barbara Island 

American Kestrel Falco sparverius 

Morphology: 9-12 in. Typical falcon shape, long 
pointed wings, long tail, large head, males smaller 
than females. Rufous-red back and tail, double 
black stripes on white face. Male has blue-gray 
wings, female's wings are red-brown. Perched, at 
a distance, note the upright posture and relatively 
large head. 

Behavior: Kestrels are frequently in the air, soar
ing and "hovering", facing into the wind on flutter
ing wings. 

Habitat: Kestrels are common on the island, espe
cially around the slopes of Signal Peak and North 
Peak, and the area from Landing Cove to Cave 
Canyon. Look for perched birds on Coreopsis, on 
cliff edges, and in the canyons. 

Similar Species: Generally, no other birds on the 
island should be confused with kestrels. Peregrine 
Falcons occur on the island during the winter, but 
should be distinguished relatively easily by their 
dark coloration (blue-gray or brown over the entire 
upper parts), much larger size, and strong flight on 
relatively rapid, shallow wing beats. 

Song: No true song, but call is a loud, rapid klee-
klee-klee. 

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus 

Morphology: This is a large, light brown bird, big-
headed and rather long-winged. Perched, note the 
large, round head and the black patches on the 
face framing the eyes. 

Behavior: This owl flies with deep, "floppy" wing 
beats. 

Habitat: Seen flying back and forth over the 
grasslands, especially on the east terrace in the 
vicinity of the canyons and over the east slope of 
North Peak. An irregular breeder on the island. 

Similar Species: The Barn Owl is the only other 
common large owl; it is rarely seen during the day. 
It is light brown above, and white or orangish 
below. The Northern Harrier "quarters" the 
grassland in the same manner as the Short-eared 

Owl, but is larger, slimmer, and long-tailed, without 
the big head and floppy flight which make the owl 
so distinctive. Northern Harriers typically glide on 
wings help up in a shallow "V" 

Song: Quiet whooo, repeated several times in suc
cession. Commonly heard call is a raspy keee-
yerr. 

Horned Lark Eremophila alpestris 

Morphology: 7 in. long. Brown backed. Male has 
black forehead with black "horns" (not always dis
tinct) and a broad black stripe ("whisker mark") 
down sides of face. White or yellowish face and 
throat, with a black bib below throat. Females and 
immature birds similar to male but duller. In flight, 
dark tail with white outer feathers may be con
spicuous. 

Behavior: Horned Larks are ground dwellers and 
walk or run over the ground while foraging. Com
monly in flocks of 5 to 30 birds. Flight is undulat
ing with wings folded tightly to body after each 
beat, accompanied by flight call or song. Their call 
notes will often be heard before the birds can be 
seen. 

Habitat: Horned Larks are found in sparsely 
vegetated areas. They are most numerous in the 
"moonscape" area, Arch Point, and the top of Sig
nal Peak. They are also frequently seen in the Bad
lands, the short-grass and eroded areas on the east 
slope of Signal Peak, around Cat Canyon and the 
top of the Southeast Slope, and along the trail be
tween the residence area and the Saddle. 

Similar Species: The only common ground spar
row - the Savannah Sparrow - generally occurs in 
tall grass or brushy areas. It is streak-breasted, 
short-tailed and lacks any of the black markings of 
the lark. More difficult will be distinguishing pipits 
and longspurs - both tend to flock with Horned 
Larks, and both have white outer tail feathers; also 
like larks, they both walk (sparrows hop). Pipits are 
slimmer than larks and thin-billed; they are darker 
brown on their upper parts and have a streaked 
breast. Longspurs are chunky and have a conical 
bill (heavier than that of the lark); they are rather 
plain in winter plumage, looking like pale sparrows. 
They may have dark, smudgy markings on the head 
and breast, but will not have the "mask" and "horns" 
of the lark. 
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Song: Calls include a high pitched tsee-ee ortsee-
titj. The song is a weak twittering pit-wit, wee-pit, 
pit-wee, wee-pit, accelerating toward the end. Both 
call and song are given on ground or during flight. 

Orange-crowned Warbler Vermivora celata 

Morphology: 5 in. A small, somewhat drab bird 
with thin, pointed bill. Sexes alike. Plain, dusky 
green above, variable yellow underparts with a 
faintly streaked breast. Dark stripe through eye 
sometimes visible. Orange-brown crown spot 
usually not evident in field. The most distinctive 
thing about Orange-crowned Warblers is their lack 
of any distinctive marks. They are plain yellowish-
green overall without wing bars or an eye ring. At 
close range, note a faint dark line through the eye, 
and blurry streaks on the underparts. When the 
head feathers are raised on a male, the orange 
crown can be seen, but this is often difficult to see 
in the field and is, therefore, not a good field iden
tification character. 

Behavior: Frequently the birds sing from the 
cover of Coreopsis. When seen they are usually 
searching around Coreopsis branches and 
making short rapid flights from one Coreopsis to 
another. 

Habitat: Orange-crowned Warblers are found 
primarily in Coreopsis in Cave and Middle 
Canyons during the breeding season. They are 
occasionally seen in the Coreopsis on North Peak, 
in the Landing Cove, and in Graveyard Canyon. 

Similar Species: One other commonly observed 
bird might be confused with Orange-crowned 
Warbler. Ruby-crowned Kinglets are smaller, 
grayish, and have a conspicuous eye ring and wing 
bars. 

Song: Counts for this bird concentrate on singing 
birds. The song is an even, descending trill, often 
with an upward inflection at the end; the trill may 
be sweetly melodic or rather dry. 

Western Meadowlark Sturnella neglecta 

Morphology: Approximately 9 in. long. Dull 
brown, streaked and spotted above. Note the short 

tail with white outer feathers. Throat and breast yel
low with distinctive black v-shaped breast band. 
Crown stripes. Note the flight profile - chunky, with 
short tail and "pointy front". 

Behavior: Meadowlarks fly with bursts of several 
rapid wing beats alternating with gliding. 

Habitat: Meadowlarks may be seen anywhere on 
the island; they are especially common in the 
grasslands of the east terrace. 

Similar Species: Should not be confused with any 
other bird on the island (except, perhaps with the 
starling for birds seen flying at a great distance). 

Song: Their song is a characteristic sound on the 
island - a loud, clear jumble of flute-like notes. 

European Starling Sturnus vulgaris 

Morphology: 8-9 in. long. A dark, chunky bird 
with a short tail and long, slender bill. In winter, 
dark body feathers are tipped with white. Adult in 
breeding plumage is iridescent black with a yellow 
bill. In flight, wings appear pointed (triangular). 

Behavior: They are usually seen in flocks of up to 
60 birds, but note that meadowlarks may also 
gather in flocks during the winter. 

Habitat: Starlings may be seen anywhere on the 
island. They are frequently seen around some of 
the Coreopsis stands on the east terrace, and 
around Arch Point. 

Similar Species: Other blackbirds are slimmer, 
longer tailed and more evenly black colored (lack
ing the iridescence of fine speckling that the Starl
ing may show). They do not have characteristic 
"triangle" wings and short tail that are so distinctive 
in the starling in flight. If not seen well, flying birds 
at a distance may be mistaken for meadowlarks. 

Song: Utters a variety of squeaky chattered, 
warbles, and twitters. Also imitates calls or songs 
of other species. 
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ANACAPA ISLAND 

Census is limited to East Anacapa Island because of 
access difficulties and potential disturbance of the en
dangered California Brown Pelican on West Anacapa 
Island. Figure 2 indicates the routes of the trail cen
sus. The entire island is censused in one day using 
two major trail systems. 

Trail Used 

Habitat: Primarily open country and may be seen 
anywhere on the island. While known to breed on 
West Anacapa, they do not currently breed on East 
Anacapa, but may do so in the future. 

Similar Species: Possibly confused with Com
mon Raven - similar size, but all black with long, 
heavy bill and long wedge-shaped tail. 

Song: Call is a distinct rasping scream - kreee. 

The East Anacapa Island census starts at the gate to 
the lighthouse, with the observer slowly walking to the 
ranger residence. At the bunkhouse, turn upslope and 
travel around the helicopter pad, proceeding down 
toward the campground and turning left at that trail 
junction. Continue along this trail, staying to the left 
at the fork, until you reach the western tip of the island 
(Inspiration Point). Turn here and followthe north loop 
of this trail down through the gull colony. Retrace the 
path to the campground (do not recount the section 
of trail you already covered), then turn left (north) and 
follow the Cathedrail Cove trail. Where the Cathedral 
Cove trail meets the main trail, turn left and walk back 
to the residence area ending the count at the 
bunkhouse. 

Time of Each Count 

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus 

Begin at dawn 
Walk trail 1 to 1 1/2 hours 

Breeding Land Birds - Anacapa Island 

Red-tailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis 

Morphology: 19-25 in. long, wingspan 50 in. 
Large hawk with broad, fairly rounded wings and 
short, broad tail. Adults are dark brown above, 
white below with brown streaks on lower neck. 
Characteristic broad band of dark streaking across 
white belly, and chestnut-red on upper side of tail; 
paler red undertail. Immature birds are similar to 
adults, but note the gray-brown tail with many dark 
bands, and the more streaked and spotted under
pays, but still showing the conspicuous white 
chest. 

Behavior: Hunts while soaring in sky or hovers 
along ridges where updrafts hold it aloft. Usually 
seen in flight, though at times perched along cliffs 
or ridge tops. 

Morphology: 16-20 in. Crow size. Typical falcon 
shape; long pointed wings, long tail. Males smaller 
than females. Dark head, back, and top of wings. 
Adults have barred underparts, immatures 
streaked. Note the distinctive wide black wedge 
that extends below eye. 

Behavior: Flies with strong, shallow wing beats or 
soars along cliffs/bluffs. May be seen perched 
along cliffs. 

Habitat: Peregrines breed on steep cliffs, and 
forage mainly along the island periphery. Oc
casionally hunt or fly over the island itself. 

Similar Species: At a distance may be confused 
with the American Kestrel, which is much smaller 
and more colorful. 

Song: No true song, seldom heard vocalizing. 

Note: Special surveys must be conducted to 
determine status and numbers of breeding 
peregrines. However, any peregrines noted during 
trail counts should be recorded. 

American Kestrel Falco sparverius 

Morphology: 9-12 in. Typical falcon shape, long 
pointed wings, long tail, short neck, males smaller 
than females. Rufous-red back and tail, double 
black stripes on white face. Male has blue-gray 
wings, females' wings are red-brown. 

Behavior: While perched, frequently raises and 
lowers its tail. Flies with rapid wing beats and short 
glides. Often hovers in mid-air on rapidly beating 
wings, flapping or gliding to a new location to hover 
again. 
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Habitat: Kestrels breed on cliffs and canyon walls, 
but forage and fly over the entire island. Although 
uncommon, they may be seen on any count. 

Similar Species: At a distance may be confused 
with the Peregrine Falcon, which is a darker and 
larger falcon, with more shallow wing beats. 

Song: No true song, but call is a loud, rapid klee-
klee-klee. 

Allen's Hummingbird Selasphorus sasin 

Morphology: 3-1/2 in. Head and back iridescent 
green, tail mainly reddish-brown; rufous sides. 
Male has bright orange-red gorget, while female 
has a few red feathers on throat and mostly white 
underside. 

Behavior: Commonly perches on high exposed 
twig or branch. Sips nectar from flowers while 
hovering. Scolds and chases other birds. Male's 
courtship display flight drops from high above in 
the arc of a giant pendulum, swooping back and 
forth several times and repeating. 

Habitat: In or around Coreopsis or Baccharis, or 
feeding from flowering plants such as Indian 
paintbrush. Currently breeds on middle Anacapa. 
It does not breed on East Anacapa at present, but 
may in the future. 

Similar Species: Somewhat similar to Anna's 
Hummingbird, but distinguished by rufous sides 
and male's green crown. Very similar to uncom
mon Rufous Hummingbird; female and young in
distinguishable (assume it is an Allen's), male is 
distinguished by all-green back and crown of 
Allen's versus the red-brown back of the Rufous. 

Song: No true song. In flight, wing beats produce 
a high, thin whistle. Call is a chup, and chase note 
is a zeee-chuppity-chup. 

Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica 

Morphology: 7 in. A slender body with long 
pointed wings and deeply forked tail (sometimes 
white spots on tail). Metallic blue-black above, cin
namon underparts. 

Behavior: Adept aerialist, catches flying insects in 
air during swift flight over island or canyons. Twit
ters during flight. 

Habitat: Though it nests in caves and rock 
crevices, barn swallows may be seen flying 
anywhere on the island. Common in landing cove 
and other areas where flying insects are common; 
they frequently forage over grasslands and shrub
by areas. 

Similar Species: Cliff Swallow does not have a 
long, forked tail. 

Song: No true song, however utters a twitter, kvik 
kvik, wit-wit in flight. 

Rock Wren Salpinctes obsoletus 

Morphology: Approximately 6 in. long. Dull gray 
above, finely streaked white breast. Cinnamon-
colored rump. Overall, a pale bird. Note the long, 
thin bill. White streak over eye. 

Behavior: Dodges about among rocky areas. Fre
quently bobs up and down. 

Habitat: Rocky, open areas, especially cliffs. Most 
likely observed along north- and southwestern 
edge of island. 

Similar Species: House Wren - usually found in 
areas of thick vegetation. Smaller and darker, has 
barred sides. The House Wren is shy, flighty, and 
usually stays concealed in vegetation. 

Song: The song is highly variable, but usually a 
mixture of buzzes and trills. Note the slight 
similarity to some forms of Song Sparrow calls. 

Bewick's Wren Thryomanes bewickii 

Morphology: 5 in. Chunky with slender, slightly 
curved bill. Grayish brown above, light below. Dis
tinctive white eyebrow. Long tail edged with white, 
usually held uptilted. 

Behavior: Flicks tail sideways. Highly inquisitive, 
will often approach observer. Usually stays well 
concealed in vegetation. 

Habitat: Found primarily in densely vegetated 
areas, particularly along the trail to the lighthouse. 

Similar Species: Possibly confused with smaller 
House Wren or Winter Wren. Both have shorter 
tails and barring on sides or throat. Only Bewick's 
Wren has distinctive white eyebrow. 
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Song: Variable, a loud high thin buzz and warble. 
Can be very vocal, singing and calling continuous
ly for several minutes at a time. 

Orange-crowned Warbler Vermivora celata 

Morphology: 5 in. A small, somewhat drab bird 
with thin, pointed bill. Sexes alike. Plain, dusky 
green above, variable yellow underparts with a 
faintly streaked breast. Dark stripe through eye 
sometimes visible. Orange-brown crown spot 
usually not evident in field. 

Behavior: Actively darts about in dense, bushy 
vegetation. Male often sings from within bush, out 
of sight. When seen, it is often gleaning insects 
from branches. 

Habitat: Found in areas where lupine, Coreopsis, 
or other shrubs are abundant. Usually seen in 
Coreopsis between residence area and lighthouse, 
on the hills around Cathedral Cove, and on the west 
end of the island. 

Similar Species: The Ruby-crowned Kinglet is 
similar in size, although smaller and grayer overall. 
The kinglet has white wing bars and a white eye ring. 
Note the lack of green-yellow coloration. Review 
section on Lesser Goldfinch and note differences. 

Song: Has a distinctive call note of a low, throaty 
explosive chuck. This call note is often the first 
detection of the bird. Also note a rattling flight call 
that is commonly heard. The song is a series of gur
gling, flute-like notes, accelerating toward the end. 

House Finch Carpodacus mexicanus 

Morphology: 6 in. Sexes differ. Male has brown 
back and wings, with red (or sometimes orange or 
yellow) on head, rump, and breast. Note the brown 
streaked underparts and short, conical bill. Female 
and juveniles are gray-brown and heavily streaked 
overall, lacking red. 

Behavior: Forage in open areas on plant seeds. 
Usually give call note in undulating flight. 

Habitat: Prefer trees, shrubs, and eaves of build
ings for nesting, but forage wherever weed seeds 
are available. May be seen flying over any part of 
island; common above helicopter pad and near 
water-tank building. 

Similar Species: Female may possibly be con
fused with sparrow species (especially when wet 
from bathing). Compare the unstreaked belly of 
most sparrows with the extensively streaked House 
Finch. 

Song: Call note is a high pitched chip. Song is a 
distinct trill composed of a series of descending 
notes. 

Song: Call note is distinctive queet or wheat. 
Learn to distinguish this from the Horned Lark call 
note. Song is variable and warbling. 

Western Meadowlark Sturnella neglecta 

Morphology: Approximately 9 in. long, and one of 
Anacapa's larger land birds. Dull brown, streaked 
and spotted above. Note the short tail with white 
outer feathers. Throat and breast yellow with dis
tinctive black v-shaped breast band. 

Behavior: Primarily ground dwelling but some
times seen perched or singing atop bushes or trees. 
In winter usually seen in flocks. In flight, alternates 
rapid wing beats and gliding, though flight remains 
level. 

Habitat: Commonly found on all grassy areas of 
the island. 

Similar Species: The European Starling is similar 
in size and shape, but is a much darker bird (refer 
to section on the starling). 

European Starling Sturnus vulgaris 

Morphology: 8-9 in. long. A dark, chunky bird with 
a short tail and long, slender bill. In winter, dark 
body feathers are tipped with white. Adult in breed
ing plumage is iridescent black with a yellow bill. In 
flight, wings appear pointed (triangular). 

Behavior: Forages by day in open country, walks 
with short jerky steps. Usually seen in flocks, 
though at times singly. 

Habitat: Nesting in cavities in canyon walls and 
cliffs. Starlings may be seen flying or foraging 
anywhere on the island. 

Similar Species: Western Meadowlark is similar 
size and shape, but is much lighter colored. Black 
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birds are same size, but have longer tail, more 
rounded wings and shorter bill. 

Song: Utters a variety of squeaks, chatters, 
warbles, and twitters. Also imitates calls or songs 
of other species. 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Trails Used 

There are three basic trail systems used for counts on 
San Miguel Island. They are described here and 
mapped in figure 3. 

Cross-Island Trail: Begin at the Nidever Creek 
bridge between the ranger station and the outhouse. 
Follow the trail, turning right at the junction to the 
Cabrillo Monument (do not take the small loop up to 
the actual monument) and on to San Miguel Hill (end 
day one). 

On day two, continue over San Miguel Hill and Green 
Mountain, down the west slope of Green Mountain, 
and through the large section of lupine which ends 
just before the dry lake bed. The end of this lupine 
patch marks the end of the count. 

Harris Point Administrative Trail: A marker indi
cates the beginning of this route, where the Harris 
Point administrative trail joins the old jeep trail. Fol
low the trail north approximately 1600 m to markers 
that indicate the end of the count. 

Willow Canyon: Although not technically a trail, the 
bottom of Willow Canyon is easily traveled and 
presents a good route for monitoring unique canyon 
habitats. Begin censusing at the northwesternmost 
extension of upper Willow Canyon, approximately 50 
m north of where the old fence line crosses the 
canyon. Follow the bottom of the canyon all the way 
to the mouth (Willow Cove). Keep to the main canyon, 
staying to the left at all major junctions. 

Time of Each Count 

Harris Point Trail 
Begin at dawn 
Transit time to beginning 

of count 20 minutes 
Count time 50 minutes 
Transit time back 

to ranger station 45 minutes 

Willow Canyon 
Begin at dawn 
Transit time to beginning 

of count 20 minutes 
Count time 2 1/2 hours 
Transit time back to 

ranger station 1 1/2 to 2 hours 

Breeding Land Birds - San Miguel Island 

Red-tailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis 

Morphology: 19-25 in. long, wingspan 50 in. 
Large hawk with broad, fairly rounded wings and 
short, broad tail. Adults are dark brown above, 
white below with brown streaks on lower neck. 
Characteristic broad band of dark streaking across 
white belly, and chestnut-red on upper side of tail; 
paler red undertail. Immature birds are similar to 
adults, but note the gray-brown tail with many dark 
bands, and the more streaked and spotted under-
parts, but still showing the conspicuous white 
chest. 

Behavior: Hunts while soaring in sky or hovers 
along ridges where updrafts hold it aloft. Usually 
seen in flight, though at times perched along cliffs 
or ridge tops. 

Habitat: Primarily open country and may be seen 
anywhere on the island. 

Similar Species: Possibly confused with: 1) Com
mon Raven - similar size, but all black with long, 
heavy bill and long wedge-shaped tail; or 2) Nor
thern Harrier - similar size, but body and wings are 
slimmer and tail longer and slimmer than Red-tailed 
Hawk. Harrier also has a white rump-patch and 
owl-like facial disk. 

Song: Call is a distinct rasping scream -- kreee. 

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus 

Morphology: 16-20 in. Crow size. Typical falcon 
shape; long pointed wings, long tail. Males smaller 
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than females. Dark head, back, and top of wings. 
Adults have barred underparts, immatures 
streaked. Note the distinctive wide black wedge 
that extends below eye. 

Behavior. Flies with strong, shallow wing beats or 
soars along cliffs/bluffs. May be seen perched 
along cliffs. 

Habitat: Peregrines breed on steep cliffs, and 
forage mainly along the island periphery. Oc
casionally hunt or fly over the island itself. 

Similar Species: At a distance may be confused 
with the American Kestrel, which is much smaller 
and more colorful. 

Song: No true song, seldom heard vocalizing. 

Note: Special surveys must be conducted to 
determine status and numbers of breeding 
peregrines. However, any peregrines noted during 
trail counts should be recorded. 

American Kestrel Falco sparverius 

Morphology: 9-12 in. Typical falcon shape, long 
pointed wings, long tail, large head, males smaller 
than females. Rufous-red back and tail, double 
black stripes on white face. Male has blue-gray 
wings, female's wings are red-brown. 

Behavior While perched on fence post or shrub, 
frequently raises and lowers its tail. Flies with rapid 
wing beats and short glides. Often hovers in midair 
on rapidly beating wings, flapping or gliding to a 
new location to hover again. 

Habitat: Kestrels breed in cliffs and canyon walls, 
but forage and fly over the entire island and may be 
seen on any count. 

Similar Species: At a distance may be confused 
with the Peregrine Falcon, which is a darker and 
larger falcon, with more shallow wing beats. 

Song: No true song, but call is a loud, rapid klee-
klee-klee. 

Anna's Hummingbird Calypte anna 

Morphology: 4 in. Tiny, colorful birds, male and 
female differ. Both are bright metallic green above, 

grayish-white below with green on sides. Male has 
brilliant iridescent red crown and throat patch (gor
get), the color extending a little onto the sides of 
neck. Female is grayish below, lacks red on 
forehead but throat usually has a few red feathers. 
Immature birds resemble female, but immature 
male usually has some red on throat. 

Behavior Often seen perched on prominent twig 
or branch. Hover at flowers to sip nectar. Often 
chases other birds or scolds approaching humans. 
In courtship flights, male mounts upward into sky, 
then shoots vertically downward at high speed 
toward perched female, looping upwards and 
repeating. 

Habitat: Commonly found in moist canyons where 
flowers are abundant. Also forages in flats where 
island morning glory, paintbrush, or buckwheat are 
common. Usually seen in Nidever and Willow 
Canyons. 

Similar Species: Similar to Allen's Hummingbird 
and Costa's Hummingbird. Note that Allen's Hum
mingbird has rufous wash on sides and rufous tail; 
male has bright orange-red gorget. Costa's Hum
mingbird, which is uncommon on the island, has 
whiter underparts, and the male has a deep violet 
crown and gorget extending far down the sides of 
the neck. 

Song: Anna's Hummingbird is the only hum
mingbird to sing - a thin, squeaky warble, uttered 
from a perch or flight. Both sexes give the com
mon call note, a sharp chick or chirp, often in a 
rapid series. Often gives twittery, chattering "chase 
notes". In flight, rapid wing beats produce a hum. 

Allen's Hummingbird Selasphorus sasin 

Morphology: 3-1/2 in. Head and back iridescent 
green, tail mainly reddish-brown; rufous sides. 
Male has bright orange-red gorget, while female 
has a few red feathers on throat and mostly white 
underside. 

Behavior Commonly perches on high exposed 
twig or branch. Sips nectar from flowers while 
hovering. Scolds and chases other birds. Male's 
courtship display flight drops from high above in 
the arc of a giant pendulum, swooping back and 
forth several times and repeating. 
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Habitat: Similar to Anna's Hummingbird; found in 
canyons and flats where flowers are abundant. 
Regularly seen in Willow and Nidever Canyons. 

Similar Species: Somewhat similar to Anna's 
Hummingbird, but distinguished by rufous sides 
and male's green crown. Very similar to uncom
mon Rufous Hummingbird; female and young in
distinguishable (assume it is an Allen's), male is 
distinguished by all-green back and crown of 
Allen's versus the red-brown back of the Rufous. 

Song: No true song. In flight, wing beats produce 
a high, thin whistle. Call is a chup, and chase note 
is a zeee-chuppity-chup. 

Black Phoebe Sayornis nigricans 

Morphology: 6-1/2 in. Black upper parts, tail and 
breast with white belly. Tail long, bill thin and flat
tened. Sexes alike. 

Behavior: Erect posture when perched; has habit 
of lowering, then slowly raising tail. Sits atop 
bushes, fence posts, and makes short flights to 
catch aerial insects, often returning to same perch. 
Observer can often hear the bill snap and click 
when foraging. 

Habitat: Seldom far from water, prefers canyon, 
cliffs and flats where fresh water is found. Usually 
seen in Willow Canyon, but may forage anywhere. 

Similar Species: The Say's Phoebe is similar in 
size, shape and behavior but differs totally in 
coloration. Note the overall browner coloration. 

Song: Call note, often given in flight, is a tsi£ or 
plaintive chee. Song is a repetitious ti wee, ti wee. 

Horned Lark Eremophila alpestris 

Morphology: 7 in. long. Brown-backed. Male has 
black forehead with black "horns" (not always 
visible) and a broad black stripe ("whisker mark") 
down sides of face. White or yellowish face and 
throat, with a black breast band. Females and im
mature birds similar to male but duller colors. In 
flight, dark tail with white outer feathers may be con
spicuous. 

Behavior Horned Larks are ground dwellers and 
walk or run over the ground while foraging. Com

monly in flocks of 5 - 30 birds. Flight is undulating 
with wings folded tightly to body after each beat, 
accompanied by flight call or song. Often allow 
close approach before flight. 

Habitat: Prefer open fields, rocky flats and areas 
of mixed Astragalus/Malacothrix/grass. Primarily 
seen along the cross-island and Harris Point trails, 
they are sometimes observed in small numbers 
along Willow Canyon. 

Similar Species: The House Finch has similar call 
note and flight pattern, but is smaller and chunkier. 
Refer to section on House Finch, and carefully note 
song differences. 

Song: Calls include a high pitched tsee-ee ortsee-
titi. The song is a weak twittering pit-wit, wee-pit, 
pit-wee, wee-pit, accelerating toward the end. Both 
call and song are given on ground or during flight. 

Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica 

Morphology: 7 in. A slender body with long 
pointed wings and deeply forked tail (white spots 
on tail). Metallic blue-black above, cinnamon un-
derparts. 

Behavior Adept aerialist, catches flying insects in 
air during swift flight over fields, streams, canyons, 
or beaches. Twitters during flight. 

Habitat: Although they nest in caves and rock 
crevices in moist areas, Barn Swallows may be 
seen flying anywhere on the island. Common in 
Nidever Canyon and other moist areas where flying 
insects are common, they occasionally forage over 
grasslands and shrubby areas. 

Similar Species: None 

Song: No true song, however utters a twitter, kvik 
kvik, wit-wit in flight. 

Rock Wren Salpinctes obsoletus 

Morphology: Approximately 6 in, long. Dull gray 
above, finely streaked white breast. Cinnamon-
colored rump. Overall a pale bird. Note the long, 
thin bill. White streak over eye. 

Behavior Dodges about among rocky areas. Fre
quently bobs up and down. 
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Habitat: Rocky, open areas, especially canyons, 
dry washes and cliffs. Found in most canyon areas 
and in some caliche areas. Most likely observed 
along Willow Canyon and Harris Point transects. 

Similar Species: House Wren - usually found in 
areas of thick shrubby vegetation. Smaller and 
darker, has barred sides. Shy and flighty, stays 
concealed in vegetation. 

Song: The song is highly variable, but usually a 
mixture of buzzes and trills. It is usually an even 
series of one- or two-syllabled, buzzy notes, all at 
the same pitch: tew-tew-tew-tew or Chr-ee-chr-ee-
chr-ee-chr-ee. Note the slight similarity to some 
forms of Song Sparrow calls. 

Orange-crowned Warbler Vermivora celata 

Morphology: 5 in. A small, somewhat drab bird 
with thin, pointed bill. Sexes alike. Plain, dusky 
green above, variable yellow underparts with a 
faintly streaked breast. Dark stripe through eye 
sometimes visible. Orange-brown crown spot 
usually not evident in field. 

Behavior: Actively darts about in dense, bushy 
vegetation. Male often sings from within bush, out 
of sight. Often seen gleaning insects from 
branches. 

Habitat: Common in canyons and washes; also 
found in areas where lupine, Coreopsis, or willows 
are abundant. Usually seen in Nidever and Willow 
Canyons, as well as lupine areas of the Harris Point 
and Cross Island trails. 

Similar Species: The Ruby-crowned Kinglet is 
similar in size, though smaller and grayer overall, 
including the underparts. The kinglet has white 
wing bars and a white eye ring. Note the lack of 
green-yellow coloration. Review section on Lesser 
Goldfinch, noting differences in bill shape and 
habits. 

Song: Call note is a high pitched pjt. Song is a dis
tinct series of descending notes. 

Song Sparrow Melospiza melodia 

Morphology: 6 in. Sexes alike. Generally brown 
above, with brown and rufous streaks and stripes 
on back and face. Note broad grayish eyebrow 

and broad, dark stripe bordering whitish throat. 
Light breast is heavily streaked, usually with a large 
central dark breast spot. Long rounded tail, short 
bill. 

Behavior: Often forages on ground and under 
dense vegetation. May run or hop, retreating into 
dense cover. Flights usually short (20 m); pumps 
tail up and down on short flights. Sings loudly from 
shrubs, fence posts, etc. 

Habitat: Song Sparrows like brushy cover with 
available water, such as canyons. Also in drier 
habitats where lupine and coyote bush are abun
dant. Common in Nidever and Willow Canyons, 
but also found in bushy areas of Cross Island and 
Harris Point trails. 

Similar Species: 1) Savannah Sparrow - An un
common island visitor. Slightly smaller than the 
Song Sparrow, it is an overall lighter bird, with a 
shorter, slightly forked tail and yellowish eyebrow 
(not gray as in Song Sparrow). 2) Fox Sparrow -
A somewhat common winter visitor which is found 
in the same type of habitat. Larger and darker than 
the Song Sparrow, it has reddish rump and tail. 
Underparts heavily marked with triangular spots, 
may have dark central breast spot. Note the lack 
of streaking on head and back, and the thick, short 
bill. 3) Hermit Thrush - A rather common winter 
visitor. Approximately the same size as the Song 
Sparrow, but its bill is thinner. Note the reddish tail 
and lack of streaking on head and back. 4) House 
Finch - The female House Finch is approximately 
the same size, but is brown-streaked overall and 
has a shorter tail. Refer to section on House Finch. 

Song: Call notes include a sharp chip or chimp. 
A nasal eeeeee-eeeee is also used. Song of male 
is variable, a few long bright notes followed by 
shorter notes, then a trill. 

Western Meadowlark Sturnella neglecta 

Morphology: Approximately 9 in. long, one of San 
Miguel Island's larger birds. Dull brown, streaked 
and spotted above. Note the short tail with white 
outer feathers. Throat and breast yellow with dis
tinctive black v-shaped breast band. 

Behavior: Primarily ground dwelling; sometimes 
seen perched or singing atop bushes or fen-
ceposts. In winter may be seen in flocks of 10-70. 
In flight, alternates rapid wing beats and gliding, 
though flight remains level. 
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Habitat: Commonly found in open grasslands, 
sometimes in areas of bushes or mixed 
Astragalus/Malacothrix/\up\r\e. Usually observed 
on cross-island trail and Harris Point Trail, though 
it may also be seen occasionally along the rim of 
Willow Canyon. 

Similar Species: The European Starling is similar 
in size and shape, but is a much darker bird (refer 
to section on the Starling). 

Song: Has a distinctive call note of a low, throaty 
explosive chuck. This call note is often the first 
detection of the bird. Also note a rattling flight call 
that is commonly heard. The song is a series of gur
gling, flute-like notes, accelerating toward the end. 

are gray-brown and heavily streaked overall, lack
ing red. 

Behavior: Forage in open areas on plant seeds. 
Commonly found bathing in fresh-water pools and 
springs. Usually give call note in undulating flight. 

Habitat: Prefer canyons and cliff areas for nesting, 
but forage wherever weed seeds are available. 
May be seen flying over any part of island; com
mon in Willow Canyon. 

Similar Species: Female may possibly be con
fused with Song Sparrow (especially when wet 
from bathing). Compare the unstreaked belly of 
the Song Sparrow with the extensively streaked 
House Finch. 

Lesser Goldfinch Carduelis psaltria 

Morphology: 4-1/2 in. Small bird with short tail 
and short, conical bill. Sexes differ. Male is dark 
greenish above, with bright yellow underparts, 
black cap, wing (with white wing bar), and tail. 
White wing patch visible in flight. Female greenish 
above, dull yellow below, with black wings and tail. 
Immature birds resemble adult females. 

Behavior: Usually seen or heard flying overhead, 
perched atop coyote bush or feeding on thistle 
seeds. Usually calls or sings in flight. 

Habitat: Prefers nesting in bushy and willow-lined 
canyons. May be seen in drier flats where thistles 
are common. Often observed in Nidever and Wil
low Canyons, but may be found along any trail. 

Similar Species: Orange-crowned Warbler has 
similar green back and yellowish-green underparts, 
but the bill is much thinner and more pointed and 
it lacks the black wing, tail and cap. Refer to sec
tion on Orange-crowned Warbler. 

Song: Call note is a high, plaintive tee-yee. Song 
is variable series of twitters, trills, and swees. 

House Finch Carpodacus mexicanus 

Morphology: 6 in. Sexes differ. Male has brown 
back and wings, with red on head, rump, and 
breast. Occasionally male will show orange or yel
low instead of red. Note the brown streaked under
parts and short, conical bill. Female and juveniles 

Song: Call note is distinctive queet or wheat. 
Learn to distinguish this from the Horned Lark call 
note. Song is variable and warbling. 

European Starling Sturnus vulgaris 

Morphology: 8-9 in. long. A dark, chunky bird with 
a short tail and long, slender bill. In winter, dark 
body feathers are tipped with white. Adult in breed
ing plumage is iridescent black with a yellow bill. In 
flight, wings appear pointed (triangular). 

Behavior: Forages by day in open country, walks 
with short jerky steps. Usually seen in flocks (10-
100), though at times singly. Though bold in cities, 
they are very shy on San Miguel Island and usually 
flush from ground at quite a distance and will 
change flight path to avoid humans. 

Habitat: Nesting in cavities in canyon walls and 
cliffs. Starlings may be seen flying or foraging 
anywhere on the island. 

Similar Species: Western Meadowlark is similar in 
size and shape, but much lighter colored. Black
birds are same size, but have longer tail, more 
rounded wings and shorter bill. 

Song: Utters a variety of squeaks, chatters, 
warbles, and twitters. Also may imitate calls or 
songs of other species. 
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Census at Stratified Random Stations 

Every five years a census is conducted from stratified 
random stations in order to ensure that the correction 
factor for absolute densities is still applicable for each 
island. The variable circular plot technique (Reynolds 
et al. 1980) is used to document densities of breeding 
bird species. The variable circular plot counts are 
conducted at pre-designated stations at random loca
tions along transects over each island. The observer 
counts all birds heard and seen at each station for a 
10 minute period. Stations have been established on 
three islands (Santa Barbara, Anacapa, and San 
Miguel) as mapped in Figures 4, 5, and 6. 

For station counts, the observer goes to a station, al
lows one minute for the birds to quiet, then begins 
counting. The count duration is 10 minutes, during 
which time all birds are counted. Distance of the bird 
from the station is also recorded. The observer 
should turn slowly during the 10-minute count period, 
taking care not to double count any bird. As with trail 
counts, only breeding species are recorded, but other 
species should be noted. All stations are identified by 
small stakes or iron rebarthat has been pounded into 
the ground. 

Indicator Species 

The monitoring program for land birds will be ex
panded in the future to gather specific information on 
indicator species. While key indicator species from 
major feeding guilds have been selected for more 
detailed monitoring (American Kestrel from the car
nivorous gui ld, the Song Sparrow from the 
granivorous guild, and the Orange-crowned Warbler 
from the insectivorous guild), methods and data re
quirements are still under study. Potential information 
to be gathered includes the number of birds breeding 
in a specific study area, timing of the onset of breed
ing, fledging success, and population age structure. 
Such information will not only provide an indication of 
the health of the species monitored, but the status of 
other species in that feeding guild. 

DATA MANAGEMENT 

Data Input 

Trail Count Data Sheets were designed to allow rapid, 
accurate tallying of the number of birds detected 
during trail counts (see Appendix A). 

Detailed instructions for using the land bird monitor
ing trail count data sheets are included in Appendix A. 

Census forms are collected immediately following 
each census (twice each year). Data are entered into 
the Channel Islands National Park data base manage
ment system using Fox-Base or dBase III +. 

Data Analysis 

After data entry, relative numbers are calculated for 
each island. Conversion factors will then be applied 
to the data to determine relative densities. Data 
analysis techniques are still being developed, and this 
aspect will be added to future revisions of this hand
book. 

On each fifth year, a detailed analysis is conducted to 
determine if any changes in one or more of the breed
ing parameters on any of the three indicator species 
has occurred. 

A regression analysis of census data with climatologi-
cal parameters should be conducted each year to 
determine what impact abiotic factors are having on 
species distribution and numbers. 

At the end of each 5-year period, a trend analysis is 
conducted for each breeding species that has been 
censused on each of the islands. Species analysis is 
done separately on each island in order to avoid ob
fuscating trends by swamping of numbers from the 
larger islands. 

Reporting 

Reporting of data is done in two ways, one with tables 
and written comments, the other with graphs. Trend 
analyses should yield graphs that are suitable for 
presentation in the park's annual report series. 

Data are orally presented once each year to the entire 
park staff in order to obtain input from all divisions on 
potential impacts that they might be causing in regard 
to shifts in species distributions or numbers on that is
land. 

At the end of each 10-year interval, data are reported 
in peer reviewed publications. Either the Condor or 
Western Birds are appropriate outlets for these 
papers. 
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Figure 5. EAST ANACAPA ISLAND 

Land Bird Random Station Locations 

ANACAPA ISLAND CENSUS STATIONS LOCATIONS 

1 Up path toward lighthouse. Station is on north side of path, 10 m opposite large rock on south side of 
path. 

2 Up path toward church. Follow path to sixth water bar uphill from "fire station". Station is 10 m north of 
bench along side of north path. 

3 10 to 15 m north of bench along side of north path. 

4 50 m downhill from lowest point of water collection cistern. 

5 15m northeast of the four cement foundation blocks 

6 Station (stake) is at southeast end of campground, approximately 1 foot on the far side of oneof the 
old railroad ties used as a boundary. The stake is very short - only about 10 cm is exposed. 

7 About half-way down (10 water bars) down path on east side. 

8 Next "peak" west of weather station. 

9 25 m down from the number 9 trail sign. 

10 15 m up from large drainpipe going under path. 

11 200 m up from #12. 

12 200 m W of #10, about 25 m up from path. 

(Note: 13 and 14 are not accessible. The terms up_ or down refer to topography) 
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Figure 6. SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Land Bird Random Station Locations 
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APPENDIX A. Land Bird Trail Count Data Sheets 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF MONITORING TRAIL COUNT DATA SHEETS 

The Trail Count Data Sheets were designed to allow rapid, accurate tallying of the number of birds detected during 
trail counts. Each island has a unique data sheet, so it is vital to use the correct one. It is best to use a number 2 
or HB lead pencil. Use a separate form for each major part of the island's trail system, as described in the monitor
ing handbook. Fill out the top portion of the form as indicated below. 

• Census #: The number (determined sequentially) of the land bird count on that island during that year. For 
example, 88-01, 88-02, etc. 

• Date: The date (m/d/yr) that the census is conducted. 

• Time Start: Record the time that you begin the census for that particular section of trail. 

• Wind: Estimate the average windspeed at the time you begin the count for that section. If there are strong 
gusts, indicate them also. 

• Observer: Print the name of the person conducting the census. Remember, there should only be one per
son. 

• Time Finish: Record the time that you end the count for that particular section of trail. 

• Sky: Estimate the percent cloud cover or, if foggy, the horizontal visibility. 

• Trail: Write the name of the trail section or survey area. 

The remainder of the data sheet contains areas to tally the number of detections for each of the land bird species 
which are known to breed on the island. As you walk the survey route, place a tally mark (hash mark) in the ap
propriate dark bordered box for each individual bird that you detect. If you detect a flock, write down the number 
of individuals in the flock and circle it. Do not use tally marks for flock detections. Large tally areas are provided 
for common species; smaller boxer for those species with smaller populations. This is based on overall prevalence 
on the island. Do not worry if numbers detected along a particular survey route do not reflect this. 

You should also record any observations of migrant or "visiting" species that are not listed in bordered boxes. 
These should be listed on the back of the survey form. It is not important to get an actual count of these non-
breeding species (detection of breeding species is your main priority), but you may indicate relative or estimated 
abundance after the survey is over. You may also include comments regarding the species. 

When you are finished with the survey, count the number of tallied birds and add any flock detections. Write the 
total number of individuals detected in the small box to the right of the bird name. These boxes are only provided 
for species which are likely to be detected many times. 

Remember: when fishished, record the time in the appropriate space at the top of the form. 
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LANDBIRD MONITORING 

TRAIL COUNT DATA SHEET 

DATE 

OBSERVER 

TRAIL 

TIME START 

TIME FINISH 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

CENSUS # 

WIND 

SKY 

BREEDING SPECIES 

WEME 1 | BEWR | | 

EUST | | AMKE | | 

OCWA | | UNID | | 

ROWR 1 1 

A-2 Count Data Sheets 



LANDBIRD MONITORING 

TRAIL COUNT DATA SHEET 

DATE 

OBSERVER 

TRAIL 

TIME START 

TIME FINISH 

ANACAPA ISLAND 

CENSUS# 

WIND 

SKY 

BREEDING SPECIES 

WEME 1 | BEWR | | 

EUST | | HOFI | 1 

^ % 

OCWA | | BASW | | 

AMKE I I UNIDENTIFIED 
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LANDBIRD MONITORING 

TRAIL COUNT DATA SHEET 

DATE 

OBSERVER 

TRAIL 

TIME START 

TIME FINISH 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

CENSUS# 

WIND 

SKY 

BREEDING SPECIES 

HOLA 1 1 WEME | | 

HOFI | | SOSP | | 

EUST | | OCWA | | 

ROWR BASW 

ALHU ANHU LEGO BLPH 

AMKE PEFA RTHA 

A-4 Count Data Sheets 
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I. Introduction 

This monitoring handbook has been compiled to assist the resource 
management staff of Channel Islands National Park in assessing potential 
changes in relative population levels of land birds. The primary 
objective of this monitoring program is to provide, on an annual basis, 
species and numbers of breeding land birds on Anacapa, San Miguel, and 
Santa Barbara islands. Counts are made to provide information on 
absolute and relative abundances of all breeding birds on each of the 
three islands during breeding and nonbreeding periods each year. With 
these data, the park resource management staff will be able to detect 
any changes in abundance and/or distributions of land birds which may 
be influenced by, or the result of, changes in island resources or 
management practices. 

II. Monitoring Design Considerations 

The degree of resolution necessary to detect potential changes at the 
population level was a major consideration in establishing a monitoring 
design for the land birds of the Channel Islands. Absolute densities 
were initially considered necessary to detect any significant changes 
in population structure on the islands. However, after working on the 
islands it became apparent that determination of relative numbers would 
suffice. A number of factors led to this conclusion, the major one 
being the potential impact on sensitive island vegetation from censuses 
conducted at off-trail locations. In order to determine absolute 
densities of land birds, a stratified randomized experimental design, 
with observation stations at off-trail locations, would be required. 
With the minimal rainfall that the islands receive, walking between the 
stations disturbs the plant species to the extent that the vegetation 
has still not fully recovered three years after initial censuses. It 
was, therefore, determined that counts would be conducted only from 
established trails or at locations that would result in minimal impact. 
A modified Emlen (1970) technique was selected, one previously utilized 
by van Riper (1982) in Hawaii. In this manner, birds could be censused 
from already established trails and thus reduce the impact on vegetation 
at off-trail locations. 

Use of the modified Emlen (1970) technique does not preclude the 
analysis of absolute densities, in that a correction factor has been 
established from previous work on the islands. Absolute densities have 
been calculated from the initial censuses at stratified random stations 
over each island, and these numbers provide a correction factor for 
trail counts. Each year, trail count data can be multiplied by the 
correction factor obtained from station counts to provide an estimate 
of absolute densities on each island. It is proposed, however, that 
every five years the station counts be undertaken simultaneously with 
trail counts to ensure that the correction factor remains applicable on 
each island. 

Another monitoring design consideration that must be taken into account 
is the timing of each census. During years of abnormal precipitation, 
timing of breeding and nonbreeding censuses may have to be modified. 
In normal precipitation years, counts should be made during recommended 



time periods (see Schedule for Census in Sampling Methods). However, 
in years of minimal precipitation, counts must be conducted at an 
earlier date (three to four weeks earlier) in order to ensure that land 
birds are breeding. Counts during the nonbreeding period are not as 
critical in regard to time of year. Resource management staff 
conducting censuses should pay close attention to the censusing time 
tables outlined in this handbook. 

There are 56 species of land birds that breed on the Channel Islands; 
31 of these species presently breed on the five islands within the park. 
The following 15 species breed on Anacapa, San Miguel, and Santa Barbara 
islands and have been selected for monitoring. 

SPECIES MONITORED ANACAPA SAN SANTA GUILD* 
MIGUEL BARBARA 

Red-tailed Hawk x x C 
[Buteo jamaicensis] 

American Kestrel x x x C 
[Falco sparverius] 

Short-eared Owl x C 
[Asio flammeus] 

Anna's Hummingbird x N 
[Calypte anna] 

Allen's Hummingbird x x N 
[Selasphorus sasin] 

Black Phoebe x I 
[Sayornis nigricans] 

Horned Lark x x G 
[Eremophila alpestris] 

Barn Swallow x x I 
[Hirundo rustica] 

Rock Wren x x I 
[Salpinctes obsoletus] 

Orange-crowned warbler x x x I 
[Vermivora celata] 

Song Sparrow x x G 
[Melopsiza melodia] 

Western Meadowlark x x x I 
[Sturnella neglecta] 

Lesser Goldfinch x G 



[Caruelis psaltria] 

House Finch x x G 
[Carpodacus mexicanus] 

European Starling x x x I 
[Sturnus vulgaris] 

*Guild codes: C=carnivorous; I=insectivorous; G=granivorous; 
N=nectarivorous 

Table 1. Breeding land bird species monitored. 

It is not feasible to determine information on the reproductive success 
of all land bird species breeding on the three monitored islands. 
Therefore, one species was selected from each of the major feeding 
guilds (a group of birds with similar prey requirements) for more 
detailed study. By intensively monitoring one species from each guild, 
the relative population dynamics of other guild members could also be 
assessed. For example, if the granivorous Song Sparrow exhibited 
drastic population reductions, in all likelihood other members of this 
feeding guild would also be affected. 

As a future component of the land bird monitoring program, intensive 
observations will be made of selective indicator species throughout the 
breeding season. The following species have been selected as 
representatives from the major feeding guilds for long-term monitoring: 
the American Kestrel from the carnivorous guild, the Song Sparrow from 
the granivorous guild, and the Orange-crowned Warbler from the 
insectivorous guild. Indicator species from each major foraging guild 
will provide relative information on reproductive phenology and 
operative environmental constraints on all land bird species of that 
guild. The species chosen to represent each guild were the most obvious 
and most easily observed, and should act as indicators for changes in 
major island resources affecting all members of that guild. In most 
cases indicator species were chosen from each guild that occur on all 
three islands, but in one case (the granivore) this was not possible. 
The Song Sparrow was chosen as the granivore indicator species but that 
species is now thought to be extinct on Santa Barbara Island. If, 
however, the park decided to reintroduce the Song Sparrow to Santa 
Barbara Island, all three indicator species would be present on all of 
the islands. 

Population dynamics parameters to be monitored and methods for sampling 
of indicator species are still being developed. This aspect of the 
monitoring program will be added to future revisions of this handbook. 

III. Monitoring Protocol 

A. Sampling Methods 

The objective of the censusing program is to monitor the number and 
types of land birds in order to detect changes in abundance and 
distribution which may influence, or be influenced by, changes in other 



island resources. 

Three different sampling techniques are used to gather information on 
land birds on Anacapa, San Miguel, and Santa Barbara islands; annual 
counts are made during breeding and nonbreeding periods from trails and 
canyons for all breeding birds, intensive observations are made of three 
key indicator species, and variable circular plots and line transects 
counts are made every five years. 

1. Annual Census 

Materials 

Census tally sheet (see appendix *) 
Pencil 
Binoculars 
Bird field guide (National Geographic) 

Personnel 

A single observer who is capable of identifying island birds by sight 
and song should be used. To assist the observer, a slide program of 
photographs and a audio tape cassette of songs have been prepared for 
island breeding birds and are on file at the park headquarters. An 
observer unfamiliar with any of the birds should carefully review the 
slides and tape and conduct practice sessions before beginning the 
survey. 

Method 

Censuses on all islands will utilize existing trails and select canyon 
areas. The observer will walk predesignated routes and count all birds 
seen or heard (routes are identified for each island). Only species 
that breed on that island will be counted, although if other species are 
identified they should be noted. Birds will be counted when either an 
aural or visual detection is made, therefore, it is very important that 
the observer be familiar with the morphology, behavior, and 
vocalizations of each breeding land bird species. Descriptions of each 
breeding bird species and locations they are most likely to be 
encountered are included with this handbook. 

General Rules for Conducting Census 

Wear earth-tone colors (browns, greens, dark blues, grays). Do not wear 
bright colors (reds, yellows, whites, etc.). 

Walk each trail at a moderately slow, steady pace. Consecutive counts 
of the same trail should all take about the same amount of time. Pause 
every 40 to 50 paces for 10 - 15 seconds to look and listen carefully. 

Record all sightings of breeding species seen or heard within 100 m to 
either side of the trail. Tally the number of individuals seen for each 
species. Count only those birds detected in the area directly to the 
sides of or in front of the observer. Do not count birds detected 



behind the observer unless you are certain it has not previously been 
counted. 
(insert drawing) 

(the drawing will have an added arrow showing where observer starts, 
label on "line of travel") 

Avoid counting the same bird more than once. For example, if you see 
a bird fly into a bush ahead of you, list it. As you approach the bush 
and pass by it, one bird of the same species flies out. It is 
reasonable to assume this is the same bird, so you would not count it 
as a sighting when it flew out of the bush. However, unless you can be 
reasonably certain that you have already counted a particular individual 
bird (as in this example), it is considered a separate sighting. 

Birds may be counted if on the ground, in vegetation, or in flight. 
Flying birds may be counted at any height, as long as they are within 
the 100 m perpendicular counting band. 

Birds may be detected aurally if call notes or song are clearly heard 
and recognized. Many songs can be heard from great distances (much more 
than 100 m), so try to visually locate the singing bird to accurately 
determine the distance. If the bird cannot be seen, try to estimate the 
distance and list it as a sighting if you are reasonably certain it is 
within 100 m. If you are not or do not think so, dp not count it. 

Remember: The goal is not the largest count possible; but the most 
accurate count possible. Stick to the methodology outlined above. Do 
not bend the rules to include more birds because you think that you do 
not have enough. Do not list a bird unless you are sure of its 
identification. 

The accuracy and integrity of the count can only be maintained by 
minimizing variations in methodology. This is accomplished by 
rigorously following the established count procedures. 

Use a separate tally form for each count area (trail). After completing 
each count, total the number of sightings for each species. 
Nonbreeding species should be listed on the back of the tally sheet. 
Include species seen during the actual count (if quickly identifiable) 
or in transit back to the ranger station. Do not spend time tallying 
the number seen if it interferes with counting breeding species, or a 
rough estimate may be included at the end of the day. 

Census Conditions 

Censuses can be conducted only if conditions meet the following 
criteria: 
1. Visibility must be greater than 200 m 
2. Wind must be 10 knots or less 
3. It is not raining 
4. No one has walked the trail within 30 minutes prior to the count 
5. Only one observer conducts each census (no additional persons may 

accompany the observer) 
6. The avian census must be the first priority of the count. If 
anything else is done in addition (e.g., transporting some 
materials) , it must not in any way detract from the time and 



attention you are giving the census, nor should it affect the pace 
at which you cover the census route. 

Schedule for Census 

ISLAND BREEDING CENSUS NONBREEDING CENSUS 

Anacapa 
Santa Barbara 
San Miguel 

Early March 
Mid March 
Late March 

Early October 
Mid October 
Late October 



Breeding Birds and Census Locations for Each Island 

The following section describes trail and canyons used for annual census 
counts as well as the breeding birds that are found on each island. A 
description (morphology, behavior, habitat, similar species, and song) 
and map of island habitat and breeding area are included for each 
breeding species. 

ANACAPA ISLAND 

Censuses will be limited to East Anacapa Island because of access 
difficulties and potential disturbance of the endangered California 
Brown Pelican on other islets. Figure * indicates the routes of the two 
trail censuses. 

Trails Used 

1. Upper Island Trail: This census will start at the light house, 
with the observer slowly walking to the ranger residence. At the 
junction, turn up slope and travel around the helicopter pad, going 
through the campground, turn left at that trail junction, and end 
on the western tip of the island (Inspiration Point). 

2. Lower Island Trail: This trail starts at the landing dock, goes up 
slope to the junction to the ranger station where the observer turns 
right and takes the loop (Cathedral Cove Trail) on the north edge 
of the island. At the campground junction, the observer turns right 
and proceeds to the western edge of the island, covering the same 
portion of the trail as the previous day. 

Time of Each Count 

Although East Anacapa is a small island, censuses will be conducted over 
a two day period to allow adequate time to document active nesting 
species on the island. 

1. Upper Island Trail 
Begin at dawn 
Walk trail 1 to 1 1/2 hrs. 

2. Lower Island Trail 
Begin at dawn 
Walk trail 1 to 1 1/2 hrs. 

Breeding Land Birds - Anacapa Island 

American Kestrel [Falco sparverius] 

Morphology: 9-12 in. Typical falcon shape, long pointed wings, long 
tail, short neck, males smaller than females. Rufous-red back and tail, 
double black stripes on white face. Male has blue-gray wings, females 
are red-brown. 

Behavior: While perched, frequently raises and lowers its tail. Flies 
with rapid wing beats and short glides. Often hovers in mid-air on 
rapidly beating wings, flapping or gliding to a new location to hover 
again. 



Habitat: Kestrels breed on cliffs and canyon walls, but forage and fly 
over the entire island. Although uncommon, they may be seen on any 
count. 

Similar Species: At a distance may be confused with the Peregrine 
Falcon, which is a darker and larger falcon, with slower and more 
shallow wing beats. 

Song: No true song, but call is a loud, rapid klee-klee-klee. 

Barn Swallow [Hirundo rustica] 

Morphology: 7 in. A slender body with long pointed wings and deeply 
forked tail (sometimes white, spots on tail). Metallic blue-black 
above, cinnamon underparts. 

Behavior: Adept aerialists, catches flying insects in air in swift 
flight over island or canyons. Twitters during flight. 

Habitat: Though it nests in caves and rock crevices, barn swallows may 
be seen flying anywhere on the island. Common in landing cove and other 
areas where flying insects are common; they occasionally forage over 
grasslands and shrubby areas. 

Similar Species: None 

Song: No true song, however utters a twitter, kvik kvik, wit-wit in 
flight. 

Rock Wren [Salpinctes obsoletus] 

Morphology: Approximately 6 in. long. Dull gray above, finely streaked 
white breast. Cinnamon-colored rump. Overall a pale bird. Note the 
long, thin bill. White streak over eye. 

Behavior: Dodges about among rocky areas. Frequently bobs up and down. 

Habitat: Rocky, open areas, especially cliffs. Most likely observed 
along north- and southwestern edge of island. 

Similar Species: House Wren - usually found in areas of thick 
vegetation. Smaller and darker, has barred sides. Shy and flighty, 
stays concealed in vegetation. 

Song: The song is highly variable, but usually a mixture of buzzes and 
trills. Note the slight similarity to some forms of Song Sparrow calls. 

Orange-crowned Warbler [Vermivora celata] 

Morphology: 5 in. A small, somewhat drab bird with thin, pointed bill. 
Sexes alike. Plain, dusky green above, variable yellow underparts with 
a faintly streaked breast. Dark stripe through eye sometimes visible. 
Orange-brown crown spot usually not evident in field. 



Behavior: Actively darts about in dense, bushy vegetation. Male often 
sings from within bush, out of sight. When seen, it is often gleaning 
insects from branches. 

Habitat: Found in areas where lupine, [Coreopsis], or other shrubs are 
abundant. Usually seen on western edge of island. 

Similar Species: The Ruby-crowned kinglet is similar in size, though 
smaller and grayer overall. The kinglet has white wing bars and a white 
eye ring. Note the lack of green-yellow coloration. Review section on 
Lesser Goldfinch. Note differences. 

Song: Call note is a high pitched pit. Song is a distinct trill 
composed of a series of descending notes. 

Western Meadowlark [Sturnella neglecta] 

Morphology: Approximately 9 in. long, and one of Anacapa's larger land 
birds. Dull brown, streaked and spotted above. Note the short tail 
with white outer feathers. Throat and breast yellow with distinctive 
black v-shaped breast band. 

Behavior: Primarily ground dwelling sometimes seen perched or singing 
atop bushes or trees. In winter usually seen in flocks. In flight, 
alternates rapid wing beats and gliding, though flight remains level. 

Habitat: Commonly found on all grassy areas of the island. 
Similar Species: The European Starling is similar in size and shape, 
but is a much darker bird (refer to section on the Starling). 

Song: Has a distinctive call note of allow, throaty explosive chuck. 
This call note is often the first detection of the bird. Also note a 
rattling flight call that is commonly heard. The song is a series of 
burbling, flute-like notes, accelerating toward the end. 

House Finch [Carpodacus mexicanus] 

Morphology: 6 in. Sexes differ. Male has brown back and wings, with 
red on head, rump, and breast. Note the brown streaked underparts and 
short, conical tail. Female and juveniles are gray-brown and heavily 
streaked overall, lacking red. 

Behavior: Forage in open areas on plant seeds. Usually give call note 
in undulating flight. 

Habitat: Prefer trees, shrubs, and eves of buildings for nesting, but 
forage wherever weed seeds are available. May be seen flying over any 
part of island; common above helicopter pad and near water-tank 
building. 

Similar Species: Female may possibly be confused with Sparrow species 
(especially when wet from bathing). Compare the unstreaked belly of 
most sparrows with the extensively streaked House Finch. 

Song: Call note is distinctive queet or wheat. Learn to distinguish 
this from the Horned Lark call note. Song is variable and warbling. 



European Starling [Sturnus vulgaris] 

Morphology: 8-9 in. long. A dark, chunky bird with a short tail and 
long, slender bill. Adult in breeding plumage is iridescent black with 
a yellow bill. In flight, wings appear short and pointed (triangular). 
Behavior: Forages by day in open country, walks with short jerky steps. 
Usually seen in flocks, though at times singly. 

Habitat: Nesting in cavities in canyon walls and cliffs. Starlings may 
be seen flying or foraging anywhere on the island. 

Similar Species: Western Meadowlark is similar size and shape, but much 
lighter colored. Blackbirds are same size, but have longer tail, more 
rounded wings and shorter bill. 

Song: Utters a variety of speaks, chatters, warbles, and twitters. 
Also imitates calls or songs of other species. 



SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

Trails Used 

There are three basic trail systems used for counts on San Miguel 
Island. They are described here and mapped in figure *. 

1. Cross-Island Trail: Begin at the Nidever Creek bridge between the 
ranger station and the outhouse. Follow the trail, turning right 
at the junction to the Cabrillo Monument and on toward San Miguel 
Hill. Do not take the small loop up to the actual monument. 
Continue over San Miguel Hill and Green Mountain, down the west 
slope of Green Mountain, and through the large section of lupine 
which ends just before the dry lake bed. The end of this lupine 
patch marks the end of the count. 

2. Harris Point Administrative Trail: Flags mark the beginning of 
this route, where the Harris Point administrative trail joins the 
old jeep trail. Follow the trail north approximately 1600 m to 
markers that indicate the end of the count. 

3. Willow Canyon: Although not technically a trail, the bottom of 
Willow Canyon is easily traveled and presents a good route for 
monitoring the unique canyon habitats. Begin censusing at the 
northwesternmost arm extension of upper Willow Canyon, approximately 
50 m north of where the old fence line crosses the canyon. Follow 
the bottom of the canyon all the way to the mouth (Willow Cove) . 
Keep to the main canyon, staying to the left at all major junctions. 

Time of Each Count 

1. Cross-Island Trail (census over two days, one-half each day) 
Begin at dawn 
Time to top of San Miguel Hill 2 hr. 
Time to end of count 4-1/2 hr. 
Transit time back to ranger station 2-1/2-3 hr. 

2. Harris Point Trail 
Begin at dawn 
Transit time to beginning of count 2 0 min. 
Count time 50 min. 
Transit time back to ranger station 45 min. 

3. Willow Canyon 
Begin at dawn 
Transit time to beginning of count 2 0 min. 
Count time 2-1/2 hr. 
Transit time back to ranger station 1-1/2-2 hr. 

San Miguel Island - Breeding Birds 

Red-tailed Hawk [Buteo jamaicensis] 

Morphology: 19-2 5 in. long, wingspan 50 in. Large hawk with broad, 
fairly rounded wings and snort, broad tail. Adults are dark brown 
above, white below with brown streaks on lower neck. Characteristic 
broad band of dark streaking across white belly, and chestnut-red on 



upper side of tail; paler red undertail. Immature birds are similar to 
adults, but note the gray-brown tail with many dark bands, and the more 
streaked and spotted underparts, but still showing the conspicuous white 
chest. 

Behavior: Hunts while soaring in sky or hovers along ridges where 
updrafts hold it aloft. Usually seen in flight, though at times perched 
along cliffs or ridge tops. 

Habitat: Primarily open country and may be seen anywhere on the island. 

Similar Species: Possibly confused with: 1) Common Raven - similar 
size, but all black with long, heavy bill and long wedge-shaped tail; 
or 2) Northern Harrier - similar size, but body and wings are slimmer 
and tail longer and slimmer than Red-tailed Hawk. Harrier also has a 
white rump-patch and owl-like facial disk. 

Song: Call is a distant rasping scream — keeffeer. 

American Kestrel [Falco sparverius] 

Morphology: 9-12 in. Typical falcon shape, long pointed wings, long 
tail, large head, males smaller than females. Rufous-red back and tail, 
double black stripes on white face. Male has blue-gray wings, females 
are red-brown. 

Behavior: While perched on fence post or shrub, frequently raises and 
lowers its tail. Flies with rapid wing beats and short glides. Often 
hovers in midair on rapidly beating wings, flapping or gliding to a new 
location to hover again. 

Habitat: Kestrels breed in cliffs and canyon walls, but forage and fly 
over the entire island and may be seen on any count. 

Similar Species: At a distance may be confused with the Peregrine 
Falcon, which is a darker and larger falcon, with slower and more 
shallow wing beats. 

Song: No true song, but call is a loud, rapid klee-klee-klee. 

Anna's Hummingbird [Calypte anna] 

Morphology: 4 in. Tiny, colorful birds, male and female differ. Both 
are bright metallic green above, grayish-white below with green on 
sides. Male has brilliant iridescent red crown and throat patch 
(gorget), the color extending a little onto the sides of neck. Female 
is grayish below, lacks red on forehead but throat usually has a few red 
feathers. Immature birds resemble female, but immature male usually has 
some red on crown. 

Behavior: Often seen perched on prominent twig or branch. Hover at 
flowers to sip nectar. Often chases other birds or scolds approaching 
humans. In courtship flights, male mounts upward into sky, then shoots 
vertically downward at high speed toward perched female, looping upwards 
and repeating. 



Habitat: Commonly found in moist canyons where flowers are abundant. 
Also forages in flats where island morning glory, paintbrush or 
buckwheat are common. Usually seen in Nidever and Willow Canyons. 

Similar Species: Similar to Allen's Hummingbird and Costa's 
Hummingbird. Note that Allen's Hummingbird has rufous wash on sides and 
rufous tail; male has bright orange-red gorget. Costa's Hummingbird, 
which is uncommon on the island, has whiter underparts, and the male has 
a deep violet crown and gorget extending far down the sides of the neck. 

Song: Anna's Hummingbird is the only hummingbird to sing - a third, 
squeaky warble, uttered from a perch or flight. Both sexes give the 
common call note, a sharp chick or chirp, often in a rapid series. 
Often gives twittery, chattering "chase notes". In flight, rapid wing 
beats produce a hum, and sometimes a whistle under high speed. 

Allen's Hummingbird [Selasphorus sasin] 

Morphology: 3-1/2 in. Head and back iridescent green, tail mainly 
reddish-brown; rufous sides. Male has bright orange-red gorget, while 
female has a few red feathers on throat and mostly white underside. 

Behavior: Commonly perches on high exposed twig or branch. Sips nectar 
from flowers while hovering. Scolds and chases other birds. Males 
courtship display flight drops from high above in the arc of a giant 
pendulum, swooping back and forth several times and repeating. 

Habitat: Similar to Anna's Hummingbird; found in canyons and flats 
where flowers are abundant. Regularly seen in Willow and Nidever 
Canyons. 

Similar Species: Somewhat similar to Anna's Hummingbird, but 
distinguished by rufous sides and males green crown. Very similar to 
uncommon Rufous Hummingbird; female and young indistinguishable (assume 
it is an Allen's), male is distinguished by all-green back and crown of 
Allen's versus the red-brown back of the Rufous. 

Song: No true song. In flight, wing beats produce a high, thin 
whistle. Call is a chup. and chase note is a zeee-chuppity-chup. 

Black Phoebe [Sayornis nigricans] 

Morphology: 6-1/2 in. Black upper parts, tail and breast with white 
belly. Tail long, bill thin and flattened. Sexes alike. 

Behavior: Erect posture when perched; has habit of lowering, then 
slowly raising tail. Sits atop bushes, fence posts, and makes short 
flights to catch aerial insects, often returning to same perch. 
Observer can often hear the bill snap and click when foraging. 

Habitat: Seldom far from water, prefers canyon, cliffs and flats where 
fresh water is found. Usually seen in Willow Canyon, but may forage 
anywhere. 

Similar Species: The Say's Phoebe is similar in size, shape and 
behavior but differs totally in coloration. Note the overall browner 



coloration. 

Song: Call note, often given in flight, is a tsip or plaintive chee. 
Song is a repetitious ti wee, ti wee. 

Horned Lark [Eremophila alpestris] 

Morphology: 7 in. long. Brown-backed. Male has black forehead with 
black "horns" (not always visible) and a broad black stripe ("whisker 
mark") down sides of face. White or yellowish face and throat, with a 
black breast band. Females and immature birds similar to male but 
duller colors. In flight, dark tail with white outer feathers may be 
conspicuous. 

Behavior: Horned Larks are ground dwellers and walk or run over the 
ground while foraging. Commonly in flocks of 5 - 30 birds. Flight is 
undulating with wings folded tightly to body after each beat, 
accompanied by flight call or song. Often allow close approach before 
flight. 

Habitat: Prefer open fields, rocky flats and areas of mixed 
[Astragalus] / [Malacothrix]/grass. Primarily seen along the cross-island 
and Harris Point trails, it is sometimes observed in small numbers along 
Willow Canyon. 

Similar Species: The House Finch has similar call note and flight 
pattern, but is smaller and chunkier. Refer to section on House Finch, 
and carefully note song differences. 

Song: Calls include a high pitched tsee-ee or tsee-titi. The song is 
a weak twittering pit-wit, wee-pit, pit-wee, wee-pit, accelerating 
toward the end. Both call and song are given on ground or during 
flight. 

Barn Swallow [Hirundo rustica] 

Morphology: 7 in. A slender body with long pointed wings and deeply 
forked tail (white spots in tail). Metallic blue-black above, cinnamon 
underparts. 

Behavior: Adept aerialist, catches flying insects in air in swift 
flight over fields, streams, canyons, or beaches. Twitters during 
flight. 

Habitat: Though it nests in caves and rock crevices in moist areas, 
Barn Swallows may be seen flying anywhere on the island. Common in 
Nidever Canyon and other moist areas where flying insects are common, 
they occasionally forage over grasslands and shrubby areas. 

Similar Species: None 

Song: No true song, however utters a twitter, kvik kvik. wit-wit in 
flight. 

Rock Wren [Salpinctes obsoletus] 



Morphology: Approximately 6 in. long. Dull gray above, finely streaked 
white breast. Cinnamon-colored rump. Overall a pale bird. Note the 
long, thin bill. White streak over eye. 

Behavior: Dodges about among rocky areas. Frequently bobs up and down. 

Habitat: Rocky, open areas, especially canyons, dry washes and cliffs. 
Found in most canyon areas and in some caliche areas. Most likely 
observed along Willow Canyon and Harris Point transects. 

Similar Species: House Wren - usually found in areas of thick shrubby 
vegetation. Smaller and darker, has barred sides. Shy and flighty, 
stays concealed in vegetation. 

Song: The song is highly variable, but usually a mixture of buzzes and 
trills. It is usually an even series of one- or two-syllabled, buzzy 
notes, all at the same pitch: tew-tew-tew-tew or Chr-ee-chr-ee-chr-ee-
chr-ee. Note the slight similarity to some forms of Song Sparrow calls. 

Orange-crowned Warbler [Vermivora celata] 

Morphology: 5 in. A small, somewhat drab bird with thin, pointed bill. 
Sexes alike. Plain, dusky green above, variable yellow underparts with 
a faintly streaked breast. Dark stripe through eye sometimes visible. 
Orange-brown crown spot usually not evident in field. 

Behavior: Actively darts about in dense, bushy vegetation. Male often 
sings from within bush, out of sight. Often seen gleaning insects from 
branches. 

Habitat: Common in canyons and washes; also found in areas where 
lupine, [Coreopsis], or willows are abundant. Usually seen in Nidever 
and Willow Canyons, as well as lupine areas of the Harris Point and 
Cross Island trails. 

Similar Species: The Ruby-crowned kinglet is similar in size, though 
smaller and grayer overall, including the underparts. The kinglet has 
white wing bars and a white eye ring. Note the lack of green-yellow 
coloration. Review section on Lesser Goldfinch, noting differences in 
bill shape and habits. 

Song: Call note is a high pitched pit. Song is a distinct series of 
descending notes. 

Song Sparrow [Melospiza melodia] 

Morphology: 6 in. Sexes alike. Generally brown above, with brown and 
rufous streaks and stripes on back and face. Note broad grayish eyebrow 
and broad, dark stripe bordering whitish throat. Light breast is 
heavily streaked, usually with a large central dark breast spot. Long 
rounded tail, short bill. 

Behavior: Often forages on ground and under dense vegetation. May run 



or hop, retreating into dense cover. Flights usually short (< 20 m); 
pumps tail up and down on short flights. Sings loudly from shrubs, 
fence posts, etc. 

Habitat: Song Sparrows like brushy cover with available water, such as 
canyons. Also in drier habitats where lupine and coyote bush are 
abundant. Common in Nidever and Willow Canyons, but also found in bushy 
areas of Cross Island and Harris Point trails. 

Similar Species: 1) Savannah Sparrow - An uncommon island visitor. 
Slightly smaller than the Song Sparrow, it is an overall lighter bird, 
with a shorter, slightly forked tail and yellowish eyebrow (not gray as 
in Song Sparrow). 2) Fox Sparrow - A somewhat common winter visitor 
which is found in the same type of habitat. Larger and darker than the 
Song Sparrow, it has reddish rump and tail. Underparts heavily marked 
with triangular spots, may have dark central breast spot. Note the lack 
of streaking on head and back, and the thick, short bill. 3) Hermit 
Thrush - A rather common winter visitor. Approximately the same size 
as the Song Sparrow, but its bill is thinner. Note the reddish tail and 
lack of streaking on head and back. 4) House Finch - The female House 
Finch is approximately the same size, but is brown-streaked overall and 
has a shorter tail. Refer to section on House Finch. 

Song: Call notes include a sharp chip or chimp. A nasal eeeeee-eeeee 
is also used. Song of male is variable, a few long bright notes 
followed by shorter notes, then a trill. 

Western Meadowlark [Sturnella neglecta] 

Morphology: Approximately 9 in. long, one of San Miguel Island's larger 
birds. Dull brown, streaked and spotted above. Note the short tail 
with white outer feathers. Throat and breast yellow with distinctive 
black v-shaped breast band. 

Behavior: Primarily ground dwelling sometimes seen perched or singing 
atop bushes or fenceposts. In winter may be seen in flocks of 10-70. 
In flight, alternates rapid wing beats and gliding, though flight 
remains level. 

Habitat: Commonly found in open grasslands, sometimes in areas of 
bushes or mixed [Astragalus]/[Malacothrix]/lupine. Usually observed on 
cross-island trail and Harris Point Trail, though it may also be seen 
occasionally along the rim of Willow Canyon. 

Similar Species: The European Starling is similar in size and shape, 
but is a much darker bird (refer to section on the Starling). 

Song: Has a distinctive call note of a low, throaty explosive chuck. 
This call note is often the first detection of the bird. Also note a 
rattling flight call that is commonly heard. The song is a series of 
burbling, flute-like notes, accelerating toward the end. 

Lesser Goldfinch [Carduelis psaltria] 

Morphology: 4-1/2 in. Small bird with short tail and short, conical 
bill. Sexes differ. Male is dark greenish above, with bright yellow 



underparts, black cap, wing (with white wing bar), and tail. White wing 
patch visible in flight. Female greenish above, dull yellow below, with 
black wings and tail. Immature birds resemble adult females. 

Behavior: Usually seen or heard flying overhead, perched atop coyote 
bush or feeding on thistle seeds. Usually calls or sings in flight. 

Habitat: Prefers nesting in bushy and willow-lined canyons. May be 
seen in drier flats where thistles are common. Often observed in 
Nidever and Willow Canyons, but may be found along any trail. 

Similar Species: Orange-crowned Warbler has similar green back and 
yellowish-green underparts, but the bill is much thinner and more 
pointed and it lacks the black wing, tail and cap. Refer to section on 
Orange-crowned Warbler. 

Song: Call note is a high, plaintive tee-yee. Song is variable series 
of twitters. trills, and swees. 

House Finch [Carpodacus mexicanus] 

Morphology: 6 in. Sexes differ. Male has brown back and wings, with 
red on head, rump, and breast. Occasionally male will show orange or 
yellow instead of red. Note the brown streaked underparts and short, 
conical bill. Female and juveniles are gray-brown and heavily streaked 
overall, lacking red. 

Behavior: Forage in open areas on plant seeds. Commonly found bathing 
in fresh-water pools and springs. Usually give call note in undulating 
flight. 

Habitat: Prefer canyons and cliff areas for nesting, but forage 
wherever weed seeds are available. May be seen flying over any part of 
island; common in Willow Canyon. 

Similar Species: Female may possibly be confused with Song Sparrow 
(especially when wet from bathing). Compare the unstreaked belly of the 
Song Sparrow with the extensively streaked House Finch. 

Song: Call note is distinctive queet or wheat. Learn to distinguish 
this from the Horned Lark call note. Song is variable and warbling. 

European Starling [Sturnus vulgaris] 

Morphology: 8-9 in. long. A dark, chunky bird with a short tail and 
long, slender bill. Adult in breeding plumage is iridescent black with 
a yellow bill. In flight, wings appear short and pointed (triangular). 

Behavior: Forages by day in open country, walks with short jerky steps. 
Usually seen in flocks (10-100), though at times singly. Though bold 
in cities, they are very shy on San Miguel Island and usually flush from 
ground at quite a distance and will change flight path to avoid humans. 

Habitat: Nesting in cavities in canyon walls and cliffs. Starlings may 
be seen flying or foraging anywhere on the island. 



Similar Species: Western Meadowlark is similar in size and shape, but 
much lighter colored. Blackbirds are same size, but have longer tail, 
more rounded wings and shorter bill. 

Song: Utters a variety of speaks, chatters, warbles, and twitters. 
Also may imitate calls or songs of other species. 



SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

Censuses on Santa Barbara Island are conducted from four trails and 
canyons (see fig. ) . Orange-crowed Warblers are primarily found in 
Cave and Middle Canyons and are counted in that area, while other 
breeding species are counted from other island trails. 

Trails Used 

1. Cave, Graveyard, and Middle Canyons: Cave, Graveyard, and Middle 
Canyons are the three canyons south of the residence area. The 
primary objective of the counts along the canyons is to determine 
the number of pairs of Orange-crowned Warblers, based on the number 
of singing males heard. Begin the count at official sunrise (time 
of sunrise and sunset is announced periodically on Channel 1 - the 
weather station on the marine radio, it is also listed in tide 
tables), starting at the steps on the lower Landing Cove Trail. 
Walk up from the Landing Cove, watching and listening for warblers, 
especially in the [Coreopsis] . At the top of the cove, proceed past 
the quonset hut and follow the east side of the Nature Trail, again 
listening for singing warblers. As the southeast corner of the 
nature trail (i.e. above the mouth of Cave Canyon). Walk slowly 
along the north rim of the canyon, listening and scanning the 
[Coreopsis] on the far side of the Canyon (and being careful to 
avoid the nasty cholla which covers much of the north rim). When 
a warbler is heard, stop, note its location, and listen for other 
birds along the length of the canyon. Frequently you will be able 
to hear two males singing at once and hence be able to determine 
their relative locations; when you are along the middle stretch of 
the canyon, you will probably be able to locate all of the males 
along the entire length of the canyon. Be careful to avoid 
double-counting any of the singing males. 

Continue to the head of the canyon in this manner, then loop around 
the head of the canyon and walk down to the north side of the mouth 
of Middle Canyon (try to walk through grassy areas, avoiding the 
dense patches of boxthorn between the two canyons). From the mouth 
of Middle Canyon, slowly walk along the north rim toward the head 
of the canyon, listening for singing birds as described above. 

From the head of Middle Canyon, walk to the bluff on the north side 
of Graveyard Canyon which overlooks the fork in the canyon. Walk 
west along the north rim on the old trail, then cross the north fork 
of the canyon to the north side of the south fork. Look and listen 
for warblers in the [Coreopsis] in the south fork. Finally, proceed 
to the large [Coreopsis] stand on the terrace north of the Badlands. 
Make a slow circuit around the periphery of this stand, again 
watching and listening for singing warblers. The entire count, from 
Landing Cove to the [Coreopsis] stand on the Badlands, should take 
about two hours. 

2. Arch Point Loop: This trail begins at the residence area, goes 
up to the Saddle, turns north following the upper east slope of 
North Peak out to Arch Point, then returns to the residence area 
going through Cliff Canyon and around the head of the Landing Cove 
(note that this is the direction the trail should be walked - i.e. 
clockwise). Begin the census along this trail one hour after 
official sunrise. 



3. Signal Peak Loop: Begin this trail at the Saddle, and proceed up 
to the top of Signal Peak (also walk out to the end of the overlook 
spur which branches off to the right just after you reach the top 
of the peak). From the top of the peak, follow the trail down the 
east slope, through Cat Canyon, along the top of the Southeast 
Rookery slope, and across the Badlands. End the count at the "Y" 
where the Signal Peak Trail runs into the Saddle Trail. Begin this 
count one hour after official sunrise. 

4. Elephant Seal Cove Trail (Optional): Begin this trail one hour 
after sunrise. Start at the Saddle and follow the trail down onto 
the west terrace and across Webster Point. End the count at the 
Elephant Seal overlook. 

Time of Each Count 

1. Cave and Middle Canyon 
Begin at sunrise 
Walk rim of canyons 45 min. to 1 hr. 

2. Arch Point Loop 
Begin one hour after sunrise 
Walk loop 1 to 1.5 hrs. 

3. Signal Peak Loop 
Begin one hour after sunrise 
Walk trail 1 to 1.5 hrs. 

4. Elephant Seal Cove Trail 
Begin one hour after sunrise 
Saddle to Elephant Seal Cove and back 45 min. 

Santa Barbara Island - Breeding Birds 

American Kestrel [Falco sparverius] 

Morphology: 9-12 in. Typical falcon shape, long pointed wings, long 
tail, large head, males smaller than females. Rufous-red back and tail, 
double black stripes on white face. Male has blue-gray wings, females 
are red-brown. 

Behavior: Kestrels are frequently in the air, soaring and "hovering", 
facing into the wind on fluttering wings. Perched, at a distance, note 
the upright posture and relatively large head. 

Habitat: Kestrels are common on the island, especially the residence 
area, and will quickly become more familiar. Kestrels may be seen 
anywhere on the island; they are most numerous around the slopes of 
Signal Peak and North Peak, and the area from Landing Cove to Cave 
Canyon. Look for perched birds on [Coreopsis], on cliff edges, and in 
the canyons. 

Similar Species: Generally, no other birds on the island should be 
confused with Kestrels. Peregrine Falcons occur on the island during 
the winter, but should be distinguished relatively easily by their dark 
coloration (blue-gray or brown over the entire upper parts), much larger 
size, and strong flight on relatively rapid, shallow wing beats. 



Song: No true song, but call is a loud, rapid klee-klee-klee• 

Short-eared Owl [Asio flammeus] 

Morphology: This is a large, light brown bird, big-headed and rather 
long-winged. Perched, note the large, round head and the black patches 
on the face framing the eyes. 

Behavior: This owl flies with deep, "floppy" wing beats. 

Habitat: Seen flying back and forth over the grasslands, especially on 
the east terrace in the vicinity of the canyons and over the east slope 
of North Peak. 

Similar Species: The Barn Owl is the only other common large owl; it 
is rarely seen during the day. It is light brown above, and white or 
orangish below. The Northern Harrier "quarters" the grassland in the 
same manner as the Short-eared Owl, but is larger, slimmer, and 
long-tailed, without the big head and floppy flight which make the owl 
so distinctive. Northern Harriers typically glide on wings help up in 
a shallow "V" 

Song: Quiet whooo 

Horned Lark [Eremophila alpestris] 

Morphology: 7 in. long. Brown backed. Male has black forehead with 
black "horns" (not always distinct) and a broad black stripe ("whisker 
mark") down sides of face. White or yellowish face and throat, with a 
black bib below throat. Females and immature birds similar to male but 
duller colors. In flight, dark tail with white outer feathers may be 
conspicuous. 

Behavior: Horned Larks are ground dwellers and walk or run over the 
ground while foraging. Commonly in flocks of 5 to 30 birds. Flight is 
undulating with wings folded tightly to body after each beat, 
accompanied by flight call or song. Their call notes will often times 
be heard before the birds can be seen. 

Habitat: Horned Larks are found in sparsely vegetated areas. They are 
most numerous in the "moonscape" area, Arch Point, and the top of Signal 
Peak. They are also frequently seen in the Badlands, the short-grass 
and eroded areas on the east slope of Signal Peak, around Cat Canyon and 
the top of the Southeast Slope, and along the trail between the 
residence area and the Saddle. 

Similar Species: The only common ground sparrow - the Savannah Sparrow 
- generally occurs in tall grass or brushy areas. It is 
streak-breasted, short-tailed and lacks any of the black markings of the 
Lark. More difficult will be distinguishing Pipits and Longspurs - both 
tend to flock with Horned Larks, and both have white outer tail 
feathers; also like larks, they both walk (sparrows hop). Pipits are 
slimmer than Larks and thin-billed; they are darker brown on their upper 
parts and have a streaked breast. Longspurs are chunky and have a 
conical bill (heavier than that of the Lark); they are rather plain in 
winter plumage, looking like pale sparrows. They may have dark, smudgy 



markings on the head and breast, but will not have the mask and horns 
of the Lark. 

Song: Calls include a high pitched tsee-ee or tsee-titi. The song is 
a weak twittering pit-wit, wee-pit, pit-wee, wee-pit, accelerating 
toward the end. Both call and song are given on ground or during 
flight. 

Orange-crowned Warbler [Vermivora celata] 

Morphology: 5 in. A small, somewhat drab bird with thin, pointed bill. 
Sexes alike. Plain, dusky green above, variable yellow underparts with 
a faintly streaked breast. Dark stripe through eye sometimes visible. 
Orange-brown crown slop usually not evident in field. The most 
distinctive thing about Orange-crowned Warblers is their lack of any 
distinctive marks: they are plain yellowish-green overall without wing 
bars or an eye ring. At close range, note a faint dark line through the 
eye, and blurry streaks on the underparts. When the head feathers are 
raised on a male, the orange crown can be seen, but this is often 
difficult to see in the field and is, therefore, not a good field 
identification character. 

Behavior: Frequently the birds sing from the cover of [Coreopsis]. 
When seen they are usually searching around [Coreopsis] branches and 
making short rapid flights from one [Coreopsis] to another. 

Habitat: Orange-crowned Warblers are found primarily in [Coreopsis] in 
Cave and Middle Canyons, especially during the breeding season. They 
are occasionally seen in the [Coreopsis] on North Peak, in the Landing 
Cove, and in Graveyard Canyon. 

Similar Species: Several other plain-colored birds might be confused 
with Orange-crowned Warblers: Warbling Vireos are gray with a light 
line over the eye and pale underparts; Ruby-crowned Kinglets are 
smaller, grayish, and have a conspicuous eye ring and wing bars; female 
Yellow Warblers are perhaps most similar, but they are rarely seen on 
the island - they are uniformly dull yellow or greenish-yellow above and 
below, without the eye line or lighter underparts of the Orange-crowns. 

Song: Counts for this bird concentrate on singing birds. The song is 
even, descending trill, often with an upward inflection at the end; the 
trill may be sweetly melodic or rather dry. 

Western Meadowlark [Sturnella neglecta] 

Morphology: Approximately 9 in. long. Dull brown, streaked and spotted 
above. Note the short tail with while outer feathers. Throat and 
breast yellow with distinctive black v-shaped breast band. Crown 
stripes. Note the flight profile - chunky, with short tall and "pointy 
front". 

Behavior: Meadowlarks fly with bursts of several rapid wing beats 
alternating with gliding. 

Habitat: Meadowlarks may be seen anywhere on the island; they are 



especially common in the grasslands of the east terrace. 

Similar Species: Should not be confused with any other bird on the 
island (except, perhaps with the Starling for birds seen flying at a 
great distance). 

Song: Their song is a characteristic sound on the island - a loud, 
clear jumble of flute-like notes. 

Starling [Sturnus vulgaris] 

Morphology: 8-9 in. long. A dark, chunky bird with a short tail and 
long, slender bill. Adult in breeding plumage is iridescent black with 
a yellow bill. In flight, wings appear short and pointed (triangular). 

Behavior: They are usually seen in flocks of up to 60 birds, but note 
that Meadowlarks may also gather in flocks during the winter. 

Habitat: Starlings may be seen anywhere on the island. They are 
frequently seen around some of the [Coreopsis] stands on the east 
terrace, and around Arch Point. 

Similar Species: Other blackbirds are slimmer, longer tailed and more 
evenly black colored (lacking the iridescence of fine speckling that the 
Starling may show). They do not have characteristic "triangle" wings 
and short tail that are so distinctive in the Starling in flight. If 
not seen well, flying birds at a distance may be mistaken for 
Meadowlarks. 

Song: Utters a variety of speaks, chattered, warbles, and twitters. 
Also imitates calls or songs of other species. 

2. Census at Stratified Random Stations 

Every five years a census is conducted from stratified random stations 
in order to ensure that the correction factor for absolute densities is 
still applicable for each island. Variable circular plot (Reynolds et 
al. 1980) and line transect (Emlen 1971) techniques are used to monitor 
abundances of breeding bird species simultaneous with trail counts. The 
variable circular plot counts are conducted at pre-designated stations 
at random locations over each island. The observer counts all birds 
heard and seen at each station for a 10 minute period. The line 
transect counts are conducted along pre-determined transects at random 
locations over each island (see fig. *, *, and * for locations of 
transects). 

For transect counts, the observer counts all birds heard and seen while 
moving at a steady, slow pace along the transect. The general rules for 
conducting censuses as described above in the annual census are also 
applicable to this method. Concomitant counts are conducted along 
trails on each island to obtain relative indices of abundance. In 
combination, these censusing techniques provide information on absolute 
and relative abundances of all birds on each island during the breeding 
and nonbreeding periods each year. 



For station counts, the observer goes to a station, allows 1 minute for 
the birds to quiet, then begins counting. The count duration is 10 
minutes, during which time all birds are counted. Distance of the bird 
from the station is also recorded. The observer should turn slowly 
during the 10-minute count period, taking care not to double count any 
bird. As with trail counts, only breeding species are recorded, but 
other species should be noted. All stations are identified by small 
stakes and iron rebar that has been pounded into the ground. 

3. Indicator Species 

The monitoring program for land birds will be expanded in the future to 
gather specific information on a few indicator species. While key 
indicator species from major feeding guilds have been selected for more 
detailed monitoring (American Kestrel from the carnivorous guild, the 
Song Sparrow from the granivorous guild, and the Orange-crowned Warbler 
from the insectivorous guild), methods and data requirements are still 
under study. Potential information to be gathered includes the number 
of birds breeding in a specific study area, timing of the onset of 
breeding, nest building behavior, clutch size, incubation period, 
hatching success, nestling period, fledging success, duration of 
postfledging dependence, and population age structure. Such 
information will not only provide an indication of the health of the 
species monitored, but the health of other species in the feeding guild 
as well. 



B. Data Management 

1. Data Input 

*Do a short section on the census form to be used with a figure of it. 
Detailed directions will follow on exactly how to use the form. 

Census forms will be collected each half year immediately following the 
censuses. Data will be entered into the Channel Islands National Park 
data base management system using Fox-Base or dBase III+. 

2. Data Analysis 

After data entry, relative numbers are calculated for each island. 
Conversion factors will then be applied to the data to determine 
absolute densities. 

On each fifth year, a detailed analyses is conducted to determine if any 
changes in one or more of the breeding parameters on any of the three 
indicator species has occurred. 

A regression analysis of census data with climatological parameters 
should be conducted each year to determine what impact abiotic factors 
are having on species distribution and numbers. 

At the end of each 5-year period, a trend analysis is conducted for each 
breeding species that has been censused on each of the islands. Species 
analysis is done separately on each island in order to avoid obfuscating 
trends by swamping of numbers from the larger islands. 

3. Reporting 

Reporting of data is done in two ways, one with tables and written 
comments, the other with graphs. Trend analyses should yield graphs 
that are suitable for presentation in the park in the park's annual 
report series. 

Data are orally presented once each year to the entire park staff in 
order to obtain input from all divisions on potential impacts that they 
might be causing in regard to shifts in species distributions or numbers 
on that island. 

At the end of each 10-year interval, data are reported in peer reviewed 
publications. Either the Condor or Western Birds are appropriate 
outlets for these papers. 

IV. Literature Cited 

Emlen 1970 —delete in text? 
Emlen, J. T. 1971. Population densities of birds derived from transect 
counts. Auk 88:323-342. 

Emlen, J. T. 1977. Estimating breeding season bird densities from 
transect counts. Auk 94:455-468. 

Reynolds et al. 1980 —delete in text? 

van Riper, Charles, III. 1982. Census and breeding observations of the 



birds on Kohala Mountain, Hawaii. Wilson Bull. 94:463-476. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The terrestrial vegetation of the Channel Islands is 
adapted to a Mediterranean climatic regime. This 
climate has a strong maritime influence with moderate 
year-round temperatures, coastal fog, precipitation 
during winter months, and virtually no rain from May 
to October. Island vegetation consists of grassland, 
low shrubs, and chaparral mixed with small pockets 
of woodland. Sea cliff, island grassland, and 
grassland-scrub communities cover the largest areas 
of the islands, with iceplant, coastal sage scrub, 
Coreopsis scrub, and woodlands occurring in scat
tered patches of various sizes. Alien species 
dominate much of the area on all islands. 

Vegetation is monitored on the islands to assure 
preservation of distinct assemblages of species and 
subspecies that have evolved as a result of isolation 
from the mainland and other islands. In addition, all 
of the islands have been altered by past land use. The 
vegetation is in various stages of recovery from graz
ing, farming, military use, and introduction of exotic 
species. Monitoring offers an opportunity to measure 
natural recovery and the effectiveness of manage
ment actions to restore island vegetation. 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

ISLANDS MONITORED 

Vegetation monitoring has been initiated on San 
Miguel, Anacapa, and Santa Barbara islands, the three 
smallest islands in the park. These islands have low 
plant community diversity when compared to the 
larger Channel Islands that have more varied topog
raphy. Monitoring will be expanded to include other 
islands at a later date. 

REPRESENTATIVE PLANT COM
MUNITIES 

While a number of options for vegetation monitoring 
would yield important information, this monitoring 
program was specifically designed to monitor the 
changes which are taking place in the usual vegeta

tion units or representative plant communities. It is 
designed neither to monitor those communities or 
species that are unusual because of rarity or location 
nor to monitor individual plant species. 

Eight hundred (800) plant taxa (species nomenclature 
follows Munz) are found on the five park islands; of 
these, 392 are found on Anacapa, Santa Barbara, and 
San Miguel islands. Of the 392, 27% are considered 
alien and were, for the most part, introduced through 
activities of man. A relatively large number of native 
plants (when compared with the known flora of the is
lands) that are restricted in numbers and/or 
geographic distribution are found on the Channel Is
lands. These plants include island endemics (plants 
that are found on one or more of the Channel Islands 
but nowhere else), taxa that have very limited distribu
tions outside of the Channel Islands, taxa that are on 
the edge of their range, taxa identified by the Califor
nia Native Plant Society as rare and endangered, and 
taxa designated or proposed as threatened or en
dangered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for 
protection under the Endangered Species Act. No at
tempt has been made to monitor any of these species 
individually. Instead plant communities have been 
adopted as the basic unit for monitoring. 

The following representative vegetation communities 
provide the basis for the monitoring program on the 
three islands (also see Hochberg et al. 1979). 

Grassland/Herblands 

Wild Oats 

The most abundant vegetation type on most of the 
Channel Islands is a grassland dominated by the alien 
Avena fatua or wHd oats. Avena forms an overstory 
(about 1 m high) for a diverse understory consisting 
of a number of alien brome grasses (Bromus), other 
native grass species, and a number of forbs such as 
Erodium, Amsinckia, and Dichelostemma. In 
response to protection from fire and grazing, native 
shrubs including Coreopsis gigantea, Lycium califor-
nicum, Artemisia californica, and Baccharis pilularis 
are invading this community at a rapid rate. Inter
spersed with wild oats are occasional patches 
dominated by the native bunchgrass Stipa pulchra, 
and in depressions or wetter areas, patches 
dominated by saltgrass (Distichlis spicata) or byJun-
cus. On Santa Barbara Island, the alien shrub Atriplex 
semibaccata is an important associate in the 
grassland, covering as much as 50% of some areas. 
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While wild oats are a component of grasslands on 
Anacapa Island, these grasslands are richer in native 
perennial grasses and forbs than those found on 
Santa Barbara or San Miguel islands. Native peren
nials are also present on Anacapa Island, in particular 
Dudleys caespitosa and Grindelia latifolia indicating 
that there has been less disturbance there. Common 
native associates in this community are Achillea mil
lefolium, Calystegia macrostegia ssp. macrostegia, 
Castilleja affinis, Dichelostemma pulchellum, Las-
thenia californica, and Marah macrocarpus. Com
mon alien species include Erodium cicutarium, 
Sonchus oleraceus, Medicago polymorpa, and 
Atriplex semibaccata. 

Barley 

A second type of alien grassland is dominated by bar
ley (Hordeum murinum spp. glaucum). This grass 
has a canopy at about 30 cm and many fewer as
sociated herbaceous species than the wild oats 
grassland. This community is widely scattered on the 
islands but the most important areas of its distribution 
are on the west and southeast terraces of Santa Bar
bara Island. 

Shrubland 

Native shrublands are varied on the three islands that 
are monitored. Shrubs are more widespread in areas 
that have experienced little disturbance or had time to 
recover from the disturbance. Shrub communities in
clude: 

Sand Dunes 

Of the three islands monitored, only on San Miguel Is
land are beach dunes large enough to provide habitat 
for a dune plant community. The dunes that are 
nearest the water support a community dominated by 
Abronia maritima and Cakile edentula. Further in
land, away from the heavy impact of surf and wind, 
the community becomes more diverse with Ambrosia 
chamissonis. Astragalus miguelensis, Camissonia 
cheiranthifolia, Carpobrotus aequilaterus, and 
Malacothrix incana. As the sands of San Miguel is
land become more stabilized, the sand dune com
munity grades into Haplopappus scrub. 

Sea Cliff Scrub 

Annual Iceplant 

Two species of crystalline iceplant (Mesembryan-
themum crystallinum and M. nodiflorum) are present 
on all three islands. The control of these species has 
become a serious management concern, especially 
on Santa Barbara Island where large dense patches 
of M crystallinum develop. The species accumulate 
salts which are leached into the soil when the plants 
die creating an environment unsuitable for most other 
plants. The displacement of other species along with 
the nature of crystalline iceplant as a summer annual 
leaves the soil surface unprotected by plants during 
the winter rainy season resulting in extensive erosion. 
Occasionally the salt tolerant shrub Suaeda califor
nica (a native species) becomes established in the 
crystalline iceplant patches and acts as the only 
stabilizing mechanism in these areas. On Anacapa 
and San Miguel islands, annual iceplant forms only a 
few large patches associated with erosion surfaces. 
Otherwise the species are restricted to narrow bands 
around small eroded areas and along the top of sea 
cliffs. 

Rugged sea cliffs rise steeply from the sea to 700 m 
to surround Santa Barbara Island and much of 
Anacapa Island. Exposed rocky cliffs and shallow 
soils which support the sea cliff scrub community 
create harsh growing conditions. Because they are 
inaccessible, cliff communities are undisturbed by 
past land uses and act as refuges for island vegeta
tion that have been modified by farming and grazing 
by feral and domestic herbivores in more accessible 
areas. The widely scattered shrubs and succulents of 
the sea cliff scrub are low growing (less than 60 cm), 
with the notable exception of Coreopsis. 

The sea cliff scrub community supports many species 
that are also found in other island communities. 
However, a number of rare species and island en
demics with limited distribution are found in this com
munity. Eriogonum giganteum var. compactum, 
Eriophyllum nevinii, and Dudleys traskiae are largely 
restricted to the inaccessible cliffs of Santa Barbara 
Island. All three of these species are island endemics. 
Dudleys traskiae is restricted to Santa Barbara Island 
and is on the federal list of endangered species. The 
other two are under consideration for listing by the 
federal government. 
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The sea cliff scrub community on Anacapa Island is 
almost entirely restricted to the north-facing slopes 
that intercept prevailing onshore winds. Dominated 
by bare rock, the community is composed of a large 
number of species, none of which are widespread. 
Representative species include Dudleys caespitosa, 
Eriogonum grande var. grande, Coreopsis gigantea, 
Malacothrix implicata, Eriophyllum, Haplopappus, 
and various annual grasses. 

Rocky sea cliffs are widely scattered on San Miguel 
Island because much of the shoreline is composed of 
sandy beaches. Important species are Achillea mil
lefolium, Artemisia californica, Coreopsis gigantea, 
Erigeron glaucus, Eriogonum grande ssp. rubes-
cens, Lotus dendroideus var. veatchii, Malacothrix 
saxatilis var. implicata, and Marah macrocarpus. 

Caliche Scrub 

The west end of San Miguel Island is inhabited by a 
curious assemblage of plants in a landscape that is 
dominated by a ground surface of caliche. This sur
face is a result of overgrazing and wind scouring of 
the island that has stripped away most soil. Patches 
of vegetation are found where there is a mound of 
sand or a rare pocket of soil. Important species in this 
community are Carpobrotus aequilaterus, Erigeron 
glaucus, Astragalus miguelensis, Parapholis incana, 
and Sisyrinchium bellum. A number of weedy species 
adapted to disturbance sites are associates in this 
pioneer community. 

Coreopsis Scrub 

Coreopsis gigantea is one of the most picturesque 
species on the islands. This semi-succulent shrub 
can attain heights of 2.5 m and has bright clusters of 
sunflower-like flowers that follow the emergence of 
drought-deciduous new leaves during the rainy 
period. Coreopsis once covered large portions of 
gentle island slopes, but was restricted by farming, 
grazing, and fire to steep slopes and isolated canyons. 
These populations are now expanding and may once 
again cover larger areas of each island. Newly 
developing stands are expanding into grassland and 
have a grassland understory. A typical mature stand 
often has a closed canopy, prohibiting, by shading 
and perhaps allelopathy, any understory develop
ment. However, where mature stands exist on moist 
north-facing canyon slopes (as in Cave Canyon on 
Santa Barbara Island), the understory may include 
dense stands of shade tolerant species. In most situa
tions there are no shrub species which are important 

associates in a mature Coreopsis stand. Herbaceous 
associates are Calystegia macrostegia ssp. amplis-
sima, Marah macrocarpus, Pterostegia drymarioides, 
and other shade tolerant species. Coreopsis also oc
curs in some mixed shrub communities with 
Hemizonia clemintina and Opuntia on Santa Barbara 
Island. 

Coastal Sage Scrub 

This community is primarily found on the south and 
west slopes of the islands and, except for San Miguel 
Island, in relatively small, scattered patches. It is 
characterized by coastal sage, Artemisia californica 
var. insularis on Santa Barbara and Artemisia califor
nica var. californica on Anacapa and San Miguel is
lands. Important associates are Dudleys traskiae, 
Encelia californica, Eriogonum arborescens, 
Eriogonum giganteum var. compactum, Opuntia lit-
toralis, and O. prolifera on Santa Barbara Island; Dud
leys caespitosa, Opuntia littoralis, Opuntia prolifera, 
Haplopappus detonsus, Salvia mellifera, Bromus 
rubens, Calystegia macrostegia, Haplopappus 
venetus and Malacothrix saxatilis var. implicata on 
Anacapa Island; and Lotus dentroideus var. veatchii, 
Bromus rubens, Calystegia marcrostegia, Haplopap
pus venetus, and Malacothrix saxatilis var. implicata 
on San Miguel Island. 

Maritime Cactus Scrub 

This community only occurs on one of the park is
lands, the south facing slopes of Santa Barbara Island. 
It is characterized by prickly pear (Opuntia littoralis 
and O. oricola) and cholla (Opuntia prolifera). Other 
important associates are Ambylopappus pusillus, 
Marah macrocarpus, Perityle emoryi, Eriophyllum 
nevinii, Eriogonum giganteum ssp. compactum, and 
Dudleys traskiae. 

Sea-Blite Scrub 

Also occurring only on Santa Barbara Island, this 
community is dominated by Suaeda californica. This 
shrub generally forms an open community with large 
bare areas or patches of grass or crystalline iceplant 
(Mesembryanthemum crystallinum) scattered among 
the shrubs. The alien grass Hordeum murinum ssp. 
glaucum is the most common herbaceous species in 
the community. Other associated species are 
Frankenia salina, Spergularia macrotheca, and 
Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum. 
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Boxthorn Scrub 

This community is characterized by boxthorn (Lycium 
californicum) and is only found on Santa Barbara Is
land within the park. The community is found on warm 
south-facing slopes and is often associated with the 
maritime cactus scrub community. Where these 0.5-
m tall shrubs are widely scattered, the spaces are filled 
with annual grasses, but most often they group 
togetherto form a dense canopy which excludes most 
other species. The federally listed threatened island 
night lizard (Xantusia riversiana) is frequently found 
inhabiting this community. Boxthorn scrub has 
recently become a preferred nesting site for California 
brown pelicans. 

Haplopappus Scrub 

The second most abundant plant community on San 
Miguel Island is a low (up to 0.5 m) shrub community 
dominated by Haplopappus venetus. This com
munity occurs on poorly developed soils that are 
either thin and rocky or sandy. It is unclear whether 
Happlopappus is a climax community on these 
poorer soils or a long-term serai stage which will give 
way to either a grassland community or a chaparral 
community with improving microenvironmental con
ditions. It is believed that this community is so 
widespread because of past habitat disturbance. 
There is no comparable community on any other of 
the Channel Islands. Important associates are Achil
lea millefolium, Astragalus miguelensis, Atriplex 
californica, Baccharis pilularis ssp. consanguinea, 
Carpobrotus aequilaterus, Dudleya greenei, 
Eriogonum grande ssp.rubescens, Erysimum in-
sulare, and Malacothrix incana. 

Island Chaparral 

A few scattered stands of what appear to be relics of 
a once more widely distributed chaparral community 
are found on West Anacapa Island in the larger 
canyons of the north side. The stands include toyon 
(Heteromeles arbutifolia) and/or island bigpod 
ceanothus (Ceanothus megacarpus ssp. insularis). 
The stands on Anacapa are depauperate in com
parison to chaparral found on the larger islands and 
on the southern California mainland. One individual 
of Comarostaphylos diversifolia ssp. planifolia is 
found at the head of Oak Canyon. These woody 

species should be protected and monitored to assure 
their future expansion. 

On San Miguel Island, the chaparral community was 
largely extirpated by grazing animals and by ranchers 
using the wood for fires. Today a few chaparral 
species are found in scattered locations as small rem
nants of a formerly more extensive community. The 
largest remaining patches are of soft chaparral 
species of shrub lupine (Lupinus albifrons, L. ar-
boreus, and L chamissonis). These patches are ex
panding into the grassland and therefore have a 
typical grassland assemblage of understory species. 
Other important species are lemonadeberry (Rhus in-
tergrifolia) found scattered along the sea slopes on 
the north side of the island, in Willow Canyon, and on 
the eastern portion of the island near Cardwell Point; 
and Lavatera assurgentiflora ssp. assurgentiflora 
found on the far west end of the island at Point Ben
nett and on the east end of the island near Cardwell 
Point. These two restricted species also should be 
protected and monitored periodically to record any 
population expansion or community development. 

Introduced Iceplant 

Perennial Iceplant 

A community dominated by perennial, sea-fig type 
iceplant of the genera Carpobrotus and Malephora 
covers extensive areas on the south side of East 
Anacapa and on the upland, unstable sand areas of 
San Miguel Island. On East Anacapa Island 
Malephora crocea covers a large portion of the north
ern half of the islet. Here the iceplant appears to ef
fectively eliminate associated native species as it 
spreads into new territory. 

On San Miguel Island Carpobrotus aequilaterus ap
pears to be important as one of the primary stabilizers 
of drifting dune sands and as such plays an important 
role in the restoration of island vegetation. Once es
tablished, this perennial iceplant forms a low (30 cm) 
tangled mat of vines and provides a more protected 
microhabitat for other species to colonize. As
sociated species are Astragalus miguelensis, 
Malacothrix incana, Poa douglasii, and Distichlis 
spicata. While this iceplant does not appear to effec
tively eliminate native species as does Malephora 
crocea, it does not fade from the stabilized dune com
munity, but maintains its importance. 
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Woodland MONITORING LOCATIONS 

Island Woodland 

This community type is represented by small stands 
of island oak (Quercus tomentella) and Catalina cher
ry (Prunus ilicifolia ssp. lyonii) in canyons on the north 
side of West Anacapa Island. There is a thick litter 
layer under these small trees, therefore the understory 
of the community is rather sparse and made up most
ly of native perennials such as climbing penstemon 
(Keckiella cordifolia), catchfly (Silene laciniata), 
Lilium humboltii, and poison oak (Toxicodendron div-
silobum). These species are also important as
sociates with grasses and other herbs in a more dense 
ground cover on open slopes away from the oak 
canopy. 

Riparian Woodland - San Miguel Island has running 
water in a number of the larger canyons and a recog
nizable riparian community at some locations. 
Species in these riparian areas includeSalixlasiolepis 
var. lasiolepis, Coreopsis gigantea, Baccharis 
pilularis, and Typha domingensis. These stands are 
widely scattered in association with canyons and 
drainages and therefore are a minor part of the vegeta
tion. Willows occur in only five isolated locations. 
Like other woody vegetation on the islands, these 
woodlands are recovering from past disturbances 
and should be monitored. 

Permanent transects were established in repre
sentative plant communities. These transects form 
the basis for measuring specific parameters as
sociated with vegetation attributes. A total of 54 tran
sects were established; 22 on Santa Barbara Island, 
16 on Anacapa Island, and 16 on San Miguel Island at 
the general locations indicated in Figures A-1, A-2, 
and A-3. (See Appendix A for specific transect loca
tions, site descriptions, and detailed maps for locat
ing marking stakes.) Where appropriate, transects 
that were established by the Santa Barbara Botanical 
Garden in 1978 have been incorporated into transect 
design and placement. 

When it is necessary to relocate an old transect or es
tablish a new one, transects should be established 
that: 1) provide adequate representation of the variety 
of plant communities discussed, 2) lie entirely within 
one basic slope exposure (transects should not in
clude facing slopes on both sides of a canyon), 3) run 
either true north-south or east-west, and 4) are 30 m 
long. New transects should be marked at each end 
with angled aluminum stakes. 
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MONITORING PROTOCOL 

SAMPLING METHODS 

The vegetation monitoring program uses two 
methods to monitor changes in vegetation com
munities - periodic vegetation mapping and monitor
ing of permanent transects. 

Periodic Vegetation Mapping 

Vegetation communities are mapped approximately 
every five year to note changes in overall vegetation 
patterns. Mapping is based on aerial photographs 
taken in the early spring. Vegetation mapping is ac
complished through interpretation of 9-inch format, 
false color infra-red transparencies at an approximate 
scale of 1:12,000 with complete stereoscopic 
coverage. A comparison is made between previous 
vegetation maps and present conditions. Any chan
ges in community boundaries should be highlighted 
on the new vegetation map. 

Permanent Transects 

Purpose 

The vegetation monitoring program uses a point-in
tercept method (30-m, 100 point transects) to sample 
and quantify island vegetation. This method records 
species and their height occurring at regular, 
predetermined intervals along the transect. Ecologi
cal attributes that can be quantified from this method 
include species composition, frequency of occur
rence, height, and cover. 

Schedule 

Data are collected from all vegetation monitoring sites 
once each year for the foreseeable future. Because 
the vegetation is going through a phase of recovery 
from herbivore grazing, it is quite dynamic. "Normal" 
limits of variation have not yet been determined and 
will be defined over time as the vegetation responds 
to the unpredictable and highly variable amount of an
nual rainfall. 

Sites are visited and information recorded during the 
growing season, preferably in late January through 
mid-April. Trips are scheduled to visit Santa Barbara 

Island first, Anacapa Island second, and San Miguel 
Island third because of the progression of season and 
the fact that Santa Barbara is normally warmer and 
dries out earlier than the northern islands. 

Allow six to seven days to conduct the monitoring on 
each island including two days for travel. The tran
sects can be read by two people in four days for each 
island if species identifications are known. Allow an 
additional four days in the office for transfer of each 
island's data from field sheets to computer files, and 
for running analyses, filing, and wrap-up. 

Approximately 30 days prior to a planned trip, make 
arrangements with the scheduling officer for transpor
tation (boat, plane, or helicopter) and for bunk space. 
There is usually heavy pressure for these resources in 
the spring of the year, so be prepared to compromise 
if others need to be on that island also. 

About one week prior to a scheduled trip, schedule a 
meeting with those involved to determine that all 
equipment is in order and available and to plan meals 
and grocery purchases. 

Personnel 

Two people are needed for each transect. One must 
be able to recognize species and identify plants down 
to subspecies or varieties. The other person serves 
as helper and data recorder. It is very helpful if the 
second person also has some familiarity with the is
land flora. A number of people are listed in Appendix 
B who are knowledgeable about the sampling 
methods and island flora and who will assist in solv
ing problems that may arise. 

Sampling Equipment and Materials 

Vegetation monitoring requires a minimum of equip
ment and materials. In addition to the handbook, the 
following equipment and supplies are needed. 

Data forms (Appendix C) 
Pencils 
Clipboard 
Species lists, Munz California Flora and Field 

Guides as desired 
Compass 
150-m or 300-ft. measuring tape 
25-cm (1") diameter PVC pipe measuring rod or 

range pole 
Camera in a pelican case 
First Aid kit 
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Personal Gear 
Hiking boots 
Day pack 
Camping gear, including sleeping bag (tents are 

required on Middle and West Anacapa and a 
small camp stove may be desired) 

Rain and wind gear 
Sun glasses, hat or cap, and sunscreen lotion 
Flashlight 
Notebook 

Camera 
Binoculars 
Water bottle 
Food and drink 

Sampling Procedures 

Take data sheets, measuring pole, and tape measure 
to each transect location. Determine which end of the 

transect is the starting point from the site description 
and then stretch the tape out accordingly. After the 
tape is down, the person who will identify species 
(reporter) takes the measuring pole and places it 30 
cm or 1 foot from the end stake. While the helper 
records data, the species reporter calls out first the 
highest point on the pole touched by vegetation and 
then name or code of that tallest species. The reporter 
then calls off all other species which touch the pole. 
If there is no vegetation at any point, the reporter tells 
the recorder that there is none and identifies the un-
vegetated substrate (bare soil, rock, or litter). The 
pole is then dropped at the next sample point, 30 cm 
(1 foot) down the tape and another point is read. Con
tinue this process until the entire transect is read. 
Before leaving the site, photograph the site from two 
directions using slide film and make notes concern
ing any outstanding or unusual circumstance involv
ing the transect or that part of the island. 
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DATA MANAGEMENT 

Vegetation monitoring data is stored and analyzed by 
computer using the program TRANSECT. This 
program calculates percent frequency for species in 
the sample and creates tables and figures to compare 
transect data over time or space. The program was 
designed specifically for data needs of this monitor
ing program. Field methods and data sheets have 
been designed to make data entry accurate and effi
cient. 

TRANSECT is a menu driven program and is largely 
self explanatory. A brief summary of the specific sub
routines of the program is presented here. The guide 
"Transect~A computer program for vegetation 
analysis" is included in Appendix G and explains other 
subroutines that may become useful. 

To Begin 

The TRANSECT program is loaded on computer. To 
use it follow the procedure: 

turn on the computer 
from SYSTEM ACCESS MENU type < b x c r > 
from DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

MENU type < 9 9 > < c r > 

The screen will display Vegetation Line-Transect 
Analysis Program MAIN MENU. 

Species Code Lists 

TRANSECT operates on a list of four character codes 
denoting species encountered in vegetation monitor
ing transects. This species/code list is stored on dis
kette under the filename TRANFLOR.LST and is also 
found in appendix D. It contains all species present 
in vegetation transects monitored since 1984. Check 
raw field data for new species not already on the list 
and add them to the list before running results. 

Additions to the TRANFLOR.LST file are made in the 
following way: 

MAIN MENU 
Species/Code Menu 

LOAD species/code file 
EDIT species/code file 
< A > d d 

or 
<C>hange 

SAVE present species/code to file 
PRINT list 

< q > uit to DOS 
C:\VEG > SORT < TRANFLOR.LST >TRANFLOR.LST 
MAIN MENU 

Species/Code Menu 
LOAD species/code file 

Load the species/code list from the disk into working 
memory. The results and comparative analysis will 
not operate unless the list resides in working memory. 
Unless you are working in DOS, the three letter exten
sion must be omitted when typing filenames. The 
TRANSECT program assumes the proper extension 
for each program module. 

The EDIT module allows a variety of manipulations. 
New species are added to the list under the EDIT sub
routine (select <A>dd) . These added species will 
simply be appended to the end of the list. They can 
be sorted into alphabetical order by exiting TRAN
SECT and at the DOS prompt sorting the list. 
< C > hange is used to correct spelling and other input 
errors. At the prompt, type the species entry number 
which can be read off the species code printout or lo
cate using the < S > earch subroutine. Remember to 
save and print a working copy for reference. 

Data Entry 

The procedure to store data on the computer requires 
the following steps: 

MAIN MENU 
Plot Data Menu 

Input PLOT TEXT data 
Set Function Keys to common species codes 
Input PLOT DATA 
SAVE present plot data to file 
PRINT plot data 

(then if necessary...) 
EDIT plot data 
SAVE plot data 
PRINT plot data 

The information entered in Plot Text is standardized 
and based on the completed field data sheets (Appen
dix E). At the prompt for location, type transect 
filename (eg. EAI0187). Next, enter the date the tran
sect was sampled. Use the format date, three letter 
abbreviated month, and year (eg. 08MAY 87). Other 
methods to type the date may not fit the format of the 
graph subroutine. Under Miscellaneous Note #1 
enter the initials of the investigators who identified the 
species and recorded the data (eg. CMD and JLL). 
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Enter the direction in which the transect was sampled 
under miscellaneous notes #2 (eg. 'Transect read W 
to E"). Regardless of how the data was collected be 
sure to enter data from the predetermined starting 
point so that the height profiles can be easily com
pared. Other notes may follow. Errors may be cor
rected only by re-entering the entire text. 

Before entering data, it is useful to set Function Keys 
to the common codes in the transect. F keys can also 
be coded for a combination of codes, eg. F1 = COGI, 
F2 = HOGL, F3 = COGI/HOGL Use of the F key 
speeds data entry and reduces the chance for typing 
errors. 

In Data Input there are several important points to 
remember. Check that the heights recorded are in 
meters and remember to enter decimal points. No 
height entered (type < cr >) places a zero on the data 
file. Be certain that the species codes are entered 
from tallest to shortest. Slashes must be typed be
tween codes (eg. COGI/ARCA/HOGL). Points 
entered can be edited but not removed from the 
count. For example, if you type in extra data acciden
tally creating 102 points in a 100 point transect, you 
can erase the data for points 101 and 102, but the 
program will still analyze the data as if there were 102 
total points. Starting over is the only method to cor
rect this error within the present version of the 
program. 

After exiting data input, use the < A > d d subroutine 
of the Edit module to continue entering data. The 
input subroutine will only allow you to start from the 
beginning. 

Save the data input to store it on disk. The computer 
will hold the input in memory as long as the machine 
is on and no new transect data entered. Be careful to 
save the data to the correct filename. The program 
will append the filename you enter with .DAT. It will 
also create the TXT (text) file for the same transect. 
The program will not successfully store the file unless 
the text data has been entered. If you forget to enter 
text, the program will use text currently in memory, in
serting information from the previous transect 
entered. 

Print the plot data to check for accuracy (see appen
dix F, example of printout of TRANSECT plot data file). 
The current version of the TRANSECT program does 
not allow you to view a file except by generating a 
printout. 

Edit the plot data by entering the Edit module. The 
input is edited one point at a time. For a single error, 
use the < C > hange subroutine, which asks for the 
point number. Simply type in the correct data. If you 
call up the wrong point, be sure to re-enter the same 
correct data displayed, or else a zero height will be 
entered and the correct codes will be erased. To cor
rect a systematic error, use of the < G > lobal replace
ment or deletion can be especially time saving. Again, 
save the revised version of the raw data and make a 
new printout. 

Generating Results 

Result files must exist to run the comparative analysis 
module. 

MAIN MENU 
Results File Menu 

Create results file 
Create results file from raw data 

Edit results file 
<L>ist results 

Load the species/code file prior to running results. 
Simply enter the data file to process at the computer 
prompt. Results will be calculated and a new file with 
the extension .RSL will be created. Check the file by 
< L > isting it. Make sure that all the species entered 
are displayed. If any are missing, they were not found 
on the species/code list. 

DOS Commands to Store and Retrieve 
Files 

All data (.DAT), text (TXT), and results (.RSL) files are 
stored on diskettes. Ten double-sided, double-den
sity diskettes are used for storage. One disk stores 
the TRANSECT program and the species code list. 
Each island has files stored on three diskettes; one 
eachfor.DAT, .RSL, and TXT files. To record the time 
data is entered, make new files daily. For example, all 
of the Anacapa Island data files can be copied with 
the procedure: 

< q > uit TRANSECT 
place the diskette EMW Anacapa DATA in 

disk drive A 
at the DOS prompt C:\VEG > 

type < COPY C:\VEG\?AI*.DATA A: > 

The < ? > stands in for East, West, and Middle; the 
< * > for # < 0 1 > . . . < 0 6 > transects and 
< 84 > ...year. This command will copy all files on all 
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the Anacapa islets for all years. One could replace the 
< ? > and < * > with the specific file information and 
copy one file at a time. The same procedure is used 
for .RSL and TXT files, and then for the other islands. 

After the data has been entered and a results file 
created, an analysis can be run. Result files from pre
vious years data must be retrieved from the storage 
floppy diskettes and transferred to the computer hard 
disk. Follow the procedure: 

<q>u i t TRANSECT 
place the diskette RESULTS in disk drive A 
at the DOS prompt C:\VEG > type 

<COPYA:*.*C\VEG> 
repeat this procedure for each diskette until all 

necessary .RSL files have been copied. 

Data Analysis 

The analysis module of TRANSECT allows resource 
managers to detect and track change in the composi
tion and frequency of species, and in the physical 
structure of the plant communities sampled. The 
TRANSECT program has several methods to analyze 
data. A complete description of options is found in 
the program guide. Generally only the following sub
routines will be used. 

MAIN MENU 
Analysis Menu 

COMPARATIVE analysis 
create List of filenames to analyze 
analyze for < F > requency 

create Table 
enter TEXT information 

create Graph 
enter TEXT information 
List species codes to compare 

HEIGHT GRAPH 
enter file to process 
enter scale to use 

Comparative analysis module works on result (.RSL) 
files. When prompted, enter the earliest RSL file for 
a given transect (eg. <SBI0184> <CR>) and then 
each successive year to the present. A null < CR > 
ends the list. When presented the choice, choose to 
analyze < F > requency. Then choose to make a table 
printout (an example is found in Appendix F - table 
printout of frequency data). The program will request 

text information which can be copied from the pre
vious years summary table. For example: 

TRANSECT # 
type < SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 01 > 

TRANSECT LOCATION 
< CR > leave this blank 

# OF POINTS 
<100> 

Footnote #1 
< No data taken in 1986 > 

Footnote #2 
< 101 points read in 1987> 

After the text is entered a null < CR > will start the 
printer. The computer will return to the prompt to 
choose between Table or Graph; choose Graph. Fol
low this procedure to keep the same text as just 
entered. If another procedure is followed, the text 
may need to be entered again. The program will then 
prompt for the species codes to track over the years 
entered. These codes were established and should 
be copied from the 1987 analysis. Remember to ad
vance the paper in the printer between each printout. 
(See Appendix F, example of graph printout of fre
quency data). 

Print a height graph for data from the current year (see 
Appendix F, example of graph printout of height data). 
The computer will request which .DAT file to process 
and then what scale to use. Generally use the scale 
already used for the previous years profile figures. 
The profile can be reduced on the copier by 50% and 
cut to fit on the earlier profile figures for comparison. 

Reporting 

Data is analyzed using the above procedures each 
field season. A report is then prepared which includes 
summary tables and graphs for each transect along 
with any explanatory information as appropriate. 
Changes, trends, and patterns are highlighted for 
sites. Concurrent with the updating of vegetation 
mapping every five years (or more frequently if 
needed), a careful evaluation of all data, changes, and 
trends and the statistical significance of changes 
should be undertaken by park scientists. Findings 
should be summarized and additional questions 
posed for research and experimental study as 
needed. 
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APPENDIX A. Vegetation Monitoring Transect Site Descriptions 

This appendix contains specific information on each monitoring transect including individual site descriptions, 
common species at each site, and detailed maps for finding the marking stakes at each site. An island-wide 
map preceeds the transect site descriptions for each island to provide general locations. For ease in locating 
specific site descriptions, they are found on the following pages in numerical order by transect for each island. 

Santa Barbara Island 22 transects pages A-2 through A-24 

Anacapa Island 16 transects pages A-25 through A-41 

San Miguel Island 16 transects pages A-42 through A-58 

NOTE: All compass bearings to transect stakes in the following section are true (not magnetic) readings. 

Transect Site Descriptions A - 1 



Transect Site Descriptions 



VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 01 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Bench just above Webster Point. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

DOMINANT SPECIES: Grassland/annual iceplant 

ELEVATION: 175 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

SUCA Suaeda californica 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
AMPU Amblyopappus pusillus 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
LACH Lasthenia chrysostoma 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 130 

SLOPE ASPECT: 290° SLOPE: 0° 

ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
PAIN Parapholis incurva 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 
MENO Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum 

Transect Site Descriptions -A-3 



VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

TRANSECT LOCATION: South of trail to Elephant Seal Cove 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland/annual iceplant 

ELEVATION: 190 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

SUCA Suaeda californica 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
AVFA Avena fatua 

02 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 130 

SLOPE ASPECT: W(270°) SLOPE: 3° 

SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
AM P U Amblyopappus pu si 11 us 
MENO Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum 

A-4 Transect Site Descriptions 



VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 03 

TRANSECT LOCATION: North of trail to Webster Point as it descends from the saddle. Transect below trail, 
above washout swale. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Sea-blite scrub 

ELEVATION: 320 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
SUCA Suaeda californica 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
MAPA Malva parviflora 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 132 

SLOPE ASPECT: 284° 

AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
AVFA Avena fatua 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 

SLOPE: 3° 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 04 

TRANSECT LOCATION: On north slope of Signal Peak, south of trail to Webster Point 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: E-W NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Sea-blite scrub 

ELEVATION: 480 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 354° SLOPE: 19° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
SUCA Suaeda californica 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 

CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
AVFA Avena fatua 

A-6 Transect Site Descriptions 



VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 05 

TRANSECT LOCATION: East slope of Signal Peak, southwest of the of Badlands 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: E-W 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Sea-blite scrub 

ELEVATION: 360 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
SUCA Suaeda californica 
MENO Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 110° SLOPE: 8° 

MECR Mesembryanthemum crystal Iinum 
MAPA Malva parviflora 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 

Transect Site Descriptions A-7 



VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 06 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest of Badlands Trail Loop junction with Signal Peak trail 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 360 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

AVFA Avena fatua 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
BRRU Bromus rubens 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 115° SLOPE: 5° 

AMIN Amsinkia intermedia 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
MAPA Malva parviflora 
AVBA Avena barbata 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 07 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Arch Point, south of Lighthouse, just west of trail 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Sea cliff scrub 

ELEVATION: 180 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 20° SLOPE: 3° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
LACH Lasthenia chrysostoma 
MAPH Malacothrix philbrickii 
ATCA Atriplex californica 

ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
MENO Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum 
AMIN Amsinkia intermedia 
AMPU Amblyopappus pusillus 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 8N 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Cliff Canyon, below trail. North half of a transect established by Santa Barbara Botani
cal Garden 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Boxthom scrub 

ELEVATION: 120 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
AMPU Amblyopappus pusillus 
LYCA Lycium californicum 
OPPR Opuntia prolifera 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 67 

SLOPE ASPECT: 170° SLOPE: 24-33° 

MAPA Malva parviflora 
CRCL Cryptantha clevelandii 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 8S 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Cliff Canyon. South end of transect established by Santa Barbara Botanical Garden 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Sea cliff scrub 

ELEVATION: 120 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
LACH Lasthenia chrysostoma 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 65 

SLOPE ASPECT: ca. 20° SLOPE: ca. 30° 

DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
PLCA Platystemmon californicus 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
MAPH Malacothrix philbrickii 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 9N 

TRANSECT LOCATION: In Cave Canyon, across trail from marker #4 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 75 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Maritime cactus scrub 

ELEVATION: 120 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
OPLI Opuntia littoralis 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
MUMI Muhlenbergia microsperma 
AVFA Avena fatua 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
CAMA Caylstegia macrostegia 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
AMPU Amblyopappus pusillus 
ACMI Achillea millefolium 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp, glaucum 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
PEEM Perityle emoryi 
MAPA Malva parviflora 

SLOPE ASPECT: 172° SLOPE: 12° 

PHRA Pholistoma racemosum 
PHAU Pholistoma auritum 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
AMIN Amsinkia intermedia 
CHCA Chenopodium califomicum 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
PHDI Phacelia distans 
LAAU Lamarkia aurea 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
AVBA Avena barbata 
BRAR Bromus arizonicus 
CLPE Clayton i a perfoliata 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 9S 

TRANSECT LOCATION: North facing slope of Cave Canyon, just south of and in line with SBI9N. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 55 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: 160 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
ACMI Achillea millefolium 
PHRA Pholistoma racemosum 
MEIM Melica imperfecta 
AVBA Avena barbata 
AVFA Avena fatua 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 

SLOPE ASPECT: 12° SLOPE: 29° 

BRAR Bromus arizonicus 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
SCAN Scleranthus annuus 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
MEIN Melilotus indicus 
PHAU Pholistoma auritum 
VUME Vulpia megalura 
GAAP Galium aparine 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
CRER Tillaea erecta 
PAHE Parietaria hespera 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Near mouth of Graveyard Canyon. 

10N 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Maritime cactus scrub 

ELEVATION: 160 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

MUMI Muhlenbergia microsperma 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
OPLI Opuntia littoralis 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 60 

SLOPE ASPECT: 170° SLOPE: 35° 

Ml LA Mirabilis laevis 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
CRCL Cryptantha clevelandii 
AMPU Amblyopappus pusillus 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 10S 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Near mouth of Graveyard Canyon. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PUNT COMMUNITY: Sea cliff scrub 

ELEVATION: 160 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
CRCL Cryptantha clevelandii 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
VUME Vulpia megalura 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
AMPU Amblyopappus pusillus 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
AC Ml Achillea millefolium 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 70 

SLOPE ASPECT: 15° SLOPE: 35° 

PHRA Pholistoma racemosum 
SIGA Silene gallica 
M I U Mirabilis laevis 
GAAP Galium aparine 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
AVFA Avena fatua 
MUMI Muhlenbergia microsperma 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
UCH Lasthenia chrysostoma 
MAP H Malacothrix philbrickii 
TRTR Trifolium tridentatum 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 11 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Northeast of North Peak, crossing the trail 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: ca. 400 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
SUCA Suaeda californica 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
ACM I Achillea millefolium 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 130 

SLOPE ASPECT: 38° SLOPE: 21' 

AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
MAPH Malacothrixphilbrickii 
CRCL Cryptantha clevelandii 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 12 

TRANSECT LOCATION: North of North Peak 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: 520 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
AVFA Avena fatua 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 
SUCA Suaeda californica 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 130 

SLOPE ASPECT: 106° SLOPE: 16° 

MAPA Malva parviflora 
ERGR Eriogonum grande 
ASTR Atragulus traskiae 
MAPH Malacothrix philbrickii 
BRAR Bromus arizonicus 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
ACM I Achillea millefolium 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
VUME Vulpia megalura 
SCAN Scleranthus annuus 
VUMY Vulpia myuros 
MENO Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 13 

TRANSECT LOCATION: North of North Peak. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Sea cliff scrub 

ELEVATION: 520 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
CRCL Cryptantha clevelandii 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
VUME Vulpia megalura 
ERGI Eriogonum giganteum 
BRTR Bromus trinii 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 286° SLOPE: 30° 

MAPH Malacothrixphilbrickii 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
CRER 7/7/aea erecta 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
TRTR Trifolium tridentatum 
VUMY Vulpia myuros 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 14 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Cat Canyon, on south facing slope, below the trail 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Maritime cactus scrub 

ELEVATION: 200 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

BRRU Bromus rubens 
OPPR Opuntia prolifera 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
MAPH Malacothrix philbrickii 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 265° SLOPE: 20° 

ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
AM P U Amblyopappus pusillus 
CRER 7/V/aea erecra 
VUME Vulpia megalura 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
PEEM Perityle emoryi 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 15 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Between Cave Canyon and Middle Canyon 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Boxthron scrub/Coreops/'s scrub 

ELEVATION: 120 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 85° SLOPE: 5° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

AVFA Avena fatua 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
LYCA Lycium californicum 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
GAAP Galium aparine 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
CLPE Claytonia perfoiiata 

DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
MAPA Malva parviflora 
AMPU Amblyopappus pusillus 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
ACMI Achillea millefolium 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 16 

TRANSECT LOCATION: South of Middle Canyon 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Boxthorn scrub/Coreops/s scrub 

ELEVATION: 160 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

BRRU Bromus rubens 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
LYCA Lycium californicum 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
AVFA Avena fatua 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
MAPA Malacothrix pan/iflora 
GAAP Galium aparine 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 80° SLOPE: 5° 

AMPU Amblyopappus pusillus 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
TRTR Trifolium tridentatum 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
ACMI Achillea millefolium 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystallinum 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
LAAU Lamarkia aurea 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 17 

TRANSECT LOCATION: East slope of Signal Peak 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: 360 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
BRRU Bromus rubers 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
AVFA Avena fatua 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 73° SLOPE: 6° 

AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
MAPA Malva parviflora 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
LAAU Lamarkia aurea 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Immediately west of campground 

18 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 275 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

AVFA Avena fatua 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
AMIN Amsinkia intermedia 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 60° SLOPE: 8° 

BRAR Bromus arizonicus 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
MAPA Malva parviflora 
GAAP Galium aparine 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 19 

TRANSECT LOCATION: On the plateau below North Peak 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 360 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

AVFA Avena fatua 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
BR MO Bromus mollis 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
AMIN Amsinkia intermedia 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 90° SLOPE: 4° 

HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
HOGL Hordeum glaucum 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
BRAR Bromus arizonicus 
MAPA Malva parviflora 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

EAST ANACAPA ISLAND 01 

TRANSECT LOCATION: West of Visitor Center in Dudleya grassland. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PUNT COMMUNITY: Perennial Iceplant 

ELEVATION: 180 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 5° SLOPE: 5° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

MAPH Malaphora crocea 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
G R U Grindelia latifolia 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
BR MO Bromus mollis 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
ACMI Achillaea millefolium 
FRGR Frankenia grandifolia 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 

SPMA Spergularia macrotheca 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
CHMU Chenopodium murale 
ANAR Anagalis arvensis 
AVBA Avena barbata 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
SIGA Silene gallica 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

EAST ANACAPA ISLAND 

TRANSECT LOCATION: 30' east of Campground 

02 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 200 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
AVBA Avena barbata 
BR MO Bromus mollis 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
MAPA Malva pan/iflora 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 300° SLOPE: Sl/2 = 20° 
N1/2 = 2° 

BRRU Bromus rubens 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
TRTR Trifolium tridentatum 
STLE Stipa lepida 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
POAC Poa scabrella 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

EAST ANACAPA ISLAND 03 

TRANSECT LOCATION: East of Campground, extending south from EAI 02. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: 200 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
AVBA Avena barbata 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
ACMI Achillea millefolium 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
SI LA Silene laciniata 
TRTR Trifolium tridentatum 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
ERGR Eriogonum grande 

SLOPE ASPECT: 0° SLOPE: O 

GRLA Grindelia latifolia 
ZIFR Zigadenas fremontii 
MEIM Melica imperfecta 
SAAR Sanicula arguta 
DOCL Dodecatheon clevlandii 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
GAAP Galium aparine 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
VUMY Vulpia myuros 
ALPR A///'um praecox 
POSC Poascabrella 
DEPA Delphynium parry! 
BRTR Bromus trinii 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

EAST ANACAPA ISLAND 04 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Midway along trail between Campground and west loop of Nature Trail. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 200 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 5° SLOPE: 5° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HECL Hemizonia clemintina 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
GRLA Grindelia latifolia 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
FRGR Frankenia grandifolia 
MACR Malaphora crocea 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
BRRU Bromus rubens 

SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
TRTR Trifolium tridentatum 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
SPMA Spergularia macrotheca 
CRER T/7/aea erecta 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
DISP Distichlis spicata 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

EAST ANACAPA ISLAND 05 

TRANSECT LOCATION: West end of Island, just across trail from marker #11. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Perennial Iceplant 

ELEVATION: 200 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

DISP Distichlis spicata 
GRLA Grindelia latifolia 
MACR Malaphora crocea 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
SPMA Spergularia macrotheca 

SLOPE ASPECT: 0° SLOPE: 0° 

COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
FRGR Frankenia grandifolia 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
TRTR Trifoliunri'tridentatum 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

MIDDLE ANACAPA ISLAND 01 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Bench below and east of High Point. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 220 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 320° SLOPE: 1° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

STPU Stipa pulchra 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
AVBA Avena barbata 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
ERAR Eriogonum arborescens 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
GRLA Grindelia latifolia 
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HAVE Haplopappus venetus 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
GAAP Galium aparine 
SIGA Si line gallica 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

MIDDLE ANACAPA ISLAND 02 

TRANSECT LOCATION: East end of island, on south facing sea slope. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: SW-NE NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coastal Sage Srub 

ELEVATION: 120 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 128° SLOPE: 34° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
ARCA Artemisia 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
ENCA Enceiia californica 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
HAVE Haplopappus venetus 
ERGR Eriogonum grande 
Ml LA Mi ra bills laevis 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
OPPR Opuntia prolifera 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
CAMA Calystegia mactostgia 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
HOGL Hordeum murnum ssp glaucum 
AVBA Avena barbata 

DAPU Daucus pusillus 
GNMI Gnaphalium microcephalum 
GAAP Galium aparine 
VUME Vulpia megalura 
MECR Mesembryanthemum crystal Iinum 
ATSE Atriplex simibaccata 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
ERCO Eriophyllum confertiflorum 
BRTR Bromus trinii 
COFI Corethrogyne filaginifolia 
STLE Stipa lepida 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

MIDDLE ANACAPA ISLAND 03 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Former Santa Barbara Botanical Garden transect. West of High Point.east of Sheep 
Camp. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 240 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

STPU Stipa pulchra 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
AVBA Avena barbata 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
ERAR Eriogonum arborescens 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
GRLA Grindelia latifolia 
FRGR Frankenia grandifolia 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 130 

SLOPE ASPECT: 352° SLOPE: Sl /2= 12° 
N l /2= 1° 

HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
OPPR Opuntia prolifera 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
GAAP Galium aparine 
LACH Lasthenia chrysostoma 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

MIDDLE ANACAPA ISLAND 04 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest of Sheep Camp. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 240 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

AVBA Avena barbata 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
GRLA Grindelia latifolia 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
MEIN Melilotus indicus 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 10° SLOPE: 3° 

FRGR Frankenia grandifolia 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
OPPR Opuntia prolifera 
BRTR Bromus trinii 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
MEHI Medicago hispida 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

MIDDLE ANACAPA ISLAND 05 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Just southeast of Eucalyptus grove. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 160 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
AVBA Avena barbata 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
GRLA Grindelia latifolia 
GAAP Galium aparine 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
BRRU Bromus rubescens 
SAAR Sanicula arguta 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 351c SLOPE: 8° 

ERCO Eriophyllum confertiflorum 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
ACMI Achillea millefolium 
FRGR Frankenia grandifolia 
CAAF Castilleja affinis 
ERST Eriophyllum staechadifolium 
TRAM Trifolium amplectens 
DAPU Daucus pusillus 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
TRTR Trifolium tridentatum 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

WEST ANACAPA ISLAND 01 

TRANSECT LOCATION: South and below ridge trail, west of Camel Peak. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: 740 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
ERAR Eriogonum arborescens 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
PEAN Peliaea andromedaefolia 
ERST Eriophyllum staechadifolium 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
ARCA Artemisisa californica 
AVBA Avena barbata 
SAAR Sanicula arguta 

SLOPE ASPECT: 15° SLOPE: 20° 

ZIFR Zigadenus fremontii 
GAAP Galium aparine 
TRTR Trifolium tridentatum 
DAPU Daucus pusillus 
PITR Pityrogramma triangularis 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
BRTR Bromus trinii 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
POSC Poascabrella 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
TRAM Trifolium ampiectans 
SIGA Silene gallica 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

WEST ANACAPA ISLAND 02 

TRANSECT LOCATION: On terrace east of lower Oak Canyon. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis Scrub 

ELEVATION: 340 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
ARCA Artemisia californica 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
COFI Corethrogyne filaginifolia 
BAP I Baccharis pi Maris 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
AVBA Avena barbata 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
ERST Eriophyllum staechadifolium 
ACM I Achillea millefolium 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 

SLOPE ASPECT: 355° SLOPE: 16° 

ERGR Eriogonum grande 
HOBR Hordeum brachyantherum 
SAAR Sanicula arguta 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
AVFA Avena fatua 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
GAAP Gallium aparine 
BRTR Bromus trinii 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

WEST ANACAPA ISLAND 03 

TRANSECT LOCATION: East facing slope of Summit Canyon. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coastal Sage Scrub 

ELEVATION: 480 ft. 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 80° SLOPE: 36° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
ERST Eriophyllum stachaedifolium 
LATH Lathyrus laetiflorus 
DIPA Diplacus pan/iflorus 
ERGR Eriogonum grande 
POCA Polypodium californicum 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
PEAN Pellaea andromedaefolia 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
ZACA Zauschneria californica 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
HADE Haplopappus detonsus 
LUAL Lupinus albifrons 
SI LA Silene laciniata 
ACMI Achillea millefolium 
ARCA Artemisia californica 

BRRU Bromus rubens 
SILM Silene laciniata major 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
COFI Corethrogyne filaginifolia 
ERGI Eriogonum giganteum 
BRTR Bromus trinii 
SAAR Sanicula arguta 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
AVBA Avena barbata 
CAAF Castilleja affinis 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
CRER T/7/aea erecta 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

WEST ANACAPA ISLAND 04 

TRANSECT LOCATION: South slope west of Camel Peak, above Cat Rock. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coastal Sage Scrub 

ELEVATION: 600 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

ENCA Encelia californica 
OPLI Opuntia littoralis 
ARCA Artemisia californica 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
HOGL J-iordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 190° SLOPE: 39° 

BRMO Bromus mollis 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
MUMI Muhlenbergia microsperma 
PHDI Phacelia distans 
ERAR Eriogonum arborescens 
AGSP Agrostis sp. 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

WEST ANACAPA ISLAND 05 

TRANSECT LOCATION: West facing slope of Camel Peak. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: S-N 

PUNT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 720 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

STPU Stipa pulchra 
AVBA Avena barbata 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
AVFA Avena fatua 
ERAR Eriogonum arborescens 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 332° SLOPE: 13° 

MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
AMIN Amsinkia intermedia 
BRCA Bromus carinatus 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
GINE G/7//a nevinii 
SIGA S/7ene gallica 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

WEST ANACAPA ISLAND 06 

TRANSECT LOCATION: On the the bench on the far west end. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: W-E 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 340 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

STPU Stipa pulchra 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
GRLA Grindelia latifolia 
AVBA Avena barbata 
GAAP Galium aparine 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
ARCA Artemisia californica 
AVFA Avena fatua 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 296° SLOPE: 2° 

VUDE Vulpia dertonensis 
ACM I Achillea millefolium 
ERGR Eriogonum grande 
DUCA Dudleya caespitosa 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
BRTR Bromus trinii 
MEPO Medicago polymorphs 
HECL Hemizonia Clementina 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 01 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Caliche flats northeast of the Research Station 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Caliche Scrub 

ELEVATION: 300 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

PAIN Parapholis incurva 
CAAE Carpobrotus aequilateris 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
SEVU Senecio vulgaris 
SPMA Spergularia macrotheca 
SI BE Sisyrinchium bellum 
ERGL Erigeron glaucus 
MENO Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum 
ASMI Astragulus miguelensis 

SLOPE ASPECT: 8° SLOPE: 3° 

MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
HOGL Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum 
ATCA Atriplex califomica 
MEIN Meliotus indicus 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 02 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Caliche flats northeast of Ranger Station, Northeast of SMI 01. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Caliche Scrub 

ELEVATION: 235 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

PAIN Parapholis incurva 
ERGL Erigeron glaucus 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
AS Ml Astragulus miguelensis 
MENO Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 240° SLOPE: 1° 

MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
MEIN Melilotus indicus 
SPMA Spergularia macrotheca 
CAAE Carpobrotus aeguilateris 
SEVU Senecio vulgaris 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Second swale west of dry lake bed 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: NE-SW 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 375 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

BRDI Bromus diandrus 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
AS Ml Astragulus miguelensis 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
PODO Poadouglasii 

03 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 315° SLOPE: 2° 

CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
CAAE Carpobrotus aequilateris 
MEIN Melilotus indicus 
MASU Malacothrix succulentus 
CIOC Circium occidentale 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 04 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest of Green Mountain, between two drainages closest to the trail 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: E-W NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 550 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 180° SLOPE: 2° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

STPU Stipa pulchra 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
AVBA Avena barbata 
GAAP Galium aparine 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
BR MO Bromus mollis 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 

SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
STME Stellaria media 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
PODO Poadouglasii 
SEVU Senecio vulgaris 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 05 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest of Green Mountain, between two drainages closest to trail, down slope 
toward the junction. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: E-W 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coastal Sage Scrub 

ELEVATION: 475 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
ARCA Artemisia californica 
OPU Opuntia littoralis 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
BAPI Bacharris pilularis 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
MAVU Marrubium vulgare 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
LOSC Lotus scoparius 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
MASA Malacothrix saxatilis 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 199b SLOPE: W 2/3 = 34° 
E 1/3 = 15° 

CHMU Chenopodium californicum 
GNLU Gnaphallium luteo-album 
LAAU Lamarkia aurea 
MAIM Malacothrix implicata 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
CRER 777/aea erecta 
PODO Poadouglasii 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 06 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southeast flank of Green Mountain, just upslope from plane wreck. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: SW-NE NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Island chaparral 

ELEVATION: 625 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
PAIN Parapholis incurva 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
HAVE Haplopappus venetus 
BAPI Baccharis pilularis 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
LUSU Lupinus succulentus 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
SIGA Silene gallica 
CAAE Carpobrotus aequilateris 
LACH Lasthenia chrysostoma 
SEBI Selaginella biglovii 
SO DO Solan urn douglasii 
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SLOPE ASPECT: 40° SLOPE: 10° 

SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
MEIN Melilotus indicus 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
PHRA Pholistoma racemosum 
CRCL Cryptantha clevelandii 
SPMA Spergularia macrotheca 
DAPU Daucus pusillus 
PLCA Platystemon californicus 
GNLU Gnaphalium luteo-album 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
STME Stellaria media 
VUMY Vulpia myuros 
TONO Torilis nodosa 



VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 07 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest of Ranger Station and Helopad, between drainages of Nidever Canyon 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Island chaparral 

ELEVATION: 450 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
HAVE Haplopappus venetus 
CAAE Carpobrotus aequilateris 
VUME Vulpia megalura 
ERST Eriophyllum staechadifolium 
LUAL Lupinus albifrons 
BAPI Baccharis pilularis 
PAIN Parapholis incurva 
ACM I Achillea millifolium 
AVBA Avena barbata 
HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
BR MO Bromus mollis 
POMO Polypogon monspellensis 

SLOPE ASPECT: 30° SLOPE: 15° 

ATCA Atriplex californica 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
HOCA Hordeum californicum 
VUMY Vulpia myuros 
MEIN Melilotus indicus 
CRER Tillaea erecta 
CRCL Cryptantha clevlandii 
LACH Lasthenia chrysostoma 
PHRA Phoiistoma racemosum 
DAPU Daucus pusillus 
GNLU Gnaphalium luteo-album 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 08 

TRANSECT LOCATION: East of Ranger Station at the head of Willow Canyon. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: E-W NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Island chaparral 

ELEVATION: 450 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

BRDI Bromus diandrus 
HAVE Haplopappus venetus 
LUAR Lupinus arboreus 
ESCA Eschscholzia californica 
AS Ml Astragulus miguelensis 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
M Al N Malacothrix incana 
CAAE Carpobrotus aequilateris 
ACM I Achillea millefolium 
NEPE Nemophila pedunculate 

SLOPE ASPECT: 93° SLOPE: 1° 

ATCA Atriplex californica 
MEIN Meliotus indicus 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
CIOC Circium occidentale 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
MASU Malacothrix succulentus 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
DISP Distichlis spicata 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 09 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Near Knox Benchmark on southeast end of Island 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: NW-SE 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Sea cliff scrub 

ELEVATION: 300 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

BRRU Bromus rubens 
HAVE Haplopappus venetus 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
ASCU Astragulus curtipes 
MASA Malacothrix saxatilis 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 220° SLOPE: 30° 

POMO Polypogon monspellensis 
MEIN Meliotus indicus 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
HOCA Hordeum califomicum 
LUSU Lupinus succulentus 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 10 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Near Knox Benchmark on southeast end of Island. 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: NW-SE 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Grassland 

ELEVATION: 375 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

AVBA Avena barbata 
HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
BRMO Bromus mollis 
AMIN Amsinkia intermedia 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 55° SLOPE: 4° 

DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
MAPA Malva parviflora 
BRRU Bromus rubers 
ALPR Allium praecox 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 11 

TRANSECT LOCATION: In Willow Canyon 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: NW-SE 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coastal sage scrub 

ELEVATION: 340 ft 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

BRDI Bromus diandrus 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
ARCA Artemisia californica 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
AVBA Avena barbata 
MAVU Marrubium vulgare 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
MEIN Meliotus indicus 
OPLI Opuntia littoralis 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 160-135° SLOPE: 23° 

STPU Stipa pulchra 
BAPI Baccharis pilularis 
PODO Poadouglasii 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
VUME Vulpia megalura 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
LUSU Lupinus succulentus 
HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 12 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest of wind tunnel 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Island Chaparral 

ELEVATION: 275 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

LUAL Lupinus albifrons 
CAMA Calystegia macrotheca 
CAAE Carpobrotus aequilateris 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
PHDI Phacelia distans 
HAVE Haplopappus venetus 
ABUM Abronia umbellata 
DISP Distichlis spicata 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 40° SLOPE: 18° 

PODO Poadouglasii 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
MAIN Malacothrix incana 
CHCA Chenopodium californicum 
LOSC Lotus scoparius 
PHRA Pholistoma racemosum 
ERGL Erigeron glaucus 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 13 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest of the wind tunnel 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: 225 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 
MAIN Malacothrix incana 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 
PODO Poadouglasii 
CAAE Carpobrotus aequilateris 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
ASMI Astragulus miguelensis 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
MAMA Marah macrocarpa 
MEIN M eli lotus indie us 
PHDI Phacelia distans 
ABUM Abronia umbellata 
MASU Malacothrix succulentus 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 15° SLOPE: 4° 

CHCA Chenopodium californicum 
ESCA Eschscholzia californica 
LOSC Lotus scoparius 
LODE Lotus dendroideus 
CLPE Claytonia perfoliata 
CRCL Cryptantha clevelandii 
LAPL Layia platyglossa 
PLCA Platystemon californicus 
PTDR Pterostegia drymarioides 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
DUGR Dudleya greenei 
HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 14 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest of wind tunnel 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coastal dune 

ELEVATION: 280 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

AMCH Ambrosia chamissonis 
MAIN Malacothrix incana 
CAAE Carpobrotus aequilateris 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
CAMA Calystegia macrostegia 

NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

SLOPE ASPECT: 50° SLOPE: 35° 

PODO Poadouglasii 
CACH Camssonia cheiranthifolia 
ABUM Abronia umbellata 
MASU Malacothrix succulentus 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 15 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Terrace southeast of the mouth of Willow Canyon 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: N-S NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: 40 ft. 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HOLE Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
COG I Coreopsis gigantea 
MEPO Medicago polymorpha 
FRGR Frankenia grandifolia 
STPU Stipa pulchra 
AVBA Avena barbata 
DISP Distichlis spicata 

SLOPE ASPECT: 6 "SLOPE: 1° 

ERMO Erodium moschatum 
AM IN Amsinkia intermedia 
DIPU Dichelostemma pulchella 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
SOOL Sonchus oleraceus 
MEIN Melilotus indicus 
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VEGETATION MONITORING TRANSECT SITE DESCRIPTION 
CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 16 

TRANSECT LOCATION: Southwest side of ridge which runs southeast from Willow Canyon, near its mouth 

TRANSECT SAMPLE DIRECTION: E-W NUMBER OF POINTS: 100 

PLANT COMMUNITY: Coreopsis scrub 

ELEVATION: 100 ft. SLOPE ASPECT: 210° SLOPE: 13° 

SPECIES AND CODES: 

HAVE Haplopappus venetus 
BRDI Bromus diandrus 
PODO Poadouglasii 
ASMI Astragulus miguelensis 
COGI Coreopsis gigantea 
MAIN Malacothrix incana 
ATCA Atriplex californica 
COFI Corethrogyne filaginifolia 
MASA Malacothrix saxatilis 
ERGI Eriogonum giganteum 

MAIM Malacothrix implacata 
CAHO Castilleja hoioleuca 
ERCI Erodium cicutarium 
ABUM Abronia umbellata 
ATSE Atriplex semibaccata 
BRRU Bromus rubens 
CHCA Chenopodium californicum 
ERMO Erodium moschatum 
PHDI Phacelia distans 
MASU Malacothrix succulentus 
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APPENDIX B. Important Contacts 

The following people are knowledgeable about methods used and island flora and can provide assistance in 
problem solving. 

Dr. William L Halvorson 
Channel Islands National Park 
1901 Spinnaker Dr. 
Ventura, CA 93001 
(805)644-8157 

Ms. Ronilee Clark 
Channel Islands National Park 
1901 Spinnaker Dr. 
Ventura, CA 93001 
(805)644-8157 

Mr. Steve Junak 
Santa Barbara Botanic Garden 
1212 Mission Canyon Rd. 
Santa Barbara, CA 93105 
(805) 682-4726 

Mr. Steve Veirs, Leader 
NPS Cooperative Park Studies Unit/Institute of Ecology 
Wickson Hall 
Univ. of California - Davis 
Davis, CA 95616 
(916) 752-7119 
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APPENDIX C. Terrestrial Vegetation Transect Data Form 

Terrestrial Vegetation Transect Data Form 

Island Transect # Date 

Species ID By Data Recorder 

Comments 

Transects Read From To 

HT(m) SP1 SP2 SP3 SP 4 SUB 
(highest) (lowest) 

001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 
043 
044 
045 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 

mm 
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Terrestrial Vegetation Transect Data Form 

Island Transect # Date 

Species ID By 

Comments 

Data Recorder 

Transects Read From 

HT(m) SP1 
(highest) 

To 

SP2 SP3 SP4 
(lowest) 

SUB 

051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
067 
068 
069 
070 
071 
072 
073 
074 
075 
076 
077 
078 
079 
080 
081 
082 
083 
084 
085 
086 
087 
088 
089 
090 
091 
092 
093 
094 
095 
096 
097 
098 
099 
100 

#1 

C-2 Data Form 



Appendix D. Species (with codes) recorded on transects in 1984 -1987. 

SPECIES CODE SPECIES CODE 

Abronia umbellata ABUM Dudleya caespitosa DUCA 
Achillea borealis ACBO Dudleya greenei DUGR 
Achillea millefolium ACM I Elymus condensatus ELCO 
Allium praecox ALPR Encelia californica ENCA 
Amblyopappus pusillus AMPU Erigeron glaucus ERGL 
Ambrosia chamissonis AMCH Eriogonum arborescens ERAR 
Amsinckia intermedia AMIN Eriogonum giganteum ERGI 
Anagalis arvensis ANAR Eriogonum grande ERGR 
Arctostaphylos confertiflora ARCO Eriophyllum confertiflorum ERCO 
Artemisia californica ARCA Eriophyllum staechadifolium ERST 
Astragalus curtipes ASCU Erodium cicutarium ERCI 
Astragalus miguelensis ASMI Erodium moschatum ERMO 
Astragulus traskiae ASTR Eschscholtzia californica ESCA 
Atriplex californica ATCA Frankenia grand ifolia FRGR 
Atriplex semibaccata ATSE Galium angustifolium GAAF 
Avena barbata AVBA Galium aparine GAAP 
Avena fefua AVFA Galium sp. GASP 
Avena sp. AVSP G/7//a nev/n/7 GISP 
Baccharis pilularis BAP I Gnaphalium luteo-album GNLU 
Bare Ground BARE Gnaphalium microcephalum GNMI 
Bromus arizonicus BRAR Grass unknown GRUN 
Bromus carinatus BRCA Grindelia latifolia GRLA 
Bromus diandrus BRDI Haplopappus detonsus HADE 
Bromus mollis BRMO Haplopappus sp. HASP 
Bromus rigidus BRRI Haplopappus venetus HAVE 
Bromus rubens BRRU Hemizonia Clementina HECL 
Bromus sp. BRSP Hordeum brachyantherum HOBR 
Bromus trinii BRTR Hordeum californicum HOCA 
Caliche CALI Hordeum murinum ssp. glaucum HOGL 
Calystegia macrostegia CAMA Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum HOLE 
Camissonia cheiranthifolia CACH Hordeum pusillum HOPU 
Carpobrotus aequilateris CAAE Hordeum sp. HOSP 
Castilleja affinis CAAF J uncus mexicanus JUME 
Castilleja hololeuca CAHO Lamarckia aurea LAAU 
Chenopodium californicum CHCA Lasthenia chrysostoma LACH 
Chenopodium murale CHMU Lathyrus laetiflorus LATH 
Cirsium occidentale CIOC Lay/a platyglossa LAPL 
Claytonia perfoliata CLPE Lepidium nitidum LENI 
Convolvulus macrostegius COMA Litter LITT 
Coreopsis gigantea COGI Lofus dendroideus LODE 
Corethrogyne filaginifolia COFI Lotus scoparius LOSC 
Cryptantha clevelandii CRCL Lupinus albifrons LUAL 
Daucus pusillus DAPU Lupinus arboreus LUAR 
Delphinium parryi DEPA Lupinus bicolor LUBI 
Dichelostemma pulchella DIPU Lupinus succulentus LUSU 
Diplacus parviflorus DIPA Lycium californicum LYCA 
D/p/acus sp. (dark red) DIPL Malacothrix implicata MAIM 
Distichlis spicata DISP Malacothrix incana MAIN 
Dodecatheon clevelandii DOCL Malacothrix philbrickii MAPH 
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SPECIES CODES SPECIES CODES 

Malacothrix saxatilis MASA Stipa pulchra STPU 
Malacothrix succulentus MASU Stipa sp. STSP 
Malaphora crocea MACR Suaeda californica SUCA 
Malva parviflora MAPA 777/aea erecta CRER 
Marah macrocarpa MAMA Torilis nodosa TONO 
Marrubium vulgare MAVU Trifolium amplectens TRAM 
Medicago hispida MEHI Trifolium tridentatum TRTR 
Medicago polymorpha MEPO Unidentified Shrub UNSH 
Melica imperfecta MEIM V7c/a exigua VI EX 
Melilotus indicus MEIN Vulpia dertonensis VUDE 
Mesembryanthemum crystallinum MECR Vu/p/a megalura VUME 
Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum MENO Vu/p/'a myuros VUMY 
Mirabilis californica MICA Vu/p/a sp. VUSP 
Mirabilis laevis Mi LA Zauschneria californica ZACA 
Moss MOSS Zigadenas fremontii ZIFR 
Muhlenbergia microsperma MUM I 
Nemophila pedunculata NEPE 
Opuntia littoralis OPLI 
Opuntia prolifera OPPR 
Parapholis incurva PAIN 
Parietaria hespera PAHE 
Pellaea andromedaefolia PEAN 
Pe//aea sp. PELL 
Pennisetum clandestinum PECL 
Perityle emoryi PEEM 
Phacelia distans PHDI 
Pholistoma auritum PHAU 
Pholistoma racemosum PHRA 
Pityrogramma triangularis PITR 
Platystemon californicus PLCA 
Poa douglasii PODO 
Poa scabrella POSC 
Polypodium californicum POCA 
Polypogon monspellensis POMO 
Pterostegia drymarioides PTDR 
Rock ROCK 
Sand SAND 
Sanicula arguta SAAR 
Scleranthus annuus SCAN 
Selaginella biglovii SEBI 
Senecio vulgaris SEVU 
Silene gallica SIGA 
S/7ene /adnata SI LA 
Silene iaciniata major SILM 
Sisyrinchium bellum SI BE 
Soil SOIL 
Solanum douglasii SODO 
Sonchus oleraceus SOOL 
Spergularia macrotheca SPMA 
Stellaria media STME 
Sf/pa /ep/c/a STLE 
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APPENDIX E. Example of Completed Transect Data Form 

Terrestrial Vegetation Transect Data Form 

Island £ A X Transect # _ J Date $1 8 ' ^ 

Species ID By CMP Data Recorder J ~ L L 

Comments 

Transects Read From W To £• 

HT(m) SP1 SP2 SP3 SP 4 SUB 
(highest) (lowest) 

001 l~ Sool k™[ a 
002 L Urdi ° \o 
003 U -
004 L Hoql [Q 
005 L ° -
006 L H-ec-l 12 
007 L MecL 14-
008 L Uge.1 23 
009 L ^ _ Hty.l ,, 17 
010 L Upai HecJ 9 
011 L. \jM\ ^ 
012 b H ~ | LZ 
013 L _ _ Ml Sfafll 22 
014 t- He*! feYmn 2o 
015 L. M£l IWJ Ahy_ Br MO i8 
016 L _ _ Ml IS. 
017 L fig] , , 2£_ 
018 L Ka^ S ^ / E B BrrvO H 
019 L <StrlO- 3o 
020 L £>rl,a.,., S rmn. 0 
021 L A*sc, Hact 18 
022 i- Hae^. \k 
023 L Hdcr go 
024 Is ttazr . L2 
025 L- Hacr fori 15 
026 L Soo| Has, 6rJ03Q i8 
027 L &rtr\o Ifeg] L5 
028 S Hoal AHfr. Gr la . 2J2 
029 S 1H4-- 4AV;I /5 
030 ^ ferjeaa 23 
031 <- Mocr Krrwo _ _ _ _ ^ / I 
032 L Maar At-sc Hoal "grma t£ 
033 1 - Hacr Grid . u /7 
034 S fck&C 15 
035 S Maey Qjr la 3<D 
036 73 tdagJC G r i m 3o 
037 L tifiW GVta. at, 
038 L. Mag-r i f 
039 L- Mar»- OO 
040 L Hfl&fc SO 
041 t- Maer A2 
042 I- Mac-r g-j 
043 L. rAaCr ^ i 
044 j= Mdcr a5 
045 j - Macr gj 
046 L Haer H> 
047 S Hfirr 2TJ 
048 S fJjflf h Frar Cr[g_ 35 
049 s M/icr G r V 32 
050 L Hacr g g 
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APPENDIX F. Examples of Printouts and Analysis for TRANSECT Program 

EAI0187 
8MAY87 
CMD and JLL 
Transect read W to E 

Total # of points in transect = 101 
Average height of vegetation in meters =0.22 
Average # of species per point =1.6 

# HGT. CODES (Tallest to lowest) 

1 .19 H0GL/S00L 
2 .1 BRDI 
3 0 LITT 
4 .1 HOGL 
5 0 LITT 
6 .12 HECL 
7 .14 HECL 
8 .22 HECL 
9 .17 HECL 
10 .09 HECL/HOGL 
11 .05 HOGL 
12 .17 HOGL 
13 .2 SOOL/HOGL 
14 .2 BRMO/HOGL 
15 .18 BRMO/ATSE/HECL/HOGL 
16 .15 HOGL 
17 .2 HOGL 
18 .17 BRMO/HCGL/SOOL/MACR 
19 .2 GRLA 
20 .11 BRMO/GRLA 
21 .18 MACR/ATSE 
22 .16 MACR 
23 .2 MACR 
24 .1 MACR 
25 .15 HECL/MACR 
26 .18 BRMO/HOGL/SOOL 
27 .15 HOGL/BRMO 
28 .2 GRLA/ATSE/HOGL 
29 .15 HOGL/ATSE 
30 .23 BRMO 
31 .11 BRMO/MACR 
32 .16 BRMO/HOGL/ATSE/MACR 
33 .17 GRLA/MACR 
34 .15 MACR 
35 .3 GRLA/MACR 
36 .3 GRLA/MACR 
37 .26 GRLA/MACR 
38 .24 MACR 
39 .2 MACR 
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40 .2 MACR 
41 .22 MACR 
42 .24 MACR 
43 .22 MACR 
44 .25 MACR 
45 .21 MACR 
46 .16 MACR 
47 .27 MACR 
48 .25 GRLA/FRGR/MACR 
49 .32 GRLA/MACR 
50 .22 MACR 
51 .32 BRDI/HOGL/MACR 
52 .33 BRDI/HOGL/MACR/SOOL 
53 .45 BRDI 
54 .3 BRDI 
55 .22 BRDI/HOGL/SCOL 
56 .15 SOOL/BRDI/MACR/HOGL 
57 .17 MACR 
58 .15 MACR 
59 .17 MACR 
60 .21 MACR 
61 .22 MACR/GRLA 
62 .1 FRGR/HOGL/GRLA 
63 .17 HOGL/GRLA 
64 .2 HOGL/GRLA 
65 .45 GRLA/BRDI 
66 .3 BRDI/HOGL 
67 .25 HOGL 
68 .22 HOGL/FRGR 
69 .26 HOGL/SOOL 
70 .31 BRDI/HOGL/MACR 

71 .18 HOGL 
72 .25 HOGL/SOOL 
73 .27 HOGL/BRDI 
74 .35 BRDI/HOGL 
75 .38 BRDI 
76 .37 BRDI 
77 .3 BRDI 
78 .32 BRDI 
79 .28 BRDI 
80 .31 BRDI/MACR 
81 .3 MACR 
82 .32 COGI/MACR 
83 .28 MACR 
84 .24 MACR 
85 .22 MACR 
86 .23 MACR 
87 .23 MACR 
88 .27 MACR 
89 .24 MACR 
90 .22 MACR/FRGR 
91 .22 MACR 
92 .3 MACR 
93 .22 MACR 
94 .3 MACR 
95 .3 MACR 
96 .32 MACR 
97 .2 MACR 
98 .22 MACR 
99 .15 MACR 
100 .15 MACR 
101 .15 MACR/FRGR 
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Transect number EAST ANACAPA ISLAND 01 

100 po in t s 

P E R C E N T A B S O L U T E F R E Q U E N C Y 

SPECIES 
Hordeum glaucum 
nalaphora crocea 
Orindelia latifolla 
Atriplex semibaccata 
Achillea millefolium 
soil 
Coreopsis gigantea 
Bromus diandrus 
Franksnia grandifolia 
Sonchus oleraceus 
Spergularia macrotheca 
Hemizonia Clementina 
Dichelostemma pulchella 
Litter 
Chenopodium morale 
Anagalis arvensis 
Avena carta ta 
Erodium moschatum 
Medicago polymorpha 
Claytonia perfoliata 
Hordeum californicum 
Pterostegia drymariodes 
Silene gallica ' 
Bromus mollis 

NUMBER UP SPECIES 
SUM OF FREQUENCIES 

6APR84 
4 0 . 0 
3 9 . 0 
2 7 . 0 
1 6 . 0 

3 . 0 
3 . 0 
2 . 0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

11 
134 .0 

15FEB85 
3 9 . 0 
4 3 . 0 
25 .0 

3 .0 
1.0 
3 .0 
2 . 0 
0 
0 
0 
1.0 

15 .0 
3 .0 
2 . 0 
1.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

12 
138.0 

8MAR86 
4 3 . 0 
4 9 . 0 

9 . 0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
6 . 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 3 . 0 
4 . 0 
0 
0 
6 . 0 
3 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0 

17 
144 .0 

8MAY87 CHANGE 
31.7 
56.4 
13.9 

5 . 0 
0 
0 
1.0 

17.8 
5 . 0 
8 .9 
0 
6 .9 
0 
2 . 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8.9 

11 
157.4 

-3 .3 
17.4 

-13 .1 
-11.0 

-3 .0 
-3 .0 -1 .0 
16.8 

4 . 0 
7 . 9 

- 1 . 0 
6 . 9 
0 . 0 
2 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0.0 
0.0 
8 .9 

0 
23.4 

AVERAGE 
38.4~ 
46.9 
18.7 

6 .2 
1.3 
1.8 
2.7 
4.7 
1.5 
2 . 5 
0 . 5 
8 .7 
1.8 
1.0 
0 . 3 
1.5 
0 . 3 
0 . 5 
0 . 5 
0 . 3 
0 . 3 
0.3 
0.3 
2.2 

12.8 
143.4 

1U1 ooints were read in 1987. 
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EAI0187 
SMAY87 
CMD AND JLL 
Transact read W to E. 

Total • of points in ti ansae I » 101 
Average height of vegetation in meters - 0.22 
Average * of species per point -1.6 

F-4 Examples of Analysis 

0 ^25 .5 ,TS 1 

1 HOGL 
2 BRDI 
3 LrTT 
4 HOGL 
5 LITT 
6 HBCL 
7 HBCL 
8 HECL 
9 HECL 
10 HECL 
11 HOGL 
12 HOGL 
13 SOOL 
14 BRMO 
15 3RM0 
16 HOGL 
17 HOGL 
18 BRMO 
19 GRLA 
20 BRMO 
21 MACS. 
22 MACS 
23 MACR 
24 MACR 
25 HECL 
26 BRMO 
27 HOGL 
28 GRLA 
29 HOGL 
30 BRMO 
31 BRMO 
32 BRMO 
33 GRLA 
34 MACR 
35 GRLA 
36 GRLA 
37 GRLA 
38 MACR 
39 MACR 
40 MACR 
41 MACR 
42 MACR 
43 MACR 
44 MACR 
45 MACR 
46 MACS 
47 MACR 
48 GRLA 
49 GRLA 
50 MACR 
51 BRDI 
52 BRDI 
53 BRDI 
54 BRDI 
55 BRDI 
56 SOOL 
57 MACR 
58 MACR 
59 MACR 
60 MACR 
61 MACR 
62 FRGR 
63 HOGL 
64 HOGL 
65 GRLA 
66 BRDI 
67 HOGL 
68 HOGL 
69 HOGL 
70 BRDI 
71 HOGL 
72 HOGL 
73 HOGL 
74 BRDI 
75 BRDI 
76 BRDI 
77 BRDI 
78 BRDI 
79 BRDI 
80 BRDI 
81 MACR 
82 COGI 
83 MACR 
84 MACS 
85 MACR 
86 MACR 
87 MACR 
88 MACR 
89 MACR 
90 MACR 
91 MACR 
92 MACR 
93 MACR 
94 MACR 
95 MACR 
96 MACR 
97 MACR 
98 MACR 
99 MACR 
100 MACR 
101 • MACR 



Appendix G. TRANSECT - A Computer Program for Vegetation Analysis 

TRANSECT — A Computer Program for Vegetation Analysis 

By Dwain Goforth 
National Park Service 

Cooperative Studies Unit 
Redwood National Park 

Areata, California 95521 
(707) 822-7611 

TRANSECT is a menu-driven computer program that performs data 
storage and retrieval, calculates the frequency and dominance of 
species in transects, and compares results over time or space. The 
program is designed for use with an IBM PC or XT (or compatible) with 
two disk drives or a hard disk, a minimum of 256k RAM, and a Toshiba 
P3 51 printer. Other systems may work depending on their 
compatibility with the IBM and the Toshiba systems. 

TRANSECT uses data from vegetation plots that measure 
presence/absence of species. Transects can range from one to 1000 
point plots. Use of the program entails development of one or more 
species lists (with associated four-character alphanumeric codes), 
entering of field data and general text descriptions for the 
transect. The data consists of the vegetation height in meters, plus 
codes for the tallest species and other species at the point 
(including codes for other items such as substrate if you wish). 

After a species/code list is created and data is input, several 
products can be obtained, including printouts of raw data; tables for 
single transects listing the frequency, dominance and percent as 
tallest for each species plus means of vegetation height and number 
of species per point; tables for combined transects listing the same 
results as for single transects; height profiles of single transects 
by the tallest taxa; tables of percent frequency or relative 
dominance for a selection of transects, showing change over time or 
space (including net change and mean for period) and change and mean 
for number of species and sum of frequencies; and graphs of selected 
species showing change over time by frequency or relative dominance. 

SETTING UP THE PROGRAM. 
Hard disk computers: First create a new directory that you will 

use for the program and copy sufficient system programs onto this 
directory that will allow running of programs and file management. 
Also copy SORT.EXE onto the directory. If you have a BASIC compiler 
and plan to modify the TRANSECT program to fit your particular needs, 
copy BASICA.EXE onto the directory as well. Next, copy the files 
from the supplied program disk onto the hard disk directory (you do 
not need to copy TRANSECT.BAS if you do not intend to modify the 
program with a BASIC compiler.) Note: You do need to copy the 
example files (those with the extensions .LST, .TXT, .DAT, and .RSL) 
in order to avoid a "file not found error" when you first run the 
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program — after you have your own .LST, .TXT, .DAT, and .RSL files 
then you can erase the example files. Finally, at the DOS prompt, 
simply type TRANSECT and the program will run (you can, of course, 
set up a BATCH macro to run TRANSECT from a menu.) 

Double disk drive computers: Follow the directions above except 
copy the TRANSECT programs onto your system disk (for drive A) and 
the example files (.LST, .DAT, .TXT, and .RSL) onto a blank formatted 
disk that will be your storage disk (drive B). Then, from the DOS 
prompt type "B:" (this is important in order to change the default 
drive to the storage disk). From the B:> prompt, type A:TRANSECT; 
this will load and run TRANSECT (and will also allow'the greatest 
amount of storage on your storage disk). Again, a BATCH macro can 
perform this last function for you from a menu. 

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS. 
The following is a discussion of all of the menus in the TRANSECT 

program. It is recommended that first-time users read this section 
once through and then run the program trying all of the various 
modules. The first time through, you should use the example files 
that are provided in order to become familiar with the format of the 
final documents. Many of the terms used in the discussion are listed 
in the glossary. 

MAIN MENU 
From the Main Menu, you select other menus depending upon the job 

you wish to perform. These other menus are discussed in more detail 
in the following sections. The exception is item 5, the "Define 
subset of files" key. New users of the TRANSECT program will not 
need this function until they have built up such an extensive library 
of data and result files that a list of them will not fit on one 
screen. However, it is important to remember to name your data and 
result files in a systematic manner so that 1) you can use the 
"define subset of files" function, and 2) you can manipulate your 
files from DOS, if necessary, by using the wild card characters. For 
example, one method of naming files is to reserve the first 4 
characters of a filename for a location code, the next 2 characters 
for a transect number at that location, and the last 2 characters for 
the year the transect was taken (filenames have an 8 character 
maximum). Thus GANN0787 would indicate transect #7 at Gann's 
Prairie, taken in 1987. The format is not important as long as it is 
standardized for you. Once you have a great many data files, you can 
then use the "define subset of files" function. Using the above 
example, if during my work session I only planned to use data from 
Gann's Prairie, I would respond to the function by typing "GANN", or 
if I would only be working with files from 1987 I would respond to 
the prompt with "??????87" (note that the question marks are 
necessary to inform the computer that 6 characters come before the 
"87"). Whenever you need to redefine the subset being used just 
return to the Main Menu and run item 5. You can indicate that you 
wish to see all files by just typing a null carriage return. 
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SPECIES/CODES MENU 

<1> CREATE list of species and codes 
<2> LOAD species and codes file 
<3> SAVE present species and codes to file 
<4> EDIT species and codes array 
<5> PRINT list of species and codes 

<1> CREATE list of species and codes. 
This module lets you create an array of species and shorthand 4 

character codes. Species include plant species found along the 
transects as well as any other items you wish to include in the 
analysis, such as substrate type, gopher mounds, animal droppings, 
litter, etc. Codes can include any alphanumeric character except 
commas, colons or slashes (/). 

The array is used in most other modules; and the use of codes 
instead of the full species name saves much time in entering data and 
in reducing misspellings in the results (the shorthand codes should 
be identical to the codes used in data collection in the field, thus 
providing a simplified transfer of data from the field to the 
computer's storage). 

The create module first checks that no array is already in memory 
as running the module will erase any species/code array already in 
memory. 

To create a species/code array simply key in the species name and 
code at the appropriate prompts. Codes can be no longer than four 
characters and should be entered in capital letters (and MUST be in 
the same case as codes entered during data input in other modules). 

When you have finished entering your species and codes into the 
array enter a null <CR> to both the species and codes prompts. The 
program will then inform you how many species are in the array (1000 
is the maximum), and ask if you want to continue adding or if you are 
done. 

You cannot correct mistakes in this module after you enter a 
<CR>, you must use the edit module (the edit module is also where you 
go to add species to the array). The simplest method for error 
correction is to make a list of the spelling errors as they occur, 
and then process them all at one time from the edit module. 

<4> EDIT species and codes array. 
Run this module to either edit spelling in species/codes or to 

add new species/codes to the array. 
The edit module will ask if you want to <A>dd species and codes, 

<S>earch for an occurance (such as a misspelling), <C>hange an 
occurance in the array, or <Q>uit back to the Species Menu. 

Before you can <C>hange an item in the array, you must know the 
array element number. To find this number, press the "S" for search 
and enter all or part of the item you are looking for. For example, 
to find the array element number of a known misspelling (such as 
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"Pseudosuga"), at the prompt you can enter "Pseudosuga", or "Pse", or 
"suga", or "PSME" (providing that PSME is the code for that species). 
The program will search the entire array and display a list of all 
elements that contain a match for the characters you input. Thus, 
the longer or more unique the character string you search for, the 
shorter the list will be that is displayed. 

To run the <C>hange function, type "C" and then enter the array 
element number. The program will then display the species and code 
for that number and prompt you to enter the new information. If you 
made a mistake and chose the wrong number, you must re-inter the 
species and code data anyway. 

<3> SAVE present species and codes to file. 
The species/codes array you have created or edited resides in 

computer memory and must be saved to disk if you intend to use it 
again. 

This module will first display the filenames of all the files 
that have the extension ".LST" in order that you may choose a 
filename that does or does not (as you see fit) match another 
filename. Enter the filename at the prompt, but DO NOT include the 
".LST" extension, the program will add that for you. The 
species/code array will then be written to disk, and remain in memory 
as well. 
<2> LOAD species and codes file. 

This module will load a species/code file into memory. Any 
species/code array array presently in memory will be lost and 
replaced by the file data. At the prompt, enter the filename to 
load without the .LST extension. The program will then load the file 
and display how many species it contains. (Note: your DOS manual will 
tell you how to merge two species/codes files if you wish to do 
this.) 

<5> PRINT list of species and codes. 
This module will type the species and codes array presently in 

memory on the line printer. It is important that you have a working 
copy of this print-out in order to 1) know which species equals which 
code when you are prompted to enter codes in other modules, and 2) 
prevent using the same code twice for two different species. 

SORTING the species/code array. 
Because analysis is completed by searching through the 

species/code array in numerical order, it is convenient to have this 
array in alphabetical order so that the print-outs are displayed or 
printed that way as well. Also, a sorted array helps to prevent 
using the same code for two different species. 

TRANSECT does NOT sort the array or file, however, the DOS 
command program SORT.EXE will perform this function for you (sorting 
the species/code files by species name). The procedure is to exit 
TRANSECT and at the DOS prompt type SORT <filenamel.LST 
>filename2.LST. Filenamel is the species/code array file created in 
TRANSECT. Filename2 is the new sorted version file you wish to 
create.. Be sure to include the .LST extension in both filenames, 
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otherwise TRANSECT will not be able to find and load the sorted file. 
Also be sure that filename2 resides on the the default directory or 
disk while TRANSECT is running. 

After the DOS sort is completed, you can run TRANSECT, load the 
new sorted species/code file from the Species Menu and then print or 
use the new file. 

TRANSECT PLOT MENU 

<1> Input PLOT TEXT data 
<2> Start to INPUT plot point data 
<3> EDIT plot point data (add, change, inspect) 
<4> LOAD plot data file 
<5> SAVE plot data to file 
<6> PRINT PLOT TRANSECT data 
<7> SET FUNCTION KEYS 

The Plot Menu lets you create, edit and print the RAW data as it 
comes from the field work (see RESULTS FILES MENU for creating files 
from the results that you may have compiled before obtaining the 
TRANSECT program). 

When inputting raw data from the field, it is necessary for the 
TRANSECT program to create two files, one of text, and another of the 
data itself. Separate files allow the program to run at greater 
speed and prevent accidental reading of text as data during analysis. 

<1> Input PLOT TEXT data. 
This module gathers the text information for each transect. You 

are prompted to input the location of the transect, the date the 
transect was taken, and miscellaneous notes. The miscellaneous notes 
are limited to 253 characters each and are completed by a carriage 
return <CR>. 

You are then prompted to input "non-plot species"; that is, 
species which occur adjacent to, but not actually in the plot. 
Respond by typing their full names, NOT the codes. When finished, 
type a null <CR>. This text data is stored in memory. 

This module does not have an edit function, so if you make a 
mistake you will have to run the entire module again. 

<7> SET FUNCTION KEYS 
Prior to inputting the raw data from a transect it is very 

convenient to set the function keys (F1-F10). The procedure is to 
scan the raw data from the field and select up to ten of the most 
commonly occuring codes that you will be inputting. Then run this 
module and follow the prompts. After you have assigned some or all 
of the function keys to particular codes, you can then use a single 
keystroke for these most common codes. 

<2> Start to INPUT plot point data. 
This module lets you input the raw data from a transect. Please 

note that this module only STARTS the input process — if you have 
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already started and then left this module to edit you can continue 
adding data from the edit module. 

The module first checks whether there is data already in memory 
and if so asks if you intend to restart from the beginning (answer no 
if you were only going to add to the transect, or if you had not yet 
saved a previous transect). 

You are then instructed to enter the height of vegetation for a 
particular point number (ignore the reference to "points" if your 
plots along a transect are non-point). If you don't have height data 
type a null <CR>. 

You are then asked to input the codes for the point (or plot) on 
the transect. Enter the codes — putting a slash (/) between each 
code. 

If you are entering height data, the first code input should be 
the tallest species at that point (plot). 

When you are done inputting data for a transect, enter a null 
<CR> for both height and codes. 

<3> EDIT plot point data (add, change, inspect) 
Upon entering this module, the program will display the edit 

menu, allowing you to <A>dd to the end, <L>ook at a point, <C>hange a 
point, <G>lobally replace or delete a code throughout the transect, 
or <Q>uit back to the main menu. 

For <L>ook and <C>hange you will be asked for a single point 
number. For <G>lobal you will first be asked for the code to replace 
(a null <CR> will let you escape from this function), then for the 
replacement code. To delete the first code entirely from the 
transect enter a null <CR> to the second prompt (if you made a 
mistake, enter the same code for the second prompt as you entered for 
the first). 

The <G>lobal function is useful when you already have data files 
and wish to update the codes. For example, you may have a species 
Lupinus sp. with an assigned code of LUSP; and then later decide that 
the species in question is Lupinus albifrons. You can add Lupinus 
albifrons to your species/codes file (say with the code LUAL) and 
then transect by transect globally replace LUSP with LUAL. 

After the <G>lobal function finishes running it will display the 
number of replacements or deletions that occurred. 

<5> SAVE plot data to file. 
Your transect data resides in memory, so after you create it or 

edit it you must save it to a disk file. 
The module will first display the raw data files on your 

directory (or storage disk). These have the extension .DAT, and each 
.DAT file has a .TXT companion file (not displayed as the filenames, 
except the extension, are identical). Be sure that if you are 
inputting data for a particular transect for the first time that you 
have run both the text and the data input modules before saving your 
file. 

Reply to the prompt with the filename you wish to use for the raw 
data file. Do NOT include the extension. The program will create 
two files for you, one with the .DAT extension and one with the .TXT 
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extension. 

<4> LOAD plot data file. 
In order to edit or add to a data file it must first be loaded 

into memory. The program will display the data files on your disk 
and ask for a filename to load. Again, do not include the extension. 
The module will load both the .DAT file and the .TXT file into memory 
for your editing. If you change the data (including the input TEXT 
data module) be sure to resave it. 

<6> PRINT PLOT TRANSECT data. 
This module will list on the printer the raw data for the 

transect that currently resides in memory. Follow the prompts. 

RESULTS FILE MENU 

<1> CREATE result files 
<2> EDIT result files 
<3> PRINT result file 

In order to run the comparative analysis modules in the Analysis 
Menu, result files (files with the .RSL extension) must either be 
created by 1) converting existing raw data files (.DAT files) or 2) 
manually entering the results (frequencies) from prior data. The 
Result File Menu will create these files for you, print them on the 
printer, or allow you to edit them. The TRANSECT program 
automatically sorts the result files you create in descending order 
of frequencies. 

<1> CREATE result files 
This module starts by asking whether you wish to create a result 

file from an existing raw data file that resides on disk, or wish to 
enter the results yourself. 

If you want the program to create the result file for you, you 
will be asked to enter the filename of the .DAT file (do not include 
extension). The module will then run and create a result file with 
the same filename as your .DAT file (but with the .RSL extension). 

To enter the results for yourself (i.e., if you don't have a raw 
data file), you will first be asked the filename of the result file 
to save (as usual, do not include the .RSL extension); and then asked 
to supply some text data. You will then be asked to enter the code 
and percent frequency for each species in the transect. When 
finished, type a null <CR> to the code prompt. You will then be 
asked if you are done, and if so, the file will be sorted by 
frequency and then written to disk. 

<2> EDIT Results File. 
This module will allow you to edit result files, but first the 

file must be loaded from disk into memory. Respond to the prompt 
with the filename (without extension). The file will then be loaded 
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and the edit menu will be displayed. 
You may <A>dd entries, <D>elete entries, <L>ist the file, or 

<R>eplace codes. If adding, you will be asked for the code and then 
the frequency; if deleting you will only be asked for the code. For 
both functions a null <CR> will return you to the edit menu. The 
<L>ist function allows you to check your editing progress (though the 
file will not be sorted until it is written to disk). 

When finished, the <E>nd function sorts by frequency and then 
writes the file to disk. 

<3> PRINT Results File. 
This module works the same as the List function in the results 

edit menu, except the file is sent to the printer. Respond to the 
prompt with the filename to print (without the extension, of course). 

ANALYSIS MENU 

<1> Table for SINGLE transect 
<2> COMBINED transects table 
<3> HEIGHT GRAPH for single transect 
<4> COMPARATIVE analysis table and/or graph 

Excepting the Print Height Graph analysis, the appropriate 
species/code array must reside in memory — so always load the 
species/code file before running any analysis. 

<1> Table for SINGLE Transect. 
This module sends to the display or printer the completed 

analysis from one raw data (.DAT) file. It prints in descending 
order of frequency a table of the species found on a transect. Also 
included are the species relative dominance, text information and 
adjacent (non-plot) species. 

Note: This module requires .DAT files. See the comparative 
analysis section for information on how to make a similar table for a 
single transect that has only a .RSL file available. 

You are only prompted whether to send the analysis to the printer 
or the display. If sent to the printer, the video display will 
inform you of the progress of the analysis (by counters); if sent to 
the display only, you may have a long wait with little activity while 
the program runs (especially with long and large transects and/or a 
large species/code file). 

<2> COMBINED Transects Table. 
This module is similar to the single transect analysis except 

that you are allowed to add transects together in order to analyse a 
set of transects (useful if you have a number of transects from one 
locality, or one type of vegetation). Only raw data (.DAT) files can 
be used, there is no provision for this type of analysis using result 
(.RSL) files. 

You are first prompted as to whether you wish to send the 
analysis to the printer (recommended). You are then asked for text 
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information, and non-plot (adjacent) species. This information is 
not taken from the files because an adjacent species from one 
transect may be included in another; and you may wish to change the 
text description of the analysis. 

You are then asked for one raw data filename at a time (without 
extension). After each file is entered the program runs, displaying 
its progress with counters. The filenames do not have to be in any 
particular order, but you should take care to spell the filenames 
correctly, otherwise you will have to begin the module all over 
again. 

After the last filename has been entered and analysed, respond to 
the filename prompt with a null <CR>. The table will then print, 
although it may start slow as further processing is occuring. 

<3> HEIGHT GRAPH for single transect. 
This module sends to the printer a linear graph of the height of 

vegetation, printing at the corresponding height the code of the 
first species listed for each point in the raw field data. It can 
only be used with raw data (.DAT) files that have the height data 
included. 

You are prompted to enter the filename of the .DAT file you wish 
to graph, and then to choose one of the three scales. Enter a scale 
number that is taller than the highest height in the file. 

This graph is intended to be overlaid with other graphs from the 
same transect, but different times; in order to compare the relative 
heights and the species. Keep this in mind when choosing the scale. 

<4> COMPARATIVE Analysis Table and/or Graph. 
Note: This module works with result files (.RSL) only. Raw data 

files (.DAT) must first be converted to result files using the Result 
File Menu. 

This module is actually two separate analyses that have been 
combined to save labor in entering text data and filename lists. The 
comparative analysis will produce either a table listing all species 
for one transect location or a graph of a set of species that you 
choose. They both show the change in frequency or dominance at one 
transect location over time (or different transects over space). 

The module begins by having you create a list of filenames to 
process. Start with the filename (without extension) of the earliest 
time the transect was taken (or one end of the spatial continuum). 
Continue adding filenames in chronological (or spatial) order. When 
finished respond to the prompt with a null <CR>. 

You will then be asked if you want the analysis done as frequency 
or as dominance. 

The program will then load the files and build the comparative 
analysis array. 

After the array is built you may specify either a table or a 
graph print-out at the comparison subroutines menu. 

With either choice (if this is the first time you run this module 
with this set of filenames) you will be prompted for text information 
(transect number, location, number of points in transect, and 
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footnotes, if any). 
If you choose the table format the program will proceed to print 

the table on the printer. If you choose the graph format you will be 
prompted for the codes of the species you wish to plot. When you are 
done listing codes respond with a null <CR>. The program will then 
send the graph to the printer. 

When the comparative table or graph is completed you will be 
returned to the menu where you can choose the other format if you 
desire. If you wish to change from frequency to dominance analysis 
(or vice versa) you must <Q>uit at the menu and start again at the 
Analysis Menu. Your text and filename list will be preserved. 

There may occasionally arise a situation where you wish a single 
transect table but do not have a .DAT file. You can do this from the 
comparative analysis menu by choosing only the single result file for 
the filename list and then printing the table option. This version 
of the single transect table is not as complete as the .DAT file 
version, and will also print extraneous data (such as change over 
time). 

A NOTE ON ERRORS: 
The TRANSECT program has a limited error catching ability. Non

fatal operator errors will generally provide you with an explanation 
and then allow you to resume processing. (A "Redo from start..." 
prompt means the program was expecting numerical data input and 
received alphabetical input instead — respond by checking the prompt 
above the "Redo" statement and input a number only.) 

Fatal errors (program, device, or operator) will stop processing 
and inform you of the error's "token number". This number can be 
looked up in the appendix of your Microsoft BASIC manual. You will 
then be dumped to the Main Menu. All data in memory should be 
preserved and you can try the module again. 

This error catching ability can also help you to escape from a 
module you do not want to be in if you purposefully input a response 
that will create a error (such as a non-existant filename). 

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES: 
1) It is recommended that no other files with the extensions of 

.LST, .RSL, .DAT, or .TXT reside on the directory where program data 
files reside. 

2) It is important that you never use either a code or frequency 
of "9999" as this number is used as a flag to mark locations in 
files. 

3) When inputting text data, do not use commas, colons or double 
quotation marks within the text (use apostrophes and/or dashes) . 

4) Always keep backup copies of files on separate directories or 
diskettes. 
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LIMITS OF PROGRAM: 
Number of species/codes in one file (array) = 1000 
Number of points (plots) per transect = 1000 
Number of adjacent species per transect =25 
Number of data files for combined transect analysis = 25 
Number of result files in comparative analysis array =20 
Number of species in comparative array =200 
Number of species in single transect results = 150 
Number of lines of footnotes = 25. 

GLOSSARY: 

ARRAY - An ordered table of one or more dimensions. 
ADJACENT SPECIES (or non-plot species) - Species which occur in 
vicinity but not on transect. 
CODE - The shorthand abbreviation (of up to 4 characters for each 
species). 
.DAT FILE (or array) - The raw vegetation data; that is, a list of 
codes associated with each point (plot) on a transect. 
DOMINANCE (= relative dominance) - The frequency of a species divided 
by the sum frequency of all species, multiplied by 100. 
FREQUENCY - The number of times a species occurs in a transect 
divided by the total number of points in a transect, multiplied by 
100. 
NULL <CR> - A carriage return without any preceding characters. 
PERCENT AS TALLEST - The frequency of a species on a transect as the 
tallest species at each point. 
PLOT - A location of data collection along a transect (may be point 
or specific area). 
.RSL FILE (result file) - A table of species and frequencies for each 
transect. 
TRANSECT - A line across the landscape upon which plots are taken. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The productive waters of Channel Islands National 
Park support an important commercial and sport 
fishery. The shallow shelves adjacent to the islands 
provide the primary southern California habitat for 
abalone, sea urchin, lobster, and a variety of fin fish, 
all of which have sport fishing and commercial value. 
Kelp is also commercially harvested. This handbook 
uses the term "fishery" to apply to all commercially and 
sport harvested marine species including fish, inver
tebrates, and kelp. The terms "fishing," "fishermen," 
and "fish catch" also apply to all commercially and 
sport harvested species. 

Commercial fishermen use gill nets, traps, divers, kelp 
harvesters, and long lines in shallow park waters. In 
deeper pelagic waters, purse seines, drift gill nets, and 
trawls are used. Most recreational fishermen and 
scuba divers are attracted to near-shore island shelf 
waters, especially the areas over kelp beds because 
of the game species that they harbor. Fishing is 
monitored and regulated by California Department of 
Fish and Game in accordance with California Fish and 
Game Codes (CDFG 1986). 

fishing may have on island resources as more of the 
reporting is based on general, rather than specific, 
areas of origin. Harvest information obtained through 
this monitoring program underestimates fish take for 
the park by excluding fish which are harvested from 
the park but are reported without specific information 
as to harvest location. At this point in time, there is no 
information collected that can accurately pinpoint the 
location of the catch. 

Data limitations do not allow an accurate assessment 
of the ability of commercial fishery resources to sus
tain harvest. Neither do they provide insight into 
management for future yields in spite of natural distur
bances or the affect of fishery harvest on other species 
dependent on commercially harvested fish. For ex
ample, the endangered California Brown Pelican is de
pendent on anchovies and macherel and could be 
threatened by a reduction in their population. Until 
such time as a management plan or monitoring sys
tem is devised that provides more specific information 
for the park area, the existing information provides the 
only indication of changes in fishery resources. 

MONITORING PROTOCOL 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

A monitoring program of large scale and broad scope 
is required to estimate fishery harvest. This monitor
ing program has been designed to use data that are 
being collected by the California Department of Fish 
and Game who has the regulatory authority to require 
needed data. Broad trends in the harvest of commer
cial species can be monitored for the waters of Chan
nel Islands National Park and the surrounding area by 
using and analyzing this data. However, the limits of 
the data must be recognized. While pounds of com
mercially harvested fish are reported (by species and 
area where caught), no measure of the effort required 
to catch fish is collected for most species, and no in
formation is available on fish harvest by recreational 
fishermen in private boats. Commercial fish dealers 
and processors can choose to report catch by general 
origin area that provides little information as to the 
specific origin of the harvest. It is therefore becoming 
more difficult to accurately determine how much of the 
harvest is from a relatively small area such as Chan
nel Islands National Park and what effect commercial 

This handbook provides basic instructions for obtain
ing the necessary fishery harvest data from the Califor
nia Department of Fish and Game, entering the data 
into IBM compatible computers, and creating sum
mary reports using the computer software package 
SPSS/PC+ . 

SAMPLING METHODS 

Commercial catch data are reported to California 
Department of Fish and Game. These data come from 
landing reports or fishermen log books that are re
quired for commercially harvested fish and inver
tebrates. Sport fishing catch data are collected for 
commercial passenger fishing vessels through 
monthly logs submitted by the vessel operator. 

Commercial fishermen or dealers report the location 
of their fish harvest in one of two ways: 

• by origin block (numbered 100 square mile areas 
of ocean as mapped in Appendix A - Southern 
California Fisheries Chart that identifies the loca
tion where the fish were caught) 
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• by origin zone (a larger area which covers a series 
of specific block numbers or areas of designated 
latitude) 

Information is collected for all California Fish and 
Game origin blocks for fish caught in areas that in
clude some portion of Channel Islands National Park 
(see table 1). Portions of specific origin blocks 684-
690, 707-713, 744, 745, 764, and 765 (as indicated on 
the Southern California Fisheries Chart) are within the 
park. These origin blocks are numbered 10 minute 
latitude by 10 minute longitude areas of ocean (about 
10 miles on a side). In addition, origin zone 794 is not 
on the chart but is used to report commercial landings 
for the "Northern Channel Islands" and is therefore 
monitored for commercial harvest. The general origin 
zones 600 and 700 are used to report landings of com
mercial harvest mainly from trawls and to report any 
commercial catches which are not designated to an 
origin block in the 600 and 700 series. Origin zones 
in the 1000 series were instituted in 1984 for commer
cial catch data and are used to report the origin of the 
catch from large areas of latitude. If a fisherman har
vests fish from the north side of Anacapa Island, the 

origin of the catch can be reported in one of three 
ways: 1) by specific origin block 684, 2) by specific 
origin zone 794, or 3) by general origin zone 1034. 
Detailed commercial harvest information is obtained 
in this monitoring program using only the specific 
origin data for Channel Islands National Park. Espe
cially since the institution of the 1000 numbered origin 
zones in 1984, the trend has been for increasing 
reported harvest to general origin zones. This 
problem with the reporting system could lead to 
deceiving trends in the catch data for specific origins 
of the park. Therefore, the reported harvest for 
general origins is also monitored to better interpet the 
specific origin catch data for the park. This is done by 
totaling the reported harvest for general origins (zones 
600, 700, and 1034) for each year. 

Data are collected from several California Department 
of Fish and Game sources each year to conduct this 
monitoring program. Fishery harvest data to be ob
tained are broken into the following five catagories of 
commercial harvest. No data is available for recrea
tional fishery harvest. 

Table 1. Origin blocks and origin zones for Channel Islands National Park and Adjacent waters (based 
on data from California Department of Fish and Game). 

ORIGIN NUMBER 

Specific origins for Channel Islands National Park 

Specific Origin blocks 
684, 707 
685-687, 708-709 
688-689, 710-712 
690,713 
744-745, 764-765 

Specific Origin Zone 
7941 

AREA COVERED 

Anacapa Island 
Santa Cruz Island 
Santa Rosa Island 
San Miguel Island 
Santa Barbara Island 

Northern Channel Islands 

General origin zones which include areas of Channel Islands National Park 

600 
700 
1034 
10332 

1 This block is only used for commercial data and covers 
Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, and/ or San Miguel Islands. 

2 This zone is not included because Santa Barbara Island 
zone. 

34 00'to 35 40' 
35 20'to 34 00' 
33 40'to 34 10' 
33 10'to 33 40' 

data reported as fish caught around Anacapa, 

is such a small portion of the total area of the 
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• Commercial fishery harvest 

• Commercial spiny lobster harvest 

• Commercial kelp harvest 

• Commercial passenger fishing vessel - sport 
fishing 

• Commercial passenger fishing vessels - sport 
diving 

Information should be requested in the month of July 
each year after California Department of Fish and 
Game has compiled annual reports for the preceding 
year. Descriptions and samples of the data requested 
are found in Appendix B. 

Commercial Fishery Harvest 

This category includes all reported commercial fishery 
harvest for all commercial species except for kelp. 
Commercial catch is presented in a table format as 
total pounds of fish by origin block/species/month for 
each year. No effort data (amount of time or number 
of net sets per unit harvested) are available. 

Origin Numbers: 
Channel Islands- 684-690, 707-713, 744, 745, 

764, 765, 794 
General 600, 700, 1034 (not entered into 

computer) 

Contact: 
Joyce Underhill (213)590-5141 
State of California Department of Fish and Game 
Statistics 
330 Golden Shore, Suite 50 
Long Beach, CA 90801 

Data are on microfiche at the office in Long Beach. To 
obtain a copy of the commercial 1AA data summaries, 
write to Joyce Underhill with a request and specify the 
year and origin numbers. Send the request to: Joyce 
Underhill, Statistics, P.O. Box 22027, Long Beach, CA 
90801. The cost will be about $20. 

Commercial Spiny Lobster Harvest 

Data for commercial harvest of spiny lobster are ob
tained from specific origin block landings and log 
books maintained by fishermen. Origin block land
ings are reported in pounds and fishermen log book 
data are reported as the number of lobster caught. 

Spiny lobster log book data also includes the number 
of short size and legal size lobster caught for each 
origin block and the number of trap hauls as a 
measure of effort. 

Origin blocks: 
Channel Islands-684-690, 707-713, 744, 745, 

764, 765. 

Contact: 
Ken Miller (213) 590-5164 
State of California Department of Fish and Game 
1301 W. 12th Street 
Long Beach, California 90813 

Commercial Kelp Harvest 

Information on kelp harvest is reported as total com
mercial kelp harvest for California by year. Kelp 
harvest is maintained separately from commercial 
fishery harvest data. Specific information about kelp 
harvest for Channel Islands National Park were avail
able until 1979, but no recent data are available be
cause of changes in the reporting system and 
confidentiality of the data. 

Contact: 
Rob Collins (916) 324-9676 
State of California Department of Fish and Game 
1416 Ninth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessels 
Sport Fishing 

Annual catch and effort data are based on party boat 
fish landing reports. The total catch (number of fish 
of each species caught by year for each origin block) 
and effort (the number of anglers, total angler hours, 
and total boat days required to catch the total number 
of fish for the origin block) are reported on computer 
printouts. 

Origin blocks: 
Channel Islands- 684-690, 707-713, 744, 745, 

764, 765 

Contact: 
Mac Oliphant (213) 590-5132 
State of California Department of Fish and Game 
Planning Branch 
330 Golden Shore, Suite 50 
Long Beach, CA 90801 
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Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessels 
Sport Diving 

Data have not yet been summarized by Department 
of Fish and Game for sport diving harvest. Catch and 
effort data by origin block and species will be available 
in this category. The required log completed by boat 
operators indicates the number of each species taken, 
the number of divers on board, the number of hours 
spent diving, and the specific area (origin block) 
fished. 

Origin blocks: Channel Islands-684-690, 707-713, 
744, 745, 764, 765. 

Contact. 
Dave Parker 
Herbert Frey (213)590-5119 
State of California Department of Fish and Game 
1301 W. 12th Street 
Long Beach, California 90813 

Raw data, fisheries charts, and species codes are lo
cated in the Science Work Room at Channel Islands 
National Park in a drawer labeled "Quadrats" 

DATA MANAGEMENT 

The following section describes data entry and 
analysis of data for sport fishing (commercial vessels), 
commercial harvest, lobster log, and dive boat (com
mercial vessels). Kelp data are not analyzed by com
puter and instead are summarized manually when 
available. Data are entered into IBM compatible com
puters. The software statistical package SPSS/PC + 
is used to tabulate and summarize data by year, 
species group, and origin. Detailed instructions are 
given on how to enter the data into the computer, 
however, some knowledge of DOS and word process
ing is helpful. 

Entry of Sport Fisheries Data Using 
SPSS/PC + 

This section explains how to enter the data into SPSS 
data files using the sport fishing data as an example. 

Enter only what is printed in boldface lettering. 

Turn on the computer 
Wait for the main menu to appear 
Type in: 

C:\BATCH > CDXFISHERY {Enter} 

This provides access to the C:\FISHERY directory 
where the fishery data and programs for SPSS are 
stored. 

Next run SPSS from the fishery directory by typing in 
the following: 

C:\FISHERY > SPSSPC {Enter} 

Now SPSS is running. The SPSS program has an 
editor that is used to create a data file. The editor is 
named REVIEW. To remove the menu from the 
REVIEW editor press: 

{ALT}M 

You are now in the REVIEW editor. The screen is 
divided into halves called windows. The upper por
tion contains the output of the current SPSS session. 
It is a temporary file named SPSS.lis and is erased 
when you exit out of SPSS. The lower window is 
sratch.PAD and it contains the output of the SPSS ses
sion. 

To call up or create a file for entering data, press down 
the shift key and at the same time press the F3 func
tion key on the left side of the key board. 

{SHIFT} F3 

Next type in the file you want to create, it will type over 
any file name that is showing. For entering sport data 
the file name should be typed in as spt(the date).dat 
so for example to enter 1986 data type in: 

SPT86.DAT {Enter} 

Start by entering the sport fishing data for that year. 
You will be using a fixed-column format and the num
bers for each variable should be entered into the 
columns assigned to that variable. For the sport data 
the column assignments are the following: 

Column 
Species code 1 - 3 
Block number 5 - 7 
Year 9-10 
Number of fish 12-17 
Anglers 19-23 
Angler hours 25-30 
Boat days 32-35 
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It is essential to enter the data into the correct column 
number. Do this for blocks 684-690, 707-713, 744, 
745, 764, 765. Anglers, hours, and boat days should 
only be entered once for each block. Use the species 
number 0 for that line of data. An example is given 
below for block 684 for 1980. 

3 684 80 1123 
51 684 80 12933 
665 684 80 1020 
0 684 80 82898 9101 4819 291 

Make sure there are no blank lines left in the file. A 
quick way to enter the data is to copy a line with the 
block number and the date. To do this type in a space, 
the block number, a space, the year, and a space. 
Then while the cursor is on that line press the F7 func
tion key twice and the block will be highlighted. 

F7 F7 

Now to copy that block press the F8 function key. 

F8 

The cursor will be to the left of the block so you can 
now enter the first species code. Press F8 again and 
enter the next species code and do this for all the 
species for that block number. After that is done, go 
back and enter the number of pounds and use the 
down arrow to move down the file to do this for each 
species code. Make sure to go back and erase the 
original copied block. 

To delete a line press down the Ctrl key and at the same 
time press the F4 function key 

{Ctrl} F4 

To get help on any of these editing commands press 
the F1 function key for the REVIEW help display. 

During data entry be sure to save the file periodically 
so that no data are lost. To do this press down the 
Shift key and at the same time press the F9 function 
key. It should display the file name to be saved so next 
press Enter. 

{Shift} F9 {Enter} 

This saves data that has been entered up to that point 
and data entry can continue. 

To quit and exit, first save what you have entered so 
far using the command above, and then to exit from 

REVIEW press down the Alt key and press F10 at the 
same time. 

{Alt} F10 

This will put you to SPSS/PC: prompt, to exit from 
SPSS type in: 

SPSS/PC: FINISH 

This will put you into C:\FISHERY, If you are done with 
the session type M to return to trie main menu. 

Make sure to check the data to insure that it was 
entered accurately and in the correct format. Print the 
data file using the DOS print command, or you can 
check it as you enter it. 

Fishery Data File Names and Formats 

To enter data for commercial harvest, lobster log, and 
dive boat follow the procedures above except use dif
ferent file names and data format. For the lobster log 
and dive boat data you will be adding data to an ex
isting data file. 

Commercial Data 
File names— C(date).dat example C86.dat 

A REVIEW data file for 
each year of data. 

Data Format— Column 
Species code 1 - 3 
Block number 5 - 7* 
Year 9-10 
Pounds of fish 11 -23 

* General block data are not entered into the data file, 
and can be totaled by hand. Totals are given for all 
the general origin zones for that year not by species. 

Example of the SPSS REVIEW data file C85.dat 
entered from 1985 commercial origin block data for 
block 710 from (from Appendix B). 

4 710 85 18 
91 710 85 1324 
145 710 85 88 
151 710 85 176 
153 710 85 14 
159 710 85 1462 
165 710 85 12961 
175 710 85 40 
200 710 85 11 
222 710 85 1333 
250 710 85 53 
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Lobster Log Book Data 
File name- Lob.dat 

One REVIEW data file includes 
data for all years 

Data Format- Column 
Species code 1 - 3* 
Block number 5 - 7 
Year 9-10 
Trap hauls 12-17 
Shorts caught 19-24 
Legals caught 26-32 

*Enter S. California total using block number 0. 

Example of the SPSS REVIEW data file lob.dat 
entered from the 1985 commercial lobster log data 
(from appendix B). 

Example of the SPSS REVIEW data file spt83.dat 
entered from the 1983 C.P.F.V. sport fishing origin 
block data for block 686 (from Appendix B). 

2 686 83 12 
3 686 83 1501 
40 686 83 196 
50 686 83 25 
51 686 83 375 
130 686 83 28 
145 686 83 1030 
159 686 83 4 
195 686 83 46 
222 686 83 29 
230 686 83 1 
250 686 83 4772 
260 686 83 8 
261 686 83 4 
277 686 83 2743 
278 686 83 2 
300 686 83 1 
302 686 83 1 
400 686 83 15 
475 686 83 15 
478 686 83 97 
490 686 83 851 
0 686 83 11742 1054 644 50 

820 684 85 11585 3647 10513 
820 685 85 5627 942 3692 
820 686 85 2503 171 1294 
820 687 85 1242 161 1006 
820 688 85 2271 315 2068 
820 689 85 87 6 81 
820 690 85 0 0 0 
820 707 85 0 0 0 
820 708 85 19817 11202 14146 
820 709 85 3762 1077 3868 
820 710 85 2580 496 2089 
820 711 85 2162 96 1048 
820 712 85 416 12 113 
820 713 85 0 0 0 
820 765 85 4104 798 2885 
820 000 85 450615 407063 264432 

Dive Boat Data 
File name— Dive.dat 

One REVIEW data file includes 
data for all years 

Data Format Column 
Species code 1 - 3 
Block number 5 - 7 
Year 9-10 
Number of fish 12-15 
Number of divers 17-20* 
Number of diver hrs 22-26* 

* Enter for the first species code for each block 

Example of the SPSS REVIEW data file dive.dat 
entered from the 1983 dive boat block data for block 
765 (from Appendix B). 
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400 710 85 274 
435 710 85 256 
702 710 85 806 
703 710 85 33 
704 710 85 871 
711 710 85 162300 
731 710 85 54 
752 710 85 961300 
801 710 85 350 
803 710 85 254 
820 710 85 10961 

C.P.F.V Sport Data 
File names- Spt(date).dat example spt86.dat 

A REVIEW data file for 
each year of data 

Data Format— Column 
Species code 1 - 3 
Block number 5 - 7 
Year 9-10 
Number of fish 12-17 
Anglers 19-23 
Angler hours 25-30* 
Boat days 32-35* 

* Enter for block totals using species code 0 



(NOTE: Dive boat data are not yet available to the Na
tional Park Service. The above file names and format 
should be used when the data becomes available.) 

Analysis of Fishery Data Using 
SPSS/PC + 

Once the current year of fishery data has been 
entered, summarize the data using pre-written 
programs (see Appendix C) stored in the directory 
C:\FISHERY. For the commercial and sport data all 
yearly data files must first be combined into one file. 
The best way to do this is through DOS. Start at the 
DOS prompt in the C:\FISHERY directory. You can 
combine as many years data as you would like, but 
five to six years should be sufficient. 

For the commercial data the file name which will con
tain multiple years of data is Comm.dat. To combine 
the separate files use the DOS copy command, for ex
ample: 

C:\FISHERY > copy C81 .dat + C82.dat + C83.dat 
+ C84.dat + C85.dat + C86.dat comm.dat 

This will copy the commercial data files from 1981 to 
1986 into the file comm.dat 

The command for the sport data is the same DOS 
command. 

C:\FISHERY > copyspt81.dat-l-spt82.dat 
+ spt83.dat + spt84.dat + spt85.dat 

+ spt86.dat spt.dat 

Up to this point you should have updated dive.dat and 
lob.dat with the current year of data, and created two 
new files with the current year of commercial and sport 
data. Comm.dat and spt.dat should have been 
created using the above DOS copy command. (One 
year of commercial data or sport data can be analyzed 
by copying it into the comm.dat file.) 

To run the programs on the data you need to enter 
SPSS again from the C:\FISHERY directory. Once in 
C:\FISHERY directory enter: 

C:\FISHERY > SPSSPC {ENTER} 

To get to the SPSS/PC: prompt press ALT key and 
F1 Oat the same time. 

{ALT} F10 

You need to run a different program for each data file. 
To do this for sport fishing data enter: 

SPSS/PC: INCLUDE SPT.PRO 

The computer will beep and will tell to you proceed 
with the word "more" appearing in the upper right of 
the screen. Press a key to continue until you get back 
to the SPSS\PC: prompt. 

Repeat this step for each of the data sets i.e. use the 
include command with these program file names 

comm.pro 
dive, pro 
lob. pro 

Once you have run all these programs exit SPSS using 
the FINISH command. 

SPSS/PC: FINISH {ENTER} 

Reporting 

A print out of the results of the analysis is made using 
the following DOS command. 

C:\FISHERY > PRINT SPT.RSL 

Do this for each of the data sets- comm.rsl, dive.rsl 
and lob.rsl. 

The report print-outs include different summaries by 
year, island, species group and some even include 
graphs (see Appendix D). This information can either 
be used as is, or selected material can be put into 
tables in a final report form. 

To obtain a listing of harvest by individual species 
codes run the include command while in SPSS on the 
following files. 

Fishery Harvest 

702 765 83 16 781 190 
703 765 83 754 
704 765 83 170 
705 765 83 14 
701 765 83 0 
700 765 83 42 
820 765 83 41 
719 765 83 123 
145 765 83 757 
222 765 83 10 
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commspe.pro 
sptspe.pro 
divespe.pro 

To print the results use the DOS print command for 
the respective files. 

commspe.rsl 
sptspe.rsl 
divespe.rsl 
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Appendix B. Fisheries Data Samples 

Commercial Fishery Harvest Data 
1985 catch by origin/species/month (from California Department of Fish and Game) 
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Commercial Spiny Lobster Log Book Data 
1985 catch and effort by origin block (from California Department of Fish and Game) 
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Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel - Sport Diving Data 
1983 dive boat catch and effort by origin block/species (from California Department of Fish and Game) 

PACE NO 00003 

DIVEBOAT DATA BY CLOCK NUMBER 

DIVERS HOURS RED AB CRN AB PNK AB VHT AB BLK AB UI AB LOBSTE SCALLO SHEEPH HAL IBU 
R P D. T 

« BLOCK NO. 742 
•« SUBTOTAL «« 

2323 374 00 0 447 224 4 38 127 42 288 243 1 

« BLOCK NO 743 
•« SUBTOTAL »« 

781 170 00 14 754 170 14 0 42 41 123 737 10 

« BLOCK NO. 747 
»« SUBTOTAL «« 

4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 230 40 0 

* BLOCK NO 807 
»« SUBTOTAL «« 

33 7 00 0 0 0 0 0 87 0 0 0 0 

« BLOCK NO. 813 
«« SUBTOTAL »« 

182 57.00 188 0 8 0 0 0 30 IS 307 0 

* BLOCK NO 814 
«» SUBTOTAL «» 

408 148 00 234 5 3 0 0 223 771 352 447 0 

« BLOCK NO 827 * 
*« SUBTOTAL «« 

477 144 00 0 422 87 10 7 103 4 1 273 4 

» BLOCK NO 830 
«« SUBTOTAL «« 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 16 0 

« BLOCK NO 8 4 8 
«« SUBTOTAL «« 

4 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 

« BLOCK NO 84? 
•* SUBTOTAL ** 

82327 7 00 20 794 140 1 4 182 2 6 334 7 
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APPENDIX C. SPSS Sample Programs 

* SPSS PROGRAM FOR COMMERCIAL ORIGIN BLOCK DATA, FILE- COMM.PRO 

data list file=/COMM.dat/ 

/ species 1-3 block 5-7 year 9-10 pounds 11-23. 

value lables / year 80 '1980' 81 '1981' 82 '1982' 83 '1983' 
84 '1984' 85 '1985'. 

VALUE LABELS / FSHGRP 0 'OTHER FIN FISH' 1 'TUNA' 2 'MACKEREL' 
3 'SWORDFISH' 4 'SHARK AND SKATE' 5 'ANCHOVY' 6 'SHEEPHEAD' 
7 'FLATFISH' 8 'CALIFORNIA HALIBUT' 9 'ROCKFISH' 10 'WHITE 
SEA BASS' 11 'ABALONE' 12 'OTHER INVERTEBRATES'.13 'SQUID' 
14 'URCHIN' 15 'ROCK CRABS' 16 'SPINY LOBSTER'. 

COMPUTE ISLAND=5. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 794 ) ISLAND=0. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 684 OR BLOCK EQ 707 ) ISLAND=1. 
IF (BLOCK GE 685 AND BLOCK LE 687) ISLAND=2. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 708 OR BLOCK EQ 709 ) ISLAND=2. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 688 OR BLOCK EQ 689 ) ISLAND=3. 
IF (BLOCK GE 710 AND BLOCK LE 712) ISLAND=3. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 690 OR BLOCK EQ 713 ) ISLAND=4. 

Sample Programs C- 1 

COMPUTE FSHGRP=0. 
IF (SPECIES GE 1 AND SPECIES LE 12 ) FSHGRP=1. 
IF (SPECIES GE 50 AND SPECIES LE 55 ) FSHGRP=2. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 91 ) FSHGRP=3. 
IF (SPECIES GE 96 AND SPECIES LE 98 ) FSHGRP=4. 
IF (SPECIES GE 149 AND SPECIES LE 179) FSHGRP=4. 
IF (SPECIES GE 110 AND SPECIES LE 113) FSHGRP=5. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 145 ) FSHGRP=6. 
IF (SPECIES GE 200 AND SPECIES LE 221) FSHGRP=7. 
IF (SPECIES GE 223 AND SPECIES LE 240) FSHGRP=7. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 222 ) FSHGRP=8. 
IF (SPECIES GE 245 AND SPECIES LE 271) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES GE 651 AND SPECIES LE 675) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES GE 956 AND SPECIES LE 962) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 400 ) FSHGRP=10. 
IF (SPECIES GE 700 AND SPECIES LE 708) FSHGRP=11. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 709 ) FSHGRP=12. 
IF (SPECIES GE 712 AND SPECIES LE 751) FSHGRP=12. 
IF (SPECIES GE 755 AND SPECIES LE 799) FSHGRP=12. 
IF (SPECIES GE 803 AND SPECIES LE 819) FSHGRP=12. 
IF (SPECIES GE 710 AND SPECIES LE 711) FSHGRP=13. 
IF (SPECIES GE 752 AND SPECIES LE 753) FSHGRP=14. 
IF (SPECIES GE 800 AND SPECIES LE 801) FSHGRP=15. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 820 ) FSHGRP=16. 



VALUE LABELS / ISLAND 0 'NORTHERN CHANNEL ISLANDS' 
1 'ANACAPA' 2 'SANTA CRUZ' 3 'SANTA ROSA' 
4 'SAN MIGUEL' 5 'SANTA BARBARA'. 

SAVE OUTFILE='COMM.SYS'. 
GET FILE='COMM.SYS'. 

SORT BY ISLAND YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK = ISLAND YEAR 
/HARVEST = SUM(POUNDS). 

VARIABLE LABELS HARVEST 'HARVEST (POUNDS)'. 

SET LISTING = 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 
SET LISTING = 'SPSS.LIS'. 
SET LISTING = 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT=LIST 
/TITLE = 'COMMERCIAL FISHERY HARVEST BY ISLAND' 

'FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/VARIABLES=YEAR (4) HARVEST (LABEL) 
/BREAK=ISLAND (LABEL) 
/SUMMARY=SUM (HARVEST(0)) 
/SUMMARY=MEAN (HARVEST(0)). 

SET LISTING= OFF. 
GET FILE='COMM.SYS'. 

SORT BY FSHGRP YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK=FSHGRP YEAR 
/HARVEST=SUM(POUNDS). 

VARIABLE LABELS FSHGRP 'SPECIES GROUP' 
HARVEST 'HARVEST (POUNDS)'. 

SAVE OUTFILE= 'COMM2.SYS'. 
GET FILE='COMM2.SYS'. 
SET LISTING - 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT=LIST 
/TITLE ='COMMERCIAL FISHERY HARVEST BY SPECIES GROUP' 

'FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/VARIABLES=YEAR (4) HARVEST (LABEL) 
/BREAK=FSHGRP (LABEL) 
/SUMMARY=SUM (HARVEST(O)) 
/SUMMARY=MEAN (HARVEST(0)). 

SET LISTING = OFF. 
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GET FILE=/C0MM2.SYS/. 

SELECT IF (FSHGRP EQ 14). 

SET LISTING = 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=25/WIDTH=65. 

PLOT 
/TITLE='COMMERCIAL SEA URCHIN HARVEST' 
/HORIZONTAL'YEAR' 
/VERTICAL='POUNDS' 
/PLOT=HARVEST WITH YEAR. 

SET LISTING = OFF. 
GET FILE='COMM2.SYS'. 

SELECT IF (FSHGRP EQ 11). 

SET LISTING = 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=25/WIDTH=65. 

PLOT 
/TITLE='COMMERCIAL ABALONE HARVEST' 
/HORIZONTAL='YEAR' 
/VERTICAL'POUNDS' 
/PLOT=HARVEST WITH YEAR. 

SET LISTING = OFF. 
GET FILE='COMM2.SYS'. 

SELECT IF (FSHGRP EQ 9). 

SET LISTING = 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=25/WIDTH=65. 

PLOT 
/TITLE='COMMERCIAL ROCKFISH HARVEST' 
/HORIZ ONTAL='YEAR' 
/VERTICAL='POUNDS' 
/PLOT=HARVEST WITH YEAR. 

SET LISTING = OFF. 
GET FILE='COMM2.SYS'. 

SELECT IF (FSHGRP EQ 16). 

SET LISTING = 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=2 5/WIDTH=65. 

PLOT 
/TITLE='COMMERCIAL SPINY LOBSTER HARVEST' 
/HORIZONTAL-'YEAR' 
/VERTICAL^'POUNDS' 
/PLOT-HARVEST WITH YEAR. 

SET LISTING = OFF. 
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GET FILE='C0MM2.SYS'. 

COMPUTE GROUP=0. 
IF (FSHGRP GE 1 AND FSHGRP LE 2) GROUP=l. 
IF (FSHGRP EQ 5 ) GROUP=2. 

VALUE LABELS / GROUP 0 'ALL OTHER SPECIES' 1 'TUNA AND MACKEREL' 
2 'ANCHOVY'. 

SORT BY GROUP YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK = GROUP YEAR 
/POUNDS=SUM(HARVEST). 

VARIABLE LABELS POUNDS 'HARVEST (POUNDS)' 
GROUP 'SPECIES CATAGORIE'. 

SET LISTING = 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT = LIST 
/TITLE= 'COMMERCIAL HARVEST LESS ANCHOVY, TUNA AND MACKEREL' 
/VARIABLES=YEAR POUNDS (LABEL) 
/BREAK= GROUP (LABEL) 
/SUMMARY = SUM(POUNDS(0)) 
/SUMMARY = MEAN(POUNDS(0)). 

SET LISTING= OFF. 
GET FILE='COMM2.SYS'. 

SORT BY YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK=YEAR 
/POUNDS=SUM(HARVEST). 

VARIABLE LABELS POUNDS 'HARVEST (POUNDS)'. 

SET LISTING = 'COMM.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT = LIST 
/TITLE= 'COMMERCIAL HARVEST FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/VARIABLES=YEAR POUNDS (LABEL) 
/BREAK= (NOBREAK) 
/SUMMARY = SUM(POUNDS(0)) 
/SUMMARY = MEAN(POUNDS(0)). 

SET LISTING = 'COMM,RSL'/LENGTH=25/WIDTH=65. 

PLOT 
/TITLE='TOTAL COMMERCIAL HARVEST' 
/HORIZONTAL='YEAR' 
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/VERTICAL='POUNDS' 
/PLOT=POUNDS WITH YEAR. 

SET LISTING = OFF. 

* SPSS PROGRAM FOR C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHNG ORIGIN BLOCK DATA, FILE-
SPT.PRO 

data list file='spt.dat' 
/ species 1-3 block 5-7 year 9-10 numbers 11-17 

numang 19-23 hours 25-3 0 days 3 2-35. 

select if (species gt 0). 

COMPUTE FSHGRP=0. 
IF (SPECIES GE 1 AND SPECIES LE 2 ) FSHGRP=1. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 3 ) FSHGRP=23. 
IF (SPECIES GE 4 AND SPECIES LE 12 ) FSHGRP=1. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 40 ) FSHGRP=22. 
IF (SPECIES GE 50 AND SPECIES LE 55 ) FSHGRP=2. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 13 0 ) FSHGRP=3. 
IF (SPECIES eg 14 5 ) FSHGRP=4. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 195 ) FSHGRP=5. 
IF (SPECIES GE 200 AND SPECIES LE 221) FSHGRP=6. 
IF (SPECIES GE 223 AND SPECIES LE 240) FSHGRP=6. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 22 2 ) FSHGRP=7. 
IF (SPECIES eq 245 ) FSHGRP=8. 
IF (SPECIES GE 246 and species le 259) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 260 ) FSHGRP=10. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 261 ) FSHGRP=11. 
IF (SPECIES GE 262 AND SPECIES LE 272) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 275 ) FSHGRP=12. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 276 ) FSHGRP=13. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 277 ) FSHGRP=12. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 278 ) FSHGRP=13. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 400 ) FSHGRP=14. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 478 ) FSHGRP=15. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 490 ) FSHGRP=16. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 651 ) FSHGRP=17. 
IF (SPECIES GE 652 AND SPECIES LE 664) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 665 ) FSHGRP=18. 
IF (SPECIES GE 666 AND SPECIES LE 675) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES GE 956 AND SPECIES LE 962) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES GE 700 AND SPECIES LE 708) FSHGRP=19. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 719 ) FSHGRP=2 0. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 820 ) FSHGRP=21. 
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VALUE LABELS / FSHGRP 0 'OTHER INVERTS & FISH' 1 'TUNA' 
2 'MACKEREL' 3 'BARRACUDA' 4 'SHEEPHEAD' 5 'LINGCOD' 6 'OTHER 
FLATFISH' 7 'CALIFORNIA HALIBUT' 8 'COWCOD' 9 'OTHER 
ROCKFISH' 10 'SCORPIONFISH' 11 'CABEZON' 12 'KELP BASS' 13 
'SAND BASS' 14 'WHITE SEA BASS' 15 'HALFMOON' 16 'OCEAN 



WHITEFISH' 17 'OLIVE ROCKFISH' 18 'BLUE ROCKFISH' 
19 'ABALONE' 20 'SCALLOPS' 21 'SPINY LOBSTER' 22 'YELLOWTAIL 
23 'PACIFIC BONITO'. 

SAVE OUTFILE='SPT.SYS'. 
GET FILE='SPT.SYS'. 

SORT BY FSHGRP YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK=FSHGRP YEAR 
/HARVEST=SUM(NUMBERS). 

VARIABLE LABELS FSHGRP 'SPECIES GROUP' 
HARVEST 'HARVEST (NUMBER OF FISH)'. 

SET LISTING = 'SPT.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 
SET LISTING - 'SPSS.LIS'. 
SET LISTING = 'SPT.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=85. 

REPORT FORMAT=LIST 
/TITLE='C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST BY SPECIES GROUP' 

'FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/VARIABLES=YEAR (4) HARVEST (LABEL) (OFFSET(5)) 
/BREAK=FSHGRP (LABEL) 
/SUMMARY=MEAN(HARVEST(0)). 

SET LISTING = OFF. 

data list file='spt.dat' 
/ species 1-3 block 5-7 year 9-10 numbers 11-17 

numang 19-23 hours 25-30 days 32-35. 

select if (species eq 0). 

COMPUTE ISLAND=5. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 684 OR BLOCK EQ 707 ) ISLAND=1. 
IF (BLOCK GE 685 AND BLOCK LE 687) ISLAND=2. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 708 OR BLOCK EQ 709 ) ISLAND=2. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 688 OR BLOCK EQ 689 ) ISLAND=3. 
IF (BLOCK GE 710 AND BLOCK LE 712) ISLAND=3. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 690 OR BLOCK EQ 713 ) ISLAND=4. 

VALUE LABELS / ISLAND 1 'ANACAPA' 2 'SANTA CRUZ' 3 'SANTA ROSA' 

4 'SAN MIGUEL' 5 'SANTA BARBARA'. 

SAVE OUTFILE = 'SPT2.SYS'. 

GET FILE = 'SPT2.SYS'. 

SORT BY ISLAND YEAR. 
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AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK = ISLAND YEAR 
/HARVEST = SUM(NUMBERS) 
/ANGNUM = SUM(NUMANG ) 
/ANGHR = SUM(HOURS ) 
/BTDAY = SUM(DAYS ). 

COMPUTE CPUE = HARVEST/ANGHR. 

VARIABLE LABELS HARVEST 'HARVEST (NUMBER OF FISH)' 
ANGNUM 'NUMBER OF ANGLERS' 
ANGHR 'ANGLER HOURS' 
BTDAY 'BOAT DAYS' 
CPUE 'CPUE (FISH/ANGLER HOUR)'. 

SET LISTING = 'SPT.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=85. 

REPORT FORMAT = LIST 
/TITLE = 'C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING TOTAL HARVEST, EFFORT AND CPUE' 

'FOR EACH OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS BY YEAR' 
/VARIABLES = YEAR (4) HARVEST ANGNUM ANGHR BTDAY CPUE (LABEL) 
(OFFSET(6)) 
/BREAK = ISLAND (LABEL) 
/SUMMARY = SUM (HARVEST(0) ANGNUM (0) BTDAY (0) ) 
/SUMMARY = MEAN(HARVEST(0) ANGNUM (0) BTDAY (0) CPUE (1)). 

SET LISTING=OFF. 

GET FILE = 'SPT2.SYS'. 

aggregate outfile=* 
/break=year 
/harvest=sum(numbers) 
/angnum=sum(numang) 
/anghr=sum(hours) 
/btday=sum(days). 

compute CPUE=harvest/anghr. 

VARIABLE LABELS HARVEST 'HARVEST (NUMBER OF FISH)' 
ANGNUM 'NUMBER OF ANGLERS' 
ANGHR 'ANGLER HOURS' 
BTDAY 'BOAT DAYS' 
CPUE 'CPUE (FISH/ANGLER HOUR)'. 

SET LISTING = 'SPT.RSL'/LENGTH=25/WIDTH=65. 

REPORT FORMAT = LIST 
/TITLE = 'C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST AND EFFORT DATA' 

'FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/VARIABLES = YEAR (4) HARVEST ANGNUM ANGHR BTDAY CPUE (LABEL) 

(OFFSET (6)) 
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/BREAK = (NOBREAK) 
/SUMMARY = SUM (HARVEST (0) ANGNUM (0) BTDAY (0) ) 
/SUMMARY = MEAN (HARVEST (0) ANGNUM (0) BTDAY (0) CPUE (1) ) . 

plot 
/title='CPFV HARVEST FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/horizontal'YEAR' 
/vertical='NUMBER OF FISH' 
/plot=harvest with year. 

plot 
/title='CPFV CPUE IN CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/horizontal' YEAR' 
/vertical='FISH/ANGLER HOUR' 
/plot=CPUE with year. 

plot 
/title='CPFV BOAT DAYS IN CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/horizontal^YEAR' 
/vertical='BOAT DAYS' 
/plot=btday with year. 

* SPSS PROGRAM FOR SPINY LOBSTER LOG BOOK DATA, FILE- LOB.PRO 

data list file='lob.dat' 
/ species 1-3 block 5-7 year 9-10 traps 12-17 

shorts 19-24 legals 26-32. 
value lables / year 80 '1980' 81 '1981' 82 '1982' 83 '1983' 

84 '1984' 85 '1985'. 

COMPUTE ISLAND=5. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 0 ) ISLAND=0. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 684 OR BLOCK EQ 707 ) ISLAND=1. 
IF (BLOCK GE 685 AND BLOCK LE 687) ISLAND=2. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 708 OR BLOCK EQ 709 ) ISLAND=2. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 688 OR BLOCK EQ 689 ) ISLAND=3. 
IF (BLOCK GE 710 AND BLOCK LE 712) ISLAND=3. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 69 0 OR BLOCK EQ 713 ) ISLAND=4. 

VALUE LABELS / ISLAND 0 'SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA' 
1 'ANACAPA' 2 'SANTA CRUZ' 3 'SANTA ROSA' 
4 'SAN MIGUEL' 5 'SANTA BARBARA' 

COMPUTE POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.10. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 684) POUNDS = LEGALS * 1.80. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 685) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.01. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 68 6) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.30. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 68 7) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.23. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 688) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.29. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 689) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.14. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 690) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.14. 
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IF (BLOCK EQ 707) POUNDS = LEGALS * 1.50. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 708) POUNDS = LEGALS * 1.56. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 709) POUNDS - LEGALS * 1.94. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 710) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.26. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 711) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.43. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 712) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.63. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 713) POUNDS = LEGALS * 2.63. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 7 65) POUNDS = LEGALS * 1.60. 

SAVE OUTFILE='LOB.SYS'. 
GET FILE='LOB.SYS'. 

SORT BY ISLAND YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK=ISLAND YEAR 
/LEGAL=SUM(LEGALS) 
/NUM_TRAP =SUM (TRAPS) 
/SHORT =SUM (SHORTS) 
/LBS =SUM (POUNDS). 

COMPUTE LPT=LEGAL/NUM_TRAP. 
COMPUTE SPT=SHORT/NUM_TRAP. 

VARIABLE LABELS / LEGAL 'NUMBER OF LEGAL SIZE LOBSTER TRAPPED7 

SHORT 'NUMBER OF SHORT SIZE LOBSTER TRAPPED' 
NUM_TRAP 'NUMBER OF TRAP HAULS' 
LPT 'LEGALS CAUGHT PER TRAP HAUL' 
SPT 'SHORTS CAUGHT PER TRAP HAUL'. 

SET LISTING = 'LOB.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 
SET LISTING = 'SPSS.LIS'. 
SET LISTING - 'LOB.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=85. 

REPORT FORMAT=LIST 
/TITLE = 'COMMERCIAL SPINY LOBSTER LOG BOOK CATCH AND EFFORT DATA' 

'FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK BY ISLAND' 
/VARIABLES=YEAR (4) LEGAL SHORT NUM_TRAP LPT SPT (LABEL) (OFFSET(6)) 
/BREAK=ISLAND (LABEL) 
/SUMMARY= SUM (LEGAL SHORT NUM_TRAP) 
/SUMMARY= MEAN (LEGAL SHORT NUM_TRAP LPT (2) SPT (2) ) 
/SUMMARY= STDEV(LEGAL SHORT NUM_TRAP LPT (2) SPT (2) ). 

SET LISTING=OFF. 

GET FILE='LOB.SYS'. 

SELECT IF (BLOCK GT 0). 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK= YEAR 



/ LEGAL=SUM (LEGALS) 
/NUM_TRAP =SUM (TRAPS) 
/SHORT =SUM (SHORTS) 
/ L B S =SUM (POUNDS). 

COMPUTE LPT=LEGAL/NUM_TRAP. 
COMPUTE SPT=SHORT/NUM_TRAP. 

VARIABLE LABELS / LEGAL 'NUMBER OF LEGAL SIZE LOBSTER TRAPPED' 
SHORT 'NUMBER OF SHORT SIZE LOBSTER TRAPPED' 
NUM_TRAP 'NUMBER OF TRAP HAULS' 
LPT 'LEGALS CAUGHT PER TRAP HAUL' 
SPT 'SHORTS CAUGHT PER TRAP HAUL' 
LBS 'POUNDS OF LEGAL LOBSTER TRAPPED'. 

SET LISTING = 'LOB.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT=LIST 
/TITLE = 'COMMERCIAL SPINY LOBSTER LOG BOOK CATCH AND EFFORT DATA' 

'FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/VARIABLES=YEAR (4) LEGAL SHORT lbs NUM_TRAP LPT SPT (LABEL) 

(OFFSET(6)) 
/BREAK=(NOBREAK) 
/SUMMARY= MEAN (LEGAL SHORT LBS NUM_TRAP LPT (2) SPT (2) ) 
/SUMMARY= STDEV(LEGAL SHORT LBS NUM_TRAP LPT (2) SPT (2) ). 

SET LISTING = OFF. 

GET FILE='LOB.SYS'. 

SELECT IF (BLOCK EQ 0). 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK= YEAR 
/LEGAL=SUM(LEGALS) 
/NUM_TRAP =SUM (TRAPS) 
/SHORT =SUM (SHORTS) 
/LBS =SUM (POUNDS). 

COMPUTE LPT=LEGAL/NUM_TRAP. 
COMPUTE SPT=SHORT/NUM_TRAP. 

VARIABLE LABELS / LEGAL 'NUMBER OF LEGAL SIZE LOBSTER TRAPPED' 
SHORT 'NUMBER OF SHORT SIZE LOBSTER TRAPPED' 
NUMJTRAP 'NUMBER OF TRAP HAULS' 
LPT 'LEGALS CAUGHT PER TRAP HAUL' 
SPT 'SHORTS CAUGHT PER TRAP HAUL' 
LBS 'POUNDS OF LEGAL LOBSTER TRAPPED'. 

SET LISTING = 'LOB.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT=LIST 
/TITLE = 'COMMERCIAL SPINY LOBSTER LOG BOOK CATCH AND EFFORT DATA' 
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'FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (including Channel Islands 
Natl Park)' 

/VARIABLES=YEAR (4) LEGAL SHORT lbs NUM_TRAP LPT SPT (LABEL) 
(OFFSET(6)) 

/BREAK=(NOBREAK) 
/SUMMARY= MEAN (LEGAL SHORT LBS NUM_TRAP LPT (2) SPT (2) ) 
/SUMMARY= STDEV(LEGAL SHORT LBS NUM_TRAP LPT (2) SPT (2) ). 

SET LISTING = OFF. 

* SPSS PROGRAM FOR SPORT DIVE BOAT ORIGIN BLOCK DATA, FILE- DIVE.PRO* 

data list file = 'dive.dat' 
/ species 1-3 block 5-7 year 9-10 numbers 12-15 

divers 17-20 hours 22-26. 

COMPUTE FSHGRP=0. 
IF (SPECIES GE 1 AND SPECIES LE 2 ) FSHGRP=1. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 3 ) FSHGRP=23. 
IF (SPECIES GE 4 AND SPECIES LE 12 ) FSHGRP=1. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 4 0 ) FSHGRP=22. 
IF (SPECIES GE 50 AND SPECIES LE 55 ) FSHGRP=2. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 130 ) FSHGRP=3. 
IF (SPECIES eq 145 ) FSHGRP=4. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 195 ) FSHGRP=5. 
IF (SPECIES GE 200 AND SPECIES LE 221) FSHGRP=6. 
IF (SPECIES GE 223 AND SPECIES LE 240) FSHGRP=6. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 222 ) FSHGRP=7. 
IF (SPECIES eq 245 ) FSHGRP=8. 
IF (SPECIES GE 246 and species le 259) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 260 ) FSHGRP=10. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 261 ) FSHGRP=11. 
IF (SPECIES GE 262 AND SPECIES LE 272) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 275 ) FSHGRP=12. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 276 ) FSHGRP=13. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 277 ) FSHGRP=12. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 278 ) FSHGRP=13. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 400 ) FSHGRP=14. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 478 ' ) FSHGRP=15. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 490 ) FSHGRP=16. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 651 ) FSHGRP=17. 
IF (SPECIES GE 652 AND SPECIES LE 664) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 665 ) FSHGRP=18. 
IF (SPECIES GE 666 AND SPECIES LE 675) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES GE 956 AND SPECIES LE 962) FSHGRP=9. 
IF (SPECIES GE 700 AND SPECIES LE 708) FSHGRP=19. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 719 ) FSHGRP=20. 
IF (SPECIES EQ 82 0 ) FSHGRP=21. 

VALUE LABELS / FSHGRP 0 'OTHER INVERTS & FISH' 1 'TUNA' 2 
'MACKEREL' 3 'BARRACUDA' 4 'SHEEPHEAD' 5 'LINGCOD' 6 'OTHER 
FLATFISH' 7 'CALIFORNIA HALIBUT' 8 'COWCOD' 9 'OTHER 
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ROCKFISH' 10 'SCORPIONFISH' 11 'CABEZON' 12 'KELP BASS' 13 
'SAND BASS' 14 'WHITE SEA BASS' 15 'HALFMOON' 16 'OCEAN 
WHITEFISH' 17 'OLIVE ROCKFISH' 18 'BLUE ROCKFISH' 19 
'ABALONE' 20 'SCALLOPS' 21 'SPINY LOBSTER' 22 'YELLOWTAIL' 
23 'PACIFIC BONITO'. 

COMPUTE ISLAND=5. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 684 OR BLOCK EQ 707 ) ISLAND=1. 
IF (BLOCK GE 685 AND BLOCK LE 687) ISLAND=2. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 708 OR BLOCK EQ 709 ) ISLAND=2. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 688 OR BLOCK EQ 689 ) ISLAND=3. 
IF (BLOCK GE 710 AND BLOCK LE 712) ISLAND=3. 
IF (BLOCK EQ 690 OR BLOCK EQ 713 ) ISLAND=4. 

VALUE LABELS / ISLAND 1 'ANACAPA' 2 'SANTA CRUZ' 3 'SANTA ROSA' 
4 'SAN MIGUEL' 5 'SANTA BARBARA' 

SAVE OUTFILE = 'DIVE.SYS'. 
GET FILE = 'DIVE.SYS'. 

SORT BY FSHGRP YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK = FSHGRP YEAR 
/HARVEST = SUM(NUMBERS). 

VARIABLE LABELS HARVEST 'HARVEST (NUMBER OF FISH)' 
FSHGRP 'SPECIES GROUP'. 

SET LISTING = 'DIVE.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 
SET LISTING = 'SPSS.LIS'. 
SET LISTING = 'DIVE.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT = LIST 
/TITLE = 'DIVE BOAT HARVEST FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 

'BY SPECIES GROUP AND YEAR' 
/VARIABLES = YEAR (4) HARVEST (LABEL) (OFFSET(3)) 
/BREAK = FSHGRP (LABEL) 
/SUMMARY = SUM(HARVEST(0)) 
/SUMMARY = MEAN(HARVEST(0)). 

SET LISTING= OFF. 

GET FILE='DIVE.SYS'. 

SORT BY ISLAND YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK = ISLAND YEAR 
/HARVEST = SUM(NUMBERS) 
/NUM_DIVE = SUM(DIVERS ) 
/NUM_HOUR = SUM(HOURS ). 
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COMPUTE H_PER_HR = HARVEST/NUM_HOUR. 

VARIABLE LABELS HARVEST 'HARVEST (NUMBER OF FISH)' 
NUM_DIVE 'NUMBER OF DIVERS' 
NUM_HOUR 'NUMBER OF DIVER HOURS' 
H_PER_HR 'NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT/DIVER HOUR'. 

SET LISTING = 'DIVE.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT = LIST 
/TITLE = 'DIVE BOAT TOTAL HARVEST, EFFORT AND CPUE' 

'FOR EACH OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS BY YEAR' 
/VARIABLES = YEAR (4) HARVEST NUM_DIVE NUM_HOUR H_PER_HR 
(LABEL) (OFFSET(3)) 
/BREAK = ISLAND (LABEL) 
/SUMMARY = SUM (HARVEST(0) NUM_DIVE (0) NUM_HOUR (0) ) 
/SUMMARY = MEAN(HARVEST(0) NUM_DIVE (0) NUM_HOUR (0) 

H_PER_HR (1)). 

SET LISTING=OFF. 

SORT BY YEAR. 

AGGREGATE OUTFILE=* 
/BREAK = YEAR 
/NUM_FISH = SUM(HARVEST) 
/DIVERS = SUM(NUM_DIVE ) 
/HOURS = SUM(NUM_HOUR ). 

COMPUTE FSH_HR - NUM_FISH/HOURS. 

VARIABLE LABELS NUM_FISH 'HARVEST (NUMBER OF FISH)' 
DIVERS 'NUMBER OF DIVERS' 
HOURS 'NUMBER OF DIVER HOURS' 
FSH_HR 'NUMBER OF FISH CAUGHT/DIVER HOUR'. 

SET LISTING = 'DIVE.RSL'/LENGTH=55/WIDTH=79. 

REPORT FORMAT = LIST 
/TITLE = 'DIVE BOAT TOTAL HARVEST AND EFFORT' 

'FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK' 
/VARIABLES = YEAR (4) NUM_FISH DIVERS HOURS FSH_HR (LABEL) 
(OFFSET(3)) 
/BREAK = (NOBREAK) 
/SUMMARY = MEAN (NUM_FISH (0) DIVERS (0) HOURS (0) FSH_HR 

(D). 
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APPENDIX D. SPSS Report Sample for Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel -
Sport Fishing Data 

Report Sample D 1 

C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST BY SPECIES GROUP 
FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SPECIES YEAR HARVEST (NUMBER OF 
GROUP FISH) 

OTHER INVERTS & FISH 

80 466.00 
81 201.00 
82 478.00 
83 178.00 
84 1294.00 

85 180.00 

MEAN 466 

TUNA 

81 89.00 
82 10.00 
83 4756.00 
84 354.00 

85 67.00 

MEAN 1055 

MACKEREL 

80 44061.00 

81 25618.00 
82 13096.00 
83 8886.00 
84 13690.00 

85 16365.00 

MEAN 20286 

BARRACUDA 

80 17.00 

81 128.00 
82 369.00 
83 106.00 
84 2684.00 
85 2844.00 

MEAN 102 5 



C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST BY SPECIES GROUP 
FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SPECIES 
GROUP 

SHEEPHEAD 

MEAN 

LINGCOD 

MEAN 

OTHER FLATFISH 

YEAR 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

HARVEST (NUMBER OF 
FISH) 

4193.00 
7777.00 
4599.00 
7600.00 
9545.00 
5845.00 

6593 

8166.00 
7682.00 
4388.00 
1556.00 
857.00 

1491.00 

4023 

MEAN 

CALIFORNIA HALIBUT 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

1419 

MEAN 

D- 2 Report Sample 

1299.00 
1061.00 
612.00 
687.00 

2095.00 
2762.00 

239.00 
649.00 
388.00 
326.00 
245.00 
271.00 

353 



Report Sample D - 3 

C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST BY SPECIES GROUP 
FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SPECIES YEAR HARVEST (NUMBER OF 

GROUP FISH) 

COWCOD 

80 1135.00 
81 1328.00 
82 1322.00 
83 243.00 
84 751.00 

85 310.00 

MEAN 848 

OTHER ROCKFISH 

80 454904.00 
81 432166.00 
82 402882.00 
83 209843.00 
84 158802.00 

85 174804.00 

MEAN 3 05567 

SCORPIONFISH 

80 4240.00 
81 4618.00 
82 5992.00 
83 1835.00 
84 3692.00 

85 4553.00 

MEAN 4155 

CABEZON 

80 431.00 
81 307.00 
82 323.00 
83 152.00 
84 49.00 
85 56.00 

MEAN 2 2 0 



C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST BY SPECIES GROUP 
FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SPECIES 
GROUP 

KELP BASS 

MEAN 

SAND BASS 

MEAN 

WHITE SEA BASS 

MEAN 

HALFMOON 

YEAR 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

80 
81 
82 
8 3 
84 
85 

HARVEST (NUMBER OF 
FISH) 

29798.00 
77638.00 
21938.00 
17731.00 
19277.00 
27425.00 

32301 

308.00 
447.00 
153.00 
299.00 
426.00 

1199.00 

472 

97.00 
72.00 

882.00 
60.00 
25.00 
43.00 

197 

MEAN 10194 

D-4 Report Sample 

11355.00 
14098.00 
6297.00 
1899.00 

24142.00 
3370.00 



C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST BY SPECIES GROUP 
FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SPECIES YEAR HARVEST (NUMBER OF 

GROUP FISH) 

OCEAN WHITEFISH 

80 9804.00 
81 7767.00 
82 6678.00 
83 11238.00 
84 40656.00 

85 27902.00 

MEAN 17341 

OLIVE ROCKFISH 

81 2200.00 
82 1435.00 
83 148.00 
85 285.00 

MEAN 1017 
BLUE ROCKFISH 

80 1145.00 
81 4343.00 
82 1351.00 
83 163.00 
84 7.00 

85 7934.00 

MEAN 2491 

ABALONE 

82 1036.00 

MEAN 103 6 

SCALLOPS 

82 1100.00 

MEAN 1100 

Report Sample D - 5 



C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST BY SPECIES GROUP 
FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

SPECIES 
GROUP 

SPINY LOBSTER 

MEAN 

YELLOWTAIL 

YEAR 

81 
82 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

HARVEST (NUMBER OF 
FISH) 

17.00 
847.00 

MEAN 

PACIFIC BONITO 

80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

432 

98.00 
299.00 
111.00 

2790.00 
9585.00 
1700.00 

2431 

MEAN 14043 

D-6 Report Sample 

3000.00 
2 7 562.00 
5201.00 

12606.00 
31128.00 
4762.00 



C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING TOTAL HARVEST, EFFORT AND CPUE 
FOR EACH OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS BY YEAR 

ISLAND YEAR HARVEST NUMBER ANGLER BOAT CPUE (FISH/ 
(NUMBER OF HOURS DAYS ANGLER 

OF ANGLERS HOUR) 
FISH) 

ANACAPA 
80 99545.00 10778.00 57434.00 384.00 1.73 
81 126654.0 12121.00 61579.00 398.00 2.06 
82 69900.00 9217.00 49835.00 303.00 1.40 
83 29950.00 6258.00 24840.00 224.00 1.21 
84 146070.0 27043.00 151269.0 862.00 .97 
85 74561.00 13245.00 73127.00 462.00 1.02 

SUM 546680 78662 418084 2633 

MEAN 91113 13110 439 6.9 1.4 

SANTA CRUZ 

80 117146.0 9559.00 47460.00 472.00 2.47 
81 106884.0 9335.00 46930.00 461.00 2.28 
82 62840.00 6821.00 35310.00 331.00 1.78 
83 44844.00 4996.00 30561.00 263.00 1.47 
84 53547.00 7631.00 43469.00 298.00 1.23 
85 76577.00 9555.00 53333.00 445.00 1.44 

SUM 461838 47897 257063 2270 

MEAN 76973 7983 378 9.6 1.8 

SANTA ROSA 

80 130259.0 9438.00 44119.00 351.00 2.95 
81 90918.00 7613.00 36236.00 293.00 2.51 
82 80685.00 7115.00 35184.00 280.00 2.29 
83 87402.00 7261.00 36366.00 285.00 2.40 
84 33356.00 3643.00 18104.00 159.00 1.84 
85 50188.00 4998.00 26037.00 205.00 1.93 

SUM 472808 40068 '"196046 1573 
MEAN 78801 6678 32674 262 11.8 2.3 

Report Sample D-7 



C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING TOTAL HARVEST, EFFORT AND CPUE 
FOR EACH OF THE CHANNEL ISLANDS BY YEAR 

D 8 Report Sample 

ISLAND YEAR HARVEST NUMBER ANGLER BOAT CPUE FISH/ 
(NUMBER OF HOURS DAYS ANGLER 

OF ANGLERS HOURS 
FISH) 

SAN MIGUEL 

80 119782.0 7738.00 32354.00 261.00 3.70 
81 144279.0 10099.00 44529.00 328.00 3.24 
82 149805.0 10546.00 47643.00 365.00 3.14 

83 69859.00 5186.00 25653.00 203.00 2.72 
84 36763.00 3047.00 15379.00 119.00 2.39 
85 48939.00 3586.00 18619.00 138.00 2.63 

SUM 569427 40202 184,177 1414 
MEAN 94905 6700 236 14.1 3.0 

SANTA BARBARA 

80 108024.0 8178.00 51258.00 292.00 2.11 
81 147339.0 12066.00 75901.00 365.00 1.94 
82 118258.0 9626.00 58697.00 292.00 2.01 
83 51047.00 5589.00 35268.00 188.00 1.45 
84 49568.00 5393.00 34750.00 185.00 1.43 
85 33898.00 3680.00 25215.00 136.00 1.34 

SUM 508134 44532 281089 1458 
MEAN 84689 7422 243 11.4 1.7 



C.P.F.V. SPORT FISHING HARVEST AND EFFORT DATA 
FOR CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

YEAR HARVEST NUMBER ANGLER BOAT CPUE (FISH/ 
(NUMBER OF HOURS DAYS ANGLER 

OF ANGLERS HOUR) 
FISH) 

80 574756.0 45691.00 232625.0 1760.00 2.47 
81 616074.0 51234.00 265175.0 1845.00 2.32 
82 481488.0 43325.00 226669.0 1571.00 2.12 
83 283102.0 29290.00 152688.0 1163.00 1.85 
84 319304.0 46757.00 262971.0 1623.00 1.21 
85 284163.0 35064.00 196331.0 1386.00 1.45 

SUM 2558887 251361 9348 

MEAN 

426481 41894 1558 1.9 

2/26/87 

Report Sample D-9 



D- 10 Report Sample 



APPENDIX E. California Fish and Game Species Codes 

Species Codes E- 1 

SPECIES SPECIES SPECIES 
EXT COMMON SCIENTIFIC 

CODE NAME NAME 

1 Tuna, yellowfin Thunnus albacares 
2 Tuna, skipjack Euthynnus pelamis 
3 Bonito, Pacific Sarda chiliensis 
4 Tuna, bluefin Thunnus thynnus 
5 Tuna, albacore Thunnus alalunga 
A Tuna, unspecified Scambridae 
8 Tuna, bigeye Thunnus obesus 
9 Tuna, skipjack, black Euthynnus lineatus 
11 Tuna, longtail Thunnus tonggol 
12 Tuna, blackfin Thunnus atlanticus 
19 Mackerel, bullet Auxis rochei 
40 Yellowtail Seribla lalandi 
41 Jack crevalle Caranx hippos 
42 Jacks, unspecified Carangidae 
43 Amber jack. Pacific Seriola colburni 
50 Mackerel, unspecified Scomber / Trachurus 
51 Mackerel. Pacific Scomber japonicus 
52 Sierra Scomberomorus sierra 
55 Mackerel, jack Trachurus symmetricus 
57 Wahoo Acanthocybiurn solanderi 
80 Dutterfish. Pacific Peprilus simillimus 
91 Swordfish Xiphias gladius 
92 Marlin. striped Tetrapturus audax 
95 Sailfish Istiophorus platypterus 
96 Shark, white Carcharodon carcharias 
97 Shark, bigeye thresher Alopias superci1iosus 
99 Shark, pelagic thresher Alopias pelagicus 
100 Sardine. Pacific Sardinops sagax caeruleus 
101 Sardine, juvenile Sardinops sagax caeruleus 
105 Herring.* round Etrumeus teres 
110 Anchovy, northern Engraulis mordax 
111 Anchovy, deepbody Anchoa compressa 
113 Anchovy, slough Anchoa de1icatissima 
121 Herring. Pacific Clupea harengus pallasi 
130 Barracuda. California Sphyraena argentea 
135 Mullet, striped Mugil cephalus 
144 Senorita Oxyjulis californica 
145 Sheephead, California Semicossyphus pulcher 
146 Wrasse, rock Halichoeres senicinctus 
149 Shark, black tip Carcharhinus limbatus 
150 Shark, unspecified P1 eurotremata 
151 Shark, bonito Isurus oxyrinchus 
152 Shark, spiny dogfish Squalus acanthias 
153 Shark, leopard Triakis semifasciata 
154 Shark, brown smoothhound Mustelus henlei 
155 Shark, common thresher Alopias vulpinus 
156 Shark, basking Cetorhinus maximus 
158 Shark, smooth hammerhead Sphyrna zygaena 



FISH & GAME SPECIES CODES 
26-Nov-84 03:31 PM UFO Page 2 

E -2 Species Codes 

15? Shark* soupfin Oaleorhinos zyopterus 
160 Shark* coui Hexanchidae 
161 Shark* sixgill Hexanchus grisaus 
162 Shark* sevengill Notorynchus maculatus 
163 Shark* swell Cephaloscy11ium ventriosum 
164 Shark* dusky Carcharhinus ohscurus 
165 Shark* Pacific angel Squatina californica 
166 Ratfish Hydrolagus colliei 
167 Shark* blue Prionace olauca 
16S Shark* salmon Lamna ditropis 
16? Shark* horn Heterodontus francisci 
170 Ray* unspecified Rajiformes 
171 Ray* bat Myliobatis californica 
172 Ray* Pacific electric Torpedo californica 
173 Stingray Dasyatidae 
174 Guitarfish* shovelnose Rhinobatos productus 
175 Skate* unspecified Rajidae 
176 Skate* big Raja binoculata 
177 Skate* California Raja inornata 
179 Skate* thornback Platyrhinoidis triseriata 
17? Shark* gray smoothhound Mustelus californicus 
150 Smelt* true Osmeridae 
151 Grunion* California Leuresthes tenuis 
1B2 Smelt* surf Mypomesus pretiosus 
1B4 Jacksmelt Atherinopsis californiensis 
1B5 Smelt* whitebait Allosmerus elongatus 
186 Topsmelt Atherinops affinis 
187 Smelt* night Spirinchus starksi 
IBS Eulachon Thaleichthys pacificus 
18? Silversides Atherinidae 
170 Sablefish Anoplopama fimbria 
171 LOUVAR LUVARUS IMPERIALIS 
175 Lingcod* Uphiodonelongatus 
176 Tomcod. Pacific Microgadus proximus 
177 Cod* Pacific Gadus macrocephalus 
178 Grenadiers Macrouridae 
200 Sole* unspecified P leuronectiformes 
201 Flounder* arrowtooth Atheresthes stomias 
202 Sole, bigmouth Hippoglossina stomata 
203 Sole* rock Lepidopsetta bilineata 
204 Sole* fantail Xystreurys liolepis 
205 Sole* sand Psettichthys melanostictus 
206 Sole* English Parophrys vetulus 
207 Sole* rex Glyptocephalus zachiru9 
208 Sole, butter Isopsetta isolepis 
207 Sole, petrale Eopsetta jordani 
210 Sole, slender Lyop3etta exilis 
211 Sole, Dover Microstomus pacificus 
212 Sole* tongue Symphurusatricauda 
220 Halibut, unspecified P1euronectiformes 
221 Halibut, Pacific Hippoglossus stenolepis 
222 Halibut, California Paralichthys californicus 



FISH & GAME SPECIES CODES 
26-Nov-84 03:32 PM DFG Pag* 3 

Species Codes E-3 

225 Sanddab Citharichthys spp. 
226 Sanddabi longfin Citharichthys xanthostigma 
227 Sanddab* Pacific Citharichthys sordidus 
220 Sanddab* speckled Citharichthys stigmaeus 
230 Flounder* unspecified Pleuronectidae 
231 Flounder* starry Platichthys stellatus 
235 Turbot* curlfin P leuronichthys decurrens 
236 Turbot* diamond Hypsopsetta guttulata 
237 Turbot, c-o Pleuronichthys coenosus 
238 Turbot, hornyhead P leuronichthys verticalis 
23? Turbot, spotted Pleuronichthys ritteri 
240 Turbot Pleuronectidae 
245 Pockfish* cowcod Sebastes levi3 
246 Rockfish* uihitebelly Sebastes vexillaris 
247 Rockfish* canary Sebastes pinntger 
24? Rockfish, vermilion Sebastes miniatus 
250 Rockfish, unspecified Scorpaenidae 
251 Rockfish, b1ack-and-ye1 low Sebastes chrysomelas 
252 Rockfish, black Sebastes melanops 
253 Rockfish, bocaccio Sebastes paucispinis 
254 Rockfish, chilipepper Sebastes goodei 
255 Rockfish, greenspotted Sebastes ch 1 orostictus 
256 Rockfish, starry Sebastes constellatus 
258 Rockfish, China Sebastes nebulosus 
25? Rockfish, yellowtail Sebastes flavidus 
260 Scorpionfish, spotted Scorpaena guttata 
261 Cabezon Scorpaenichthys marmoratus 
262 Thornyhead Sebastolobus spp. 
263 Rockfish, gopher Sebastes carnatus 
265 Rockfish, yelloweye Sebastes ruberrimus 
267 Rockfish, brown Sebastes auriculatus 
268 Rockfish, rosy Sebastes rosaceus 
26? Rockfish, widow Sebastes entomelas 
270 Rockfish, splitnose Sebastes diploproa 
271 Rockfish, Pacific Ocean perch Sebastes alutus 
272 Sculpin, staghorn Leptocottus armatus 
273 Sculpin, yellowchin Icelinus guadriseriatus 
275 Bass, rock Paralabrax spp. 
276 Bass, spotted sand Paralabrax maculatofasciatus 
277 Bass, kelp Paralabvan clathratus 
278 Bass, barred sand Paralabrax nebulifer 
280 Bass, giant sea Stereolepis gigas 
270 Greenling, kelp Hexagrammus decagrammus 
2?1 Triggerfish Balistidae 
272 Mo la, common Mola mola 
300 Salmon Oncorhynchus spp. 
301 Salmon, chum Oncorhynchus keta 
302 Salmon, chinook Oncorhynchus tshawytscha 
303 Salmon, pink Oncorhynchus gorbuscha 
304 Salmon, coho Oncorhynchus kisutch 
316 Trout, rainbow Salmo gairdnerii 
320 Catfish, unspecified Siluriformes 



FISH & GAME SPECIES CODES 
26 -Nov-84 0 3 : 3 2 PM DFQ Page 4 

E-4 
Species Codes 

322 C a t f i s h * square t a i l I c t a l u r u s nebulosus 
324 Shad* threadfin Dorosoma petenense 
325 Shad, american Alosa sapidissima 
335 Bass, striped Roccus saxatilis 
345 Carp Cyprinus carpio 
346 Hardhead, freshwater Mylopharodon eonocephalus 
347 Splittail Poqonichthys macrolepidotus 
349 Hitch Lavinia exilicauda 
347 Blackfish. Sacramento Orthodon microlepidotus 
361 Stickleback, threespine Gasterosteus spp. 
365 Squawfish Ptychochei lus grandis 
375 Sucker Catostomi ilae 
400 Seabass. white Atractoscion nobilis 
410 Seabass. totuava Cynoscion macdonaldi 
415 Snapper -Mexico- Lutianidae 
420 Croaker, unspecifed Sciaenidae 
421 Croaker, black Cheilotrema saturnum 
422 Croaker, spotfin Roncador stearnsii 
423 Croaker, yellowfin Unbrina roncador 
426 Corbina. California Menticirrhus undulatus 
427 Corvina. shortfin Cynoscion parvipinnis 
430 Grouper Mycteroperca / Epinephelus 
431 Cabrilla. spotted Epinephelus analogue 
432 Grouper, broomtail Mycteroperca xenarcha 
435 Croaker, white Genyonemus lineatus 
440 Queenfish Seriphus politus 
445 Flyingfish Cypselurus spp. 
446 Saury. Pacific Cololabis saira 
450 Eel Osteichthyes 
451 Eel. blenny Lumpenus anguillaris 
452 Eel. California moray Gymnothorax mordax 
453 Lamprey. Pacific Lampetra tridentata 
454 Wolf-eel* Anarrhichbhys ocellatus 
455 Cusk-eel. spotted Chilara taylori 
456 Monkey Face-eel Cebidichthys violaceus 
457 Hagfish Eptatreti»3 spp 
467 Opah Lampris regius 
470 Sturgeon Acipenseridae 
473 Lizardfish. California Synodus lucioceps 
475 Opal eye Gire11a nigricans 
476 Needlefish. California Strongylura exilis 
477 Bonefish Albula vulpes 
478 Ha Ifmoon Medialuna ca1iforniensis 
477 Blacksmith Chromis punctipinnis 
480 Sargo Anisotremus davidsonii 
481 Dolphinfish Coryphaenahippurus 
482 Garibaldi Hypsypopr. rubicundus 
483 Mudsucker. longjaw Gillichthys mirabilis 
484 Salema Xenistius ca1iforniensi5 
485 Midshipman, plainfin Porichthys notatus 
486 Goby, bluebanded Lythrypmis dalll 
470 Whitefish. ocean Caulolatilus princeps 



FISH & GAME SPECIES CODES 
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Species Codes 
E-5 

491 Killifish, California Fundulus parvipinnis 
495 Hake. Pacific Merluccius productug 
501 Kelpfish. giant Heterostichus rostratus 
510 Kelpfishes Gibbonsia app. 
550 Surfperch. unspecified Embiotocidae 
551 Surfperch. barred Amphistichus argenteua 
552 Surfperch. black Embiotoca jackaoni 
553 Surfperch. redtail Amphistichus rhodoterus 
554 Surfperch. shiner Cymatogaster aggregata 
556 Surfperch. white Phanerodon furcatua 
557 Surfperch. walleye Hyperprosopon argenteum 
559 Surfperch. rubberlip Rhacochilua toxotea 
559 Surfperch. pile Uama1ichthya vacca 
560 Surfperch. calico Amphistichus koelzi 
561 Surfperch. dwarf Micrometrus minimus 
562 Surfperch. rainbow Hypsurus caryi 
563 Surfperch. pink Zalembius rosaceus 
601 Kahawai Annipis trutta 
602 Zebraperch Hermosilla azurea 
651 Rockfish. olive Sebastea serranoides 
652 Rockfiah. grass Sebaates rastrelliger 
653 Rockfish. pink Sebastea eoa 
654 Rockfish. greenstriped Sebastes elongatus 
655 Rockfish. copper Sebastea caurinus 
657 Rockfish. flag Sebaates rubrivinctus 
659 Rockfish. treefish Sebastea serriceps 
659 Rockfish. kelp Sebastes atrovirens 
660 Rockfish. honeycomb Sebastea umbrosus 
661 Rockfish. greenblotched Sebastes rosenblatti 
662 Rockfish. bronzespotted Sebastes gilli 
663 Rockfish. bank Sebastes rufus 
664 Rockfish. pinkrose Sebastes simulator 
665 Rockfish-. blue Sebastes myatinus 
666 Rockfish. squarespot Sebastes hopkinsi 
667 Rockfish. blackgill Sebastes me 11anostomus 
669 Rockfish. stripetail Sebast»es saxicola 
669 Rockfish. speckled Sebastes ovalis 
670 Rockfish. swordspine Sebastes ensifer 
671 Rockfish. calico Sebastes dallii 
672 Rockfish. shortbelly Sebastea jordani 
673 Rockfish. chameleon Sebastes phillipsi 
674 Rockfish. aurora Sebastes aurora 
675 Rockfish. redbanded Sebastea babcocki 
700 Abalone Haliotis spp. 
701 Abalone. black Haliotis cracherodii 
702 Abalone. red Haliotis rufescens 
703 Abalone. green Haliotis fulgens 
704 Abalone. pink Haliotis corrugata 
705 Abalone. white Haliotis sorenseni 
706 Abalone. threaded Haliotis assinilis 
707 Abalone. pinto Haliotis kamtachatkana 
708 Abalone. flat Haliotis walallensis 
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E-6 Species Codes 

709 Limpet, Unspecified Archaeogastropoda 
710 Squid, jumbo Doscidicus gigas 
711 Squid, market Loligo opalescert3 
712 Octopus* unspecified Octopus spp. 
717 Scallop; weathervane Patinopecten caurinus 
71B Scallop; rock Hinnites multirugosus 
719 Scallop; unspecified Pectinidae 
720 Clam; unspecified Divalvia 
721 Clam; common littleneck Protothaca staminea 
722 Clam; Pismo Tivela stultorum 
723 Clam; softshell Mya arenaria 
725 Clam; northern razor Siliqua patula 
726 Clam; gaper Tresus nuttalli 
727 Clam; common Washington Saxidomus nuttalli 
72S Clam; California jackknife Tagelus ca1ifornianus 
729 Sea slug Opisthobranchia 
730 Mussel Mytilus spp. 
731 Whelk Kellettia spp. 
732 Snail; sea Gastropoda 
733 Clam; freshwater Corbicula fluminea 
734 Clam, purple Nuttallia nuttallii 
735 Clam, rosy razor Solen sicarius 
736 Snails, moon Polinices spp. 
737 Clam, northern quahog Mercenaria mercenaria 
740 Oyster, unspecified Ostreidae 
741 Oyster, eastern Crassostrea virginica 
742 Oyster, California native Ostrea lurida 
743 Oyster, giant Pacific Crassostrea gigas 
745 Oyster, european flat Ostrea edulis 
746 Snail, bubble Bulla gouldiana 
749 Sea hare Aplysia spp. 
750 Echinoderm, unspecified Echinodermata 
751 Sea stars Asteroidea 
752 Urchin, sea Strongylocentrotus spp. 
753 Urchin, purple sea Strongylocentrobus purpuratus 
755 Cucumber, sea Holothuroidea 
756 Urchin, lytechinus Lytechinus anamesus 
760 Sponges Porifera 
769 Invertebrates, colonial Cnidaria 
771 Coral, purple Allopora, californica 
781 Snail, freshwater Gastropoda 
779 Mo Husk, unspecified Moll use a 
800 Crab, Dungeness Cancer magister 
801 Crab,rock Cancer spp. 
803 Crab, spider Loxorhynchus spp. 
804 Crab, king Paralithodes spp. 
805 Crab, sand Emerita- ana log a 
806 Crab, shore Pachyqrapsuscrassipes 
807 Crab, pelagic red Pleuroncodes planipes 
800 Crab, tanner Chionoecetes tanneri 
809 Crab, box Mursia gaudichaudii 
810 Shrimp, bay Cragonidae 
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811 Shrimp* ghost Callianassa californiensis 
812 Shrimp* Pacific Ocean Pandalus Jordan! 
813 Prawn* ridgeback Eusicgonia ingentus 
814 Shrimp* unspecified Crustacea 
815 Prawn* spot Pandalus platyceros 
818 Shrimp* red rock Lysmata californica 
81? Shrimp* brine Artemia salina 
820 Lobster* California spiny Panulirus interruptus 
825 Crayfish* signal Pacifastacus leniusculus 
826 Barnacle Cirripedia 
827 Crayfish* red swamp Procambarus clarkii 
829 Crayfish* unspecified Astacidae 
830 Spiders* sea Pycnogonida 
840 Tunicates Urochordata 
850 Worms, marine Polychaeta 
851 Themiste Themiste spp. 
860 Chiton* unspecified Pol yplacophora 
89? Crustacean* unspecified Crustacea 
915 Lancelets* amphioxus Branchiostoma ca 1 iforniense 
920 Frog Rana spp. 
921 Frog* bull Rana catesbi'ana 
930 Turtle Chelonia mydas 
731 Terrapin Malaclemys spp. 
950 Kelp Hacrocystis spp. 
951 Agar (-elidiumspp. 
?53 Algae* marine Phycophyta 
956 Rockfish* group bocaccio/chi1i Sebastes/group 
957 Rockfish* group bolina Sebastes/group 
9 58 Rockfish* group deepwater reds Sebastes/group 
95? Rockfish* group red Sebastes/group 
960 Rockfish* group small reds Sebastes/group 
961 Rockfish* group rosefish Sebastes/group 
962 Rockfish* group gopher Sebastes/group 
992 Trawled fish for animal food Dsteichthyes 
997 Tratuled fish* unspecified Dsteichthyes 
99? Fish, unspecified Dsteichthyes 

*#**#*######**##*#####*####**-&* End of file »#•**+*»»»#»«**#»****»»»»**#»#* 

Species Codes 
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INTRODUCTION 

Visitor use is monitored in parks to determine who is 
visiting, what they are doing during their visit, what ser
vices and facilitiesare needed, what interpretation ser
vices may be appropriate, and what level of demand 
and impact to park resources can be anticipated. Use 
patterns vary in response to demography, seasons, 
and marketing efforts by the National Park Service or 
local tourism interests. 

Many visitors to Channel Islands National Park never 
visit the islands except vicariously through the main
land visitor center, located in the Ventura Harbor. 
These mainland visitors (147,000 visitors in 1987) do 
not directly impact park resources, but they do indi
cate interest in the park and provide an outstanding 
opportunity to dispense information on park ecosys
tems and their values. Appropriate visitor behavior 
and heightened environmental awareness can be en
couraged through educational programs and exhibits 
at the mainland visitor center that will hopefully lead 
to more sensitive visitor use of limited and fragile 
resources. 

Carrying capacities have been established by park 
managers and are listed in Table 1 (National Park Ser
vice 1985). The number of visitors is limited at one 
time for each island under National Park Service 
management and for overnight campgrounds on 
Anacapa, Santa Barbara, and San Miguel islands. 
These carrying capacities are intended to limit im
pacts to resources and promote a high quality visitor 
experience. 

Virtually every visitor to the park islands arrives by 
boat. Boating activity within park boundaries is not 
regulated and may constitute a major potential source 
of disturbance to marine life, especially sea birds and 
marine mammal rookeries. Both non-consumptive 
recreational activities and consumptive uses of 
marine resources such as fishing, commercial and 
sport diving, and kelp harvest are conducted from 
boats. Boats also constitute potential sources of pol
lution from fuel, cargo, and sewage. Information 
about the number, distribution, and types of boats in 
the park is needed to efficiently allocate park person
nel for visitor services and law enforcement, deter
mine levels of disturbance, and define relationships 
among harvest levels and resource conditions. 

Table 1. Established Island Day Use and Overnight Carrying Capacities. 

Island 

Anacapa Island 
East 

Middle 

West 

San Miguel Island 

Santa Barbara Island 

Santa Rosa Island 

Day Use 

75 people at one time by tour boat 
plus individual boaters NTE 100 total 

Small groups by advance arrangement 
and accompanied by a ranger 

Frenchy's Cove-30 people at one time; 
up to 75 in supervised group; 
rest of island closed 

Cuyler Harbor area-35 to 50 people, 
up to 100 allowed periodically; landing 
by permit only when NPS personnel 
are present 

100 people at onetime 

By permit only when NPS representative 
is present 

Overnight Use 

30 maximum 

none 

none 

Lester Ranch - experimental 
supervised camping, NTE 30 
people at one time 

30 maximum 

Subject to further study 
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MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Patterns of visitor use and numbers of visitors have 
been selected for long-term monitoring at Channel Is
lands National Park. The parameters of visitation 
monitored are the number of visitors utilizing park 
facilities and interpretive servicesand the number, dis
tribution, and types of boats bringing visitors to the 
park islands. This information is recorded as counts 
of visits for certain periods of time or for certain inter
pretive activities. 

Visitor counts are required throughout the National 
Park System for every park unit. These counts are 
summarized as monthly public use reports, first in a 
detailed report for Channel Islands National Park, and 
then in a summary version on Form 10-157 as part of 
a nationwide statistical report of park visitation. To 
provide an estimate of total visitation for Channel Is
lands National Park, it is not only necessary to count 
attendance at programs and facilities, but also to es
timate boating activity in park waters. The one-nauti
cal mile of water around each island within the park 
boundary is used by a variety of recreational and non-
recreational visitors who may or may not come 
ashore. Actual daily observations of selected 
anchorages and a regression model are used to es
timate boating activity. 

MONITORING PROTOCOL 

SAMPLING METHODS 

Visitation to Facilities and Islands 

Daily counts are made of all visitors to National Park 
Service facilities and programs. At the mainland 
visitor center, counts are made of the total number of 
visitors, visitors viewing audiovisual programs, par
ticipants in special events, and tour buses. These 
counts are recorded on the data form in Appendix A. 

On the islands, resident park personnel count visitors 
that come ashore and stay in selected anchorages on 
Anacapa, Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, San Miguel, and 
Santa Barbara islands. Total visitation, as well as the 
number of visitors that stay overnight in campgrounds 
and that participate in programs and walks, are 

recorded on the data forms in Appendices B and C. 
Specific instructions for making the counts are in
cluded on the data forms. 

Boating Activity 

The number, type, and distribution of boats in Chan
nel Islands National Park are monitored by daily ob
servations of boats in easily visible anchorages. 
These observations are expanded to estimate park-
wide usage by a regression model developed from 
aerial surveys conducted in 1981 and 1982 (Davis 
1983). 

Daily observations of boats are made at anchorages 
by resident personnel and are recorded on the Island 
Statistics data form in Appendix B. Boat observations 
are made from the west end of East Anacapa Island 
of Frenchy's Cove and East Fish Camp, from East 
Santa Cruz of Smuggler's Cove, from Johnson's Lee 
on Santa Rosa Island of South Point to Ford Point, 
from the ranch center on Santa Rosa Island of 
Becher's Bay, from San Miguel Island of Cuyler Har
bor, and from Santa Barbara Island of the landing 
cove. Observations are made mid-day for Anacapa 
and Santa Cruz islands; early morning for San Miguel 
and Santa Barbara islands; and evening for Santa 
Rosa Island. Observations are made at various times 
because of boating distance from the mainland and 
the type of boating activity. Some anchorages are 
likely to be used primarily for day trips (Anacapa and 
Santa Cruz islands) and have highest visitation at mid
day, while those further offshore are more likely to be 
used by fishermen or as overnight anchorages with 
visitors departing in the morning. 

DAILY BOAT OBSERVATIONS AT ANCHORAGES 

ISUVND 

Anacapa 

Santa Cruz 
Santa Rosa 

San Miguel 
Santa Barbara 

ANCHORAGE 

Frenchy's Cove 
East Fish Camp 
Smuggler's Cove 
Becher's Bay 
Johnson's Lee 
Cuyler Harbor 
Landing Cove 

TIME 

mid-day 
mid-day 
mid-day 
evening 
evening 
morning 
morning 

Multipliers are used to determine the number of park 
visitors on boats. The multipliers are based on actual 
counts of people on board commercial fishing and 
recreational boats made by park rangers and by a sur
vey conducted at Santa Barbara Harbor (Brady I979). 
Additional information on the actual number of people 
on boats may result in revision of these multipliers. 
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To determine the number of park visitors on boats the 
following data and multipliers are used: 

Private vessels (weekdays) 3.5 people/boat 
Private vessels (weekends 

and holidays) 5.5 people/boat 
Commercial boat 2.0 people/boat 
Party (sport diving and 

fishing boats) count or estimate 
Concession tour boat count supplied by 

concessionaire 

A regression model, initially developed through a 
design study using data collected over a 13-month 
period in 1981 and 1982, estimates numbers and dis
tributions of boats in the park based on daily obser
vations at anchorages on Anacapa and Santa Barbara 
islands (Davis 1983). The methods used to develop 
the model are described here to facilitate periodic 
revision of the regression coefficients to reflect chan
ges in patterns of visitor use over time. Accuracy of 
the model may also be improved by incorporating 
daily observations of boats in anchorages not avail
able in 1982, such as Smugglers Cove, Santa Cruz Is
land, and Johnson's Lee, Santa Rosa Island and by 
updated counts. The design study recommended 
that revisions be made at five year intervals until chan
ges in the coefficients cease to be significant. 

To update the model, aerial surveys should be con
ducted on two randomly selected week days and two 
randomly selected weekend days for each month over 
a one-year period. Weather and sea conditions should 
be recorded for each flight. Observations should be 
made from altitudes of 200-250 m, along a flight path 
running west along the park boundary, one mile south 
of the northern islands from Anacapa to San Miguel, 
and returning along the park boundary to the east, one 
mile north of the islands. Observed vessels should be 
categorized by type as commercial fishing, sportfish-
ing, party-dive, recreational power, recreational sail, 
or other (freighter, tanker, tour, patrol, etc.). Distribu
tions of boats may be determined by recording their 
locations in 89 predetermined areas. These predeter
mined areas include 16 offshore zones (1 to 6 nauti
cal miles from the islands coinciding with the Marine 
Sanctuary), 16 nearshore zones ( nautical mile from 
the islands coinciding with the boundary of the park), 
and 3 inter-island passages for vessels in transit; and 
54 commonly used anchorages for vessels at anchor. 
Observations from the aerial surveys should be 
recorded on the data form in Appendix D to assure 
completeness and accuracy. In lieu of aerial surveys 
for Santa Barbara Island, complete surveys may be 
made visually from the island on the same days that 

aerial surveys are conducted on the northern islands 
and recorded on a similar data form. The observa
tions of total boat populations in the park may then be 
regressed on the counts of boats in anchorages at 
Santa Barbara, Anacapa, Santa Cruz, and Santa Rosa 
islands to produce the predictive equations. 

DATA MANAGEMENT 

Monthly Public Use Report 

A monthly public use report is generated from data 
collected and recorded on field data forms. A visitor 
statistic computer program using Lotus software 
facilitates analysis and reporting. 

A copy of the report generated is included in Appen
dix E. Monthly and year-to-date statistics are 
developed. This report is further summarized to fur
nish statistical information required each month on 
form 10-157 (also in Appendix E) for all National Park 
Service areas. 

Specific instructions for the use of the Lotus program 
that analyzes and reports visitor statistical information 
and generates the monthly public use report are found 
in Appendix F. 

Estimating Boat Activity 

A stepwise multiple regression analysis is used to 
develop equations for estimating the number of boats 
in the following seven zones: 

• the marine sanctuary (1 to 6 nautical miles off
shore) 

• the park (1 nautical mile offshore) 

• Anacapa Island anchorages 

• Santa Barbara Island anchorages 

• Santa Cruz Island anchorages 

• Santa Rosa Island anchorages 

• San Miguel Island anchorages 

Island observations are used as independent vari
ables, and aerial counts are used as dependent vari
ables for each of the seven zones in this analysis. 
There were clear differences in the numbers, types, 
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and distributions of boats between the summer 
months and the rest of the year, therefore, regression 
equations were developed for both summer, 
Memorial day weekend through Labor day, and the 
remainder of the year for each of the seven zones. 
The estimated numbers of boats in each zone and for 
each season are calculated using the equation in 
Table 2. 

The computer model automatically selects the ap
propriate coefficients (Table 2), adjusts the regression 
constant for the number of days in the month, makes 

all of these calculations, prints the results in the sum
mary table, adds the zone totals for fiscal and calen
dar years, and calculates the mean number of boats 
in each zone for each season. 

The model provides estimates of total boating activity 
in the park and sanctuary and in the anchorage zones 
for Santa Barbara and Anacapa islands. As addition
al daily observations become available for other 
anchorage areas (Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa islands) 
because of resident observers on these islands, bet
ter predictions can be made. 

Table 2. Regression Coefficients Used to Estimate the Daily Number of Boats within Channel Islands 
National Park 

COEFFICIENTS 

Summer (June-Aug) Winter (Sept-May) 

Zone 

Anacapa 
Santa Barbara 
Santa Cruz 
San Miguel 
Santa Rosa 
Park 

m 

3.39 
0.61 
2.07 
0.39 
0.05 
5.14 

n 

0.45 
0.47 
1.58 
0.09 
0.16 
0.98 

b 

5.00 
2.10 

68.80 
5.20 

13.10 
94.10 

R2 

.96* 

.79* 

.70* 

.33NS 

.15NS 

.78* 

m 

4.20 
1.10 
4.54 
0.23 
0.41 
1.03 

n 

-2.08 
0.12 
4.61 
0.35 
0.98 
5.50 

b 

19.40 
3.60 

20.10 
3.90 
6.80 

35.50 

R2 

.73* 

.97* 

.91* 

.83* 

.72* 

.92* 

z = mx + ny + b; where: 

z = estimated number of boats in the zone 

m = regression coefficient for Anacapa anchorage count 

n = regression coefficient for Santa Barbara anchorage count 

b = regression constant (y - intercept) 

x = Anacapa anchorage count 

y = Santa Barbara anchorage count 

R2 = multiple regression coefficient 

* = P < 0.01 

NS = not significant, P > 0.25 
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APPENDIX A. Data Form. Mainland Visitor Center 

MAINLAND VISITOR CENTER 
Monthly Visitor Count 

Month 

Date Total # 
of Visitors 

i 

Tour 
Busses 

Visitors 
at Movie 

; 

total 1 

Phone 
Calls 

Ai 
N$ 

v ^ 

Programs: Eve, Sun, Special Events | On Site 
Program Type 

<\W 
wm^ 

<^W 
L V < ^ 
r 

i 

* of People f of Groups # of People 

Data Form, Mainland Visitor Center A- 1 



APPENDIX B. Data Form, Island Visitor Statistics 

ISLAND VISITOR STATISTICS 
Monthly Visitor Count 

Date 

Island 

Recreational Visitors 

Visitors 

on Boats 

Overnight 

on Boats 

Campers 

1 

i 

• 

j 

| 

! 

| 

1 
f 
i 

« 
\ 

i 

i i i 

1 i 
i 

! 1 

1 ! 

Actually 

on Shore 

y 

<\ fts. 

W W 

Month 

Non-recreational visitors 

Visitors 

on Boats 

Overnight 

on Boats 

~*i% 
f&rwP w 
^ 

| 

1 

! 

1 ! I ! 1 
I i ! 1 ! i 

Overnight 

on Shore 

Anchorage Counts 

Location 

1 

Location 
2 

I 

I 

i 

totall 

B-1 Data Form, Island Visitor Statistics 



EXPLANATION OF ISLAND VISITOR STATISTICS 

RECREATIONAL VISITORS 

Definition. Anyone that enters the land or water of 
the park for recreation purposes. NPS personnel and 
their immediate families are not reported as recreation 
visitors. 

Visitors on Boats. Recreational day and overnight 
visitors within one mile of the islands. 

Count people or use these multipliers: 

Private vessels, weekdays: 3.5 per boat 
Private vessels, weekends and holidays: 5.5 per 

boat 
Party boat: count or estimate 

Overnight on Boats. People spending their night 
hours on boats. These people should also be counted 
as day visitors (in Visitor on Boats category) for each 
day they are in the park. 

Campers. Recreational visitors who stay in desig
nated campgrounds. 

Actually on Shore. All recreational visitors that actual
ly set foot on the islands. 

NON-RECREATIONAL VISITORS 

Definition. Reportable - Non-recreation visits in
clude ranchers and their guests as part of the special 
use permit; travel through park waterways or use of 
the park as part of, or incidental to, the pursuit of gain
ful occupation. Includes commercial fishermen; 
photographers and writers when they are on or 
around the island but not under contract/or employed 
by NPS; tradesmen and pilots servicing facilities 
within, or making deliveries to, destinations within the 
park; employees of any other federal, state, or local 
agency on business in the park; and researchers who 
are not NPS employees. 

Nonreportable - Non-recreation visits by NPS per
sonnel (defined as NPS employees and their im
mediate families, contractors, and concessioners). 

Visitors on Boats. Include the crews of party and dive 
boats within one mile of the island. Count people or 
use this multipier: 

Commercial boat: 2.0 per boat 

Party Boat: actual count or estimate 

Overnight on Boats. Inthecaseofsomefishing boats, 
people sleep during the day and fish at night, so count 
them as overnight on boat. 

Overnight Ashore. Reportable nonrecreation visitors 
as defined above who stay in designated 
campgrounds or other lodging facilities. 

ANCHORAGE COUNT 

1. Fill in location (s) of anchorage in island statistics 
form 

2. Mark which days are Saturday, Sunday, or 
holidays 

3. Count all boats in the anchorage, underway and 
anchored at these times: 

Al: East Fish Camp-- 1200-1300 
Frenchy's Cove-- 1200-1300 

SCI: Smuggler's Cove-- 1200-1300 
SRI: Becher's Bay-- 1800 

Johnson's Lee- 1800 
SMI: Cuyler Harbor- 0800 
SBI: Landing Cove - 0800 

4. For each unobserved high visitation day, plug in 
the average number of boats counted on the 

observed high visitation days of the month. 

Data Form, Island Visitor Statistics B-2 

total number of boats = average boats per day 

total number of days boats were counted 

5. If there are blank weekdays, find the average 
number of boats per weekday and plug that 
average into the empty spots. IMPORTANT: DO 
NOT MIX WEEKDAY AVERAGES WITH HIGH 
VISITATION DAY AVERAGES, BE SURE TO 
KEEP THEM SEPARATE. 



APPENDIX C. Data Form, Island Interpretive Activities 

ISLAND INTERPRETIVE ACTIVITIES 
Monthly Visitor Count 

Is 

Date 
Information 
/Orientation 

# Pgms. #Vis. 

iland Month 

General Interp. 
Walks 

# Pgms. #Vis. 

vVC 

% \t 

Island Interpretation 
Programs 

Type of Program 

• 

<?. 
.^\V& 

. cW$ «» 
flW 
^ 

>y 

! ! i i 
1 ! 
i I | j 
! 1 1 1 ! 

# Pgms. 

• 

#Vis. 

| 

Evening 
Programs 

#Pgms.| #Vis. 

1 

! 
i 

| 

i 

! 

j 

1 

i 
1 
i 

total 1 1 

C- 1 Data Form, Island Interpretive Activities 



APPENDIX P. Data Forms, Aerial Boat Survey 

Date: 

Day:_ 

/ / Observer: 

Wind Direction: 

Wave Direction: 

Cloud Cover: % 

Flight Time: Take-off 

Air Temperature 

Velocity: Kts 

Height: ft 

Visibility Miles 

, Land 

NUMBER OF BOATS 

Island 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

0 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

Location 

1-6 mi SE 

1 mi SE ! 

EAST FISH CAMP 

CAT ROCK 

1-6 mi SW 

1 mi SW 

S ANACAPA PASSAGE 

1-6 mi SE 

1 mi SE 

HUNGRY MANS 

SMUGGLERS 

YELLOW BANC 

MIDDLE 

VALLEY 

BLUE BANKS 

ALBERTS 

COCHES PRIHOS 

WILLOWS 

Other 
Ship 

Comm. 
Fishing 

v V ^ \PU 

Sport 
Fishing 

w 

Dive 

•'? 

% 

Rec. 
Power 

Rec. 
Sail 

Data Form, Aerial Boat Survey D-1 
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uunocrv u r CUM 13 

Island 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

0 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

0 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

Location 

LAGUNA 

MALVA REAL 

GULL ISLAND 

MORSE POINT 

POSA 

CHRISTY CANYON 

FORNEY 

FRASER COVE 

1-6 mi SW 

1 mi SW 

S SANTA CRUZ CHAN 

1-6 mi SE 

1 mi SE 

FORD POINT 

JOHNSON'S LEE 

BEE ROCK 

SANDY POINT 

1-6 mi SW 

1 mi SW 

S SAN MIGUEL PASS. 

1-6 mi SE 

1 mi SE 

CARDWELL POINT 

CROOK POINT 

TYLER BIGHT 

ADAMS COVE 

POINT BENNET 

Other 
Ship 

1 \ 

OS 

Comm. 
Fishing 

0̂  
ry^VVXW 

v̂ p 

Sport 
Fishing 

y> 

$ & 
N> 

Dive 
Rec. 
Power 

CF SF D RP 

Rec. 
Sail 

RS 

D-2 Data Form, Aerial Boat Survey 



3 Of 4 

NUMBER OF BOATS 

Island 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

c 

c 

Location 

1-6 mi SW 

1 mi SW 

1-6 mi NW 

1 mi NW 

CASTLE ROCK 

SIMONTON COVE 

CUYLER HARBOR 

1-6 mi NE 

1 mi NE 

1-6 mi NW 

1 mi NW 

TALCOTT SHOAL 

RODES REEF 

NW BECHERS 

SE BECHERS 

1-6 mi NE 

1 mi NE 

1-6 mi NW 

1 mi NW 

PAINTED CAVE 

HAZARD'S 

CUEVA VALDEZ 

LADYS 

DIABLO 

FRYS 

PLATTS 

ORIZABA 

Other 
Ship 

* 

Comm. 
Fishing 

i^Vt 

# K>U 

Sport 
Fishing 

<A 
$ 

Dive 
Rec. 
Power 

Rec. 
Sail 

Data Form, Aerial Boat Survey D-3 



4 Of 4 

NUMBER OF BOATS 

Island 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

c 

c 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

Location 

TWIN HARBORS 

PELICAN 

PRISONERS 

CHINESE 

POTATOE 

SCORPION 

LITTLE SCORPION 

1-6 mi NE 

1 mi NE 

1-6 mi NW 

1 mi NW 

WEST ANACAPA 

FRENCHY'S 

CATHEDRAL COVE 

LANDING COVE 

1-6 mi NE 

1 mi NE 

Other 
Ship 

Comm. 
Fishing 

-A 

Sport 
Fishinq 

<? 

<M> 
.«<iW* w 

Dive 
Rec. 
Power 

Rec. 
Sail 

OS CF 

NATURAL HISTORY OBSERVATIONS AND NOTTS: 

SF RP RS 

D-4 Data Form, Aerial Boat Survey 
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SANTA BARBARA ISLAND BOAT SURVEY 

Date:_ 

Day:_ 

Wind Direction^ 

Wave Di recti on:_ 

Cloud Cover: 

Time of Observation: 

Observer: 

Air Temperature: 

Velocity: Kts 

Height: ft 

Visibility: Miles 

, To 

NUMBER OF BOATS 

Island 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

Location 

LANDING COVE 

SHAG ROCK 

SIGNAL PEAK 

SUTIL ROCK 

CAT CANYON 

SE ROOKERY 

1 mi NE 

1 mi SE 

1 mi SW 

1 mi NW 

1-6 mi NE 

1-6 mi SE 

1-6 mi SW 

1-6 mi NW 

Other 
Ship 

^<^ 

w \bu 

Comm. 
Fishing 

<5w. 

# \v$o*-

Sport 
Fishing 

% > 

Dive 
Rec. 
Power 

• 

Rec. 
Sail 

Data Form, Aerial Boat Survey D-5 
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CHANNEL ISLANDS NATIONAL PARK DAILY ANCHORAGE SURVEY 
Aerial Boat Survey Data Form 

Day 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

~15~ 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

total 

Total 
Boats 

Other 
Boats 

Comm. 
Fishing 

<< > 

NUMBER 
Sport 
Fishing 

cC 
rt^V^ ®* ir 

OF BOATS 
Dive 

Boats 

^tfv^t mr r 

Rec. 
Power 

Rec. 
Sail 

Observers 
Initials 

D-6 Data Form, Aerial Boat Survey 

Island 
Time 

Month 
Location. 



APPENDIX E. Sample of Monthly Public Use Reports 

Monthly Public O n Raport 

Channel Islands National Park a National Narlna Sanctuary 

Ravliad 9/10/81 J. Laais 

Susaer (Juna - August) Nlnttr (Septtatar - Nay) 

Island 

AI 

SSI 

SCI 

ni 
SRI 

PARK 

SANCTUARY 

N 

3.3*. 

3.81 

2.07 

0.39 

3.05 

S.14 

5.51 

N 

0.15 

0.17 

1.58 

-0.09 

0.15 

0 98 

2.57 

a 
S.OO 

2.10 

88.90 

5.20 

13.10 

91.10 

91.20 

N 

2.19 

1.10 

0.00 

0.23 

0.00 

1 03 

5.07 

N 

3.00 

0.12 

1.51 

0.35 

0.58 

5.50 

1.03 

9 

18.87 

3.80 

20.06 

3.90 Z » NX • NY • 8, »htra: 

7.00 X'AI ANCHORAGE COUNT 

3S.50 Y>SANTA BARBARA ISLAM) ANCHORAGE COUNT 

53.80 N,N.B<ONSTANTS 

Days/No.> 31 29 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 

Entar 1 boats E. Fish Clan-. 

Entar 1 boats Frenchy's: 

Entar 1 boats SSI Cova: 

Entar Non-Rac Overnite Ashora AI : 

Entar Non-Rac Ovarnlta Ashora SBI: 

Entar Non-Rac Ovarnlta Ashora SMI: 

Entar 1 people at Caapground AI: 

Entar t paopla at Caapground SSI: 

Entar t Rac Visi tors Ashora A I : 

Entar t Rac Visitors Ashora SSI: 

Entar 1 Rac Visitors Ashora SMI: 

Entar Visi tor Cantar Count: 

Entar t Sunday Spacial Pgas V.C.: 

To I paopla * Sunday Pgas B.C.: 
Entar « Evaning Pgas to V.C.: 

To 1 paopla 8 waning pgas B.C.: 

Entar t of Tour Outsat: 

Enter t paopla at Vis Cantar E l l a : 

Entar Total Onsita Prograas: 

Entar I paopla at Onsita Prograas: 

Entar Total Offsi ta Prograas: 

Entar 1 paopla 8 Offsi ta Prograas: 

Entar J IPCS day t r ips to AI: 

Entar 1 people on AI t r i p s : 

Entar t IPCS day t r ios to SSI: 

Enter 1 people on SSI t r ips : 

Entar 1 IPCS day tr ips to SHI: 

Entar t paopla on SHI t r i p s : 

Enter 1 IPCS day t r ips to SCI: 

0 

Enter 1 peopie Non-Landlng/Other: 

Entar 1 Info/Orientation Pgas A!; 

To S paopla AI : 

Jan 

83 

56 

18 

0 

0 

0 

25 

3 

3873 

55 

191 

9369 

9 

520 

0 

0 

1 

2731 

12 

235 

3 

357 

21 

550 

0 

3 

0 

0 

5 

112 

1000 

2! 

113 

Fab 

57 

52 

58 

0 

0 

0 

15 

0 

3274 

23 

93 

3878 

a 
133 

0 

0 

1 

3059 

13 

525 

1 

15 

29 

955 

a 
a 
a 
0 
7 

219 

1171 

31 

505 

Nar 

18 

39 

0 

0 

3 

0 

3S 

3 

3935 

0 

33 

11710 

11 

571 

a 
0 

a 

3855 

18 

351 

3 
77 

10 

1359 

0 

a 
a 
a 
1 

125 

'870 

jg 

559 

Apr 

70 

120 

12 

9 

0 

3 

19 

75 

ISIS 

170 

78 

11091 

1 

115 

0 

0 

0 

1061 

30 

1138 

1 

112 

39 

1596 

0 

0 

a 
a 

i i 

317 

171 

32 
531 

Nay 

39 

93 

311 

2 

0 

5 

158 

56 

1251 

701 

265 

13117 

2 

12 

0 

0 

2 

1972 

50 

2328 

2 

55 

56 

1685 

2 

50 

0 

a 
13 

318 

577 

17 

920 

Jun 

98 

52 

115 

0 

0 

0 

118 

90 

2195 

319 

138 

U392 

1 

278 

3 

312 

1 

5178 

11 

1950 

1 

20 

15 

1281 

9 

33 

3 

0 

12 

295 

131 

53 

ISO 

Jul 

161 

119 

235 

0 

0 

a 
179 

70 

5573 

1683 

573 

19153 

4 

157 

9 

356 

3 

7511 

3! 

1355 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

a 
a 
a 
a 
0 

0 

70 

:73a 

Aug 

199 

176 

139 

9 

3 

0 

225 

185 

8852 

3912 

2121 

20873 

S 
312 

9 

381 

j 

7137 

17 

776 

3 

120 

81 

1911 

7 

231 
1 

22 

20 

522 

901 

135 

1551 

Sap 

119 

72 

355 

0 

a 
0 

129 

22 

5075 

2150 

183 

12033 

1 

55 

2 

73 

2 

10S0 

a 
227 

7 

295 

30 

305 

3 
i l l 

2 

51 

19 

550 

'351 

12 

570 

Oct 

88 
83 

212 

0 

a 
a 

59 

1 

2711 

710 

207 

8725 

0 

0 

2 

39 

a 

2982 

9 

305 

5 

1303 

19 

132 

Nov 

98 

58 

171 

0 

0 

0 

125 

3 

3912 

312 

0 

9373 

0 

0 

2 

58 

1 

3251 

T 

222 

4 

208 

'8 

919 

Dec 1 

38.5 

57 

101 

0 

0 

0 

8 

0 
581 

372 

a 

7815 

0 

0 

1 

10 

1 

2281 

3 
115 

2 
102 

8 

152 

ear-Tp-Oete 

1117.50 

1007.00 

2120.00 

20.00 

3.00 

6.00 

1095.00 

501.30 

19126.00 

11860.00 

3911.00 

0.00 

115722.00 

11.00 

2527.30 

33.00 

1316.00 

11.00 

o.oo 
51551.00 

219.00 

10082.00 

35.00 

3281.00 

0.00 

211.00 

10275.00 

20.00 

135.00 

3.00 

75.00 

30.00 

2588.00 

'578.00 

3.00 

171.80 

3615.00 
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E-2 Public Use Reports 

Otyi/So.> 31 29 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 

Jin Eat tor Apr Say Jun Jul Aug Sap Oct tov O K YHr-Tn-Oit i 

Entir I S m i r i l Intarp H1I<M A1: 11 13 13 11 IT IS 31 37 IS 13 II I 194.00 
To I p u p i l A l : 221 247 244 191 4S0 1722 SI4 030 209 209 241 72 S474.00 

Entar I Evening Program; A l : 1 0 2 0 0 2 S 10 4 0 0 1 20.00 
To I p u p i l t h S 0 30 0 0 12 00 90 20 0 9 7 239.00 

Entar I Undarutar Pgu Al: 3 0 0 0 0 S 0 9 2 1 0 0 2S.00 
To I p u p l i Al: 0 0 0 0 0 120 302 4S0 02 40 0 0 1014.00 

0.00 
Entu t In fo /0r1ut i t1on Pgu SSI: 0 0 0 3 0 S 29 17 SO 0 12 0 122.00 

To I p u p i l SSI: 0 0 0 12 0 37 307 444 340 3 40 0 1246.00 
E M U » S m n l Int irp H1lm SSI: 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 3 3 0 0 0 14.00 

To I p u p i l SSI: 0 0 0 0 0 3 20 20 2T 0 9 9 70.00 
Entir I Evulng P r o g n u SSI: 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

To I pup i l SSI: 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Entir I Tldipocl Halkv SSI: 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9.00 

To I p u p i l SSI: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0.00 

Entir I Info/Oriwt i t lon Pgu SMi 0 I 1 I 0 0 27 36 9 3 2 0 90.00 
To t p u p i l 5(41: 0 5 17 7 0 0 137 1ST 67 3S 2 0 426.00 

Ent ir t S u a r a l I n t i r p Hlkea SMI: 0 1 1 1 0 0 14 2S 6 3 2 0 53.00 
To I p u p i l SSI: 0 0 17 T 0 0 91 121 61 30 2 0 343.00 

Entir t Evu lng Prograu SSI: ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
To I p u p i l SSI: (i (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
RESULTS 0.00 

0.00 
Total Anchorigi Count A l : 133.00 119.00 35.00 190.00 132.00 156.00 293.00 375.00 191.00 151.00 186.00 10S.S0 
Total Anchorigi Count SSI: 48.00 56.00 0.00 12.00 341.00 145.00 235.00 439.00 3SS.00 212.00 171.00 104.00 

0.00 
Sott-Oayi Al: 827.31 749.84 709.12 922.20 343.45 852.12 1142.74 1344.22 924.33 853.66 889.64 754.02 10992.78 

3oat-0ayi SSI: 270.26 242.26 205.10 319.44 383.72 299.20 451.10 576.79 380.70 303.14 311.12 240.13 3941.95 

Soit-Oiyi SCI: 843.14 649.12 521.96 SS7.I2 2133.87 1270.25 1705.21 2645.65 2239.35 1599.18 1390.11 1101.30 17115.16 

Soat-Oaya SSI: 169.67 160.77 140.45 164.30 294.41 204.09 269.24 360 80 285.19 229.83 215.03 181.57 2664.94 

8oat-0ayl SRI: 247 32 238.36 219.48 219.36 417.25 296.50 355.78 474.10 418.30 342.44 311.51 279.80 3820.99 

Sett-toy*.. PARK: 1507.67 1471.07 1188.05 1325.70 3173.78 2025.24 2694.49 3901 25 3214.23 2422.03 2176.49 1781.17 25672 14 

Soit-Oiyi SASCTUARY: 2555.97 2397.27 2099.75 2825.66 4015.47 2399.41 4049.66 5336.22 4013.02 3287.73 3144.7S 2621.91 39157 72 

0.00 

V1i1tor-0ayi Al: 2895.83 2624.44 2481.32 3227 70 3302.08 2982.42 3999.59 4704.77 3235.37 2997.81 3043.74 2833.05 38124.71 
R u r u t l t w a l : 2171.87 1966.33 186144 2420.78 2478.56 2236.82 2999.69 3528.58 2426.52 2240.96 2292.91 1979.29 28593.53 
Mon-Rurutlonal 723.96 556 11 520.49 806.93 825.52 745.61 999.90 1179.19 909.94 746.95 750.94 659.75 9531.16 

V i i l to r -O iy i SSI: 945.91 847.91 717.85 1114.54 1273.02 1047.20 1576.85 2018.73 1262.45 1060.99 1088.92 940.46 13796.83 
R u r u t i o n a t 709.43 535.93 538.39 835 91 954.77 785.40 1184.14 1514.05 946.94 795.74 818.89 630.34 10347 62 
Yon-Rurut lonal 236.49 211.96 179 48 278 64 318.26 25180 394.71 504.59 315.61 265.25 272.23 210.11 3449.21 

Vl i i tor-Oayi SCI: 2950.99 2971.32 2176.51 2299.92 7578.55 444S.88 5969.24 9259.76 7834.23 5597 13 4965.39 3854.55 59903.06 
.Runational : 2213.24 2229.94 1632.38 1724.94 5758.91 3334.41 4476.18 $944 83 S975.67 4197.85 3649.04 2890.91 44927 30 
Yon-Ruraatlonal 737.75 742.38 544.13 574.96 1919.54 1111.47 1492.05 2314.34 1959.56 1399.28 1219.35 363.54 14975.77 

Vl i i tor-Oayi SSI: 593.94 552.70 491.59 577.15 995.44 714 32 936.84 1262.90 998.13 804.41 752.51 635.48 9327.2? 
R u r u t l o n e l 44S.38 422.02 368.66 432 88 746.58 535.74 704.13 947 10 748.50 503.30 584.4S 478.51 5995.45 
Hon-Ruri i t lonal 148.46 140.67 122.99 144.29 248.86 178.58 234.71 315.70 249.53 201.10 199.15 158.97 2331 92 

Vl i i tor-Oayi SRI: 355.52 936.38 786.18 1ST 75 1460.41 1037.75 1245.23 1559.35 1484.05 1198.54 1090.53 973.30 13373.08 
R u r u t i o n a l 549.22 527.27 576.14 575.82 1095.31 778.31 933.92 1244.51 1096.04 898.91 817.90 734.48 10029.81 
Hon-Rurut lonal 216.41 209.09 192.05 191.34 355.10 259.44 311.31 414 84 366.01 239.64 272.53 244.83 3343.27 

Vfj ltor-Oayi PARA: 5278.85 5148.75 4156.16 4643.45 11108.15 7088.34 3335.72 13654 38 11249.91 3477 11 7SI7.8S 5234 38 34052.47 
R K r u t l O B l l 3957.53 3861.51 3118 S3 3482.59 3331.12 5315 25 7046.73 10240.78 3437 35 5357.33 57 '3 .26 4S75.5S 70539.35 
• lon -Cur ta t icna l 1319.21 1287 '9 "039.54 1160.85 2777.54 1772.09 2349.93 3413.59 2912.45 2119.29 '304.42 1558.52 23513.12 

yilltor-Olyi 3ASCT1JARY: 3 3 8 0 . 8 9 3 3 3 0 . 1 5 7 3 4 5 . 6 3 1133 31 14054.15 10497 34 1 4 1 7 3 . 8 1 13883 .77 14045 .57 '1537 06 ' 1 0 0 S . S 3 3175 .32 137052.00 
3 .00 

Ruraat lona l V l f i t l : 13325.53 3744.05 3095.55 3472.89 19353.23 12986.93 17344.85 24419.85 19533.02 15094 49 13844.15 11397.18 174612.32 
5on-Rur ia t1on i l V l t l t l : 1319.21 3248.02 2698.55 3157 53 S4S4.41 4328298 5781 52 8139.95 5511.01 5031 50 4614.72 3795.73 55081.31 

Total V1«1tl : I4S4S.35 12992.07 10794.21 12630.52 2S917.5S 17315.30 23126.46 32559.80 25044.03 20125.36 18458.86 15182.91 229594 23 
Cor rurad Total M a l t a : 1464S.0O 12992.00 10793.00 12529.00 25817.00 17314 00 23125.30 32558.00 25044.00 20125 00 18458.00 15182.00 229682 00 

R u r u t l o n a l V1i1tor-Hour»: 102009.95 99335.91 836S2.15 91902.60 209807.13 138384.12 183712.52 261283.50 211521.24 159131.84 144147.99 118097.15 1802986.01 
Y o n - S u r a i t i o r . i l V l i i to r -Hours : 31561.07 77952.42 54765.26 75783.12 154905.87 103995.40 138758.75 195358.80 156264.15 120755.88 110753.15 91097.48 1321951.37 

Total V1t1tor-Hourt : 133671.03 177288.33 148417.41 157585.72 364713.00 242279.52 322471.38 456642.30 357785.33 273887.52 254901.15 209194.52 3124937.37 
C o r r u t t p Total V 1 i i t o r - H o u r i . . . : 133570.00 177287.00 148417.00 157565.00 364712.00 242279.00 322470.00 455641.00 357785.00 279886.00 254900.00 209194 30 3124925.00 

Ovarnlte R u Vla l tora A f l o a t . . . A l : 1107.65 1003.85 949 33 1234.60 '253 04 1140.78 1523.34 1739.57 1237.53 1142.84 1154.23 1009.44 14582 70 
Ovarnita R u V l a i t o n Afloat .SSI: 35181 324.33 274.58 425.31 486.93 400.55 S03.31 772.15 482.39 405.83 415.51 321.47 5277.29 
Ovarnita S u V l j i t o n A f l o a t . . S C I : 1128.75 1136.75 832.S2 879.72 2937.04 1700.55 2282.85 3541.36 2396.S9 2140 30 138101 1474 37 22312.32 
Ovarni t i R u V i i i t e n A f l o a t . . S S I . 227.15 215.23 186.03 220.75 380 75 273.23 359.11 483.02 38178 307 58 287.87 243.07 3567.58 
Ovtrni ta R u V l i i t p r e A f loa t . .SR I : 331.10 319.31 293 83 293.67 558.51 396.34 475.30 534.70 560.00 458.44 417.13 374.58 5115.20 
Ovtrni ta R u V l t i t e n Af loat .Park: 2018.39 1969.39 1590.50 1775.12 4248.97 2711.29 3593.36 5222.30 4303.05 3242.43 2913.75 2384.53 35975.07 
(519 of R u Boa tare Stay Ovarnita) 3-30 
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APPENDIX F. Spreadsheet: Visitor Statistics 

The following instructions are for the use of the Lotus 
program that analyzes and reports visitor statistics 
and generates the monthly public use report. 
Keystrokes to be typed or actions to be taken are in
dicated in bold. 

Use Sperry computer located in Interpretation 
Division which has SPREADSHEET located on hard 
disk. 

Insertfloppy disk labeled "VISITOR STATISTICS 1988" 
(or current year) in disk drive. 

Read from SYSTEM ACCESS MENU. 

Enter A{retum} 
1 {return} [1-2-3 Spreadsheet] 
Any key [to continue] 

After blank spread sheet appears: 

Enter /FR [command to retrieve file] 
a:statcy88 [file to be retrieved] 

To hold your titles across the spreadsheet for later 
months: 

Move cursor so MONTHLY is highlighted 
Enter /WT {return} 
Highlight BOTH {return} 

To enter data, use statistics compiled by island 
rangers, interpreters, and Island Packers Company 
on applicable data sheets in each of the following 
categories. See "Location of Data for Lotus Monthly 
Public Use Report" on the next three pages in order 
to correctly locate the data that are required for each 
data entry in the computer program. After each 
entry, hit {Return}. 

After all data is entered, to recalculate: 

Enter F9 [Key] 

Note: the figures used for the Monthly Public Use 
Report (form 10-157) are found in column N. 

To clear worksheet titles: 

Enter /WT 
Highlight CLEAR 
Enter {return} 

MAKE SURE YOU SAVE EVERYTHING AT THIS 
POINT. Then: 

Enter/FS {return} 
Highlight REPLACE 
Enter {return} 

To print, use Lotus spreadsheet in dual disk drive: 

Insert LOTUS 1 -2-3 floppy disk in A disk drive 
Insert VISITOR STATISTICS 1988 floppy in B 

disk drive 
Highlight 1-2-3 
Enter {return} 
Enter ANY KEY to continue 
Enter /FR 
Enter B:STATCY 88 {return} 

To print, use a dot matrix printer. Turn printer on and 
insert wide computer paper. 

For pitch select CD (condensed print). 
Enter /P 
Highlight PRINTER 
Enter {return} 
Highlight RANGE 
Enter {return} 

CHANGE RANGE will appear 

Enter A1...0129 
Enter {return} [prints out entire report] 

(NOTE: In the above entry, use 0 as in Octopus, not 
zero) 

Highlight GO 
Enter {return} 

To quit 

Enter /q 
Highlight YES 
Enter {return} 

To exit Lotus system when using Lotus 1-2-3 floppy 
Enter /e 

F-1 Spreadsheet: Visitor Statistics 



Location of Data for Lotus Monthly Public Use Report (continued on next page) 

Data Entry Prompt Data Sheet1 

# boats E. Fish Camp 
# boats Frenchy's 
# boats SBI Cove 
2 # boats SCI Scorpian 
2 # boats SCI Smugglers 
2 # boats SMI Cuyler 
2 # boats SRI Becher's Bay 
2 # boats SRI Johnson's Lee 

Non-Rec Overnight Ashore Al 
Non-Rec Overnight Ashore SBI 
2Non-Rec Overnight Ashore SCI 
Non-Rec Overnight Ashore SMI 
2Non-Rec Overnight Ashore SRI 

# people at Campground Al 
# people at Campground SBI 
2 # people at Campground SCI 
2 # people at Campground SMI 
2 # people at Campground SRI 

# Rec Visitors Ashore Al 
# Rec Visitors Ashore SBI 
2 # RecVisitors Ashore SCI 
# Rec Visitors Ashore SMI 
2 # Rec Visitors Ashore SRI 

Visitor Center Count 
# Sunday Special Pgms V.C. 
# people at Sunday Pgms V.C. 
# Evening Pgms to V. C. 
# people evening pgms V.C. 
# of Tour Buses 
# people at Vis Center Film 
Total Onsite Programs 
# people at Onsite Programs 
Total Offsite Programs 
# people Offsite Programs 

1DATA SHEET CODE: A = Mainland Visitor Center; B 

IPCO = Island Packers Company trnasmittal (tour boa 

2 
Not yet in computer system, needs to be added when 

3 
Check outreach calendar for monthly schedule 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
3 

3 

Data Sheet Column 

Anchorage Counts 
Anchorage Counts 
Anchorage Counts 
Anchorage Counts 
Anchorage Counts 
Anchorage Counts 
Anchorage Counts 
Anchorage Counts 

Non-rec. Visitors Overnight Ashore 
Non-rec. Visitors Overnight Ashore 
Non-rec. Visitors Overnight Ashore 
Non-rec. Visitors Overnight Ashore 
Non-rec. Visitors Overnight Ashore 

Rec. Visitors Campers 
Rec. Visitors Campers 
Rec. Visitors Campers 
Rec. Visitors Campers 
Rec. Visitors Campers 

Rec. Visitors Actually on Shore 
Rec. Visitors Actually on Shore 
Rec. Visitors Actually on Shore 
Rec. Visitors Actually on Shore 
Rec. Visitors actually on Shore 

Total # of Visitors 
Programs 
Programs 
Programs 
Programs 
Tour Buses 
Visitors at Movie 
Onsites, # of groups 
Onsites, # of people 
(from monthly schedules) 
(from monthly schedules) 

= Island Visitor Statistics; C = Island Interpretive Activities; 

concessionaire) 

program is updated 

Spreadsheet: Visitor Statistics F-2 



Location of Data for Lotus Monthly Public Use Report (continued) 

Data Entry Prompt 

# IPCO day trips to Al 
# people on Al trips 
# IPCO day trips to SBI 
# people on SBI trips 
# IPCO day trips to SCI 
# people on SCI trips 
# IPCO day trips to SMI 
# people on SMI trips 
2 # IPCO day trips to SRI 
2 # people on SRI trips 
# people Non-Landing/Other 

# Info/Orientation Pgms Al 
To # people Al 
# General Interp Hikes Al 
To # people Al 
# Evening Programs Al 
To # people Al 
# Underwater Pgms Al 
To # people Al 
2 # tidepool/other programs Al 
2To # people Al 

# Info/Orientation Pgms SBI 
To # people SBI 
# General Interp Hikes SBI 
To # people SBI 
# Evening Programs SBI 
To # people SBI 
# tidepool walks SBI 
To # people SBI 

2 # Info/Orientation Pgms SCI 
2To # people SCI 
2 # General Interp Hikes SCI 
2To # people SCI 
# Evening Programs SCI 

2To # people SCI 
# Island interp pgms SCI 

2To # people SCI 

Data Sheet1 

IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 
IPCO transmittal 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Data Sheet Column 

# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of underwater programs 
# of visitors 
# of other island interp programs 
# of visitors 

# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of other island interp programs 
# of visitors 

# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of programs 
# of visitors 
# of other island interp programs 
# of visitors 

DATA SHEET CODE; A = Mainland Visitor Center; B = Island Visitor Statistics; C = Island Interpretive Activities; 

IPCO = Island Packers Company transmittal (to jr boat concessionaire) 

2 
Not yet in computer system, needs to be added when program is updated 

F-3 Spreadsheet: Visitor Statistics 



Spreadsheet: Visitor Statistics F-4 

Location of Data for Lotus Monthly Public Use Report (continued) 

Data Entry Prompt Data Sheet1 Datasheet Column 
2 # Info/Orientation Pgms SRI C # of programs 
2To # people SRI C # of visitors 
2 # General Interp Hikes SRI C # of programs 
2To # people SRI C # of visitors 
2 # Evening Programs SRI C # of programs 
2To # people SRI C # of visitors 
2 # Island interp pgms SRI C # of other island interp programs 
2To # people SRI C # of visitors 

# Info/Orientation Pgms SMI C # of programs 
To # people SMI C # of visitors 
# General Interp Hikes SMI C # of programs 
To # people SMI C # of visitors 
# Evening Programs SMI C # of programs 
To # people SMI C # of visitors 
2 # Island interp pgms SMI C # of other island interp. programs 
2To # people SMI C # of visitors 

DATA SHEET CODE: A = Mainland Visitor Center; B = Island Visitor Statistics; C = Island Interpretive Activities; 

IPCO = Island Packers Company transmittal (tour boat concessionaire) 

2 
Not yet in computer system, needs to be added when program is updated 
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INTRODUCTION 

Weather exerts a strong influence on mortality rates, 
growing conditions, and long term population 
trends. Therefore, continual weather monitoring is 
a key factor in the study of population dynamics and 
an important aspect of the long-term monitoring 
program at Channel Islands National Park. Up-to-
the-minute weather information is also important to 
the logistical support of park operations, transporta
tion to the islands by aircraft or vessel, and visitor 
safety. Such information can be vital in the case of 
visitor use in an area of sometimes rapid and violent 
weather change. Established data of prior weather 
occurrences is also needed in any attempts to 
predict conditions influencing spread of oil spills, air 
pollution, or other unforeseen environmental 
hazards. 

County repeater on Sisar Peak. Data are accessible 
by trained users at the receiving station and via tele
communications. The Ventura County Rood Con
trol District and the National Weather Service, Los 
Angeles, also have receiving stations which directly 
receive the stored data transmitted by the Channel 
Islands National Park weather stations. Similarly, 
park headquarters has the ability to receive data 
from any of the Ventura County weather stations by 
initializing their numbers on the computer. 

MONITORING PROTOCOL 

All weather stations currently in use in Channel Is
lands National Park are Sierra-Misco, Inc., Model 
5081 Real Time Event Reporting Weather Stations 
coupled with International Hydrographic Services 
Enhanced Alert Software. These stations are totally 
self-contained, packaged weather stations used to 
automatically report weather data from remote sites 
to a central location. The main housing acts as a 
support for the solar panel, sensors, and antenna 
tower and also functions as a weather proof housing 
for the transmitter. 

This Handbook Contains: 

• Diagram and specifications for a typical 
automated recording/reporting weather station 
(see Figure 1 and Table 1). 

• Weather station location descriptions including 
computer identification numbers. 

MONITORING DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

A system of automated weather stations has been 
established on Anacapa, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz, 
San Miguel, and Santa Rosa islands. The individual 
site locations were chosen to represent weather 
conditions at the highest, most unobstructed portion 
of each island. Weather parameters measured are 
wind speed and direction, rainfall, relative humidity, 
temperature, barometric pressure, and soil moisture. 
All weather data are transmitted to a computer 
receiving station at park headquarters via a Ventura 

• General monthly and biannual maintenance 
requirements and maintenance log. 

• Maintenance log (see Appendix A). 

• Data access information. 

• Technical descriptions of sensors along with 
individual maintenance requirements and 
troubleshooting techniques supplied directly 
from manufacturer (see Appendix B). 

Available from park headquarter files is extensive 
Sierra-Misco, Inc. schematics, wiring diagrams, and 
installation documentation. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of Sierra-Misco, Inc., Model 5081 Real Time Event Reporting Weather Station. 
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Table 1. Sierra-Misco, Inc., Model 5081 Real Time Event Reporting Weather Station. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

SIERRA-MISCO, INC. 
Model 5081 Real Time Event Reporting Weather Station 

Antenna: 

Barometric Pressure: 

Humidity/Temperature: 

Power Supply: 

Precipitation: 

Soil Moisture: 

Transmitter: 

Wind Direction: 

Wind Speed Sensor: 

Model 5050ANT 

Model 1520 

Model 2042 
Model 4550 

Model 5031-12 
Model 5033-0.4 

Model 5050P 

Model 3051 

Model 5050 
Model 5050AO 
Model 5050CP 

Omni Antenna 
Height From Ground: 18 feet 

Sensor 

Sensor 
Radiation Shield 

Gel Cell Battery 
Solar Panel with Regulator Circuit 
which produces 400 mA and allows for 
continuous operation of the station. 

Sensor 
Orifice Diameter: 12" 
Ht. Orifice from ground: 13'8" 

Sensor 

Transmitter 
Analog Option 
Connector Package and 
Signal Conditioning Card 

Model 5050WD Sensor 
Output - 0 to 1,000 ohms 

Model 5050WS 
Output - AC voltage 
Threshold -1.5 mph 
Range-1.5 to 200 mph 
Distance Constant -10 feet 
Turning Radius - 2.75 inches 
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WEATHER STATIONS 

Weather Monitoring Handbook 

ANACAPA ISLAND, East Island 
Location Near Ranger House 
Elevation 45.7 m (150 ft.) 
Longitude 119°21.8' 
Latitude 34° 01.0' 

Computer 
Sensors Present ID# 

Wind Speed & Direction 187 
Rainfall 190 
Relative Humidity 191 
Temperature 192 
Soil Moisture 193 
Barometric Pressure 194 

Soil Moisture Sensor Location 
2 m (6 ft.) South of Station 
Depth of 30 cm (1 ft.) 

Station Installed 01/31/85 
Standard Height of 6.1 m (20 ft.) 

SANTA BARBARA ISLAND 
Location Signal Peak 
Elevation 190.2 m (624 ft). 
Longitude 119° 02.2' 
Latitude 33° 28.0' 

Computer 
Sensors Present ID# 

Wind Speed & Direction 147 
Rainfall 150 
Relative Humidity 151 
Temperature 152 
Soil Moisture 153 
Barometric Pressure 154 

Soil Moisture Sensor Location 
3.8 m (11 ft.) South of Station 
at East Edge of Coastal Sage 

Depth of 30 cm (1 ft.) 

Station Installed 06/26/85 
Station Height Altered to 4.9 m (16 ft.) 
Above Ground Level. 

SAN MIGUEL ISLAND 
Location San Miguel Hill 

Elevation 253.3 m (831 ft.) 
Longitude 122° 01.8' 
Latitude 34° 02.0' 

Computer 
Sensors Present ID# 

Wind Speed & Direction 167 
Rainfall 170 
Relative Humidity 171 
Temperature 172 
Soil Moisture 173 
Barometric Pressure 174 

Soil Moisture Sensor Location 
1 m (3 ft.) South of Station 
Depth of 30 cm (1 ft.) 

Station Installed 09/10/85 
Standard Height of 6.1 m (20 ft.) 

SANTA ROSA ISLAND 
Location Between Soledad Peak 

and Black Mountain 
Elevation 373.4 m (1,225 ft.) 
Longitude 120° 05.3' 
Latitude 33° 57.7' 

Computer 
Sensors Present ID# 

Wind Speed & Direction 177 
Rainfall 180 
Relative Humidity 181 
Temperature 182 
Soil Moisture 183 
Barometric Pressure 184 

Soil Moisture Sensor Location 
1 m (3 ft.) South of Station 
Depth of 30 cm (1 ft.) 

Station Installed 05/29/86 
Standard Height of 6.1 m (20 ft.) 

4 



Figure 2. Map of Weather Monitoring Locations 
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WEATHER STATION 
MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED 

Located at Each Station: 

12'Stepladder 

Carried in Weather Toolbox: 

Solder 
Voltmeter 
Soldering Iron 
Thermometer 
Butane for Soldering Iron 
Compass 
Crimping Tool 
Dummy Load 
Lugs and Connectors 
Altimeter 
Hacksaw and Hacksaw Blades 
Two Allen Wrench Sets 
Level 
Needle Nose Pliers 
Pocket Knife 
Wire Cutters 
Vise Grips 
Small Files 
Duct Tape 
Wrenches 
Electrical Tape 
Measuring Tape 
Silicone Caulking and Gun 
Phillips & Regular Screwdrivers 
Spare Cap for Temp/Humidity Sensor 
Lubricant 

Spare Parts List: 

Model 1520 Barometric Sensor 
Model 4550RS Radiation Shield 
Model 5033-0.4 Solar Panel 
Model 5050ANT Omni Antenna with Cable and 

Mounting Hardware - Specify Frequency 
Model 5050HT Humidity/Temperature Sensor 
Model 5050P Complete Tipping Bucket/Sensor 
Model 5050WD Wind Direction Sensor 
Model 5050WS Wind Speed Sensor 
Antenna Mast 
Antenna Mast Cross Pipe, Set of 2 
Antenna Cable, 18 feet Long 
Funnel with Screens 
Funnel Screen - Large Outer 
Funnel Screen - Small Inner 
Relative Humidity /Temperature Sensor Cable 
Sensor Arm Elbow Fitting 
Sensor Arm Hose Clamp, Size 16 (3/4" to 1-1/2") 
Sensor Arm Tee Fitting 
Top Section with Funnel and Screen 
Wind Direction Sensor Support Pipe 
Wind Speed Sensor Support Pipe 
Wind Sensor Signal Cable for both 

Direction and Speed 

Nylon Rope 

Not in Toolbox: 

Sandpaper and Rustproof Paint 
Water and Clean Rags 

In Addition, for Six Month Maintenance 
Schedule: 

Spare Parts and/or Information May Be Obtained By 
Contacting: 

SIERRA-MISCO, INC 
1825 Eastshore Highway 
Berkeley, California 94710 
(415) 843-1282 

Batteries, Psychrometer, and Anemometer 
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GENERAL MAINTENANCE 

MONTHLY MAINTENANCE 

1. Unscrew two screws on radiation deflector 
plates and remove by sliding downward. 

2. Unscrew black fluted, plastic cap from base of 
temperature/relative humidity sensor and 
replace with clean cap, being careful not to 
touch the sensor wires or to screw on too 
tightly. Retain the old cap to be cleaned later 
as follows: 

Soak in distilled water; clean, dry, lubricate 
and store for future use. 

3. Clean solar panel with cloth and water. 

4. Check level of rain gauge and clean funnel 
so as to be free of debris. 

5. Check overall station for rust, deteriorating 
wires and corroded connectors. 

6. Lubricate all bolts and nuts to prevent 
corrosion. 

7. Make note of any problems to be repaired 
next servicing. 

8. Complete Maintenance Record for station 
(see Appendix A for Maintenance Log). 

SIX MONTH MAINTENANCE 

4. Clean entire rain gauge apparatus including 
the screen and tipping bucket. 

5. Replace batteries: 
a. Slide batteries out of transmitter and unhook. 
b. Hook up new batteries. 
c. Check voltage to transmitter: 

Place voltmeter dials on DC and 20. 
Place black probe of voltmeter to TP1 pin 
on ID side of transmitter board. 
Place red probe of voltmeter to 
top red wire pin below TP1. 

d. Put batteries back in can, checking to make 
certain they are still connected. 

6. Push "Test" button on bottom of transformer, 
then call headquarters to see if data was 
received instantaneously. 

7. Verify data: 
a. Compare readings with thermometer, 

anemometer, and psychrometer. 
b. If not in agreement, recalibrate using 

directions found in Appendix B. 

8. Lower the transmitter back into the cylinder and 
then replace the barometric pressure sensor. 

9. Place the tipping bucket back in the rain can 
and make certain that it is level, using the 
leveling bubble on top. 

Same as Monthly Maintenance schedule above 
plus the following: 

1. Remove rain can and set on ground. 

2. Remove the barometric pressure box and 
then the transmitter by pulling up with the 
nylon rope contained within the support 
housing. 

3. Unscrew the rain gauge cable from the 
transmitter, being certain you do not tip the 
bucket before this is completed. 

10. Place the screen back on the rain can. 

11. Place rain can back on top making certain that 
the tipping bucket is level by using the leveling 
bubble on top. 

12. Complete Maintenance Record for station. 

13. When back in office, check computer for 
erroneous data sent during maintenance period 
and edit out any extraneous test data. 
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DATA MANAGEMENT 

Weather stations on the islands and in the local area 
transmit weather data receivable by an antenna on 
the Channel Islands National Park headquarters 
building. The computer operates 24 hours a day 
and receives and stores all incoming weather data. 

Data Access Instructions 

Section 1 gives you the identification numbers of 
both the weather stations and their individual sen
sors which you will need to refer back to in order to 
access the desired data. A copy of this information 
is also posted above the computer/monitor. 

Section 2 will help you get started by accessing the 
"Data Display Programs" menu. 

Section 3 describes in detail the ways of displaying 
the desired data. 

Section 4 instructs you in how to use the printer for 
printouts of weather data. 

Section 5 describes how others can access the 
weather data in this computer from another com
puter. 

Section 6 tells you how to turn off the monitor when 
you are finished with the system. This is important! 

If you need more information than what is provided 
in this handbook the International Hydrographic 
Services (Division of Sierra-Misco) documentation 
for the weather software is in the white binder near 
the computer. 

For problems with the software, contact either: 
Dave Leader or Brett Forrester 
Sierra-Misco - Sacramento Division 
916-929-8861. 

SECTION 1. Group and Sensor Names 
and Numbers: 

GROUP NUMBERS 

It is possible to either obtain ALL weather factors 
from ONE place, i.e., Group 3, Santa Rosa Island, or 
obtain ONE weather factor for ALL places, i.e., 
Group 9, Temperature. 

Group 1 - Santa Barbara Island Weather 
Group 2 - Anacapa Island Weather 
Group 3 - Santa Rosa Island Weather 
Group 4 - San Miguel Island Weather 
Group 5 - Ventura (County Center)Weather 

The above Group Numbers display wind speed and 
direction, precipitation, relative humidity, tempera
ture, soil moisture (except Ventura), and barometric 
pressure at each location, while the following Group 
Numbers will display individual weather factors at all 
locations: 

Group 6 - Wind Speed and Direction 

Catalina Island 
Ventura 
Santa Barbara Island 
San Miguel Island 
Santa Rosa Island 
Anacapa Island 
Santa Cruz Island 

Group 7 - Precipitation 

Santa Barbara 
San Miguel 
Santa Rosa Island 
Anacapa Island 
Santa Cruz Island 

Tell them our weather modum is (805) 644-8406. 
With this information they will be able to access the 
computer directly to lead you through any problems 
you may have. 

For local help with the system contact: 
Ms. Dolores Taylor, Sr. Engineer 
Ventura County Flood Control District 
(805) 654-2014. 

Group 8 - Relative Humidity 

Ventura 
Santa Barbara Island 
San Miguel Island 
Santa Rosa Island 
Anacapa Island 
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Group 9 - Temperature Group 11 - Barometric Pressure 

Ventura 
Santa Barbara Island 
San Miguel Island 
Santa Rosa Island 
Anacapa Island 

Ventura 
Santa Barbara Island 
San Miguel Island 
Santa Rosa Island 
Anacapa Island 
Santa Cruz Island 

Group 10 - Soil Moisture 

Santa Barbara Island 
San Miguel Island 
Santa Rosa Island 
Anacapa Island 

SENSOR NUMBERS: 

The following is a list of the sensors, their type and 
location as well as their individual code numbers 
which you will need in order to access data. 

Catalina Island 

100 = Wind Speed and Direction 
103 = Precipitation 

171 = Relative Humidity 
172 = Temperature 
173 = Soil Moisture 
174 = Barometric Pressure 

Ventura (County Center Building) Santa Rosa Island 

107 = Wind Speed and Direction 
110 = Precipitation 
111= Relative Humidity 
112 = Temperature 
113 = Soil Moisture (not operating) 
114 = Barometric Pressure 

177 = Wind Speed and Direction 
180 = Precipitation 
181 = Relative Humidity 
182 = Temperature 
183 = Soil Moisture 
184 = Barometric Pressure 

Santa Barbara Island Anacapa Island 

147 = Wind Speed and Direction 
150 = Precipitation 
151 = Relative Humidity 
152 = Temperature 
153 = Soil Moisture 
154 = Barometric Pressure 

187 = Wind Speed and Direction 
190 = Precipitation 
191 = Relative Humidity 
192 = Temperature 
193 = Soil Moisture 
194 = Barometric Pressure 

San Miguel Island Santa Cruz Island 

167 = Wind Speed and Direction 
170 = Precipitation 

540 = Wind Speed and Direction 
543 = Precipitation 
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SECTION 2. Accessing the Menu: 

For BEGINNERS 

The CURSOR: is the flashing dash you see on the 
screen. When you press a key on the keyboard, it 
will show on the screen where the cursor was lo
cated and the cursor will move one space to the 
right. 

The ENTER (or Return) Key must be pressed 
after any instructions you give the computer (such 
as "login" or "user"). 

The four ARROW keys move the cursor around on 
the screen so you can place the cursor where you 
wish to make a data entry. When using these arrow 
keys to move the cursor, nothing else is happen
ing... you are just moving the cursor. These arrow 
keys are also the numbers 4, 8, 6 and 2 if the "NUM. 
LOCK" key is engaged. If you are getting a number 
instead of moving the cursor, press NUM LOCK and 
this will put you back to the arrow keys or visa versa. 

Another key marked with a left arrow is the BACK
SPACE key which is located at the end of the top 
row, just to the right of the + = key. This key 
moves the cursor to the left BUT AT THE SAME 
TIME IT ERASES WHATEVER IS JUST TO THE LEFT 
OF THE CURSOR, thus, in effect, erasing BACK
WARDS. 

The DEL key (Delete) erases whatever the cursor is 
marking, and this continues in such a manner as to 
erase FORWARD. 

NUMBER KEYS - You have a choice to use either" 
the numbers appearing across the top of the 
keyboard, or the "adding machine-like" keys on the 
right end of the keyboard. Some people prefer to 
use the top numbers for numbers and leave the right 
end just for the arrow functions. If, however, you are 
familiar with a 10-key adding machine and have a 
large group of numbers to be entered, it is generally 
faster to use the right end keyboard by engaging the 
NUM LOCK key. 

If the screen seems to be stuck - pressing a key 
does not do anything, and the cursor will not move -
hold down CTRL and press BREAK (Scroll Lock) 
key at the same time. This will give you a #, $ or % 
sign in the lower left corner of the screen. Type 
login and user and press Enter. 

ESC KEY (Escape) must be used to exit whatever 
you are doing and get back to the DATA DISPLAY 
PROGRAMS menu. You may be asked if you want 
to "Execute? (y/n)", answer "n". If you press the ESC 
key when you are already at the MASTER or DATA 
REPORT PROGRAMS menus, you will get a $ or % 
sign. Type user and press Enter. 

If you accidentally ESCape from the menu, you will 
see a #, $ or %. Type login and user and press-
Enter. 

CAPSLOCK KEY switches you to all upper case or 
lower case letters, but DOES NOT AFFECT the 
!@#$%~&*0_ + }{":? keys which are obtained by 
using the "Shift" key. 

PRTSC KEY (Print Screen) is for printing whatever 
appears on the screen. Hold down CTRL, ALT and 
PRTSC together and then release. This will print ex
actly what is shown on the screen. If the printer fails 
to function immediately, make certain: 

• It is turned on (small green light will show beside 
the word "Power") and is joined to the weather 
computer, not to the computer on the right which 
is used by research. 

• The small green light next to SEL (Select) is on. If 
you have opened the printer for any reason, the 
SEL light may be off - simply press the SEL button 
and the printer will start. 

(Go to Section 4 for more complete instructions con
cerning the use of the printer. 

GETTING STARTED 

Not Normal - computer and monitor both turned off. 

The computer assigned to weather data accumula
tion is supposed to run 24 hrs. a day. It, however, it 
has accidentally been turned off, 

• Turn computer on (switch on back right side), and 
turn the screen on by using the "Pull-On" switch 
on front of monitor. The system will go through a 
number of checks and give you a login: prompt. 
Type user and press Enter. 

You will get the "DATA DISPLAY PROGRAMS" menu 
as shown in Example 1. Go on to Section 3. 
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International Hydrological Services 
Enhanced ALERT System 

Version 1.34, January 1987 
DATA DISPLAY PROGRAMS 

a evout Single station display 
b group Precip.group display 
c pmap Display sensor map 
d sensout Sensor name display 
e sensgroup ... Sensor group display 
f statreport .. Statistical group display 
g timeplot .... Alpha time series plot 
h plot Graphics time series plot 
i plot4 4 Graphics time series 
J gmap Graphics sensor map plot 

0 To RETURN to MASTER MENU 

Example 1. 

Normal - computer is running but monitor is off. 

• Turn on the screen using the "Pull-On" knob on 
front of monitor. 

The screen should have the "DATA DISPLAY 
PROGRAMS" menu as shown in Example 1, go on 
to Section 3. 

If the screen has the "MASTER MENU" or "DATA 
REPORT PROGRAMS" menu there will also probably 
be a $, # or % sign in the lower left hand corner. If 
this is the case, 

• Type login (lower case) and user and press 
Enter. Go on to Section 3. 

• Type login and press Enter. Type user and press 
Enter. 

This will give the "DATA DISPLAY PROGRAMS" 
menu as shown in Example 1. Go on to Section 3. 

SELECTIONS -

The menu shown in Example 1 allows you to select 
how you would like to see the weather data. 

The options which are the best for viewing Channel 
Islands and vicinity weather data are: 

a - to display a single sensor at a time (see list of 
sensor numbers in Section 1). 

e - to display a group of sensors (see list of 
group numbers in Section 1). 

f - to display averages, minimums or maximums 
for sensors over a specified period of time. 

h - plot one or two sensors on a line graph. 

i - plot one to four sensors on a line graph. 

Details on how to use each of these options follows 
in Section 3. 

If the screen shows an A or C on the lower left side 

• Press ALT and DEL at the same time, release. 
You will get an orange, blue, and black screen. 
Press 9 and then the Enter key. 

You will get a $, #, or % prompt on the lower left 
hand corner, 

• Type login, and press Enter; type alert and Enter; 
type help and Enter. 

You should now have the "MASTER MENU" or 
"DATA REPORT PROGRAMS" on the screen and a $ 
in the lower left corner. 
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SECTION 3. How to Retrieve Desired Data: 
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,̂  
International Hydrological Services 

Enhanced ALERT System 
Version 1.34, January 1987 
DATA DISPLAY PROGRAMS 

a evout .. Single station display 
b group ....... Precip.group display 
c pmap ........ Display sensor map 
d sensout Sensor name display 
e sensgroup ... Sensor group display 
f statreport .. Statistical group display 
g timeplot .... Alpha time series plot 
h plot Graphics time series plot 
i plot4 4 Graphics time series plot 
j gmap Graphics sensor map plot 

0 To RETURN to MASTER MENU 

Strike the key for the desired utility or <ESC> to exit -> 

If you select a single... Single station display, (which the National Weather Service calls evout for "Event 
Out") you will obtain the following: 

.̂  

Enter Command Options. Press Fl to EXECUTE. 
Program: evout 

Enter ending date (MM DD YY) -> 
Enter ending time (HHMM) -> 
Enter starting date (MM DD YY) -> 
Enter starting hour (HH) -> 
Enter number of entries to display -> 

If you press Enter after each line, it will ask you for the sensor number you wish to see and give you the latest 
data for that sensor. (Sensor 152 was selected for this example.) 

Aug id &8> 7:43:09 
Sensor # 152 Santa Barbara Islan Temperature Sensor 

DATE TIME degrees F 
08/18 0703 76 
08/18 0601 75 
08/18 0459 75 
08/18 0358 75 
08/18 0256 73 
08/18 0154 74 
08/18 0052 75 
08/17 2350 75 
08/17 2248 73 
08/17 2146 71 
08/17 2044 67 
08/17 1942 64 
08/17 1840 60 
08/17 1739 62 
Aft /1 1 1 ̂ 0 7 tc 
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If you want to see data from some other time period, enter in the ending data and hour and the starting date 
and hour of the time period you want to see. Dates are entered with a space between the month, day, and 
year. If you do not enter the ending hour and starting hour, the program will assume the last hour available. 
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Pnnrtr,am. awnil+ Aug 18 88 7:51:28 
Program: evout 

Enter ending date (MM DD YY) -> 08 10 88 
Enter ending time (HHMn) -> 2400 
Enter starting date (MM DD YY) -> 08 10 88 
Enter starting hour (HH) -> 01 
Enter number of entries to display -> 

Sensor # 540 Santa Cruz Island Uind Sensor 
DATE TIME speed direction 
08/10 23:49:16 3.5 mph 140 deg (25) ' 
08/10 23:38:28 3.3 mph 130 deg (24) 
08/10 23:27:20 2.9 mph 130 deg (23) 
08/10 23:14:31 2.8 mph 150 deg (22) 
08/10 23:01:18 3.6 mph 130 deg (21) 
08/10 22:50:53 3.6 mph 120 deg (20) 
08/10 22:40:34 3.1 mph 150 deg (19) 
08/10 22:28:28 0.7 mph 150 deg (18) 
08/10 21:38:40 2.8 mph 130 deg (17) 
08/10 21:25:14 2.6 mph 060 deg (16) 

If you select d sensout... Sensour name display, you will obtain a list of sensor names and numbers. (It is 
easier and faster to simply look up this information either in Section 1 of this handbook or refer to the sheets on 
the wall above the computer monitor.) 

Aug 18 88 8 : 0 6 : 0 0 

Program: sensout 
Enter s to sort sensors by number -> s 
Enter sensor type to display (? for list) -> ? 

Sensor Type # .... Sensor Type Name 
0 Stream Gage Float 
1 Temperature Sensor 
2 Precipitation Gage 
3 Snou Sensor (uater equiv.) 
19 Uind Sensor 
20 Relative Humidity Sensor 
22 Barometric Pressure Sensor 
23 Stream Gage PT 
24 Soil Moisture 

k Please enter the sensor type # (ESC to exit) , 

Number 19 was chosen for this example: 
r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ g : 0 6 : 4 9 x 

IHS: Sensout 
31 sensors defined in database 
107 Ventura County Cent Uind Sensor 
147 Santa Barbara Islan Uind Sensor 
167 San Miguel Island Uind Sensor 
177 Santa Rosa Island Uind Sensor 
187 Anacapa Island Uind Sensor 
540 Santa Cruz Island Uind Sensor 



If you select e sengroup... Sensor group display, you will obtain the following: 

f Aug 18 88 8 : 1 8 : 1 3 ^ 

Program: sensgroup 
Enter group number (0 for list) -> 1 
Enter ending date (MM DD YY) -> 07 10 88 
Enter ending time (HWiri) -> 2400 
Enter time step Cm ! h ! d] -> lh 
Enter number of periods to display -> 24 
If you uant printer output, enter p -> p 

You then may choose either to enter a group number such as Group 1 for Santa Barbara weather. 

r*~ ~ Aug 18 88 8 : 2 5 : 2 6 ^ 
Group Name 

Santa Barbara Island Ueather 
# 147 # 150 # 151 # 152 # 153 # 154 

Data for uind precip rhumid temp soil baropr 
7/10/88 mph in rh* degF X mb 

2400 3 0.00 0.957 59. 4.7 1022.0 
2300 4 0.00 0.441 64. 4.7 1022.0 
2200 5 0.00 0.539 63. 3.9 1022.3 
2100 7 0.00 0.730 61. 5.1 1021.0 
2000 9 0.00 0.699 62. 4.7 1020.7 
1900 10 0.00 0.918 60. 4.3 1019.7 
1800 11 0.00 0.996 63. 4.3 1018.3 
1700 10 0.00 0.996 64. 5.5 1018.3 

Or, say, Group 9 for the Temperature from all the islands. 
f _ _ _ _ _ _ g : 2 6 : 1 8 > 

Group Name 
Temperature 

# 152 # 192 « 172 # 182 # 112 
Data for temp temp temp temp temp 
8/10/88 degF degF degF degF degF 
2400 59 58 59 61 59 
2300 60 59 61 61 59 
2200 59 59 60 60 59 

V / 

If you enter a group number and then press the return key after the remaining questions, you will get a group 
display of the most recent data by hour. If you want to see data from an earlier date, enter the date and the last 
hour of that date you wish to see. 

Time step: specifies whether the data will be displayed in minutes, hours, or days and should be entered as 
(number of)m, or (number of) h, or (number of)d. i.e. 24h; 30d; etc. 

Number of Periods: is the total number of time steps to display. 
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If you select f statreport... Statistical group display, you will obtain, 

With this program you will get a maximum value, minimum value, and an average value for each sensor in the 
group over the specified period of time. Questions are answered in the same manner as for e group. For 
these averages the time step would be 1d (one day) and the number of periods would be however many days 
you wish to see displayed, i.e. 30 (30 days). 

Aug 18 88 8:32:44 
tt 147 tt 150 » 151 tt 152 tt 153 fi 154 

Date/Time 11/27 11/27 11/27 11/27 11/27 11/27 
Data for wind precip rhumid temp soil baropr 
24 hours mph in rh% degF X s mb 
9/30/85 

Max 12.8 1.00 68.0 255.0 1027.3 
Min 0.0 0.88 60.0 255.0 1021.7 
Avg 6.6 0.98 63.1 255.0 1025.2 

9/29/85 
Max 7.2 1.00 64.0 255.0 1027.3 
Min 0.0 1.00 60.0 255.0 1024.7 
Avg 3.2 1.00 61.9 255.0 1026.2 

9/28/85 
Max 14.6 1.00 65.0 255.0 1024.3 
Min 0.0 1.00 59.0 255.0 1022.0 
Avg 6.9 _____ 1.00 62.2 255.0 1022.7 

9/27/85 
Max 14.2 1.00 73.0 255.0 1023.7 
Min 0.0 0.82 63.0 255.0 1019.0 
Avg 7.2 0.99 64.8 255.0 1021.9 

9/26/85 
Max 8.1 1.00 71.0 255.0 1025.0 
Min 0.0 0.81 63.0 255.0 1021.7 
Avg 4.2 0.96 65.7 255.0 1023.4 

9/25/85 
Max 8.9 1.00 76.0 255.0 1024.3 
Min 0.0 0.90 65.0 255.0 1019.0 
*••- ~ ~ n no 10 c ice n < n — 1 -
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Aug 18 88 8:31:48 

Program: average 
Enter group number -> 1 
Enter ending date (MM DD YY) -> 9 30 85 
Enter ending hour (HH) -> 24 
Enter time step [m I h I d) -> Id 
Enter number of periods to display -> 30 
If you want printer outputi enter p -> p 

I / 



This program will give you a line graph of data over a specified period of time for one or two sensors. 
Color: is best for viewing on the screen. 
Hirez: is black and white high resolution, which is best for printing and will fit twice as many data point on the 
graph as would color. 
Ending date and hour: are the last date and hour for which you wish to see data. 
Time step: is the time increment (assumed to be hours unless otherwise specified). 
Number of days to display; is self explanatory. 
Number of extents: allows you to view data on the graph a specified number of days before or after the date 
indicated. You can see data before and after the date specified by striking the left or right arrow key depending 
on which way you want to go. The plot is shifted by one quarter of the screen with each arrow key entry. To 
change the "jump size" from quarter screen, use the number keys. For example, to jump a full screen of data at 
a time, press the 4 key, then the desired arrow key. Exit a plot by striking either the Enter key or ESCape key. 

Line designations for the plot are located in the lower left and right corners of the screen. Labels for the sen
sors are located on the top left and right. The first sensor specified will be on the left. 

To print the plot as shown on the screen, hold down the CTRL, ALT, and PRTSC keys together. 
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If you select h plot... Graphics time series plot you will obtain, 

Aug 18 88 8 :35:12 

Program: plot 
Enter plot type C l=color 2=hirez ] -> 2 
Enter sensor number(s) -> 152 
Enter ending date (MM DD YY> -> 10 31 85 
Enter ending hour (HH) -> 24 
Enter time step Cm ! h ! d] -> Id 
Enter number of days to display -> 31 
Enter number of extents (DEFAULT = 0) -> 

S 4 



If you select i plot 4... 4 Graphics time series plot, you will obtain: 

With this program you are able to display up to four sensors at one time. Each is scaled and labeled in its own 
individual graph, and plotted one graph above the other. 

The first sensor specified is the bottom graph with the sensor name on the upper left. The second sensor is the 
second graph from the bottom, with the name the second from the upper left, etc. The questions are answered 
the same as in option "h" above. To print, hold down the CTRL, ALT, and PRTSC keys simultaneously. 

Following are two examples of this program: 
The first asks for wind speeds on October 31, 1985, (a predicted Santa Ana wind day) at Ventura and Santa 
Barbara, Santa Cruz, and San Miguel islands. The first sensor specified will be on the bottom of the graph. 
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f Aug 18 88 8:35:45 > 

Program: plot4 

Enter plot type [ l=color 2=hirez ] -> 2 

Enter sensor number(s) -> 107 147 540 167 

Enter ending date (MM DO YY) -> 10 31 85 

Enter ending hour (HH) -> 24 

Enter time step Cm ! h ! d] -> lh 

Enter number of days to display -> 1 



The second example shows how to get the weather conditions (wind, relative humidity, temperature, and 
barometric pressure) at Santa Barbara Island on September 20,1985. 
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Aug 18 88 8:39:46 

Program: plot4 

Enter plot type [ l=color 2=hirez ] -> 2 
Enter sensor number(s) -> 154 151 152 147 
Enter ending date (MM DD YY) -> 9 20 85 
Enter ending hour (HH) -> 24 
Enter time step Cm ! h ! d3 -> In 
Enter number of days to display -> 1 



SECTION 4. Operating the Printer: 

The printer for the Channel Islands National Park 
weather monitoring computer is an NEC P3. This is 
a Near Letter Quality Dot Matrix printer. The on/off 
switch is on the back right side. Following is a 
description of the indicator lights and buttons on the 
top of the printer: 

Indicator Lights -

• Power - green light means power means power is 
on. 

• SEL - green light means printer is ready to print. 

• P. E. - red light means printer is out of paper. 

Switches -

• FONT - press to select font type (see font digital 
indicator inside of printer under cover). SEL light 
must be off to change font. See examples of font 
types below. 

• SEL - press to turn light off (or on) so as to be able 
to use other switches. 

• TOF - press to automatically feed paper to top of 
the next sheet. The top of the sheet can also be 
set using the roller knob on the right side of the 
printer. (The SEL light must be off in order to do 
this.) 

• LF - press to automatically feed paper line by line. 
(The SEL light must be off for this function.) 

Font Types and Their Numbers: 

1 T h i s i s an example o f f o n t 1 , PICA CORRESPONDENCE QUALITY. 

2 This i s an example of f o n t 2, PICA NEAR-LETTER QUALITY. 

3 This is an example of font 3. ELITE CORRESPONDENCE QUALITY. 

4 Th i s i s an example of f o n t 4, ELITE NEAR-LETTER QUALITY. 

5 This is an example of fon t 5. PROPORTIONALLY SPACED CORRESPONDENCE. 

6 This i s an example of f o n t 6, PROPORTIONALLY SPACED NEAR-LETTER. 

7 This is an exaiple of font 7, CONDENSED PRINT. 

0 T h i s i s an example o f f o n t 0 , PICA HIGH SPEED. 
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SECTION 5: Accessing Channel Island 
NPS Weather Data from 
Another Computer: 

The Channel Islands Weather Monitoring System 
can be accessed by most other computers or 
printers via a telephone modem connection. The in
terested party must have a minimum of a 300 baud 
acoustical modem and a printer. A computer with a 
1200/300 baud modem is preferred for easier access 
and speed. 

This weather computer will recognize the following 
terminal parameters: 

• 300 or 1200 baud rate 

• Even or no parity 

• 7 or 8 data bits 

• 1 stop bit. 

For an interested party to call up this computer they 
should.... 

Dial (805) 644-8406. Once they are connected they 
should press their Enter key. 

They will see a Login: prompt. They must type 
user to reach the "Data Display Programs" 
described in detail in Section 3. You can lead them 
thru the program using Section 3 of this handbook 
as a guide. 

SECTION 6. When You are Finished: 

Press ESCape once. 
This will return you to the "Data Display Programs" 
menu. Simply turn off the monitor by pressing in 
on the Pull On/Push Off button. 

Please, NEVER TURN OFF MONITOR UNTIL YOU 
HAVE THE "DATA DISPLAY PROGRAMS" MENU ON 
THE SCREEN. 
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APPENDIX A. STATION MAINTENANCE LOG 

Weather Monitoring Handbook - Appendix A. A-1 
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APPENDEX B. 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF SENSORS 

INDIVIDUAL MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 
AND 

TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUES 

MODEL 5081 

REAL TIME EVENT REPORTING WEATHER STATION 

R - 1 





SIERRA/MISCO, INC. 
BASIC GAUGE INSTALLATION 

INSTRUCTION MANUAL, Document #A102791 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Real Time Event Reporting Stations are totally self-contained 
packaged stations used to automatically report from remote sites 
to a central site. The main housings act as the antenna tower 
and weather proof housing for the electronics package and must be 
installed correctly to achieve proper operation. 

2.0 SITE SELECTION 

This manuals includes: 

6 pages Text 
AL01019 Radio Path Check List 

R - n 

2.1 The operation of self-reporting data collection system 
is dependent upon the transmission of radio signals from the 
event reporting gauge site to the radio receiver station. A 
clear radio path between the transmitter and the receiver with no 
intervening obstructions is referred to as a "line of sight radio 
path". It is desirable to have all radio paths in a system be 
line of sight. If line of sight radio paths are not used, some 
loss of data can be expected, especially during poor transmission 
times such as clear, hot periods. It is possible this loss of 
data will effect the accuracy of your forecasts. Where line of 
sight radio paths do not exist between the reporting gauge and 
the receiving station, a repeater site can be established. 

2.2 Radio communications can be affected by many factors: 
Terrain features such as mountains and the natural curvature of 
the earth's surface. Heavy stands of timber and other vegetation 
which can block signals with increasing effectiveness as they 
become wet or snow covered. Large masses of metal adjacent to 
the transmission path in the vicinity of the transmitter which 
can reflect and/or interfere with radio transmissions. Temporary 
signal absorption by personnel in close proximity to the antenna. 
Atmosphere conditions which reflect or refract the radio path 
from its normal propagation path. Reflection general ly takes 
place from a cloud layer and for rainfall data generally enhances 
the received signal. Refraction which causes a deterioration of 
the signal will be most prevalent during hot, dry summer 
afternoons. Temporary signal loss d tiring hot, dry weather does 
not impact precipitation data collection ability but may be 
significant for a stream gauge. 
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2.3 Although gauges can be effectively sited using topographic 
maps, to verify "line of sign" radio paths, the exact placement 
of the gauge at a site must always consider local obstructions 
(hills, knolls, trees, heights of structures) which are not 
indicated on topographic maps. Where uncertainty exists, radio 
paths can be verified by radio voice communication between the 
proposed gauge site and the receiving station. When running radio 
path tests on paths which are not line of sight, or it is 
uncertain if paths are line of sight, an 18 db fade margin is 
recommended. To accomplish this fade margin if field strength 
meters are not available, use orani antennas and lower power 
transmitters than will be used in the final configuration. For 
example, if a 4 watt transmitter with zero gain omni antennas at 
both receiver and transmitter enables a signal to just break 
squelch, then the addition of 6 db high gain antennas at both 
receiver and transmitter plus use of 8 watt instead of 4 watt 
transmitter will give 15db fade margin. 

Receive antenna 6 db 
Transmit antenna 6 db 
Power 4 to 8 watts 3 db 

Total Margin 15 db 

Frequently a change of 10 or 20 feet in the proposed location is 
sufficient to bypass an obstruction between the transmitter and 
receiver. 

2.4 The selection of the reporting gauge site should also give 
consideration to other data collection system factors: 
Permanency in order to insure a long, stable data record. Access 
to the site for installation and maintenance. Natural hiding 
ability to reduce vandalism. Potential future obstructions such 
as building sites and vegetation growth as well as future 
obstructions along the radio path. Areas which have tall trees 
should be taken into account when plotting and testing radio 
paths. If trees are deciduous (seasonally without leaves), test 
should be done when the trees have their full foliage. 

2.5 In terms of system installation, the system can be on 
line more quickly and efficiently if the central data collection 
site is installed first and its receiving station operation 
verified before field work begins. All radios which report 
directly to the central site, including repeaters, should then be 
installed. Finally, those sites which require repeater radio 
paths should be installed. 

2.6 After choosing the site and prior to gauge installation, the 
radio path should be verified by data (preferably) or voice 
communication between the proposed gauge site and t li e receiving 
station. The verification should be done on approximately the 
same frequency that the system will be using. Occasionally a high 
gain antenna and/or a higher tower will be installed at river 
gauge sites in order to get signals through with good 
reliability. Normally radio path work should be done under less 
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favorable conditions than will be encountered during critical 
operating times. It is recommended that radio paths be checked 
in clear warm weather. 

3.0 INSTALLATION 

3.1 On arrival at the site, unpack the contents of the boxes. 
Refer to the Assembly Diagram for the gauge being installed. Be 
sure to remove all items that are packed inside the standpipe. 

3.2 While one or two installation team members begin digging the 
hole another team member inventories and checks the equipment. 
Refer to the manual(s) for the equipment being used for test 
procedures. 

3.3 The hole for the gauge is normallly 24" deep with a 
diameter of about 24 inches. In areas of no frost the sides can 
be straight. In areas with frost the sides should slope outward 
from top to bottom with the bottom diameter several inches larger 
than the top. After the hole is dug, put some loose dirt in the 
bottom, add water and tamp the base flat and level. This is 
necessary to insure maximum contact between the bottom of the 
gauge and the ground for lightning strike grounding protection. 
In heavy frost areas it may be necessary to dig the hole deeper 
than 24 inches, refer to local building codes if you are unsure. 

3.4 It is usually easiest to assemble the antenna mast and 
antennas and any external equipment to the standpipe prior to 
putting the standpipe into the ground. Begin by attaching antenna 
cable to the antenna. Place silicone grease around the male 
threads of the antenna connector on the antenna, taking care not 
to get any on the center element. Secure the antenna cable 
connector to the antenna. Route the antenna cable to the antenna 
mast base enclosure by threading the cable through the antenna 
mast. The cable for directional antennas can be routed outside 
alongside the antenna mast and secured with tie wraps. Refer to 
Assembly Diagram for the specific gauge being installed. Then 
attach antenna to the mast with t h e U bolts and hardware 
provided. When installing gauges with precipitation sensors, the 
antenna must be positioned on the mast so that the ground plane 
radials will not be over the gauge orifice when mounted to the 
gauge. When using an omni antenna only 3 of the ground plane 
radials are connected to the antenna. The fourth is kept as a 
spare. If a directional antenna is used, attach to the mast with 
mounting gear provided so that when tire gauge is installed in the 
ground the antenna will point in the correct direction. 

3.5 Feed the cables from the antenna mast section through the 
strain relief couplings near the top of the standpipe leaving U-
shaped sections of cable on the outside for a drip line. If the 
gauge being installed has more than one cable in the antenna mast 
section it is best to thread first the cable which goes through 
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the topmost strain relief and work downwards, ending by threading 
the last cable through the bottommost strain relief. For 
example, on the 5081 weather station there are numerous cables 
which are routed into the standpipe as follows: The solar panel 
cable is threaded through the top strain relief. The antenna 
cable is then threaded tli rough the strain relief next underneath. 
Then, working downward, the wind sensor cable, temperature and 
humidity cable, and finally any other optional sensor cables 
through the bottom strain relief. Then secure the antenna mast 
assembly to the side of the standpipe with 8 alien screws. It is 
best to start all 8 alien screws prior to tightening them. 

3.6 If the gauge being installed has external wind sensor arms, 
use a carpenters level and adjust the sensor arms until sensor 
support pipes are straight up and perpendicular to the ground. 
Be sure to tighten all set screws once this is done. Align the 
wind direction sensor witfi respect to north by loosening the 
three set screws on the side of the sensor support pipe and 
facing the scribed "N" on the side of the sensor towards north. 
Then tighten the set screws, taking care that the sensor 
orientation does not change. 

3.7 If the gauge being installed lias a solar panel, it should be 
mounted so that it will receive maximum sunlight throughout the 
year. In the Northern Hemisphere it should face soutli and in the 
Southern Hemisphere it should face north. Tn choosing a site, 
sucli variable conditions as overhead obstructions, shadows, and 
the relatively lower arc of the sun in winter must also be 
considered. 

3.8 Begin mixing the concrete. If rock rubble is available to 
steady the gauge, the mix can be more fluid. If rock rubble is 
unavailable, use a slightly drier mix for faster setting. Place 
the gauge in the hole with the base plate making good contact 
with the ground. Improved contact may be made by putting soft or 
wet soil on hole bottom. This increases chances of station 
surviving lightning strike. In areas of extremely high lightning 
potential, lightning rods are recommended to be installed at the 
base of the gauge. When positioning the gauge over the hole, 
several factors must be considered: orientation of solar panel, 
orientation of directional antenna, if gauge has precipitation 
sensor antenna must not obstruct orifice and orientation of 
antenna mast in relation to orifice should be positioned so that 
the antenna mast is on the side of the gauge away from the 
prevailing wind direction during most storms. Place 
approximately 6 inches of dirt-free rock rubble around the gauge, 
taking care not to dent the aluminum. Add concrete while 
maintaining the gauge in a vertical position. Use a carpenter s 
level to verify maintaining a vertical gauge position while 
alternately adding 6-inch layers ol rock rubble and concrete. 
Bach layer of concrete should be tamped to assure elimlnation of 
temporary voids. When the concrete is slightly above ground 
level, slope it away from the gauge using a trowel. This will 
direct water away from the base of the gauge. If rock rubble is 
not available, the gauge may be set completely in concrete. This 
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will require an additional 2 sacks of concrete. When the base 
section of the gauge is rigid, proceed with the installation. 

3.9 Extra care should be taken in connecting the antenna cable, 
sensor cables, solar panel and battery to the electronics 
package. First untangle all the cables and neatly arrange them 
parallel to each other. Connect the antenna cables first. Then 
connect the battery leads from the electronics package to the 
battery observing correct polarity; red to positive, black to 
negative. Finally, connect the solar panel and sensor cables, 
taking care to keep the cables from getting snarled or tangled. 
When all the cables are attached, place a cable tie approximately 
every 12 inches along the cables to keep them from becoming 
tangled . 

3.10 Verify all internal settings of the electronic package are 
set properly and/or reset, check signals with wattmeter or remote 
station tester as described in manual for electronics package in 
use. Then place into the protective housing and secure tightly 
with the two latch knobs. Attach the lifting rope to the handle 
on the top of the electronics package securely; if the rope 
becomes separated from the handle, the electronics package may be 
difficult to retrieve from the bottom of the standpipe. Drop 
scraps of foam or other cushioning material into the bottom of 
the standpipe and carefully lower the electronics package into 
the standpipe using the lifting rope to keep the strain off the 
cables. Place top section or cap onto standpipe and secure into 
place with the four alien screws provided. 
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4.0 INSTALLATION CHECKLIST 

4.1 Pre-Site Check 
Site use and access authorization 
Radio frequency licensing 
Radio path verification 
Site characteristics (trees, structures, etc.) 

4.2 Equipment Condition Check 
Battery charge 
Sensor calibration 
Electronics Package operation 

4.3 Suggested Installation Equipment Checklist 
Remote station tester or tuned radio 
Wat t meter 
Ladder 
Square, flat shovel 
Heavy breaker bar 
Tamping tool 
Pruning shears 
Concrete mixing box or wheelbarrow 
Mortar mixing hoe and trowel 
Screwdriver with 1/8" wide blade 
Set of alien wrenches 
Needle nose pliers 
Set of open end wrenches 1/4 to 3/4" 
Rat tail file 
Hand drill and drill bits 
18" carpenter's level 
10' measuring tape 
50 ohm RF dummy load with BNC connector 

4.4 Installation Supplies 
3 to 5 90-pound sacks of redi-mix concrete 
2 five-gallon containers of water 
Silicone grease 
Plastic electrical tape 
Scraps of styrofoam or other cushioning materials 

SIERRA-MISCO, INC. 
18 2 5 East s h o r e Highway 
Berkeley, California 94710 
Telephone: (415) 843-1282 
Telex: 275945 SMBK UR 

Checked By 

Approved By /[A ) / W ^ ~ / / 
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SIERRA-MISCO, INC. 
MODEL 5081 SELF-REPORTING WEATHER STATION 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL, Document #A102857-1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Description 
1.2 Specifications 

2.0 INSTALLATION 

3.0 OPERATION 
3.1 Digital Sensors 
3.2 Wind Sensors 
3.3 Standard Analog Sensors 
3.4 Optional Analog Sensor 

4.0 SENSORS 
4.1 Analog Sensor Calibration 
4.2 Humidity and Temperature Sensor Calibration 
4.3 Wind Sensors 
4.4 Barometric Pressure 

5.0 MAINTENANCE 

6.0 TROUBLESHOOTING 
6.1 General 
6.2 Checking and Replacing Sensors 
6.3 Return Proceedure 

This manual includes: 

8 pages Text 
A100964 Calibration Curve, %RH vs 0-5v 
A101096 Calibration Curve, -80 to 175 degrees F vs 0-5v 
A101044 Voltage vs Binary Code Curve 
A106309 Sensor Cable Diagram, Barometric Pressure 
A107369 Sensor Cable Diagram, Wind Speed/Wind Direction 
B107417 Six Parameter Weather Station PCB Assembly Diagram 
C102303 Assembly Diagram 
C107416 Six Parameter Weather Station PC Board Schematic 
C107418 Six Parameter Weather Station Wire Diagram 

Add to this manual: 

Basic Gauge Installation Manual 
Transmitter Manual 
Solar Panel Manual 
Sensor Manuals as required, 

standard set consists of models 1522, 204C , and 5050P 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Description 

The 5081 Real Time Event Reporting Weather Station is a totally 
self-contained, packaged weather station used to automatically 
report weather data from remote sites to a central site. The 
station consists of an array of sensors, a transmitter, a solar 
panel, interconnecting cables, antenna and station housing. 
Sensors are supplied complete with cables and connectors. The 
main housing acts as the sensor support, antenna tower and 
weather proof housing for the transmitter. 

1.2 Specifications 

Equipment Supplied -
Transmitter: Model 5050 Transmitter with 5050AO Analog Option, 

5050CP Connector Package and signal conditioning 
Power Supply: Model 5031 gel cell battery augmented with 

Model 5033 Solar Panel 
Antenna: 5050ANT Omni antenna, height from ground: 18 feet 
Dimensions: Refer to Assembly Diagram (drawing ?C102303) 
Shipping 
Weight: Between 85 and 110 pounds, depending on options 

Standard Sensors -
Precipitation: Model 50 50P Tipping Bucket 

Height of orifice from ground, 13'8" 
Orifice 12" diameter 

Humidity/Temperature: Model 2046 
with radiation shield Model 4550 

Barometric Pressure: Model 1522 
Wind Speed: Model 5050WS 
Wind Direction: Model 5050WD 
Optional Sensors: One digital, one analog, as specified 

2.0 INSTALLATION 

Refer to Basic Gauge Installation Manual 

3.0 OPERATION 

The 5081 standard weather station has two types of sensors, 
digital sensors and analog sensors; refer to the Six Parameter 
Weather Station Wire Diagram, drawing C107418. Digital sensors 
operate in the event mode. Analog sensors are all operated 
either in the timed mode or the event mode. For detailed 
operational information on the transmitter refer to the model 
5050 manual. 

3.1 Digital Sensors 

The signals from the precipitation sensor and extra digital 
sensor, such as a 5050LL-FT float sensor, go directly from the 
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sensor interconnect PC board to the digital accumulators on the 
transmitter PC board. Each time an incremental change occurs the 
signal adds one to the accumulator and the transmitter transmits 
the sensor ID number with the new accumulator number. 

3.2 Wind Sensors 

The wind speed and wind direction signals are transmitted 
simultaneously; the sensors are designed to transmit on an event 
basis. The transmitter will send each kilometer (or mile) of 
wind run and the instantaneous wind direction as each kilometer 
is counted. Each turn of the cup anemometer produces a voltage 
pulse which is counted in a counter on the weather station board. 
When 1308 counts are recorded, the counter resets itself. When 
the counter resets itself, a count is sent to the transmitter 
board. One unit is added to the accumulator and simultaneously 
the transmitter board powers up the 5V to the wind direction 
sensor. The voltage from the wiper of the IK wind direction 
potentiometer is fed through the weather station board to the 
transmitter board where it is read by the analog to digital 
converter. The transmitter then transmits the wind sensor ID 
number (which is the ID number set on the transmitter minus 3 ) , 
an accumulator number and the wind direction in binary code. The 
accumulator for wind speed resets to 00 after it reaches 31. The 
computer calculates the wind speed based on the difference in 
time between the accumulator numbers. Refer to the Model 5050 
manual for details of wind message transmission format. The 
computer algorithm requires several sequential wind transmissions 
in order to validate and file accurate wind speeds and wind 
directions. Transmissions initiated by the test button on the 
board will not give accurate readings in the computer. The only 
way to get accurate wind information is to have the anemometer 
and counting circuit go through the full counting sequence. 

3.3 Standard Analog Sensors 

Analog sensorSj whether operated in the timed or event mode (see 
transmitter manual) operate as follows: the 12V switched voltage 
is switched on and routed to the weather station board or 
directly to the individual sensor signal conditioning board. 
There it is changed to the individual sensors required power up 
•voltage--or if the same routed directly to the sensor 
interconnection board via J 1 4 . As all sensors used with the 
transmitter power up very quickly (less than 5 milliseconds) the 
signal out of the sensor returns through the sensor cable almost 
simultaneously. The signal is sent to the weather station board 
via J 1 4 conditioned to a 0-5V signal and sent via J3 to the logic 
board to be read by its A to D converter. In order to calibrate 
the analog sensors while connected to the 5050 transmitter, the 
power must be turned onto the sensor interface board. This can 
be easily done by depressing the reset or the test button on the 
logic board. It is best to use the reset button as it will not 
cause the transmitter to transmit every 14 seconds. 
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3.4 Optional Analog Sensor 

If you did not order an optional analog sensor with your weather 
station, the optional analog sensor port will not be operational. 
If at a later date you order an analog sensor to operate with the 
5081 weather station, check to see if the transmitter has the 
Weather Station Signal Conditioning PC Board installed. If not, 
one is required. If it has one already, the following must be 
done on the standard weather station board at J10 jumper, Pin 1 
to Pin 24. This routes the signal from Pin A J21 (analog 4 Pin 
MS connector) on the top of the transmitter back through the 
weather station board to Pin 11 of J3 of the transmitter logic 
board. Refer to Model 5050 Transmitter manual. Next, on the 
Logic PC Board, to get that signal into Pin 11 of U7, you need to 
replace the jumper between Pin 11 and ground with C24 capacitor 
1000 pf. Refer to Drawing C107416. In order to get VCS (12V) to 
the sensor to power it, you need to jumper at J10 of the weather 
station board Pin 13 or 14 to Pin 19 or 20. After making the 
change, connect the battery and 1) measure the VCS 12VDC at Pin C 
of the Analog connector. Do this while pressing the reset 
button; 2) measure the signal voltage from the sensor going to 
the logic board between TP, (ground) and Pin 11 of 1)7. 

4.0 SENSORS 

The 5081 standard sensor package includes: wind speed/wind 
direction, temperature/relative humidity, precipitation, 
barometric pressure, one spare analog (0-5VDC) and one spare SPDT 
digital input contact closure. Available optional sensors 
include: river level, soil moisture, evaporation, solar radiation 
and temperature. Specific information about the sensors can be 
found in the manuals supplied with each sensor. 

4.1 Analog Sensor Calibration 

All analog sensors are signal conditioned to give 0-5V out. This 
output is read in the analog section of the logic board by the 
analog to digital converter. The relationship between the DC 
analog voltage and the digital binary code is shown on Drawing 
A101044. 

4.2 Humidity and Temperature Sensor Calibration, Model 2046 

4.2.1 Temperature Sensor Calibration 

To properly calibrate this sensor, it must be calibrated at both 
a high and low temperature. The only test which can be performed 
in the field is to compare the ambient temperature with a 
thermometer and see if the transmitted reading is within your 
desired accuracy requirements. We recommend a pre-calibrated 
spare sensor and PC board set be taken into the field as 
replacements and if the reading does not correspond to the 
desired degree of accuracy, the sensor and PC board may be 
swapped and the old set be recalibrated back at the central 
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station. One test that can performed in the field is check the 
voltage supplied to the 2046 sensor to be sure that it is 12.0 
VDC +- 1.0 volt. Use an accurate digital voltmeter to do this. 
Check the voltage at pin E of the sensor connector on the 
transmitter using test point 1 for ground. An accurate 
thermometer should be used to calibrate the 2046 temperature 
sensor; check the voltage output of the 2046, refering to 
calibration curve #A101096. If it is not correct refer to the 
2046 manual. 

4.2.2 Humidity Sensor Calibration 

A quick field check of the humidity sensor can be done using a 
sling psychrometer. Refer to the calibration curve #A100964. If 
the reading is off by more than the specified tolerance refer to 
the 2046 manual for correction procedure. 

4.3 Wind Sensors 

4.3.1 Wind Direction 

The accuracy of the wind direction reading depends on correctly 
setting the zero or crossover point of the pot. The body of the 
vane is marked "N". When the pointer is lined up with "N" this 
is north. To accurately set the north point a digital voltmeter 
should be used. North should be true north, not magnetic. It is 
recommended a map be used and a landmark with a known bearing 
from the gauge be used to establish proper orientaion. A compass 
is not as accurate since metal objects and deviations between 
magnetic and true north can produce errors. 

4.3.2 Wind Speed 

The 5081 transmits a report for each kilometer (or mile) of wind 
run. This report consists of a sensor ID number, a wind run 
accumulator number and a wind direction value. The wind run is 
determined by a counting circuit on the Weather Station PC board 
which counts the rotations of the anemometer (two AC cycles per 
revolution). When the counting circuit reaches 1308, the 
equivalant of one kilometer of wind run, it produces a pulse 
which adds one to the wind speed accumulator on the Logic PC 
Board and the new accumulator number and the wind direction are 
transmitted as a single message. The Logic PC Board wind speed 
accumulator rolls over (returns to 00) at 31. The actual wind 
speed is computed at the receiving site based on the time 
interval between transmissions. 

4.4 Barometric Pressure 

Refer to the Model 1522 Barometric Pressure Sensor Manual 
enclosure. The output of the barometric pressure sensor is 0 to 
5V. It is set at the factory for an 85 mb span and unless 
specified in the order it will be set for sea level elevation. 
The computer will decode the transmission to read from 950 to 
1035 mb. The calibration curve supplied with the sensor should 
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be checked. If you are going to locate your weather station at a 
point other than sea level, an adjustment for the change in 
elevation must be made, otherwise the instrument's calibration 
will not be readable by the computer. Refer to the 1522 manual 
for more information. 

4.5 Precipitation 

Refer to the 5050P Manual. 

5.0 MAINTENANCE 

As long as the data coming to the central station is consistant 
and no troubles are detected, the weather station need only be 
visited once a year. 

5.1 If a solar panel is not used, the battery should be replaced 
with a freshly charged battery once a year. The battery must be 
charged very carefully in order to be sure it is fully charged. 
Its charged capacity should be checked by discharging it. Refer 
to battery curves and battery section of 5031 manual. If a solar 
panel is used, the solar panel output should be checked and the 
solar panel cleaned. Refer to Model 5033 Manual. 

5.2 The silica gel absorbant packet in the transmitter should be 
replaced with a new or freshly charged packet. The packet can be 
recharged by heating to 250 degrees F for sixteen hours. 

5.3 Whenever going to a site, it is desirable to check all the 
cables and connectors as well as the forward and reverse power in 
order to be sure the antenna and antenna cable have no been 
damaged during the year. If a directional antenna is used at the 
site its bearings should be checked to be sure it is still 
correct . 

5.4 The sensors should be serviced as outlined in their separate 
manuals. 

5.5 The outer rain gauge collection funnel should be cleared of 
all debris. Ensure that the funnel nipple is clear by running a 
brush or large pipe cleaner through it. Also clean the drain 
screens. 

6.0 TROUBLESHOOTING 

6.1 General 

6.1.1 If the station does not transmit correctly, first check 
all battery connections to ensure a solid connection. Check the 
transmitter set switches and be sure it been powered up 
correctly. Check the battery while the unit is attempting to 
transmit to be sure it has sufficient voltage to power the 
instrument and is securely in place; also check the battery 
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terminals to ensure that they are clean and provide solid contact 
with the b a t t e r y . 

6.1.2 Check the sensor cable c o n n e c t i o n s both at the sensors and 
at the t r a n s m i t t e r ; cable shorts can cause lack of r e a d i n g s . If 
a c o n n e c t i o n is found to be l o o s e , tighten it and check to see if 
the problem has been c o r r e c t e d . 

6.2 C h e c k i n g and R e p l a c i n g S e n s o r s 

6.2.1 Wind D i r e c t i o n Sensor 

The wind d i r e c t i o n sensor can be checked and/or replaced without 
powering down the t r a n s m i t t e r by d i s c o n n e c t i n g the sensor cable 
at the t r a n s m i t t e r . First check the r e s i s t a n c e of the 
p o t e n t i o m e t e r in the sensor by c o n n e c t i n g an ohmmeter across pins 
D and E of the cable c o n n e c t o r ; it should read 1000 ohms (IK) 
r e g a r d l e s s of the position of the wind v a n e . Be sure the nuts on 
the bottom of the sensor to not make contact with the sensor 
support pipe or incorrect analog values may r e s u l t . Next connect 
the ohmmeter a c r o s s pins C and D of the cable connector and 
observe the r e a d i n g s with relation to the d i r e c t i o n of the v a n e ; 
North equals 0 or 1000 o h m s , East equals 250 o h m s , South equals 
500 ohms and West e q u a l s 750 o h m s . Slowly rotate the vane until 
the reading suddenly c h a n g e s from 1000 to 0 o h m s : this is the 
north p o i n t , e s s e n t i a l l y the point at which the vane tip should 
be pointing north indicating a wind coming FROM the north. Check 
to see that the north point has been set correctly by comparing 
the d i r e c t i o n of the vane with the north line scribed on the 
sensor casing and the meter r e a d i n g . If it is o f f , rotate the 
sensor support post to c o r r e c t . If the p o t e n t i o m e t e r needs to be 
r e p l a c e d , leave cable d i s c o n n e c t e d from t r a n s m i t t e r . Loosen but 
do not remove the set screws on the sensor arm which secure the 
wind d i r e c t i o n sensor in p l a c e . Gently lift the sensor up a few 
inches giving access to the u n d e r s i d e of the sensor c a s i n g . 
Remove the metal retaining ring and carefully separate bottom, and 
top s e c t i o n s . R e m o v e the vane from the top section by pulling up 
on it with a firm steady p r e s s u r e . Remove the nut which holds 
the p o t e n t i o m e t e r i n p l a c e . Make a note of which color wire goes 
to which terminal and then cut the three wires to the 
p o t e n t i o m e t e r as close to the t e r m i n a l s as possible and solder 
them to the r e p l a c e m e n t p o t e n t i o m e t e r . Refer to Sensor Cable 

D i a g r a m , Wind Speed/Wind D i r e c t i o n , drawing # A 1 0 7 3 6 9 . Reverse 
steps to r e a s s e m b l e and realign north point as described in this 
section . 

6.2.2 Wind Speed Sensor 

The wind speed sensor can be checked and/or replaced without 
powering down the transmitter by d i s c o n n e c t i n g the sensor cable 
at the t r a n s m i t t e r . First check the output of the sensor by 
c o n n e c t i n g an ohmmeter a c r o s s pins A and B of the cable 
c o n n e c t o r ; spinning the a n e m o m e t e r by hand should produce an 
output of a p p r o x i m a t e l y half of a v o l t . Refer to section 3.2 for 
technical details of sensor o u t p u t . If the sensor needs to be 
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replaced, leave cable disconnected from transmitter. Loosen but 
do not remove the set screws on the sensor arm which secure the 
wind speed sensor in place. Gently lift the sensor up a few 
inches giving access to the wires underneath. Cut the two wires 
at the covered splice and solder replacement sensor to the wires 
as follows: Red to Red, Brown to Black. Refer to Sensor Cable 
Diagram, Wind Speed/Wind Direction, drawing #A1C7369. Reverse 
steps to reassemble. 

6.2.3 Barometric Pressure Sensor 

Check the barometric pressure sensor as described in the 1522 
manual. If the sensor needs to be replaced, first disconnect the 
cable at the transmitter and pull up on the sensor to remove from 
the mounting plate inside standpipe. If a replacement sensor is 
to be installed be sure to remove the mounting plate and hardware 
from the old sensor and attach to the new one. 

6.2,A Precipitation Sensor 

Refer to 5050P Tipping Bucket Rain Gauge Manual 

6.2.5 Humidity and Temperature Sensor 

Check the sensor as outlined in the 20A6 manual. If the sensor 
needs to be replaced, first remove access plate and disconnect 
the wires from the terminal block. Then loosen the U-bolt and 
gently slip sensor off end of sensor arm. Reverse steps to 
reassemble taking care to observe the correct wiring at the 
terminal block as described in the 20A6 manual. 

6.3 Return Proceedure 

If it becomes necessary to return any componant of the station to 
the factory for any reason, call Sierra-Misco at (A15) 843-1282 
between 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM (Pacific Standard Time) and ask for 
a Return Authorization Number to be assigned to your instrument. 
Carefully pack the instrument so that it will not be damaged in 
shipment and write the Return Authorization Number on the box and 
on any paperwork included in the box with the instrument. It is 
helpful to also include a short description of the problem. If 
you are unable to reach us by telephone, please write a detailed 
description of the problem and under what conditions it failed, 
or other reason for return, and include it with the instrument. 

SIERRA-MISCO, INC. 
1825 Eastshore Highway 
Berkeley, California 9A710 
Telephone: '(415) 8A3-1282 
Telex: 275945 SMBK UR 
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